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The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 6128) to revise, codify, and e- - without substantive change
certain general and permanent la
elated to money and finance
as title 31, United States Code, "Money and Finance", having considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment
and recommend that the bill do pass.
STATEMENT

Purpose.-The purpose of the bill is to restate in comprehensive
form, without substantive change, certain general and permanent
laws related to money and finance and to enact those laws as title
31, United States Code. In the restatement, simple langv 7ge has
been substituted for awkward and obsolete terms, and superseded,
executed, and obsolete " ws have been eliminated. This bill is a
part of the program of the Office of the Law Revision Counsel of
the House of Representativ o, required by section 285b of title 2,
United States Code, to prepare and submit to the Committee on the
Judiciary of the House of Representatives, for enactment into positive law, all titles of the United States Code.
Background.-In September, 1979, representatives of the Office
of the Law Revision Counsel met with officials of the Department
of the Treasury, the Office of Management and Budget, and the
General Accounting Office about the codification of title 31, Money
and Finance. These meetings wereifollowed shortly with letters to
the Secretary of the Treasury, the Director of the Office of Manage-
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ment and Budget, and the Comptroller General of the United
States advising that title 31 had been selected for codification. Subsequently, employees of the Department of the Treasury, the Office
of Management and Budget, and the General Accounting Office
were designated to act as liaison and to generally assist the Office
of the Law Revision Counsel in the project.
Copies of a committee print of a bill (dated March 31, 1981) were
circulated among the Department of the Treasury, the Office of
Management and Budget, and the General Accounting Office. In
addition, copies of the committee print were provided to the Committees on Appropriations, Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs,
the Budget, Finance, Governmental Affairs, and the Judiciary of
the Senate and the Committees on Appropriations, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, the Budget, Government Operations, and
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.
Comments on the March 31, 1981, committee print were reviewed by the Office of the Law Revision Counsel. A revised draft
was then introduced by Chairman Peter W. Rodino, Jr., on October
19, 1981, as H.R. 4774. After introduction, copies of the bill were
circulated to interested members of the public and Government
agencies. Additional comments were received and analyzed, and additional changes made. H.R. 6128 is H.R. 4774 with these additional
changes.
Revision of language.-To restate the laws related to money and
finance in one comprehensive title, it is necessary to make changes
in language. Some of the changes are necessary to attain uniformity within the title. Others are necessary as the result of consolidating related provisions of law and to conform to common contemporary usage. In making changes in the language, precautions have
been taken against making substantive changes in the law.
Revision notes.-A revision note has been prepared for each section of the revised title 31. The revision notes explain the changes
made in the source laws. Each note identifies the statutory basis or
source of the section and explains significant changes in, and omissions of, language. When practical, word-for-word substitutions of
language are identified and explained. Standard changes made
throughout the revision to achieve internal consistency are not explained each time they are made.
Standard changes.-Certainstandard changes are made uniformly throughout the revised title 31. The most significant of the other
standard changes are explained in the following paragraphs:
As far as possible, the statute is stated in the present tense and
in the active voice. When there is a choice of 2 or more words, otherwise of equal legal effect, the more commonly understood word is
used.
The word "shall" is used in the mandatory and imperative sense.
The word "may" is used in the permissive and discretionary sense,
as "is permitted to" and "is authorized to". The words "may not"
are used in a prohibitory sense, as "is not authorized to" and "is
not permitted to". The words "person may not" mean that no
person is required, authorized, or permitted to do the act.
The words "any part of' means "all or part of' and "in whole or
in part". The word "includes" means "includes but is not limited
to". The word "considered" denotes the exercise of judgment. The

word "deemed" is used where a legal fiction, or what may in some
cases be a legal fiction, is intended. The word "is" is used for statements of fact and legal conclusions.
When a right is conferred, the words "is entitled" or their equivalent are used.
The first time a descriptive title is used in a section, the complete title is used. Thereafter, in the same section, a shorter title is
used unless the context requires the complete title to be used. For
example, "Secretary of the Treasury" is used the first time the
title appears in a section. Subsequently, in the same section, the
title "Secretary" is used.
The titles 'Comptroller General" and "Deputy Comptroller"
(except in section 702 establishing the titles for the positions) are
used for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
United States Code.
"United States Government" is substituted for "United States"
(when used in referring to the Government), "Federal Government", and other terms identifying the Government the first time
the reference appears in a section. Thereafter, in the same section,
"Government" is used unless the context requires the complete
term to be used to avoid confusion with other governments.
The word "law" is substituted for "Act" and "joint resolution"
for clarity because the word "law" includes Acts and joint resolutions.
The word "record" includes all terms previously used for records,
documents, accounts, reports, files, memoranda, papers, things, and
other similar items.
The words "under section ------ are used instead of 'pursuant
to section ------ " and "in accordance with section -.....
The word "such" is not used as a demonstrative adjective. The
use of the word "each", "any", "every", or "all" is confined to instances in which a doubt could arise if the word were not used.
Provisos are not used. An exception or limitation is introduced
by the words "except that" or "but" or by placing the excepting or
limiting provision in a separate sentence.
The words "committee of Congress" include a committee of
either House of Congress, a joint committee of Congress, or a subcommittee of any of those committees.
The words "from time to time" are omitted as being necessarily
inherent in the action they describe and as being subsumed by the
authority in sections 321 and 711 of the revised title.
Substantive change not made.-As in other codifications undertaken to enact into positive law all titles of the United States Code,
this bill makes no substantive change in the law. It is sometimes
feared that mere changes in terminology and style will result in
changes in substance or impair the precedent value of earlier judicial decisions and other interpretations. This fear might have some
weight if this were the usual kind of amendatory legislation where
it can be inferred that a change of language is intended to change
substance. In a codification law, however, the courts uphold the
contrary presumption: the law is intended to remain substantively
unchanged. The following authorities affirm this principle:
Steward v. Kahn (11 Wall. 493, 502 (1871)).
Smythe v. Fiske (28 Wall. 374, 382 (1874)).
'

McDonald v. Hovey (110 U.S. 619, 628 (1884)).
United States v. Ryder (110 U.S. 729, 740 (1884)).
United States v. Sischo (262 U.S. 165, 168 (1923)).
Fourco Glass Co. v. TransmirraProducts Corp. (353 U.S. 222,
227 (1957)).
TrailerMarine Transport Corp. v. FederalMaritime Commission (D.C. Cir., 602 F. 2d 379, 383 (1979)).
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co. v. United States
(7th Cir., 617 F. 2d 485, 490, 491 (1980)).
Walsh v. Commonwealth (224 Mass. 239, 112 N.E. 486, 487
(1916)).
State ex rel. Rankin v. Wilbaux County Bank (85 Mont. 532,
281 Pac. 341, 344 (1929)).
In re Sullivan's Estate (38 Ariz. 387, 300 Pac. 193, 195 (1931)).
Sigal v. Wise (114 Conn. 297, 158 Atl. 891, 894 (1932)).
Martin v. Dyer-Kane Co. (113 N.J. Eq. 88, 166 Atl. 227, 229
(1933)).
Norfolk & Portsmouth Bar Ass'n. v. Drewry (161 Va. 833, 172
S.E. 282, 285 (1934)).
Sutherland, Statutory Construction (4th ed., Sands, 1972),
secs. 28.10, 28.11.
Tables.-Tables are provided at the end of this report to show
the disposition of laws affected by this codification.
AGENCY COMMENTS

The following agency letters have been received on the title 31
codification:
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL,

Washington, D.C., June 25, 1982.
Jr.,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

The Honorable

PETER

W.

RODINO,

Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is in reply to your request for the views of the Department
of the Treasury concerning H.R. 6128, a bill "To revise, codify, and
enact without substantive change certain general and permanent
laws, related to money and finance, as title 31, United States Code,
'Money and Finance'.'
The Department of the Treasury and the Office of the Law Revision Counsel worked very closely during the development of this
bill. The Department believes that all significant matters of disagreement have been resolved and accordingly supports the enactment of H.R. 6128.
The recodification of title 31 was a difficult and complex task.
The Judiciary Committee and the Office of the Law Revision Counsel are to be commended for their outstanding work in producing
this bill.
The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is
no objection from the standpoint of the Administration's program
to the submission of this report to your Committee.
Sincerely yours,
MARGERY WAXMAN,

Deputy General Counsel.

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE,
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL,

Washington, D.C., February18, 1982.

The Honorable PETER W.

RODINO, Jr.,

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Reference is made to your request for the views of the Department of Defense with respect to H.R. 4774, 97th Congress, a bill to
revise Title 31, United States Code, and the accompanying committee print of the report on the bill. The Secretary of Defense has assigned to the Department of the Air Force the responsibility for expressing the views of the Department of Defense.
The stated purpose of this proposed legislation is to revise, codify,
and enact without substantive change certain general and permanent laws related to money and finance as Title 31, United States
Code, "Money and Finance'.
The Department of the Air Force, on behalf of the Department of
Defense, views the proposed codification as successfully accomplishing its stated purpose, which is to accurately restate the laws and
make no substantive change. As such, enactment of H.R. 4774
would have no impact on the functions and operations of the Department of Defense.
Enactment of the proposal would have no impact upon the budgetary requirements of the Department of Defense.
This report has been coordinated with the Department of Defense in accordance with procedures prescribed by the Secretary of
Defense.
The Office of Management and Budget advises that, from the
standpoint of the Administration's program, there is no objection
to the presentation of this report for the consideration of the committee.
Sincerely,
RUSSELL

D. HALE,

Assistant Secretary of the Air Force, FinancialManagement.
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., May 19, 1982.

The Honorable PETER W.

RODINO, Jr.,

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is in response to your request for our comments on H.R.
6128, 97th Congress, which would revise, codify, and enact without
substantive change certain general and permanent laws, related to
money and finance, as title 31, United States Code, and the draft
report accompanying this bill.
As you are aware, we have previously submitted comments on
H.R. 4774, 97th Congress, an earlier version of the codification and
the draft report accompanying that bill to the Office of the Law Re-

vision Counsel. Many of our suggested changes have been incorporated in H.R. 6128, and all matters of disagreement between this
Office and the Office of the Law Revision Counsel have been resolved. We have no objection to the enactment of H.R. 6128, 97th
Congress.
Sincerely yours,
A. BOWSHER,
Comptroller General of
the United States.

CHARLES

COMMITTEE VOTE

At a meeting of the Committee on the Judiciary on July 20, 1982,
a quorum being present, H.R. 6128 was approved by a unanimous
voice vote and ordered reported.
STATEMENTS UNDER CLAUSE
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OF RULE
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Since the purpose of H.R. 6128 is to codify changes in the law
without making any substantive change in the law, no oversight
findings or recommendations have been made with respect to the
bill.
The enactment of this bill will have no inflationary impact on
prices or cost in the operation of the national economy.
The bill does not provide new budget authority or new or increased tax expenditures.
The Director of the Congressional Budget Office has submitted
the following letter reporting on the bill:
U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

Washington, D.C., July 20, 1982.

Hon.

PETER RODINO,

Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,
the Congressional Budget Office has reviewed H.R. 6128, a bill to
revise, codify, and enact without substantive change certain general and permanent laws, related to money and finance, as Title 31,
United States Code, "Money and Finance," as ordered reported by
the House Committee on the Judiciary, July 20, 1982.
Based on this review, it appears that no additional cost to the
government would be incurred as a result of enactment of this bill.
Sincerely,
ALICE M. RIVLIN, Director.
SECTION-BY-SECTION SUMMARY
SECTION 1-EXPLANATION OF REVISED TITLE 31

Section 1 of the bill enacts certain general and permanent laws
of the United States, related to money and finance, as title 31,
United States Code.

TITLE 31-MONEY AND FINANCE
Sec.

SUBTITLE

I.
II.
III.
IV .
V.

GENERAL .........................
THE BU DGET PROCESS .............................................................................
FINANCIAL MANAGEM ENT ....................................................................
M ON EY
...............................................
GENERAL ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION .......................................

VI. M ISCELLANEOUS .........................

........................

101
1101
3101
5101
6101
9101

SUBTITLE I-GENERAL
CHAPTER

1.
3.
5.
7.

DEFIN IT ION S ..........................
........... .............................................
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY .......................................................
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET .........................................
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE...........................................................

Sec.

101
301
501
701

CHAPTER 1-DEFINITIONS
Sec.
101.
102.

Agency.
Executive agency.

103.

United States.
SECTION 101
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section

101 ................................... (no source) ...........................................

The section is included to avoid the necessity for defining
"agency" each time it is used in the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section
102 ............................................

102
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
(n o sou rce).................................................

The section is included to avoid the necessity for defining "executive agency" each time it is used in the revised title.
SECTION
Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
103 .....................

103
Source (Statutes at Large)

(no source) .......................................

The section is included to avoid the necessity for defining
"United States" each time it is used in the revised title.
CHAPTER 3-DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
SUBCHAPTER I-ORGANIZATION
Sec.
301.
302.

Department of the Treasury.
Treasury of the United States.

303.

Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

304.

Bureau of the Mint.

8
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.

Federal Financing Bank.
Fiscal Service.
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
United States Customs Service.
Continuing in office.

321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.

General authority of the Secretary.
Working capital fund.
Investment of operating cash.
Disposing and extending the maturity of obligations.
International affairs authorization.
Availability of appropriations for certain expenses.
Advancements and reimbursements for services.
Accounts and payments of former disbursing officials.
Limitations on outside activities.
Practice before the Department.
Reports.

SUBCHAPTER II-ADMINISTRATIVE

SUBCHAPTER I-ORGANIZATION
SECTION
Revised Section
301(a) .......................................
301(b) .......................................
301(c) ........................................

301(d)

................

301(e)........................................

301

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1001(words before lst comma) .......... R.S. §233.
31:1001(words after 1st comma) ............
31:1004(related to Deputy Secretary)... Feb. 17, 1922, c- 55(related to appointment
and duties of Deputy and Under Secretaries), 42 Stat. 366; July 22, 1954, ch.
557, §3, 68 Stat. 496; restated May 18,
1972, Pub. L. 92-302, §1(a), 86 Stat. 148.
..................................................................
Jan. 3, 1923, ch. 22(related to appointment
and duties of Deputy and Under Secretaries), 42 Stat. 1087.
..................................................................
Apr. 4, 1924, ch. 84(related to appointment
and duties of Deputy and Under Secretaries), 43 Stat. 64.
31:1005 ........................................................
Feb. 17, 1922, ch. 55(related to vacancy in
office of Secretary of the Treasury), 42
Stat. 366; restated May 18, 1972, Pub. L.
92-302, §1(a), 86 Stat. 149.
..................................................................
Jan . 3, 1923, ch. 22(related to vacancy in
office of Secretary of the Treasury), 42
Stat. 1087.
...................................................................
Apr. 4, 1924, ch. 84(related to vacancy in
office of Secretary of the Treasury), 43
Stat. 64.
31:141 .........................................................
R.S. §301.
31:1004(related to Under Secretaries)..
31:1005a(lst-3d sentences) ...................... May 18, 1972, Pub. L. 92-302, §1(b), 86 Stat.
149.
5 App ..........................................................
Reorg. Plan No. 3 of 1940, eff. June 30,
1940, §1(a)(7Xlst sentence), 54 Stat. 1231.
3
1:1005aOest sentence) .....................
31:1006 ....................................................

R.S. §234; July 11, 1890, ch. 667, §1(lst par.
under heading "Treasury Department"),
26 Stat. 236; Mar. 3, 1917, ch. 163, §1(lst
par. under heading "Treasury Department"), 39 Stat. 1083; Reorg. Plan No. 3
of 1940, eff. June 30, 1940, §1(d), 54 Stat.
1232; restated July 22, 1954, ch. 557, §4,
68 Stat. 496; July 8, 1963, Pub. L. 88-58,
77 Stat. 76; May 18, 1972, Pub. L. 92-302,
§1(c), 86 Stat. 149.
31:1007
.......................................................
R
.S.
§245.
2
301(f(1) ....................................
26:7801(bX1), ( Xlast sentence), (3).
Aug. 16, 1954, ch. 736, §7801(b), 68A Stat.
915; restated Sept. 22, 1959, Pub. L. 86368, §1, 73 Stat. 647; Aug. 14, 1964, Pub.
L. 88-426, §305(39), 78 Stat. 427; Oct. 4,
1976, Pub. L. 94-455, §1906(bX3XB), 90
Stat. 1834.
31:1009 ........................................................
M ay 10, 1934, ch. 277, §512(a), (c), 48 Stat.
26 7
: 801(bX2Xlst, 2d sentences) ...............
301(f(2) .. ............. .............
301(g) ................
31:1010(related to seal)............
R.S. §372(related to seal); May 10, 1934, ch.

277, §512(b), 48 Stat 759.

In subsection (a), the words "of the United States Government"
are added for clarity.
In subsection (b), the words "The Secretary is appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate" are
added to conform with clause 2, section 2, of article II of the Constitution.
In subsection (c), the words "carry out" and "duties and powers"
are substituted for "perform" and "duties", respectively, for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code. In clause (1), the words "in the Office of the Secretary" in 31:1004 are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement and for consistency. Clause (2) is substituted for 31:1005 to
eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency with other titles
of the Code.
In subsection (d), the words "in accordance with the civil-service
laws" in section 1(a)(7)(lst sentence) of Reorganization Plan No. 3
of 1940 (eff. June 30, 1940, 54 Stat. 1232) are omitted as unnecessary because of title 5. The words "and shall receive a salary at the
rate of $15,000 per annum" are omitted as superseded by 5:5316.
The words "carry out" and "duties and powers" are substituted for
"perform" and "duties", respectively, in 31:1004 and 1005a for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The
words "in the Office of the Secretary" in 31:1004 are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement and for consistency. The
words "of the Treasury" in 31:1005a are omitted for consistency
with other titles of the Code and as being unnecessary.
In subsection (e), the words "of the Treasury" in 31:1006 and
1007 are omitted for consistency with other titles of the Code and
as being unnecessary. The words "examine letters, contracts, and
warrants prepared for the signature of the Secretary of the Treasury" and "by law" in 31:1007 are omitted as superseded by the
source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The
words "carry out" and "duties and powers" are substituted for
"perform" and "duties", respectively, for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (f), the words "carry out" and "duties and powers"
are substituted for "perform" and "duties", respectively, for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The
text of 26:7801(b)(3) is omitted as unnecessary because of 5:3101.
The words "is absent or unable to serve or when the office of General Counsel is vacant" are substituted for "during the absence of'
for clarity and consistency. The text of 31:1009(less (a)(6th sentence)) is omitted as superseded by 26:7801(b) as restated in this
subsection.
In subsection (f)(1), the words "governing appointment in the
competitive service" are substituted for "civil service laws" to conform to 5:2102.
In subsection (g), the words "The General Counsel... shall have
charge" are omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in subsection (b) of this section and section 321(c) of the revised
title.

SECTION 302
Revised Section

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:472 ............................R.S. §3591.
302 ............................................

The section is substituted for the source provisions to eliminate
unnecessary words and because of subsequent laws and the restatement in the revised title about the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury and coins, currency, accounts, depositaries, and public
debt of the United States Government.
SECTION
Revised Section
303 ............................................

303

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:171 ..........................................................

June 4, 1897, ch. 2, §1(4th proviso on p. 18),
30 Stat. 18.

In subsection (a), the words "a bureau in the Department of the
Treasury" are added for clarity and consistency in chapter 3 of the
revised title.
In subsection (b), the first sentence is substituted for the words
before the first comma because of the source provisions restated in
section 321(c) of the revised title. Clause (1) is substituted for "subject to the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States
Code. The words "and be responsible" are omitted as being included in "reports directly to" and because of section 301 of the revised
title.
SECTION

304

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

304(a) ......................................

31:251(lst sentence less words after
1st comma),
31:251(2d sentence words before
comma, last sentence).
31:251(2d
sentence
words
after
comma).

R.S. §343(less 1st sentence words after 1st
comma).

304(bXl) ...................................
304(b)2)

....

.................

In subsection (b)(1), the word "head" is substituted for "chief officer" in 31:251 for clarity and consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The word "is" is substituted for "shall be denominated" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "The Director shall carry out
duties and powers prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury" are
substituted for "and shall be under the general direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury" for clarity and consistency in the revised title.

SECTION
Revised Section
305 ............................................

305
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
(n o sou rce) ..................................................

The section is included to provide in subchapter I of chapter 3 of
the revised title a complete list of the organizational units established by law that are in the Department of the Treasury or are
subject to the direction and supervision of the Secretary of the
Treasury.
SECTION
Revised Section
306 ............................................

306

Source (U.S. Code)
5 App ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Reor . Plan N o. 3 of 1940, eff. June 30,
§l(less (aX7Xlst sentence), (d)), 54
I
Stat. 1231.

In subsection (a), the word "service" is substituted for "agency"
in section 1(a)(1)(words before last comma) of Reorganization Plan
No. 3 of 1940 (eff. June 30, 1940, 54 Stat. 1232) for consistency in
the revised title. The words related to the organizational units
being consolidated into the Fiscal Service are omitted as executed.
In subsection (b), the text of section 1(a)(7)(2d sentence) of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1940 is omitted because of the source provisions restated in section 301(d) of the revised title.
In subsection (c), the words "Office of the Fiscal Assistant Secretary" in section 1(a)(2) of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1940 are
omitted as unnecessary and for consistency in chapter 3 of the revised title. The words "the Office of the Treasurer of the United
States" are omitted because this office is no longer in the Fiscal
Service. See Department of the Treasury Order 229 of January 14,
1974 (39 F.R. 2280). The words "Bureau of Government Financial
Operations" are substituted for "Bureau of Accounts" because of
Treasury Order 229 and appropriation Acts beginning with fiscal
year 1975. The text of section 1(a)(2)(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary because of section 301 of the revised title. The words
"Commissioner of Government Financial Operations" are substituted for "Commissioner of Accounts and Deposits" in section 1(a)(3)
of the Reorganization Plan because of Treasury Order 229 and appropriation Acts beginning with fiscal year 1975. The words before
the last comma are omitted as executed. The words related to the
organizational units, in section 1(a)(4) of the Reorganization Plan,
that are being consolidated into the Bureau of the Public Debt are
omitted as executed.
Subsection (d) is substituted for the text of section 1(a)(7)(last sentence) of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1940 for consistency in the
revised title. The text of section 1(a)(5) and (6), (b), and (c) is omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section 321
of the revised title.

SECTION

307
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section

...........................................
(no source)
307...........................................

The section is included to provide in subchapter I of chapter 3 of
the revised title a complete list of the organizational units established by law that are in the Department of the Treasury or are
subject to the direction and supervision of the Secretary of the
Treasury. The title "Office of the Comptroller of the Currency" and
the word "office" are used to reflect the name that this organizational unit of the Department of the Treasury historically has been
given.
SECTION

308
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section

308 .....................(no source) ...........................................

The section is included to provide in subchapter I of chapter 3 of
the revised title a complete list of the organizational units established by law that are in the Department of the Treasury or are
subject to the direction and supervision of the Secretary of the
Treasury.
SECTION
Revised Section

309

Source (U.S. Code)

309 ............................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1016 ...........................

Mar. 2, 1895, ch. 187(1st par. under heading
"Treasury Department'), 28 Stat. 844.

In the section, the words "When the term of office . . . ends" are
substituted for "whose terms of office have expired or shall expire"
for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
''may continue to serve" are substituted for "The Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized and directed to pay", "and who have been
performing or shall perform the duties of their respective offices
after the date of such expiration", and "the salary, compensation,
fees, or emoluments authorized or provided by law in each case for
the respective incumbents of the offices" because of 25 Op. Atty.
Gen. 636 (1906) and for consistency with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "until a successor is appointed and qualified" are substituted for "before the appointment and qualification
of their successors" and 3 1:1016(last sentence) for consistency with
other titles of the Code.
SUBCHAPTER II-ADMINISTRATIVE
SECTION
Revised Section
321(aX)l-(3) .............................

321

Source (U.S. Code)

31:1002less words between lst and
2d semicolons and between 4th
and 5th semicolons).
321(aX4) ...................................
(no source)
.......................

Source (Statutes at Large)
24

R.S. § 8(Iess words between 4th and 5th
semicolons).

SECTION
Revised Section

321-Continued

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

321(aX5) ...................................
31:427 ... .... ............................
R.S.
§251(words
after
before
halll prescribe

"Treasury"
and
forms
of entries").
6
31:1002(words between 1st and 2d
321(aX ) ...................................
semicolons).
7
321(a)(
)...................................
31:1011
..............
........................
.............
5.
. §376; M ay 10, 1934, ch. 277, §512(b), 48
Stat. 759.
321(aX8) .................................
31"1024
.....................................................
. §§239, 261; Feb. 18, 1875, ch. 80, §1(3d
complete par. on p. 317), 18 Stat. 317;
Aug. 7, 1946, ch. 770, §1(48), 60 Stat. 870.
321(b)()
...................................
31:127
............................ Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 796, §5, 54 Stat. 1087.
31:317i ......................................................
Dec. 18, 1942, ch. 767, §7, 56 Stat. 1066.
31:397..........................................................
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-8%, §107, 79 Stat.
255.
31:528(d) .....................................................
R.S. §3646(d); July 8, 1937, ch. 444, §9, 50
Stat. 483; restated Dec. 3, 1945, ch. 515,
§1, 59 Stat. 593.
31:564 ..........................................................
N ov. 21, 1941, ch. 489, §5, 55 Stat. 778; Dec.
22, 1974, Pub. L. 93-539, §1(aXrelated to
§4), 88 Stat. 1738.
31:1053 .......................................................
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub L. 91-508, §204, 84 Stat.
1120.
2
31:1262(a) ....................................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §14 (a), 86
Stat. 935.
321(bX2), (3)....................
31:1001(note) ..............................................
Reorg. Plan No. 26 of 1950, eff. July 31,
1950, §§2, 4, 64 Stat. 1281.
321(bX4) ...................................
31:1017 ........................................................
June 12, 1917, ch. 27, §1(4th par. under
heading "Miscellaneous Objects, Treasury
Department"), 40 Stat. 118; Mar. 4, 1921,
ch. 161, §1(lst par. under heading "Miscellaneous
Objects, Treasury Department"), 41 Stat. 1374.
321(bX5) ...................................
31:486 ..........................................................
Apr. 28, 1904, ch. 1762, §1(proviso im m ediately before heading 'Revenue-Cutter
Service"), 33 Stat. 460.
321(bX6)
.................31:1023(a) ....................................................
June 1, 1955, ch. 119, §l(a), 69 Stat. 82.
321(c) ........................................
31:1001(note) ..............................................
Reorg. Plan No. 26 of 1950, eff. July 31,
1950, §l(a), (b), 64 Stat. 1280.

In subsection (a)(1)-(3), the words between the 2d and 3d semicolons are omitted as superseded by section 3512 of the revised title.
In subsection (a)(1), the word "digest" is omitted as being included in "prepare". The word "receipts" is substituted for "revenue",
and the words "managing the public debt" are substituted for "for
the support of the public credit", for consistency in the revised
title.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "carry out" are substituted for
.'generally shall perform" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The words "that the
Secretary is required" are substituted for "as he shall be directed"
because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(3), the word "issue" is substituted for "shall
grant" for consistency. The words "under limitations herein established or to be provided" are omitted as unnecessary. The word
"consistent" is substituted for "in pursuance of", and the words
"by law" are omitted, for consistency.
Subsection (a)(4) is included to reflect all the major duties of the
Secretary of the Treasury. See chapter 51 of the revised title.
In subsection (a)(5), before subclause (A), the words "prescribe
regulations" are substituted for "make and issue from time to time
such instructions and regulations" for consistency in the revised
title and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "applicable to
anyone" are substituted for "to the several collectors, receivers, depositaries, officers, and others" for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. In subclause (A), the words "for the Government" are
inserted because section 8 of the Act of June 30, 1864 (ch. 172, 13

Stat. 221), from which section 251 of the Revised Statutes is derived, used the phrase "in behalf of the United States". In subclause (B), the words "those notes and securities" are substituted
for "the same" for clarity.
In subsection (a)(6), the word "collect" is substituted for "superintend the collection" because of the source provisions restated in
section 321(c) of the revised title. The word "receipts" is substituted
for "revenue" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a)(7), the words "Secretary of the Treasury" are
substituted for "General Counsel of the Department of the Treasury, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury" because
of the source provisions restated in subsection (c) of this section.
The words "with a view to prosecuting persons" are substituted for
"for the prosecution of persons charged with the commission thereof' for clarity. The words "take steps to discover fraud and attempted fraud" are substituted for "take cognizance of all frauds or
attempted frauds" for clarity. The words "involving receipts" are
substituted for "upon the revenue" for consistency in the revised
title. The words "decide on ways to prevent and detect fraud" are
substituted for "exercise a general supervision over the measures
for their prevention and detection" for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(8), before subclause (A), the word "maintain" is
substituted for "shall be kept" for consistency. The words "all
moneys" and "internal" are omitted as unnecessary because of the
restatement. The words "duties or" are omitted as being included
ii. "taxes". The word "possession" is added for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the Code. The word "listing" is
substituted for "so as to exhibit, as far as may be" for clarity and
to eliminate unnecessary words. In subclause (A), the word "kind"
is substituted for "species" for consistency. The words "that shall
accrue" are omitted as surplus. In subclause (B), the words "each
tax" are substituted for "each source of revenue" for clarity. In
subclause (C), the word "pay" is substituted for "compensation" for
consistency. The words "officers and employees" are substituted for
"collectors and deputy collectors, inspectors, and other officers" for
consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
Subsection (b)(1) is included as a general statement of the authority of the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe regulations to
avoid repeating each time specific authority of the Secretary to
carry out certain provisions of law.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "make such provisions" in
31:1001(note) are omitted as unnecessary. The words "or by any
agency" are omitted and the words "duties and powers" are substituted for "function", for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the Code. The words "including any function transferred to the Secretary by the provisions of this reorganization
plan" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (b)(3), the word "effect " is omitted as unnecessary.
The words "(available or to be made available)" are omitted as surplus. The words "delegation made under clause (2) of this subsection" are substituted for "provisions of this reorganization plan"
because the only provision of Reorganization Plan No. 26 of 1950

(eff. July 31, 1950, 64 Stat. 1281) that continues to have legal effect
is section 2 that is restated in clause (2).
In subsection (b)(4), before subclause (A), the word "detail" is substituted for "to use for, and in connection with" to eliminate unto details authorized
necessary words. The words "in addition
under another law" are substituted for 3 1:1017(last sentence) to
eliminate unnecessary words and because subsequent laws would
also provide additional authority to detail. The words "and the several branches of the public service under its control" are omitted
as being included in "Department". The words "officers and employees" are substituted for "persons" for clarity and consistency
in the revised title. In subclause (B), the words "agents or from the
appropriation for the foregoing purpose" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (b)(5), the words "the proceeds thereof to be accounted for and paid into the Treasury of the United States" are
omitted as unnecessary because of section 3302 of the revised title.
In subsection (b)(6), the word "buy" is substituted for "make expenditures" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles
of the Code. The words "officers or employees" are substituted for
"civilian employees", and the words "in carrying out their duties
and powers" are substituted for "in the performance of their official duties", for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the Code.
SECTION

322
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section

31:1033(lst sentence less words be- Dec. 31, 19 0, Pub. L. 91-614, §401, 84 Stat.
1846.
teen 1st and 3d commas, 2d sentence lst-9th words).
322(b) . ................ ............... 31:1033(1st sentence words between
1st and 3d commas, last sentence).
1st-9th
....... 31:1033(2d sentence less
.........
322(c) ...
words, 4th sentence).
31:1033(3d, 5th sentences).
322(d) .............................
322(a) ..

...........

.................

In subsection (a), the words "Amounts in the fund are available"
are added because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "Amounts in the fund remain available until expended" are substituted for "shall be available, without
fiscal year limitation" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "amounts appropriated to the
fund" are substituted for "any appropriations made for the purpose
of providing capital" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (2),
the word "reasonable" is substituted for "fair and reasonable" because it is inclusive.
In subsection (d), the words "other Federal agencies" are omitted
because they are included in "other sources".
SECTION
Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
3

23(&) ..........

323(b) ...................
323(c) ............

323

31:1038(lst sentence less lst, 2d provisas)
31:1038(1st, 2d provisos) ......................
......... 31:1038(last sentence) ............................

................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Oct. 28, 1977, Pub. L. 95-147, §1, 91 Stat.
1227

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "To manage United
States cash" are substituted for "for cash management purposes"
for clarity. In clause (1), the words "as security for tax and loan
accounts' are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (2), the words
"agencies of the United States" are omitted as being included in
"the Government".
In subsection (c), the words "Investments in obligations of depositaries maintaining such accounts" and "rates of interest" (the 2d
time they appear) are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION 324
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

324(a) .......................................
31:741a(aXlst sentence words before Apr. 3,1945, ch. 51, §5, 59 Stat. 48.
9th comma).
324(b) .......................................
31:741a(aXlst sentence words after
9th comma, last sentence).
324(c) ........................................
31:741a(b) ...................................................

In the section, the words "sell, exchange" are omitted as being
included in "dispose". The word "obligations" is substituted for
"bonds, notes, or other securities" for consistency in the revised
title. The words "under judicial process or otherwise" are omitted
as unnecessary.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Notwithstanding
the provisions of section 302 of title 40" are omitted as unnecessary
and because section 302 was repealed by section 1(95) of the Act of
October 31, 1951 (ch. 654, 65 Stat. 705). In clause (2), the words
"those obligations" are substituted for "thereof' for clarity.
In subsection (b), the words "The Secretary may dispose or
extend the maturity of obligations under subsection (a) of this section" are added for clarity and because of the restatement. The
words "combination of cash, obligations, or property" are substituted for "or any combination thereof' for clarity. The words "terms
and conditions" are omitted as being included in "on conditions".
The words "under the authority of this section" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
Subsection (c) is substituted for 31:741a(b) to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised title.
SECTION 325
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

325(a) .......................................
31:822a(d) ...................................................
Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, 48 Stat. 337, §10(d);
added Nov. 8, 1978, Pub. L. 95-612, §2, 92
Stat. 3091; Oct. 17, 1980, Pub. L. 96-465,
§2206(f), 94 Stat. 2163.
325(b), (c)
................ (uncodified) ................................................
Nov. 8, 1978, Pub. L. 95-612, §5, 92 Stat.
3092; Aug. 8, 1979, Pub. L. 96-47, 93 Stat.
344, Aug. 13. 1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §382(a),
95 Stat. 432.

In the section, the words "international affairs duties and
powers" are substituted for "international affairs functions" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "officers and employees" are substituted
for "personnel" and "employees" as being more precise.

In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "fiscal year ending
September 30, 1982" are substituted for "fiscal year 1982" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. In
clause (2), the word "pay" is substituted for "salaries" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The word
"departmental" is substituted for "agency" because of the source
provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The words
"those pay increases" are substituted for "thereto" for clarity.
Subsection (c) is substituted for the words "and such sums as
may be necessary for each fiscal year thereafter" both times they
appear.
SECTION 326
Revised Section

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:1031 ........................................................
June 1, 1955, ch. 113, §102, 69 Stat. 76.
326(a) .......................................
Sept. 29, 1969, Pub. L. 91-74, §102(1st par.),
326(b) .......................................
31:1032 ...............................................
83 Stat. 118.

In subsection (a), the words "On and after June 1, 1955," are
omitted as executed.
In subsection (b), the words "On and after September 29, 1969,"
are omitted as executed.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

327
Source (Statutes at Large)

327(a) .......................................
31:157(c 2)..................................................
Aug. 14, 1950, ch. 705, 64 Stat. 440.
327(b) .......................................
31:157(a -c) 1)...........................................

In the section, the word "amounts" is substituted for "funds" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "shall not be limited to" are omitted
as surplus. The words "disbursing and receiving" are substituted
for "collection and disbursement", the word "making" is substituted for "rendition of", and the word "maintaining" is substituted for
"keeping", for consistency in the revised title. The word "checking"
is omitted as being included in "bank".
In subsection (b), the words "When the Secretary of the Treasury
provides a service" are substituted for "When any service authorized by law and directed by the Secretary of the Treasury is performed or to be performed" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "by the Fiscal Service or the Office of the Treasurer of the
United States of the Department of the Treasury" are omitted because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised
title. The words "agency (except the Department of the Treasury)"
are substituted for 31:157(c)(1) for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the Code. The word "reimburse" is substituted for "pay", and the words "advanced or reimbursed" are substituted for "transferred", for clarity and because of the restatement.

SECTION

328

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

328(a) .......................................

31:1014(lst, 2d sentences) .......................

Dec. 24, 1942, ch. 821, 56 Stat. 1086; restated Aug. 1, 1947, ch. 438, 61 Stat. 717;
June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §231(dd), 86
Stat. 213.

328(b) .......................................

31:1014(last sentence) ..............................

Revised Section

In subsection (a), the words "director of a disbursing center" are
substituted for "any regional disbursing officer of the Fiscal Service, Treasury Department" to reflect the title of the position now
presently authorized. The words "dies, resigns, or leaves office" are
substituted for "In case of the death or of the resignation or separation from office" for consistency with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "designated by an official of the Treasury
Department authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury to make
such designation" are omitted as unnecessary because of the source
provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The word
"through" is substituted for "for a period of time not to extend
beyond" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "as provided
by law" are substituted for "in the General Accounting Office", for
consistency with other titles of the Code. The word "Secretary" is
substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of the
source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title.
Subsection (b) is substituted for 31:1014(last sentence) for clarity
and to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
329(a) ......................................
329(b) .......................................

329

Source (U.S. Code)
31:163, 1003 ................................................
31:1018 ........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R .S. §243.
R .S. §244.

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "The Secretary
of the Treasury and the Treasurer may not" are substituted for
"No person appointed to the office of Secretary of the Treasury, or
Treasurer, shall" because of the restatement and for consistency in
the revised title. The words "or First Comptroller" (subsequently
redesignated as the Comptroller of the Treasury by section 4 of the
Act of July 31, 1894 (ch. 174, 28 Stat. 205)) and "or First Auditor"
in section 243 of the Revised Statutes are omitted because the positions were abolished by sections 301 and 310 of the Act of June 10,
1921 (ch. 18, 42 Stat. 23, 25). The text of 31:163 is omitted because
the position of Register was abolished by section 1(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1940 (eff. June 30, 1940, 54 Stat. 1231). In clause
(A), the words "directly or indirectly" are omitted as unnecessary.
The words "be involved" are substituted for "be concerned or interested in carrying on the business of' to eliminate unnecessary
words. In clause (B), the words "any part of a" are substituted for
"in whole or in part" for consistency. The words "(except a pleasure vessel)" are added for consistency with 19:1599. In clause (C),
the words "buy or hold as beneficiary in trust" are substituted for
"purchase by himself, or another in trust for him" for clarity and
consistency. The words "public land" are omitted as being included

in "public property". In clause (D), the words "involved in buying
or disposing of obligations" are substituted for "be concerned in the
purchase or disposal of any public securities" to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised title. In clause (E),
the words "personally take or use a benefit gained from conducting
business of the Department of the Treasury" are substituted for
"take or apply to his own use any emolument or gain for negotiating or transacting any business in the Treasury Department" to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "an officer" are substituted for
"every person" as being more precise. The word "violating" is substituted for "who offends against any of the prohibitions of this section" for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"shall be deemed guilty of a high misdemeanor" are omitted because of 18:1. The word "fined" is substituted for "forfeit to the
United States the penalty" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "and shall upon conviction be" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (a)(3), the words "giving information leading to the
prosecution and conviction of an individual violating this subsection" are substituted for "shall give information of any such offense, upon which a prosecution and conviction shall be had" for
clarity. The words "shall receive $1,500 of the fine when paid" are
substituted for "one-half the aforesaid penalty of three thousand
dollars, when recovered, shall be for the use of the person giving
such information" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "An officer or
employee of the Department (except the Secretary or Treasurer)"
are substituted for "Every clerk employed in the Treasury Department" because of the restatement and for consistency with subsection (a) of the section. In clause (A), the words "in any kind of
public" are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (B), the words "personally use a benefit gained" are substituted for "who takes or applies to his own use any emolument or gain" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "conducting" is substituted for "negotiating
or transacting" for consistency. The words "shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor" are omitted because of 18:1.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "An officer or employee violating
this subsection" are added because of the restatement. The word
punished" is omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION 330
Revised Section
330(a) .......................

.(b)
...................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1026(lst sentence)

..

................

July 7, 1884, ch. 334, §3(proviso and sentence immediately after proviso under
heading "War Department"), 23 Stat
258,

31:1026(last sentence).................

In the section, the words "representatives of persons" are substituted for "agents, attorneys, or other persons representing claimants before his department" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Subject to section
500 of title 5" are added for clarity and to conform to title 5. In

clause (1), the word "regulate" is substituted for "prescribe rules
and regulations" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "the
practice" are substituted for "before being recognized" for consistency with other revised titles of the United States Code. In clause
(2)(C), the words "possessed of the" are omitted because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the word "proceeding" is substituted for "hearing" because of subchapter II of chapter 5 of title 5. In clause (3),
the words "violates regulations prescribed under this section" are
substituted for "who refuses to comply with said rules and regulations" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (4), the words "in
any manner" are omitted as surplus. The word "deceive" is omitted as being included in the word "mislead". The words "by word,
circular, letter, or by advertisement" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

331

Source (U.S. Code)

331(aX l-(5) .............................

31:1027 .......................................................
31:1030 ........................................................

331(aX6) ...................................

31:757c(iXast sentence) ...........................

33

1(aX7) ...................................

331(b) ...................
331(c) .......................................
331(d) ..........
...................

31:725p(a)(last sentence)..........................
31:725q(a)(last sentence) ...................
31:757f .......................................................
31:1029 ........................................................
31:1002(words between 4th and 5th
semicolons).

Source (Statutes at Large)
R .S. §257.
Feb. 26, 1907, ch. 1635, §1(2d par. under
heading "Treasury Department"), 34
Stat. 949.
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
§22(iXlast sentence); added Apr. 11, 1943,
ch. 52, §3, 57 Stat. 63; restated Apr. 3,
1945, ch. 51, §3, 59 Stat. 48.
June 26, 1934, ch. 756, §§17(a)(last sentence), 18(aXlast sentence), 48 Stat. 1230,
1231.
Nov. 13, 1966, Pub. L. 89-809, §402, 80 Stat.
1590; Apr. 21, 1976, Pub. L. 94-273,
§2(17), 90 Stat. 375.
July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §15, 28 Stat. 210.
R.S. §248(words between 4th and 5th semicolons).

In subsections (a) and (c), the word "receipts" is substituted for
'revenues" for consistency in the section and the revised title.
In subsection (a)(1), the words "public receipts and public expenditures " are substituted for "receipts and expenditures of the Government" in 31:1030 for consistency in the section. The word "completed" is omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the words "First. A
report on the subject of finance" in 31:1027 are omitted because of
the restatement. The word "containing" is omitted as surplus. In
clause (4), the words "Second. A report containing" are omitted because of the restatement. The words "prior fiscal year" are substituted for "during the year preceding" for consistency. In clause (5),
the words "paid at the Treasury" are omitted as unnecessary. The
3d paragraph of section 257 of the Revised Statutes, providing for a
report on rules and regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury on
imported goods, wares, and merchandise, is omitted as obsolete because section 252 of the Revised Statutes, authorizing those rules
and regulations, was repealed by the Act of February 27, 1877 (ch.
69, 19 Stat. 241). The 4th paragraph of section 257, providing for a
report on amounts of hospital taxes collected from sick and disabled seamen, is omitted as obsolete because section 15 of the Act
of June 26, 1884 (ch. 121, 23 Stat. 57), repealed the tax. In clause
(7), the words "the Commissioners of the District of Columbia"
(subsequently changed to "the Mayor of the District of Columbia"

by section 422 of the District of Columbia Self-Government and
Governmental Reorganization Act (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 790)) in
31:725p are omitted as unnecessary because of §448 of the District
of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization
Act. The text of 31:725q(proviso) is omitted because of the restatement.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "for the prior
fiscal year" are substituted for "as of the close of the preceding
September 30 (beginning with the report as of June 30, 1967)" to
eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (C), the word "obligations"
is substituted for "securities" for consistency in the revised title.
Clause (D) is substituted for "and of each department, agency, and
instrumentality thereof' for clarity.
In subsection (c), the words "a report for the prior fiscal year on
the total amount of public receipts and public expenditures" are
substituted for "an accurate combined statement of the receipts
and expenditures during the last preceding fiscal year of all public
moneys" because of the restatement. The words "including those of
the United States Postal Service" are omitted as unnecessary and
superseded by 39:410.
In subsection (d), the words "either House of Congress" are substituted for "either branch of the legislature" for clarity and consistency. The words "that House of Congress" are substituted for
"the Senate or House of Representatives" for consistency and because of the restatement. The words "or which appertain to his
office" are omitted as unnecessary because of subsections (a)-(c) of
the section.
CHAPTER 5-OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
SUBCHAPTER I-ORGANIZATION
Sec.
501.
502.
503.

Office of Management and Budget.
Officers.
Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs.

521.
522.

SUBCHAPTER II-ADMINISTRATIVE
Employees.
Necessary expenditures.
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SUBCHAPTER I-ORGANIZATION
SECTION
Revised Section

501
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

501 ..........................................
31:16(lst sentence) ... .................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §207(lst sentence), 42
Stat. 22; Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eft.
July 1, 1939, §1, 53 Stat. 1423; Reorg.
Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff.July 1, 1970,
§102(a), 84 Stat. 2085; restated Mar. 2,
1974, Pub. L. 93-250, §1, 88 Stat. 11.

SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

502
Source (Statutes at Large)

502(a) ......

..................
31:16(2d sentence related to Direc- June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §207(2d, 3d sen.
tor).
tences), 42 Stat. 22; Reorg. Plan No. 1 of
1939, eff. July 1, 1939, §1, 53 Stat. 1428;
July 31, 1953, ch. 302, §lOl(lst proviso in
par. under heading "Bureau of the
Budget"), 67 Stat. 299; Reorg. Plan No. 2
of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), (b), (d),
(e),
(fWess words between parentheses), 84
Stat.08 2085;
2, 1974, Pub. L. 93-250,
§1,
Stat. Mar.
11.
Deputy
to
related
31:16(2d sentence
502(b)........................
3 Director, 3d sentence).
502(c) ................... 1:16a ............................Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1, 1939,
§1, 53 Stat. 1423; July 31, 1953, ch. 302,
§101(last proviso in par. under heading
"Bureau of the Budget"), 67 Stat.
299;
8
Sept. 6, 1966, Pub. L. 89-554, § (a), 80
Stat. 657; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff.
July 1, 1970, §102(b), (e), 84 Stat. 2085.
31:16c .........................................................
Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1, 1939,
§1, 53 Stat. 1423; Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 838, 70
Stat. 887; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff.
July 1, 1970, §102(b), (e), 84 Stat. 2085.
502(d), (e)
................ 31:16(note) .................................................
Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1, 1939,
§1, 53 Stat. 1423; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of
1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(cXwords
before last comma), (e), (f)(words between
parentheses), 84 Stat. 2085.

In subsections (a) and (b), the words related to salaries in section
207 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (ch. 18, 42 Stat. 22), are
omitted as covered by 5:5313(11) and 5314(34).
In subsection (a), the text of section 102(d)(lst sentence) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) is
omitted as covered by 3:301 and for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code. The word "administer" is substituted for "supervise and direct the administration
of' in section 102(d) of the Reorganization Plan to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsections (b) and (c), the words "designated by this reorganization plan" in section 102(e) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970
are omitted as executed. The words "carry out the duties and
powers prescribed by" are substituted for "perform such functions
as" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
Code. The words "may from time to time direct" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c), the words "the duties and powers prescribed
by" in section 102(e)(related to Assistant Directors) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 are substituted for "such functions as" for
consistency. The words "may from time to time direct" are omitted

as unnecessary. The words related to compensation in 31:16c are
omitted as covered by 5:5315(37).
In subsection (d), the words "as determined from time to time by
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget (hereinafter
referred to as the Director)" in section 102(c)(lst sentence) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 are omitted as unnecessary. The
words "in the competitive" are substituted for "under the classified
civil" in section 102(c)(2d sentence) of the Reorganization Plan to
conform to 5:2102. The words "The Director shall specify the title
of each additional officer" are substituted for "shall have such title
as the Director shall from time to time determine" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "provided for in subsection (c) of this
section" in section 102(e)(related to officers) of the Reorganization
Plan are omitted because of the restatement. The words 'carry out
the duties and powers prescribed by" are substituted for "perform
such functions as" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the Code. The words "may from time to time direct"
are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (e), the words "When the Director and Deputy Director are absent or unable to serve or when the offices of Director
and Deputy Director are vacant" are substituted for "or during the
absence or disability of the Deputy Director or in the event of a
vacancy in the office of Deputy Director" and "during the absence
or disability of the Director or in the event of a vacancy in the
office of Director" in section 102(f)(words between parentheses) of
Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 for clarity and consistency with
other titles of the Code. The words "an officer" are substituted for
"such other officials" for clarity and consistency in the chapter.
The words "in such order as" are omitted as unnecessary. The
words "from time to time" are eliminated as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

503

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

503 ............................................
(no source) ................................

The section is included to provide in subchapter I of chapter 5 of
the revised title a complete list of the organizational units established by law that are in the Office of Management and Budget or
are subject to the direction and supervision of the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget.
SUBCHAPTER II-ADMINISTRATIVE
SECTION
Revised Section
521 ...................
..

Source (U.S. Code)

521
Source (Statutes at Large)

June 10, 1921, ch- 18, §208(aXrelated to
31:17(aXrelated to employees) ...............
employees), 42 Stat. 22; Reorg. Plan No. 1
of 1939, eff. July 1, 1939, §1, 53 Stat.
1423; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July
1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.

The words "attorneys and other" are omitted as being included
in "employees".

SECTION

522

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

522 ..........................................

31:17(aXrelated to expenses) ...................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §208(aXrelated to
expenses), 42 Stat. 22; Reorg. Plan No. 1
of 1939, eff. July 1, 1939, §1, 53 Stat.
1423; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July
1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.

The words "for rent in the District of Columbia, printing, binding, telegrams, telephone service, law books, books of reference,
periodicals, stationery, furniture, office equipment, other supplies,
and" are omitted as covered by titles 5, 40, and 44, and as being
included in "necessary expenditures". The words "within the appropriations made therefor" are omitted as unnecessary.
CHAPTER 7-GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
SUBCHAPTER I-DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL ORGANIZATION
Sec.
701.
702.
703.
704.

Definitions.
General Accounting Office.
Comptroller General and Deputy Comptroller General.
Relationship to other laws.

715.
716.
717.
718.
719.
720.

SUBCHAPTER II-GENERAL DUTIES AND POWERS
General authority.
Investigating the use of public money.
Audit of Internal Revenue Service and Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms.
Audit of Financial Institutions Examination Council, Federal Reserve
Board, Federal reserve banks, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
and Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Audit of accounts and operations of the District of Columbia government.
Availability of information and inspection of records.
Evaluating programs and activities of the United States Government.
Availability of draft reports.
Comptroller General reports.
Agency reports.

731.
732.
733.
734.
735.
736.

SUBCHAPTER 111-PERSONNEL
General.
Personnel management system.
Senior Executive Service.
Assignments and details to Congress.
Relationship to other laws.
Authorization of appropriations.

751.
752.
753.
754.
755.

SUBCHAPTER IV-PERSONNEL APPEALS BOARD
Organization.
Chairman and General Counsel.
Duties and powers.
Action by the Comptroller General.
Judicial review.

771.
772.
773.
774.
775.
776.
777.

SUBCHAPTER V-ANNUITIES
Definitions.
Annuity of the Comptroller General.
Election of survivor benefits.
Survivor annuities.
Refunds.
Payment of survivor benefits.
Annuity increases.

711.
712.
713.
714.

778.
779.

Dependency and disability decisions.
Use of appropriations.

SUBCHAPTER I-DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL
ORGANIZATION
SECTION
Revised Section

701

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

701(l) .......................................
31:2(lst-4th pars.) .....................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §2(lst-5th pars.), 42
Stat. 20; Apr. 3, 1939, ch. 36, §201, 53
Stat. 565; July 31, 1953, ch. 302, §101(lst
proviso in par. under heading "Bureau of
the Budget'), 67 Stat. 299.
2
701(2) .......................................
31:2(last
par.)
.............................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, § (Iast
par.); added Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §101,
64 Stat. 832.

Clause (1) restates the source provisions because of section 101 of
the revised title. The words "includes the District of Columbia government" are used because of existing law but the inclusion of
these words is not to be interpreted as construing the extent to
which the District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental
Reorganizational Act (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 774) supersedes the
provisions codified in this title. The words "of the United States"
are omitted as surplus. The text of 31:2(2d-4th pars.) is omitted as
unnecessary because of the restatement. The text of section 2 (3d
par.) of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20), is
omitted as obsolete because of section 501 of the revised title.
In clause (2), the word "means" is substituted for "includes", and
the word "make" is substituted for "create", as being more precise.
The words "appropriated amounts" are substituted for "funds" for
clarity. The words "in appropriate context" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

702
Source (Statutes at Large)

702(a)
.......................................
31:41(lst sentence less last 14 words, June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §301, 42 Stat. 23.
2d, 3d sentences).
702(b) .......................................
31:41(lst sentence last 14 words) ..........
31:42(aXst sentence words before June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §302(aXlst sentence
words before 1st comma), 42 Stat. 23;
comma).
Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226, §104(a), 94
Stat. 314.
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §204(dXlst
31:1154(dX1st sentence) ...........................
July 12,
sentence), 84 Stat. 1168; restated
2
1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §70 (a), 88 Stat. 326.
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §205(a), 84
33:1155(a) ....................................................
Stat. 1168.
7
02(c) ........................................
31:51-1 ........................................................
Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604, §501(a), 88
Stat. 1962.
702(d) ...................31:41(last sentence) .......................

In subsection (a), the words "instrumentality of the United
States Government" are substituted for "establishment of the Government" for consistency. The words "created . . . to be" and
31:41(2d, 3d sentences) are omitted as executed.
Subsection (b) is substituted for 31:41(lst sentence last 14 words)
and 42(a)(lst sentence words before comma) to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency. The word "Deputy" is substituted
for "Assistant" because of section 101 of the Act of July 9, 1971

(Pub. L. 92-51, 85 Stat. 143). The text of 31:1154(d)(lst sentence) and
1155(a) is omitted as unnecessary because the Comptroller General,
as the head of the Office, has the authority to establish constitutent parts of the Office to carry out duties and powers unless otherwise specified by law.
In subsection (c), the words "Administrator of General Services"
are substituted for "the head of any Federal agency which exercises authority over such building" for clarity. The words "of the
United States" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 703
Revised Section
703(aX1) ...................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:42(aXlst
comma).

sentence

words

after

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §302(aXlst sentence
words after 1st comma, last sentence), 42
Stat. 28; Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226,
§104(a), 94 Stat. 314.
703(aX2), (3) ............................ 31:42(b) ........................................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §302(b);
added Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226,
§104(a), 94 Stat. 314.
3
703(b) .......................................
31:4 (lst par. 1st, 2d sentence) .............. June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §303(lst par.), 42
Stat. 23; Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226,
§104(bX1), 94 Stat. 315.
703(c) .......................................
31:42(a)last
sentence)
..............................
3
703(d) .......................................
1:43a ..........................................................
June 27, 1944, ch. 286, §101(last par. on p.
371), 58 Stat. 371.
703(e) ........................................
31:43(lst par. 3d-last sentences) ...........
703(f) ........................................
31:42a ..........................................................
Aug. 14, 1964, Pub. L. 88-426, §203(a), (b),
78 Stat. 415; Dec. 16, 1967, Pub. L. 90206, §219(1), 81 Stat. 639; restated Aug. 9,
1975, Pub. L. 94-82, §204(b), 89 Stat. 421.

In subsections (a)(1), (b), (d), and (e), the word "Deputy" is substituted for "Assistant" because of section 101 of the Act of July 9,
1971 (Pub. L. 92-51, 85 Stat. 143).
In subsection (a)(1), the words "The Comptroller General and
Deputy Comptroller General" are added because of the restatement. The words "by and" are added for consistency. The words
"and shall receive salaries of $10,000 and $7,500 a year, respectively" in section 302(a)(lst sentence words after 2d comma) of the
Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (ch. 18, 42 Stat. 23), are omitted
as superseded by subsection (fD of this section.
In subsection (a)(2), before clause (A), the words "after April 3,
1980" are omitted as executed. In clause (E), the words "of the
United States" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(3), the words "because of a vacancy in the office
of the Comptroller General" are substituted for "under paragraph
(1)" for clarity. The word "recommend" is substituted for "submit"
and "submitted" for consistency. The words "to the President for
consideration the names of', "for the Office of Comptroller General", and "within his discretion" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "the term of... is 15 years" are
substituted for "shall hold office for fifteen years" for consistency.
The words "eligible for" are omitted as surplus. The words "the
term of.

.

. expires on" are substituted for "shall hold office from

the date of his appointment until" to eliminate unnecessary words
and for consistency. The words "to fill a vacancy in the Office of'
are omitted as surplus.

In subsection (c), the words "carries out duties and powers prescribed" are substituted for "perform such duties as may be assigned" for consistency. The words "to him" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "officer or" are added for consistency
in the revised title. The text of section 101(last par. on p. 371 words
before colon) of the Act of June 27, 1944 (ch. 286, 58 Stat. 371), is
omitted as expired.
In subsection (e)(1), before clause (A), the words "from his office"
are omitted as surplus. In clause (A), the words "and for no other
cause and in no other manner" are omitted as surplus. In clause
(B), before subclause (i), the words "opportunity for a" are added
for consistency. The words "guilty of are omitted as surplus. In
subclause (i), the word "disability' is substituted for "incapacitated" for consistency in the chapter and with title 5. In subclause
(iv), the words "in office" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "from office" are added for clarity.
In subsection (f), before clause (1), the words "basic pay" are substituted for "compensation" for consistency with other titles of the
United States Code. In clauses (1) and (2), the words "of the United
States" and "positions at" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the
words "of subchapter II of chapter 53 of title 5" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 704
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

704(a) .......................................
704(b) ................

31:46(lst sentence) ....................................
31:46(last sentence) .........................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §306, 42 Stat. 24.

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (a), the word "agency" is substituted for "departments and establishments" because of section 701 of the revised
title.
In subsection (b), the word "record" is substituted for "books, records, papers, or documents" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code.
SUBCHAPTER II-GENERAL DUTIES AND POWERS
SECTION 711
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

711 ............................................

31:44(lst sentence) ....................................

31:52(c), (d) .................................................
31:52-1(related to direct)...

.........

June 10, 1921, ch. 18,
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.

§304(1st

par. 1st

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §311(c), (d), 42 Stat.

25; Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §8(eX4),
94 Stat. 33.
Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §2(related to
direct), 94 Stat. 27.

§297.
R .S.
31:117 ..........................................................

In clause (1), the words "may . . . prescribe regulations to carry
out the duties and powers of the Comptroller General" are substituted for "shall make such rules and regulations as may be necessary for carrying on the work of the General Accounting Office" in
31:52(d) for consistency.
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In clause (2), the word "delegate" is substituted for "direct" in
31:52-1, and the words "officers and employees" are substituted for
"personnel", and 31:52(c) is omitted, for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In clause (3), the words "rules and" in 31:52(d) are omitted as
surplus. The words "representatives of persons" are substituted for
"attorneys" for clarity and consistency in the revised title.
In clause (4), the words "in any case in which they may deem it
necessary for the due" in 31:117 are omitted as surplus. The words
"auditing and settling" are substituted for "examination" for consistency. The words "with which they shall be charged" are omitted because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

712
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:53(aXlst sentence words before June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §312(aXlst sentence
712(1) .......................................
words before 5th comma), (b), 42 Stat. 25.
5th comma).
Aug. 2, 1946, ch. 753, §§205, 206(lst sen31:59 ............................................................
712(2) .......................................
tence), 60 Stat. 837.
31:60(lst sentence) ....................................
712(3) .......................................
31:53(bX lst sentence) ...............................
712(4) .......................................
31:53(bXlast sentence) ..............................
712(5) .......................................

In clause (1), the words "at the seat of government or elsewhere"
are omitted as surplus.
In clause (2), the words "estimate the cost to the United States
Government of complying with each restriction on expenditures"
are substituted for "make a full and complete study of restrictions
• ..limiting the expenditure therein with a view to determining
the cost to the Government incident to complying with such restrictions", and the word "desirable" is substituted for "necessary
or desirable", to eliminate unnecessary words.
In clause (3), the words "executive agency" are substituted for
"agency in the executive branch of the Government (including Government corporations)" because of section 102 of the revised title.
In clause (4), the words "committee of Congress" are substituted
for "committee of either House" for consistency.
In clause (5), the words "at the request of any such committee,
direct assistants from his office" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

713
Source (Statutes at Large)

Sopt. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832,
31:67(dXl) ...................................................
713(a) .......................................
§l17(dX1)-(3); added Oct. 7, 1977, Pub. L.
95-125, §1, 91 Stat. 1104.
less proviso) .....
sentence
31:67(dX2Xlst
713(bXl) ...................................
31:67(dX3) . ........................................
713(bX2) ...................................
31:67(dX2X1st sentence proviso, last
713(bX3) ...................................
sentence).

In subsection (a), the words "rules and" and "findings or" are
omitted as surplus. The words "or his delegate" are omitted as unnecessary because of sections 301(b) and 321(a)(2) of the revised
title.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "To carry out"
are substituted for "For the purposes of, and to the extent neces-

sary in, making the audits required by", and the word "only" is
substituted for "but notwithstanding the provisions of any other
law", to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "the requirements imposed by" are omitted as surplus. The words "Comptrollbr
General" are substituted for "representatives of the General Accounting Office" for consistency. In clause (B), the word "records"
is substituted for "books, accounts, financial records, reports, files,
papers" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code. The words "other" and "things" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "in writing" and "pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsection" are omitted as surplus. The words "records or property of the Service or the Bureau"
are substituted for "any information described in clause (B) of such
paragraph (2)" for clarity. The words "in a form . . . be associated
with or otherwise . . . directly or indirectly", "such written", and
''promptly" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "divulge . . . in any manner whatever to any person" are omitted as surplus. The words "information derived from a record or property of, or in use by, the Service
or the Bureau" are substituted for "any information described in
clause (B)" for clarity and consistency. The words "in a form . . .
be associated with or otherwise . . . directly or indirectly" are
omitted as surplus. The word "powers" is substituted for "responsibilities" for consistency. The words "that the record or property be
made known" are substituted for "such disclosure" for clarity. The
text of 31:67(d)(2)(last sentence) is omitted as surplus.
SECTION 714
Revised Section
7 4

1 (a) ...................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:67(eX2) .........................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832,
§117(e51)-(5), (7); added July 21, 1978,
Pub. L. 95-320, §2, 92 Stat. 391; Nov. 10,
1978, Pub. L. 95-630, §1010, 92 Stat. 3696.

714(b) ...................
31:67(eX1), (3), (4) ...........................
714(c) ...................
31:67(eX5) ................................
714(d) ...................31:67(eX7) ................................

In subsection (a), the words "Financial Institutions Examination
Council, the Federal Reserve Board, Federal reserve banks, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency" are substituted for "the agencies, banks,
facilities, and corporation, listed in clauses (A), (B), (C), and (D) of
paragraph (1)" for clarity. The words "and their branches and facilities' are omitted as unnecessary because of section 4 of the Rules
of Organization of the Federal Reserve System set out in
12 :222(note).
In subsections (b) and (c), the words "Comptroller General" are
substituted for "General Accounting Office" and "Office" for consistency.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "rules and" are
omitted as surplus. The word "agency" is substituted for
31:67(e)(1)(A)-(D) because of subsection (a). The words "(hereinafter
in this subsection referred to as the Office)" are omitted because of
the restatement. In clause (1), the words "government of a foreign
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country" are substituted for "foreign governments" for consistency.
In clause (3), the words "including transactions of the Federal Reserve System Open Market Account" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (4), the words "oral, written, telegraphic, or telephonic" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "otherwise", "to any person, nor
shall the Office disclose in its report or otherwise outside of the
Office", "in a form", and "specific" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "An officer or employee of the
Office" are substituted for "the Office or its employees" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States
Code. The word "specific" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(3), the words "or subcommittee of the" are omitted as surplus. The words "authorized to have the information" are
substituted for "duly authorized" for clarity.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "To carry out this section, all records and property of or used by an agency. . . shall be made availare substituted for
General"
able to the Comptroller
31:67(e)(7)(A)(words before 11th comma) for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "without deletions" are omitted as surplus. The words "from whatever source" and "whether or not a
part of the reports" are omitted as surplus. The words "shall have
the authority to authorize Office personnel to conduct such audits
and to have access to agency materials described in subparagraph
(A) and" are omitted because of sections 702(b) and 711 of the revised title. The words "records and property" are substituted for
"such agency materials" for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (d)(2), the words "records and property of or used
by an agency" are substituted for "agency materials described in
subparagraph (A)" for consistency. The words "The Comptroller
General shall prevent unauthorized access to records or property"
are substituted for 31:67(e)(7)(D)(last sentence) for clarity.
SECTION

715

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

715(a) .......................................

31:61(aXlst, 2d sentences) .......................
31:61(bXl) ................................................

Dec. 24, 1973, Pub. L. 93-198, §736, 87 Stat.
823.

...................
715(b)
................
715(cXl)1.
715(cX2) .................
715(d) .......................................

31:61(bX3) ............................................
31:61(bX2) ...............................
31:61(aX]ast sentence) ..............................

In subsection (a), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. The words "of
Columbia" are added for clarity. The words "rules and" are omitted as surplus. The word "way" is substituted for "procedures" and
"detail" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "of the United
States" are omitted as surplus. The word "records" is substituted
for "vouchers and other documents" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
In subsection (b), the words "of the District of Columbia" are
added for clarity. The words "comments and" are omitted as surplus. The word "audited" is substituted for "to which the reports

relate" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "with respect thereto" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "After the Council receives the
statement of the Mayor" are substituted for "After the Mayor has
had an opportunity to be heard", and the words "of the Comptroller General" are added, for clarity. The word "thereto" is omitted
as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "To carry out this section" are added
for clarity. The words "records and property of or used by. . .shall
be made available to the Comptroller General" are substituted for
31:61(a)(last sentence lst-30th words) for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the United States Code and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "of Columbia government" are
added for consistency. The words "The Mayor shall provide facilities to carry out an audit" are substituted for 31:61(a)(last sentence
words after last comma) for clarity.
SECTION 716
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

716(a) ......................................
31:54(a) ........................................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §313(a), 42 Stat 26;
Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226, §102, 94
Stat 312.
716(b) ................31:54(b) .......................................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §313(b)(f); added Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226,
§102, 94 Stat. 312.
716(c) ........................................
3 1:54(c) ........................................................
716(d) ................................
31:54(d) ..................................
716(e) ...................31:54(e), (f)
...............................

In the section, the word "records" is substituted for "books, documents, papers, or records", "books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and documents", and "written information, books,
documents, papers, or records" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code. The word "Congress" is substituted for "Speaker of the House of Representatives,
and the President of the Senate" for consistency in the revised
title.
In subsections (a) and (b), the word "agency" is substituted for
"departments and establishments" because of section 701 of the revised title.
In subsection (a), the words "methods of business" are omitted as
surplus. The words "or any of his assistants or employees, when
duly authorized by him" are omitted because of sections 702(b) and
711 of the revised title. The word "inspect" is substituted for "shall
...have access to and the right to examine" for consistency. The
cross reference to section 3524 is added for clarity.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "to the Comptroller General" are
substituted for "access to" for clarity and consistency. The words
"inhis discretion", "in addition to subsection (a)", 'a period of',
and "to the written request of the Comptroller General" are omitted as surplus. The words "or any of his designated assistants or
employees' are omitted because of sections 702(b) and 711 of the
revised title.
In subsection (b)(2), before clause (A), the words "bring a civil
action" are substituted for "apply" to conform to rule 2 of the Fed-

eral Rules of Civil Procedure (28 App. U.S.C.). In clause (A), the

words "calendar" and "written" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "head of the agency" are substituted for "defendant official" for consistency.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "require by

. .

.the production of'

are omitted as surplus. The words "person not in the United States
Government" are substituted for "contractors, subcontractors, or
other non-Federal persons" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "when the record is not made available to
the Comptroller General as provided" are substituted for "to which
he has access" for clarity and consistency. The words "from whom
access is sought", "in the case of service by certified or registered
mail", and "post office" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "judicial district" are substituted
for "jurisdiction of any district court of the United States" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "contumacy or" are omitted as surplus. The words "may bring a civil action"
are substituted for "upon application made by" to conform to rule
2 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (28 App. U.S.C.).
In subsection (d)(1), before clause (A), the words "requiring the
production of material" are omitted as surplus. In clause (C), the
words "in writing", "consists of matters which .. . from disclo-

sure", "United States Code", "of such material to the Comptroller
General", and "Federal" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e)(1), the words "the head of" are added for consistency. The words "from which such material was obtained" are
omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

717
Source (Statutes at Large)

Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §207, 84 Stat.
31:1157 ........................................................
717(a) .......................................
1168.
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §204(a)-(c), 84
31:1154(a) ....................................................
717(b) .......................................
12, 1974, Pub. L.
July326.
restated
1168;
Stat.
88 Stat.
93-344,
§702(a),
31:1154(c) ....................................................
717(c) ...................................
3 1:1154(b )...................................................
..................
717(d ) . ..............

Subsection (a) restates the source provisions because of section
701 of the revised title and for consistency with section 101 of the
revised title.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the word "evaluate" is substituted for "review and evaluate" to eliminate unnecessary words. In
clause (3), the words "a committee of Congress" are substituted for
"any committee of the House of Representatives or the Senate, or
any joint committee of the two Houses" for consistency and to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the word "evaluate" is substituted for "review
and evaluation" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d)(1), before clause (A), the words "committee of
Congress" are substituted for "committee of either House or any
joint committee of the two Houses" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (A), the words "objectives and",
"actual", and "but are not limited to" are omitted as surplus. In
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clause (B), the words "analyzing and" and "or evaluation studies"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d)(2), the word "Congress" is substituted for
"either House" for clarity. The words "statement or other" are
omitted as surplus.
SECTION

718

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

718(a) .......................................

31:67(eX6XBXlst sentence) ......................

718(bX1) .................

31:53(f)(1), (2) ............................................

ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832,
Sept. 12, 1950,
§117(eX6XB); added July 21, 1978, Pub. L.
95-320, §2, 92 Stat. 392.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §312(f);
added Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226, §103,
94 Stat. 314.

718(b)2)
718(bX3)
718(cXl)
718(cX2)
718(cX3)

3 1:53(f)(3) ....................................................
...................................
31:53(0(5) ....................................................
...................................
31:53(f)(4XA )...............................................
...................................
3 1:53(f 0 1 ) ...............................................
...................................
31:67(eX6(B)(last sentence) .....................
...................................

In subsection (a), the words "audit under section 714 of this title"
are substituted for "such Office audit report", and the words "Financial Institutions Examination Council, the Federal Reserve
Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency" are substituted for "agency concerned (other than banks, branches, and facilities)", because of the
restatement.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "The report may not be delayed
because the agency does not comment within the comment period"
are substituted for 31:53(f)(2) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(2)(A), the words "pursuant to subsection (b) of
this section or otherwise" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2)(B), the words "if the report was not begun because of a request of either House of Congress, a committee of Congress, or a member of Congress" are substituted for "in the case of
any other report" for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "Procedures followed pursuant to"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "version of any" are
omitted as surplus. The words "shall include" are substituted for
"The Comptroller General shall prepare and issue with" because of
the restatement. The words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. In clause (3), the
words "when a draft report was submitted under subsection (a) of
this section" are added because of the restatement. The words "as
an addendum" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION

7

719

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

19(a) .......................................

31:53(aXlst sentence words after 5th
comma).

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §312(aXlst sentence
words after 5th comma, last sentence),
(c)-(e), 42 Stat. 25.
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §204(e), 84
Stat. 1168; restated July 12, 1974, Pub. L.
93-344, §702(a), 88 Stat. 326.
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §§205(b), 207,
231-234, 235(b), 84 Stat. 1168, 1170, 1171.

719(bX1XA) ...............

31:1154(e) ...............................................

719(bX1XB) ..............................

31:1155(b) ....................................................

719(bXIXC) .............................. 31:1175(b) ....................................................
31:53(aXlast sentence) ..............................
719(bX2) ...................................
719(cX1) ...............31:53(c) ................................................
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SECMoN 719-Continued
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

........................................................
31:53(d)
719(cX2) ...................................
Sept 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat 832,
31:67(dX4Xlst sentence) ...........................
719(cX3) ...................................
§117(dX4); added Oct. 7, 1977, Pub. L. 95125, 91 Stat. 1105.
Sept 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832,
.............
....................
31:67(eX6XA)
§117(eX6XA); added July 21, 1978, Pub. L.
95-320, §2, 92 Stat. 392.
31:67(dX4Xlast sentence) ..........................
719(d) .......................................
2, 837.
1946, ch. 753, §206(last sentence), 60
719(e)................ 31:60(last sentence) ..............Au.St1at.
719(f) ................ 31:53(e) ................................................
3 1:1157 ........................................................
7 19(g) .......................................
3 1:117 2 ........................................................
3 1:117 3 ........................................................
31:1174 ........................................................
719(h ).......................................
3 1:117 1........................................................
7 19(i) ........................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "of Congress" are
added for clarity. The words "in writing" are omitted as surplus.
The words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "under subsection (a) of this section" are substituted for "annual" in 31:1154(e),
1155(b), and 1175(b) for clarity. In clause (A), the words "of methods
for review and evaluation of Government programs and activities"
are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (C), the word "officer" is
added for consistency. The words "of the General Accounting
Office" are added for clarity. The words "committee of Congress"
are substituted for "committee of the Senate or House of Representatives or any joint committee of Congress" for consistency and
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "name of each", "joint
committee", and "of such employee" are omitted as surplus. The
word "compensation" is substituted for "pay of such employee, his
travel, subsistence, and other expenses, the agency contributions
for his retirement and life and health insurance benefits, and other
necessary monetary expenses for personnel benefits on account of
such employee" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code. The words "Comptroller General"
are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
The words "of such employee, or, if such assignment or detail is
currently in effect, during that part of the period of such assignment or detail" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "at any time" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the word "agency" is substituted for "department or establishment" and "departments and establishments" because of section 701 of the revised title. In clause (1), the words "in
any year" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2)(A), the word
"audits" is substituted for "examination" for consistency. In clause
(2)(B), the words "by an agency" are substituted for "departmental" because of the restatement. The word "officials" is substituted
for "officers" for consistency.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the word "written" is omitted
as surplus. In clause (1), the words "Comptroller General, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and the Director of the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms" are substituted for "General Ac-

counting Office, the Internal Revenue Service, and the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms" for consistency. In clauses (2) and
(3), the words "or other examination or review" are omitted as surplus.
In subsections (e) and (g), the words "Governmental Affairs .. .
of the Senate" are substituted for "Government Operations .. .of
the two Houses" in 31:60(last sentence) and "Government Operations of the . . .Senate" in 31:1172 because of Rule 25.1(k) of the
Standing Rules of the Senate (S. Doc. 96-1, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.).
In subsection (e), the words "carried out under section 712(3) of
this title" are added because of the restatement. The words "legislative" before "committees", and "respective", are omitted as surplus. The words "executive agency" are substituted for "agencies"
because of section 102 of the revised title.
In subsection (f), the word "President" is substituted for "Office
of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) redesignated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management
and Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the
President.
In subsection (g), before clause (1), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" in 31:1172
for consistency. In clause (3), the words "committee of Congress"
are substituted for "other committee of the House or Senate, or
any joint committee of the two Houses" for consistency and to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words in the parentheses are included for consistency with section 101 of the revised title. The
word "establishment" in 31:1157 is omitted as surplus. Clause (4) is
substituted for 31:1173 to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (h)(1), the words "once . ..calendar", "of the General Accounting Office", "immediately", and "cumulative" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (h)(2), the words "committee of Congress" are substituted for "committee of the House or Senate, each joint committee of the two Houses" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "member of Congress" are substituted for
"Member of the House or Senate, and the Resident Commissioner
from Puerto Rico" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "On request, the Comptroller General promptly
shall provide a copy of a report to a committee or member" are
substituted for 31:1174(last sentence) to eliminate unnecessary
words.
In subsection (i), before clause (1), the words "committee of Congress" are substituted for "committee of the House or Senate, or of
any joint committee of the two Houses" for consistency and to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "making the request" are
omitted as surplus. The words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. In clause (1),
the word "evaluate" is substituted for "review" for consistency in
the revised title. In clause (2), the words "including requests for appropriations" are omitted as surplus.

SECTION

720
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
720(a) .......................................

31:1157 ........................................................

7 20 (b) .......................................

3 1:1176 ........................................................

Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §§207, 236, 84
Stat. 1168, 1171.

In subsection (a), the words "As used . . . the term", "Federal",
and "establishment" are omitted as surplus. The words in parentheses are included for consistency with section 101 of the revised
title.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office", and the
words "head of the" are added, for consistency. The word "written"
is omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the words "Governmental Affairs of the Senate" are substituted for "Government Operations of
the . . . Senate" because of Rule 25.1(k) of the Standing Rules of
the Senate (S. Doc. 96-1, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.). In clause (2), the
words "both Houses of Congress" are substituted for "the House of
Representatives and the Senate" for consistency. The words "connection with", "for that agency", and "to the Congress" are omit-

ted as surplus.
SUBCHAPTER III-PERSONNEL
SECTION
Revised Section
73

1(a) .......................................

731

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:44(lst sentence) ....................................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
....................... June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §311(a), (b), 42 Stat.
25; restated Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191,
§8(eX3), 94 Stat. 33.
31:52-1(related to appointment, pay, Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §§2(related to
and assignment).
appointment, pay, and assignment), 5(b),
94 Stat. 27, 32.
31:56 ............................
Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 297, §1(proviso on p. 866),
35 Stat 866; May 29, 1920, ch. 214, §llast
)ar. under heading "Office of Comptroler of the Treasury ), 41 Stat. 647.
....................................................
)
731(b) ................ ..... ............. 3 1:52-4(b
731(c) ........................................ 31:51a...........................
Aug. 14, 1964, Pub. L. 88-426, §203(cX5th14th words), 78 Stat. 415; Dec. 16, 1967,
Pub. L. 90-206, §219(2), 81 Stat. 639; re
stated Aug. 9, 1975, Pub. L. 94-82,
§204(b), 89 Stat. 421.
731(d) ...................
31:52b ..........................................................
Aug. 14, 1964, Pub. L. 88-426, 78 Stat. 400,
§203(i); added Dec. 15, 1971, Pub. L. 92190, 85 Stat. 646.
731(e) ........................................ 31:52c ..........................................................
Jan . 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604, §401, 88 Stat.
1962.
31:1154(dXlast sentence) .......................... Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §204(d)last
sentence), 84 Stat. 1168; restated July 12,
1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §702(a), 88 Stat. 326.
3

2

1:5 (a), (b)

...............

In subsection (a), the text of 31:52(a) and (b) and 31:56 is omitted
as superseded by the other source provisions restated in this sub-

chapter and subchapter IV of this chapter. The word "remove" is
added for consistency with other provisions of the subchapter. The
words "officers (except the Deputy Comptroller General) and employees" are substituted for "personnel" in 31:52-1, and the word
"powers" is substituted for "functions", for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.

Subsection (b) is substituted for 31:52-4(b) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "officers and" are added for consistency in
the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
In subsections (c) and (d), the words "basic pay" are substituted
for "compensation" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the Code.
In subsection (c), the words "United States" and "positions at"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "in the General Accounting Office",
"prescribed . . . under section 5315 of title 5", and "of the Office"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e), before clause (1), the words "procure the services of" are substituted for "employ" for consistency with 5:3109.
The words "at rates not in excess of the maximum daily rate prescribed for GS-18 under section 5332 of title 5 for persons in the
Government service employed intermittently" are omitted as unnecessary because of 5:3109. In clause (1), the word "periods" is
omitted as surplus. Clause (2) is substituted for 31:1154(d)(last sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "and consultants" are added because of 5:3109.
SECTION
Revised Section

732

Source (U.S. Code)

732(a) .......................................

31:52-2(a) .............................................

732(b) .......................................
732(c) .......................................
732(d) .......................................
732(e) ........................................
732(f0 1), (2) .............................
732(f)(3) .................
732(g) ...................

31:52-5(b) ................. ..... ..........................
31:52-2(bXl),
(cXlst sentence) .................
2
31:52- (c)(last sentence) ..........................
31:52-2(d),
(M, (h ).......................................
2
31:52- (e) ....................................................
31:52-2(g) ....................................................
31:52-2(bX2) .......................................
31:52-5(a) ................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §§3, 6, 94
Stat. 27, 32.

In the section, the words "officers and" are added for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "not later than October 1, 1980" and
31:52-5(b) are omitted as executed. The word "maintain" is substituted for "establish by regulation" to omit executed words. The
words "for the General Accounting Office (hereinafter referred to
as the 'personnel system') which shall meet the requirements of
subsections (b) through (h)", and "or any amendment" are omitted
as surplus. The words "about the system" are substituted for
"thereto" for clarity.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "merit system" are omitted as surplus. In clause (5), the words "of the United States Government"
are added for consistency. In clause (6), the words "the principles
of' are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "payable . . . under the General
Schedule" are omitted as surplus. In clause (4), the words "not
more than 100 positions" are substituted for "up to one hundred
employees" for consistency. The words "payable . . . grade . . . of
the General Schedule" are omitted as surplus. In clause (5), the
words "the principles of" are omitted as surplus.

In subsection (d)(2), the words "Director of' are added for consistency. The text of 31:52-2(d)(last sentence) is omitted as executed. In
clause (4), the words "the taking of' are omitted as surplus.
In subsections (e)-(g), the word "management" is added for consistency.
In subsection (f)(1), the words "in the General Accounting Office"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (f)(2), before clause (A), the word "affect" is substituted for "abolish or diminish" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "in the General Accounting Office by section 717 of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, by sections 12 and 15 of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, by section 6(d) of the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, by sections 501 and 505 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or . ..other" are omitted as surplus. In clauses
(A) and (B), the words "has the same authority. . . as. . .has" are
substituted for "authorities granted thereunder to . . .shall be exercised by" for clarity. The words "the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Office of Personnel Management, the Merit
Systems Protection Board, or . . .other" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (A), the words "established by section 52-3" are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (f)(3), the word "affect" is substituted for "prohibits
or restricts" for consistency.
In subsection (g), the words "Notwithstanding any other provision of law" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 733
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:52-4(aX )...............................................
Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §5(a), 94 Stat.
733(a) .......................................
31.
733(b) ...................31:52-4(a)(2) ........................................
31:52-4(aX4) ...............................................
733(c) ........................................
3 1:52-4(aX3) ...............................................
733(d ) .......................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "promulgate regulations" are omitted as surplus. The words "(hereinafter referred to
as the GAO Senior Executive Service)" are omitted because of the
restatement. In clause (1), the words "for the Senior Executive
Service" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the words "in the
GAO Senior Executive Service .. .which are" are omitted as surplus. In clause (3), before subclause (A), the words "for the GAO
Senior Executive Service" are omitted as surplus. In subclause (A),
the word "established" is omitted as surplus. In clause (4), the
words "for the GAO Senior Executive Service" are omitted as surplus. In clauses (5) and (7), the words "officers and employees" are
substituted for "members" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. In clause (5), the words
"the provisions applicable to the Office of Personnel Management
and the President under" are omitted as surplus. In clause (7), the
words "the provisions applicable to performance awards under" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "officer or employee" are substituted
for "member" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the Code.
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In subsection (d), the words "Employees in .

.

. the personnel

system established under" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
734(a) .......................................

3

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1:11 5(a) ...................................................

Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §235(a), 84
Stat. 1171.
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, 84 Stat. 1140,
2
§ 35(c); added Oct. 11, 1971, Pub. L. 92136, §8, 85 Stat 178.

7

1 75

734(b) ...................

734

31: 1

(c) ...................................................

In the section, the words "officer or" are added for consistency in
the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "Notwithstanding any other provision of law" are omitted as surplus. The word "continuous" is substituted for "on a continuing basis" to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "committee of Congress" are substituted for
"committee of the Senate or House of Representatives or with
any
joint committee of Congress" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "any period of" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. The word
"pay" is substituted for "salary" for consistency in the revised
title
and with other titles of the Code.
SECTION
Revised Section
735(a) .......................................
735(b)

...........

735

Source (U.S. Code)
31:

52 6

-

Source (Statutes at Large)

a) ....................................................

................... 31:52-6(b) ................................

Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §7, 94 Stat.
33.

In subsection (a), the words "repealing, amending, or otherwise"
are omitted as surplus.

In subsection (b), the words "repeal . . . or limit" are omitted as

surplus. The words "officers and" are added for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION
Revised Section
736 ............................................

736

Source (U.S. Code)
31:52-7 ........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §9, 94 Stat.
34.

The word "hereby" is omitted as surplus. The words "to the
Comptroller General" are added for consistency. The words "beginning fiscal year 1981 and for each fiscal year thereafter" are omitted as executed.
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SUBCHAPTER IV-PERSONNEL APPEALS BOARD
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

751
Source (Statutes at Large)

751(a)
.......................................
31:52-3(a
), (3) .........................................
Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §4(a)-(d), 94
Stat. 29.
751(b)
.......................................
31:52-3(aX2),
(4)
.........................................
7
51(c) ...................31:52-3(b) ...............................
751(d) .......................................
31:52-3(c) ....................................................
751(e) ........................................
31:52-3(d) ....................................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "The General Accounting Office has a General Accounting Office Personnel Appeals
Board" are substituted for 31:52-3(a)(1)(lst sentence less words between parentheses) for consistency. The text of 31:52-3(a)(1)(lst sentence words between parentheses) is omitted because of the restatement. The words "in accordance with this subsection" and "as a
member of the Board" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the
words "a total of' are omitted as surplus. In clause (4), the words
"to service as a member of the Board in order to enable the Board
• . .under this section" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "under paragraph
(1)" are omitted as surplus. The word "only" is added for clarity. In
clause (1), the words "in a way" are substituted for "in the form
... and according to the procedures" to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "eligible to make such a submission under paragraph (4)", "shall be eligible to submit a list of candidates to the
Comptroller General under paragraph (2)(A)", and "the membership of' are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the word "management" is added for consistency. The words "under section 772 of
this title" are added for clarity. The words "to consult with the
Comptroller General" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "Except as provided in paragraph
(2)" are omitted because of the restatement. The text of 31:523(b)(2) is omitted as executed. The words "of the Board" and 31:523(b)(4)(lst sentence) are omitted as surplus. The words "occurring
before the expiration of a term of office" are substituted for "with
respect to which such vacancy has occurred" for clarity. The words
"or for 6 months after the term expires, whichever is earlier"
are
substituted for 31:52-3(b)(5)(words after comma) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), the words "of the Board . ..from the Board",
"the members of", and "proposed action of" are omitted as surplus.
The words "prior to any vote of the members of the Board under
paragraph (1)(A)" are omitted as surplus. The words "unless the
member waives the opportunity in writing" are substituted for
31: 5 2 -3(c)(2)(last sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (e), the words "While carrying out a member's
duties" are substituted for "for each day such member is engaged
in the actual performance of duties as a member of the Board' to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "an officer or employee
of' are substituted for "otherwise employed by" for consistency in
the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
The words "payable ... under the General Schedule under section

5332 of title 5, United States Code" and 31:52-3(d)(2d sentence) are
omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

752

Source (U.S.Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

752(a) ...................31:52-3(e) ......................... Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §4(e)-(g), 94
Stat. 30.
752(b) ................
...................
31:52-3(f), (g)..............................................

In subsection (a), the words "members of the" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "(hereinafter referred to as the
'General Counsel')" are omitted because of the restatement. The
words "shall be eligible for reappointment and" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2), the word "annual" is added for clarity. The
word "basic" is added for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the United States Code. The words "payable . ..of
the General Schedule" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3)(A), the words "to the extent necessary" are
omitted as surplus. The words "officer or" are added for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (b)(3)(D), the word "otherwise" is omitted as surplus. The words "duties and powers" are substituted for "functions" for consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

753
Source (Statutes at Large)

3

75 (a) .......................................
31:52-3(h) ...................................................
Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §4(h), (j), (k),
(in), 94 Stat. 30, 31.
753(b) ..........
. ...................
31:52-3(j) ............................................
753(c)
.......................................
31:52-3(k
) .................................................
753(d) .......................................
31:52-3(m ) .. .................................

In the section, the words "officer or" are added for consistency in
the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "decide" and
"(where appropriate)" are omitted as surplus. In clause (6), the
words "relations program" are substituted for "system" for consistency. In clause (8), the words "most appropriately" are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "delegate . . .to act" are substituted
for "designate .. .to take any action which the Board is authorized to take" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "individual" and "reopened and" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "reopen and" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "the principles of' are omitted as
surplus.

SECTION
Revised Section

754

Source (U.S. Code)

754 ............................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:52-3(i) .....................................................

Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §4(i), 94 Stat.
31.

The words "to do so" and "corrective" are omitted as surplus.
The words "under section 753 of this title" are added for clarity.
SECTION

755

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

755 ............................................

31:52-3(l) ...............................................

Feb. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-191, §4(1), 94 Stat.
31.

In the section, before clause (1), the first sentence is substituted
for 31:52-3(l)(1)(lst sentence) for consistency with other titles of the
United States Code. The word "review" is substituted for "appeal"
for consistency. The words "the procedures of', "any other provision of law", 'of a final decision of the Board . . . the date . . . of
the Board", and "In any case filed under paragraph (1) . . . review
the record and" are omitted as surplus. The words "final decision"
are substituted for "agency action, findings, or conclusions" for
consistency. Clause (2) is substituted for 31:52-3(l)(2)(B) to eliminate
unnecessary words.
SUBCHAPTER V-ANNUITIES
SECTION
Revised Section

771

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

771(1), (2) ................

31:43b|g) .....................................................

77 1(3) .......................................

3 1:43b(p ) .....................................................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(g),
); added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73

In this subchapter, the words "surviving spouse", "spouse", "surviving spouse's", and "parent" are substituted for "widow", "wife",
"surviving widow's", and "mother", respectively, because
of
5:7202(c).
In clause (3), the words "or retired Comptroller General" are
omitted as executed because a retired Comptroller General could
elect survivor benefits and include retirement service only if the
Comptroller General had retired by July 13, 1959. The word "total"
is omitted as surplus. The words "complete months" are substituted for "twelfth parts thereof, excluding from the aggregate the
fractional part of a month, if any" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "an individual is Comptroller General" are added for
clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
2

77 (a) ..........
772(b) ...

772

Source (U.S. Code)

.....

............. 31:43(2d par. Ist sentence) ......................

........

........ 31 43(2d par. 2d sentence) .......................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §303(2d
ar. lst, 2d, last sentences); added July
953, ch. 256, 67 Stat. 229.

SECTION
Revised Section

772-Continued
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:43(3d par. 1st, 2d sentences,
772(c) ........................................
sentence words before comma).

3d

31:43(2d par. 4th sentence, 3d par.
772(d) .......................................
last sentence).

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §303(3d
par. lst-3d sentences); added July 26,
1966, Pub. L. 89-520, §1, 80 Stat. 329;
Oct. 25, 1978, Pub. L. 95-512, §4(bXl), 92
Stat. 1800.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §303(2d
par. 4th sentence, 3d par. last sentence);
added Oct. 25, 1978, Pub. L. 95-512, §4(a),
(bX2), 92 Stat. 1800.

31:43(2d par. last sentence, 3d par.
772(e)........................................
3d sentence words after comma).

In subsections (a) and (b), the words "Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section" are added for clarity. The words "is entitled to receive" are substituted for "shall receive" as being more
precise and for consistency with title 5.
In subsection (a), the words "under section 703(e)(1) of this title"
are added for clarity. The words "in his office" are omitted as surplus. The words "before becoming 65 years of age" are added for
clarity. The words "at such completion" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "from performing
his duties" are omitted as surplus.
In subsections (c) and (d), the words "Comptroller General" are
substituted for "person appointed to the Office of Comptroller General" and "person who is appointed to the Office of Comptroller
General" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "Notwithstanding the preceding
paragraph of this section" are omitted as surplus. The words "after
January 1, 1966" are omitted as executed. The words "receive an
annuity under this section" are substituted for "and no deduction
from his salary shall be made under the preceding paragraph . ..
be subject to the provisions of the preceding paragraph of this section" for clarity and because of the restatement.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the words "after October 25,
1978" are omitted as executed. The words "(except a Comptroller
General remaining subject to subchapter III of chapter 83 of title
5)" are added for clarity. In clauses (1) and (2), the word "pay" is
substituted for "salary" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The words "a sum
equal to" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), before subclause (A),
the words "makes such an election under this paragraph" are omitted as surplus. The word "redeposit" is substituted for "covering"
for clarity. The words "the general fund of' and "authorized under
the preceding paragraph" are omitted as surplus. In subclauses (A)
and (B), the words "before deductions are made under clause (2)(A)
of this subsection" and "before deductions are made under clause
(2)(B) of this subsection" are substituted for "prior to the date current deductions begin from his salary" for clarity. The words "per
annum" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the words "authorized by this paragraph" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "person" for clarity.

SECTION 773
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)
3

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, § 19(a);
773(a) ...................31:43b(a) ...................................................
added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 197; July 26, 1966, Pub. L. 89-520,
§2, 80 Stat. 329.
................ 31:43b(b), (c) .......................June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(b),
773(b)
(c);
added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 197- Oct. 25, 1978, Pub. L. 95-512,
§2(1), 92 tat. 1799.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(a);
773(c) ...................31:43b(q) .................................................
added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 200.

In subsections (a) and (b), the word "pay" is substituted for
"salary", and the word "annuity" is substituted for "retirement
pay", for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
United States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "To provide" are substituted for "for
purposes of' for clarity. The words "or in the case of the Comptroller General currently in office and any retired Comptroller General, within six months after July 13, 1959" are omitted as executed.
The words "as hereinafter provided" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "of the United
States"- are omitted as surplus. The words "or retired Comptroller
General" are omitted as executed. The word "provide" is substituted for "receive" for clarity and consistency. In clause (2), before
subclause (A), the word "redeposit" is substituted for "covering" for
clarity. The words "the general fund of" and "a sum equal to" are
omitted as surplus. In subclause (A), the words "the date current
. .. from his salary and retirement pay" and 31:43b(c)(last sentence) are omitted as surplus. In subclause (B), the words "salary
. . or compensation for service" are omitted as surplus. The words
"member of Congress" are substituted for "Senator, Representative, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner in the Congress of the
United States" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "be construed to" and "eligible therefore" are omitted as surplus. The words "receiving another annuity
while" are substituted for "simultaneously . .. and any annuity
• . .to which she would otherwise be entitled under any other law"
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "(including old age and
survivor benefits)" and "without regard to this section" are omitted
as surplus.
SECTION 774
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(d),
31:43b(o) ......................................................
774(a) .......................................
(o); added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 197, 200.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(e),
...............
...........
................ 3143be).........
774(b), (c).
(n); added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 197, 200; Oct. 25, 1978, Pub. L. 95512, §2(2).-(4), 92 Stat. 1799.
last
after
words
31:43b(n)(less
.................
774(d) .. ............
comma).
774(e) ................... 31:43b(d) .............................................
31:43b(nXwords after last comma).

In subsection (a)(1), the words "in an armed force" are substituted for "in the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard" for consistency with title 10. The word "only" is omitted as
surplus. The word "Government" is added for consistency. The
word "computing" is added for clarity. The word "annuity" is substituted for "retirement or retired pay" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code. The
words "under any other provision of law" are omitted as surplus.
Subsection (a)(3) is substituted for 31:43b(o)(lst sentence) for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "A survivor annuity
shall be paid under this subchapter when" are added for clarity.
The words "or retired Comptroller General" are omitted as executed. In clause (1), the words "made an election under section 733 of
this title" are substituted for "has elected to bring himself within
the purview of this section" for clarity. In clause (2), the word "annuity" is substituted for "retirement pay" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. In clause (4), the words
"salary" and "actually" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "only by a spouse" are substituted
for "by a widow but not by a dependent child" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(2), before subclause (A), the words "or children"
and "in an amount" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(3), before subclause (A), the words "only by a dependent child" are substituted for "no surviving widow but leaves
a surviving dependent child or children" to eliminate unnecessary
words. In subclause (A), the words "the amount of' are omitted as
surplus. The words "a surviving spouse" are substituted for "such
widow. . . had she survived" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the words "of a Comptroller
General or retired Comptroller General who has elected to bring
himself within the purview of this section" are omitted as surplus.
In clauses (1) and (2), the word "pay" is substituted for "salary" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. In
clause (1), before subclause (A), the words "by him for service . . .
service in which his" are omitted as surplus. In subclause (A)(i), the
words "member of Congress" are substituted for "Senator, Representative, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner in the Congress of
the United States" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "his years of service as" and "of the United
States" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e), the words "and shall be further reduced in accordance with subsection (d) of this section if applicable" are omitted because of the restatement. The words "or a retired Comptroller General" are omitted as executed. The words "during which a
deposit was not made" are substituted for "rendered" for clarity.
The word "unpaid" is added for clarity.

SECTION

775

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

775(a) ....................................

31:43(last par. 1st sentence) ...................

775(b) ...................

31:43b(i) .....................................................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §803(last
r.); added Oct. 25, 1978, Pub. L. 95-512,
4(c), 92 Stat. 1801.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §819(i),
)(Xless last 13 words before colon), (k);
added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 198.

775(c)-(e) ..................................

31:43(last par. last sentence) ..................
31:43bNXless last 13 words before
colon).
3 1:43b(k) .....................................................

775(f) ........................................

In subsections (a) and (b), the word "total" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a), the word "pay" is substituted for "salary" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "by him" and "to his annuity" are omitted
as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "who has elected to bring himself
within the purview of" are omitted as surplus. The word "annuity"
is substituted for "retirement pay" for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "A lump-sum
refund of the amounts deducted under sections 772 and 773 of this
title" are substituted for "total amount deducted from his salary
and retirement pay" for clarity. The words "under subsection (d) of
this section" are added because of the restatement. The words "to
the person or persons surviving at the date title to payment arises"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words before clause (1) are included for
clarity. In clauses (2)-(4) and (6), the words "of such Comptroller
General or retired Comptroller General" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (5), the words "duly appointed" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e), the words "of a Comptroller General or retired
Comptroller General" are omitted as surplus. The words "is not
subject to" are substituted for "shall be made . . . without regard
to the definitions of these terms in" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
In subsection (f), the word "individuals" is substituted for "persons" for consistency. The word "aggregate" is omitted as surplus.
The words "under sections 772 and 773 of this title" are substituted
for "total . . . from the salary and retirement pay of a Comptroller
General or retired Comptroller General" for clarity and consistency. The word "under" is substituted for "in the order of precedence
prescribed in" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section

776

Source (U.S. Code)

776(a).....................

31:43b(mXlst sentence) ..............

776(b) ......................................
776(c) ....................................
776(dX1) ...................................

31:43b(f) .................................................
31:43b(lXwords before last comma).
3:43b0jXlast 13 words before colon).
31:43b(lbwords after last comma).
31:43b(mXlast sentence) ....................

776(dX2) .................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(f),
lastt
13 words before colon), (1), (m);
added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 198, 199.

In subsection (a), the words "due and" and "or other period" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2), the word "dependent" is added for clarity.
In subsections (b)(3) and (c), the words "of a Comptroller General
or retired Comptroller General" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3) and (4), the words "and paid" are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (c)(2)(A), the words "duly appointed" are omitted as
surplus. The word "individual" is substituted for "person" for consistency.
In subsection (c)(2)(B), the words "payment may be made" and
"the expiration of. . . from" are omitted as surplus. The words "to
the payment" are substituted for "thereto" for clarity.
In subsection (d)(2), the words "A benefit" are substituted for
"None of the moneys mentioned" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "either in law or equity" and "execution, levy, attachment, garnishment, or other" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION

777

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

777(a) .......................................

31:43c(aXwords before colon), (1) ...........

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §320;
added Oct. 25, 1978, Pub. L. 95-512, §3,
92 Stat. 1799.

777(b) ................
777(c) ........................................

31:43c(aX2) ......................................
31:43c(aX3), (b) ...........................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the text of 31:43c(a)(words
before colon) is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "in any year" and "commencing" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "per centum" and "by the Comptroller General" are omitted as surplus. The words "Civil Service
Commission" (subsequently changed to "Office of Personnel Management" because of section 101 of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1978 (eff. Jan. 1, 1979, 92 Stat. 3783)) are omitted because of the
restatement of section 8340(b) of title 5 by section 1702(a) of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "by reason of the application of
subsection (a) of this section" and "annual" are omitted as surplus.
The words "basic pay" are substituted for "compensation" for consistency with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION
Revised Section
778 .....................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:43b(h) ..........................

778
Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(h);
added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 198.

The words "arising" and "and conclusive" are omitted as surplus.
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SECTION
Revised Section
779 ............................................

779

Source (U.S. Code)
31:43(2d par. 3d sentence) .......................

31:43b(r)......................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §303(2d
sentence); added July 28, 1953, ch.
7 .3 ( d )r3d
25,67 Stat. 229.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §319(r);
added July 13, 1959, Pub. L. 86-87, 73
Stat. 200.

The words "of deposits" in 31:43b(r) are omitted as surplus.

SUBTITLE I-THE BUDGET PROCESS
Sec.

CHAPTER

11. THE BUDGET AND FISCAL, BUDGET, AND PROGRAM INFORMATION.
13. APPRO PRIATIO N S .......................................................................................
15. APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTING ............................................................

1101
1301
1501

CHAPTER 11-THE BUDGET AND FISCAL, BUDGET, AND
PROGRAM INFORMATION
Sec.
1101.
1102.
1103.
1104.
1105.
1106.
1107.
1108.
1109.
1110.
1111.
1112.
1113.
1114.

Definitions.
Fiscal year.
Budget ceiling.
Budget and appropriations authority of the President.
Budget contents and submission to Congress.
Supplemental budget estimates and changes.
Deficiency and supplemental appropriations.
Preparation and submission of appropriations requests to the President.
Current programs and activities estimates.
Year-ahead requests for authorizing legislation.
Improving economy and efficiency.
Fiscal, budget, and program information.
Congressional information.
Budget information on consulting services.
SECTION 1101

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1101(1) .....................................

31:2(lst-4th pars.).....................................

1101(2) .....................................

31:2last par.) .............................................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §2(lst-5th pars.), 42
Stat. 20; Apr. 3, 1939, ch. 36, §201, 53
Stat. 565; July 31, 1953, ch. 302, §101(lst
proviso in par. under heading "Bureau of
the Budget"), 67 Stat. 299.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §2(last
ar.); added Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §101,
64 Stat. 832.

In the section, a reference to 31:71 and 471 is omitted because
the definitions in the section are not used in 31:71 and 471.
Clause (1) restates the source provisions because of section 101 of
the revised title. The words "includes the District of Columbia government" are used because of existing law but the inclusion of
these words is not to be interpreted as construing the extent to
which the District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganizational Act (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 774) supersedes
the provisions codified in this title. The words "of the United
States" are omitted as surplus. The text of 31:2(2d-4th pars.) is
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The text of sec-

tion 2(3d par.) of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 (ch. 18, 42
Stat. 20), is omitted as obsolete because of section 501 of the revised
title.
In clause (2), the word "means" is substituted for "includes", and
the word "make" is substituted for "create", as being more precise.
The words "appropriated amounts" are substituted for "funds" for
clarity. The words "in appropriate context" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

1102

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1102 ..........................................
31:1020 ....................................................
R.S. §237; Oct. 1, 1890, ch. 1256, §9, 26 Stat.
646; restated July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93344, §501, 88 Stat. 321.

The words "in all matters of accounts, receipts, expenditures, estimates, and appropriations" are omitted as being included in
"fiscal". The word "prepared" is omitted as being included in "published". The words "as established by subsection (a) of this section"
are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The text of
31:1020(a)(1) and the words "beginning on October 1, 1976" are
omitted as executed.
SECTION
Revised Section

1103

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1103 ..........................................
31:27 ............................................................
Oct. 10, 1978, Pub. L. 95-435, §7, 92 Stat.
1053; restated Oct. 7, 1980, Pub. L. 96389, §3, 94 Stat. 1553.

The
year"
cause
words

word "total" is omitted as surplus. The words "for a fiscal
are substituted for "beginning with Fiscal Year 1981" beof the restatement and to eliminate executed words. The
"for that year" are added because of the restatement.
SECTION

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1104
Source (Statutes at Large)

1104(a)
.....................................
31:16(last sentence related to prepa- June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §207(last sentence
related to preparation of budgets and
ration of budgets and approprinations ,
appropiations),
42 Stat. 22; restated Sept.
12, 1950, ch. 946,
§102(e), 64 Stat. 833;
Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff.July 1,
1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
June 23, 1913, ch. 3, §3, 38 Stat. 75; Reorg.
31:623 ..........................................................
Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1, 1939, §1,
53 Stat. 1423; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970,
eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §204, 42 Stat. 21;
31:581 ..........................................................
1104(b) .....................................
restated Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §102(c),
64 Stat. 833.
............................ July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §802, 88 Stat.
...................31:11d
1104(c)
330.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §205, 42 Stat. 21;
31:581a ........................................................
restated Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §102(d),
64 Stat. 833.
12, 1950, ch. 946, §103, 64 Stat. 884;
Sept.
31:18b ..........................................................
1104(d) .....................................
Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1,
1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
Dec. 11, 1980, Pub. L. 96-511, §3(a), 94 Stat.
44:3503(note) ..............................................
2825.

S.CTioN 1104-Continued
Revised Section
1104(e) ......................................

Source (U.S. Code)
3121.............................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §213, 42 Stat. 23;
Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1,
1939, §1, 53 Stat. 1423; Reorg.2 Plan No. 2
of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §10 (a), 84 Stat.
2085.

In the section, the word "President" is substituted for "Office" in
31:16(last sentence), "President, through the Director of the Office
of Management and Budget" in 31:18b, "President and the Director
of the Office of Management and Budget" in 44:3503(note), and
"Office of Management and Budget" in 31:21 and 623, because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July
1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085), designated the Bureau of the Budget as the
Office of Management and Budget and transferred all functions of
the Bureau to the President.
In subsection (a), the words "under such rules and regulations as
the President may prescribe" in 31:16(last sentence) are omitted as
unnecessary because of section 101 of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1970. The words "use uniform terms in stating" are substituted for
"make uniform the language commonly used in expressing"
in
31:623 for consistency. The words "eliminate from all estimates unnecessary words" are omitted as unnecessary because of the authority of the President under this subsection to prepare the
budget. The text of section 3(words before semicolon) in the Act of
June 23, 1913 (ch. 13, 38 Stat. 75) is omitted as superseded by 31:ch.
1 and 31:581.
In subsection (b), the word "arrangement" is omitted as being included in "order". The word "information" is substituted for "notes
and other data", and the word "submitted" is substituted for
"transmitted", for consistency. The words "The President shall include" are substituted for "shall be accompanied by" because of the
authority of the President under subsection (a) to prepare the
budget. The words "proposed appropriations" are substituted for
"proposed supplemental or deficiency appropriations" because
of
the restatement. The word "personnel" is substituted for "personal
services" for clarity. The word "way" is substituted for "manner
and form" for consistency. The words "either generally or in specific cases" are omitted as surplus. The word "request" is substituted
for "request and receive" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "it prescribes" are substituted for "as they may desire in
consideration of and action upon budget estimates" to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "President makes" are substituted
for "is made" in 3 1:581a as being more precise. The word "information" is substituted for "explanatory notes and tables" for consistency in the revised title. The words "to Congress", "as may be necessary", and "various" are omitted as surplus. The words "The
President may change" are substituted for "Any change . . . shall
be made only" in 31:11d because the President prepares and submits the budget under 31:11. The word "budget" is substituted for
"Budget of the United States Government transmitted pursuant to

section 11 of this title" to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the chapter.
In subsection (d), the word "gathering" in 31:18b is omitted as
being included in "compilation". The text of 31:18b(last sentence) is
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement of the source
provisions in subsection (e). The words "carry out . . . through" are
substituted for "delegate to" in 4 4 :3503(note) for consistency.

In subsection (e), the word "provide" is substituted for "furnish"
for consistency. The words "required by the President in carrying
out this chapter" are substituted for "as the Office may from time
to time require" because of section 101 of Reorganization Plan No.
2 of 1970 and to provide comparable limiting language on when information may be required. The words "the director and the assistant director, or any employee of the Office when duly authorized"
are omitted because of 3:301. The word "inspect" is substituted for
"examine" for consistency in the revised title. The word "records"
is substituted for "books, documents, papers, or records" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
SECTION 1105
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1105(aXl)-(14) .........................
31:11(aXless
(Xwords
comma)),

after

Source (Statutes at Large)
2d

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §201(a), 42 Stat.2 20;
restated Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §10 (a),
64 Stat. 832; Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 814, §1(a),
70 Stat. 782; Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91510, §221(a), 84 Stat. 1169; July 12, 1974,
Pub. L. 93-344, §§603, 604, 88 Stat. 324.
31:19 .............................June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §211, 42 Stat. 22;
Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1,
1939, §1, 53 Stat. 1423; Reorg. Plan No. 2
of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat.
2085.
1105(axl5)
...............................
31:11(d) ........................................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §201(d)(f), (gXlast sentence)-(iXlst sentence);
added July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §601,
88 Stat. 323.
1105(aXl6) ............... 31:11(e) .................................
1105(aX
17)...............................
31:11(h ).......................................................
1105(aX18)-(20) .......................
31:11(f) ...........
......................................
1105(aX21) ............... 31:25 ...........................................................
Oct. 18, 1962, Pub. L. 87-843, §304(1st par.),
76 Stat. 1097; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970,
eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085;
Sept. 17, 1978, Pub. L. 95-367, §5(gX2), 92
Stat. 603.
1105(aX22) ...................
31:11(iXlst sentence) ......................
1105(aX23)...............................
31:11(note) . ....................
.......................
Nov. 9, 1977, Pub. L. 95-164, §305, 91 Stat.
1322.
Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §204, 59 Stat. 601.
31:859 .......................................................
1105(aX24) ...............................
1105(b) .................. 28:605(last
par.) ..........................
31:11(aX5Xwords after 2d comma).
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §202, 42 Stat. 21.
31:13 ............................................................
......................................
1105(c)
1105(d) ....................................
31:l(g)(last sentence) .....................

In the section, the word "current" is substituted for "in progress", and the word "prior" is substituted for "last completed", for

consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the text of 31:19 is omitted as
superseded by the broader authority of 31:11(a)(5). The words "for
the following fiscal year" are added for clarity. The words "summary and supporting information" are substituted for "summary
data and text, and supporting detail" in the introductory matter of
3 1:11(a) for consistency. The words "in such form and detail as the
President may determine" are omitted as unnecessary because of

the authority of the President under section 1104(a) of the revised
title to prepare the budget. The words "The President shall . . . in
each budget the following" are substituted for "The Budget transmitted pursuant to subsection (a) of this section for each fiscal year
shall" in 31:11(d)-(f), (h), and (i) because of the restatement. The
word "President" is substituted for "Office of Management and
Budget" in 31:25 because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the
Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and
transferred all functions of the Bureau to the President. The words
"in connection with the budget presentation for fiscal year 1964
and each succeeding year thereafter" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (a)(1), the words "information on" are added for
clarity.
In subsection (a)(2), the word "Government" is added for clarity.
In subsection (a)(3), the word "information" is substituted for
"data" for consistency.
In subsection (a)(5) and (6), the words "fiscal year for which the
budget is submitted" are substituted for "ensuing fiscal year" the
first time they appear for clarity. The words "the 4 fiscal years
after that year" are substituted for "projections for the four fiscal
years immediately following the ensuing fiscal year" to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(6), the words "proposals . . . to increase revenues" are substituted for "revenue proposals" for consistency in
the revised title.
In subsection (a)(7), the word "actual" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(8), the words "appropriations and" are substituted for "actual or" for clarity.
In subsection (a)(9), the words "fiscal year for which the budget is
submitted" are substituted for "ensuing fiscal year" for clarity.
In subsection (a)(10), the words "bonded and other" are omitted
as surplus.
In subsection (a)(11), the words "information the President decides" are substituted for "statements and data as in his opinion"
for clarity and consistency. The word "desirable" is substituted for
"necessary or desirable" and the words "to explain" are substituted for "in order to make known", to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(12), before subclause (A), the word "legislation"
is substituted for "new or additional legislation" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "activity or function" are substituted
for "function, activity, or authority" for consistency. The words "in
addition to those functions, activities, and authorities then existing
or as then being administered and operated" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(16), the words "fiscal year for which the budget
is submitted" are substituted for "such fiscal year" for clarity.
In subsection (a)(17), the words "fiscal year following the fiscal
year for which the budget is submitted" are substituted for "next
succeeding fiscal year", the words "that following fiscal year" are
substituted for "such succeeding fiscal year", and the words "fiscal
year before" are substituted for "fiscal year preceding", for clarity
and consistency.

In subsection (a)(18), the words "uncontrollable or" are omitted

as being included in "relatively uncontrollable".
In subsection (a)(19) and (20), the word "receipts" is substituted
for "revenues" for consistency in the revised title.
Subsection (a)(20) is substituted for 31:11(f)(3) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(21), the words "the totality of' are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (a)(22), the words "budget outlays" are substituted
for "outlays" for consistency. The words "beginning with the fiscal
year ending September 30, 1979" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (a)(23), the words "for appropriations" are substituted for "amounts required for appropriations" to eliminate 'unnecessary words. The words "for mine health and safety" and "for
occupational safety and health" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(24), the words "(as defined in section 9101(2) of
this title)" are added because the subsection is based on a law to
which the defined term applies. The words "decides are desirable"
are substituted for "may wish to make" for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "for such years" in 31:ll(a)(5)(words
after 2d comma) are omitted because of the restatement. The words
"of the United States" and "by him" are omitted as surplus.
The
words "to be included in each budget under subsection (a)(5) of this
section" are added because of the restatement. The words "before
October 16" are substituted for "on or before October 15", and the
word "change" is substituted for "revision", for consistency.
In subsection (c), the words "new taxes, loans, or other" are omitted as being included in appropriatee action". The words "in
effect" are substituted for "existing' for consistency. The word "aggregate" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "When the President submits a
budget or supporting information about a budget, the President"
are substituted for "The Budget transmitted pursuant to subsection
(a) of this section for any fiscal year, or the supporting detail transmitted in connection therewith" because of the restatement. The
word "changes" is substituted for "amendments and revisions" to
eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
1106(a) ..

...........

................

1106(b) ....................................

1106

Source (U.S. Code)
31:11 (b), (c) .................................................

31:11(gXlst-3d sentences) ............

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §201(b),
(c); added Aug. 25, 1958, Pub. L. 85-759,
§1, 72 Stat. 852; restated Oct. 26, 1970,
Pub. L. 91-510, §221(b), 84 Stat. 1169;
July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §602, 88
Stat 324.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20,
§201(gXlst-3d sentences); added July 12,
1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §601, 88 Stat. 323.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Before July 16"
are substituted for "on or before July 15" for consistency. The
words "budget for the fiscal year for which the budget is submitted" are substituted for "Budget for the ensuing fiscal year transmitted to the Congress by the President" to eliminate unnecessary
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words and for consistency in the chapter. The words "in such form
and detail as he may determine are omitted as unnecessary. In
clause (1)(D), the words "in summary form" and "summary of' are
omitted as unnecessary. The word "necessary" is omitted as being
included in "advisable". In clauses (2) and (3), the word "information" is substituted for "summaries" because of the restatement. In
clause (2), the words "programs authorized to continue in future
years, or that are considered mandatory, under law" are substituted for "continuing programs which have a legal commitment for
future years or are considered mandatory under existing law" for
consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "Before April 11 and July 16" are
substituted for "on or before April 10 and July 15", the word
"changes" is substituted for "all amendments to or revisions in",
and the words "budget outlays" are substituted for "outlays", the

words "fiscal year for which the budget is submitted" are substituted for "ensuing fiscal year set forth in the Budget transmitted pursuant to subsection (a) of this section", for consistency. The word
"information" is substituted for "summary data" because of the restatement.
SECTION 1107
Revised Section
1107 ....................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:14 .............................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §203, 42 Stat. 21;
restated Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §102(b),
64 Stat. 833.

In the section, the words "reach an aggregate which" are omitted
as surplus.
SECTION 1108
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1108(a) .....................................
(no sou rce) ................
..............................
1108(b)1) ................................. 31:16(last sentence related to appro- June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §207(last sentence
priations requests).
related to appropriations requests), 42
Stat.
2 22; restated Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946,
§10 (e), 64 Stat. 833; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of
1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat.
2085.
31:22, 23 . ......................
......................... June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §§214, 215, 42 Stat.
23; restated Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946,
§102(f), (g), 64 Stat. 833; Reorg. Plan No.
2 of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84
Stat. 2085.
31:24(a) .......................................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §216(a), 42 Stat. 23;
restated Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §102(h),
64 Stat. 834; Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 814, §l(b),
70 Stat. 782; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970,
eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
31:24(b), (c) ....................
.................... June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §216(b),
(c); added Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 814, §l(b), 70
Stat. 782.
1108(bX2) ................................. 31:581b ........................................................
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §201, 64 Stat. 838;
Reorg. Plan. No. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1,
1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
1108(c)......................................
31:200(b) .............................................. Aug. 26, 1954, ch. 935, §1311(b), 68 Stat.
830;
restated July 8, 1959, Pub. L. 86-79,
2
§ 10(a), 73 Stat. 167; Reorg. 2Plan No. 2 of
1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §10 (a), 84 Stat.
2085.
3 20 0
1:
(c) .....................................................
Aug. 26, 1954, ch. 935, §1311(c), 68 Stat.
831.
3
1108(d) .....................................
1:11(i last sentence) ...............................
June
10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20,
2
§ 01(i)last sentence); added July 12, 1974,
Pub. L. 93-344, §601, 88 Stat. 323.
1108(e) ..................
31:15 ............................................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §206, 42 Stat. 21.

SECTION 1108-Continued
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20, §201(j);
.................
..
.................
31:110)
......................................
1108(f
added Feb. 5, 1976, Pub. L. 94-210, §311,
90 Stat. 60.
1108(g) .................. 31:22a ............................ Aug. 7, 1953, ch. 340, §1314, 67 Stat. 438.

Subsection (a) is included because the source provisions restated
in subsections (c), (d), (f), and (g) of the revised section are derived
from laws that apply to all organizational units and branches of
the United States Government rather than the units and branches
included in the chapter-wide definition in section 1101.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "executive agency" are used instead of "agency" because of section 1101(1) of the revised title and
28:605. The word "President" is substituted for "Office" in
31:16(last sentence) and "Office of Management and Budget" in
31:23 and 24(a) because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the
Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and
all functions of the Bureau to the President. The word
transferred
"prepare" is substituted for "prepare or cause to be prepared" in
31:22 to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "appropriations" is
substituted for "regular, supplementary, or deficiency appropriations" in 31:22 and 24(a) to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "in each year" are omitted as surplus. The words "in the
form prescribed by the President under this chapter and by the
date established by the President" are substituted for "on or before
a date which the President shall determine" in 31:23, and "as the
President may determine in accordance with the provisions of section 11 of this title" and "in such manner and at such times as
may be determined by the President" in 31:24, to eliminate unnecessary words and to provide a cross reference to the authority of
the President to prepare and submit budgets and appropriations request. The words "prepare the request for the executive agency to
be included in the budget or changes in the budget or as deficiency
or supplemental appropriations" are substituted for "cause such requests to be prepared as are necessary to enable him to include
such requests with the Budget in respect to the work of such department or establishment" in 31:23 for clarity and because of the
restatement. The word "change" is substituted for "assemble, correlate, revise, reduce, or increase" in 31:16(last sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "The head of the executive
agency shall use" are substituted for "shall be used by all departments and establishments and their subordinate units" and "shall
be made on the basis of' in 31:24 as being more precise. The word
"operation" is omitted as being included in "administer". The word
"amounts" is substituted for "funds" for consistency in the revised
title. The word "divide" is substituted for "administrative subdivisions" because of the restatement.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "An officer or employee of an exor
ecutive agency" are added for clarity. The words "deficiency ap"subsequent
for
substituted
are
supplemental appropriations"
propriations" for consistency. The words "the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget" are omitted because sections 101 and 102(a) of
Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 designated the Bureau of the
Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and transferred
all functions of the Bureau to the President. The words "the executive agency" are substituted for "by such department or establishment, or by any organization unit thereof' to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the word "President" is substituted for "Office of Management and Budget" in 31:200(b) because
sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and
Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the President. The words "submitted with the request contains obligations
consistent with" are substituted for "furnished therewith consists
of valid obligations as defined in" for clarity and because of the restatement. The words "The head of the agency shall support the
report with a certification of the consistency" are substituted for
"Each report made pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall
be supported by certifications" in 31:200(c) for clarity. The words
"duty to make certifications" are substituted for "responsibility"
for consistency.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "its missions" are substituted for
"its assigned mission", and the words "the mission" are substituted
for "mission responsibilities", to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d)(2), the word "mission" is substituted for "agency
missions" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (e), the words "Except as provided in subsection (f)
of this section" are added because of the restatement. The word "financial" is substituted for "revenue" for consistency in the revised
title.
In subsection (f), the word "personnel" is substituted for "manpower", and the words "at the same time" are substituted for "concurrently", for clarity. The words "officer of an agency" are substituted for "officer or agency" as being more precise. The word "prohibit" is omitted as being included in "impose conditions on or
impair". The word "communication" is substituted for "free communication" to eliminate a surplus word. The words "about the information" are substituted for "with respect to any budget estimate or request of the Commission" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (g), the word "Amounts" is substituted for "Funds",
the word "law" is substituted for "Act", and the words "regulations prescribed" are substituted for "regulations", for consistency
in the revised title. The words "of Congress" are added for clarity.
SECTION 1109
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1109(a) .....................................

31:11a(a) ....................................................

1109(b ) .....................................

31:11a(b ) .....................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
. July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §605, 88 Stat.
325.

In the section, the words "budget outlays" are substituted for
"outlays" for consistency in the revised title.

In subsection (a), the words "Before November 11" are substituted for "On or before November 10", the words "both Houses of
Congress" are substituted for "the Senate and the House of Representatives", the word "following" is substituted for "ensuing", and
the word "current" is substituted for "in progress", for consistency.
The words "(beginning with 1975)" are omitted as executed. The
words "of the United States Government" are added for clarity.
The words "in such programs and activities" are omitted as surplus. The words "The President shall state" are substituted for
"shall be shown", and the words "The President also shall include"
are substituted for "Accompanying these estimates shall be", because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "so submitted" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "before January 1" are substituted for "on or
before December 31" for consistency.
SECTION 1110
Revised Section
1110 ..........................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:11c ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §607, 88 Stat.
325.

The words "Notwithstanding any other provision of law" are
omitted as unnecessary. The words "the enactment of' before
"new" are omitted as surplus. The words"(beginning with the fiscal
year commencing October 1, 1976)" are omitted as executed. The
words "a request for the enactment of legislation authorizing the
enactment of new budget authority for" are omitted for consistency
in the chapter.
SECTION 1111
Revised Section
1111 ..........................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:18 ............................................................

31:18a ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §209, 42 Stat. 22;
Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1,
1939, §1, 53 Stat. 1423; Reorg. Plan No. 2
of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat.
2085.
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §104, 64 Stat. 834;
Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1,
1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.

In the section, before clause (1), the words "To improve economy
and efficiency in the United States Government" are substituted
for "(with a view of securing greater economy and efficiency in the
conduct of the public service)" in 31:18 and "with a view to efficient and economical service" in 31:18a to eliminate unnecessary
words. The word "President" is substituted for "Office of Management and Budget, when directed by the President" in 31:18 and
"President, through the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget" in 31:18a because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization
Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the
Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and
transferred all functions of the Bureau to the President. In clause
(1), the words "existing" and "detailed" are omitted as surplus.

SECTION 1112
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1112(a) .....................................

31:1157 ........................................................

1112(b) .....................................

31:1151 ........................................................

2

111 (c) ..................
1112(d) .............................
1112(e) ......................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §207, 84 Stat.
1168.
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §§201, 202(a),
(b), 203(d), 84 Stat. 1167, 1168; restated
July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §801(a), 88
Stat. 327, 328, 329.

31:1152(aXlXlst, 2d sentences), (2),
(b).
31:1152(aXlXlast sentence) ......................
31:18c ..........................................................

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §106;
added Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 814, §2(a), 70 Stat.
782; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July
1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
1112(f) ......................................
31:1153(d) ....................................................

In the section, the words "program information" are substituted
for "program-related data and information" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a), the words "'agency' . . . of the United States
Government except a mixed-ownership Government corporation"
are substituted for "'Federal agency' . . . wholly owned Government corporation" for clarity and consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code. The word "establishment" is omitted as surplus. The words "government of the District of Columbia" are omitted as superseded by sections 441-455,
501, and 736 of the District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization Act (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 798, 812,
823).
In subsections (b) and (c)(1), the word "develop" is omitted as
being included in "establish".
In subsection (b), the words "The development, establishment,
and maintenance of such systems shall be carried out so as" are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (c)(1) and (2), the words "terms and classifications"
are substituted for "terminology, definitions, classifications, and
codes" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (1), the words
"The authority contained in this section shall include, but not be
limited to" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the words "After
June 30, 1975" are omitted as executed. The word "additional" is
omitted as surplus. The words "establishment, maintenance, and
use of"' are substituted for "development, establishment, and maintenance, modification . . . implementation" to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised section. The words
"by the executive branch of the Government" are substituted for
"executive" for clarity. The text of 3 1:l152(a)(2)(lst sentence)
is
omitted as executed. In clause (3), the words "this subsection" are
substituted for "this responsibility" because of the restatement.
In subsection (c)(1), the word "revenues" is omitted as being included in "receipts". The word "spending" is substituted for "expenditures" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (e), the word "President" is substituted for "Director of the Office of Management and Budget" because sections 101
and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970,
84 Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of

Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the
Bureau to the President.
SECTION 1113
Source (Statutes at Large)
Source (U.S. Code)
Revised Section
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §212, 42 Stat. 23;
31:20 ............................................................
1113(a) .....................................
Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1939, eff. July 1,
1939, §1, 53 Stat. 1423; Reorg. Plan No. 2
of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat.
2085.
§203(a)-(c), 84
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510,
13(b)-(d) .............31:1153(a)-(c) .....................................
1974, Pub. L.
Stat. 1168;
8 restated July 12,
93-344, § 01(a), 88 Stat. 328.
26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-510, §202(c)-(f), 84
1113(eXl) ................ 31:1152(c), (d)......................Oct.
Stat. 1167; restated July 12, 1974, Pub. L.
93-344, §801(a), 88 Stat. 328.
2

31:1152(e) ....................................................
1113(eX ) .................................
31.1152(f)...................................
ll13(eX3)........................

In the section, the words "committee of Congress" are substituted for "committee of either House, of any joint committee of the
two Houses" and variations of the substituted phrase to eliminate
unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), the word "President" is substituted for "Office
of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and
Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the President. The word "assistance" is substituted for "aid", and the word
"receipts" is substituted for "revenue", for consistency in the revised title.
In subsections (b)-(d), the words "program information" are substituted for "program-related data and information" to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(1) and (3), the words "to such committee or joint
committee, the Comptroller General, or the Director of the Congressional Budget Office" are omitted as unnecessary because of
restatement. In clause (1), the word "kind" is substituted for
the
"nature" for consistency in the revised title. In clause (2), the
words "that fiscal, budgetary, and program information" are substituted for "such data and information" because of the restatement.
In subsection (c), the word "inventory" is omitted as unnecessary.
clause (1), the word "develop" is omitted as being included in
In
"establish". In clause (2), the word "obtaining" is substituted for
"securing" as being more precise. In clause (3), the word "evaluating" is substituted for "appraising and analyzing" for clarity and
to eliminate unnecessary words.

. ..file" are
In subsection (d), the words "individually or jointly
infor-

word
substituted for "central file or files" for clarity. Theand
the word
information",
and
is substituted for "data
mation"
"needs" is substituted for "requirements", for consistency in the
for "carry out the
section. The words "carry out' are substituted
reference to
cross
A
restatement.
the
of
purposes of' because
not relevant
are
sections
31:1155-1156 is not included because those source provisions. The
the
in
described
to the information file

words "so that it is easier" are substituted for "facilitate" for clarity. The word "modern" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e)(1)(A), the word "specify" is omitted as being included in "identify". The words "carry out" are substituted for
"support the objectives" for consistency. A cross reference to
31:1154-1156 is not included because those sections are not relevant
to the continuing program described in the source provisions. In
clause (B), the words "including such needs expressed in legislative
requirements" are omitted as surplus. In clause (D), the word "duplicative" is omitted as being included in "unnecessary".
In subsection (e)(2), the words "Before September 2 of each year"
are substituted for "On or before September 1, 1974, and each year
thereafter" for consistency.
In subsection (e)(3), the words "Before March 2 of each year" are
substituted for "On or before March 1, 1975, and each year thereafter" for consistency. The word "codes" is omitted as being included
in "classifications". The words "information systems" are substituted for "systems", and the words "use of standard classifications"
are substituted for "classification implementations", for consistency in the revised section.
SECTION
Revised Section
1114 ......

1114

Source (U.S. Code)

........................

31:28 ............................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
July 8, 1980, Pub. L. 96-304, §307, 94 Stat.
928.
Oct. 9, 1980, Pub. L. 96-400, §323(b), (c), 94
Stat. 1699.
Oct. 13, 1980, Pub. L. 96-436, §126, 94 Stat.
1869.
Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. 96-514, §309(b), (c), 94
Stat. 2984.
Dec. 15, 1980, Pub. L. 96-528, §616, 94 Stat.
3117.
Dec. 23, 1981, Pub. L. 97-102, §318, 95 Stat.
1461.

In the section, the words "For fiscal year 1982 and thereafter"
are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "officer or employee designated" are
substituted for "designee" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code.
CHAPTER 13-APPROPRIATIONS
SUBCHAPTER I-GENERAL
Sec.
1301.
1302.
1303.
1304.
1305.
1306.
1307.
1308.
1309.
1310.
1321.
1322.

Application.
Determining amounts appropriated.
Effect of changes in titles of appropriations.
Judgments, awards, and compromise settlements.
Miscellaneous permanent appropriations.
Use of foreign credits.
Public building construction.
Telephone and metered services.
Social security tax.
Appropriations for private organizations.
SUBCHAPTER II-TRUST FUNDS AND REFUNDS
Trust funds.
Payments of unclaimed trust fund amounts and refund of amounts erroneously deposited.

1323.
1324.

Trust funds for certain fees, donations, quasi-public amounts, and unearned amounts.
Refund of internal revenue collections.
SUBCHAPTER III-LIMITATIONS, EXCEPTIONS, AND PENALTIES

1341.
1342.
1343.
1844.
1345.
1346.
1347.
1348.
1349.
1350.
1351.

Limitations on expending and obligating amounts.
Limitation on voluntary services.
Buying and leasing passenger motor vehicles and aircraft.
Passenger motor vehicle and aircraft use.
Expenses of meetings.
Commissions, councils, boards, and interagency and similar groups.
Appropriations or authorizations required for agencies in existence for
more than one year.
Telephone installation and charges.
Adverse personnel actions.
Criminal penalty.
Reports on violations.

SUBCHAPTER I-GENERAL
SECTION
Revised Section
1301(a) .....................................
1301(b) ....................................
1301(c) .....................................

1301

Source (U.S. Code)
31:628 ..........................................................
31:717 ..........................................................
31:718 ..........................................................

1301(d) ........................ 31:627 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R .S. §3678.
Mar. 4, 1915, ch.
A ug. 24, 1912, ch.
Mar. 3, 1919, ch.
Stat. 1309.
June 30, 1906, ch.

147, §4, 38 Stat. 1161.
355, §7, 37 Stat. 487;
99, §6(last sentence), 40
3914, §9, 34 Stat. 764.

In subsection (a), the word "Appropriations" is substituted for
'sums appropriated for the various branches of expenditure in the
public service" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "they
are respectively" and "and for no others" are omitted as surplus.
The words "except as otherwise provided by law" are substituted
for "All" in section 3678 of the Revised Statutes to inform the
reader that there are exceptions to the source provisions restated
in the subsection.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "specific or indefinite" are omitted as surplus. The words "made subsequent to
August 24, 1912" are omitted as executed. The words "without reference to a fiscal year" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the
words "is for" are substituted for "belongs to one of the following
four classes" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "last specifically named in and excepted from the operation of the provisions of section 713 of this title" and the words related to section 5
of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31:713), in section 6(last sentence) of
the Act of March 3, 1919 (ch. 99, 40 Stat. 1309), are omitted because
section 5 was repealed by section 3 of the Act of July 6, 1949 (ch.
299, 63 Stat. 407).
In subsection (d), the words "passed after June 30, 1906" are
omitted as executed.

SECTION

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
1302 ..........................................

1302

31:670 ..........................................................

M ay 28, 1896, ch. 252, §1(par. im m ediately
before heading "Treasury Department",
29 Stat. 148.

The words "by adding up" are substituted for "by the correct

footing up" for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
1303 ..........................................

1303
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:581(note) ................................................

SECTION

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §302(b), 64 Stat. 844.

1304

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1304(a) .....................................

31:724a(lst sentence words before 1st
proviso).

July 27, 1956, ch. 748, §1 0 (lst sentence),
70 Stat. 694; Aug. 30, 1961, Pub. L. 87187, §3, 75 Stat. 416; July 18, 1966, Pub.
L. 89-506, §6, 80 Stat. 307; July 23, 1970,
Pub. L. 91-350, §1(c), 84 Stat. 449; restated May 4, 1977, Pub. L. 95-26, §101(2d
par. under heading "Claims and Judgments"), 91 Stat. 96; Mar. 7, 1978, Pub. L.
95-240, §201, 92 Stat. 116; Nov. 1, 1978,
PUb. L. 95-563, §14(c). 92 Stat. 2390.

1304(b) .....................................
1304(c) ......................................

28:2516(bXless 1st sentence words
after last comma).
31:724a(1st sentence 1st, 2d provisos)...
31:724a(lst sentence last proviso).

3 2

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated" are omitted as surplus. The words "awards rendered by the Indian Claims Commission" are omitted as executed because under 25:70v the Commission was dissolved and all of its outstanding cases were transferred
to the Court of Claims. Under 25:70v-3, judgments on cases transferred to the Court of Claims are judgments under 28:2517 and
2518 and are therefore included under clause (3)(A) of the subsection.
In subsection (b), the text of 28:2516(b)(less 1st sentence words
after last comma) is omitted as superseded by 31:724a.
In subsection (b)(1)(A), the words "through the day before the

date" are substituted for "to the date" as being more precise.

SECTION 1305
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)
36 9

1305..........................................
31:711(1)-3), (11a)-(23) .............................
R.S. § 8 (less last 3 pars. on p. 725 related
to redemption of stamps, debentures and
other charges, and debentures and drawbacks, 2d par. on p. 726 related to repayment of excess of deposits, 3d-7th pars.
on p. 726 related to refunding duties on
gd destroyed, marine hospital establishment, refunding duties, refunding
proceeds of goods seized and sold, and
refunding proceeds of unclaimed 4merchandise); June 20, 1874, ch. 328, § (less
words between 1st and 2d semicolons), 18
Stat. 109; Mar. 3, 1875, ch. 129, §1(6th
par. 3d sentence under heading "War
D artment"), 18 Stat. 359; June 19,
1878, ch. 329, §l(par. immediately before
heading "Office of the Attorney GeneraL'), 20 Stat. 205; May 26, 1908, ch. 198,
§1(last par. on p. 295), 35 Stat. 295; June
25, 1910, ch. 384, §8(words before semicolon), 36 Stat. 773; Oct. 18, 1972, Pub. L.
92-500, §12(p), 86 Stat. 902; Aug. 22, 1974,
7
Pub. L. 93-383, §§108(i), 11 (a), 88 Stat.
649, 653; Oct. 12, 1977, Pub. L. 95-128,
§108(2), 91 Stat. 1123.

In the section, the words "out of any moneys in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated" and "and such appropriations shall be
deemed permanent annual appropriations" are omitted as surplus.
In clause (2), the text of section 4(words after 2d semicolon) of the
Act of June 20, 1874 (ch. 328, 18 Stat. 109), is omitted as expired.
The text of 31:711(3) is omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section 1322 of the revised title.
The text of 31:711(11a) is omitted because the Environmental Financing Authority expired on June 30, 1975.
The text of 31:711(12) is omitted as superseded by 31:725s(a)(lst
proviso) and 31:725s(a)(59).
The text of 31:711(13) is omitted as obsolete because provisions
relating to horses and property lost in military service were repealed by section 1 of the Act of December 16, 1930 (ch. 14, 46 Stat.
1028), and section 3 of the Act of May 29, 1945 (ch. 135, 59 Stat.
225).
The text of 31:711(14) is omitted as superseded by 31:240-243.
The text of 31:711(16) is omitted as obsolete because of the repeal
of the permanent appropriation for surveying within land grants
(reimbursable) by 31:725(a) and (b)(13).
The text of 31:711(17) is omitted as superseded by the repeal of
the appropriation account "Five Percent Funds to States" by
31:725c(a) and (b)(34).
The text of 31:711(18) is omitted as superseded by 31:725b(a) and

(b)(8).

The text of 31:711(19) is omitted as superseded by 31:725q(a) and
(b)(14).
The text of 31:711(20) is omitted as superseded by section 1(1st
par. on p. 447) of the Act of March 3, 1875 (ch. 132, 18 Stat. 447),
and section 1(last par. on p. 197) of the Act of August 15, 1876 (ch.
289, 19 Stat. 197).
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SECTION

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
1306 ....................

1306

July 15, 1952, ch. 758, §1415, 66 Stat. 662.

31:72A ............................

The words "are not available for expenditure by agencies except
as provided annually in general appropriation laws" are substituted for "will not be available for expenditure by agencies of the
United States after June 30, 1953, except as may be provided for
annually in appropriation Acts" because of section 101 of the revised title.
SECTION

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
1307 .....................

1307

31:682 ..........................................................

June 23, 1874, ch. 476, §1, 18 Stat. 275.

The words before the proviso in the Act of June 23, 1874 (ch. 476,
18 Stat. 275), are omitted as obsolete.
SECTION
Revised Section
1308 ....................

1308

Source (U.S. Code)
31:668a ....................

.

Source (Statutes at Large)

........................... Apr. 27, 1937, ch. 143, 50 Stat. 119; restated
Apr. 26, 1939, ch. 103, 53 Stat. 624.

The words "On and after April 27, 1937" are omitted as executed. The words "Charges for telephone and metered services" are
substituted for "in making payments for commodities or services
the quantity of which is determined by metered readings . . . and
for telephone services" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"another fiscal year or allotment period" are substituted for "another", and the words "time period covered by the service" are substituted for "such period", for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
1309 ......................................

1309

Source (U.S. Code)
31:

6 99

Source (Statutes at Large)

a .......................................................

.July

15, 1952, ch. 758, §1410, 66 Stat. 661.

The word "Amounts" is substituted for "Appropriations and
funds" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "salaries, wages,
or" are omitted as being included in "compensation".
SECTION
Revised Section

1310

Source (U.S. Code)

1310(a) .....................................

31:721(words before 14th comma).

1310(b) ....................................

31:721(words between 14th comma
and proviso).
31:721(proviso) ..........................

1310(c) ..................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 23, 1874, ch. 455. §1(par. immediately
before headin
"Smithsonian Institution"), 18 Stat. 216.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "by warrant" are
omitted as unnecessary because of chapter 33 of the revised title.
The word "appropriation" is substituted for "moneys appropriated"
for consistency in the revised title. The words "for a private organization" are substituted for "for the aid, use, support, or benefit of
any charitable, industrial, or other association, institution, or corporation" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "official" is
substituted for "officer" for consistency in the revised title. In
clause (1), the word "Treasury" is substituted for "Treasurer of the
United States" because of the source provisions restated in section
321 of the revised title and Department of the Treasury Order 229
of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R. 2280). The words "or of an assistant
treasurer" in section 1 of the Act of June 23, 1874, are omitted as
superseded by section 1 (1st par. under heading "Independent
Treasury") of the Act of May 29, 1920 (ch. 214, 41 Stat. 254).
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "The fiscal official
may pay an amount out of the appropriation" are substituted for
"shall be paid out" for clarity. In clause (1), the words "for services,
materials, or any other purpose" are omitted as unnecessary. In
clause (2), the words "in writing" are omitted as surplus. The word
"purpose" is substituted for "object or purpose" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsections (b)(2) and (c), the word "amount" is substituted for
"the avails thereof' for clarity.
In subsection (c)(1), before clause (A), the words "an amount of
less than $20 out of the appropriation" are substituted for "payments are to be made under $20" for clarity. In clause (B), the
words "in writing on the check" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c)(2), the word "Secretary" is substituted for
"Treasurer" because of the source provisions restated in section
321(c) of the revised title.
SUBCHAPTER II-TRUST FUNDS AND REFUNDS
SECTION 1321
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1 21(a) .....................................

31:725s(aXlst sentence, cls. (1)-(84)),
(c).

June 26, 1934, ch. 756, §20(less (aXlast sentence last proviso)), 48 Stat. 1233; June
15, 1943, ch. 125, §§1(a), 2(a), 57 Stat. 152,
153; Oct. 15, 1976, Pub. L. 94-502, §407,
90 Stat. 2397.

1321(b) . ............

31:725s(aX2d sentence, last sentence
1st, 2d provisos).

3

.................

In the section, the cross-references to subsection (b) in the source
provisions being restated are assumed to be references to clauses
(1)-(84) of subsection (a) because the source provisions contain no
subsection (b).
In subsection (a), the words "appearing on the books of the Government" and "on the books of the Treasury" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "effective July 1, 1935" and the 2d
proviso are omitted as executed.

SECrON 1322
Revised Section

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:725s(aXlast sentence last proviso)
1322(a) .....................................

June 26, 1934, ch. 756, §20(aXlast sentence
lastproviso), 48 Stat. 1233; Apr. 21, 1976,

Pub. L. 94-273, §W16), 90 Stat. 375.

June 30, 1949, ch. 286, §101(par.under
1322(b) ............... 31:725p-I ....................................................
Unclaimed
of
"Payments
heading
Moneys"), 63 Stat 359.
June 30, 1949, ch. 286, §101(par. under
31:725q-1 ....................................................

heading "Refund of Moneys Erroneously
Received and Covered"), 63 Stat 358.

Aug. 13, 1971, Pub. L. 92-117, 85 Stat. 337.
31:725p(note) ..............................................
1322(c) ......................................

In subsection (a), the words "directed to be established in section
725p of this title" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "Secretary of the
Treasury" are substituted for "Treasury Department" for consistency. The words "out of any money inthe Treasury not otherwise
appropriated" in 31:725q-1 are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the
words "of the character formerly chargeable to the appropriation
accounts abolished under section 725p of this title" in 3 1:7 2 5p-1 are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. In clause (2),
the words "United States Government account 'Refund of Moneys
Erroneously Received and Covered"' are substituted for "of the
character formerly chargeable to the appropriation accounts abolished under section 725q of this title" in 31:725q-1 for clarity and
to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "claims for .. .deposits" are sub-

stituted for "claims by or on behalf of depositors" to eliminate unnecessary words. The text of section 1(a) of the Act of August 13,
1971 (Pub. L. 92-117, 85 Stat. 337), is omitted as executed.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1323
Source (Statutes at Large)

1323(a), (b).............31:725r(less proviso) ..............June 26, 1934, ch. 756, §19, 48 Stat. 1232;

Dec. 21, 1944, chi. 631, §2, 58 Stat. 845.
3
31:725r(proviso) .........................................
1 23(c) ......................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Effective July 1,
1935" are omitted as executed. In clauses (2)-(4), the words "Department of Justice" are substituted for "Labor Department" (subsequently changed to "Justice Department" because of Reorganization Plan No. 5 of 1940 (eff. June 14, 1940, 54 Stat. 1238)) for consistency with title 28.
The words related to Patent Office (subsequently changed to
Patent and Trademark Office because of section 3 of the Act of
January 2, 1975 (Pub. L. 93-596, 88 Stat. 1949)), are omitted as superseded by 35:42.
In subsection (c), the words "officers and employees of the United
States Government" are substituted for "officers of the United
States by virtue of their official capacity" for consistency and to
eliminate unnecessary words.

SECTION
Revised Section

1324

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

7

1324(a) .....................................
3l: 25q-1a(1st par.) ..................................
June 19, 1948, ch. 558, §101(words before
proviso in par. under heading "Bureau of
Internal Revenue"), 62 Stat. 561.
7
1324(b).
.................. : 25q-la(last par.) ................................
3 2 19,
June
1948, ch. 558, 62 Stat. 560,
§ 0 (last par); added Sept. 8, 1978, Pub.
L. 95-355, §303, 92 Stat. 563.

In subsection (a), the words "Necessary amounts are appropriated to the Secretary of the Treasury" are added to reflect the introductory language of the Act of June 19, 1948. The words "on and
after June 19, 1948" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (b), the words "appropriation made by this section"
are substituted for "the appropriation to the Treasury Department
entitled 'Bureau of Internal Revenue Refunding Internal-Revenue
Collections"' to eliminate unnecessary words.

SUBCHAPTER III-LIMITATIONS, EXCEPTIONS, AND
PENALTIES
SECTION
Revised Section

1341

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1341(a) .....................................
31:665(a), (dX2Xlast sentence related
to spending and obligations),

36

R.S. § 79(a), (dX2)(ast
sentence related to
spending and obligations); Mar. 3, 1905,
cX. 1484, §4(1st par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb.
27, 1906, ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; restated
Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64 Stat. 765.
1341(b) .....................................
31:669(words after semicolon) ................
Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §6(words after semicolon), 37 Stat. 414.

In subsection (b), the words "another amount available for obligation" are substituted for "any other fund" for consistency in the
revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

1342

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1342 ..........................................
31:665(b) ......................................................
R.S. §3679(b), (dX2X]ast sentence related to
voluntary services); Mar. 3, 1905, ch.
1484, §4(1st par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27,
1906, ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; restated
Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64 Stat. 765.
31:665(dX2)(last sentence related to
voluntary services).

The words "District of Columbia government" are added because
of section 47-105 of the D.C. Code.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1343
Source (Statutes at Large)

1343(a)
.................. 31:638a(e) ...................................................
July 16, 1914, ch. 141, §5(a), (b), (e), 38 Stat.
508; restated Aug. 2, 1946, ch. 744, §16(a),
60 Stat. 810, 811.
1343(b) .....................................
31:638a(a) ...................................................
1343(c)
......................................
31:638a(cXl) ................................................
July 16, 1914, ch. 141, §5(cXl), 38 Stat. 508;
Aug. 2, 1946, ch. 744, §16(a), 60 Stat. 810;
restated Sept. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-423, 84
Stat. 879.
1343(d) .....................................
31:638a(b) ...................................................

SECTION
Revised Section

1343-Continued
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

July 25, 1975, Pub. L. 94-59, §1108, 89 Stat.
31:638a-1 ....................................................
......................................
1343(e)
Mar. 4, 1915, ch. 142, §10, 38 Stat. 1054.
31:638d ........................................................
Aug 11, 1916, ch. 313(last proviso on p.
31:638e ........................................................
41), 39 Stat. 491.

In subsection (a), the word "agency" is substituted for "department of the Government" because of section 101 of the revised title
and for consistency with the other source provisions restated in the
section.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "buy or lease" are
substituted for "purchase or hire" for consistency. In clause (1)(C),
the words "section 101 of title 5" are used because of section 7(b) of
the Act of September 6, 1966 (Pub. L. 89-554, 80 Stat. 631).
In subsection (c)(1), before clause (A), the word "agency" is substituted for "department" for consistency. The words "total cost" are
substituted for "cost" because of the restatement. The words
"(except costs required only for transportation)" are substituted for
"which shall be in addition to the amount required for transportation" for clarity. Clause (A) is substituted for "completely equipped
for operation" and 31:638a(c)(1)(2d sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "Notwithstanding any other provisions of law" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "armed forces" are substituted for
"Military and Naval Establishments" for consistency.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "motor boats, trucks" in 31:638d
are omitted as being included in "vehicles". The words "adopted by
Congress" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e)(3), the words "horse-drawn" in 31:638e are omitted because the section applies only to motor vehicles and aircraft
described in 31:638a and also is obsolete. The words "motor boats"
are omitted as being included in "vehicles".
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1344
Source (Statutes at Large)

1344(a) ............... 31:638a(cX2Xlst sentence) ..........July 16, 1914, ch. 141, §5(cX2Xlst, last senrestated
tences),
810. Aug. 2,
60 Stat.
744,Stat.
§16(a),508;
1946, ch. 38

31:638a(cX2XIast sentence) ......................
1344(b) .....................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "officers and employees of the Government" are substituted for "officers and employees" for clarity. In clause (2), the words "performing field work
requiring transportation" are substituted for "engaged in field
work the character of whose duties makes such transportation necessary" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "agency" is substituted for "department" because of section 101 of the revised title
and for consistency with the source provisions restated in the section and section 1341.

In subsection (b)(2), the words "section 101 of title 5" are used because of section 7(b) of the Act of September 6, 1966 (Pub. L. 89554, 80 Stat. 631).
In subsection (b)(3), the words "ambassadors, ministers, charges
d'affaires" are omitted as being included in "principal diplomatic
and consular officials".
SECTION
Revised Section

1345
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Feb. 2, 1935, ch. 4, 49 Stat. 19.
31:551 ....................................................
1345 ....................................
31:552 .........................................................
June 17, 1935, ch. 271, 49 Stat. 387.

In the section, before clause (1), the word "appropriation" is substituted for "no moneys from funds appropriated for any purpose"
in 31:551 for consistency in the revised title. The words "travel,
transportation, and subsistence expenses for a meeting" are substituted for "the purpose of lodging, feeding, conveying, or furnishing
transportation to, any conventions or other form of assemblage or
gathering" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "to be held
inthe District of Columbia or elsewhere" are omitted as unnecessary.
In clause (1), the words "agency from paying" are substituted for
"the payment of" for clarity and because of section 101 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1346
Source (Statutes at Large)

31:672(lst sentence less words be- R.S. §3681.
1346(a) .....................................
tween
4th and 5th commas).
7
words between llth Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 299, §9, 35 Stat. 1027.
31:6 3(less
comma and semicolon).
May 3, 1945, ch. 106, §214, 59 Stat. 134.
1346(b) ..................31:691 ..........................................................
31:672(1st sentence words between
1346(c) ......................................
4th and 5th commas), (last sentence).
31:673(words between llth comma
and semicolon).

In the section, the words "executive agency" are substituted for
"any executive department or other Government establishment"
for clarity and because of section 102 of the revised title.
In subsection (a)(1), before subclause (A), the words "made by
Congress" are omitted as surplus. In subclause (C), the words "the
detail or cost of personal services of an officer" are substituted for
"by detail, hereafter or heretofore made, or otherwise personal
services" to eliminate unnecessary words and for clarity.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "of the Government" are omitted
as surplus. The words "absent a special appropriation" are substituted for "until special appropriations shall have been made by
law" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), the words "On or after May 3, 1945" are omitted as executed. The words interagencyy group" are substituted for
"committees, boards, or other interagency groups" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "includes a representative of the

agency" are substituted for "composed in whole or in part of representatives thereof' for clarity.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "authorized by law" are substituted for "unless the creation . . . shall be or shall have been authorized by law" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "armed forces" are substituted for
"military or naval service of the United States" for consistency.
Subsection (c)(3) is substituted for the last sentence of 31:672 to
eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION

1347

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1347(a) .....................................
1347(b) .....................................

31:696(lst, 2d sentences) .........................
31:696(last sentence) ................................

June 27, 1944, ch. 286, §213, 58 Stat. 387.

In the section, the word "agency" is substituted for "agency or
instrumentality" because of section 101 of the revised title and for
consistency. The words "amounts otherwise available for obligation" are substituted for "any appropriation or fund made available by this or any other Act', and the words "duties and powers"
are substituted for "functions", for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a), the words "After January 1, 1945" are omitted
as executed. The words "including those established by Executive
order" are omitted the first time they appear as surplus. The words
"from the date . . . came into existence" are substituted for
"during the existence" for clarity.
In subsection (b), the word "amounts" is substituted for "appropriations" for consistency in the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section
48

13

(aXl) .................................

1348(aX2) ..............
1348(b) .....................................
1348(c) ......................................

1348
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:679(words before 2d comma) ............. A

31:679(proviso) ..........................................

23 1912, ch. 350, §7(les proviso), 37

12t.414.
Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, 37 Stat. 360, §7(pro-

viso), added Apr. 30,
Stat. 175.
31:679(words between 2d comma and
proviso).
M ay 10, 1939, ch. 119,
31:680a ..................................................
Sept. 22, 1922, h. 427,
31:680 ..........................................................
May 17, 1950, ch. 188,

1940, ch. 175, 54

§4, 53 Stat 738.
§7, 42 Stat. 1042;
§203, 64 Stat. 170;

restated June 28, 1955, ch. 198, 69 Stat.
188.

In subsection (a)(1), the words "or private apartment" are omitted as being included in "private residences".
In subsection (a)(2), the word "appropriations" is substituted for
"Government funds", and the word "calls" is substituted for
"tolls", for consistency. The word "official" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "On and after May 10, 1939' in
31:680a are omitted as executed. The word "agency" is substituted
for "executive department, establishment, or agency" for clarity
and because of section 101 of the revised title. The words "official
business" are substituted for "public business" in 31:679 and
"transaction of public business which the interests of the Government require to be so transacted" in 31:680a to eliminate unneces-

sary words. The words "division, bureau, or office" in 31:679 ae
omitted as being included in "agency". The words "or such subordinates as he may specially designate' in 31:680a are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "On and after September 22, 1922 the
provisions of section 679 of this title, or any other law prohibiting
the expenditure of public money . . . shall not be construed to

apply to or forbid" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION 1349
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §3679(iXlXwords before semicolon related to (a), (b)); Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484,
§4(lst par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906,
ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6,
1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64 Stat. 768.
July 16, 1914, ch. 141, §5(cX2)2d sentence),
31:638a(cX2X2d sentence) ........................
1349(b) .....................................
38 Stat.6 508; restated Aug. 2, 1946, ch.
744, §1 (a), 60 Stat. 810.
31:665(iXlXwords before semicolon
1349(a) .....................................
related to (a), (b)).

In subsection (a), the words "In addition to any penalty or liability under other law" are omitted as surplus. The words 'District of
Columbia government" are added because of section 47-105 of the
D.C. Code.
In subsection (b), the words "of the Government" and "from
duty" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The
word "pay" is substituted for "compensation" for consistency. The
word "agency" is substituted for "department" because of section
101 of the revised title and for consistency.
SECTION 1350
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

31:665(iXlXwords after semicolon re1350 ..........................................
lated to (a), (b)).

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3679(iXlXwords after semicolon related to (a), (b)); Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484,
§4(1st par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906,
ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6,
1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64 Stat. 768.

The words "District of Columbia government" are added because
of section 47-105 of the D.C. Code. The words "upon conviction"
are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 1351
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §3679(iX2Xrelated to (a), (b)); Mar. 3,
31:665(iX2Xrelated to (a), (b)) ..................
1351..........................................
1905, ch. 1404, §4(lst par.), 33 Stat. 1257;
Feb. 27, 1906, ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48;
restated Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64

Stat. 768.

The words "executive agency are substituted for "agency" because the definition of "agency" in 31:665(d)(2) applies to the source
provisions restated in the section and because of section 102 of the
revised title. The word "Mayor" is used because of Reorganization
Plan No. 3 of 1967 (eff. Aug. 11, 1967, 81 Stat. 948) and sections 421,

422, and 771 of the District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization Act (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 789, 818).
The word "President" is substituted for "President, through the Director of the Office of Management and Budget" because sections
101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1,
1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the
Office of Management and Budget and transferred all functions of
the Bureau to the President.
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SUBCHAPTER I-GENERAL
SEMCTON 1501
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

Au . 26, 1954, ch. 935, §1311(a), (e), 68 Stat.
31:200(a) ......................................................
1501(a) .....................................

31:200(e) ......................................................
1501(b) .....................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "After August 26,
1954" are omitted as executed. In clause (1), the words "an agency

and another person (including an agency)" are substituted for "the
parties thereto, including Government agencies" for clarity. In

clause (2), the word "valid" is omitted as unnecessary. In clause (6),
the words "brought under authority of law" are omitted as surplus.
In clause (9), the word "legally" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "consistent with" are substituted for
"as defined in" for clarity and for consistency with section 1108 of
the revised title. The word "valid" is omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION

1502
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
1502(a) .....................................

31:200(d) ......................................................

1502(b) .....................................

31:712a ........................................................
..................
31:665b .......................

Aug. 26, 1954, ch. 935, §1311(d), 68 Stat.
831.
July 6, 1949, ch. 299, §1, 63 Stat. 407.
July 1, 1973, Pub. L. 93-52, §111, 87 Stat.
134.

Subsection (a) restates the source provisions to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "balance of an appropriation or
fund" are substituted for "unexpended funds" for clarity and consistency in the revised chapter.
SECTION

1503
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
1503 ..........................................

31:725w ...

.

.

.

.

...........

June 26, 1934, ch. 756, §24, 48 Stat. 1236;
Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1076, §1(31), 68 Stat.
968.

The words "shall cause a survey to be made" are omitted as executed. The word "existing" is omitted as surplus.
SUBCHAPTER II-APPORTIONMENT
SECTION
Revised Section
1511a)

..................

1511(b)1) ................................
1511(bX2) .................................
1511(b)3) ................

1511
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:665(cXl)(last
sentence).

sentence),

)dX2X5th

R.S. §3679(cXlXlast sentence), (dX2X5th sentence, 6th sentence less 1st-22d words,
last sentence related to price supports),
(f)(2); Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484, §4(lst par.),
33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906, ch. 510, §3,
34 Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896,
§1211, 64 Stat. 765, 766, 767.

31:665(dX2X6th sentence less lst-22d
words).
31:665(dX2)last sentence related to
price supports).
31:665(f)(2) ................................

In subsection (a)(1), the words "appropriated amounts" are substituted for "appropriations" for clarity. Clause (2) is substituted
for "funds" for clarity and consistency. In clause (3), the word
"make" is substituted for "create" as being more precise. The text
of 31:665(d)(2)(5th sentence) is omitted as unnecessary because of
section 102 of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the word "amounts" is substituted for "funds"
for consistency in the revised title. In clause (1)(B), the words "(7

U.S.C. 612c)" are substituted for "section 612(c) of title 7" to correct
an error in section 3679(d)(2)(6th sentence) of the Revised Statutes.
Clause (2) is substituted for the source provisions for consistency in
the revised title.
SECmON 1512
Revised Section

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:665(cXlXlst sentence),
1512(a) .....................................

(4Xwords

after 1st comma).

RS. §3679(cX1Xlst sentence), (3), (4);Mar. 3,

1905. ch. 1484, §4(1st par.), 33Stat 1257;
Feb. 27, 1906, ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48.
restated Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64

Stat. 765, 766.

31:665(cX3) ..................................................
1512(b) .....................................

R.S. §3679(cX2); Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484,
31:665(cX2) ..................................................
1512(c) ......................................
§4(lst par.), 38 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906,
ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; Sept. 6, 1950, ch.
896, §1211, 64 Stat. 765; restated July 12,
1974, Pub. L. 93-344, §1002, 88 Stet 332.
31:665(cX4Xwords before 1st comma)....
1512(d) .....................................

In subsection (a), the word "appropriation" is substituted for "appropriations or funds" because of the definition of "appropriation"
in section 1511 of the revised title. The words "at a rate" are substituted for "in a manner" for clarity. The words "indefinite
period" are substituted for "not limited to a definite period of
time" for consistency in the revised title. The words "An apportionment may be reapportioned under this section" are substituted for
31:665(c)(4)(words after 1st comma) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the word "apportioned" is
substituted for "distributed" for consistency in the revised section.
In subsections (b)(2) and (d), the word "official" is substituted for
"officer" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (c)(1)(C), the words "by law" are substituted for "by
particular appropriation Acts or other laws" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "appropriation requests" are substituted for "estimates of appropriations" for consistency with
chapter 11 of the revised title.
SECTION 1513
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §3679(dXl), (2Xlst-4th sentences, 6th
31:665(dXl) .................................................
1513(a) .....................................
sentence lst-22d words), (gXlst sentence);

Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484, §4(lt par.), 33
Stat. 1257; Feb 27 1906, ch. 510, §8,34
Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896,
§1211, 64 Stat. 766, 767; Reorg. Plan No.
2 of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84
1975, Pub. L. 93-618,
2085;88Jan.
Stat.
Stat.3, 2011.
§175(aX2),
31:665(dX2Xlst-4th sentences) ................
1513(b) .....................................
ch. 350, §6(words before
Aug. 23, 1912, Stat.
31:669(words before semicolon) ..............
1513(c) ......................................
414.
semicolon), 37
31:665(gXlst sentence) .............................
1513(d) .....................................

sentence 1st-22d
31:665(dX2X6th
1513(e) ......................................
words).

In the section, the word "apportion" is substituted for "apportionment or reapportionment" because of section 1512(a)(last sentence) of the revised title.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the word "official" is substituted for "officer" for consistency in the revised title. The words
"judicial branch" are substituted for "judiciary", and the words
"District of Columbia government" are substituted for "District of
Columbia", for consistency.
In subsection (b), the word "President" is substituted for "Director of the Office of Management and Budget", "Office of Management and Budget", and "Director" because sections 101 and 1 0 2 (a)
of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat.
2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the
President.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "(except the Commission)" are
added because the International Trade Commission is covered specifically by the source provisions restated in subsection (a).
In subsection (b)(2), the words "head of the executive agency" are
substituted for "agency" as being more precise and because of section 102 of the revised title.
In subsection (c), the words "In addition to the apportionment required by section 665 of this title" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "By the first day" are substituted for "on or before the beginning', and the words "of the
United States Government" are added, for clarity. The words
''major organizational unit" are substituted for "office or bureau"
for consistency in the revised section. The word "changed" is substituted for 'increased or diminished" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
In subsection (e), the words "initiation and operation" are substituted for "initiation, operation, and administration" to eliminate
unnecessary words.
SECTION 1514
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1514(a) .....................................

31:665(gX2d sentence) ..............................

1514(b) .....................................

31:665(g)(last sentence) ............................

R.S. §3679(gX2d sentence); Mar. 3, 1905, ch.
1484, §4(1st par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27,
1906, ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; restated
Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64 Stat. 767;
Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1,
1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085; Jan. 3, 1975,
Pub. L. 93-618, §175(aX2), 88 Stat. 2011.
R.S. §3679(gxlast sentence); added Aug. 1,
1956, ch. 814, §3, 70 Stat. 783.

In the section, the words "(except the Commission)" are added
because the International Trade Commission is covered specifically
by the source provisions restated in this section.
In subsection (a), the word "official" is substituted for "officer"
for consistency in the revised title. The words "judicial branch" are
substituted for "judiciary", and the words "District of Columbia
government" are substituted for "District of Columbia", for consistency. The word "President" is substituted for "Director of the
Office of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a)
of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat.
2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the
President.

In subsection (b), the words "dividing" and "division" are substituted for "subdivision" for consistency in the revised section. The

word "appropriations" is substituted for "appropriations or funds"
because of the definition of "appropriation" in section 1511 of the
revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

1515

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1515(a) .....................................
31:665a ........................................................
June 5, 1957, Pub. L. 85-48, §210, 71 Stat.
55.
1515(bXl) .................................
31:665(eXi) ..................................................
R.S. §3679(e)(1); M ar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484,
§4(1st par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906,
ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; Sept. 6, 1950, ch.
896, §1211, 64 Stat. 767; restated Aug. 28,
1957, Pub. L. 85-170, §1401, 71 Stat. 440.
1515(bX2) .................................
31:665(eX2) ..................................................
R.S. §3679(eX2); M ar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484,
§4(1st par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906,
ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6,
1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64 Stat. 767.

In subsection (a), the words "On and after June 5, 1957" are
omitted as executed. The words "deficiency or supplemental appropriation" are substituted for "supplemental or deficiency estimate
of appropriation" for consistency with chapter 11 of the revised
title. The words "prevailing rate employees whose pay is fixed and
adjusted under subchapter IV of chapter 53 of title 5" are substituted for "those employees (commonly known as wage-board employees) whose compensation is fixed and adjusted from time to
time in accordance with prevailing rates (5 U.S.C. 5102(c)(7), 5341 et
seq.)" for consistency with title 5.
In subsection (b), the word "apportionment" is substituted for
"apportionment or reapportionment" because of section 1512(a)(last
sentence) of the revised title.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "Except as provided in subsection (a) of this section" are added because of the restatement. The word "appropriation" is substituted for "estimate"
for consistency in the revised section. The words "is insufficient"
are added for clarity.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "proposed deficiency or supplemental appropriation" are substituted for "deficiency or supplemental
estimates" for consistency with chapter 11 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1516
Source (Statutes at Large)

1516 .................31:665(fXl) .....................R.S. §3679(fXl); Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484,
§4(lst par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906,
ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6,
1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64 Stat. 767.

In the section, before clause (1), the word "apportionments" is
substituted for "apportionments and reapportionments" because of
section 1512(a)(last sentence) of the revised title. In subclause (D),
the word "law" is substituted for "private relief acts or other laws"
to eliminate unnecessary words.

SECTION
Revised Section

1517

Source (U.S. Code)

1517(a) .....................................

31:665(h) .....................................................

1517(b) .....................................

31:665(iX2Xrelated to (h )

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3679(h), (iX2Xrelated to (h)); M ar. 3,
1905, ch. 1484, §4(lst par.), 33 Stat. 1257;
Feb. 27, 1906, ch. 510, §3, 34 Stat. 48;
restated Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §1211, 64
Stat. 768.

................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "District of Columbia government" are added because of section 9 of the Act of June
26, 1912 (ch. 182, 37 Stat. 184). In clause (1), the word "apportionment" is substituted for "apportionment or reapportionment" because of section 1512(a)(last sentence) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the word "Mayor" is used because of Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1967 (eff. Aug. 11, 1967, 81 Stat. 948) and sections 421, 422, and 771 of the District of Columbia Self-Government
and Governmental Reorganization Act (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 789,
818). The word "President" is substituted for "President, through
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July
1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the
Office of Management and Budget and transferred all functions of
the Bureau to the President.
SECTION 1518
Revised Section
1518 ..........................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:665(iXlXwords
related to (h)).

before

semicolon

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3679(iXlXwords before semicolon related to (h)); Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484, §4(1st
par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906, ch. 510,
§3, 34 Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6, 1950, ch.
896, §1211, 64 Stat. 768.

The words "In addition to any penalty or liability under other
law" are omitted as surplus. The words "District of Columbia government" are added because of section 9 of the Act of June 26, 1912
(ch. 182, 37 Stat. 184).
SECTION 1519
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1519 ..........................................

31:665(iXlXwords after semicolon related to (h)).

R.S. §3679(iXlXwords after semicolon related to (h); Mar. 3, 1905, ch. 1484, §4(1st
par.), 33 Stat. 1257; Feb. 27, 1906, ch. 510,
§3, 34 Stat. 48; restated Sept. 6, 1950, ch.
896, §1211, 64 Stat. 768.

The words "District of Columbia government" are added because
of section 9 of the Act of June 26, 1912 (ch. 182, 37 Stat. 184).

SUBCHAPTER III-TRANSFERS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
SECTION 1531

1531(a), (b)...............................
1531(c), (d)...............................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section

31:581c(axlst sentence), (bXlst sen- Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §202, 64 Stat. 838.
tence).
31:581c(aXlast sentence), (bXlast sentence).

In subsections (a) and (b), the defined term "executive agency" in
section 102 of the revised title is substituted for "department or establishment" for consistency and clarity.
In subsection (a), the words "organizational unit or agency" are
substituted for "agency", and the word "appropriation" is substituted for "said funds", for consistency and clarity.
Subsection (d) is substituted for "which are hereby authorized to
be established" because of the restatement.
SECTION 1532
Revised Section

1532 .................

Source (US. Code)

31:628-1 ......................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Sept. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §12100ess last proviso), 64 Stat. 765.

The word "limitations" is substituted for "limitations, conditions,
and restrictions" to eliminate unnecesary words.
SECTION 1533
Revised Section
1533 ..........................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:697 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 2, 1951, ch. 121, ch. XI(proviso imm ediately before heading "Independent Offices"), 65 Stat. 61.

The words "executive agency" are substituted for "department,
agency, or corporation, in the executive branch of the Government" because of section 102 of the revised title. The words "authority of this section" are substituted for "foregoing authority" for
clarity.
SECTION 1534
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1534(a) .....................................

31:628a(lst sentence)................................
31: 8a(last sentence) ..............................

June 29, 1966, Pub. L. 89-473, §1, 80 Stat.
221.

1534(b) .....................................

62

In subsection (a), the words "Subject to limitations applicable
with respect to each appropriation concerned" are omitted as surplus. The words "or any bureau or office thereof' are omitted as
being included in "agency". The words "to pay costs" are substituted for "for the purpose of financing the procurement of materials
and services, or financing other costs" to eliminate unnecessary
words.

In subsection (b), the words "amounts paid under this section"
are substituted for "such expenses so financed", and the words "appropriations charged under subsection (a) of this section" are substituted for "financing appropriation", for clarity.
SECTION 1535
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

1535(a) .....................................
31:686(aXlst sentence words before
15th comma, last proviso).

Source (Statutes at Large)
Mar. 4, 1915, ch. 143, §1(3d proviso on p.
1084), 7 38 Stat. 1084; May 21, 1920, ch.
194, § (a), 41 Stat. 613; June 30, 1932, ch.
314, §601, 47 Stat. 417; restated July 20,
1942, ch. 507, 56 Stat. 661; Aug. 23, 1958,
Pub. L. 85-726, §1407, 72 Stat. 808; Aug.
6, 1981, Pub. L. 97-31, §12(11), 95 Stat.
154; Dec. 29, 1981, Pub. L. 97-136, §11, 95
Stat. 1707.

1535(b) .....................................
31:686(aXlst sentence 1st proviso).
1535(c) ................................
31:686(aXst sentence words between
15th comma and 1st proviso, last
sentence).
1535(d) ................................
31:686(c) .......................
.....
....................
M ay 21, 1920, ch. 194, §7(c), 41 Stat. 613;
June 30, 1932, ch. 314, §601, 47 Stat. 417;
restated June 26, 1943, ch. 150, §1, 57
Stat. 219.
2
31:686-1 ......................................................
Se t. 6, 1950, ch. 896, §1 10(last proviso), 64
Ltt. 765.
6 2
1535(e 1).................................
31:686b(a), (b) .............................................
June 30, 1932, ch. 314, § 0 (a), (b),
(cXrelated to §602), 47 Stat. 418.
1535(eX2) .................................
31:686b(cXrelated to 31:686, 686b).

In the section, the word "agency" is substituted for "executive
department or independent establishment of the Government" for
clarity. See 12 Comp. Gen. 442 (1932) and United States v. Mitchell,
425 F. Supp. 917 (D.D.C. 1976). The words "major organizational
unit" or "unit" are substituted for "bureau or office" for consistency in the revised title. The words "to fill the order" or "filling the
order" are substituted for "such requisitioned" and "as may be requisitioned" for clarity and because of the restatement. The words
"goods or services" are substituted for "materials, supplies, equipment, work, or services" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(4), the words "the head of the agency decides"
are added, and the words "commercial enterprise" are substituted
for "private agencies", for clarity. The words "by competitive bids"
are omitted as surplus because of various procurement laws.
In subsection (b), the words "The Secretary of Defense" are
added for clarity because of Comptroller General decision B-20179
(Apr. 1, 1981). The words "a military department of the Department of Defense" are substituted for 'the Department of the Army,
Navy Department" for consistency with title 10 and to apply the
source provisions to the Department of the Air Force because of
sections 205(a) and 207(a) and (f)of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343,
61 Stat. 501, 502), and section 1 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch.
1041, 70A Stat. 488). The words "Secretary of Transportation in
carrying out duties and powers related to aviation and the Coast
Guard" are substituted for "Federal Aviation Agency, Coast
Guard" to reflect the transfer of those functions to the Secretary of
Transportation. The words "the Administrator of General Services" are added to reflect the transfer of the functions of the
Bureau of Federal Supply of the Treasury Department to the Administrator by section 102(a) of the Act of June 30, 1949 (40:752(a)).
The words "the Administrator of" are added before "Maritime Ad-

ministration" for clarity and consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (c), the words "pursuant to such order" are omitted
as unnecessary.
Subsection (d) is substituted for the source provisions being restated to reflect decisions of the Comptroller General, including 31
Comp. Gen. 83 (1951), 34 Comp. Gen. 418 (1955), 39 Comp. Gen. 317
(1959), and 55 Comp. Gen. 1497 (1976).
In subsection (e), the words "any Government department or independent establishment, or any bureau or office thereof' and
"except as otherwise provided by law" are omitted as unnecessary
because of the restatement. The text of 31:686b(a) is omitted as executed.
SECTION

1536

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1536(a) .....................................

31:686(bXlst, 2d sentences) .....................

May 21, 1920, ch. 194, §7(b), 41 Stat. 613;
restated June 30, 1932, ch. 314, §601, 47
Stat. 418.

1536(b) .....................................
1536(c) ......................................

31:686(bX3d, last sentences) ....................
31:686b(cXrelated to 31:686) ....................

June 30, 1932, ch. 314, §602(cXrelated to

§601), 47 Stat. 418.

In subsection (b), the words "providing goods or services" are substituted for "furnishing the materials, supplies, or equipment, or in
performing the work or services" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION

1537

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

153 (a) .....................................

31:685a(aXlst sentence) ...........................

Dec. 24, 1973, Pub. L 93-198, §731, 87 Stat

1537(b) .....................................
1537(c) ......................................

31:685a(aX2d, last sentences), (b) ...........
31:685a(c)(less last sentence words

1537(d) .....................................

after last comma).
31:685a(cXlast sentence words after

7

822.

la comma),

In the section, the words "District of Columbia" are substituted
for "District" for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (a), the word "duplication" is substituted for "duplication of effort" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "officer or employee of the United States Government" are substituted
for "any Federal officer or agency", and the words "officer or employee of the District of Columbia government" are substituted for
any District officer or agency", for consistency.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "Except where
the terms and conditions governing the furnishing of such services
are prescribed by other provisions of law" are omitted as surplus.
In clause (A), the words "officers and employees of the 2 governments" are substituted for "Federal and District authorities" for
consistency. In clause (B), the words "of the District of Columbia"
are added for clarity.
In subsection (b)(3), before clause (A), the words "duties and
powers" are substituted for "functions" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code. The text
of 31:685a(b)(last sentence) is omitted as surplus.

In subsection (c)(1), the words "United States Government" are
substituted for "each Federal officer and agency" for clarity.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "District of Columbia government"
are substituted for "each District officer and agency" for consistency.
SUBCHAPTER IV-CLOSING ACCOUNTS
SECTION

1551

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1551(a) .....................................

31:701(cXlst sentence) ..............................

1551(b) .....................................

31:707 ..........................................................

July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §l(cXlst sentence), 70
Stat. 645; July 8, 1959, Pub. L. 86-79,
§210(b), 73 Stat. 167.
July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §8, 70 Stat. 650.

In subsection (b)(1), the words "District of Columbia government"
are substituted for "District of Columbia" for consistency.
SECTION 1552
Revised Section
1552(a) .....................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:701(aXl) .................................................

31:701(aX2) .................................................
31:701(b) ......................................................

1552(b) .....................................

31:701(c(last sentence) ............................

1552(c) ......................................
1552(d) .....................................

31:701(d)......................................................
31:705 ..................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §l(aX1), 70 Stat. 647;
restated July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344,
§503(a), 88 Stat. 321.

July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §(a 2), 70 Stat. 648;

June 29, 1960, Pub. L. 86-533, §1(25), 74
Stat. 249.
July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §l(b), 70 Stat. 648;
restated July 12, 1974, Pub. L. 93-344,
§503(b), 88 Stat. 322; Apr. 21, 1976, Pub.
L. 94-273, §45, 90 Stat. 382.
July 25, 1956, ch. 727, ff l(cXlagt sentence),
(d), 5, 70 Stat. 648, 649.

In subsection (a), the text of 31:701(b)(1)(A) and (2)(A) and the
words "for the period commencing on July 1, 1976, and ending on
September 30, 1976, and for any fiscal year commencing on or after
October 1, 1976" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (a)(1), the words "period of availability ends" are
substituted for "that period or the fiscal year or years, as the case
may be, for which the appropriation is available for obligation" to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "reverts to the Treasury" are substituted for "if the appropriation was derived in whole or in part
from the general fund, shall revert to such fund" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), the words "not received before" are substituted
for "not received until after" for clarity. The words "unless otherwise authorized by law" are omitted as surplus. The words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office"
for consistency.
In subsection (c), the text of 31:701(d)(last sentence) is omitted as
executed.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the word "heading" is substituted for "heads" for clarity and consistency.

SECTION 1553
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1553(a) .....................................
1553(b) .................................

31:702(lst sentence) ..................................
31:702(last sentence) ................................

July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §2, 70 Stat. 648.

In subsection (a), the word "separately" is substituted for "as one
fund" for clarity. The words "remains available until expended"
are substituted for "shall be available without fiscal year limitation" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (b), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "Comptroller General of the United States" and "General
Accounting Office" for consistency. The words "affect the authority" are substituted for "abridge the existing authority" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "settle claims and accounts"
are substituted for "settle and adjust claims, demands, and accounts" for consistency with chapter 35 of the revised title.
SECTION 1554
Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
1554(a) ...............

1554(b) .....................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:703(aXlst, 2d sentences, last sen- July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §3(a), 70 Stat. 649;
tence proviso).
Reorg. Plan
No. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1,
2
1970, §10 (a), 84 Stat. 2085; Apr. 21, 1976,
Pub. L. 94-273, §8(1), 90 Stat. 378.
31:703(aX3d sentence, last sentence
less proviso).

In subsection (a), the words "head of the agency" are substituted
for "agency concerned" for consistency. The word "President" is
substituted for "Director of the Office of Management and Budget"
because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the
Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and transferred
all functions of the Bureau to the President.
In subsection (b), the words "withdrawal or restoration" are substituted for "transactions" the first time it appears.
SECTION 1555
Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31: 0 (less proviso) .. .........
...............
7
31: 06(proviso) ...........................................

July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §6, 70 Stat. 649.

Revised Section
1555(a) .....................................
1555(b) .....................................

7 6

In subsection (a), the words "indefinite period" are substituted
for "not limited to a definite period of time" for consistency in the
revised title. The words "consecutive fiscal years" are substituted
for "full consecutive fiscal years" to eliminate an unnecessary
word.
In subsection (b), the words "or were heretofore withdrawn from
the appropriation account by administrative action" are omitted as
executed.

SECTION

1556

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1556(a) .....................................

31:703(bXlst sentence words before
4th comma).

July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §3(b), 70 Stat. 649;
Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1,

1556(b) .....................................

31:703(bXlst sentence words after
4th comma, last sentence).

1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.

In the section, the word "President" is substituted for "Director
of the Office of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and
102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84
Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of
Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the

Bureau to the President.
SECTION

1557

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
1557 ..........................................

31:708 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
July 25, 1956, ch. 727, §9, 70 Stat. 650.

SUBTITLE III-FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Sec.

CHAPTER

31.
33.
35.
37.

3101
PU BLIC DE B T ................................................................................................
3301
DEPOSITING, KEEPING, AND PAYING MONEY ...............................
3501
ACCOUNTING AND COLLECTION ..........................................................
3701
CLA IM S .........................................................

CHAPTER 31-PUBLIC DEBT
SUBCHAPTER I-BORROWING AUTHORITY
Sec.
3101.

Public debt limit.

3102.
3103.
3104.
3105.
3106.
3107.
3108.
3109.
3110.
3111.
3112.
3113.

Bonds.
Notes.
Certificates of indebtedness and Treasury bills.
Savings bonds and savings certificates.
Retirement and savings bonds.
Increasing interest rates and investment yields on retirement bonds.
Prohibition against circulation privilege.
Tax and loss bonds.
Sale of obligations of governments of foreign countries.
New issue used to buy, redeem, or refund outstanding obligations.
Sinking fund for retiring and cancelling bonds and notes.
Accepting gifts.
SUBCHAPTER H-ADMINISTRATIVE

3121.
3122.
3123.
3124.
3125.
3126.
3127.
3128.
3129.

Procedure.
Banks and trust companies as depositaries.
Payment of obligations and interest on the public debt.
Exemption from taxation.
Relief for lost, stolen, destroyed, mutilated, or defaced obligations.
Losses and relief from liability related to redeeming savings bonds and
notes.
Credit to officers, employees, and agents for stolen Treasury notes.
Proof of death to support payment.
Appropriation to pay expenses.
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SUBCHAPTER I-BORROWING AUTHORITY
SECTION

3101

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3101(a) .....................................

31:757b(last sentence) ..............................

3101(b) ..................
3101(c) ......................................

.....................
31:757b(lst sentence)
31:757b-1 ....................................................

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §21;
added Feb. 4, 1935, ch. 5, §5, 49 Stat. 21;
May 26, 1938, ch. 285, §2, 52 Stat. 447;
July 20, 1939, ch. 336, 53 Stat. 1071; June
25, 1940, ch. 419, §302, 54 Stat. 526; Feb.
19, 1941, ch. 7, §2(a), 55 Stat. 7; Mar. 28,
1942, ch. 205, §2, 56 Stat. 189; Apr. 11,
1943, ch. 52, §2, 57 Stat. 63; June 9, 1944,
ch. 240, §2, 58 Stat. 272; Apr. 3, 1945, ch.
51, §2, 59 Stat. 47; June 26, 1946, ch. 501,
§1, 60 Stat. 316; restated Sept. 2, 1958,
Pub. L. 85-912, 72 Stat. 1758; June 30,
1959, Pub. L. 86-74, §1, 73 Stat. 156; June
30, 1967, Pub. L. 90-39, §1, 81 Stat. 99;
Apr. 7, 1969, Pub. L. 91-8, §1, 83 Stat. 7;
June 30, 1970, Pub. L. 91-301, §1, 84 Stat.
368; Mar. 17, 1971, Pub. L. 92-5, §1, 85
Stat. 5; Sept. 29, 1979, Pub. L. 96-78,
§202, 93 Stat. 591.

Revised Section

June 30, 1967, Pub. L. 9-39, §2, 81 Stat.
99.

In subsection (a), the words "is deemed to be" are substituted for
. . to be" because a legal fiction is intended.

"shall be considered .

SECTION

3102

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3102(a) .....................................

31:752(lst par.) ..........................................

Sept 24, 1917, ch. 56, §1(1st par.), 40 Stat.
288; restated Apr. 4, 1918, ch. 44, §1, 40
Stat. 502; July 9, 1918, ch. 142, §1, 40
Stat. 844; Mar. 3, 1931, ch. 433, 46 Stat.
1506; Feb. 4, 1935, ch. 5, §1, 49 Stat. 20;
May 26, 1938, ch. 285, §1, 52 Stat. 447.
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §1(2d par. less form
of bonds), 40 Stat. 288; restated Apr. 4,
1918, ch. 44, §1, 40 Stat. 502; Mar. 17,
1971, Pub. L. 92-5, §3, 85 Stat. 5; July 1,
1973, Pub. L. 93-53, §2, 87 Stat. 135; Mar.
15, 1976, Pub. L. 94-232, §3(a), 90 Stat.
217; June 30, 1976, Pub. L. 94-334, §2, 90
Stat. 793; Oct. 4, 1977, Pub. L. 95-120, §3,
91 Stat. 1090; Aug. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95333, §3, 92 Stat. 419; Apr. 2, 1979, Pub. L.
96-5, §3, 93 Stat. 8; Sept. 29, 1979, Pub.
L. 96-78, §102, 93 Stat. 589; Oct. 3, 1980,
Pub. L. 96-377, §2, 94 Stat. 1512.
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §1(3d par.), 40 Stat.
288; restated Apr. 4, 1918, ch. 44, §1, 40
Stat. 502.
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §1(4th
par.); added Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §14(aXl),
48 Stat. 343.

31:752(2d par. less form of bonds).

3102(b) ....................................

31:752(3d par. 1st sentence words
before 4tn comma).
31:752(4th par. related to a popular
loan).

3102(cXl) ........................ 31:752(3d par. 1st sentence words between 4th comma and proviso),
(4th par. related to allotments).
3102(c)2) .................................
31:752(3d par. 1st sentence proviso).
3102(d) .....................................
31:752(3d par. last sentence) ..................
3102(e) ......................................
31:752(3d par. 2d sentence) .....................

In subsection (a), the word "amounts" is substituted for "sum or
sums" for consistency. The words "as in his judgment may be" are
omitted as surplus. The words "for expenditures authorized by
law" are substituted for "for the purposes of this Act . . . and to

meet expenditures authorized for the national security and defense
and other public purposes authorized by law" because they are inclusive and for consistency. The words "under section 3111 of this
title" are substituted for 'at or before maturity, of any outstanding

bonds, notes, certificates of indebtedness, or Treasury bills of the
United States" because of the restatement. The words "prescribe
conditions under section 3121 of this title" are substituted for the
text of 31:752(2d par. 1st sentence less form of bonds, 2d sentence)
because of the restatement. The words "at any annual interest
rate" are added for clarity and to more precisely define the 4.25
percent limitation. The words "bonds may not be issued under this
section to the public, or sold by a Government account to the
public, with a rate of interest exceeding 41/4 per centum per annum
in an amount which would cause" are omitted as surplus.
In subsections (b), (d), and (e), the words "not less than par" are
omitted as superseded by section 3 of the Public Debt Act of 1942
(ch. 205, 56 Stat. 189), restated in section 3121 of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the words "under regulations of the Secretary
that allow" are substituted for "under such regulations, prescribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury from time to time, as will in his
opinion give" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "subscribing to the offered bonds" are substituted for "therein" for clarity.
The words "However .. . when the Secretary decides the other

way is in the public interest" are substituted for "Notwithstanding
the provisions of the foregoing paragraph, the Secretary of the
Treasury may from time to time, when he deems it to be in the
public interest" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(1), before clause (A), the words "and may from
time to time adopt any or all of said methods, should any such
action" in 31:752(3d par. 1st sentence words between 4th comma
and proviso) are omitted because of the restatement. The word "decides" is substituted for "deemed" in 31:752(3d par. 1st sentence
words between 4th comma and proviso) and "deems" in 31:752a(4th
par. related to allotments) for consistency. The words "in making a
bond offering under this section" are added for clarity.
In subsection (c)(2), the word "regulations" is substituted for
"general rules" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (d), the words "members of armed forces" are substituted for "persons in the military or naval forces of the United
States" for clarity and consistency with title 10.
SECTION 3103
Revised Section
3

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

103(a), (b)...............................
31:753(a)(less form of notes, certificates of indebtedness, and Treasury bills),

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
18(aXless form of notes, certificates of
indebtedness, and Treasury bills); added
Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §1, 40 Stat. 1309;
Nov. 23,1921, ch. 136, §1401, 42 Stat. 321;
Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §14(aX3), 48 Stat. 343;
restatedFeb. 4, 1935, ch. 5, §4, 49 Stat.
20; June 30, 1967, Pub. L. 90-39, §4, 81
Stat. 99; Mar. 15, 1976, Pub. L. 94-232,
§3(b), 90 Stat. 217.
3
103(c) ......................................
31:753(c) .. ...................
........................
Se pt. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §18(c);
added Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §1, 40 Stat.
1310.

In subsection (a), the words "In addition to the bonds and certificates of indebtedness and war-savings certificates authorized by
this Act, and amendments thereto" are omitted as unnecessary.

The words "subject to the limitation imposed by section 757b of
this title" are omitted as surplus. The word "Government" is added
for consistency. The words "for expenditures authorized by law"
are substituted for "for the purposes of this Act . . . and to meet
public expenditures authorized by law" for clarity and because
they are inclusive. The words "under section 3111 of this title" are
substituted for "at or before maturity, of any outstanding bonds,
notes, certificates of indebtedness, or Treasury bills of the United
States" because of the restatement. The words "denomination or
denominations" are omitted because section 3121(a) of the revised
title consolidates this authority in one section for the various types
of debt instruments. The words "under section 3121 of this title"
are substituted for "containing such terms and conditions, and at
such rate or rates of interest" because of the restatement. The
words "at not less than par (except as provided in section 754b of
this title)" are omitted as superseded by section 3 of the Public
Debt Act of 1942 (ch. 205, 56 Stat. 189), restated in section 3121 of
the revised title. The words "Notwithstanding section 3121(a)(5) of
this title" are added for clarity because the section cited contains
the general authority to which subsection (a)(last sentence) of this
section is an exception.
In subsection (b), the words "at the option of' and "and under
such rules and regulations and during such period as he may prescribe" are omitted as surplus.
Subsection (c) is substituted for 31:753(c) to eliminate unnecessary words and for clarity and consistency.
SECTION

3104

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3104(a) .....................................

31:754(aXlst, 2d sentences) .....................

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §5(aXless form of
certificates of indebtedness and Treasury
bills, finality), 40 Stat. 290; Apr. 4, 1918,
ch. 44, §4, 40 Stat. 504; Mar. 3, 1919, ch.
100, §3, 40 Stat. 1311; restated June 17,
1929, ch. 26, 46 Stat. 19; Feb. 4, 1935, ch.
5, §§2, 3, 49 Stat. 20.

3104(b) .....................................

31:754(aX3d sentence)(less form of
certificates of indebtedness and
Treasury bills, finality).
31:754(a)last sentence) ............................

3104(c) ......................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "In addition to the
bonds and notes authorized by sections 752, 753, and 757c of this
title" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "subject to the limitation imposed by section 757b of this title" are omitted as surplus.
The words "for expenditures authorized by law" are substituted for
"for the purposes of this Act . . . and to meet public expenditures
authorized by law" for clarity and because they are inclusive. The
words "under section 3111 of this title" are substituted for "at or
before maturity, of any outstanding bonds, notes, certificates of indebtedness or Treasury bills of the United States" because of the
restatement. The words "at not less than par" are omitted as superseded by section 3 of the Public Debt Act of 1942 (ch. 205, 56
Stat. 189), restated in section 3121 of the revised title. The text of
31:754(a)(2d sentence) is omitted as superseded by section 3121(a) of
the revised title. In clause (1), the words "and at such rate or rates

of interest, payable at such time or times as he may prescribe' are
omitted because they are superseded by section 3121(a), (b)(1), and
(c) of the revised title. In clause (2), the words "on a discount basis
and payable at maturity without interest" are omitted because
they are superseded by section 3121(a) of the revised title. The
words "of the Government" are added for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "terms and" after "upon such" are
omitted as surplus. The words "for issuing . . . under section 3121
of this title" are substituted for "subject to such terms and conditions" because of the restatement. The words "Notwithstanding
section 3121(a)(5) of this title" are substituted for "shall be payable
at such time" for clarity because the section cited contains the general authority to which subsection (c)(last sentence) of this section
is an exception.
In subsection (c), the words "account of' are omitted as surplus.
SECTION

3105

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3105(a) .....................................

31:757c(aXlst sentence), (bXlXlst sentence), (dXlst sentence).

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §22(a)(dlst sentence); added Feb. 4, 1935, ch. 5,
§6, 49 Stat. 21; restated Feb. 19, 1941, ch.
7, §3, 55 Stat. 7; Mar. 26, 1951, ch. 19, §1,
65 Stat. 26; Apr. 20, 1957, Pub. L. 85-17,
§1, 71 Stat. 15; Sept. 22, 1959, Pub. L. 86346, §101(b), 73 Stat. 621; Dec. 1, 1969,
Pub. L. 91-130, §§1, 2(b), 83 Stat. 272;
Aug. 24, 1970, Pub. L. 91-388, §3, 84 Stat.
830; Mar. 15, 1976, Pub. L. 94-232, §4, 90
Stat. 217; Apr. 2, 1979, Pub. L. 96-5, §4,
93 Stat. 8; Oct. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-377,
§1, 94 Stat. 1512.

31:757c(bXIX2d sentence proviso, last
sentence).
31:757c(bX3) ................................................
3105(bX2) .................................
31:757c(bX2) ..........................
3105(bX3) ...........
............
31:757c(aXlst
sentence),
(bXiX2d
3105(c) .....................................
sentence less proviso, 3d, 4th sentences), (c).
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §22(h);
31:757c(h) ....................................................
3105(d) .....................................
added Apr. 11, 1943, ch. 52, §3, 57 Stat.
63; restated Apr. 3, 1945, ch. 51, §3, 59
Stat. 47; Oct. 17, 1968, Pub. L. 90-595, §1,
82 Stat. 1155.
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §22(j);
31:757c(j) ....................................................
3105(e) ................
added July 1, 1973, Pub. L. 93-53, §3(a),
87 Stat. 135.
3105(bXl) .................................

In subsection (a), the words "through the United States Postal
Service or otherwise" and "Treasury" before "savings" are omitted
as surplus. The words "and may buy, redeem, and make refunds
under section 3111 of this title" are added because of the restatement. The words "for expenditures authorized by law" are substituted for "to meet any public expenditures authorized by law, and
to retire any outstanding obligations of the United States bearing
interest or issued on a discount basis" for clarity and because they
are inclusive. The word "combination" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "Except as provided in paragraph
(2) of this subsection" are added for clarity. The word "conditions"
is Substituted for "terms" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The word "calendar" is
omitted as surplus. The words "(or, beginning on October 1, 1976, if
later)" are omitted as executed.

In subsection (b)(3), the words "at their option" and "upon them"
are omitted as surplus. The last sentence is substituted for
31:757c(b)(2)(B) for clarity.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "subject to the limitation imposed by section 757b of this title" are omitted as surplus.
The words "issued under this section" are added for clarity. In
clause (3), the words "terms and" are omitted as surplus. The
words "consistent with subsections (b) to (d) of this section" are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. In clause (4),
the words "before maturity" are omitted as surplus. In clause (6),
the words "a way to evidence payments for" are substituted for
"issue, or cause to be issued, stamps, or may provide any other
means to evidence payments for" because they are inclusive. The
text of 31:757c(c)(last sentence) is omitted because section 5 of the
Public Debt Act of 1942 (ch. 205, 56 Stat. 189), ended the authority
of the Postmaster General to issue stamps. In clause (7), the word
"maximum" is added for clarity. The words "at any one time" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the words "under such regulations as he may prescribe", "or permit", and "commercial banks,
trust companies, savings banks, savings and loan associations,
building and loan associations (including cooperative banks), credit
unions, cash depositories, industrial banks, and similar" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the words "Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands" in section 22(h) of the Second Liberty Bond Act (ch.
56, 40 Stat. 288) are omitted because of Proclamation No. 2695
(July 24, 1946, 60 Stat. 1352) proclaiming the independence of the
Philippines. In clause (3), the words "department or equivalent"
are omitted as surplus. In clause (5), the word "duly" is omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (e)(1), the words "by regulations" are omitted as
unnecessary. The words "a way" are added, and the words "However, a check may become a bond" are substituted for "This subsection shall apply", for clarity.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "Except as provided in paragraph
(2)" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "is deemed to be" are
substituted for "shall be treated for all purposes of law as" because
a legal fiction is intended. The words "calendar" and "In the case
of. . . under this subsection" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 3106
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3106(a) .....................................

31:757c-2(aXlst sentence), (bXlXlst
sentence), (c)lst sentence).

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §22A(a)(cXlst sentence), (d); added Nov. 8, 1966,
Pub. L. 89-800, §5, 80 Stat. 1514.

3106(b) .....................................

words
sentence
31:757c-2(bXiX2d
after Ist comma), (2).
31:757c-2(aXlast sentence), (bXiX2d
sentence words before 1st comma,
3d, last sentences), (d).

3106(c) ..................................

In subsection (a), the words "In addition to the United States savings bonds authorized to be issued under section 757c of this title"
are omitted as surplus. The words "through the United States
Postal Service or otherwise" are omitted as surplus and unneces-
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sary because of 39:411. The words "and may buy, redeem, and
make refunds under section 3111 of this title" are added because of
the restatement. The words "and to retire any outstanding obligations of the United States bearing interest or issued on a discount
basis" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 3111 of the revised title. The words "as the terms thereof may provide" are omitted because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the word "conditions" is substituted for
"terms" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code. The words "by regulations" are omitted as
unnecessary. The words "at their option' are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "Section 3105(c)(1)-(5) of this title applies to this section" are substituted for 31:757c-2(a)(last sentence)
and (b)(1)(2d sentence words before 1st comma, 3d sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "by regulations" are omitted
as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section
3107

3107

Source (U.S.Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3h752(Iast
1.........................................
par.) .........................................
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §10ast
pr.); added Dec. 24, 1980, Pub. L. 96-595,
2), 94 Stat. 3465.

The words "interest rate" are added for consistency in the chapter and with 26:405(b) and 409(a).
SEwmN 3108
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3108 ..........................................
31:753(dXlst sentence) .............................
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 280,
§lS(d(lst sentence); added Mar. 3, 1919,
ch. 100, §1,40 Stat. 1310.
31:757c(dXlast sentence) ...........Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
922(d)laet sentence); added Feb. 4, 1935,
ch. 5, §6, 49 Stat. 21; restated Feb. 19,
1941, ch. 7,§3, 55 Stat. 8.
31:757c-2(cXlast sentence) ..........Sopt. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
§22A(c~last sentence); added Nov. 8, 1966,
Pub. L. 89-800, §5, 80 Stat. 1515.
Sept. Sa.21.
24, 1917, ch. 56, §7(1st sentence), 40
31:758 ..........................................................

The reference in 31:758 to certificates authorized under 31:757 is
omitted because the authority under 31:757 was ended by section
2(b)(3) of the Public Debt Act of 1941 (ch. 7, 55 Stat. 7).
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3109
Source (Statutes at Large)

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §26;
31:757c-3(lst-3d sentences) ....................
..............
3109(a) .. ............
added Jan. 2, 1968, Pub. L. 90-240, §5(0,

81 Stat. 778.

3109(b) .....................................
31:757c-3(4th, last sentences) .................

In subsection (a), the words "and may buy, redeem, and make refunds under section 3111 of this title" are substituted for "and to
retire any outstanding obligations of the United States issued
under this Act" for consistency. The words "subject to the limitations imposed by section 757b of this title" are omitted as surplus.
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The word "conditions" is substituted for "terms and conditions" because it is inclusive.
SECTION 3110
Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
3110 ..........................................

31:801..
31:802, 803

..........................
........................

31:804 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §3, 40 Stat. 289.
Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §§7(b), 8, 40 Stat.
1312, 1313.
Apr. 24, 1917, ch. 4, §3, 40 Stat. 35.

In the section, the words "government of a foreign country" are
substituted for "foreign governments" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), the text of 31:801 and 802 (related to converting
certain obligations of foreign governments into obligations bearing
a higher rate of interest or with a longer term to maturity) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (b), the text of 31:804 is omitted as unnecessary.
The word "conditions" is substituted for "terms and conditions" because it is inclusive. The words "unless otherwise hereafter provided by law" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 3111
Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
3111 ...

........

......... 31:754a ........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §19;
added Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §14(aX4), 48
Stat. 343; restated Mar. 28, 1942, ch. 205,
§4, 56 Stat. 189.

The words "regulations of' are substituted for "rules, regulations, terms, and conditions . . . may prescribe" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION 3112
Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1:767(less 2d sentence related to
price, terms, and conditions, 3d,
4th sentences).
31:767(last sentence) ................................

Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §6, 40 Stat. 1311;
Mar. 2, 1923, ch. 179, 42 Stat. 1427; May
29, 1928, ch. 901, §1(21), 45 Stat. 987; Jan.
30, 1934, ch. 6, §14(b). 48 Stat. 344.

31:767b ........................................................

Mar. 3, 1933, ch. 212, §1(last par. on
1492), 47 Stat. 1492; Mar. 15, 1934, ch. 7
§1(2d complete par. on p. 428), 48 Stat.
428.

Revised Section
3112(a) .....................................

3112(b) .....................................

3112(c) ......................................

3

31:767(2d sentence related to price,
terms, and conditions, 3d, 4th sentences).

In subsection (a), the word "cumulative" is omitted as surplus.
The words "under this chapter" are substituted for "under the
First Liberty Bond Act, the Second Liberty Bond Act, the Third
Liberty Bond Act, the Fourth Liberty Bond Act, or under this Act,
and outstanding on July 1, 1920, and of bonds and notes thereafter
issued, under any of such Acts or under any of such Acts as amended" to eliminate unnecessary words, reference to laws that have
been executed, and to reflect consolidation of the public debt au-

thority in the revised chapter. The words "and all additions thereto" are omitted as surplus.
Subsection (b)(1) and (2) is substituted for 3 1 :767(last sentence) to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(3), the text of 31:767b(related to 3 1:767a) is omitted as obsolete.
In subsection (c), the word "conditions" is substituted for "terms
and conditions" because it is inclusive.
SECTION 3113
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3113(a) ...........................
3113(b) ...................................
3113(c) ......................................
3113(d) .....................................
3113(e) ......................................

31:901(less (bXproviso)) ............
31:901(bXproviso) ......................................
31:902, 903 ..................................................
31:904
..........................................................
7
31: 57e ........................................................

June 27, 1961, Pub. L. 87-58, 75 Stat. 119.

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §24;
added Apr. 3, 1945, ch. 51, §4, 59 Stat. 48.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "In order" are omitted as surplus. The words "To provide" are substituted for "to
afford" for clarity. The words "for the purpose" are omitted as unnecessary. In clauses (1) and (2), the word "for" is substituted for
"on behalf of" for consistency. The word "realized" is omitted as
surplus. In clause (2), the word "tangible" is substituted for "real
or personal" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsections (b) and (c), the words "as the case may be" are
omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c), the words "under applicable law" are omitted
as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "on the books of" and "special" are
omitted as surplus. The words "proceeds from the sale or redemption of gifts" are substituted for "all money received as a result of
the conversion into money of gifts of property other than money
received" for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (e)(1), the word "Secretary" is substituted for
"Treasurer of the United States" because of the source provisions
restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. In clause (A), the word
"given" is substituted for "is donated.

. .

is bequeathed by will" to

eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (B), the word "conditions"
is substituted for "terms" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. In clause (C), the words
"by its terms" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "under applicable law" and "bequest" are omitted as surplus. The words "and shall deposit the
balance in the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts or as otherwise
authorized by law" are omitted as surplus because of section
3302(a) of the revised title. The text of 31:757e(last sentence) is
omitted because of the restatement.

SUBCHAPTER II-ADMINISTRATIVE
SECTION 3121
Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
3121(a) .....................................

3121(bX l) .................................
3121(bX2) ................
3121(c) ......................................
3121(d) .....................................
3121(e) ......................................
3121(f) ......................................

31:752(2d
bonds)

Source (Statutes at Large)

par. related to form of

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §1(2d par. related to
form of bonds), 40 Stat. 288; restated Apr.
4, 1918, ch. 44, §1, 40 Stat. 503.
31:753(aXrelated to form of notes, Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
certificates of indebtedness, and
§18(aXrelated to form of notes, certifi.
cates of indebtedness, and Treasury bills);
Treasury bills).
added Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §1, 40 Stat.
1310; restated Feb. 4, 1935, ch. 5, §4, 49
Stat. 20.
31:754(aXrelated to form of certifi- Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §5(aXrelated to form
cates of indebtedness and Treasof certificates of indebtedness and Treasury bills).
ury bills, finality), 40 Stat. 290; restated
June 17, 1929, ch. 26, 46 Stat. 20.
31:754b(aXless last 12 words) ................. Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §20;
added Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §14(aX4), 48
Stat 343; restated Mar. 28, 1942, ch. 205,
§3, 56 Stat. 189.
31:768(words after semicolon) ................ Feb. 4, 1910, ch. 25, §1(words after semicolon), 36 Stat. 192.
31:754b(b) ...................................................
31:757c-4 ...................................................
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §27;
added Mar. 17, 1971, Pub. L. 92-5, §4(b),
85 Stat. 5.
31:754b(c) ....................................................
31:739 ..........................................................
R .S. §3706.
31:754(aXrelated to finality) ...................
31:754b(aXlast 12 words) .........................
31:772a ........................................................
June 1, 1955, ch. 119, §2, 69 Stat. 82.

In subsection (a)(1), the word "combination" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2), the word "conditions" is substituted for
"terms and conditions" because it is inclusive.
In subsection (a)(3), the words "offering" and "interest rate" are
added for clarity.
In subsection (b)(1), the word "issued" is substituted for "authorized" for clarity. The words "the Commissioner of Internal Revenue" are omitted because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "In the case of' are omitted as surplus. The words "under law" are substituted for "under this Act or
under any other provision of law" because they are inclusive. The
words "the terms and conditions of issue" are omitted as unnecessary. The word "permit" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the word "conditions" is substituted for "regulations and upon such terms" to eliminate unnecessary words and for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code. The word "agency" is substituted for "agency or instrumentality of the United States" because of section 101 of the
revised title and for consistency.
In subsection (d), the word "conditions" is substituted for "terms
and under such regulations" to eliminate unnecessary words and
for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
The words "instead of" are substituted for "in lieu of" for clarity.
In subsection (f), the words "in carrying out" are substituted for
"in connection with the program for" to eliminate unnecessary
words.

SEcTioN
Revised Section

3122

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3122(a) ....................................
31:753(dXlast sentence related
31:771).

to Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
§lS(dXlast sentence related to §8); added
Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §1, 40 Stat. 1309.
31:771 ..........................................................
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §8, 40 Stat. 291;
restated Apr. 4, 1918, ch. 44, §5, 40 Stat.
504; Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §14(aX2), 48 Stat.
343; Aug. 27, 1949, ch. 517, §7(b), 63 Stat.
668;
Sept 21 1966, Pub. L. 89-597, §2(d),
80 Stat. 824.
3122(b) ............... 31:772 ... ............
........................
July 9, 1918, ch. 142, §4, 40 Stat. 845.

In the section, the words "war-savings certificates" are omitted
because the authority to issue them was ended by section 2(b)(3) of
the Public Debt Act of 1941 (ch. 7, 55 Stat. 7).
In subsection (a), the words "in his discretion" are omitted as
surplus. The word "obligation" is substituted for "bonds and certificates of indebtedness, Treasury bills" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "and arising from the payment
of internal revenue taxes" are omitted as superseded by 26:6302(c).
The word "conditions" is substituted for "terms and conditions" because it is inclusive. The words "upon and" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "The Secretary may designate a
bank or trust company that is a depositary under subsection (a) of
this section" are substituted for "Any incorporated bank or trust
company designated as a depositary by the Secretary of the Treasury under the authority conferred by section 771 of this title,
which gives security for such deposits as, and to amounts, by him
prescribed, may, upon and subject to such terms and conditions as
the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, act" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION 3123
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3123(a) ...............................
31:731 ..........................................................
R.S. §3693.
31:753(dX2d sentence) ...........
.............
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §18(dX2d
sentence); added Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §1,
40 Stat. 1310.
31:768(words before semicolon) ..............
Feb. 4, 1910, ch. 25, §1(words before semicolon), 36 Stat. 192.
3123(b) ............... 31:732 ........................................................
R.S.
§3698.
31:733(words before semicolon) ..............
R.S. §3699(words before semicolon); restated
Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §9, 48 Stat. 341.
3128(c) ......................................
31:766 ..............................
....
...................
Se pt. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §16;
added Apr. 4, 1918, ch. 44,§6, 40 Stat.
505; Nov. 13, 1966, Pub. L. 89-809, §401,
80 Stat. 1590.

In subsection (a), the words "legal tender" are substituted for "in
coin or its equivalent" in 31:731 and "gold coin of the present
standard of value" in section 1 of the Act of Feb. 1, 1910, and section 18(d)(2d sentence) of the Second Liberty Bond Act because of
section 1 of the Act of June 5, 1933 (ch. 48, 48 Stat. 113). The words
"obligations of the Government" are substituted for 31:731(lst sentence 18th-last words), "thereof" in 31:753(d), and 31:768(lst 17
words) for clarity and consistency and to eliminate unnecessary
words. The text of 31:731(last sentence) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (b), the words "cause to be", "out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated", "falling", "any portion
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of', and "authorized by law" in 31:732 are omitted as surplus. The
text of 31:733(words between semicolon and colon) is omitted as unnecessary because of chapter 53 of the revised title. The text of
31:733(words after colon) is omitted as superseded by the Bretton
Woods Agreement Act (22 U.S.C. 286 et seq.) and sections 6 and 9
of the Act of Oct. 19, 1976 (Pub. L. 94-564, 90 Stat. 2661), repealing
31:449 that provided for parity of the dollar on terms of gold and
special drawing rights.
In subsection (c), the word "currency" is substituted for "money
or . . . moneys" for clarity and because of 1:1.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "but not also in United States gold
coin" and "in such manner" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "dollar" before "amount", and
"value", are added for clarity. The words "estimated by the Director of the Mint, and" are omitted because of the source provisions
restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The word "published"
is substituted for "proclaimed" for clarity.
In subsection (c)(3), the words "as he may determine" are omitted
as surplus.
SECTION 3124
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3124(a) .....................................
31:742 ..........................................................
R.S. §3701; Sept. 22, 1959, Pub. L. 86-346,
§105(a), 73 Stat. 622.
3124(b) .....................................
31:742a ........................................................
Feb. 19, 1941, ch. 7, §4, 55 Stat. 9; Mar. 28,
1942, ch. 205, §6, 56 Stat. 190; restated
June 25, 1947, ch. 147, 61 Stat. 180; Sept.
22, 1959, Pub. L. 86-346, §202, 73 Stat.
624.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Except as otherwise provided by law, all . . . bonds, Treasury notes, and other" are
omitted as surplus. The words "political subdivision of a State" are
substituted for "municipal or local authority" for clarity and consistency. The word "applies" is substituted for "extends" for clarity. The words "directly or indirectly" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (1), the word "instead" is substituted for "in lieu" for clarity.
In subsection (b), the words "shares, certificates, stock, or other"
and "sale or other" are omitted as surplus. The words "The tax
status of . . . and the tax treatment of . . . is decided under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 1 et seq.)" are substituted
for "shall not have any exemption, as such. . . shall not have any
special treatment, as such, except as provided under the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954" for clarity. The words "on or after March
28, 1942" and 31:742a(a)(lst sentence words after semicolon related
to the United States Maritime Commission) are omitted as executed. The last sentence is substituted for 31:742a(a)(last sentence) for
clarity. The words "any political subdivision thereof' are omitted
as included in "agency or instrumentality". The text of 31:742a(b)
and (c) is omitted as unnecessary.

SECTION
Revised Section

3125
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

July 8, 1937, ch. 444, §8(a)-(d), 50 Stat. 481;
Aug. 10, 1939, ch. 665, §4, 53 Stat. 1359;
Nov. 8, 1945, ch. 453, §153, 59 Stat. 574;
restated May 27, 1971, Pub. L. 92-19, 85
Stat. 74.
31:718a(a)
...................................................
3125(b) .....................................
3125(cX1) ........................... 31:738a(b) ............................
3125(cX2) . .............. ............. 31:738a(c) ....................................................

3125(a) .....................................

31:738a(d) ...................................................

In the section, the word "obligation" is substituted for "security"
in the defined term for consistency in the chapter and the revised
title and to eliminate using the word "security" in 2 different ways
in the same section.
In subsection (b), the words "Under such regulations as he may
deem necessary for the administration of this section" are omitted
as unnecessary because of section 321(b) of the revised title.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "whether before, at, or after maturity" and "in effect" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

3126
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

3126(a) ...............

31:757c(iXlst-4th sentences) ........

3126(b) .....................................

31:757c(iX5th, 6th sentences) ..................

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
§22(iXlst-6th sentences); added Apr. 11,
1943, ch. 52, §3, 57 Stat. 63; restated Apr.
3, 1945, ch. 51, §3, 59 Stat. 47; Sept. 22,
1959, Pub. L. 86-346, §103, 31 Stat. 622;
Oct. 17, 1968, Pub. L. 90-595, §2, 82 Stat.
1155.

In subsection (a), the words "qualified" and "authorized or" are
omitted as surplus. The words "officer or employee of the Department of the Treasury" are substituted for "Treasury of the United
States" and "Treasurer" because of the source provisions restated
in section 321 of the revised title and for consistency with other
titles of the United States Code. The text of 31:757c(i)(3d sentence)
is omitted as surplus because of 39:410. The words "under regulations prescribed by him" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section
3127 .................

3127

Source (U.S. Code)
31-740 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3707.

The word "employee" is added for consistency with other titles of
the United States Code. The words "of the United States Government" are added for clarity and consistency. The word "duly" is
omitted as surplus. The words "issued by authority of law" are
omitted as unnecessary. The words "which has subsequently thereto" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "is satisfied" are substituted for "upon full and satisfactory proof" to eliminate unnecessary words.

SECTION
Revised Section
3128 ...

.............

.................

3128
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:757d ........................................................

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §23;
added Apr. 3, 1945, ch. 51, §4, 59 Stat. 48,

The words "officer or employee" are substituted for "official or
agency" for clarity and consistency with other titles of the United
States Code. The word "Government" is added for consistency. The
words "section 1005 of Appendix to title 50" are omitted because
the section was repealed by section 8(a) of the Act of Sept. 6, 1966
(Pub. L. 89-554, 80 Stat. 651). The words "or by any other" are
omitted as surplus. The words "or by the Secretary of the Army or
the Secretary of the Navy" are omitted because of 10:ch. 75. The
word "official" is substituted for "officer" for consistency. The
words "bonds and other" are omitted as surplus. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted for "Treasury Department"
for accuracy and consistency.
SECTION

3129

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3129 ..........................................

31:753(dXlast sentence less related to
31:771).

Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288,
§18(d)(last sentence less related to §8);
added Mar. 3, 1919, ch. 100, §1, 40 Stat.
1310.
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, 40 Stat. 288, §22(e);
added Feb. 4, 1935, ch. 5, §6, 49 Stat. 21;
restated Feb. 19, 1941, ch. 7, §3, 55 Stat.

31:757c(e) ....................................................

31:759 ..........................................................
31:760 ..........................................................

31:761 ..........................................................

8.

Apr. 24, 1917, ch. 4, §8, 40 Stat. 37; May 29,
1928, ch. 901, §1(20Xrelated to 40 Stat.
37), 45 Stat. 987.
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §10, 40 Stat. 292;
May 29, 1928, ch. 901, §1(20Xrelated to 40
Stat. 292), 45 Stat. 987; June 1, 1955, ch.
119, §3, 69 Stat. 82.
June 16, 1921, ch. 23, §1(last par. last
sentence under heading "Office of the
Secretary"), 42 Stat. 36.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "an issue of obligations authorized under this chapter" are substituted for 31:761(less
proviso) to reflect consolidation of the authority for issues of obligations in the revised chapter and for consistency. The text of
31:757c(e) is omitted as unnecessary and superseded by 39:410. The
words "out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated" in 31:760 are omitted as unnecessary and for consistency.
The words "to be expended as the Secretary of the Treasury may
direct" in 31:760 are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the .2 percent
limitation on expenses of bonds referred to in 31:760 is made applicable to a "note" because of the definition of bond in 31:753(d)(last
sentence). The words "sections 735 to 738, . . . 765, . . . 773 of this
title and section 84 of title 12" in 31:753(d)(last sentence) are omitted because they refer to sections previously repealed (31:735-738,
765) or obsolete (31:773, which was superseded by 39:410) and because 12:84 was amended to express the result required by the
source provisions by section 10 of the Act of February 25, 1927 (ch.
191, 44 Stat. 1229).

In subsection (b), the words "appropriation for the specified
amount" are substituted for "definite appropriation", and the
words "appropriation for an unspecified amount" are substituted
for "indefinite appropriation", as being more precise. The word
"only" is substituted for "and the indefinite appropriation shall
not
be available for obligation" to eliminate unnecessary words.
CHAPTER 33-DEPOSITING, KEEPING, AND PAYING MONEY
SUBCHAPTER I-DEPOSITS AND DEPOSITARIES
Sec.
3301.
3302.
3303.
3304.
3305.

General duties of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Custodians of money.
Designation of depositaries.
Transfers of public money from depositaries.
Audits of depositaries.

3333.

SUBCHAPTER I1-PAYMENTS
Disbursing authority in the executive branch.
Disbursing officials.
Warrants.
Advances.
Vouchers.
Waiver of requirements for warrants and advances.
General authority to issue checks and other drafts.
Paying checks and drafts.
Withholding checks to be sent to foreign countries.
Payment of Veterans' Administration checks for the benefit of individuals
in foreign countries.
Substitute checks.
Checks payable to financial organizations designated by Government officers and employees.
Relief for payments made without negligence.

3341.
3342.
3343.

SUBCHAPTER III-MISCELLANEOUS
Sale of Government warrants, checks, drafts, and obligations.
Check cashing and exchange transactions.
Check forgery insurance fund.

3321.
3322.
3323.
3324.
3325.
3326.
3327.
3328.
3329.
3330.
3331.
3332.

SUBCHAPTER I-DEPOSITS AND DEPOSITARIES
SECTION 3301
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3301....................................
31:44(lst sentence) ..................June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
31:147(less
disbursement) ............ R.S. §305(less disbursement).

In subsection (a), the words "public money" are substituted for
"the moneys of the United States" to eliminate unnecessary words
and for consistency. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are
substituted for "Treasurer" because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. In clauses (3) and (4), the
words "deposited in the Treasury" are substituted for "received by
him" for clarity and consistency in the revised title. In clause (4),
the words "signed by the Secretary of the Treasury" are omitted as
surplus. In clauses (5) and (6), the words "Comptroller General" are
substituted for "General Accounting Office' for consistency. In
clause (5), the word "submit" is substituted for "render" for consistency. The words "and shall transmit a copy thereof, when set-

tled, to the Secretary of the Treasury" are omitted because of the
restatement. In clause (6), the words "Secretary of the Treasury
• . .or either of them" are omitted because of the restatement. The
word "public" is added for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "Except as provided in section 3326
of this title" are added for clarity. The words "endorse . ..as required by subsection (a)(4) of this section" are substituted for "so
signed" for clarity and consistency.
SECTION 3302
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3302(a) .................. 31:521 .................................................
R.S. §3639; June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310,
§231(r), 86 Stat. 210.
3302(b) .....................................
31:484 .........................................................
R .S.§3617.
3302(c)
..........
..................
31:495 ........................................................
R.S. §3621; restated M ay 28, 1896, ch. 252,
§5, 29 Stat. 179.
3302(d) ....................................
31:490 .........................................................
R .S. §3619.
3302(e) ......................................
31525............................ R.S. §3643.
3302(f) .................. 31:545 ........................... R.S. §3653; Aug. 7, 1882, ch. 433, §1(2d
complete par. on p. 312), 22 Stat. 312;
Jan. 22, 1925, ch. 87(2d par. under heading 'Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants"), 43 Stat. 767.
31:1023(b) ....................................................
June 1, 1955, ch. 119, §l(b), 69 Stat. 82.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Except as provided
by another law" are substituted for "than as specially allowed by
law" in 31:521 for clarity and consistency. The words "an official or
agent of the United States Government having custody or possession of public money" are substituted for "The Treasurer of the
United States, all assistant treasurers [subsequently changed to 'all
depositaries designated in accordance with section 476 of this title'
because of 31:476], and those performing the duties of assistant
treasurer, all collectors of the customs, all surveyors of the customs, acting also as collectors, all receivers of public moneys at the
several land offices, all postmasters, and all public officers of whatsoever character . . .all the public money collected by them, or
otherwise at any time placed in their possession and custody" to
eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised
title. The words "till the same is ordered, by the proper department or officer of the Government, to be transferred or paid out"
are omitted as superseded by source provisions restated in the
chapter. The text of 31:521(words after semicolon) is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "any abatement or" are omitted as
surplus. The words "for any charge or claim" are substituted for
"on account of salary, fees, costs, charges, expenses, or claim of any
description whatever", and the words "shall deposit the money in
the Treasury" are substituted for "The gross amount of all moneys
received from whatever source for the use of the United States,
• . .shall be paid. . . into the Treasury", to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "except as otherwise provided in section 487 of
this title" are omitted because 31:487 is obsolete. The text of
31:484(last sentence) is omitted as superseded by title 39.
In subsection (c), the word "Secretary" is substituted for "Treasurer" because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of
the revised title. The balance of subsection (c) is substituted for

31:495(words before proviso) for clarity and consistency. The text of
31:495(proviso) is omitted as superseded by title 39.
Subsection (d) is substituted for 31:490 for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (e), the words "official or agent having custody or
possession of public money" are substituted for "persons charged
by law with the safekeeping, transfer, and disbursements of the
public moneys" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "other than those connected with the United
States Postal Service" are omitted as superseded by title 39.
In subsection (f), the word "expressly" is omitted as surplus. The
words "official or agent having custody or possession" are substituted for 31:545(words before 21st comma) for consistency and to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "additional . . .fireproof
of chests or vaults or other necessary expenses of' are omitted as
surplus. The words "employ or pay officers and employees of the
Government" are substituted for "clerical services or payment of
employees of any nature or grade" for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION
Revised Section

3303

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3303(a) ....................................
(no source)
. ......................
3303(b) ....................................
31:473 ..........................................................
June 19, 1922, ch. 228, 42 Stat. 662.

Subsection (a) is added to inform the reader that there are numerous other laws providing for the designation of depositaries.
These other laws are scattered throughout the titles of the United
States Code.
In subsection (b), the words "carry out" are substituted for
"transaction" for consistency. The words "terms and . ..as to security and otherwise" and "of public moneys" are omitted as surplus. The words "territories and possessions of the United States"
are substituted for "Territories and insular possessions of the
United States" for consistency. The words "to receive deposits of
public money" are added for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3304
Source (Statutes at Large)

3304................................
31:522 ............................R.S. §3640.

In the section, before clause (1), the words "except as provided in
section 523 of this title" are omitted as superseded by title 39. The
words "of the United States, to the credit of the Treasurer" are
omitted as unnecessary. In clause (2), the words "if the Secretary
believes the safety of the public money and convenience require it"
are substituted for "as the safety of the public moneys and the convenience of the public service shall seem to him to require" for
clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words.

SECTION
Revised Section
3305 ..........................................

3305
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:54 8 .........................................................

R.S . §3649 .

In the section, before clause (1), the words "or an officer, employee, or agent designated by the Secretary" are substituted for "and
for that purpose to appoint special agents, as occasion may require" for clarity and consistency. The words "may audit a depositary of public money" are substituted for "is authorized to cause
examinations to be made of the books, accounts and money on
hand, of the several depositaries" to eliminate unnecessary words
and for consistency. The words "with such compensation, not exceeding $6 per day and traveling expenses, as he may think reasonable, to be fixed and declared at the time of each appointment" are
omitted as superseded by 5:3109 and ch. 57. The words "be instructed to" and "as well" are omitted as surplus.
SUBCHAPTER II-PAYMENTS
SECTION

3321

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3321(a), (b)...........................
3321(c), (d)...............................

5:901(note) .. ................
.....................
31:492-1 ....................................................

Exec. Order No. 6166, June 10, 1933, §4.
R.S. §176; Sept. 6, 1966, Pub. L. 89-554,
§8(a), 80 Stat. 632; June 6, 1972, Pub. L.
92-310, §231(a), 86 Stat. 209.
Reorg. Plan No. 4 of 1940, eff. June 30,
1940, §§3, 4, 54 Stat. 1234.
Exec. Order No. 6728, May 29, 1934.

5 App . .....................................................

The section uses the defined term "executive agency" in section
102 of the revised title because the source provisions of this section
are from a reorganization plan and executive orders that apply
only to departments, agencies, and instrumentalities of the executive branch of the United States Government.
In subsections (a) and (b), the words "Secretary of the Treasury"
and "Secretary" are substituted for references to the Division of
Disbursement and a Chief Disbursing Officer because of the source
provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words
"public money" are substituted for "moneys of the United States"
for consistency with the other source provisions restated in the section and for consistency in the chapter.
Subsection (a) is substituted for section 4(1st paragraph) of Executive Order No. 6166 to omit executed words.
In subsection (b), the words "may require" and "as the interests
of' are omitted as unnecessary. The words "to establish local offices" are omitted because of the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury as the head of the Department of the Treasury and the
authority of the Secretary under section 321 of the revised title.
The text of section 4(last paragraph) is omitted as superseded by
section 3325 of the revised title.
In subsection (c), the text of 31:492-1(lst sentence) is applied only
to the listed agencies because of subsection (a) and Executive Order
6728. The text of 3 1:4 9 2 -1(last sentence) is omitted as superseded
by section 2 of Reorganization Plan No. 18 of 1950 (eff. July 1, 1950,

64 Stat. 1270) and by 40:490. In clause (1), the words after "disbursement by United States marshals" and before the last proviso
in section 3 of Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1940 (eff. June 30,
1940, 54 Stat. 1234) are omitted as unnecessary because of 28:571
and sections 3512(a)-(c) and 3513(a) of the revised title. In clause
(2), the word "pay" is substituted for "salaries" in Executive Order
No. 6728 for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code. The words "including the Marine Corps"
are omitted as being included in "military departments". The
words "Panama Canal" are omitted because of the Panama Canal
Treaty of 1977. The first proviso is omitted as unnecessary because
of sections 3512 and 3513 of the revised title. Section 4 of Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1940 is omitted because (1) the Post Office Department was abolished by the 1970 restatement of title 39, with
all authority of the former Postmaster General being placed in the
new United States Postal Service, (2) under 39:410 and 3604, the
Postal Service and the Postal Rate Commission were exempt from
all provisions of law related to budget and funds, and (3) the Postal
Savings System and its Board of Trustees were abolished under section 5 of the Act of March 28, 1942 (ch. 205, 56 Stat. 189).
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3322
Source (Statutes at Large)

3322(a)

.............................
31:492(a) .....................................................
R.S. §3620(a); Feb. 27, 1877, ch. 69(7th com plete par. on p. 249), 19 Stat. 249; Aug.
28, 1965, Pub. L. 89-145, §1(1), 79 Stat.
582.
3322(b) .....................................
31:82g(related to disbursing officers)
June 1, 1942, ch. 320(related to disbursing
officers), 56 Stat. 306.

In the section, the words "disbursing official" are substituted for
"disbursing officer" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Secretary of the
Treasury" are substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words "or an assistant treasurer of the United
States" in section 3620(a) of the Revised Statutes are omitted as obsolete because of the lst-4th pars. under the heading "Independent
Treasury" in the Act of May 29, 1920 (ch. 214, 41 Stat. 654). In
clause (1), the words "as required by section 3302 of this title" are
substituted for "with the Treasurer or some one of the assistant
treasurers of the United States (subsequently changed to 'or with
one of the depositaries of the United States mentioned in section
476 of this title')" because of 31:476. In clause (2), the words "in
pursuance of law" are omitted as surplus. The text of 31:492(a)(last
sentence) is omitted because of section 3323(a) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "On and after June
1, 1942" are omitted as executed. The words "of the United States"
are omitted as unnecessary. The words "for transportation" are
omitted as surplus.

SECTION
Revised Section

3323
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:44(lst sentence) ................................ June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
31:76(2d sentence words before 3d July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §11(2d, 3d sentences),
28 Stat. 209.
comma).
31:147(related to disbursement) ............. R.S. §305(related to disbursement); July 31,
1894, ch. 174, §ll(last sentence related to
§305), 28 Stat. 209.
3d
after
words
sentence
31:76(2d
3323(b) .....................................
comma).
31:76(3d sentence).......................
3323(c) .....................................
.
31:44(lst sentence) ....................................
3323(d) .....................................
R.S. §3675.
31:77 ...........................................................

3323(a) .....................................

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
Subsection (a) is substituted for 31:76(2d sentence words before 3d
comma) and 147(related to disbursement) to eliminate unnecessary
words and for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (b), the word "Secretary" is substituted for "Treasurer" because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of
the revised title.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "instead of being specified on the
warrant" are omitted as surplus. The reference to "section 3526 of
this title" is used because section 72, referred to in 31:76, has been
omitted from the restatement superseded by 31:82i and 31:82i is restated in section 3526.
In subsection (c), the word "depositing" is substituted for "covering" for clarity and consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

3324

Source (U.S. Code)

33?4(a).................... 31:529(2d sentence).................
3324(b) ....................................
3324(c) ......................................

31:529(1st, 3d, last sentences) ................
31:44(lst sentence) ....................................
31:76(lst, last sentences) .........................

3324(d) .....................................

31:530a ........................................................
31:530b ........................................................
31:686-2 ......................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3648; Aug. 2, 1946, ch. 744, §11, 60
Stat. 809.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §11(lst, 4th sentences), 28 Stat. 209.
June 12, 1930, ch. 470, §1, 46 Stat. 580; July
20, 1961, Pub. L. 87-91, §1, 75 Stat. 211.
June 12, 1930, ch. 470, 46 Stat. 580, §2;
added Dec. 22, 1974, Pub. L. 93-534, 88
Stat. 1731.
Apr. 15, 1926, ch. 146, §101(proviso on p.
267), 44 Stat. 267.

In subsection (a), the words "Except as provided in this section"

are added for clarity. The words "already provided" and "already
delivered" are substituted for "rendered . . . delivered previously
to such payment" for clarity and consistency.

In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "in any case" and
"It shall, however, be lawful under the special direction of' are
omitted as surplus. In clause (2)(A)(i), the word "official" is substituted for "officer" for consistency in the revised title. The words
"of the Government" are omitted as surplus. Clause (2)(A)(ii) is substituted for "the public engagements" for clarity. In clause (2)(B),
the word "individual" is substituted for "persons" for consistency.
The words "armed forces" are substituted for "military and naval
service" for consistency with title 10. The words "and proper" are

omitted as unnecessary. The words "disburse regularly pay and allowances" are substituted for "discharge of the pay and emoluments to which they may be entitled cannot be regularly effected"
to eliminate unnecessary words, for clarity, and for consistency
with title 37.
In subsection (c), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the words "On and after April
15, 1926" in 31:686-2 are omitted as executed. The word "agency"
is substituted for "department or establishment" because of section
101 of the revised title and for consistency. The words "may pay in
advance from appropriations available for the purpose" are siibstituted for "may transfer in advance . . . such amounts as may be
necessary to defray the expense of" for clarity and consistency. In
clause (1), the words "Secretary of the Army" are substituted for
"Signal Corps of the Army" because of 10:3012. The title of Secretary of War was changed to Secretary of the Army, and the Department of War was designated the Department of the Army by
section 205(a) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501), and
by sections 1 and 53 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A
Stat. 157, 676). Clause (2) is substituted for 31:530a and 530b to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "or the municipal government of the District of Columbia" are omitted because of sections
441-445 and 736 of the Act of December 24, 1973 (Pub. L. 93-198, 87
Stat. 798, 823).
SECTION
Revised Section
3325(a) ....................................

3325(b) ..................
3325(c) ...................................

3325

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:82b ...............................................

Dec. 29, 1941, ch. 641, §§1, 4(related to §1),
55 Stat. 875, 876.
31:82f(related to disbursing officers)... Apr- 28, 1942, ch. 247, §301(1st par. proviso
under heading "Bureau of Accounts" related to disbursing officers), 56 Stat. 244.
31:82e(related to 31:82b) ...............
31:82a ..........................................................
M ay 14, 1937, ch. 180, §1(2d par. last proviso on p. 140), 50 Stat. 140.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Notwithstanding
the provisions of section 82 of this title, and section 4 of Executive
Order Numbered 6166, dated June 10, 1933" in 31:82b are omitted
as unnecessary. In clause (1), the word "duly" is omitted as surplus.
In clause (1)(A) and (B), the words "executive agency" are substituted for "department, establishment or agency concerned" because of
section 102 of the revised title and for consistency. In clause (2)(C),
the words "basis of the" are omitted as surplus. In clause (3), the
words "for carrying out clauses (1) and (2) of this subsection" are
substituted for "accordingly" for clarity.
In subsection (b), the words "under the jurisdiction" are omitted
as surplus. The words "a military department of the Department of
Defense" are substituted for "the Department of the Army, the
Navy Department (including the Marine Corps)" for consistency
with title 10. The words "and the Panama Canal" (subsequently
changed to "the Canal Zone Government" by section 2(a)(1) of the
Act of September 26, 1950 (ch. 1049, 64 Stat. 1038)) are omitted because of 22:ch. 51. The word "pay" is substituted for "salaries" for

consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
In subsection (c), the words "On and after May 14, 1937" are
omitted as executed. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are
substituted for "Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department"
in section 1(last proviso of 2d par. on p. 140) of the Act of May 14,
1937, because of section 1(a) of Reorganization Plan No. III of 1940
(eff. June 30, 1940, 54 Stat. 1231) and section 321(c) of the revised
title. The word "appropriate" is added for clarity. The words "officer or employee of the United States Government" are substituted
for "administrative officers" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The words "addressographed or stenciled" and "administratively revised and" are omitted as surplus. The words "disburse public money" are substituted
for "make payment" for consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section
3326(a) .....................................
3326(b) .. .......... ................

3326

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:66c(a) ......................................................
31:66c(b) ......................................................

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §115, 64 Stat. 837.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "in effect on September 12, 1950" are substituted for "existing" for clarity. In
clause (2), the words "under each separate appropriation head or
otherwise" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the word "official" is substituted for "officers"
for consistency. The word "Treasury" is substituted for "Treasurer
of the United States" because of the source provisions restated in
section 321 of the revised title and Department of the Treasury
Order 229 of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R. 2280). The words "in the
rendition of their accounts or for other" and "under necessary circumstances" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
3327 ..........................................

3327

Source (U.S. Code)
31:526 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R .S. §3644.

The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted for "Treasurer" because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of
the revised title. The words 'may issue a check or other draft" are
substituted for "shall be subject to the draft of' for consistency in
the revised title. The words "public money" are substituted for
"moneys" because section 10 of the Act of August 6, 1846 (ch. 90, 9
Stat. 61), from which section 3644 of the Revised Statutes is derived, used the term "public money". The words "obligation of the
United States Government" are substituted for "on the public account", and the words "may designate a depositary to issue a check
or draft on public money held by the depositary to pay an obligation of the Government' are substituted for "is authorized to draw
upon any of the depositaries" for clarity and consistency. The
words "at such times and in such forms . . . shall be" are omitted
as surplus. The words "United States Postal Service" and "Post-

master General" are omitted because of 39:410. The words "report
to the Secretary on public money paid and received by the depositary" are substituted for "so drawn upon shall make returns to the
Treasury Department" for clarity and consistency.
SECTION 3328
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

.July 11, 1947, ch. 222, §1, 61 Stat. 308;
restated Aug. 28, 1957, Pub. L. 85-183,
§1, 71 Stat. 464.
31:134(less last 30 words before 1st July 11, 1947, ch. 222, §3, 61 Stat. 309;
3328(aX ).................................
restated Aug. 28, 1957, Pub. L. 85-183,
proviso),
§2, 71 Stat. 464.
3328(b) ..................31:132(b) ......................................................
3328(c) .................. 31:132(c) ...........................................
31:134(last 30 words before 1st provi3328(d) .....................................
so).
R .S.§3645.
31:527 ........................................................
3328(e) ......................................
31:132(a) .......................
3328(aX1) ................................
2

In the section, the word "Treasury" is substituted for "Treasurer
of the United States" because of the source provisions restated in
section 321 of the revised title and Department of the Treasury
Order 229 of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R. 2280).
In subsections (a)(1) and (b), the words "Comptroller General" are
substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsections (a)(1) and (c), the words "heretofore or hereafter"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(1), the words "Except as provided in sections
3330 and 3331 of this title" are added for clarity. The words "including those drawn by wholly owned and mixed-ownership Government corporations" are omitted as surplus. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted for "Treasurer of the United
States" after "for payment the" because of the source provisions
restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words "doubtful",
"for payment", and "of such check" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2), before clause (A), the words "When the Secretary decides it is appropriate" are substituted for "at appropriate
intervals" for clarity. In clauses (A) and (B), the words "on the
books" are omitted as surplus. In clause (A), the words "drawn on
the Treasury" are added for clarity and consistency. In clause (B),
the words "from the accounts . . . for the payment of unpaid
checks . . . of the Treasury" are omitted as surplus. The words
"and to transfer to such consolidated account or accounts the balance of the special deposit account established pursuant to section
132 of this title", and the words "any unpaid checks heretofore
payable from the special deposit account", are omitted as executed
because the account was established under 31:132 as originally enacted in 1947 and then abolished by the 1957 amendment to that
section. The text of 31:134(lst proviso) is omitted as superseded by
section 448 of the Act of December 24, 1973 (Pub. L. 93-198, 87
Stat. 801). The text of 31:134(last proviso) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "issued by a disbursing official" are substituted for "drawn by authorized officers
of the United States" for consistency. In clause (B), the words "or
accounts on the books" are omitted as surplus.

Subsection (c) is substituted for 31:132(c) for consistency and to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), the words "rules and" and "or proper" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e)(1), before clause (A), the word "prescribe" is substituted for "issue and publish" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code. In clause (B), the
words "and to prescribe the time, according to the different distances of the depositaries from the seat of Government, within
which all drafts upon them, respectively, shall be presented for
payment" are omitted as superseded by subsection (a) of the revised section. Clause (C) is substituted for 31:527(words between
semicolons) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "and directions" are omitted as
surplus.
SECTION

3329

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3329(a) .....................................

31:123(words before 1st proviso) ............

Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 796, §1(words before 1st
proviso), 54 Stat. 1086; Dec. 2, 1942, ch.
659, 56 Stat. 1028.
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 796, §§2(lst par.), 3(1st
par.), 4, 6, 54 Stat. 1086, 1087.

3329(b) ..................

31:124(lst par.) ....................

3329(c) ...........................
3329(d ) .....................................

31:125(1st par.).............................
3 1:126 ......................................................
3 1:128 ..........................................................

In the section, the words "drawn on" are substituted for "drawn
against" for consistency in the revised chapter. The word "actually" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "On and after October 9, 1940" are omitted as executed. The words "drawn on public
money" are substituted for "drawn against funds of the United
States, or any agency or instrumentality thereof' to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the chapter. The words
"and the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands" in section 1 of
the Act of October 9, 1940, are omitted because of Proclamation
No. 2695 of July 4, 1946 (60 Stat. 1352). The words "to which such
check or warrant is to be delivered" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3)(A), the words "in accordance with the provisions of sections 123 to 128 of this title" and "thereof' are omitted
as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3)(B), before subclause (i), the word "Secretary"
is substituted for "Bureau of Accounts of the Treasury Department" because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of
the revised title. The word "fully" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(4), the word "withheld" is substituted for "undelivered" for clarity. The words "with the Treasurer of the United
States" and the words "of the United States" after "Comptroller
General" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "is now being, or . . . hereafter"
and "as well as to all checks or warrants the delivery of which is
now being withheld pursuant to administrative action, which administrative action is ratified and confirmed" in 31:126 are omitted
as executed.

In subsection (d)(2), the words "do not affect a requirement for"
are substituted for "nothing in sections 123 to 128 of this title shall

be construed to dispense with the necessity of' in 31:126 to eliminate unnecessary words and because of the restatement. The words
"obtaining.

.

.authorize" and "is now or hereafter" are omitted as

surplus.
In subsection (d)(3), the words "does not affect" are substituted
for "Nothing contained in sections 123 to 128 of this title shall be
construed as affecting or applying to" in 31:128 to eliminate unnecessary words and because of the restatement. The word "pay" is
substituted for "salaries or wages" for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION 3330
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

330(a) .....................................
31:123(provisos) .........................................
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 796, 54 Stat. 1086, §1(provisos); added Dec. 2, 1942, ch. 659, 56 Stat.
1028.
3330(b)
.....................................
31:124(last par.).........................................
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 796, §§2(last par.), 3(last
par.), 54 Stat. 1086, 1087.
3330(c),(d) ...............................
31:125last par.)
.........................................

In the section, the words "laws carried out" are substituted for
"laws administered", and the words "Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs" and "Administrator" are substituted for "Veterans' Administration", for consistency.
In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the word "issued" is substituted for "drawn" for clarity and consistency. Clause (A) is substituted for "drawn against funds of the United States" for consistency in the chapter. In clause (C), the words "guardian, curator, conservator, or other" are omitted as surplus. The words "legally responsible for" are substituted for "vested with" for clarity.
In subsection (b), the words "under section 3329(b)(4) of this title"
are substituted for "to the special deposit account" for clarity and
because of the restatement. The words "deposited in" are substituted for "covered into" for clarity and consistency in the revised
title.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the word "accruing" is omitted
as surplus. In clauses (1) and (2), the words "surviving spouse" and
"spouse" are substituted for "widow", and the word "spouse's" is
substituted for "widow's", to conform to amendments made generally to title 38 by the Veterans Disability Compensation and Survivor Benefits Act of 1976 (Pub. L. 94-433, 90 Stat. 1374). In clause
(1), the words "first to" are omitted as surplus. In clause (4), the
word "only" is substituted for "no disbursement whatsoever of such
pension, compensation, or emergency officers' retirement pay shall
be made or allowed except so much" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
In subsection (d)(1)(B), the word "completed" is substituted for
"perfected" for clarity.
In subsection (d)(2), the words "and unpaid" are omitted as surplus.

SECTION 3331
Revised Section
3331(a)

..................

3331(b) ..................
3381(c) ..................
3331(d) ..................................

3331(e) .................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:528(g) .....................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3646(a)-(c), (f), (g); Feb. 16, 1885, ch.
123, 23 Stat. 306; Mar. 23, 1906, ch. 1129,
34 Stat. 84; June 19, 1906, ch.
2 0 6 3434, 34
(par. be301; May 27, 1908, ch.
Stat.
ginning
on p. 415 amending §§3646,
3647), 35 Stat. 415; Feb. 23, 1909, ch. 174,
35 Stat. 643; Mar. 21, 1916, ch. 52, 39
Stat. 37; July 8, 1937, ch. 444, §9, 50 Stat.
482; Aug. 10, 1939, ch. 665, §§5-7, 53 Stat.
1359; restated Dec. 3, 1945, ch. 515, §1, 59
Stat. 592; July 11, 1947, ch. 222, §4(c),
(dXrelated to §3646(c)), (e), (f), 61 Stat.
309; Aug. 28, 1957, Pub. L. 85-183, §§4,
5(a), (c), 71 Stat. 465; June 6, 1972, Pub.
L. 92-310, §231(s), 86 Stat. 211; Sept. 22,
1978, Pub. L. 95-480, 92 Stat. 725.

31:528(aXless last 28 words before
proviso, proviso).
st-158th
sentence
31:528(cXlst
words, 171st-195th words).
31:528(a)(last 28 words before proviso, proviso), (c)(lst sentence 159th170th words, 237th-last words, last
sentence), (f).
31:528(b), (cXlst sentence 196th236th words).

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "The term ...
wherever used" are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (1), before
subclause (A), the words "check, warrant, or other" are omitted as
surplus. In subclause (C), the word "duly" is omitted as surplus.
The words "disbursing official or agent" are substituted for "officer
or agent" for consistency in the revised title. The words "any
wholly owned or mixed-ownership Government corporation" are
omitted as already being included in the restated source provisions
and because of section 101 of the revised title. Therefore, the text is
not meant to exclude employees of wholly owned Government corporations and mixed-ownership Government corporations. The
words "the District of Columbia, or the District Unemployment
Compensation Board" are omitted because of section 448 of the Act
of December 24, 1973 (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 801). The words "or
by any entity owned or controlled by the United States" are omitted as unnecessary. In subclause (D), the words "and covered . . .
or deposited with the Treasurer of the United States" are omitted
as surplus. The words "or another account available for payment"
are added for clarity and consistency in the revised section. In
clause (2), the word "money" is omitted as being covered by "coins
and currency".
In subsections (b) and (c), the words "When the Secretary is satisfied" are substituted for "whenever it is clearly proved to the satisfaction of the Secretary" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "mutilated or" are omitted as being covered by "defaced".
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "Notwithstanding
the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this section" are omitted
as unnecessary. The words "including the Panama Canal Zone" are
omitted because of the Panama Canal Treaty of 1977. The words
"official designated" are substituted for "officer or employee of the
United States as may be authorized" for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the United States Code. The word
"agency" is substituted for "department or agency" because of sec-

tion 101 of the revised title and for consistency. In clause (2), the
words "drawn on" are substituted for "drawn against" for consistency in the revised chapter.
In subsection (d)(3), before subclause (A), the word "Treasury" is
substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of the
source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title and Department of the Treasury Order 229 of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R.
2280).
In subsection (d)(4), the word "official" is substituted for "officer"
for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
United States Code.
In subsection (e), the words "surety or" are omitted as surplus.
The words "the receipt and approval by the Secretary of the Treasury of" are omitted because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

3332

Source (U.S. Code)

3332(a) ......................... 31:492(bX3) .................................................

31:492(note)

........................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3620(b), (c); added Aug. 28, 1965, Pub.
L. 89-145, §1(2), 79 Stat. 582; restated
June 29, 1968, Pub. L. 90-365, 82 Stat.
274; July 19, 1975, Pub. L. 94-57, §l(a), 89
Stat. 265.
July 19, 1975, Pub. L. 94-57, §l(bXlst sentence), (cXlst sentence), 89 Stat. 265.

31:492(bXlXlst sentence words before
1st comma, words between 2d
comma and proviso).
3332(c) ................................ 31:492(bXlXproviso, last sentence) ...
31:492(note) ............................................. July 19, 1975, Pub. L. 94-57, 89 Stat. 265,
§1(bX2d, last sentences), (cX2d, last sentences); added Dec. 18, 1975, Pub. L. 94157, §109, 89 Stat. 831.
words)
.............
31:492(bX2Xless 32d-43d
3332(d) .....................................
.... ............. 31:492(c) .....................................
3332(e) .....
R.S. §3620(d); added Aug. 7, 1972, Pub. L.
3332(f) ............................... 31:492(dXlst-50th words) ............
92-366, 86 Stat. 506.
be31:492(bX1Xlst sentence words
3332(g) .....................................
1st and 2d commas),
tween
dX51st-last
words),
(2X32d-43d
words).
31:492(n ote) ................................................
3332(b) .....................................

In subsection (a), the definition of "agency" is omitted because of
section 101 of the revised title. The words "and the municipal government of the District of Columbia" are omitted because of section
448 of the Act of December 24, 1973 (Pub. L. 93-198, 87 Stat. 801).
The text of section 1(b)(lst sentence) and (c)(lst sentence) of the Act
of July 19, 1975, is omitted as executed. In clause (2), the words
"savings bank" are omitted as surplus.
In subsections (b)-(f), the words "officer or employee" are substituted for "employee" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the United States Code.
In subsections (b) and (d), the word "official" is substituted for
"officer" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the Code. The words "issue a check payable to" are substituted for
"make the payment . . . by sending to . . . a check that is drawn
in favor of the organization" for clarity and consistency and to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "Notwithstanding
subsection (a) of this section or any other provision of law" are
omitted as unnecessary. The words "may designate in writing not
more than 3 financial organizations to which a payment of pay of

the officer or employee shall be sent and the amount to be sent to
each organization" are substituted for "upon the written request of
an employee of the agency to whom a payment for wages or salary
is to be made . .. in the form of one, two, or three checks (the
number of checks. . . if more than one. . . designated by such employee" for clarity, consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the Code, and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "(except for a financial organization
designated by an officer or employee of either House of Congress)"
are substituted for section 1(b)(last sentence) and (c)(last sentence)
of the Act of July 19, 1975 (Pub. L. 94-57, 89 Stat. 265), because of
the restatement. The words "to which such check is sent" are omitted because of the restatement.
In subsection (d), the words "to whom a payment is to be made"
are omitted as surplus. The words "upon the written request of
such employee" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "accompanied by a schedule" are added for clarity.
In subsection (e), the word "payment" is substituted for "acquittance" for clarity and consistency.
Subsection (f) is substituted for 31:492(d)(lst-50th words) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (g), the words "rules and" in section 1(b) and (c) of
the Act of July 19, 1975 (Pub. L. 94-57, 89 Stat. 265), are omitted as
surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3333
Source (Statutes at Large)

3333(a) .....................................
31:156(less proviso) ...................................
Aug. 4, 1947, ch. 455, §3, 61 Stat. 730.
3333(b) .....................................
31:156(proviso) ...........................................

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "Secretary of the
Treasury" are substituted for "Treasurer" before "is not liable" because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The word "depositary" is substituted for "upon the
Treasurer of the United States through any Federal Reserve Bank"
for consistency in the revised title. The words "Whenever ...
heretofore has been or hereafter" and "or on behalf of" are omitted
as surplus. In clause (A), the word "Treasury" is substituted for
"Treasurer of the United States" after "drawn upon the" because
of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title
and Department of the Treasury Order 229 of January 14, 1974 (39
F.R. 2280). In clause (B), the words "public . . . of the United
States, including any obligation of any type whatever, the payment
of which is"are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "of the United States" are omitted
as unnecessary. The words "of the Treasury or the depositary" are
substituted for "Treasurer's" because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "another individual" are substituted
for "any person, other than the Treasurer of the United States" to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "now existing or which
may hereafter exist" are omitted as unnecessary.

SUBCHAPTER III-MISCELLANEOUS
SECTION
Revised Section

3341

Source (U.S.Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3341(a) .....................................
31:544(words before last semicolon).
3341(b) ............................
31:544(words after last semicolon).

R.S. §3652.

In subsection (a), the words "disbursing official" are substituted
for "officer" for clarity and consistency in the revised title. The
words "either directly or indirectly" and "or dispose of to any
person" are omitted as surplus. The words "Government warrant,
check, draft, or obligation" are substituted for "Treasury note,
draft, warrant, or other public security" for consistency in the revised title. The words "or sell .. .avails or . . .in his hands for
disbursement" are omitted as surplus. The words "only if the official deposits the premium and the proceeds in the Treasury or with
a depositary" are substituted for "without making return of such
premium, and accounting therefor by charging the same in his account" for clarity and consistency in the chapter.
In subsection (b), the words "from office" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

3342
Source (Statutes at Large)

33 2

4 (a) ..................31:492a(less lst sentence words be- Dec. 23, 1944, ch. 716, §§1-3, 58 Stat. 921;
tween 2d-7th commas, last senrestated June 16, 1953, ch. 115, 67 Stat.
tence).
61.
3342(b) .....................................
31:492a(lst sentence words between
2d-7th commas).
3342(cXl) .................................
31:492a(last sentence) ..............................
3342(cX2), (3)..
..........
31:492b ........................................................
3342(d) .....................................
31:492c ........................................................

In the section, the words "disbursing official" are substituted for
"disbursing officers" for clarity and consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a), the words "negotiable instruments" are substituted for "checks, drafts, bills of exchange, and other instruments"
for clarity and consistency. Before clause (1), the words "Subject to
regulations promulgated pursuant to sections 492a-492c of this
title" are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (3), before subclause
(A), the words "disbursing officers in foreign countries are also authorized . . . to" are omitted because of the restatement. The word
"Treasury" is substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised
title and Department of the Treasury Order 229 of January 14,
1974 (39 F.R. 2280). The words "person who is" are omitted as surplus. In subclause (B), the word "payee" is substituted for "person
to whose order they are drawn" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "who is a United States citizen" are added for clarity.
Subsection (b), before clause (1), is added because of the restatement. In clause (2), the words "the accommodation of" are omitted
as surplus. The word "personnel" is substituted for "members of
the Armed Forces and civilian personnel" to eliminate unnecessary
words and for consistency in the revised title and with other titles
of the United States Code. In clause (3), the words "of the Armed

Forces of the United States . . .institutions operated by the Veterans' Administration and other" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "For the purposes of this section"
are omitted because of the restatement. The words "in the accounts
of such disbursing officers" are omitted as unnecessary. The words
"resulting from a transaction under subsection (a) of this section"
are added for clarity. The words "not used to offset deficiencies
from transactions under subsection (a)" are substituted for "resulting from operations permitted by sections 492a to 492c of this title"
for clarity and consistency.
Subsection (c)(3) is substituted for 31:492b(2d sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (d), the words "rules and . . .governing the disbursing officers under their respective jurisdictions, as may be
deemed necessary or proper . . .the purposes of' are omitted as
surplus. The words "under conditions the Secretary decides are
necessary" are substituted for "subject to such terms and conditions as he may prescribe" for clarity and consistency. The words
"and exercise the function of disbursement pursuant to a delegation by the Secretary of the Treasury" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION 3343
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

N ov. 21, 1941, ch. 489, §§1-3, 55 Stat. 777.
31:561 ..........................................................
3343(a) .....................................
...............
31:562 ..........................................................
3343(b) ... .........
Nov. 21, 1941, ch. 489, 55 Stat. 777, §4;
31:563a(lst sentence) ................................
added Dec. 22, 1974, Pub. L. 93-539, §1(b),
88 Stat. 1738.
31:563a(2d sentence) .................................
3343(c) ......................................
31:563(words after 3d comma) ...............
3343(d) .............................
31:563a(last sentence) ..............................
31:563(words before 3d com ma) .............
3343(e) ......................................

Subsection (a) is substituted for 31:561 for clarity and consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code
and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), the text of 31:563a(lst sentence) is omitted because of section 321 of the revised title. Before clause (1), the word
"Secretary" is substituted for "Treasurer of the United States"
before "is authorized and directed" in 31:562 because of the source
provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words
"prior to reclamation" and "heretofore or hereafter" are omitted
as unnecessary. The words "Treasury or a depositary designated by
the Secretary" are substituted for "Treasurer of the United States'
before "has been lost or stolen" because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title and Department of the
Treasury Order 229 of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R. 2280) and for consistency in the revised title. The words "it is established" are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (2), the words "Secretary or a depositary" are substituted for "Treasurer" for consistency. In clause (3),
the words "either directly or indirectly" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "drawn on a designated depositary"
are added because of the restatement.
In subsection (d), the words "The Secretary shall deposit immediately to the credit of the Fund amounts recovered from a forger"

113
3 1:563(words

are substituted for
after 3d comma) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "The liability and restoration provisions of section 563 of this title shall apply with respect to checks
drawn on designated depositaries" in 3 1:5 63a(last sentence) are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "because of a forged check drawn on a designated depositary" are
added for clarity. The words "credited to" are substituted for
"used, as required, to reimburse" for clarity and to eliminate
unnecessary words. The word "payment" is substituted for "settlement" for consistency. The words "under subsection (b) of this section" are added for clarity.
In subsection (e), the word "Secretary" is substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title.
CHAPTER 35-ACCOUNTING AND COLLECTION
SUBCHAPTER I-GENERAL
Sec.
3501.

Definition.

SUBCHAPTER II-ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS, SYSTEMS, AND
INFORMATION

3511.

3512.
3513.

3514.

Prescribing accounting requirements and developing accounting systems.

Executive agency accounting systems.

Financial reporting and accounting system.

Discontinuing certain accounts maintained by the Comptroller General.
SUBCHAPTER III-AUDITING AND SETTLING ACCOUNTS

3521.
3522.
3523.
3524.
3525.
3526.
3527.
3528.
3529.
3530.
3531.
3532.

Audits by agencies.
Making and submitting accounts.
General audit authority of the Comptroller General.
Auditing expenditures approved without vouchers.
Auditing nonappropriated fund activities.
Settlement of accounts.
General authority to relieve accountable officials and agents from liability.
Responsibilities and relief from liability of certifying officials.
Requests for decisions of the Comptroller General.
Adjusting accounts.
Property returns.
Notification of account deficiencies.

3541.
3542.
3543.
3544.
3545.

SUBCHAPTER IV-COLLECTION
Distress warrants.
Carrying out distress warrants.
Postponing a distress warrant proceeding.
Rights and remedies of the United States Government reserved.
Civil action to recover money.

SUBCHAPTER I-GENERAL
SECTION 3501
Revised Section
3501 .....................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:65a ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §118, 64 Stat. 837;
Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 814, §2(c), 70 Stat. 783.

The words "As used . . . the term" are omitted as surplus. The

words "means any executive department or independent establishment in the executive branch of the Government" are omitted be-

cause of section 102 of the revised title. The reference to 31:66d is
unnecessary because the defined term is not used in the restatement of 31:66d in section 3514 of the revised title. The text of
31:65a(words after 4th comma) is omitted as unnecessary because of
39:410.
SUBCHAPTER II-ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS, SYSTEMS,
AND INFORMATION
SECTION 3511
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)
3

3511(a) .....................................
3511(b) .....................................

6

1: 6(aXlst sentence
last comma).

words

Source (Statutes at Large)
before

31:66(aXlst sentence words after last
comma, 2d sentence).
31:49 ............................................................
31:66(aX3d, last sentences) ......................
31:65(f) .................................................

3511(c) ......................................
3511(d) ....................................

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §§111(f), l12(a), 64
Stat. 835; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff.
July 1, 1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §309, 42 Stat. 25.

In the section, the words "the head of' are added for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "of the United States" are omitted as
surplus. The word "President" is substituted for "Director of the
Office of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a)
of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat.
2085) redesignated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to
the President.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "as a whole" and "respective" are
omitted as surplus.
Subsection (c)(2) is substituted for 31:49 and the words "and, to
the extent he deems necessary, the authority vested in him by section 49 of this title" in 31:66(a) for clarity and consistency. H. Rept.
2556, 81st Cong. (1950), states that the Comptroller General will be
able to prescribe appropriation and fund accounting systems under
31:49 "in terms of principles, standards and related requirements
rather than in terms of detailed forms and procedures". The reference to the judicial branch covers authority that the Comptroller
General was given under 31:49 that applies to departments and establishments except the Supreme Court that was not superseded by
the source provisions restated in subsection (a) of this section.
SECTION 3512
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)
3

3512(a) .................................... l.O 6a

~a)..........................

3512(b)..................

31:66a(c) .....................................................

3512(c) ......................................

31:66(b)(less Treasury Department)

3 5 12(d ) .....................................

31:66a(b) .....................................................
3 1:66(c) ........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §§112(c), 113(a), 64
Stat. 835; Reorg.2 Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff.
July 1, 1970, §10 (a), 84 Stat. 2085.
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §113(c);
added Aug. 1, 1956, ch. 814, §2(b), 70 Stat.
782.
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §§112(bXless Tressury Department), 113(b), 64 Stat. 835, 836.

In subsection (a)(3), the words "funds, property, and other" are
omitted as surplus.

In subsection (a)(4)(C), the word "President" is substituted for

"Office of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and
102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84
Stat. 2085) redesignated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of
Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the
Bureau to the President.
In subsection (a)(5), the words "the accounting of the Treasury
Department in connection with" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "As soon as practicable after August
1, 1956" are omitted as executed. The words "with a view", "adequate", and "as an integral part of the system" are omitted as surplus.
In subsections (c) and (d), the words "Comptroller General" are
substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. The
word "considers" is substituted for "deemed" as being more precise.
In subsection (c), the text of 31:66a(b) is omitted as unnecessary.
In clause (1), the words "the head of' are added for consistency
with the revised title and other titles of the United States Code. In
clause (2), the words "under section 3511 of this title" are substituted for "by him" in 31:66(b)(less Treasury Department) for clarity.
In subsection (d), the word "concerned" is omitted as surplus.
The word "President" is substituted for "Director of the Office of
Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 redesignated the Bureau of the
Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and transferred
all functions of the Bureau to the President.
SECTION
Revised Section

3513

Source (U.S. Code)

3513(a) .................................

31:66b(a) .....................................................

3513(b) ..................

31:66b(b) ....................................................

3513(c) ......................................

31:66(bXrelatd to Treasury Department).
31:66b(c) ...............
.............................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §114(a), 64 Stat. 836;
Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1,
1970, §102(a), 84 Stat. 2085.
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §§112(bXrelated to
Treasury Department), 114(b), (c), 64 Stat.
835, 836.

In subsection (a), the words "the results of' are omitted as surplus. The words "The report" are substituted for "Provided, That"
for clarity. The word "information" is substituted for "data" for
consistency. The word "President" is substituted for "Director of
the Office of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and
10 2(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84
Stat. 2085) redesignated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of
Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the
Bureau to the President. The words "in connection with the preparation of the Budget or for other purposes of the Office" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "The head of' are added for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States
Code. The words "by rules and regulations" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 321(b) of this title. The words "to prepare
the reports" are substituted for "for the effective performance of

his responsibilities under this section" for clarity and to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "install, revise, or eliminate", "the
several bureaus and offices of', "with such concentration of accounting and reporting as is necessary", and "the activities of" are
omitted as surplus. The word "be" is substituted for "provide" for
clarity. The text of 31:66b(b)(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary because of section 321 of this title.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the text of 31:66b(c) is omitted
as unnecessary. The words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. In clause (1), the
word "Secretary" is substituted for "Treasury Department" in
31:66(b)(related to Treasury Department) for consistency. The word
"central" is omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the word "considers"
is substituted for "deemed" as being more precise. The words
"under section 3511 of this title" are substituted for "by him" for
clarity.
SECTION 3514
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3514 ..........................................
31:66d ..........................................................
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §116, 64 Stat. 837.

The words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General
Accounting Office" for consistency. The word "agency" is substituted for "executive, legislative, and judicial agencies" because of sections 101, 102, and 3501 of the revised title. The word "properly" is
omitted as surplus.
SUBCHAPTER III-AUDITING AND SETTLING ACCOUNTS
SECTION 3521
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3521(a) ..................31:44(lst sentence) ...........................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
31:65b
............................
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §119, 64 Stat. 838.
31:75, 41:21
................................................
July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §22, 28 Stat. 210.
31:82 .. ........................
...........................
Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1(last par. under
heading "Office of the Comptroller of the
Treasury"), 37 Stat. 375.
3521(b) .....................................
31:82b-l(aXlst sentence words before Aug. 30, 1964, Pub. L. 88-521, 78 Stat. 700;
semicolon, last sentence).
Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604, §101, 88
Stat. 1959.
3521(c) ......................................
31:82b-1(aXlst sentence words after
semicolon).
3521(d) .....................................
31:82b-1 (b)..................................................

In the section, the word "audit" is substituted for "examination",
and the word "official" is substituted for "officer", for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "Except as otherwise provided" in
31:82(words before 5th comma) are omitted as unnecessary. The
words "on and after August 23, 1912" are omitted as executed. The
words "of an agency" are substituted for "public" for clarity and
consistency. The words "preliminary to their audit by the General
Accounting Office .. .as contemplated by section 78 of this title"
are omitted as unnecessary. The words "Comptroller General" are

substituted for "General Accounting Office" in 31:75 for consistency. The words "prepared and" in 31:82(words between 5th and 6th
commas) are omitted as surplus. The words "by and through the
administrative heads of divisions and bureaus" are omitted because
of the authority vested in the heads of agencies. The words "and
pay rolls" are omitted as being included in "vouchers". The text of
31:82(words after 6th comma) is omitted as executed. The text of
31:75(1st par.) is omitted as unnecessary because of section 321(b) of
the revised title. The words "head of each agency" are substituted
for "head of each executive agency . . . Provided, That the same
authority is conferred upon the officers responsible for the administrative examination of accounts for legislative and judicial agencies" in 31:65b and "heads of the several executive departments
and of the proper officers of other Government establishments, not
within the jurisdiction of any executive department" in 31:75 because of sections 101, 102, and 3501 of the revised title. The words
"shall prescribe regulations for conducting the audit" are substituted for "It shall also be the duty of . . to make appropriate rules
and regulations to secure a proper administrative examination of
all accounts sent to them, as required by section 78 of this title" for
consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "and
for the execution of other requirements of this chapter insofar as
the same relate to the several departments or establishments" are
omitted as unnecessary. The words "or places, at the seat of government or elsewhere . . . of fiscal officers' accounts" in 31:65b are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "the Mayor of the District of Columbia" are omitted as superseded by sections 448(2) and 449 of the
District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization Act (Pub. L. 93--198, 87 Stat. 802, 803).
In subsection (c), the words "made by him" are omitted as surplus. The words "head of the" are added for consistency. The words
"to recover the illegal, improper, or incorrect payment in accordance with procedures" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 3522
Revised Section
3522(aX1) ................

3522(aX2) ................
3522(b)1), (2) .............

3522(bX3) ................

Source (U.S. Code)

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
R.S. §3622; Feb. 27, 1877, ch. 69(8th com31:496(lst sentence) .................
plete par. on p. 249), 19 Stat. 249; July
31, 1894, ch. 174, §12)tast par.), 28 Stat.
209.
30, 1890, ch 837, §4, 26 Stat. 413.
Aug.
31:497 ......................................
........ R.S. §3623.
31:498 ............................................
31:44(lst sentence) ............................
§12(lst par.), 28 Stat.
31:78(lst, last sentences) ....................... July 31, 1894, ch. 174, ch. 177, §4, 28 Stat.
209; Mar. 2, 1895,
807.
31:496(2d sentence) ............................
... .. ............... June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
31:44(lst sentence)
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
Mar. 2, 1901, ch. 803(3dpar. on p.910), 31
31:80 .........................................................
Stat. 910; July 9, 1918, ch. 143, ch.
XVIIIflast par.), 40 Stat. 892.
....... ............. Nov. 21, 1941, ch. 499, 55 Stat 781.
31:8 a...............
31:44(lst sentence) .................

31:80b ..........................................................

3522(bX4) ................

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:80c ..................................................
31:496(3d sentence) ...........................
31:44(lst sentence) ........................

Dec. 26, 1941, ch. 629, 55 Stat. 862; Dec 23,
1944, ch. 720, 58 Stat. 923.
Feb. 20, 1942, ch. 95, 56 Stat. 94.
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SECTION 3522-Continued
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)
31:81 ............................................................

3522(c) ......................................
3522(d) .....................................
3522(eXl) .................................
3522(eX2) ................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
M ar. 4, 1907, ch. 2918, §1(3d par. under
heading "United States Courts'), 34 Stat.
1360.

31:496(4th sentence ) .................................
31:4960ast sente nce) ................................
31:44(lst sentence)....................................
31:78(2d sentence) ..............................
31:44(lst sentence) .........................
31:78(3d, 4th sentences) ...........................

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (a)(1), the words "of the United States" and "and
the Secretary of the Senate shall render his accounts as otherwise
provided" in 31:497 are omitted as unnecessary. The words "Except
as otherwise provided" in 31:496 are omitted as unnecessary. The
words "official or agent of the United States Government" are substituted for "officer or agent of the United States" for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
The word "pay" is substituted for "salary, pay, or emolument" for
consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "official or agent of the Government" are substituted for "officers, agents, or other persons" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
The word "distinct" is omitted as surplus. The word "received" is
substituted for "application" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (b)(1), the text of 31:496(2d sentence) is omitted as
surplus. The text of 31:78(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary
because of 39:410. The words "Except as otherwise provided by
law" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "mailed or otherwise"
are omitted as surplus. The words "District of Columbia" are substituted for "Washington" for consistency. The words "The official
shall submit the account" are substituted for "and shall be transmitted" for clarity. The words "and received by" are omitted as
surplus. The words "receiving the account" are substituted for "of
their actual receipt at the proper office in Washington" to eliminate unnecessary words.
Subsection (b)(2) is substituted for "and quarterly and other accounts within twenty days after the period to which they relate"
and "and sixty days in the case of quarterly and other accounts"
because of the restatement.
In subsection (b)(3), the source provisions are combined to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "Notwithstanding paragraphs
(1) and (2) of this subsection" are added for clarity. The words
"monthly" in 31:80 and "quarterly" in 31:80c are omitted as unnecessary. The words "armed forces" are substituted for "Army" in
31:80 and 80a and "United States Navy, United States Marine
Corps, and United States Coast Guard" in 31:80b for consistency
with title 10. The Air Force is included because of sections 205(a)
and 207(a) and (f) of the National Security Act of 1947 (ch. 343, 61
Stat. 501, 502) and sections 1 and 53 of the Act of August 10, 1956
(ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 488, 676).

In subsection (b)(4), the words "Notwithstanding paragraphs (1)
and (2) of this subsection" are added for clarity. The words "United
States marshals and other" are omitted as surplus. The words "in
the Department of Justice at Washington, District of Columbia"
are omitted because of the restatement.
In subsection (c), the words "whose accounts are in default", "be
required to", "satisfactory", "at the General Accounting Office or
proper bureau", and "proper" are omitted as surplus. The words
"after the time required by subsection (b) of this section"
are substituted for "thereafter" for clarity.
In subsection (d), the word "agency" is substituted for "departments" because of the definition of "agency" in section 102 of the
revised title. The word "may" is substituted for "Nothing contained
in this section shall, however, be construed to restrain . . . from"
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "about the agency" are
substituted for "from the officer or agent, subject to the control of
such heads of departments" for clarity.
In subsection (e)(1), the words "if an account from which the advance is to be made is not submitted to the Comptroller General
within the time required by subsection (b) of this section" are substituted for "Should there by any delinquency in this regard" for
clarity.
In subsection (e)(2), the 1st sentence is substituted for 31:78(3d
sentence), and the words "If an account is not submitted to the
Comptroller General on time under subsection (b)" are substituted
for "Should there be a delay by the administrative departments
beyond the aforesaid twenty or sixty days in transmitting accounts", for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"District of Columbia" are substituted for "seat of Government"
for consistency. The words "in the particular case" and "of money
requested" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 3523
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3 23(a) ...............................
3523(b) .................................

31:67(a).........
..................
31:67(c) ...........................

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §117(a), 64 Stat. 837.
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §117(c);
added Aug. 20, 1964, Pub. L. 88-454,
§105(aXlast par.), 78 Stat. 551.
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §117(b), 64 Stat. 837;
Aug 20, 1964, Pub. L. 88-454, §105(a)(last
par.), 78 Stat. 551.

5

352

3(c) ..................

31:67(b)

..............

...........................

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (a), the words "otherwise" and "including but not
limited to the accounts of accountable officers" are omitted as surplus. The words "in accordance with such principles and procedures and under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed
by the Comptroller General of the United States" are omitted as
unnecessary because of section 711 of the revised title. The words
"to be followed" are omitted as surplus. The words "to which records are to be inspected" are substituted for "of examination of
vouchers and other documents" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code.

In subsection (b), the first sentence is substituted for 3 1:6 7(c)(lst
sentence), and the word "Congress" is substituted for "the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives", for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "the head of" are added for consistency.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "or places", "accounts and other",
and "contracts, vouchers, and other" are omitted as surplus. The
word "record" is substituted for "documents" for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the Code. The words "under
existing law" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "Provided, That" are omitted because of the restatement. The words "the accounts and records of"
are omitted as surplus.
SECTION

3524

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3524(a)(1) .................................

31:67(f 1Xllst sentence) ............................

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §117(f);
added Apr. 3, 1980, Pub. L. 96-226, §101,
94 Stat. 311.

3524(aX2) .................................
31:67(fX 2) ....................................................
3524(b ) .....................................
31:67(f)(4) ...................................................
3524(c) .....................................
31:67(f)(3XB ) . ....................................
3524(d) ...................... 31:67(f)(1)(last sentence), (3)(A) ...............
3524(e) ......................................
3 1:67(f )(3)(C) ...............................................
3524(f) .................. 31:67(f)(1X2d sentence) ...................

In subsection (a)(1), the words "Notwithstanding any provision of
law" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "may audit" are
added for clarity and for consistency in the revised section and
chapter. The words "as may be necessary to enable him" and "in
fact, actually" are omitted as surplus. The words "Records ...
shall be made available" are substituted for "shall have access to
such books, documents, papers, records" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "With respect to any expenditure
accounted for solely on the approval, authorization, or certificate of
the President of the United States or an official of an executive
agency and notwithstanding any provision of law" are omitted because of the restatement. The words "in question" are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "Before December 1 of each year"
are substituted for "Not later than sixty days after the beginning
of each fiscal year" for clarity. The words "starting on or after October 1, 1980" are omitted as executed. The words "audit by the
Comptroller General under" and "the Chairmen of" are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "proceeding pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection" and "the safety of" are
omitted as surplus.
Subsection (d)(1) is substituted for 31:67(f)(1)(last sentence) to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (e), the words "from the provisions of paragraph
(1)" are omitted as surplus.
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SECTION
Revised Section

3525
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604, §301, 88 Stat.
31:135(aXlst sentence) .............................
3525(a) .....................................
1961.
3 1:135(b )......................................................
3525(b) .....................................
3525(c) .................. 31:135(aXlast sentence) ....................

In the section, the words "the head of' are added for consistency.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "unless otherwise
provided by law" are omitted as surplus. The words "may audit"
are substituted for "shall . . .be subject to review" for consistency.
The words "in accordance with such principles and procedures and
under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe" are omitted
as unnecessary because of section 711 of the revised title. In clause
(1), the words "(including central funds)" and "military or other
... such as the Army and Air Force Exchange Service, Navy Exchanges, Marine Corps Exchanges, Coast Guard Exchanges, Exchange Councils of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, commissaries, clubs, and theaters" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "the Comptroller
General" are added for clarity. In clause (1)(B), the words "for another fund and related activities" are substituted for "in any other
case" for clarity.
In subsection (c), the words "and his duly authorized representatives" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "Records . ..shall
be made available" are substituted for "shall have access to those
books, accounts, records, documents, reports, files, and other
papers, things" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3526
Source (Statutes at Large)

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par.), 42
31:44(lst sentence) ....................................
3526(a) .....................................
Stat. 24.
R.S. §236(related to accounts); restated
.......................
account)
to
31:71(related
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §305, 42 Stat. 24.
June 5, 1920, ch. 240(3d par. under heading
31:538 ......................................................
"Advances to Disbursing Officers"), 41
Stat. 975.
31:541 ............................June 19, 1878, ch. 312, §3, 20 Stat. 168.
3526(b) ..................31:44(lst sentence) .................
par. words after 4th July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §8(lst par. less provi31:74(last
so, 3d par. 1st sentence words after semicomma).
colon, 4th par., 6th par. words after 4th
comma), 28 Stat. 207, 208; Oct. 25, 1951,
ch. 562, §31), 65 Stat. 639.
3
19, 1947, ch. 78, 61 Stat. 101; June 6,
May
.........................................
......
526(c) .................. 31:82i
86 Stat.
1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §231(ee),
213.
3 1:4 4 ...........................................................
3526(d ) .....................................
31:74(lst par. 1st sentence).....................
2
31:44(lst sentence) ....................................
......................................
35 6(e)
R.S. §291.
31:107 ..........................................................
3526(f) ................................
31:44(lst sentence) ........................
31:74(2d par.) .............................................
3526(g) .....................................
31:44(lst sentence) ....................................
31:74(lst par. last sentence) ..........

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (a), the text of 31:538 and 541 is omitted as executin
ed and obsolete. The words "either as debtor or creditor"

31:71(related to accounts) and "and adjusted" are omitted as surplus. The last 17 words are added to restate that part of section 4
of the Act of July 31, 1894 (ch. 174, 28 Stat. 206), that was inadvertently repealed in the codification of title 5.
Subsection (b) is substituted for 31:74(last par. words after 4th
comma) for clarity and consistency and because of the restatement.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "Effective three years after May
19, 1947" are omitted as executed. The words "monthly or quarterly . ..disbursing .. . or certifying" are omitted as surplus. The
word "official" is substituted for "officer" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code. The
words "a period of not to exceed", "in each case", and "involved"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "final and", "the expiration of',
and "date of' are omitted as surplus. The words "However, an
amount may be charged against the account after the 3-year period
when" are substituted for "to the extent that no further charges or
debts shall be raised in such account thereafter except as to" for
clarity and consistency.
Subsection (c)(3) is substituted for 31:82i(last proviso) to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(4), before clause (A), the words "Provided, That"
and "Provided further, That" are omitted because of the restatement. In clause (A), the words "from any payee" and "to such
payee" are omitted as surplus. In clause (B), the words "disbursing,
accountable, or certifying", "found . . .made", and "as provided in
this section" are omitted as surplus. In clause (C), the words "of his
right at any time" and "existing" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the text of 31:44(last sentence) is omitted as executed. The words "final and" are omitted as surplus. The words
''an account of the Government" are substituted for "public" for
consistency. The words "On the initiative of" and "after settlement" are added for clarity.
In subsection (e), before clause (1), the words "is expended" are
substituted for "has been or shall be issued, from the Treasury" for
clarity. The words "the purposes of' are omitted as surplus. The
word "country" is substituted for "nations" for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the Code. The words "in pursuance of any law" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the word
"duly" is omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the words "if the President decides the amount is not to be accounted for specifically" are
substituted for "as he may think it advisable not to specify" for
clarity. The words "to have been expended" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (f), the word "settled" is substituted for "which
have been finally adjusted" for consistency. The words "together
with" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3527
Source (Statutes at Large)

Aug. 1, 1947, ch. 441, §1, 61 Stat. 720; Aug.
2d sentences) .....................
31:82a-l(lst,
3527(a) ....................................
9, 1955, ch. 694, 69 Stat. 626.
Dec. 13, 1944, ch. 552, 58 Stat. 800; restated
.................. 195a(lst-3d sentences) .........................
3527(b).
Aug. 11, 1955, ch. 803, §2(a), 69 Stat. 687.
A ug. 11, 1955, ch. 803, §1, 69 Stat. 687.
..............................................
31:82a-2(a)
........................
3527(c) ...........
82
............
sentence)
a-l(last
31:
................
3527(d)(1)
31:82a-2(c).............................................

SEcTIoN 3527-Continued
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:82a-2(b)(lst sentence) ............
3527(dX2) .................................
3527(e) .................. 31:82a-2(bXlast sentence) .......................
31:95a(last sentence) ................................

In the section, the word "official" is substituted for "officer", and
the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Except as provided
in subsection (b) of this section" are added for clarity. The words
"disbursing or other" are omitted as surplus. The words "public
money, vouchers, checks, securities, or records" are substituted for
"Government funds, vouchers, records, checks, securities, or
papers" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the Code. The words "subsequent to August 1, 1947" are omitted as
executed. In clause (1)(A), the words "carrying out" are substituted
for "acting in the discharge of' for consistency. The words "failure
to act" are substituted for "omission" for clarity. Clause (2) is substituted for 31:82a-l(a)(2d sentence), and clause (3) is substituted
for 31:82a-l(lst sentence words between 1st and 2d commas), to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "armed forces"
are substituted for "Army, Navy, Air Force, or Marine Corps" for
consistency with title 10. The words "responsible for" are substituted for "Whenever . ..incurs or has incurred" for consistency. The
words "public money, vouchers, or records" are substituted for
"Government funds, vouchers, records, or papers" for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The' word "reimbursement" is substituted for "that purpose" for clarity. In
clause (A), the words "the Secretary of Defense, or" are added for
clarity because of Comptroller General decision B-201579 (Apr. 1,
1981). The words "appropriate Secretary of the military department of the Department of Defense" are substituted for "the Secretary of the department concerned", for clarity. The words "carrying out official" are substituted for "in line of his" for consistency.
In clause (B), the words "the loss or deficiency was not the result of
an illegal or incorrect payment" are substituted for 31:95a(3d sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(2), the word "involved" is added for clarity because of Comptroller General decision B-201579, April 1, 1981.
In subsection (c), the words "or any officer of the General Accounting Office designated by the Comptroller General" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 731 of the revised title. The
word "initiative" is substituted for "motion" for consistency. The
words "findings and" and "concerned" are omitted as surplus. The
words "or his designee" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 731 of the revised title. The words "in his discretion", "of acare
countability and", "official disbursing", and "the making of'
"due",
for
substituted
is
"reasonable"
word
The
omitted as surplus.

the words "the head of' are added, and the words "carry out" are
substituted for "pursued", for consistency.
In subsection (d)(1), before clause (A), the words "restore or otherwise", and the words "in . . . any amount" in 31:82a-2(c), are omitted as surplus. In clause (A), the words "to be charged" are substituted for "therefor" for clarity. In clause (B), the words "carried
out" are substituted for "effected" for consistency.
Subsection (e) is substituted for 31:82a-2(b)(last sentence) and
95a(last sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
3528(a) ...

..........

...............

3528

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:82c(less provisos) ..................................

Dec. 29, 1941, ch. 641, §2, 55 2Stat. 875; June
6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310, § 31(cc), 86 Stat.
213.
Apr. 28, 1942, ch. 247, §301(lst par. proviso
under heading "Bureau of Accounts" related to certifying officers), 56 Stat. 244.

31:82f(related to certifying officers) .
3528(b) .....................................
3528(c) ...........................

31:82c(lst proviso) ...................................
31:82c(last proviso)........................
31:82g(related to certifying officers)...

3528(d) .....................................

31:82e(related to 31:82) ..........................

June 1, 1942, ch. 320(related to certifying
officers), 56 Stat. 306.
Dec. 29, 1941, ch. 641, §4(related to §2), 55
Stat. 876.

In the section, the word "official" is substituted for "officer or
employee" and "officer" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "the existence and
correctness of' are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the words "or
otherwise stated on" are omitted as surplus. The word "records" is
substituted for "papers" for consistency. Clause (2) is substituted
for 31:82f(related to certifying officers) because of the restatement.
In clause (4), before subclause (A), the word "repaying" is substituted for "and required to make good to the United States" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "the amount of' are omitted as
surplus. In subclause (A), the word "inaccurate" is substituted for
"false, inaccurate" to eliminate an unnecessary word. The words
'made by him" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "in his discretion"
and "for any payment otherwise proper" are omitted as surplus.
Clause (2)(B) is substituted for "the payment was not contrary to
any statutory provision specifically prohibiting payments of the
character involved" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the word "services" in
31:82c(last proviso) is omitted as surplus. The words "On and after
June 1, 1942" in 31:82g(related to certifying officers) are omitted as
executed. The word "audit" is substituted for "examination" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
The words "of the transportation bill" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (2), the words "equalization and other" in 31:82g are omitted
as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "under the jurisdiction" are omitted
as surplus. The words "a military department of the Department of
Defense" are substituted for "the Department of the Army, the
Navy Department (including the Marine Corps)" for consistency
with title 10. The words "and the Panama Canal" (subsequently

changed to "the Canal Zone Government" by section 2 (a)(1) of the
Act of September 26, 1950 (ch. 1049, 64 Stat. 1038)) are omitted because of the Panama Canal Act of 1979 (Pub. L. 96-70, 93 Stat.
452). The word "pay" is substituted for "salaries" for consistency in
the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
SECTION
Revised Section

3529

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3

3529 ..........................................
1:44(lst sentence) ....................................
June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
3 7
1: 4(last par. words before 4th July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §8(6th par words
comma).
before 4th comma), 28 Stat. 208.
31:82d(words after semicolon) ................
Dec. 29, 1941, ch. 641, §§3(words after semicolon), 4(related to §3 ), 55 Stat. 876.
31:82e(related to 31:82d) ..........................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the text of 31:82e(related to
82d) is omitted as unnecessary because it does not apply to 31:82d.
The words "of law" in 31:82d(words after semicolon) are omitted as
surplus. In clause (1), the words "or under them" in 31:74(last par.
words before 4th comma) are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (2),
the words "a payment on" in 31:82d(words after semicolon) are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the word "issue" is substituted for "render" in
31:74(last par. words before 4th comma) and "obtain" in
31:82d(words after semicolon) because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3530
Source (Statutes at Large)

3530(a)
.....................................
31:1202(a)(lst sentence) .............
.......
June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §102, 86 Stat.
201.
3536(b) .....................................
31:1202(a)(ast sentence) ..........................
3530(c)
.....................................
31:1202(b) .............................................
3530(d)
..................31:581d...........................July 15, 1954, ch. 509, §3(a), 68 Stat. 483.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "restore or otherwise" are omitted as surplus. The word "currently" is substituted
for "at the time the restoration or adjustment is made" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "official" is substituted for "officer" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
United States Code. In clause (2), the words "concerned" and "the
amount of' are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "restoration or" are omitted as surplus and because of the restatement.
In subsections (c) and (d), the words "of the United States" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "and issue" are omitted as surplus.
The words "to carry out subsection (a) of this section" are substituted for "The restorations and adjustments provided for by subsection (a) of this section shall be made in accordance with" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), the word "settlement" is omitted as surplus.
The words "the Secretary of the department concerned or .. .or
independent establishment concerned" are omitted as unnecessary
because of the restatement. The word "occurring" is omitted as
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surplus. The word "accounts" is substituted for "amount" before
"was payable" for clarity. The word "succeeding" is omitted as surplus.
SECTION 3531
Revised Section
3 3

5 1(a) ..

3531(b)1

.......

................

.......................

3531(bX2) .................................
3531(c) ......................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:44(lst sentence) ....................................

June

10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st

sentence), 42 Stat. 24.

Mar. 29, 1894, ch. 49, §§1-4, 28 Stat. 47.
31:89(less debiting) ...................................
192 ....................................
31:90(words before semicolon).........
31:91(words after semicolon) .............
31:44)1st sentence) ....................................
31:89(related to debiting) ........................
31:90(words after semicolon) ..................
31:91(words before sem icolon) ................

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. The word "official" is substituted for "officer" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the text of 31:92 is omitted as
unnecessary. The words "the head of an executive department" are
substituted for "the Quartermaster-General, the Commissary-General of Subsistence, [subsequently changed to 'the Quartermaster
General' by section 3 of the Act of August 24, 1912 (ch. 391, 37 Stat.
591)], the Surgeon General, the Chief of Engineers, the Chief of
Ordnance, the Chief Signal Officer, the Paymaster General of the
Navy, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, or other like chief officers in any department" to eliminate unnecessary words and because of the restatement. In clause (1), the words "for the department" are substituted for "by, through, or under whom stores, supplies, and other public property are received for distribution, or
whose duty it is to receive or examine returns of such property" for
clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "so intrusted to him" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(1), the text of 31:91(words after semicolon) and
the words "of such officer's or agent's" and "made up to its date"
in 31:90 are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "information in" are added for
clarity. The words "when received" and "therein set forth" are
omitted as surplus. The words "auditing the account" are substituted for "accounting" for consistency. The words "for debiting on one
proper account" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "to or in any administrative bureau
or department" and "under existing laws and regulations" are
omitted as surplus.
SECTION 3532
Revised Section
3532 ....................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:497a .........

..................

June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §260, 86 Stat.
215.

The word "official" is substituted for "officers", and the word
"Government" is added, for consistency in the revised title and

with other titles of the United States Code. The words "having custody of public money" are substituted for "or in the accounts of
any officer disbursing or chargeable with public money" for clarity
and consistency. The words "immediately" and "the affairs of...
or officer" are omitted as surplus.
SUBCHAPTER IV-COLLECTION
SECTION
Revised Section

3541
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

3541(a) ..................31:44(lst sentence) ................. June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
Dec. 29, 1941, ch. 641, §3(words before semi31:82d(words before semicolon) ..............
colon), 55 Stat. 876.
31:506(lst sentence words before 8th R.S. §3625; Feb. 27, 1877, ch. 69(9th complete par. on p. 249), 19 Stat. 249; July
comma).
, 1894, ch. 174, §4(5th par.), 28 Stat.
206- June 6 1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §231(k),
86 Atat. 210.
R.S. §3633; July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §4(last
31:514 ..........................................................
par.), 28 Stat. 206.
R.S. 3634; June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310,
31:516 ..........................................................
§231(q), 86 Stat. 210.
31:506(lst sentence words after 8th
3541(b) .....................................
comma, last sentence).
R.S. §3626.
31:507 ..............................................

In the section, the word "official" is substituted for "officer" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "any collector of the revenue, receiver of public money, or other" in 31:506(lst sentence words before
8th comma) are omitted as surplus. The words "or a disbursing or
certifying official" are substituted for 31:82d(words before semicolon), 514, and 516 to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "in
the manner or within the time" in 31:506(lst sentence words before
8th comma) are omitted as surplus. The words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The words
"exhibiting truly" are omitted as surplus. The words "Secretary of
the Treasury" are substituted for "Solicitor of the Treasury" (subsequently changed to "General Counsel for the Department of the
Treasury" by section 512 of the Act of May 10, 1934 (ch. 277, 48
Stat. 759)) because of the source provisions restated in section
321(c) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the words "delinquent" in 31:506(lst sentence
words after 8th comma, last sentence) and "if any, which have
been" in 31:507 are omitted as surplus. The words "If the Secretary
intends to take and sell the property of an official that is located in
a district other than where the official resides" are substituted for
"Where the officer resides in a district other than that in which his
estate may be, which it is intended to take and sell" in 31:506 for
clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3542
Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §3627.
31:508 ..........................................................
3542(a) .....................................
R.S. §3629; June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310,
3542(bX1) ................ 31:510 .....................................................
§231(m), 86 Stat. 210.

SECTION
Revised Section

3542-Continued
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

R.S. §3630; June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310,
......
.....................
31:511 .........................
3542(b)(2) .................................
§231(n), 86 Stat. 210.
R.S. §3631; June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310,
31:512 ..........................................................
§231(o), 86 Stat. 210.
R.S. §3632; June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310,
31:513 ..........................................................
3542(c) ..................................
§231(p), 86 Stat. 210.

In the section, the word "delinquent" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a), the words "issued under section 3541 of this
title" are added for clarity. The words "by himself or by his deputy,
proceed to levy and collect the sum remaining due, by" are omitted
as surplus. The words "seize the personal property" are substituted
for "distress .. .of the goods and chattels" for clarity. The word
"intended" is omitted as surplus. The last sentence is substituted
for 31:508(last sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), the words "real property" are substituted for
"lands, tenements, and hereditaments" for clarity.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "by any delinquent officer", "declared to be", "of a levy in pursuance of", and "against him" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "personal property" are substituted for "goods and chattels" for consistency. The words "issued pursuant to sections 506 to 510 of this title" are omitted because of the
restatement. The words "or so much thereof as may be necessary
for that purpose" and "of such district or his deputy" are omitted
as unnecessary. The last sentence is substituted for 31:512 to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "that part" are substituted for "All
moneys" for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3543
Source (Statutes at Large)

R .S.§3635.
31:517 ..........................................................
3543(a) .....................................
31518............................ R .S. §3636.
3543(b) .....................................
R .S. §3637.
......................................
31:519
..........................................................
3543(c)

In subsection (a), the words "With the approval of' and "the institution of' are omitted as surplus.
In subsections (b) and (c), the words "person adversely affected"
are substituted for "person who considers himself aggrieved" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "bring a civil action . ..court"
are substituted for "prefer a bill of complaint . . .judge" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The
words "of which he complains" are omitted as surplus. The words
"any part of a distress warrant proceeding" are substituted for
"proceedings on such warrant altogether, or for so much thereof as
the nature of" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "with
sufficient security" and "as may be awarded against him" are
omitted as surplus.
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In subsection (b)(2), the words "in any manner" are omitted as
surplus. The words "under section 3542(b)(1) of this title" are substituted for "produced by the issuing of the warrant" for clarity.
The last sentence is substituted for 31:518(2d sentence words before
semicolon) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "on a finding" are substituted for
"it appears to the satisfaction of the judge" for clarity and consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "civil action"
are substituted for "application" for consistency. The words "increase the interest rate imposed . . . to" are substituted for "add to
the lawful interest assessed . . . such damages as, with such lawful
interest, shall" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "all"
and "district" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the text of R.S. §3637(last sentence) is omitted
as obsolete because of section 289 of the Act of March 3, 1911 (ch.
231, 36 Stat. 1167). The words "When the district judge", "to stay
proceedings on a distress warrant", "after it is granted", and "by
the decision in the premises", are omitted as surplus. The words
"may petition . . . by giving the judge or justice" are substituted
for "may lay before" for clarity. The words "judge of a circuit court
of appeals" are substituted for "circuit judge of the circuit" for consistency with 28:43. The words "Supreme Court justice allotted to
that district" are substituted for "circuit justice" for clarity and
consistency with 28:42. The words "and thereupon", "as the case
may be", and "the equity of' are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
3544 ....................

3544

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:520 ............................

R.S. §3638.

The words "relating to distress warrants" and "take away or"
are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
3545 ..........................................

3545

Source (U.S. Code)
31:505 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R .S. §3624.

The functions of the First Comptroller of the Treasury, referred
to in Revised Statutes section 3624, were as a matter of law vested
in the Solicitor of the Treasury by Revised Statutes sections 377
and 379 (based on the Act of May 28, 1830, ch. 153, 45 Stat. 414).
This function is now vested in the Attorney General. See 28:507 as
enacted in 1948 and revision notes thereto and existing 28:519, 547,
and 509. The words "bring a civil action" are substituted for "institute suit" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles
of the United States Code. The word "amount" is substituted for
"sum or balance" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "reported to be" are omitted as surplus. The word "settlement" is substituted for "adjustment" for consistency. The words "by the
person" are added for clarity. The words "stated to be", "in every
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instance where suit is commenced and . ..thereon", and "it shall
be" are omitted as surplus.
CHAPTER 37-CLAIMS
SUBCHAPTER I-GENERAL
Sec.
3701.
3702.
3711.
3712.
3713.
3714.
3715.

Definitions.
Authority of the Comptroller General to settle claims.
SUBCHAPTER II-CLAIMS OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Collection and compromise.
Time limitations for presenting certain claims of the Government.
Priority of Government claims.
Keeping money due States in default.
Buying real property of a debtor.

SUBCHAPTER III-CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
3721.
Claims of personnel of agencies and the District of Columbia government
for personal property damage or loss.
3722.
Claims of officers and employees at Government penal and correctional institutions.
3723.
Small claims for privately owned property damage or loss.
3724.
Claims for damages caused by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
3725.
Claims of non-nationals for personal injury or death in a foreign country.
3726.
Payment for transportation.
3727.
Assignments of claims.
3728.
Setoff against judgment.
3729.
False claims.
3730.
Civil actions for false claims.
3731.
False claims procedure.

SUBCHAPTER I-GENERAL
SECTION
Revised Section

3701

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3701(1) ................................. 31:951 ..........................................................

July 19, 1966, Pub. L. 89-508, §2, 80 Stat.
308.
Aug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, §2(1), (2), (4),
78 Stat. 767; restated Sept. 15, 1965, Pub.
L. 09-185, §8(a), 79 Stat. 789.
...
31:2402 - ...........................................
.............
..........

3701(2) ...................
3701( )

31:240(l), (4) ..............................................

Clause (1) is substituted for 31:951(a) for consistency. The text of
31:951(b) is omitted as unnecessary because of laws vesting authority in the commission, board, or other group of individuals and for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
In clause (2), the text of 31:240(1) is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section
702a

............

3702

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:44(lst sentence).................... ...

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. ist
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
R.S. §236(related to claims); June 10, 1921,
ch. 18, §805, 42 Stat. 24.
July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §14, 28 Stat. 210.
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 788, 54 Stat. 1061; Jan. 2,
1975, Pub. L. 98-604, §801, 88 Stat. 1965.

31:71(related to claims) .............
3702(b)(1) ...............................

31:86 ...........................................................
31:71a(1)(less proviso) ................

3702(b)(2) ................

31:237()(less proviso) .....................
31:71a(l))proviso) .........................
31:237()1 proviso) ......................................

SECTION
Revised Section

3702-Continued

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:71a(2) ..............................................
........
................
3 1:237 (2) ......................................................
June 22, 1926, ch. 650, §2, 44 Stat. 761;
31:122 ........................................................
3702(c) ..................................
Aug. 28, 1957, Pub. L. 85-183, §3(a), 71
Stat. 465.
A pr. 10, 1928, ch. 334, 45 Stat. 413.
...
............................
31:2 6
3702(d) ....................................
3702(bX3)

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (a), the words "Except as provided in this chapter
or another law" are added for clarity. The words "and demands
whatever" and "and adjusted" are omitted as surplus. The words
"officers or employees of the General Accounting Office" are substituted for "of his subordinates" for clarity and consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "or demand" are
omitted as surplus. The word "Government" is substituted for
"United States" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the Code. The word "representative" is substituted for
"agent or attorney" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"received by the Comptroller General" are substituted for "received in said office" for clarity and consistency. The words "the
date" are omitted as surplus. Clause (A) is added for clarity. In
clause (B), the words "cognizable by the General Accounting Office
under sections 71 and 236 of this title" are omitted as unnecessary
because of the restatement.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "member of the armed forces" are
substituted for "person serving in the military or naval forces of
the United States" for consistency with title 10. The words "to the
Comptroller General" are added for clarity.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "to the claimant" are omitted as
surplus. The words "not received in the time required" are substituted for "barred by" because of the restatement. The words "no
further communication is required" are substituted for "such
action shall be a complete response without further communication" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the text of 31:122(lst sentence words before 2d
comma and last sentence) is omitted as executed. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted for "Treasury Department"
for consistency. The word "Secretary" is substituted for "Treasurer
of the United States" because of Department of the Treasury Order
229 of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R. 2280).
In subsection (d), the words "report . . on" are substituted for
"submit the same . . .by a special report . . .the material facts"
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "or demand" are omitted as surplus. The word "Government" is substituted for "United
States", and the words "presented under this section" are substituted for "filed in the General Accounting Office" for consistency.
The words "lawfully", "the use of", and "thereon" are omitted as
surplus.

SUBCHAPTER I1-CLAIMS OF THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

3711
Source (Statutes at Large)

37

.....................................
31:952(aXless words between 1st and July 19, 1966, Pub. L. 89-508, §3, 80 Stat.
11(a)
309.
2d commas), (MIst sentence less
words between 6th and 7th
commas).
371t(b)
.....................................
31:952(b)(2d sentence, last sentence
words after semicolon).
37
11(c)(1) .................................
31:952(b)(last sentence words before
semicolon).
3711(cX2) ................................
31:952(note) ................................................
July 8, 1976, Pub. L. 94-348, §3(e), 90 Stat,
818.
37 11(d ) .....................................
3 1:952(c) ......................................................
3711(e) .................................
31:952(a)(words between 1st and 2d
commas), (blst sentence words
between 6th and 7th commas).

In the section, the words "executive or legislative agency" are
substituted for "agency" because of the restatement. The words "or
his designee" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (a), the word "Government" is added for consistency. In clause (2), the words "including the General Accounting
Office" are omitted as surplus. In clause (3), the word "financial" is
omitted as surplus.
In subsections (b) and (d), the word "official" is substituted for
"officer" for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. The words "has
the same authority that the head of the agency has" are substituted for "have the foregoing authority" for clarity. The words "by another agency" are omitted as surplus. The words "only . ..may
compromise" are substituted for "nor shall the head of an agency,
other than. . . have authority to compromise" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "that appears to be fraudulent,
false, or misrepresented by" are substituted for "as to which there
is an indication of fraud, the presentation of a false claim, or misrepresentation on the part of' to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "the debtor or . . .other" and "in whole or in part" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "Notwithstanding any provision of
the Federal Claims Collection Act of 1966" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "arising" and "an amount" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "effected . . . authority conferred
by", "on the debtor and on all officials, agencies, and courts of the
United States", "destroyed", and "with a person primarily responsible" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (e), the words "in conformity with" are omitted as
surplus.

SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3712
Source (Statutes at Large)

Mar. 6, 1946, ch. 48, §1, 60 Stat. 31; Aug.
28, 1957, Pub. L. 85-183, §3(b), 71 Stat.
465; Aug. 12, 1970, Pub. L. 91-375,
§6(/)2), 84 Stat. 782.
M ar. 6, 1946, ch. 48, §§2, 3, 60 Stat. 31.
3712(b) .....................................
31:131 .......................................................
31:130
...................................
3712(c) ............
..................
23
A ug. 28, 1954, ch. 1035, 68 Stat. 890.
3712(d) .....................................
31: 7a ....................................................
3712(a) ..................

31:129 ...........................

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (a), the words "civil action" are substituted for
"proceeding in any court", "court proceeding", and "proceeding",
and the word "fiscal" is substituted for "financial", for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
The words "Except as provided in this subsection" are added for
clarity. The words "or by an agency or official of the United
States" are omitted as surplus. The words "the Postmaster General" are omitted because of section 4(a) of the Postal Reorganization
Act (Pub. L. 91-375, 84 Stat. 773). The words "the Treasurer and
Assistant Treasurers of the United States" are omitted because of
the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title and
Department of the Treasury Order 229 of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R.
2280). The word "official" is substituted for "officers" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The words
"of the United States", "to the Treasurer of the United States or
other drawee", and "of such check, checks, warrant, or warrants"
are omitted as surplus. The text of 31:129(last sentence less proviso)
is omitted as unnecessary. The last sentence is substituted for
31:129(last sentence proviso) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), the words "at any time" in 31:131 are omitted
as surplus. The words "the claim is discovered" are substituted for
"the United States or any agency or official of the United States
who is entitled to bring the same shall discover that the United
States or any agency or official of the United States had such cause
of action" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "who is
liable to any of the actions mentioned in sections 129 to 131 of this
title" are omitted as surplus. The words "officer or employee of the
Government" are substituted for "United States or any agency or
official of the United States" before "entitled" for consistency in
the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The words "although such action would be otherwise barred by the provisions of
sections 129 to 131 of this title" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "of the United States" and "allow
in" are omitted as surplus. The word "appropriate" is added
for clarity. The word "Treasury" is substituted for "Treasurer of
the United States" before "for the amount" because of the source
provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title and Department of the Treasury Order 229 of January 14, 1974 (39 F.R. 2280).
The words "cannot be brought because notice was not given within
the time required under this subsection" are substituted for "shall
have been barred pursuant to the provisions of sections 129 to 131
of this title upon a showing that the barring of such proceedings
.. . required by the provision of section 129 of this title" for clar-

ity. The word "Secretary" is substituted for "Treasurer of the
United States" before "in failing" because of the source provisions
restated in section 321 of the revised title and Department of the
Treasury Order 229 of January 14, 1974.
In subsection (d), the words "arising from dual pay" are substituted for "arising out of the receipt by such person of compensation
• . .in violation of any provision of law prohibiting or restricting
the receipt of dual compensation" to eliminate unnecessary words
and for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
Code. The words "including Government owned or controlled corporations" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "or from the government of the District of Columbia" are omitted because of sections 102(a), 448, 449, and 761 of the District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization Act (Pub. L. 93-198, 87
Stat. 777, 801, 836).
SECTION 3713
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3713(a)
..................31:191 ..........................................................
R.S.3 2 2§3466; Nov. 6, 1978, Pub. L. 95-598,
§
(a), 92 Stat. 2678.
3713(b) ... ..........
...............
31:192 ..........................................................
R.S. §3467; restated M ay 10, 1934, ch. 277,
§518(a), 48 Stat. 760; Nov. 6, 1978, Pub. L.
95-598, §322(b), 92 Stat. 2679.

In the section, the word "claim" is substituted for "debts" for
consistency. The word "due" is omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the word "paid" is substituted for "satisfied" for consistency. In clause (B), the words "and
the priority established shall extend as well to cases in which" are
omitted because of the restatement. In clause (D), the word "property" is substituted for "estate and effects" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "absconding, concealed, or" and "by process
of law" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "The priority established under
•however" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "A representative of a person or an
estate" are substituted for "executor, administrator, or assignee, or
other" for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"for whom or for which he acts", "satisfies and", and "from such
person or estate" are omitted as surplus. The word "liable" is substituted for "answerable in his own person and estate" for consistency.
SECTION 3714
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

37 14 ..........................................
31:207 ..........................................................
R .S. §3481.

The word "amount" is substituted for "whole, or so much thereof' for clarity. The word "owes" is substituted for "due on any account from the . . . to" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"or either" and "thereon" are omitted as surplus.
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SECTION
Revised Section
3715 ..........................................

3715
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

R .S. §3470; June 2, 1965, Pub. L. 89-30, §5,
79 Stat. 119.

31:195 ..........................................................

The words "by such agent as . . . shall appoint" are omitted as
unnecessary. The word "agency" is substituted for "department or
independent agency" because of the restatement. The words "for
whom a civil action is brought" are substituted for "at whose instance suit was instituted" for consistency. The words "real property" are substituted for "lands or tenements" for clarity and consistency. The words "in behalf of the United States" are omitted as
surplus. The words "for the property" are added for clarity. The

word "property" is substituted for "such estate" for consistency in
the section. The words "Whenever such purchase is made" are
omitted as surplus. The words "transfer the property" are substituted for "make all needful conveyances, assignments, or transfers" to eliminate unnecessary words and for clarity.
SUBCHAPTER III-CLAIMS AGAINST THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT
SECTION
Revised Section
3721(a), (b) ...............................

3721
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:240(3) ......................................................
31:241(aXlXlst sentence words after
3d comma, 2d sentence words
after last comma, last sentence).
31:241(aX2Xwords after 1st comma).

31:241(bXlXlst sentence words after
5th comma, 2d sentence words
after last comma, last sentence).

31:243a(dX2d
payment).
72

sentence

related

to

Aug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, §§2(3), 4, 78
Stat. 767, 768.
Aug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, §3(aXl), 78
Stat. 767; restated Sept. 15, 1965, Pub. L.
89-185, §3(b), 79 Stat. 789; Oct. 18, 1974,
Pub. L. 93-455, §1(a), 88 Stat. 1381.
Aug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, §3(a2), (3),
(bX2)-(d), 78 Stat. 767; restated Sept. 15,
1965, Pub. L. 89-185, §3(b)-(d), 79 Stat.
789, 790.
Aug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, §3(bXl), 78
Stat 767; Sept. 15, 1965, Pub. L. 89-185,
§3(b), 79 Stat. 790; July 13, 1972, Pub. L.
92 352, §106(a), 86 Stat. 491; restated Oct.
18, 1974, Pub. L. 93-455, §1(b), 88 Stat.
1381.
Aug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, 78 Stat. 767,
§9; added Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. 96-519,
§1, 94 Stat. 3031.

31:243a(aXwors after 1st comma).
37 1(cXl) .................................
31:243a(e) ...................................................
3 21(cX2) .................................
Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. 96-519, §2, 94 Stat.
31:243a(note) ..............................................
3721(cX3) .................................
3032.
Aug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, 78 Stat. 767,
31:241(f) ......................................................
3721(d) .....................................
§3(f); added Oct. 12, 1968, Pub. L. 90-561,
82 Stat. 998.
...............
........
31:241(cX2)
3721(e) .....................................
3721(f) ............................... 31:241(aXlX2d sentence words before
last comma), (bXlX2d sentence
words before last comma), (c)(3).
31:243a(dX2d sentence less payment,
last sentence).
2
31:24 1(cX l), (d) ...........................................
37 1(g) .....................................
31:243a(c) ...............................
31:241(aX3), (bX2) ..............................
3721(h) ..................
31:243a(b) ..............................
A ug. 31, 1964, Pub. L. 88-558, 78 Stat. 767,
3721(i) ................................ 31:243 ........................................................
§8; added Sept. 15, 1965, Pub. L. 89-185,
§5, 79 Stat. 791.
31:241(aXlXlst sentence words before
37210) ......................................
st
3d comma), (2Xwords before
comma), (bXlXlst sentence words
before 5th comma).
31:243a(aXwords before 1st comma),
(dXlst sentence).

SECTION 3721-Continued
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

37 2 1(k ) .....................................
3 1:242 ..........................................................

In the section, the words "or his designee" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsections (b) and (c), the word "civilian" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "arising after August 31, 1964" and
"arising after October 18, 1974" and 31:241(a)(1)(last sentence) and
(b)(1)(last sentence) are omitted as executed.
In subsection (c)(1)(B), the words "mob violence, terrorist attacks,
or other" are omitted as surplus. The word "members" is added for
consistency.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "in which that damage or loss occurred" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(3), the text of section 2(last sentence) of the Act
of December 12, 1980 (Pub. L. 96-519, 94 Stat. 3032) is omitted as
obsolete.
Subsection (d) is substituted for 31:241(f) because of the restatement.
In subsection (e), the words "assigned to him or otherwise" in
31:241(c)(2) are omitted as surplus. The words "or the District of Columbia government" are added because of the restatement.
In subsection (f), the words "the head of the agency decides" are
substituted for "determined to be" in 31:241(b)(1) for clarity.
In subsection (g), the text of 31:243a(c)(words after 1st comma)
are omitted as executed. The words "in writing" and "of the
United States" in 31:241(c)(1) are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (h)(1), the words "the surviving . . . of a dead
member, officer, or employee" are substituted for "If a person
named in this subsection is dead" and "the decedent's surviving"
in 31:241(a)(3) and (b)(2) and "if such person is deceased" and "the
decedent's surviving" in 31:243a(b) to omit surplus words. The
words "that arose before, concurrently with, or after the decedent's
death" in 3 1:2 41(a)(3) and (b)(2) and 31:243a(b) are omitted as surplus. The words "child, parent, or brother or sister" are substituted
for "(2) children, (3) father or mother, or both, or (4) brothers or
sisters, or both" to eliminate surplus words and because of 1:1. The
words "otherwise payable" are substituted for "otherwise covered"
for clarity.
Subsection (h)(2) is substituted for "Claims of survivors shall be
settled and paid in the order named" in 31:241(a)(3) and (b)(2) and
"Claims of survivors shall be settled and paid in the order set forth
in the preceding sentence" in 31:243a(b) for clarity.
In subsection (i), the words "to the contrary" are omitted as surplus. The words "representative of a claimant" are substituted for
"agent or attorney" for clarity and consistency. The words "be
paid
or delivered to or" are omitted as surplus. The word "payment" is
substituted for "amount paid in settlement" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "individual . . .submitted and settled . ..
the authority of' are omitted as surplus. The words "and the same

shall be unlawful" are omitted because of the restatement. The
words "shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof. . .in any sum" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (j), the words "the purposes of' in 31:241(b)(1)(lst
sentence words before 5th comma) are omitted as surplus. The
words "(except subsection (b)to the extent that subsection (b)applies to the military departments, the Department of Defense, and
the Coast Guard)" are substituted for the source provisions because
of the restatement. The words "to carry out this section" after
"regulations" are added for clarity.
In subsection (k), the words "Notwithstanding any other provision of law" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

3722

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

722

3
(a) .....................................
31:238(lst sentence) ..................................
June 10,1949, ch. 187, 63 Stat. 167.
3722(b) .....................................
31:238(2d sentence last 25 words
before last semicolon).
3722(c) ......................................
31:238(2d sentence less last 25 words
before last semicolon).
3722(d) .....................................
31:238(last sentence) ................................
3722(e) .................. 31:238(note) ........................................

In subsection (a), the words "and such other officer or officers as
he may designate for such purpose" are omitted as unnecessary because of 28:509. The word "settle" is substituted for "consider, determine, adjust" for consistency. The words "the sum of" are omitted as surplus. The words "officer or employee" are substituted for
"persons employed" for consistency in the revised title and
with
other titles of the United States Code. The words "or destruction"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "assigned to him . ..otherwise" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "no part" are substituted for "not
...in whole or in part" because of the restatement.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "the Attorney General decides that
possession of" are substituted for "is determined" for clarity. The
words "claimed to be damaged, lost, or destroyed" and "necessary,
or proper . . . attendant" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(3), the word "accrues" is substituted for "the occurrence of the accident or incident out of which such claim arises"
to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), the words "A claim may be paid under this section" are added for clarity. The words "the amount of the settlement" are substituted for "an award hereunder" for consistency.
The words "in complete satisfaction of the claim" are substituted
for "shall release the United States, its agents or employees, from
any further claim by such claimant arising out of the same incident" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
3 72

Source (U.S. Code)

3723
Source (Statutes at Large)

3(a) .................. 31:215(lst sentence), 216 ........
................
Dec. 28, 1922, ch. 17, §§1-3, 42 Stat. 1066.
31:216(note) ................................................
July 3, 1943, ch. 189, §4, 57 Stat. 373.

SECTION
Revised Section

3723-Continued
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:216(note) ....................... Dec. 28, 1945, ch. 597, §4(words before 3d
comma), 59 Stat. 662.
31:216(note) ..............................................
Dec. 28, 1945, ch. 597, 59 Stat. 662, §5(last
sentence); added Mar. 20, 1946, ch. 104,
60 Stat. 56.
.. ..............................
................................
A ug. 2, 1946, ch. 753, §424(aXlast par. on p.
846), 60 Stat. 846.
31:215(last sentence proviso) ..................
3723(b) .....................................
31:215(last sentence less proviso), 217..
3723(c) ......................................

In subsection(a), before clause (1), the text of 31:216(words before
semicolon) is omitted as unnecessary because of section 102 of the
revised title. The words "acting on behalf of the Government of the
United States" in 31:215 are omitted as unnecessary. The word
"settle" is substituted for "consider, ascertain, adjust, and determine" for consistency. The words "after April 6, 1917" are omitted
as executed.
In subsection (c), the words "A claim under this section may be
paid" are added for clarity. The words "as provided in section 1304
of this title" are substituted for 31:215(last sentence less proviso)
because 31:215(last sentence less proviso) is superseded by section
201 of the Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1978 (Pub. L. 95-240,
92 Stat. 116). The words "of the settlement" are substituted for "determined under the provisions of sections 215 and 216 of this title"
in 31:217 for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The
word "complete" is substituted for "full" for consistency. The word
"satisfaction" is substituted for "settlement" for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3724
Source (Statutes at Large)

3724(a) .....................................
31:224b(words before 9th comma and Mar. 20, 1936, ch. 159, 49 Stat. 1184.
between 10th and 11th commas,
1st, 2d provisos).
31:224b(note) .............................................
Aug. 2, 1946, ch. 753, §424(aX2d par. on p.
847), (bXrelated to 2d par. of (a) on p
847), 60 Stat. 847.
3724(b) .....................................
31:224b(words between 9th and 10th
commas and between 11th comma
and 1st proviso).
3724(c) ......................................
31:224b0ast proviso) .................................

In subsection (a), the words "of the United States" are omitted as
unnecessary. The word "settle" is substituted for "consider, adjust,
and determine" for consistency. The words "after January 1, 1934"
are omitted as executed. The words "personal injury, death" are
substituted for "damages to any person" for clarity. The words "of
the Department of Justice" are omitted as unnecessary. The words
"that may not be settled under chapter 171 of title 28" are substituted for section 424(a)(2d par. on p. 847) and (b)(related to 2d par.
of (a) on p. 847) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946
(31:224b(note)) because of the restatement. The words "An officer or
employee of the United States Government may not present a
claim arising during the scope of employment" are substituted for
31:224b(1st proviso) to eliminate unnecessary words. The text of
31:224b(2d proviso words after semicolon) is omitted as executed.
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In subsection

(b), the word

"settlement" is substituted for

"amount as may be found due to any claimant . . . as a legal
claim" for clarity and consistency. The words "by Congress" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "A claim may be paid under this section" are added for clarity. The words "of the settlement" are substituted for "determined to be due him under the provisions of this
section" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The
word "complete" is substituted for "full and final" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "satisfaction" is substituted for "settlement" for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3725
Source (Statutes at Large)

3725(a) ....................................
31:224a(words before 21st comma, Feb. 13, 1936, ch. 67, 49 Stat. 1138.
1st, 2d provisos).
31:224a(note) ..............................................
July 3, 1943, ch. 189, §7, 57 Stat. 374.
......................................................................
D ec. 28, 1945, ch. 597, §1, 59 Stat. 662.
.......................................................................
Dec. 28, 1945, ch. 597, 59 Stat. 662, §5(lst
sentence); added Mar. 20, 1946, ch. 104,
60 Stat. 56.
2
3725(b) ...............................
31:224a(words between
1st comma
and 1st proviso).
3725(c) ......................................
31:224a(last proviso) .................................

In subsection (a), the word "settle" is substituted for "consider,
adjust, and determine" for consistency. The words "United States
currency" are omitted as surplus. The words "after February 13,
1936" are omitted as executed. The words "act of omission of any"
are omitted as surplus. The words "(except of a military department of the Department of Defense or the Coast Guard)" are substituted for "including all officers, enlisted men, and employees of
the Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps" because of 10:2734,
section 7 of the Act of July 3, 1943 (ch. 189, 57 Stat. 374), and sections 1 and 5(1st sentence) of the Act of December 28, 1945 (ch. 597,
59 Stat. 662). The words "An officer or employee of the Government may not present a claim" are substituted for 31:224a(lst proviso) for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "by the Secretary of State" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the word "settlement" is substituted for
"amount as may be found to be due to any claimant. . . as a legal
claim" for clarity and consistency. The words "by Congress" are
omitted s surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "A claim may be paid under this section" are added for clarity. The words "of the settlement" are substituted for "determined under the provisions of this section" for
consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "complete" is substituted for "full" for consistency. The word "satisfaction" is substituted for "settlement" for clarity.

SECTION
Revised Section
26

37

3726

Source (U.S. Code)

(a) .................................
31:244(aXlst sentence, last sentence
last proviso).

Source (Statutes at Large)
322

Sept. 18, 1940, ch. 722, §
(a), 54 Stat. 955;
Aug. 26, 1958, Pub. L. 85-762, §2, 72 Stat.
860; Oct. 25, 1972, Pub. L. 92-550, §l(a),
86 Stat. 1163; Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93604, §201(1), (2), 88 Stat. 1960.

3726(b) ..................31:244(aX2d sentence, last sentence
less last proviso).
3726(c) ................................
31:244(c), (d) ...............................................
Sept. 18, 1940, ch. 722, 54 Stat. 898,
(d); added Oct. 25, 1972, Pub. L.
§l(b), 86 Stat. 1164; Jan. 2, 1975,
93-604, §201(3), 88 Stat. 1960.
3726(d)(1) .................................
31:244(b) .............
.
.........................
Sept. 18, 1940, ch. 722, 54 Stat. 898,
added Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L.
§201)3), 88 Stat. 1960.
3726(dX2) .................................
31:244(a)(3d sentence) ..............................

§322(c),
92-550,
Pub. L.
§322(b);
93-604,

In the section, the words "Administrator of General Services"
are substituted for "General Services Administration, or his designee" for consistency. The word "freight" is added for clarity and
consistency with 49:10101 et seq.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the word "individual" is substituted for "persons" for consistency. The words "or on behalf of"
are omitted as unnecessary. The words "for charges for transportation . ..the purview of' are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the
word "claim" is substituted for "cause of action thereon" for consistency. In clauses (2) and (3), the words "is made" are substituted
for "of charges .. . involved" and "subsequent .. . of such
charges" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "Provided, That
such deductions shall be made" are omitted because of the restatement. The words "found to be" are omitted as surplus. The words
"of any overcharge by any carrier or forwarder" and "The term
'overcharges' shall be deemed to mean . . .those applicable thereto" are omitted because of the restatement. The word "rate" is substituted for "charges for transportation services" and "rates, fares,
and charges" for consistency with title 49. In clause (1), the word
"authority" is substituted for "regulatory agency" for consistency.
In clause (2), the words "established" and "contract. . .from regulation" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the text of 31:244(d) and the words "Government", "or his designee ", and "of the United States" are omitted
as unnecessary. The words "under this section" are substituted for
"for passenger or freight transportation services to be furnished
the United States by any carrier or forwarder" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "transportation" is substituted for "services" for consistency. The words "ticket, receipt, bill of lading, or
equivalent .. .involved" and "as ordered by the United States"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "may request" are substituted for
"Nothing in subsection (a) of this section hereof shall be deemed to
prevent . . . from requesting" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "of limitation" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d)(2), the words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.

SECTION
Revised Section

3727
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:203(lst par. words before
3727(a) .....................................
comma).

9th

31:203(lst 3 last words after
3727(b) .....................................
pars.).
comma, 3

9th

R.S. §3477; May 27, 1908, ch. 206(last par.
on p. 411), 35 Stat. 411; Oct. 9, 1940, ch.
779, §1(related to §3477), 54 Stat. 1029;
May 15, 1951, ch. 75, §1(related to §1
related to §3477), 65 Stat. 41.

...................................
3727(c) .................. 31:203(2d par.)
31:203(5th par.) .....................................
3727(d) .....................................
31:203(4th par.) .........................................
.................................
3727(eXl)
2
A ug. 10, 1956, ch. 1041, §45, 70A Stat. 638.
31:239 ..........................................................
3727(eX ) .................................

In subsection (a)(1), the words "or share thereof' and "whether
absolute or conditional, and whatever may be the consideration
therefor" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the word "authorization" is substituted for "powers of attorney, orders, or other authorities" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsections (b) and (c), the word "official" is substituted for
"officer" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code.
In subsection (b), the words "Except as hereinafter provided" are
omitted as unnecessary. The words "read and" are omitted as surplus. The words "to the person acknowledging the same" are omitted as unnecessary. The text of 31:203(lst par. last sentence) is
omitted as superseded by 39:410. The words "Notwithstanding any
law to the contrary governing the validity of assignments" and the
text of 31:203(last par.) are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "bank, trust company, or other . . .including any Federal lending agency" are omitted as surplus. The words "of money due or to become due under a
contract providing for payments totaling at least $1,000" are substituted for "in any case in which the moneys due or to become due
from the United States or from any agency or department thereof,
under a contract providing for payments aggregating $1,000 or
more" to eliminate unnecessary words. The text of 31:203(2d par.
proviso cl. 1) is omitted as executed. In clause (1), the words "in the
case of any contract entered into after October 9, 1940" are omitted
as executed. In clause (2)(A), the words "payable under such contract" are omitted as surplus. In clause (3), the words "true" and
"instrument of" are omitted as surplus. The words "department
or" are omitted because of the restatement. The words "if any" and
"to make payment" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the words "During a war or
national emergency proclaimed by the President or declared by law
and ended by proclamation or law" are substituted for "in time of
war or national emergency proclaimed by the President (including
the national emergency proclaimed December 16, 1950) or by Act
or joint resolution of the Congress and until such war or national
emergency has been terminated in such manner" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "Department of Energy (when carrying
out duties and powers formerly carried out by the Atomic Energy
Commission)" are substituted for "Atomic Energy Commission
(which was reconstituted as the Energy Research and Development
Administration by 42:5813 and 5814) because of 42:7151(a) and 7293.

The words "other department or . .. of the United States ...
except any such contract under which full payment has been
made" and "of any moneys due or to become due under such contract" before "shall not be subject" are omitted as surplus. The
words "A payment subsequently due under the contract (even after
the war or emergency is ended) shall be paid to the assignee without" are substituted for "and if such provision or one to the same
general effect has been at any time heretofore or is hereafter included or inserted in any such contract, payments to be made
thereafter to an assignee of any moneys due or to become due
under such contract, whether during or after such war or emergency . ..hereafter" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "of
any nature" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the words "or
any department or agency thereof' are omitted as unnecessary. In
clause (2), the words "under any renegotiation statute or under any
statutory renegotiation article in the contract" are omitted as surplus.
Subsection (e)(1) is substituted for 31:203(4th par.) to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "person receiving an amount
under an assignment or allotment" are substituted for "assignees,
transferees, or allotees" for clarity and consistency. The words "or
to others for them" and "with respect to such assignments, transfers, or allotments or the use of such moneys" are omitted as surplus. The words "person making the assignment or allotment" are
substituted for "assignors, transferors, or alloters" for clarity and
consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

3728
Source (Statutes at Large)

31:227(lst sentence words before Mar. 3, 1875, ch. 149, 18 Stat. 481; restated
3728(a) .....................................
Mar. 3, 1933, ch. 212, §13, 47 Stat. 1516.
semicolon).
22
31: 7(lst sentence words after semi3728(b) .....................................
colon, 2d, 3d sentences).
31:227(last sentence) ................................
3728(c) ......................................

In the section, the words "of the United States" are omitted as
unnecessary.
In subsection (a), the words "final .. . recovered .. .duly allowed by legal authority", "for payment", and "in any manner,
whether as principal or surety" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "due from the plaintiff to the
United States" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(2)(A), the words "of such judgment", "be sufficient to", and "charges and" are omitted as surplus. The words "of
bringing a civil action" are substituted for "in prosecuting the
debt" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code. The words "of the United States to final
judgment" and "to the United States" are omitted as surplus.
Subsection (b)(2)(B) is substituted for 31:227(3d sentence) for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "for debt and costs", "thereon", and
"from the plaintiff' are omitted as surplus.

SECTION 3729
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

R .S. §3490.
31:231 ..........................................................
3729 ..........................................

In the section, before clause (1), the words "a member of an
armed force of the United States" are substituted for "in the military or naval forces of the United States, or in the militia called
into or actually employed in the service of the United States" and
"military or naval service" for consistency with title 10. The words
"is liable" are substituted for "shall forfeit and pay" for consistency. The words "by reason of the doing or committing such act" are
omitted as surplus. The words "civil action" are substituted for
"suit" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code. The words "and such forfeiture and damages shall be sued for in the same suit" are omitted as unnecessary
because of rules 8 and 10 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(28 App. U.S.C.). In clauses (1)-(3), the words "false or fraudulent"
are substituted for "false, fictitious, or fraudulent" and "fraudulent
or fictitious" to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency.
In clause (1), the words "presents, or causes to be presented" are
substituted for "shall make or cause to be made, or present or
cause to be presented" for clarity and consistency and to eliminate
unnecessary words. The words "officer or employee of the Government or a member of an armed force" are substituted for "officer
in the civil, military, or naval service of the United States" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The
words "upon or against the Government of the United States, or
any department or officer thereof' are omitted as surplus. In
clause (2), the word "knowingly" is substituted for "knowing the
same to contain any fraudulent or fictitious statement or entry" to
eliminate unnecessary words. The word "record" is substituted for
"bill, receipt, voucher, roll, account, claim, certificate, affidavit, or
deposition" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles
of the Code. In clause (3), the words "conspires to" are substituted
for "enters into any agreement, combination, or conspiracy" to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "of the United States, or
any department or officer thereof" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (4), the words "charge", "or other", and "to any other
person having authority to receive the same" are omitted as surplus. In clause (5), the words "document certifying receipt" are substituted for "certificate, voucher, receipt, or other paper certifying
the receipt" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "arms, ammunition, provisions, clothing, or other", "to any other person",
and "the truth of' are omitted as surplus. In clause (6), the words
"arms, equipments, ammunition, clothes, military stores, or other"
are omitted as surplus. The words "member of an armed force" are
substituted for "soldier, officer, sailor, or other person called into
with
or employed in the military or naval service" for consistency
person"
other
or
officer,
sailor,
soldier,
"such
words
title 10. The
are omitted as surplus.
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SECTION 3730
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

37

30(a).................. 31:233 .........................................................
R.S. §3492.
3730(bXl) .................................
31:232(A), (BXless words between 3d R.S. §3491(A)-CE); restated Dec. 23, 1943, ch.
and 4th commas).
377, §1, 57 Stat. 608; June 11, 1960, Pub.
L. 86-507, §1(28), (29), 74 Stat. 202.
3730(b)(2) ................................
31:232(C)(lst-3d sentences, 5th sentence proviso).
3730(b)(3) .................................
31:232(CX4th sentence, 5th sentence
less proviso).
3730(bX4) .................................
31:232(C)(last sentence), (D) ...............
3730(c)(1) ...............
............ 31:232(E X1) .............................................
3730(cX2) .................................
31:232(EX2) less proviso) ..........................
3730(d) .....................................
31:232(B)(words between 3d and 4th
commas), (E)(2)(proviso).

In the section, the words "civil action" are substituted for "suit"
for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
United States Code.
In subsection (a), the words "Attorney General" are substituted
for "several district attorneys of the United States [subsequently
changed to 'United States attorneys' because of section 1 of the Act
of June 25, 1948 (ch. 646, 62 Stat. 909)] for the respective districts,
for the District of Columbia, and for the several Territories" because of 28:509. The words "by persons liable to such suit" are
omitted as surplus. The words "and found within their respective
districts or Territories" are omitted because of the restatement.
The words "If the Attorney General finds that a person has violated or is violating section 3729, the Attorney General shall bring a
civil action against the person" are substituted for "and to cause
them to be proceeded against in due form of law for the recovery of
such forfeiture and damages" for clarity and consistency. The
words "as the district judge may order" are omitted as surplus. The
words "of the Attorney General" are substituted for "the person
bringing the suit" for consistency in the section.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "Except as hereinafter provided"
are omitted as unnecessary. The words "for a violation of section
3729 of this title" are added because of the restatement. The words
"and carried on", "several", and "full power and" are omitted as
surplus. The words "of the action" are substituted for "to hear, try,
and determine such suit" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "Trial is in the judicial district in which the person charged
with a violation is found or the violation occurs" are substituted
for "within whose jurisdictional limits the person doing or committing such act shall be found, shall wheresoever such act may have
been done or committed" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the Code. The words "withdrawn or" and
"judge of the" are omitted as surplus. The words "Attorney General" are substituted for "district attorney [subsequently changed to
'United States attorney' because of section 1 of the Act of June 25,
1948 (ch. 646, 62 Stat. 909)], first filed in the case" because of
28:509.
In subsection (b)(2), before clause (A), the words "bill of', "Whenever any such suit shall be brought by any person under clause (B)
of this section" and "to the effective prosecution of such suit or"
are omitted as surplus. The words "served on the Government
under rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (28 App.

U.S.C.)" are substituted for "notice . . . shall be given to the
United States by serving upon the United States Attorney for the
district in which such suit shall have been brought . . . and by
sending, by registered mail, or by certified mail, to the Attorney
General of the United States at Washington, District of Columbia"
because of 28:509 and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"proceed with the action" are added for clarity. Clause
(A) is substituted for "shall fail, or decline in writing to the court, during
said period of sixty days to enter any such suit" for clarity and consistency. In clause (B), the words "a period of' and "therein" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "within said period" are omitted
as surplus. The words "proceeds with the action" are substituted
for "shall enter appearance in such suit" for consistency. The
words "In carrying on such suit" and "and may proceed in all respects as if it were instituting the suit" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(4), the words "Unless the Government proceeds
with the action" are added because of the restatement. The words
"shall dismiss an action brought by the person on discovering"
are
substituted for "shall have no jurisdiction to proceed with any such
suit . . . or pending suit . . . whenever it shall be made to appear
that" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "or any agency,
officer, or employee thereof' are omitted as unnecessary. The text
of 31:232(C)(last sentence proviso) and (D) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (c), the words "herein provided", "fair and ...
compensation to such person", and "involved therein, which shall
be collected" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "whether heretofore or hereafter
brought" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "bringing the
action or settling the claim" are substituted for "who brought such
suit and prosecuted it to final judgment, or to settlement" for clarity and consistency. The words "as provided in clause (B) of this
section" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "the civil penalty"
are substituted for "forfeiture" for clarity and consistency. The
words "to his own use", "the court may", and "to be allowed and
taxed according to any provision of law or rule of court in force, or
that shall be in force in suits between private parties in said court"
are omitted as surplus.
Subsection (d) is substituted for 31:232(B)(words between 3d and
4th commas) and (E)(2)(proviso) to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
3731(a) ..................
3731(b) ..................

3731

Source (U.S. Code)
31:232(F) ...........
31235............................

Source (Statutes at Large)
............

R.S. §3491(F); added Nov. 2, 1978, Pub. L.
95-582, §1, 92 Stat. 2479.
R.S. §3494.

In subsection (b), the words "A civil action under section 3730 of
this title" are substituted for "Every such suit" for clarity.

SUBTITLE IV-MONEY
Sec.

CHAPTER

51. COIN S AN D CU RREN CY ............................................................................
53. MONETARY TRANSACTIONS ..................................................................

5101
5301

CHAPTER 51-COINS AND CURRENCY
SUBCHAPTER I-MONETARY SYSTEM
Sec.
5101.
5102.
5103.

Decimal system.
Standard weight.
Legal tender.

5111.
5112.
5113.
5114.
5115.
5116.
5117.
5118.
5119.
5120.
5121.
5122.

SUBCHAPTER II-GENERAL AUTHORITY
Minting and issuing coins, medals, and numismatic items.
Denominations, specifications, and design of coins.
Tolerances and testing of coins.
Engraving and printing currency and security documents.
United States currency notes.
Buying and selling gold and silver.
Transferring gold and gold certificates.
Gold clauses and consent to sue.
Redemption and cancellation of currency.
Obsolete, mutilated, and worn coins and currency.
Refining, assaying, and valuation of bullion.
Payment to depositors.
SUBCHAPTER III-BUREAU OF THE MINT

5131.
5132.
5133.

Organization.
Administrative.
Settlement of accounts.

5141.
5142.
5143.
5144.

SUBCHAPTER IV-BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING
Operation of the Bureau.
Bureau of Engraving and Printing Fund.
Payment for services.
Providing impressions of portraits and vignettes.

5151.
5152.
5153.
5154.
5155.

SUBCHAPTER V-MISCELLANEOUS
Conversion of currency of foreign countries.
Value of United States money holdings in international institutions.
Counterfeit currency.
State taxation.
Providing engraved plates of portraits of deceased members of Congress.

SUBCHAPTER I-MONETARY SYSTEM
SECTION
Revised Section
5101 ....................

Source (U.S. Code)
81871............................

5101
Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3563.

The word "money" is substituted for "money of account" to eliminate unnecessary words. As far as can be determined, the phrase
"money of account" has not been interpreted by any court or Government agency. The phrase was used by Alexander Hamilton in
his "Report on the Establishment of the Mint" (1791). In that
Report, Hamilton propounded 6 questions, including:

1st. What ought to be the nature of the money unit of
the United States?
Thereafter, Hamilton uses the phrases "money unit of the United
States" and "money of account" interchangeably and in the sense
that the phrases are used to denote the monetary system for keeping financial accounts. In short, the phrases simply indicate that
financial accounts are to be based on a decimal money system:
I..,and it is certain that nothing can be more simple and
convenient than the decimal subdivisions. There is every
reason to expect that the method will speedily grow into
general use, when it shall be seconded by corresponding
coins. On this plan the unit in the money of account will
continue to be, as established by that resolution [of August
8, 1786], a dollar, and its multiples, dimes, cents, and mills,
or tenths, hundreths, and thousands.
Thus, the phrase "money of account" did not mean, by itself, that
dollars or fractions of dollars must be equal to something having
intrinsic or "substantive" value. This concept is supported by earlier writings of Thomas Jefferson in his "Notes on the Establishment of a Money Unit, and of a Coinage for the United States"
(1784), and the 1782 report to the President of the Continental Congress on the coinage of the United States by the Superintendent of
Finances, Robert Morris, which was apparently prepared by the
Assistant Superintendent, Gouverneur Morris. See Paul L. Ford,
The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, vol. III (G.P. Putnam's Sons,
1894) pp. 446-457; William G. Sumner, The Financier and the Finances of the American Revolution, vol. II (Burt Franklin, 1891, reprinted 1970) pp. 36-47; and George T. Curtis, History of the Constitution, vol. I (Harperand Brothers, 1859) p. 44, n2. The words "or
units" and "and all accounts in the public offices and all proceedings in the courts shall be kept and had in conformity to this regulation" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
5102 ..........................................

5102

Source (U.S. Code)
31:364 ...

...................

.........................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3548; restated M ar. 4, 1911, ch. 268,
§1, 36 Stat. 1354.

The words "National Bureau of Standards of the Department of
Commerce" are substituted for "Bureau of Standards of the United
States" because of 15:1511. The words "troy pound of the mint of
the United States, conformably to which the coinage thereof shall
be regulated" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The word "ensure" is substituted for "securing" as being
more precise. The words "specifications in section 5112 of this title"
are substituted for "the provisions of the laws relating to coinage"
because of the restatement.
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SECTION
Revised Section

5103
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

5103 .......................................... 31:392................................ July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §102, 79 Stat.
255.
31:456 ..........................................................
R .S. §83584.

The words "All . . . regardless of when coined or issued" are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The word
"debts" is substituted for "debts, public and private" to eliminate

unnecessary words. The words "public charges, taxes, duties, and
dues" are omitted as included in "debts".
SUBCHAPTER II-GENERAL AUTHORITY
SECTION
Revised Section
5111(aXl) ................

5111

Source (U.S. Code)
31:272 ..........................................................
31:275 ..........................................................

31:322 ..........................................................
31:342 ..........................................................
31:345 .....................................................

31:353 .........................................................

31:391(a) ......................................................
5111(aX2) ................................. 81:868............................

5111(aX(3) .................................
5111(aX4) ................
5111(b) ..................

31:324h ........................................................
31:367 ..........................................................
81:840..........................

5111(c) ............................. 31:393(a) ..........................
5111(d) .....................................

3 1:395, 396 .................

......................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3503.
R.S. §83509; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1last
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
R .S §3516.
June 4, 1897, ch. 2, §1(lst par. under heading "Recoinage, Reissue, and Transportation of Minor Coins"), 30 Stat. 27.
R.S. §83532; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §8(last
par. words before 7th comma under headtag "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
R.S. §3540; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1(last
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §101(a), 79
Stat. 254; restated Dec. 31, 1970, Pub. L.
91-607, §201, 84 Stat. 1768.
R.S. §3551; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1(last
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
Oct. 18, 1973, Pub. L. 93-127, §5, 87 Stat.
456.
Jan. 29, 1874, ch. 19, 18 Stat. 6.
R.S. §3528; Apr. 24, 1906, ch. 1861, 34 Stat.
132; Dec. 2, 1918, ch. 1, 40 Stat. 1051;
Aug. 14, 1937, ch. 631, 50 Stat. 647; June
21, 1941, ch. 213, 55 Stat. 255; June 30,
1954, ch. 427, 68 Stat. 336; July 9, 1956,
ch. 535, §1, 70 Stat. 518; restated July 23,
1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §206(a), 79 Stat. 256.
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §§103(a), 105,
106, 79 Stat. 255.

In subsection (a)(1), the words "coins described in" are substituted for "coins of the denominations set forth in" in 31:391(a) because
of the restatement. The text of 31:253, 272, and 345(1st sentence) is
omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section
321(c) of the revised title. The text of 31:275, 322, 342, 345(last sentence), and 353 is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "Secretary of the Treasury" are
substituted for "engraver" and "superintendent of coining department of the mint at Philadelphia" because of the source provisions
restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words "under
such regulations as the superintendent, with the approval of the
Director of the Mint, may prescribe" are omitted as unnecessary

because of section 321(b) of the revised title. The words "national
medal dies" are substituted for "Dies of a national character" for
clarity. The words "or the machinery or apparatus thereof be used
for that purpose" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(3), the words "numismatic items" are retained
and used throughout the revised title to apply to medals, proof
coins, uncirculated coins, numismatic accessories, and other numismatic items to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency.
The words "In connection with the operations of the Bureau of the
Mint" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The
text of 31:324h(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary because of
the source provisions restated in section 5132(a) of the revised title.
In subsection (a)(4), the words "may mint" are substituted for "It
shall be lawful for coinage to be executed" in 31:367, and the words
"regular minting operations" are substituted for "required coinage
of the United States", for consistency in the revised section. The
words "at the mints of the United States" and "according to the
legally prescribed standards and devices of such country" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "The
Secretary of the Treasury . . . shall prescribe a charge" are substituted for "the charge . . . to be fixed by the Director of the Mint,
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury" because of the
source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The
words "minting the foreign coins" are substituted for "the same",
for clarity. The words "under such regulations as the Secretary of
the Treasury may prescribe" are omitted as unnecessary because of
section 321(b) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the first sentence is added for clarity and because of the restatement. The words "amount by which the nominal value of the coins minted from the metal exceeds the cost of
the metal" are substituted for "gain arising from the coinage of
metals purchased out of such fund into coin of a nominal value exceeding the cost of such metals" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "The Secretary shall deposit in the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts excess amounts in the coinage profit fund" are
substituted for "such sums as shall from time to time be transferred therefrom to the general fund of the Treasury" for clarity
and for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (c), the words "metallic strip" are omitted as being
included in "materials", and the word "terms" is omitted as being
included in "conditions".
In subsection (d)(1), the words "prohibit or limit" are substituted
for "prohibit, curtail, or regulate" because of the restatement and
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "prohibition or limitation" are substituted for "such action" because of the restatement.
The words "under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe"
are omitted as unnecessary because of section 321(b) of the revised
title.
In subsection (d)(2), the word "person" is substituted for "Whoever" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (d)(3), the words "and his delegates" are omitted as
unnecessary because of the power of the Secretary to delegate
under section 321(b) of the revised title. The word "remedies" is
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substituted for "judicial and other remedies available to the United
States" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "of property
subject to forfeiture pursuant to subsection (a) of this section" and
"for the enforcement of forfeitures of property subject to forfeiture
under any provision of title 26" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION

5112

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5112(a) .....................................

31:317(aXlst, last sentences) ...................

R.S. §3515(a); Sept. 26, 1890, ch. 945, §1, 26
Stat. 485; Sept. 5, 1962, Pub. L. 87-643,
§1, 76 Stat. 440; Oct. 11, 1974, Pub. L. 93441, §1, 88 Stat. 1261.
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §101(c), 79
Stat. 255; restated Dec. 31, 1970, Pub. L.
91-607, §201, 84 Stat. 1768; Oct. 10, 1078,
Pub. L. 95-447, §2, 92 Stat. 1072.

31:391(c) ......................................................

5112(b) .....................................

31:317(aX2d, 3d sentences) ......................
31:346 .........................................................
31:391(b) ....................................................
31:398(1)-(4), (6) ....................

5112(c) ......................................

31:317(b) .....................................................

5112(d)(1) ....................... 31:324 .........................................................

31:324b-1 ....................................................
5112(d)(2) .................................

31:276 .........................................................

5112(e) ......................................

31:324b ........................................................
31:324c ........................................................

5112(f) .....................................

31:391(d) ................................
31:398(3), (4) .......................................
3 :321...........................
31:399 ..........................................................

R.S. §3533; June 14, 1947, ch. 104, §1, 61
Stat. 132.
.. July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §101(b), (d), 79
Stat. 254; restated Dec. 31, 1970, Pub. L.
91-607, §201, 84 Stat. 1768.
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §108(1)-(4), (6),
79 Stat. 255.
R.S. §3515(b); added Oct. 11, 1974, Pub. L.
93-441, §1, 88 Stat. 1261.
R.S. §3517; M ar. 3, 1887, ch. 396, §3, 24
Stat. 635; Sept. 26, 1890, ch. 945, §1, 26
Stat. 485; May 18, 1908, ch. 173, 35 Stat.
164; restated July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81,
§204(a), 79 Stat. 256; Dec. 31, 1970, Pub.
L. 91-607, §206, 84 Stat. 1769.
Oct. 10, 1978, Pub. L. 95-447, §3, 92 Stat.
1072.
R.S. §3510; restated Sept. 26, 1890, ch. 944,
26 Stat. 484.
Dec. 31, 1970, Pub. L. 91-607, §203, 84 Stat.
1769; Oct. 10, 1978, Pub. L. 95-447, §4, 92
Stat. 1072.
Dec. 31, 1970, Pub. L. 91-607, §209, 84 Stat.
1769.
R.S. §3514; Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §5, 48 Stat.
340.
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, 79 Stat. 254,
§109; added Dec. 23, 1981, Pub. L. 97-104,
§2, 95 Stat. 1491.

In subsection (a), the words before clause (1) are added because of
the restatement. In clause (5), the words "that is 0.835 inch in diameter" are added because the Secretary of the Treasury has prescribed the diameter and the diameter of a coin may not be
changed under 31:276. The words "5 grams" are substituted for
"seventy-seven and sixteen-hundredths grains troy" for consistency
in the revised chapter. In clause (6), the words "that is 0.75 inch in
diameter" are added because the Secretary has prescribed the diameter and the diameter of a coin may not be changed under
31:276. The words "except as provided under subsection (c) of this
section" are added for clarity and because of the restatement. The
words "3.11 grams" are substituted for "forty-eight grains" for con-

sistency in the revised chapter.
In subsection (b), the words "In minting 5-cent coins" are substituted for "in minor-coinage alloys" in 31:346 because 5-cent coins
are the minor coins composed of nickel. The words "Secretary shall
use" are substituted for "shall be used" because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The word "bars"

is substituted for "ingots" for consistency in the revised chapter.
The words "2.5 percent" are substituted for "twenty-five thousandths" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code. The words "from the percent of nickel required" are substituted for "the legal standard . . . in the proportion of nickel" because of the restatement. The words "In silver
ingots, six-thousandths" are omitted as superseded by the source
provisions restated in the section. The words "In gold ingots, onethousandth" in section 3533 of the Revised Statutes are omitted because gold coinage was discontinued by 31:315b. The words "Except
as provided in subsection (c) of this section" are added for clarity
and because of the restatement.
In subsection (c), the words "a different weight and alloy of
copper and zinc" are substituted for "such action" for clarity.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "an impression emblematic of liberty" in 31:324 are omitted as obsolete. The words "The design on
the reverse side of the dollar, half dollar, and quarter dollar is an
eagle" are substituted for "and upon the reverse side shall be the
figure or representation of an eagle . . . but on the dime, 5-, and 1cent piece, the figure of the eagle shall be omitted", and the words
"The emblem on the obverse side of the dollar is" are substituted
for "The one-dollar coin authorized by section 391(c) of this title
shall bear on the obverse side" in 31:324b-1, to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "Any coins minted after July 23, 1965, from
900 fine coin silver shall be inscribed with the year 1964" in 31:324
are omitted because the Secretary no longer has authority to mint
coins from 900 fine coin silver.
In subsection (d)(2), the word "Secretary" is substituted for "engraver", "Director of the Mint", and "Director of the Mint . . .
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury" because of the
source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The
word "dies" is substituted for "from the original dies already authorized all the working dies required for use in the coinage of the
several mints" and "original dies" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The word "inscription" is substituted for "legend" for consistency
in the section. The words "Provided, That no change be made in
the diameter of any coin" are omitted as unnecessary because the
diameters are prescribed by subsection (a) of the revised section.
The words "procure services under section 3109 of title 5 in carrying out this paragraph" are substituted for "engage temporarily for
this purpose the services of one or more artists, distinguished in
their respective departments of art" to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "who shall be paid for such service from the contingent appropriation for the mint at Philadelphia" are omitted as
obsolete. The text of section 3510(2d proviso) of the Revised Statutes is omitted as executed.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "80 percent" are substituted for
"eight hundred parts" in 31:391(d), and the words "20 percent" are
substituted for "two hundred parts", for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the Code. The words "that are metallurgically bonded to" are added for clarity and consistency with
subsection (b). In clause (4), the words "the late President of the
United States" in 31:324b are omitted as unnecessary. Clause (6) is
added because 31:324 applies to coins minted under this subsection.

In subsection (f)(1), before clause (A), the words "Notwithstanding
this section and section 5111(a)(1) of this title are substituted for
"Notwithstanding any other provision of law" in 31:399 for clarity.
In clause (B), the words "are an alloy of 90 percent silver and 10
percent copper" are substituted for "be minted in accordance with
the standard established in section 3514 of the Revised Statutes (31
U.S.C. 321)" and 31:321 to eliminate unnecessary words and for
clarity. In clause (C), the word"symbolizing" is substituted for "emblematic" for clarity.
In subsection (f)(2), the words "under such regulations as he may
prescribe" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 321 of the
revised titl ' The word "Treasury" is substituted for "general fund
of the Treasury" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The text of 31:399(b)(3) is omitted as unnecessary because of section 5103 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

5113
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

R .S. §3537;Sept. 26, 1890, ch. 945, §1, 26
31:350 .........................................................
5113(a) .....................................
Stat. 485.
Jul 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §108(5), 79
31:398(5) ......................................................
Stat. 255.
R.S. §3538; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1(last
31:351 ..........................................................
5113(b) .....................................
par. words before 7th comma under headtag 'Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.

In subsection (a), the words "for the dollar, half dollar, quarter
dollar, and dime coins" are added because of the restatement. The
words "0.194 gram" are substituted for "three grains", and the
words "0.13 gram" are substituted for "two grains", for consistency
in the revised chapter.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "Secretary shall
keep a record of the kind, number, and weight of each group of
coins minted" are substituted for 31:351(lst sentence) because of
the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title.
In clause (1), the words "deface the coins that do not conform and
cast them into bars for reminting" are substituted for "shall be defaced and delivered to the superintendent of melting and refining
department as standard bullion, to be again formed into ingots and
recoined" for consistency in the revised chapter and to eliminate
unnecessary words. In clause (2), the words "if more convenient"
are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5114
Source (Statutes at Large)

Aug. 24, 1912, ch. 355, §1(4th par. under
5114(a) ..................31:177 .........................................................
headin "Engraving and Printing"), 37
Stat. 430.
Jan. 3, 1923, ch. 22(2d par. under heading
.......................................................................
"Bureau of Engraving and Printing"), 41
Stat. 1099.
Mar. 3, 1877, ch. 105(provisos in par. under
31:415 ..........................................................
heading "Bureau of Engraving and Printing"), 19 Stat. 353.
R.S . §3577.
31:416 ..........................................................
July 11,1955, ch. 303, 69 Stat. 290.
5114(b) ..................31:324a .......................................................
R .S. §3576.
31:413 .........................................................

SECTION
Revised Section

5114-Continued

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

........ Mar. 2, 1889, ch. 411, §1(5th proviso under
heading "Engraving and Printing"), 25
Stat. 945.
July 1, 1916, ch. 209, §1(2d par. on p. 277),
31:418 .........................................................
39 Stat. 277; Oct. 31, 1951, ch. 654, §2(19),
65 Stat. 707.
8
Aug. 11, 1951, ch. 301, §101(proviso under
31:41 a ...........................
heading "Bureau of Engraving and Printing"), 65 Stat. 184.
Apr. 4, 1924, ch. 84(1st par. on p. 69), 43
31:419 ..........................................................
Stat. 69.
31:414 ....................

5114(c) ..................

In subsection (a), the words "The Secretary of the Treasury shall
engrave and print" are substituted for "The work of engraving and
printing . . . shall be performed at the Treasury Department" in
31:415 because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of
the revised title. The words "United States currency and security
documents of the United States Government and currency and
bonds of the United States territories and possessions" are substituted for "the backs and tints of all United States bonds, the backs
and tints of all United States paper money, and the backs and tints
of bonds and paper money issued by any of the insular possessions
of the United States" in 31:177 to eliminate unnecessary words and
for clarity and consistency in the revised title. The words "other
security documents and checks" are substituted for "checks" because only currency and bonds must be printed from intaglio
plates. The text of 31:177(lst proviso) is omitted as unnecessary because of the authority of the Secretary to engrave and print restated in the subsection and the source provisions restated in section
303 of the revised title. The text of 31:177(last proviso) is omitted as
executed. The text of the first and 2d provisos in the 4th paragraph
under the heading "Engraving and Printing" in section 1 of the
Act of August 24, 1912 (ch. 355, 37 Stat. 430), is omitted as superseded by 31:177(lst proviso). The words after the semicolon in the
2d paragraph under the heading "Bureau of Engraving and Printing" of the Act of January 3, 1923 (ch. 22, 42 Stat. 1099), are omitted as executed. The words "if the Secretary decides the engraving
and printing can be carried out . . . as outside the Department"
are substituted for "provided it can be done there" in 31:415 for
clarity. The words "The Secretary of the Treasury may purchase
and provide all the machinery and materials" in 31:416 are omitted
as being superseded by section 5142 of the revised title. The words
"and employ such persons and appoint such officers as are necessary for the purpose of section 415 of this title" are omitted as unnecessary because of 5:3101. The text of section 3577(words before
the semicolon) of the Revised Statutes is omitted as superseded by
31:415.
In subsection (b), the words "United States currency has the inscription" are substituted for "the dies shall bear . . . the inscription" in 31:324a for clarity. The words "At such time as new dies
for the printing of currency are adopted" are omitted as executed.
The words "and thereafter this inscription shall appear on all
beUnited States currency and coins" are omitted as unnecessary
subsection
this
in
provisions
source
the
of
cause of the restatement
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and section 5112(d) of the revised title. The words "in connection
with the current program of the Treasury Department to increase
the capacity of presses utilized by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing" in the Act of July 11, 1955 (ch. 303, 69 Stat. 290), are
omitted as unnecessary. The words "Only .. .of a deceased individual" are substituted for "No . . .while the original of such portrait is living" in 31:413 for clarity. The words "United States currency and obligations" are substituted for "bonds, securities, notes,
fractional or postal currency of the United States" for consistency
in the revised title. The words "shall be placed upon any of the
plates for bonds, securities, notes, and silver certificates of the
United States" in 31:414 are omitted as unnecessary because of the
restatement.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "subject to applicable regulations under the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949, as amended" in 31:418 are omitted as unnecessary. The words "On and after August 11, 1951" in 31:418a are
omitted as executed. The words "received after advertisement" are
omitted as unnecessary because of 41:252. The words "the Secretary decides" are added for clarity. In clause (1), the words "as may
be necessary" in 31:419 are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the
word "pay" is substituted for "compensation" for consistency in the
revised subsection and with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION 5115
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5115(a) .....................................
31:401 ..........................................................
R.S.§3571.
5115(b) .....................................
31:402 ..........................................................
June 20, 1874, ch. 343, §6, 18 Stat. 124; Jan.
14, 1875, ch. 15, §3, 18 Stat. 296.

In the section, the words "United States currency notes" are substituted for "United States notes" for clarity and consistency in the
revised title.
In subsection (a), the first sentence is added for clarity and because of the restatement. The words "shall not bear interest" are
omitted because of the source provisions restated in section 5118 of
the revised title.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "in circulation" are
substituted for "to be used as a part of the circulation medium" to
eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (1), the words "the sum of'
are omitted as surplus. The words "which said sum shall appear in
each monthly statement of the public debt" are omitted because of
the source provisions restated in section 5118 of the revised title. In
clause (2), the words "and no part thereof shall" are omitted because of the restatement. The text of section 3(less 2d sentence) of
the Act of January 14, 1875 (ch. 15, 18 Stat. 296), is omitted as executed.
SECTION
Revised Section
5116(a)

Source (U.S. Code)

5116
Source (Statutes at Large)

..................
31:733(words after semicolon) ................
R.S. §3699(words after semicolon); restated
Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §9, 48 Stat. 341.
31:734 .. ..........
....
-.1.
...............
R.S. §3700; restated Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §8,
48 Stat. 341.

SECTION 5116-Continued
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §3526; restated May 10, 1950, ch. 173,
............................
......................
64 Stat. 157; July 9, 1956, ch. 535, §2, 70
Stat. 518; July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81,
§205, 79 Stat. 256.
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §104, 79 Stat.
31:394 ..........................................................
255.
.June 4, 1963, Pub. L. 88-36, §2, 77 Stat. 54;
5116(b(2) ................ 31:405a-1 ..................................................
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §209, 79
Stat. 257; restated June 24, 1967, Pub. L.
90-29, §3, 81 Stat. 77.
................ 31:335
5116(bX(1)

In subsection (a)(1), the words "With the approval of the President" are applied to 31:733(words after semicolon) because of
31:822b. The words "at home or abroad" in 31:733(words after semicolon) and 734 are omitted as surplus. The words "terms and" are
omitted as included in "conditions". The text of 31:733(proviso) is
omitted as superseded by the Bretton Woods Agreement Act (22
U.S.C. 286 et seq.) and sections 6 and 9 of the Act of October 19,
1976 (Pub. L. 94-564, 90 Stat. 2661), repealing 31:449 that provided
for parity of the dollar on terms of gold and special drawing rights.
The text of 31:734(lst sentence words after semicolon) is omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "coinage metal fund" are substituted for "bullion fund" in 31:335 as being more precise and because of section 5111 of the revised title. The words "after July 23,
1965" in 31:394 are omitted as executed. The words "to procure bullion for coinage" and 31:335(2d-last sentences) are omitted as obsolete because the Secretary of the Treasury has authority to mint
coins containing silver only under section 5112(e) of the revised
title and the Secretary holds sufficient silver to mint those coins.
See Sen. Rept. No. 91-1084 (1970).
In subsection (b)(2), the word "terms" is omitted as being included in "conditions". The words "for at least" are substituted for "at
a price not less than the monetary value of' to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION 5117
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §§2(a), 11, 48 Stat. 337,
31:441(lst, last sentences) .......................
5117(a) .................................
342.
Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §14(c), 48 Stat. 344;
.......................................................
31:405b
5117(b) ..................
Mar. 18, 1968, Pub. L. 90-269, §12, 82
Stat. 51; restated Oct. 19, 1976, Pub. L.
94-564, §8, 90 Stat. 2661.
§6(last proviso), 48
Jan.
.....
......
31:408a(last proviso) ....................30, 1934, ch. 6, 1968,
Pub. L. 90-269,
Stat. 340; Mar. 18,
§8, 82 Stat. 50.
31:441(2d sentence) ............................
3 1:822b ........................................................
5117(c) ......................................

In subsection (a), the words "On January 30, 1934" are omitted
as executed. The word "gold" is substituted for "gold coin and gold
bullion" for consistency and to omit unnecessary words. The word
"transferred" is substituted for "pass" for consistency in the subsection. The words "to be held in the Treasury" are added(b)forofconthe
sistency with the source provisions restated in subsection
revised section.

In subsection (b), the first sentence is substituted for 31:441(2d
sentence) for consistency. The word "issued" in 31:405b is omitted
as being included in "outstanding". The words "of 42 and twoninths dollars a fine troy ounce)" are substituted for "at the legal
standard provided in section 449 of this title on October 19, 1976"
because that was the legal standard in that section on that date.
The text of 31:449 was repealed by section 6 of the Bretton Woods
Agreements Act. The words "The Secretary shall hold .. .in the
Treasury . . .as security" are substituted for "security .. .shall
be maintained" in 31:408a(last proviso) because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The words "gold
certificates issued after January 29, 1934" are substituted for "gold
certificates (including the gold certificates held in the Treasury for
credits payable therein)" for clarity and because of section
5118(c)(1)(A) of the revised title.
In subsection (c), the word "regulations" is substituted for "rules
and regulations", and the word "necessary" is substituted for "necessary or proper", to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5118
Source (Statutes at Large)

5118(a).. .............
................
31:773d ........................................................
A ug. 27, 1935, ch. 780, 49 Stat. 938.
5118(b) .....................................
31:315b ........................................................
Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §5, 48 Stat. 340.
31:773a ..................................
5118(c)(1), (2) ...........................
3 1:773b ........................................................
5 118(c)(3) .................................
3 1:773c ........................................................
5118(d) ..................31:463 .........................................................
June 5, 1933, ch. 48, §1, 48 Stat. 113.
31:463(note) ................................................
Oct. 28, 1977, Pub. L. 95-147, §4(c), 91 Stat.
1229.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "the phrase" are
omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the words "declared to be against
public policy by section 463 of this title" are omitted as surplus.
Clause (2) is substituted for 31:773d(words after semicolon) for consistency in the revised title and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), the words "after January 30, 1934" in 31:315b
are omitted as executed. The words "that may be lawfully held"
are substituted for "which may be lawfully acquired and are legal
tender for public and private debts" in 31:773a for consistency in
the subsection and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"and that the owners of the gold clause securities of the United
States shall be, at their election, entitled to receive immediate payment of the stated dollar amount thereof with interest to the date
of payment or to prior maturity or to prior redemption date, whichever is earlier" in section 1 of the Act of August 27, 1935 (ch. 780,
49 Stat. 938), are omitted as expired. The words "make the exchange" are substituted for "make such exchanges and payments
upon presentation hereunder" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "No gold shall after January 30, 1934, be coined" in 31:315b
are omitted because of section 5112 of the revised title. The text of
31:315b(proviso) is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The text of 31:315b(last sentence) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (c)(1), before clause (A), the word "Government" is
substituted for "United States" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code. The words "to
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anyone" are added for clarity. The words "whether by way of suit,
counterclaim, set-off, recoupment, or other affirmative action or defense in its own name or in the name of" are omitted as surplus.
The word "employees" is added for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the Code. The word "instrumentalities" is
omitted as unnecessary because of section 101 of the revised title.
The word "claim" is substituted for "right, privilege, or power" to
eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the Code. The words "in any proceeding of any nature whatsoever" are omitted as surplus. In clause (C),
the words "or demand" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "any suit commenced prior to
August 27, 1935, or which may be commenced by January 1, 1936"
are omitted as executed. The words "referred to in this section" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(3), the words "may be expended" are substituted
for "an amount appropriated or authorized to be expended" and
"shall be available for or expended in", and the words "dollar for
dollar" are substituted for "on an equal and uniform dollar for
dollar basis", to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "including every obligation of and
to the United States" are omitted as surplus. The text of
31:463(b)(words after semicolon) is omitted as unnecessary because
of the restatement.
SECTION

5119

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5119(a) .....................................

31:408a(less last proviso) .........................

Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §§6(less last proviso),
11, 15(lst sentence words between 2d and
3d semicolons), 48 Stat. 340, 342, 344.

5119(b )( ................

31:444(1st sentence words between
2d and 3d semicolons).
31:822b .................................
31:405a-3 ......... .....................................
31:911 ..

.....................

..........................

9

3119(bX2) ................................

31: 15(a), (b( ..............................
31:404 ........................................................

5119(cXl) .................................
5119(c2) ................

31:420 ...........................
31:914 ..................................
31:916 ..................................
31:915c)(words before last comma)
31:405a-2 .................................
31:915(cXwords after last comma).
31:917 ...........................

5119(d) .....................................

June 24, 1967, Pub. L. 90-29, §§1, 2, 81
Stat. 77.
June 30, 1961, Pub. L. 87-66, §§2, 5, 6, 9,
10, 75 Stat. 146, 147.
May 31, 1878, ch. 146, 20 Stat. 87; June 30,
1961, Pub. L. 87-66, §7, 75 Stat. 147.
R.S. §3580.

In subsection (a), the words "Secretary may not redeem" are substituted for "no . . . shall be redeemed" in 31:408a(less last proviso)
because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The words "United States currency (including Federal
reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal reserve banks and
national banks)" are substituted for "currency of the United
States" and the text of 31:444(lst sentence words between 2d and
3d semicolons) for consistency with section 5103 of this title and to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "upon completion of the transfers and credits authorized and directed by section
912 of this title" in 31:915 and "and the amount of the payment

credited as a public debt receipt in accordance with such section"
are omitted as executed. In clause (B), the text of 31:405a-3(last
sentence) and 31:915(a)(4) is consolidated. The text of 31:405a-3(lst
sentence) is omitted as executed. In clauses (C) and (E), the citations in parentheses are included only for information purposes.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "cancel and destroy" are substituted for "retired" in 31:914 for consistency in the revised section. The
words "paragraph (1) of this subsection" are substituted for "Any
currency the funds for the redemption or security of which have
been transferred pursuant to the provisions of section 912 of this
title, and any Federal Reserve notes as to which payment has been
made under section 913 of this title" because of the restatement.
The words "presented to the Secretary" are substituted for "presentation at the Treasury" because of the source provisions restated
in section 321(c) of the revised title. The text of 31:916 is omitted as
unnecessary because of the restatement. The text of 31:404 and
31:420 is omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in
this subsection and subsection (c). The words "All acts and parts of
acts in conflict herewith are hereby repealed" in the Act of May
31, 1878 (ch. 146, 20 Stat. 87), are omitted as executed.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "When the Secretary makes a determination under this subsection" are added because of the restatement. The words "on the books of the Treasury" are omitted
as surplus. The text of 31:405(e)(2)(lst sentence) is omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in subsection (b).
In subsection (d), the word "paper" is omitted as surplus. The
words "(including circulating notes of Federal Reserve banks and
national banks)" are substituted for "including bank notes" for
consistency in the section. The words "heretofore or hereafter
issued" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5120
Source (Statutes at Large)

Dec. 18, 1942, ch. 767, §3, 56 Stat. 1065;
31:317c ........................................................
5120(a) .................................
July 23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §203(a), 79
Stat. 256.
R.S.§3581.
31:421 ..........................................................
5120(b ) .....................................
June 23, 1874, ch. 455, §1(3d par. under
31:422 .........................................................
heading "National Currency"), 18 Stat.
206.
May 20, 1966, Pub. L. 89-4 27, §5, 80 Stat.
31:49a ..........................................................
5120(c) ......................................
161.

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the word "obsolete" is substituted for "uncurrent" as being more precise. The words "withdrawn from circulation" are substituted for "received in the Treasury" for clarity. The words "heretofore or hereafter issued" are
omitted as surplus. The words "metal from melting the coins" are
substituted for "the resulting metal" because of the restatement.
The word "reminting" is substituted for "coinage" for consistency
in the revised title. The word "material" is omitted as being included in "metal". The words "The Secretary shall account" are substituted for "shall be accounted for by entries" because of the source
provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. In clause (D),
the word "face" is substituted for "nominal or face" to eliminate
unnecessary words. The words "coins minted from the metal" are

substituted for "the amount the same will produce in new coin" for
clarity.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "The Secretary shall reimburse"
are substituted for "fund shall be reimbursed" because of the
source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The
text of 31:317c(proviso) is omitted as obsolete because the statutory
limit on the coinage metal fund was removed by the restatement of
section 3528 of the Revised Statutes by section 206(a) of the Coinage Act of 1965 (Pub. L. 89-81, 79 Stat. 256).
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "The Secretary
shall" are substituted for "shall be destroyed in such manner and
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe" in 31:421 because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. In clause (1), the words "cancel and
destroy" are substituted for "shall be destroyed" to conform to subsection (c) and section 5118(c) and (e) of the revised title. The words
"(by a secure process)" are substituted for "may be destroyed by
maceration instead of burning to ashes" in 31:422 to eliminate unnecessary words and because of the source provisions restated in
section 321 of the revised title. The words "obsolete, mutilated, and
worn . . . withdrawn from circulation" are substituted for "which

by law are required to be taken up, and not reissued, when taken
up" in 31:421 for consistency with subsection (a) and 12:124. The
words "United States currency" are substituted for "all other

notes" in 31:421 and "All national bank notes . . . and other obli-

gations of the United States" for consistency in the revised title.
The words "Mutilated United States notes, when replaced according to law" are omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section 5119(b) of the revised title. The text of the 3d
paragraph(words before the first semicolon and between the 2d and
last semicolons) under the heading "National Currency" in section
1 of the Act of June 23, 1874 (ch. 455, 18 Stat. 206), is omitted as
executed. In clause (2), the words "dispose of the residue of the currency and notes" are substituted for "The pulp from such macerated issue shall be disposed of only under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury" in 31:422 to eliminate unnecessary words and
for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (c), the word "currency" is substituted for "currency ...

unfit for circulation" to eliminate unnecessary words. The

words "regardless of who is responsible for, and regardless of who
performs, such cancellation, destruction, or accounting" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The word "record"
is substituted for "books, documents, papers, and records", and the

words "make . . . easier" are substituted for "facilitate", for con-

sistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
SECTION 5121
Revised Section
5121(a) ..................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:274 ............................

31:277 ............................
31:330 ............................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3508; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1(last
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
R.S. §3507.
R.S. §3522.

SECTION 5121-Continued
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)
31:343 .........................................................

31:344 ..........................................................

5121(b) .....................................

31:325(words before 4th comma and
after last comma).
31:327(lst sentence)................
31:328(lst sentence) ..................................
31:329 ............................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3530; Aug. 23, 1912, ch.
par. words before 7th comma
ing "Assay Office at Salt
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
R.S. §3531; Aug. 23, 1912, ch.
par. words before 7th comma
ing "Assay Office at Salt
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
R.S. §3518.
R.S. §3519.
R.S. §3520; Mar. 3, 1887, ch.
Stat. 635.
R.S. §3521; Aug. 23, 1912, ch.
par. words before 7th comma
ing "Assay Office at Salt
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.

350, §1last
under headLake City,
350, §l(last
under headLake City,

396, §3, 24
350, §1(last
under headLake City,

5121(c) .............................. 31:327(last sentence) ........................
31:328(last sentence) .................. ...
5121(d) .....................................
31:360 .........................................................
R .S. §3546.
31:362 . ........................
........................... June 19, 1878, ch. 329, §1(2d sentence words
after last semicolon on p. 191), 20 Stat.
191.
5121(e) .....................................
31:325(words between 4th and last
commas).
31:347 .........................
.......................
R.S. §3534; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §3(last
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.

In the section, the word "Secretary" is substituted for "superintendent", "superintendent of melting and refining department",
"assayer", "Director of the Mint", and "Director of the Mint, with
the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury" because of the
source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title.
In subsection (a), clause (1) is added to provide a complete list of
the duties and powers of the Secretary and for consistency with
section 5131 of the revised title. In clause (2), the words "as required" are substituted for "required by the operations of the
Bureau of the Mint" and "whenever required by the superintendent" in 31:277 to eliminate unnecessary words. The text of 31:330 is
omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section
321(c) of the revised title. In clause (3), the word "bars" is substituted for "bars conformable in all respects to the law" in 31:274 to
eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (4), the word "alloys" is
substituted for "standard silver or gold, and alloys for minor" in
31:274, and the text of 31:343(last sentence) is omitted, because
coins issued by the Secretary under this chapter are composed of
alloys. The words "minting coins" are substituted for "coinage" for
consistency in the revised chapter. The words "suitable for the superintendent of coining department, from the metals legally delivered to him for that purpose" in 31:274 and the text of 31:274(last
sentence) and 31:343(lst, 2d sentences) are omitted as superseded
by the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised
title. The text of 31:344(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement of the source provisions in sections 5112
and 5113 of the revised title.
In subsections (b) and (d), the word "unrefined" is substituted for
"unparted" for consistency in the revised chapter.
In subsection (b), the words "At the option of the owner" and "as
he may prefer" in 31:325 and "for his benefit" in 31:327 are omit-
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ted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "weighing at least" are substituted for "and no such bars shall be issued
of a less weight than" in 31:325 to eliminate unnecessary words.
The word "troy" is added for clarity. The words "into coin" in section 3519 of the Revised Statutes are omitted because the coinage
of gold was discontinued by 31:315b. The text of 3 1:3 2 9(last sentence) is omitted because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words "and no deposit of silver
for other coinage shall be received" in 3 1:3 2 8(lst sentence) are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (c), the word "economically" is substituted for "advantageously" in 31:327(last sentence) for consistency in the section. The text of 31:328(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary because of the source provisions restated in section 5 12 1(a) of the revised title.
In subsection (d)(1), before clause (A), the words "at any of the
mints" in 31:360(lst sentence) are omitted as superseded by the
source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The
text of 31:360(2d sentence) is omitted as unnecessary because of the
source provisions restated in section 5121(a) of the revised title.
In subsection (d)(2), the words "in an exchange under this subsection" are added for clarity. The word "refining" is substituted for
"refining or parting" for consistency in the revised chapter.
In subsection (e), the word "suitable" is substituted for "expedient" in 31:325(words between 4th and last commas) for clarity. The
words "but the fineness thereof shall be ascertained and" in 31:347
are omitted as unnecessary because of the source provisions restated in section 5121(a) of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section
22

51 (a) ..................
5122(b) ..................

2

5122

Source (U.S. Code)
31:273(last sentence) ...............
31:331 ...........................
31:334 .........................................................
31:332 ........................................................

51 2(c) ......................................

31:357 .........................................................
31:358(2d sentence)
..................

5122(d) .....................................

31:358(lst, last sentences) .......................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R.S. §3506(last sentence).
R.S. §3523.
R.S. §3525.
R.S. §3524; Jan. 14, 1875, ch. 15, §2(words
before comma), 18 Stat. 296; Mar. 1, 1881,
ch. 95, 21 Stat. 374; Mar. 3, 1887, ch. 396,
§3, 24 Stat. 635.
R .S. §3544.
R.S. §3545; June 19, 1878, ch. 329, §1(last
par. lst sentence words before 1st semicolon under heading "Mint at Denver,
Colorado"), 20 Stat. 191.

In subsection (a), the words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted for "he" in 31:273(last sentence) because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The words "fineness, weight, and value of each deposit and bar" and "The value
and the amount of charges . . . shall be based on the fineness and
weight of the bullion" are substituted for "From the report of the
assayer and the weight of the bullion" for clarity and because of
the restatement. The words "or deductions, if any" are omitted as
being included in "charges". The word "money" is substituted for
"in coins" for clarity. The text of 31:331 and 334 is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The text of 31:273(last sen-

tence words after 7th comma) is omitted because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the words "Secretary shall impose a charge"
are substituted for "shall be fixed, from time to time, by the director, with the concurrence of the Secretary of the Treasury" because
of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised
title. The words "for toughening when metals are contained in it
which render it unfit for coinage" are omitted as obsolete because
the Secretary of the Treasury has authority to mint coins containing silver only under section 5112(e) of the revised title and the
Secretary holds sufficient silver to mint those coins. See Sen. Rept.
No. 91-1084 (1970).
In subsection (c), the words "person designated by the depositor"
are substituted for "his order" for clarity. The words "an unavoidable delay in determining the value of a deposit" are substituted
for "delay in manipulating a refractory deposit, or for any other
unavoidable cause" in 31:357 for clarity.
In subsection (d), the words "the Secretary to pay depositors" are
substituted for "the several mints and assay offices of the United
States to make returns to depositors" because of the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words
"when the state of the Treasury will admit thereof' are omitted as
surplus. The words "under such rules and regulations as may be
prescribed by the said Secretary" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 321(b) of the revised title. The text of 31:358(last
sentence) is omitted as surplus.
SUBCHAPTER III-BUREAU OF THE MINT
SECTION 5131
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5131(a) .....................................

31:251(lst sentence words after 1st
comma).
31:261 ......................................................

5131(b) ........................

5131(c) ......................................

5131(d) ..................
5131(e) ......................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §343(lst sentence words after 1st
comma).
R.S. §3495; restated July 11, 1962, Pub. L.
87-534, §1, 76 Stat. 155.
R.S. §3553.
31:278 ..........................................................
R.S. §3558(lst sentence); July 11, 1962, Pub.
31:283(lst sentence) ..................................
L. 87-534, §2, 76 Stat. 155; restated Jul
23, 1965, Pub. L. 89-81, §201, 79 Stat. 25
31:324f ........................
..................... Oct. 18, 1973, Pub. L. 93-127, §3, 87 Stat.
456.
31:361(lst sentence words before 1st June 19, 1878, ch. 329, §1(1st sentence on p.
191), 20 Stat. 191.
comma).
July 7, 1898, ch. 571(7th par. 1st sentence
...
..........................................................
words before 1st comma under heading
Offices"), 30 Stat. 661.
andA ug.
Assay
'58ints
31:263 .......................... .... ........................
R.S.
§3496;
Z3, 1912, ch. 350, §l'last
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
R.S. §3554, Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §l(last
31:279 .........................................................
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
31:281 ........................................................
R.S. §3555; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1(Iast
par. words before 7th comma under heading "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384; June 6, 1972, Pub.
L. 92-310, §231(g), 86 Stat. 210.
R.S. §3562.
31:287 ............................
A
20, 1968, Pub L. 88-102, §2, 77 Stat.
31:292 .......................................................

In subsection (a), the words "The Bureau of the Mint has" are
substituted for "embracing in its organization and under its control

all mints .. . and all assay offices" in 31:251(1st sentence words
after 1st comma) because of the restatement and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "for the manufacture of coin . ..for
the stamping of bars, which have been, or which may be, authorized by law" are omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in subsection (b).
In subsection (b), the words "The Secretary of the Treasury shall
carry out duties and powers" are added because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The words "related
to refining and assaying bullion, minting coins, striking medals,
and numismatic items at the mints and assay offices" are substituted for 31:278(1st sentence words before comma), 283(lst-26th
words), and 361(1st sentence words before 1st comma) to eliminate
unnecessary words and for consistency with the source provisions
restated in sections 5111(a)(1)-(3) and 5120(a) of the revised title.
The words "and not coin" in 31:278 are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "and no metals shall be purchased for minor coinage" are omitted as superseded by section
5111(b) of the revised title. The text of 31:278(2d, last sentences) is
omitted as obsolete because the Secretary of the Treasury has authority to mint coins containing silver only under section 5112(e) of
the revised title and the Secretary holds sufficient silver to mint
those coins. See Sen. Rept. No. 91-1084 (1970). The words "except
that until the Secretary of the Treasury determines that the mints
of the United States are adequate for the production of ample supplies of coins, its facilities may be used for the production of coins"
in 31:283(1st sentence) are omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in the subsection. The words "striking" and
"strike" are added for consistency with section 5111 of the revised
title.
In subsection (c), the text of 31:281(words before semicolon) is
omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section
321 of the revised title, and 31:281(words after semicolon) is omitted
as superseded by the source provisions restated in subsection (d)
and by 5:ch. 35, subch. II.
In subsection (e), the words "the mint at Philadelphia" are substituted for "any building constructed pursuant to this subchapter"
because that is the building that was constructed under the subchapter.
SECTION 5132
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §3506(lst, 2d sentences).
31:273(lst, 2d sentences) ....................
5132(a)
...................................
R.S. §3552; restated M ay 10, 1950, ch. 172,
31:369 ..........................................................
64 Stat. 157; Sept. 5, 1962, Pub. L. 87-643,
§2, 76 Stat. 440; Aug. 13, 1981, Pub. L.
97-35, §382(bX1), 95 Stat. 432.
31:361(lst sentence words after 1st June 19, 1878, ch. 329, §1(2d sentence words
5132(b) .....................................
before last semicolon on p. 191), 20 Stat.
comma, last sentence).
191.
July 7, 1898, ch. 571(7th par. 1st sentence
.........................................................
words after 1st comma, last sentence
under heading "Mints and Assay Offices"), 30 Stat. 661.
513
R.S. §345.
...........................
2(c) .................. 31:253 ......

In subsection (a)(1), the words "Secretary of the Treasury shall
deposit in the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts" are substituted
for "shall . . .be covered into the Treasury" in 31:369 because of
the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title.
The words "amounts the Secretary receives from the operations of
the Bureau of the Mint" are substituted for "The money arising
from all charges and deductions on and from gold and silver bullion and from all other sources" for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "amounts from" are substituted for
"money arising from the manufacture and sale of" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "numismatic items" are substituted for
"medals, proof coins, and uncirculated coins" for consistency with
section 5111(a)(3) of the revised title. The words "minting coins"
are substituted for "silver or minor coinage" for consistency with
section 5112 of the revised title. The words "made by law" are
omitted as surplus. The words "on estimates furnished by the Secretary of the Treasury" are omitted because of section 1108 of the
revised title. The text of 31:273(lst, 2d sentences) is omitted because
of section 321 of the revised title and the other source provisions
restated in this chapter.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "ending September 30" are added
for clarity and consistency in the revised title. The words "to pay
costs" are substituted for "for all expenditures (salaries and expenses)" for consistency in the revised title and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "not herein otherwise provided for" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the word "refining" is substituted for "parting
and refining" for consistency in the revised chapter. The words
"mints and assay offices" are substituted for "coinage mints and
assay office at New York" because of the source provisions restated
in section 5131(b) of the revised title. The words "pursuant to law"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the text of 31:253(less 18th-38th words) is omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section 321(c)
of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5133
Source (Statutes at Large)

R.S. §3541; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §llast
... 31:354(lst sentence) .................................
par. words before 7th comma under heading 'Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384.
R.S. §3542; Aug. 23, 1912, ch. 350, §1(last
31:355(last sentence) ................
par. words before 7th comma under headmg "Assay Office at Salt Lake City,
Utah"), 37 Stat. 384; July 23,1965, Pub.
L. 89-81,§207, 79 Stat. 257.
R.S. §3558(2d, last sentences); restated July
31:283(2d, lastsentences)......... .......
5133(b) .....................................
11, 1962, Pub. L. 87-534, §2, 76 Stat. 155.
31:354(last sentence) ................................
31:355(lst, 2d sentences) .........................
R.S . §3543.
31:356 ..........................................................
5133(c) .....................................
R.S. §3549; restated M ar. 4, 1911, ch. 268,
31:365 ..........................................................
5133(d) .....................................
5133(a) .

.....

§2, 386
stat. 1354.

In the section, the word "Secretary" is substituted for "superintendent" and "Director of the Mint' in 31:354, 356, 365, and the
word "Superintendent" is substituted for "superintendent of coin-

ing department" in 31:354 and 355 and "superintendent of melting
and refining", because of the source provisions restated in section
321(c) of the revised title.
In subsection (a), the words "superintendent of each mint and
the assay office at New York and the officer in charge of the assay
office at San Francisco" are added because of the source provisions
restated in section 5131(b) and (c) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "shall settle" are
substituted for "and at such time as the .. .shall appoint, there
shall be an accurate and full settlement" in 3 1:354(last sentence) to
eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (1), the words "The Secretary shall audit" are substituted for "When all the coins, clippings,
and other bullion have been delivered to the superintendent, it
shall be his duty to examine" in 31:355(lst, 2d sentences) to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (2), the words "the waste of precious metals . . . decides is necessary for refining and minting" are
substituted for "The difference between the amount charged and
credited to each officer . . .as necessary wastage, if . . .shall be
satisfied that there has been a bona fide waste of the precious
metals" for consistency in the subsection and to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (3), the words "limitations prescribed for refining" are substituted for "that provided for the melter and refiner" in 31:283(2d, last sentences) for consistency in the subsection.
The word "bona fide" is omitted as being included in "necessary".
In subsection (c), the words "It shall also be the duty of the superintendent to forward a correct statement of his balance sheet"
are omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words "mints and assay offices"
are substituted for "mint" for consistency in the section.
In subsection (d), the words "National Bureau of Standards of the
Department of Commerce" are substituted for "Bureau of Standards of the United States" because of 15:1511. The words "from .01
grain" are substituted for "from the hundredths part of a grain"
for consistency. The words "under the inspection of the superintendent and assayer" are omitted as superseded by the source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words
"and the accuracy of those used at the mint at Philadelphia shall
be tested annually in the presence of the assay commissioners, at
the time of the annual examination and test of coins" are omitted
because the position of assay commissioner was abolished by section 201 of the Act of March 14, 1980 (Pub. L. 96-209, 94 Stat. 98).
SUBCHAPTER IV-BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING
SECTION 5141
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

51

41(a)......................
31:181b ...........................Aug. 4, 1950, ch. 558, §§4, 5, 64 Stat. 409.
5141(b) ..................31:181c ..............................................
5141(c) ................................
31:180
............................
July 1, 1944, ch. 357, 58 Stat. 648.

In subsection (a), the word "budget" is substituted for "budget
program" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "to the President" are added because of chapter 11 of the revised title.

In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "Secretary shall
maintain" are substituted for "There shall be installed and maintained" because of sections 301 and 303 of the revised title and to
eliminate executed words. The words "internal controls" are substituted for "including proper features of internal control" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (B), the word "costs" is substituted for "direct and indirect costs" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In clause (D), the word "basis" is substituted for "method" for clarity. In clause (E), the words "provides information" are substituted
for "supply on the basis of accounting results the data" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "prior" is substituted for "last
completed" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (c), the words "An officer or employee" ire substituted for "employees" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the United States Code. The words "assigned to an
established shift or tour of duty at least half of which occurs between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 a.m." are substituted for "assigned
to perform their work at night" and 31:180(proviso) to eliminate
unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5142
Source (Statutes at Large)

5142(a) .....................................
31:181a(aXlst sentence), (d) ....................
Aug. 4, 1950, ch. 558, §2, 64 Stat. 409.
5142(b ) .....................................
3 1:181a(c) ....................................................
5142(c) ......................................
31:18l
a(aXlast sentence), (b) ...................
31:1S1(note) ................................................
July 31, 1977, Pub. L. 95-81, §100(par.
under heading "Bureau of Engraving and
Printing"), 91 Stat. 342.
5142(d) .....................................
31:181 a(e) ....................................................
5142(e) .................. 31:181a(f) ...........................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "as of July 1, 1951"
are omitted as executed. In clause (1), the words "subsequent to
June 30, 1951" are omitted as executed. In clause (2), the words
"remain available until expended" are substituted for "shall be
available without fiscal year limitation" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "amounts received by the Bureau"
are substituted for "all amounts recoverable as provided in section
181 of this title for the costs of work and services performed by the
Bureau, and all other amounts receivable by the Bureau from
whatever sources derived" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "amounts appropriated to the
Fund" are substituted for "an initial appropriation by the Congress
to the fund of not to exceed $5,000,000 and such additional amounts
as from time to time may be appropriated for the purposes of the
fund" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "such inventories and other physical assets to be capitalized at fair and reasonable values to be determined by the Secretary" are omitted as executed. The words
"receivables and the inventories" are omitted as covered by "physical assets". The words "unexpended balances of appropriations"
are omitted as unnecessary because of clause (1).
In subsection (c)(3), the words "$5,000,000, to remain available
until expended" are omitted as unnecessary because of the source

provision restated in subsection (a)(2) of this section. The text of
31:181a(a)(3) and (b) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (d), the words "each fiscal year" are substituted for
"ensuing fiscal year", and the words "prior fiscal year" are added,
because of the restatement. The word "Secretary" is added because
of sections 301 and 303 of the revised title. The words "decides are
in excess of the needs of the Fund" are substituted for "surplus"
for consistency in the chapter. The words "may use" are substituted for "may be applied first" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
word "reduced" is substituted for "impairment" for clarity.
In subsection (e), the words "Secretary shall maintain" are substituted for "shall be established" because of sections 301 and 303
of the revised title and to eliminate executed words. The words "in
the Treasury" are substituted for "with the Treasurer of the
United States" because of Department of the Treasury Order 229 of
January 14, 1974 (39 F.R. 2280). The text of 31:181a(f)(last sentence)
is omitted as unnecessary because of the source provisions restated
in section 3325 of the revised title.
SECTION 5143
Revised Section
5143 ..........................................

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:181 ..........................................................

A ug. 4,

1950, ch. 558, §1,

64 Stat. 408.

The word "costs" is substituted for "direct and indirect costs" to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "shall make payment
therefor" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
The words "from funds available to it for such purposes" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
5144 ..........................................

5144

Source (U.S. Code)
31:174 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
D ec. 22, 1879, ch. 2, 21 Stat. 59.

In the section, before clause (1), the word "engraved" is added
before "portrait" because of the restatement. The words "in the
possession" are substituted for "which is now, or may be a part of
the engraved stock" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"An impression shall be provided" are added because of the restatement. In clause (1)(A), the words "member of Congress" are
substituted for "Senator, Representative, or Delegate in Congress"
for consistency. In clause (1)(B), the word "agency" is substituted
for "department or bureau" because of section 101 of the revised
title and for consistency in the revised title. In clause (2), the words
"for a charge and under conditions the Secretary decides are" are
substituted for "at such rates and under such conditions as he may
deem" for consistency.

SUBCHAPTER V-MISCELLANEOUS
SECTION

5151

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5151(a) ....................................

31:372(cX2Xlst sentence), (3) ...................

5151(b) .....................................

31:372(a) ......................................................

5151(c) ......................................
5151(d ) .....................................
5151(e) ......................................

31:372(b) ......................................................
3 1:372(cX l) ..................................................
31:372(cX2X2d, last sentences) ................

June 17, 1930, ch. 497, §522(c), 46 Stat. 740;
restated Aug. 2, 1956, ch. 887, §3, 70 Stat.
946.
28 Stat. 552;
A ug. 27, 1894, ch. 349, §25,
0
May 27, 1921, ch. 14, §4 3(a), 42 Stat. 17;
restated June 17, 1930, ch. 497, §522(a),
46 Stat. 739.
June 17, 1930, ch. 497, §522(b), 46 Stat. 740.

In subsection (b), the words "United States money" are substituted for "money of account" for consistency in the chapter. The
words "standard coins of the country" are substituted for "values
of standard coins in circulation of the various nations of the world"
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "Secretary of the
Treasury" are substituted for "Director of the Mint" because of the
source provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title.
In subsection (c), the words "on or after June 17, 1930" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "buying rate at noon on the day
the merchandise is exported" are substituted for "such buying
rate" for clarity.
In subsection (d)(2), the words "that is equal to" are substituted
for "at a value measured by" because of the restatement.
In subsection (e)(2), the words "buying rate" are substituted for
"market buying rate for such cable transfers" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
5152 ..........................................

5152
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:449a ........................................................

M ar. 31, 1972, Pub. L. 92-268, §3, 86 Stat.
117.

The word "money" is substituted for "dollars" for consistency in
the revised title. The words "the International Monetary Fund"
are omitted as obsolete because of section 9 of the Act of October
19, 1976 (Pub. L. 94-564, 90 Stat. 2661).
SECTION
Revised Section
5153 ..........................................

5153

Source (U.S. Code)
31:424 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 30, 1876, ch. 156, §5, 19 Stat. 64.

The words "Disbursing officials" are substituted for "officers
charged with the receipt or disbursement of public moneys" for
consistency in the revised title and other titles of the United States
Code. The word "mark" is substituted for "write in plain letters"
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "counterfeit notes intended to circulate as currency" are substituted for "all fraudulent
notes issued in the form of, and intended to circulate as money" for

consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
The last sentence is substituted for the words following the semicolon in 31:424 for clarity and to reflect the legislative history of
the derivative source. See 4 Cong. Rec. 2225-2228, 3148. In that sentence, the words "United States currency (including a Federal reserve note or a circulating note of Federal reserve banks and national banks)" are substituted for "any genuine note of the United
States, or of the national banks" for consistency with section 5103
of the revised title.
SECTION 5154
Revised Section
5154 ..........................................

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:425, 426..............................................

Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 281, 28 Stat. 278.

The words "United States coins and currency (including Federal
reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal reserve banks and
national banks)" are substituted for "Circulating notes of national
banking associations and United States legal tender notes and
other notes and certificates of the United States payable on
demand and circulating or intended to circulate as currency and
gold, silver, or other coin" in 31:425 to eliminate unnecessary
words and for consistency with section 5103 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section
5155 ..........................................

5155

Source (U.S. Code)
31:175 .......................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
July 1, 1916, ch. 209, §1(3d par on p. 275),
39 Stat. 275.

The words "terms and" are omitted as being included in "conditions". The words "that have been or may be made" are omitted as
unnecessary.
CHAPTER 53-MONETARY TRANSACTIONS
SUBCHAPTER I-CREDIT AND MONETARY EXPANSION
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SUBCHAPTER I-CREDIT AND MONETARY EXPANSION
SECTION
Revised Section

5301

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5301(a), (b)...............

31:821(less (a)last sentence)) ..................

May 12, 1933, ch. 25, §43(less (bXlXlast
sentence)), 48 Stat. 51; Jan. 30, 1934, ch.
6, §12, 48 Stat. 342; Jan. 23, 1937, ch. 5,
§2, 50 Stat. 4; July 6, 1939, ch. 260, §3, 53
Stat. 998; June 30, 1941, ch. 265, §2, 55
Stat. 396; June 12, 1945, ch. 186, §4, 59
Stat. 238; Mar. 18, 1968, Pub. L. 90-269,
§9, 82 Stat. 50.

5301(c) ......................................

31:821(a)(last sentence) ......................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the text of 31:821(b)(matter
before (1)) is omitted as obsolete because clause (1) is omitted as executed, and clause (2) is omitted as expired. The text of
31:821(b)(matter after (2)) is omitted as obsolete because silver is no
longer coined. The words "in his discretion" and "several" are
omitted as surplus. The words "Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System" are substituted for "Federal Reserve Board" because of 12:241. The words "upon investigation" are omitted as surplus. In clause (1), the word "foreign" is substituted for "of any
other government or governments" to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "coins and" are added for consistency. In clause
(2), the words "United States coins and currency" are substituted
for "currency issues of the United States" for consistency. In clause
(4), the words "so that the United States Government and the governments of other countries can stabilize" are substituted for "to
secure by international agreement a stabilization" for clarity. The
words "at proper levels" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "(and the Board is
authorized to permit the banks notwithstanding another law)" are
substituted for "notwithstanding any provisions of law or rules and
regulations to the contrary" for clarity. In clause (1), the words

"pursuant to existing law" are omitted as surplus. The words
"through each entire" are substituted for "throughout" for clarity.
In clause (2), the words "in portfolio", "or periods of time Treasury
bills or other" and "in an aggregate sum of" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION

5302

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5302(a) .....................................

31:822a(bXl) ...............................................

Jan . 30, 1934, ch. 6, §10(a), )bXl), (c), 48
Stat. 341, 342; Jan. 23, 1937, ch. 5, §1, 50
Stat. 4; July 6, 1939, ch. 260, §§1, 2, 53
Stat. 998; June 30, 1941, ch. 265, §1, 55
Stat. 395; Apr. 29, 1943, ch. 76, 57 Stat.
68; July 31, 1945, ch. 339, §7(a), 59 Stat.
514; Dec. 30, 1970, Pub. L. 91-599, §§41,
42, 84 Stat. 1659; Oct. 19, 1976, Pub. L.
94-564, §7, 90 Stat. 2661; Oct. 28, 1977,
Pub. L. 95-147, §4(b), 91 Stat. 1229; Nov.
8, 1978, Pub. L. 95-612, §§1, 6, 92 Sta.
3091, 3092.

55302(b)
3

31:822a(aXlst sentence) ...........................
31:822a(bX2) ...............................................

5302(cX2) ................................
5302(d ) . ............. .................

3

.....................................
02(c)(1) .................................

3

8

1: 22a(aXlast sentence) ..........................
2
1:8 2a(c) ....................................................

Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, 48 Stat. 337, §10(bX2);
added Nov. 8, 1978, Pub. L. 95-612, §6, 92
Stat. 3092.

In subsection (a)(1), the words "The Department of the Treasury
has a stabilization fund" are substituted for "there is appropriated,
out of the receipts which are directed to be covered into the Treasury under section 408b of this title, the sum of $2,000,000,000,
which sum when available shall be deposited in the United States
Treasury in a stabilization fund" because the fund has been established. The words "(hereinafter called the 'fund')" are omitted as
unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "To enable the
Secretary of the Treasury" and "The fund shall be available for expenditure, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury and
in his discretion, for any purpose in connection with carrying out
the provisions of this section" are omitted as surplus. The words
"section 18 of the Bretton Woods Agreement Act (22 U.S.C. 286e-3),
and section 3 of the Special Drawing Rights Act (22 U.S.C. 286o)"
are added for clarity. The words "and reinvestment" and "direct"
are omitted as surplus. The word "Government" is added for consistency. The words "accruing under the operations of this section"
are omitted as surplus. The words "to carry out this section" after
"are available" are substituted for "for the purposes of
the fund"
for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "directly . ..through" and "for the
account of the fund established in this section" are omitted as surplus. The words "government of a foreign country" are substituted
for "foreign government" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The words "by or
through such fund" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the word "calendar" is omitted as surplus.
The words "beginning after the effective date of this paragraph"
are omitted as executed. The words "to occur" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "any part of the first subscription
payment of the Government to the International Monetary Fund,
previously paid from the stabilization fund" are substituted for
31:822a(c)(words before semicolon) and "thereof' for clarity because
the payment has been made.
SECTION 5303
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5303
....................31:938 .........................................................
Oct. 15, 1966, Pub. L. 89-677, 80 Stat. 955.

The word "Federal" is omitted as unnecessary because of the
definition of "agency" in section 101 of the revised title. The words
"coins and" and "Government" are added for consistency. The
words "or set aside" and "of the Government" are omitted as surplus. The words "The agency shall reimburse . . .shall replace"
are substituted for "except (1) that reimbursement shall be made
(2) . .. shall be replaced" for clarity. The words "applicable
of the agency concerned" are omitted as surplus. The words
program or activity" are substituted for "purpose" for clarity and
consistency.
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SECTION

5304
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S.Code)

Revised Section

5304 ..........................................
31:822 ..........................................................
M ay 12, 1933, ch. 25, §44, 48 Stat. 53.
31:822b ...........................Jan. 30, 1934, ch. 6, §11, 48 Stat. 342.

Before clause (1), the words "prescribe regulations" are substituted for "make and promulgate rules and regulations" in 31:822 and
"issue .. .such rules and regulations" in 31:822b for consistency.
In clause (1), the words "to carry out" are substituted for "covering
any action taken or to be taken by the President under" in 31:822
to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (2), the words "or
proper" in 31:822b and 'the purposes of' are omitted as surplus.
Reference to 31:821 is omitted as obsolete because silver is no
longer coined. Reference to 31:824 is omitted as obsolete because
31:824 is executed and is not part of the revised title.
SUBCHAPTER II-RECORDS AND REPORTS ON MONETARY
INSTRUMENTS TRANSACTIONS
SECTION
Revised Section
5311

5311

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

...............................
31:1051 ...........................Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §202, 84 Stat.
1118.

SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5312
Source (Statutes at Large)

0 2

5312(aXl) .............................
31:1 5 (a), (b),
(g), (i)
................................
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §203(a)-(i), (),
84 Stat. 1118.
5312(aX2) .................................
31:1052(e) ....................................................
5312(a)(3)
.. .........
..............
31:1052() ....................................................
3
5 12(aX4) ................31:1052(c) .............................................
5312(aX5) ..........................
31:1052(d)...........................................
5312(b) ....................................
31:1052(f), (h).............................................

In subsection (a)(1), the text of 31:1052(a) is omitted as unnecessary. The text of 31:1052(b) is omitted because of the restatement.
The text of 31:1052(i) is omitted as unnecessary because the source
provision is restated where necessary in the revised subchapter.
In subsection (a)(2), (3), (4), and (5), the words "the Secretary...
prescribes" are substituted for "specified by the Secretary by regulation", "as the Secretary may by regulation specify", "specified by
the Secretary", and "the Secretary shall by regulation specify" for
consistency.
In subsection (a)(2) and (3), the words "for the purposes of the
provision of this chapter to which the regulation relates" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2), before subclause (A), the words "any person
which does business in any one or more of the following capacities"
are omitted as surplus. In subclause (F), the words "savings bank,
building and loan association, credit union, industrial bank, or
other" are omitted as surplus. In subclause (T), the words "agency
of the United States Government or of a State or local government" are substituted for "Federal, State, or local government in-

stitution" for consistency. In subclause (U), the words "type of' are
omitted as surplus. The word "agency" is substituted for "institution" for consistency.
In subsection (a)(3)(B)-(5), the word "prescribe" is substituted for
"specify" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles
of
the United States Code.
In subsection (a)(3)(B), the words "in addition", and "and such
types of' are omitted as surplus. The words "similar material" are
substituted for "the equivalent thereof' for clarity.
In subsection (a)(4), the words "in addition to its meaning under
section 1 of title 1" are substituted for "natural persons, partnerships, . . . associations, corporations, and all entities cognizable as
legal personalities" for consistency because 1:1 is applicable to all
laws unless otherwise provided. The words "a trustee, a representative of an estate" are substituted for "trusts, estates", and the word
"entity" is substituted for "department or agency", for consistency.
The words "either for the purpose of this chapter generally or any
particular requirement thereunder" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(5), the words "used in a geographic sense" are
omitted because of the restatement. The words "either for the purposes of this chapter generally or any particular requirement
thereunder" are omitted as surplus. The words "territory or" are
added for consistency.
Subsection (b) is substituted for 31:1052(f) and (h) to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5313
Source (Statutes at Large)

3

5 13(a) .....................................
31:1081 ........................................................
O ct.26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §§221-223, 84
Stat. 1122.
3 1:1082
0 8 ......................................................
5313(b)
..................31:1 3(a) .................................
3
5 13(c)..................31:1083(b) ................................

In subsection (a), the words "coins or" are added, and the words
''prescribe" and "prescribes" are substituted for "specify" in
31:1081, and "require", for consistency. The words "other parties
thereto or" in 31:1082 are omitted as surplus. The words "to the
Secretary" in 31:1081 are omitted as unnecessary and for clarity.
The words "in such detail" are omitted as surplus. The words "A
participant acting for another person shall make the report as the
agent or bailee of the person and identify the person for whom the
transaction is being made" are substituted for 31:1082(last sentence) for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), the words "in his discretion" and "individually
or by class" are omitted as surplus. The word "Government" is
added for consistency. The words "or a regulation under this subchapter", are added because of the restatement. The words "(except
a violation of section 5315 of this title or a regulation prescribed
under section 5315)" are added because 31:1141-1143 was not enacted as a part of the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act that is restated in this subchapter.
In subsection (c)(1), clause (A) is substituted for "with respect to a
domestic financial institution . . . with that institution" for clarity.

Clause (C) is substituted for "any such person may, at his election
and in lieu of filing the report in the manner hereinabove prescribed, file the report with the Secretary" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section

5314

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5314(a)

...................
31:1121(a) .........................Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §§241, 242, 84
Stat. 1124.
53 14(b ).....................................
31:1122 ........................................................
5314(c) .................. 31:1121(b) ............................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "currency or other",
"legitimately", "by regulation", and "directly or indirectly" are
omitted as surplus. The words "for any person" are substituted for
"on behalf of himself or another" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "and to the extent" are substituted for "and in such
detail" for clarity. In clauses (1) and (2), the words "participants"
and "participant" are substituted for "parties" for consistency. In
clause (2), the words "to the transaction or relationship" are omitted as surplus. In clause (3), the words "if one or more of the parties are not acting solely as principals" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (4), the words "including the amounts of money, credit, or
other property involved" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "or a regulation under thl's section"
are added because of the restatement. The words "or does not
apply" and "uniform" in clause (2) are omitted as surplus. In
clause (5), the words "carry out" are substituted for "the application of" for consistency.
In subsection (c), the words "produce or otherwise . . .the contents of" and "in compliance with a subpena or summons duly authorized and issued or . . .may otherwise be" are omitted as surplus. The words "under a regulation" are added because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5315
Source (Statutes at Large)

5315(a) .....................................
31:1141 ........................................................
Sept. 21, 1973, Pub. L. 93-110, §§201, 202,
Stat. 353.
53 15(b ), (c)
...............................
3 1:1142 ........................................................

In subsection (a)(3), the words "it is desirable to emphasize this
objective . . . existing legal" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c), the words "(hereafter referred to as the 'Secretary')" are omitted because of the restatement. The words "under
the authority of this subchapter and any other authority conferred
by law" are omitted as surplus. The word "prescribe" is substituted
for "supplement" for clarity. The words "the statement of findings
under" and "the submission of' are omitted as surplus. The words
"Reports required under this subchapter shall cover foreign currency transactions" are omitted because of the restatement. The words
"such terms are" and "the policy of' are omitted as surplus.
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SECTION
Revised Section

5316

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5316(a) .................. :1101a)........................ Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §231, 84 Stat.
1122.
5316(b) ..................31:1101(b) ................................
5316(c) ......................................
3 1:110 1(c) ....................................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "a person or an
agent or bailee of the person shall" are substituted for "whoever,
whether as principal, agent, or bailee, or by an agent or bailee" for
consistency. The words "or reports" are omitted as unnecessary because of 1:1. In clause (2), the words "transported into the United
States" are substituted for "at the termination of their transportation to the United States" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the word "required" is omitted
as surplus. The word "prescribes" is substituted for "require" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "to the extent" are substituted for "in such
detail" for clarity. In clause (1), the words "with respect to the
monetary instruments transported" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (3), the words "or if the person transporting the instruments
personally is not going to use them" are substituted for "or are
transported for any purpose other than the use in his own behalf of
the person transporting the same" for clarity.
In subsection (c), the words "or a regulation under this section"
are added because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

5317

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5317(a)
.....................................
31:1105 ........................................................
Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §§232, 235, 84
Stat. 1123.
5317(b) .....................................
31:1102
...................
.........................

In subsection (a), the words "The Secretary shall include a statement of information in support of the warrant" are substituted for
31:1105(a)(last sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words and for
consistency. The word "for" is substituted for "authorizing the
search of. . .all of the following" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words "or more" are omitted as unnecessary because the singular includes the plural under 1:1. The words "or premises", "letters, parcels, packages, or other", and "vehicles" are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "either" and "the possession of' are
omitted as surplus. The words "United States Postal Service" are
substituted for "postal service" for consistency with title 39. The
words "or retained in" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5318
Source (Statutes at Large)

Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §§205(a),
..........
31:1054(a), (bXlst sentence)........
5318 ..........................................
(blst sentence), 206, 84 Stat. 1120.
3 1:105 5 .......................................................

In the section, before clause (1), the words "have the responsibility to assure compliance with the requirements of this chapter" in
31:1054(a) are omitted as unnecessary because of section 321 of the
revised title. The words "(except under section 5315 of this title and
regulations prescribed under section 5315)" are added because
31:1141-1143 was not enacted as a part of the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act that is restated in this subchapter.
In clause (1), the words "duties and powers" are substituted for "responsibilities" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code. The words "bank supervisory
agency, or other" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the words
"by regulation" and "as he may deem" are omitted as surplus. The
words "and regulations prescribed under this subchapter" are
added because of the restatement. In clause (3), the word "prescribe" is substituted for "make" in 31:1055 for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the Code. The words "otherwise imposed", 31:1055(lst sentence), and the words "in his discretion" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

5319

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

5319..........................................
31:1052(j) .....................................................
O ct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §§203j), 212,
84 Stat. 1120, 1121.
3 1:106 1........................................................

The words "upon such conditions and pursuant to such procedures as he may by regulation prescribe" and "set forth" in
31:1061, and the word "specifically" in 31:1052(j), are omitted as
surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
5320 ..........................................

5320

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1057 ........................................................

Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §208, 84 Stat.
1120.
31:1143(bXwords before last comma).... Sept. 21, 1973, Pub. L. 93-110, §203(bXwords
before last comma), 87 Stat. 353.

The words "has violated, is violating, or will violate this subchapter" are substituted for "has engaged, is engaged, or is about
to engage in any acts or practices constituting a violation of the
provisions of this chapter" in 31:1057 and "failed to submit a report
required under any rule or regulation issued under this subchapter
or has violated any rule or regulation issued hereunder' in
31:1143(b)(words before last comma) to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "or a regulation prescribed" are added because of
the restatement. The words "in his discretion" are omitted as surplus. The word "civil" is added because of rule 2 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure (28 App. U.S.C.). The word "possession" is
substituted for "other place subject to the jurisdiction" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States
Code. The words "or to enforce compliance with the subchapter,
regulation, or order" are substituted for 31:1057(last sentence) and
the words "a mandatory injunction commanding such person to
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comply with such rule or regulation" in 31:l143(b)(words before last
comma) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "and upon a
proper showing . . permanent or" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
5321(a)l) ..................

5321

Source (U.S. Code)
05

31:1 4(blast sentence
civil penalties).

Source (Statutes at Large)

related

to

Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §§205(bKlaat
sentence related to civil penalties), 207,
233, 234, 84 Stat. 1120, 1123.
3 1:10
56(a)..................................................
5321(aX2) ..............................
. 3 1:1103
................. ............... ......... ........ ..
20
5321(a)3) ................
31:1143(a),
(bXwords
after
last Sept. 21, 1973, Pub. L. 93-110, § 3(a),
comma).
(b)(words after last comma), 87 Stat. 353.
5321(b) .............
.....
31:1056(b)
............... ..................... .
5321(c) .............
............... 31:1104 .......... ....................................

In subsection (a)(1), the words "or a regulation prescribed under
this subchapter" are added because of the restatement. The words
"(except section 5315 of this title or a regulation prescribed under
section 5315)" are added because 31:1141-1143 was not enacted as a
part of the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act that
is restated in this subchapter. The words "is liable to the United
States Government for" are substituted for "the Secretary may
assess upon" in 3 1:1056(a) for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The words "the purposes of both civil and criminal penalties for" in 31:1054(b)(last
sentence)(related to civil penalties) are omitted, and the words "or
a regulation prescribed under section 5318(2)" are added, because
of the restatement. The words "the violation continues" are added
for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
The word "separate" before "office" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (a)(2), the word "impose" is substituted for "assess"
for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code.
The word "additional" is substituted for 31:1103(last sentence
words before last comma) to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "or a regulation prescribed under section 5316" are added
because of the restatement. The words "amount of this", "to be
filed", and "actually" are omitted as surplus.
Subsection (a)(3) is substituted for 31:1143(a) and (b)(words after
last comma) for clarity and consistency and because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "in the discretion of"', "in the name
of the United States", and "of any person" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "in his discretion" and "upon such
terms and conditions as he deems reasonable and just" are omitted
as surplus. The word "civil" is added for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
53 2 2

(a).........

.............

5322

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1058 ..........

...

...............

Source (Statutes at Large)

Oct. 26, 1970, Pub. L. 91-508, §§205(bxlast
sentence related to criminal penalties),
209, 210, 84 Stat. 1120, 1121.
5322(b
) ............................
...3 1:1059 ................................
2
53 2(c) ...................................... 31:1054(bXlast sentence related to
criminal penalties).

In subsections (a) and (b), the words "(except section 5315 of this
title or a regulation prescribed under section 5315)" are added because 31:1141-1143 was not enacted as part of the Currency and
Foreign Transactions Reporting Act that is restated in the subchapter.
In subsection (a), the word "prescribed" is added for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "or a regulation prescribed under
this subchapter" are added because of the restatement. The words
"committed" and "the commission of' are omitted as surplus. The
words "United States" are substituted for "Federal" for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (c), the words "the purposes of both civil and criminal penalties for" are omitted because of the restatement. The
word "separate" before "office" is omitted as surplus.
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SECTION

Revised Section
6101(1) .....................................

6101

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1701(4) ....................................................

6101(2)...........................831:1701(2)....................................
6 10 1(3) .....................................
3 1:170 1(1)....................................................
6 10 1(4) .....................................
3 1:17 0 1(3) ....................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Dec. 28, 1977, Pub. L. 95-220, §2, 91 Stat.
1615.

In the section, the word "Federal" is omitted as unnecessary.
In clause (1), the word "unit" is substituted for "subdivision" for
consistency in the revised title. The words "direct operational" are
omitted as unnecessary.
In clause (3)(A), the words "money, property, services, or" are
omitted as being included in "anything of value'. The word "for" is
substituted for "the principal purpose of which is to accomplish" to
eliminate unnecessary words. In subclause (i), the words "grants,
loans, loan guarantees, scholarships, mortgage loans, insurance or
other types of" are omitted as being included in "financial assistance". In subclause (ii), the word "goods" is omitted as being included in "property". The words "and service activities of regula-

tory agencies" are omitted as being included in "services". In subclause (iii), the words "expert and technical information" are substituted for "technical assistance, and counseling, statistical and
other expert information" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In clause (3)(B), the words "or procurement of property or services for the direct benefit or use of the Government" are added for
consistency in subtitle V of the revised title.
In clause (4)(A), the words "or benefits" are omitted as being included in "assistance". Subclause (ii) is included for consistency in
the revised title because the District of Columbia is stated when a
provision is meant to apply to the District. In subclause (vi), the
word "grouping" is omitted as being included in "political subdivision or instrumentality". In subclauses (vii)-(ix), the words "profit
or nonprofit" are omitted as surplus. In subclause (ix), the words
"individual of the United States" are substituted for "domestic...
individual" for clarity.
SECTION 6102
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

......... .......
31:1703(a) ...................................................
Dec. 28, 1977, Pub. L. 95-220, §§4, 5(d), (e),
91 Stat. 1615, 1616.
6102(b)
.........
..................
31:1703(b) ..........................................
6102(c) .....................................
31:1704(d), (e)...................................

6102(a) ..

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words in parentheses are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "information on domestic assistance programs. The information on
each domestic assistance program shall include the following" are
substituted for "a Federal Assistance Information Data Base . ..
For each Federal domestic assistance program the data base shall"
for clarity and consistency. In clause (1)(A), the word "law" is substituted for "statute" for consistency. In clause (2)(H), the word "obligations" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the word "catalogs" is added for clarity.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "further", "officials", and "Federal" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION 6103
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

Dec. 28, 1977, Pub. L. 95-220, §5(a)-(c), 91
31:1704(a)-(c) ..........................
6103 .........................................
Stat. 1616.

In subsection (a), the words "establish and" are omitted as surplus. The word "information" is substituted for "data base" for
consistency. The words "described in section 6102 of this title" are
added for clarity.
In subsection (b), the words "contained in the data base" are
omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c), the words "notwithstanding another provision
of law to the contrary" and "but not limited to" are omitted as unnecessary.
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SECTION
Revised Section
6104(a) ..................

6104
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1705(a) .....................

.......................

.Dec. 28, 1977, Pub. L. 95-220, §6, 91 Stat.
1616.

6104(b) ..................
31:1705(d) .........................................
31:1705(b ), (c). .................
................
6104(c) ......................................
6104(d) ...........
.................
31:1705(e)
......
.............................

In subsection (a), the words in parentheses are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b)(1), the word "Federal" is omitted as unnecessary. The words "system under section 6102(a) of this title" are substituted for "data base" for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (d), before clause (1), the text of 31:1705(e)(1) is
omitted as unnecessary because of section 6102(c) of the revised
title. The words "The Director" are added for clarity and consistency. The words "member of Congress" are substituted for "Members
of Congress, Delegates, Resident Commissioners" for consistency. In
clause (6), the words "depository library of United States Government publications" are substituted for "Federal deposit libraries"
as being more precise. In clause (7), the word "depository" is substituted for "other local repositories" for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
6105 ..........................................

6105

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1707 ........................................................

Dec. 28, 1977, Pub. L. 95-220, §8, 91 Stat.
1617.

The section is substituted for 31:1707 because the authorizations
listed are executed.
CHAPTER 63-USING PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS AND
GRANT AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
Sec.
6301.
6302.
6303.
6304.
6305.
6306.
6307.
6308.

Purposes.
Definitions.
Using procurement contracts.
Using grant agreements.
Using cooperative agreements.
Authority to vest title in tangible personal property for research.
Interpretative guidelines and exemptions.
Use of multiple relationships for different parts of jointly financed projects.
SECTION

Revised Section
6301 ....................

Source (U.S. Code)
41:501 ...........................

6301
Source (Statutes at Large)
Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §2, 92 Stat. 3.

In the chapter, the words "procurement contract" are substituted
for "contract" for consistency.
The text of 41:501(a) and (b)(4) is omitted as executed.
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SECTION
Revised Section
63021)
6302(2)
6302( )
6302(4)
6302(5)

6302

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

41:502(4) ..........................
Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §3, 92 Stat. 4,
..................
............
... ............
41:50 2(5) .....................................................
.................................
. 41:502(2) .......................
............
.......
........... 41:502(3) ....................................................
.....................................
4 1:50 21 ) ...............................................

Clause (3) restates the source provisions because of the definition
of
agency" in section 102 of the revised title. The words
"a "executive
county, municipality, city, town, township" are omitted
as being
included in "a unit of government in a State".
In clause (5), the words "the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico" are
omitted as being included in "territory or possession of the United
States" and as unnecessary because of 48:734. The words "duties
and powers" are substituted for "functions" for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION
Revised Section
6303 ..........................................

6303

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

41:503 ...................................................

Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §4, 92 Stat. 4.

The words "type of" are omitted as unnecessary. The word "decides" is substituted for "determines" for consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section
6304 ..........................................

6304
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
41:504 ..........................................................

Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §5, 92 Stat 4.

The words "type of" are omitted as unnecessary. The words
"money, property, services" are omitted as being included in "a
thing of value". The words "in order" are omitted as surplus. The
words "law of the United States" are substituted for "Federal statute" for consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section
6305 ....................

6305
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §6, 92 Stat. 5.

41:505 ............................

The words "type of" are omitted as unnecessary. The words
"money, property, services" are omitted as being included in "a
thing of value". The words "law of the United States" are substituted for "Federal statute" for consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section
6306 ....................

6306

Source (U.S. Code)
41:506 .........

...................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §7, 92 Stat. 5.

The text of 41:506(a) is omitted as unnecessary because it duplicates the requirements of sections 6303-6305 of the revised title.
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The word "equipment" is omitted as being included in "tangible
personal property". The words "amounts provided under a contract, grant agreement, or cooperative agreement" are substituted
for "such funds" for clarity. The words "decides the vesting" are
substituted for "it is deemed" for clarity. The word "conditions" is
substituted for "terms and conditions" because it is inclusive.
SECTION
Revised Section
6307(1) .....................................
6307(2) ..................

6307

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

41:508 ..........................................................
Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §9, 92 Stat. 6.
41:501(note) .......................................... Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §10, 92 Stat. 6;
Apr. 1, 1982, Pub. L. 97-162, 96 Stat. 23.

In clause (1), the word "supplementary" is omitted as surplus.
In clause (2), the word "exempt" is substituted for "except" for
consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section
6308 ..........................................

6308

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

41:509 ..........................................................

Feb. 3, 1978, Pub. L. 95-224, §10(c), 92 Stat.
6.

The word "financed" is substituted for "funded", and the word
"amounts" is substituted for "funds", for consistency in the revised
title.
CHAPTER 65-INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION
See.
6501.
6502.
6503.
6504.
6505.
6506.
6507.
6508.

Definitions.
Information on grants received.
Transfer and deposit requirements.
Use of existing State or multimember agency to administer graii+ programs.
Authority to provide specialized or technical services.
Development assistance.
Congressional review of grant programs.
Studies and reports.
SECTION

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

6501
Source (Statutes at Large)

6501(1) ..................

42:4201(7) ...................................................
Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §§101-107,
109,110,82 Stat.1098,1100,1101.
..........................
.................. 42:42019)
6501(2).
6501(3) .....................................
42:4201(9) ....................................................
6501(4) ....................................
42:4201(6) ............................................
6501(5)
....................................
42:4201(6) ..................................................
6501(6) ..................42:4201(3) ..........................................
650 1 ) .....................................
42:4 20 1(5) ....................................................
650 1(8) .....................................
42:420 1(2) ..................................................
6 50 1(9) .....................................
42:420 1(4 )....................................................

In clause (1), the word "assistance" is substituted for "'Federal
assistance', 'Federal assistance programs', or 'federally assisted programs"' for consistency in the revised title and to have only one
defined term in the chapter. The words "the transfer of anything of
value for a public purpose of support or stimulation that is (A) authorized by a law of the United States" are substituted for "pro-

grams that provide assistance" for consistency with section 6101(3)
of the revised title. The words "section 502 of the District of Columbia Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization Act (Public
Law 93-198, 87 Stat. 813, D.C. Code §47-3406)" are substituted for
"article VI of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1947 (D.C.
Code secs. 4 7 - 2 501a and 47-2501b)" because the former has superseded the latter.
Clause (3) restates the source provisions because of the definition
of "executive agency" in section 102 of the revised title.
In clause (4)(A) and (B), the word "grant" is substituted for
grant' or 'grant-in-aid"' for consistency in the revised title and to
have only one defined term in the chapter.
In clause (4)(B), the words "a private, nonprofit community organization eligible to receive amounts under the Community Services
Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9901 et seq.)" are substituted for "a
community action agency under the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964, as amended" because of section 683(c)(2) of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (Pub. L. 97-35, 95 Stat. 519).
In clause (4)(C), the words "whether public or private" are omitted as surplus. The words "law of the United States" are substituted for "Federal laws" for consistency.
In clause (5), the words "head of a Federal agency" are omitted
as unnecessary because heads of Federal agencies already have the
authority to delegate.
In clause (6), the words "local government" are substituted for
"'political subdivision' or 'local government' for consistency
in the
revised title and to have only one defined term in the chapter. The
words "unit of general local government" are substituted for "local
unit of government, including specifically a county, municipality,
city, town, township" to incorporate the definition in clause (9).
In clause (7), the words "public-purpose local government" are
substituted for "public-purpose corporation or other strictly limited
purpose political subdivision" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In clause (8), the words "the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico" are
omitted as being included in "territory or possession of the United
States" and as necessary because of 48:734.
In clause (9), the word "parish" is omitted as included in county
because of 1:2.
SECTION
Revised Section
6502 ..........................................

6502

Source (U.S. Code)
42:4211

.......................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
........

. Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §201, 82 Stat.
1101.

The words "chief executive officer" are substituted for "Governor" because the definition of State includes the District of Columbia. The words "executive agency" are substituted for "department
or agency of the United States Government" because of the definition in sections 102 and 6501(3) of the revised title. The words
''shall provide the requesting officer or legislature" are substituted
for the last sentence of 42:4211 to eliminate unnecessary words.
The word "information" is substituted for "such data" because it is

more accurate. The words "in writing" and "actual" are omitted as
unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

6503
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

6503(a) ..................42:4213 ........................... Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §§202, 203, 82
Stat. 1101.
42:4212 .................................................
6503(b) .............................

In the section, the words "executive agency" are substituted for
"Federal departments and agencies" because of the definition in
sections 102 and 6501(3) of the revised title.
In subsection (a), the word "money" is substituted for "funds" for
consistency in the section. The words "so as" and "United States"
are omitted as surplus. The words "before or after" are substituted
for "prior to or subsequent to" for consistency. The words "subsequent to such transfer of funds" are omitted as unnecessary the
second time they are used.
In subsection (b), the words "apart from other funds administered by the state", "properly", "In each case", and "examination"
are omitted as unnecessary. The word "money" is substituted for
"all federal grant-in-aid funds" for consistency in the section. The
words "United States Government grant money" are substituted
for "Federal funds" for consistency in the revised title. The word
"make" is substituted for "render", the word "periodic" is substituted for "regular", and the word "information" is substituted for
"facts", for clarity. The words "or any of their duly authorized representatives" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "Records
shall be made available to . . . for auditing" are substituted for
"shall have access for the purpose of audit and examination to any
books, documents, papers, and records" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION
Revised Section
6504 ..........................................

6504

Source (U.S. Code)
42:4214 .........................

..... .....................

Source (Statutes at Large)
O ct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §204, 82 Stat.
1101.

In the section, the word "agency" is substituted for "board or
commission" for consistency in the revised title. Before clause (1),
the words "executive agency" are substituted for "Federal department or agency" because of the definition in sections 102 and
6501(3) of the revised title. The words "appropriate" and "determining or revising" are omitted as surplus. The words "Governor
or other" are omitted as covered by "executive . . . authority". In
clause (2), the words "after deciding" are substituted for "Provided,
That the head of the Federal department or agency determines" to
eliminate unnecessary words.
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SECTION
Revised Section

6505

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

6505(a) ..................42:4201(8) ......................... Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §§108, 303,
305, 82 Stat. 1100, 1102, 1103.
42 42 2
:
2(proviso, words after proviso).. Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §302, 82 Stat.
1102; Reorg. Plan No. 2 of 1970, eff.
July
1, 1970, §102(a(, 84 Stat. 2085.
4
6505(b) .................. 2:4222(w ords before proviso) . ..............
6505(c) .................. 42:4223 .................................
6505(d) ....................................
42:4225 ...............................................

In the section, the words "executive agency" are substituted for
"Federal department or agency" and "department or agency of the
executive branch of the Federal Government" because of the definition in sections 102 and 6501(3) of the revised title.
In subsection (a), the source provisions are consolidated to eliminate an unnecessary definition. The word "President" is substituted for "Director of the Office of Management and Budget" in
42:4222(proviso, words after proviso) because sections 101 and 102(a)
of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat.
2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the
President. The words "rules and regulations" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b), the word "may" is substituted for "is authorized within his discretion" for clarity and to omit unnecessary
words. The words "specialized or technical services" are omitted
because of consolidation of the source provisions. The words "direct
or indirect" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the word "Payment" is substituted
"moneys" for consistency in the section. The words "All" and for
"or
any bureau or other administrative division thereof' are omitted
as surplus.
In subsection (d), the words "and does not supersede" are omitted
as unnecessary. The words "authority under another law in effect
on October 16, 1968" are substituted for "authority now possessed"
for clarity. The words "by any Federal department or agency with
respect to furnishing services, whether on a reimbursable or nonreimbursable basis, to State and local units of government" are
omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

6506
Source (Statutes at Large)

6506(a)
..................................
42:4231(aXlst, 2d sentences) ...................
Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §§401-403, 82
Stat. 1103.
6506(b)
.....................................
42:431(aX3d-last
sentences)
................
0
65 6(c).................. 42:4231(b) ....................................................
6506(d) ....................................
42:423 1(c) .................................................
6506(e)
......................................
42:423 1(d, (e) .........................................
6506( )....................................
. 42:42 32 .....................................................
6506(g)
..................42:4233
...........................................

In subsection (a), the words "United States" are substituted for
"the Nation" for consistency. The word "When" is substituted for
"in a time" for clarity.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the word "therefore" is omitted as unnecessary. The word "regulations" is substituted for

"rules and regulations" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. In clause (2), the words
"all natural resources" are substituted for "natural resources, including land, water, minerals, wildlife, and others" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "fully", "taken into account", and
"evaluated" are omitted as surplus. The words "development programs and projects of the United States Government or assisted by
the Government" are substituted for "Federal or federally assisted
development programs and projects", and the words "laws of the
United States" are substituted for "Federal law", for consistency in
the revised title.
In subsection (d), the word "assistance" is substituted for "federal aid" because of the definition in section 6501(1) of the revised
title.
In subsection (e), the words "executive agency" are substituted
for "Federal department and agency" and "Federal departments
and agencies" because of the definition in sections 102 and 6501(3)
of the revised title. The words "To the extent" are substituted for
"Insofar as" for consistency.
In subsection (f), the words "law of the United States" are substituted for "Federal law" for consistency.
In subsection (g), the words "Office of Management and Budget
• . . other" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

6507

Source (U.S. Code)

6507(a) ..................

42:4241(a) .........................

6507(b ) .....................................

42:4241 (b)....................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §601, 82 Stat.
1106.

In the section, the words "law of the United States" are substituted for "Act of Congress" for clarity. The word "grants" is substituted for "grants-in-aid", and the words "grant program" are substituted for "grant-in-aid program", for consistency in the chapter.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "grant program"
are substituted for "program under which such grants-in-aid are
made" for consistency in the chapter and to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "committees of Congress" are substituted for
"Committee of the Senate and the House of Representatives" for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "The committees may conduct" are added
for clarity. The word "report" is substituted for "advise" for clarity. In clause (2), the word "assistance" is substituted for "financial
assistance from the United States" because of the definition in section 6501(1) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the words "prior to the expiration of the fourth
calendar year beginning after October 16, 1968, and thereafter" are
omitted as executed.

SECTION

6508
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section

Oct. 16, 1968, Pub. L. 90-577, §§602, 603, 82
42:4242 ........................................................
6508(a) .....................................
Stat. 1107.
42:4243 .....................................................
.....................................
6508(b)

In the section, the words "of Congress" are added for clarity. The
words "grant program" are substituted for "grant-in-aid program"
for consistency in the chapter.
In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "The study shall
include a review of' are substituted for "to determine" for clarity.
In clause (B), the words "among other relevant matters" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b)(1)(B), the words "administration of the program
by the United States Government" are substituted for "Federal administration" for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "requesting the study" are added
for clarity.
CHAPTER 67-REVENUE SHARING
Sec.
6701.
6702.
6703.
6704.
6705.
6706.
6707.
6708.
6709.
6710.
6711.
6712.
6713.
6714.
6715.
6716.
6717.
6718.
6719.
6720.
6721.
6722.
6723.
6724.

Definitions and application.
Payments to governments.
State and Local Government Fiscal Assistance Trust Fund.
Qualifications.
State government allocations.
Reductions in State government allocations.
State allocations for units of general local government.
County area and county government allocations.
Other local government allocations.
Separate law enforcement officer allocations for Louisiana.
State variation of local government allocations.
Adjustments of local government allocations.
Information used in allocation formulas.
Public hearings.
Prohibition on using payments to influence legislation.
Prohibited discrimination.
Discrimination proceedings.
Suspension and termination of payments in discrimination proceedings.
Compliance agreements.
Enforcement by the Attorney General of prohibitions on discrimination.
Civil action by a person adversely affected.
Judicial review.
Audits, investigations, and reviews.
Reports.
SECTION

Revised Section
6701(aX1) .................................
6701(aX

6701
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

81:1261(bX8)....................... Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 80 Stat. 919,
§141(bX8); added Dec. 28, 1980, Pub. L.
96-604, §2(c)(3), 94 Stat. 3518.
§122(c)(1), (4),
Oct 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512,
..1:1242(c4).......................
86 Stat. 932; restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub.

§8(a), 90 Stat. 2352, 2353.
L 2 - 1 , § 10 ( X H )
3 1:1 24 2(c X1) .......................... ........... ....... ... L. 94-488,
6701(a X 3.................................
.................... .Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L 92512, §§108(dX2)-(6),
1:1228(aX3) .. ................
3................
6701(aX4
86 Stat. 927, 928, 929.
(c)(2XA),
)........................109(aX3),
1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §108(dXl), 86
20,
Oct.
.................
.....
..................
1:1227(dX1)
................
6701(aX5)
94-488,
Stat. 927; Oct.
2356.
2346, L.
Star. Pub.
10(b),13,go 1976,
§§6(c)(20B),
6701(aX6) ................
6701(aX7) .................................

31:1228(cX2XA) .......................................
31:1227(dX3) ...............................................

§

SECTION
Revised Section

6701-Continued

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

670 1(b ) .....................................
31'1227(d
)(2)
...............................................
6701(c) .....................................
31:1227(d)(4), (5) ...........................
670 1(d ) .....................................
3 1:1227(d )(6) ...............................................
6701(e) ......................................
31:1261(c) ...................................................
. O ct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §141(c), 86
Stat. 934; restated Dec. 24, 1973, Pub. L.
93-198, §735, 87 Stat. 823.

In subsection (a), the words "Secretary of Commerce" are substituted for "Bureau of the Census" for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a)(1), the words "of 1980" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (a)(3), before clause (A), the words "United States
court" are substituted for "Federal Court", and the words "administrative law judge appointed under section 3105 of title 5" are substituted for "Federal administrative law judge", for clarity and consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the Code. The
words "State government or unit of general local government expending amounts received under this chapter" are substituted for
"with respect to a State government or unit of local government
which expends funds received under subchapter I of this chapter
that such government" to eliminate unnecessary words and for
consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a)(5)(A), the words "general local government" are
substituted for "local government", and the word "city" is substituted for "municipality", for consistency in the revised title. The
words "below the level of the State" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(5)(B), the words "duties and powers" are substituted for "functions" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the Code.
In subsection (a)(6), the words "taxes imposed" are substituted
for "compulsory contributions exacted" for consistency.
In subsection (a)(7), the words "political subdivisions" are substituted for "subdivisions of government" for consistency in the section. The words "(such as 'towns')" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b), the words "then, except as provided in the next
sentence" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
The words "However, this subsection does not apply" are substituted for "such units shall not be treated as county governments and
the geographic areas of such units shall not be treated as county
areas" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "the entire" are substituted for "part
or all of its" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "Except as
provided in regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary shall allocate amounts" are substituted for "all computations
shall, except as otherwise provided in regulations, be made" for
clarity and because of section 6702 of the revised title. The words
"the unit" are substituted for "the entirety of such unit" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (d), the word "annexations" is omitted as being included in "governmental reorganization". The words "Secretary

. shall be made"
shall apply" are substituted for "application
because of section 6702 of the revised title.
In subsection (e), before clause (1), the words "is deemed to be"
are substituted for "shall be treated both" for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the Code. In clause (1), the text
of 31:1261(c)(1)(words between parentheses) is omitted as unnecessary because of the substitution of "chief executive officer" for
"Governor" in the source provisions restated in the chapter. Clause
(2) is substituted for 31:1261(c)(2) for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the Code.
SECTION
Revised Section

6702
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

6702(a) ....................................

31:1221(aXlst sentence) ...............

6702(b) ..................

31:1228(aX5) .......................

6702(c) ..................

31:1221(aX2d, 3d sentences) ....................
31:1221(aXlast sentence) ....................
31:1221(b) .........................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §102(a), 86
Stat. 919; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§6(e)(1), 90 Stat. 2347; Dec. 28, 1980, Pub
L. 96-604, §2(c)(1), 94 Stat. 3517.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §109(aX5), 86
Stat. 928.

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§102(b), (c); added Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L.
94-488, §6(e)(2), (f), 90 Stat. 2347.
31:1221(c) ....................................................
6702(d) .....................................

In subsection (b), the word "before" is substituted for "immediately preceding" in 31:1228(a)(5) for consistency. The words "ending
after October 20, 1972" in 31:1221 and "ending after September 30,
1972" are omitted as executed. The words "The Secretary shall
pay" are substituted for "shall be made", and the words "The Secretary initially may estimate" are substituted for "may be initially
made on the basis of estimates", for consistency.
In subsection (c), the words "The Secretary may increase or decrease . . only when" are substituted for "No adjustment shall be
made to increase or decrease" for consistency in the section. The
words "beginning after December 31, 1976" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (d), the word "amounts" is substituted for "funds"
for consistency in the revised title. The word "ensure" is substituted for "insure" as being more precise.
SECTION
Revised Section
6703(a) ..................

6703(b) .....................................

6703

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §105(a)(1), 86
Stat. 920; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§5(aXl), 90 Stat. 2341.
92-512,
L.
Pub.
1972,
20,
31:1224(aX2Xrelated to trustee) .............. Oct.
§§105(a)(2)(related to trustee), 141(a), 86
934.
921,
Stat.
31:1261(a) ..............................................
sentence 11th-last
31:1224(aXlX2d
words).
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
31:1224(c) ...................................................
Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94§105(c); added
3
488, §5(aX ), 90 Stat. 2341; Dec. 28, 1980,
Pub. L. 96-604, §2(a), 94 Stat. 3516.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
31:1224(d) ..................................
96§105(d); added Dec. 28, 1980, Pub. L.
604, §2(bX1), 94 Stat. 3516.
31:1224(aXlXless
last words).

2d sentence 11th-
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SECTION
Revised Section

6703-Continued
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §105(e), 86
6703(c) .................. 31:1224(e) ..........................................
Stat. 921; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§5(a)(2), 90 Stat. 2341; Dec. 28, 1980, Pub.
L. 96-604, §2(t1), 94 Stat. 3516.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "The Department of
the Treasury has a" are substituted for "There is hereby established on the books of the Treasury" in 31:1224(a)(1) to eliminate
executed words. The word "personally" is substituted for 3 1:1261(a)
for clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "until
expended" are substituted for "without fiscal year limitation" in
31:1224(a)(1) for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "amounts appropriated" are substituted for "such amounts as may be appropriated to
it and deposited in it as provided in subsection (b) or (c) of this section" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clauses (1) and (2), the
text of 31:1224(c)(1)(less last sentence), (2), and (3) is omitted as executed. The text of 31:1224(c)(4) is omitted as unnecessary because
the source provisions restated in the chapter only provide for allocations for periods of one year.
In subsection (c), the word "amounts" is substituted for
"moneys" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles
of the Code.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

6704
Source (Statutes at Large)

6704(a) .....................................
31:1243(a)(less 52d-70th words)..............
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §123(a), 86
Stat. 932; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
Dec.
28, 1980, Pub. L.
2341;
Stat. 94
§3(b), 90§2(h),
96-604,
Stat.
3519.
.....................
words)
31:1243(a)(52d-70th
6704(b) .....................................
6704(c) ......................................
31:1243(b) ................................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §123(b), 86
Stat. 933.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "beginning on or
after January 1, 1973" are omitted as executed. The words "qualifies for any payment . . only after" are substituted for "In order
to qualify" for clarity. In clause (4), the word "if' is substituted for
"Paragraph (7) shall apply .. .only if' to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "public employee occupation" are substituted for
such category", and the words 'in the occupation" are substituted
for "employed by it", for clarity. The words "pay at least equal to
the prevailing rate of pay" are substituted for "wages which are
not lower than the prevailing rates of pay" for consistency. The
word "individuals" is substituted for "persons" as being more precise. The words "by the government" are substituted for "by the
same employer" for clarity. In clause (7), the words "to the government" are added for clarity. The words "make available to" are
substituted for "provide .. .with access to", the word "inspect" is
substituted for "examine", and the word "records" is substituted
for "such books, documents, papers, or records" for consistency in
the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code. In
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clause (8), the word "reports" is substituted for "annual and interim reports" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "in addition to the annual" are substituted for "other than" for clarity.
In subsections (b) and (c)(2), the words "chief executive officer"
are substituted for "Governor" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "by the 60th day after" are substituted for "within 60 days from" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "Before giving notice under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the Secretary shall give" are substituted for "after giving" because of the restatement. The word "proceeding" is substituted for "hearing" for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the Code.
Subsection (c)(3) is substituted for 31:1243(b)(last sentence) for
clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
6705 .............

..............

6705

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1226(aX1XA), (2) ...................................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §107(a)(IXA),
(2), 86 Stat. 922; restated Dec. 28, 1980,
Pub. L. 96-604, §2(bX2), 94 Stat. 3516,
3517.

The words "amount appropriated" the 2d time they appear are
substituted for "amount so appropriated for that period" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "amount" is substituted for
"funds" for consistency. The words "an amount allocated to a State
government but not paid under this section" are substituted for
"any funds which would otherwise be paid to a State but for clause
(A)" for clarity. The text of 31:1226(a)(1)(A)(i) is omitted as executed. The text of 31:1226(a)(1)(A)(ii) is omitted as unnecessary because
of the restatement.
SECTION

6706

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

706(a) .....................................

31:1226(bXlXless regulations) .................

6706(b) .....................................

31:1226(bX2)(less regulations) .................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §107(bXl), 86
Stat. 922; restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L.
94-488, §6(aXl), 90 Stat. 2344.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §107(bX2), (3),
(8), (9), 86 Stat. 6923, 2 924; Oct. 13, 1976,
Pub. L. 94-488, § (aX )-(4), 90 Stat. 2344.

6

67

06(c) ..................................
6706(d) .....................................

31:1226(bX3)(less regulations) .................
31:1226(bX4), (5) .........................................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §107(bX4), (5),
86 Stat. 923.
31:1226(bX6), (7)(less regulations) .......... Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§107(bX6), (7); added Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L.
94-488, §6(aX4), 90 Stat. 2344.
6706(e)
......................................
31:1226(bX8) ...............................................
6706(f) ..................
31:1226(bX9) .............................
6706(g) ....................................
31:1226(bXrelated to regulationsX1)(3), (7).

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "Except as provided in this section" are added for clarity. The words "The Secretary of the Treasury shall reduce" are substituted for "shall be reduced" because of section 6702 of the revised title. In clause (A),
the words "50 percent" are substituted for "one-half', the word
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"total" is substituted for "aggregate", and the word "information"
is substituted for "data", for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "the period to which the reduction
applies" are substituted for "such period" for clarity.
In subsections (b) and (c)(1), the words "after June 29, 1972" are
substituted for "since June 30, 1972" for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "24-month period" are substituted for
"which for the period utilized for purposes of' for clarity.
In subsection (c)(1), before clause (A), the words "under paragraph (1)(A)(ii) (in the case of an entitlement period beginning
before December 31, 1976) . . . (in the case of an entitlement period
beginning on or after January 1, 1977)" are omitted as executed.
In subsections (c)(1)(B) and (2) and (e), the words "State government" are substituted for "State" for consistency in the revised
title.
In subsection (d), the words "for an entitlement period beginning
on or after January 1, 1977" are omitted as executed. The words
"for the period utilized for purposes of such paragraph" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The text of
31:1226(b)(4)-(6) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (e), the words "chief executive officer" are substituted for "Governor" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (f), the words "(after any judicial review under section 1263 of this title)" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 6722 of the revised title.
SECTION

6707

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

6707(a) .....................................

31:1225(a), (bX1) .........................................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §106(a), (bX1),
86 Stat. 921; restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub.
L. 94-488, §5(bXl), (2), 90 Stat. 2342.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §107(aXlXB),
86 Stat. 922; restated Dec. 28, 1980, Pub.
L. 96-604, §2(bX2), 94 Stat. 3517.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §§106(bX2),
(3), 109(aX2), (4), (b), (cXl), (f)1), (g), 86
Stat. 922, 928, 990.

31:1226(aX1)(B) ..........................................
6707(bX1) ........................

31:1225(bX2) ..........................................

6707(bX2) .................................

228
(aX4), (cXlXA ) ...............................
31:1
31:1228(cX2)(B) ...........................................

6707(bX 3) .................................
6707(c) ......................................
6707(dXl) .................................
6707(dX2) . ........... ...............

31:1228(f) 1) ................................................
31:1225(b
X3)
...............................................
22
2
31:1 8(aX ), (g) ................................
31:1228(b) ....................................................
31:1228(cXIXB), (2)(B) ...............................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §109(cX2XB),
86 Stat. 929; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94488, §6(dX(2),90 Stat. 2347.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "For each entitlement period the Secretary of the Treasury shall allocate to each
State out of the amount authorized" are substituted for "There
shall be allocated an entitlement to each State . . . for each entitlement period . . . out of amounts authorized" in 31:1225(a)(2) for
clarity and consistency in the revised chapter. The words "beginning on or after January 1, 1977" are omitted as executed. In
clause (2), the words "for any entitlement period beginning on or
after October 1, 1980" in 31:1226(a)(1)(B)(ii) are omitted as executed.
The text of 31:1225(a)(1) and (b)(1)(A) and 31:1226(a)(1)(B)(i) is omitted as executed.

In subsections (b)(2)(A) and (d)(2)(A), the words "years used" are
substituted for "The most recent reporting year with respect to any
entitlement period consists of the years taken into account" to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "by the Secretary of Commerce in the most recent Bureau of the Census general determination" are substituted for "the Bureau of the Census in its most
recent general determination" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (b)(2)(B), the words "Personal income means" and
"personal income (as defined in paragraph (4) of subsection (a) of
this section)" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "Secretary of Commerce" are substituted for "Department of Commerce" for consistency. The words "same year"
are substituted for "same period" for clarity.
In subsection (c), the words "Any allocation among the States
... shall be made" in 31:1228(g) are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "during 1972 or (if later)" and
"during 1971 or (if later)" are omitted as executed. The words "the
State individual income tax of such State" and "The individual
income tax of any State" are omitted as unnecessary because of the
restatement. The words "Secretary of the Treasury shall determine" are substituted for "shall be determined" because of section
6702 of the revised title. The word "Secretary" is substituted for
"Internal Revenue Bureau" for consistency in the revised title and
because of the source provisions restated in section 321 of the revised title. The text of 31:1228(b)(1) is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section
6708(aX1) ................
670
8(aX2) .
6

...............
708(aX3) ................
6708(b)
.....................................
7
6 08(c) ......................................

6708

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1

2 27

(a).........................

31:1228(d) ............................................
31:1228(f(2) ..............................
31:1227(bX 1) ..............................................
31:1227(bX4) ...............................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §§108(a),
86 Stat. 924, 929, 930.
(bX1), 109(d), (M1(2),

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §108(b)(4), 86
Stat. 925; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§6(bX1), 90 Stat. 2345.

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "Secretary of the
Treasury first shall allocate" are substituted for "shall be allocated" because of section 6702 of the revised title and for clarity.
The words "amount allocated to the State" are substituted for
"The amount to be allocated to the units of local government
within a State" and "the total amount to be allocated to the unit of
local government within that State" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
In subsection (b), the words "amount allocated to the county
area" are substituted for "such amount" for clarity.
In subsection (c), the words "duties and powers" are substituted
for "functions" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code. The words "If this paragraph applies with respect to any county area for any entitlement period"
are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
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SECTION 6709
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

6709(aXl) ............................

31:1227(bX2) ...

6709(aX2) .................................
6709(aX3) ................
6709(aX4) .................................
6709(b) .....................................
6709(c) ........................

31:1228(eXl), (2XA )....................................
31:1228(eX2)(B) ..................................
31:1228(f)(3), (last sentence) ....................
31:1227(bX3) ...............................................
31:1227(bX5) ......................................

...............

....................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §§108(bX2),
(3), (5), 109(e), (f)(3), (last sentence), 86
Stat. 924, 925, 930.

In subsection (a)(2)(A), the words "taxes imposed" are substituted
for "compulsory contributions exacted" for consistency. The words
"Secretary of Commerce" are substituted for "Bureau of the
Census" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of
the United States Code.
In subsection (a)(3)(A), the words "transfers any part of the revenue" are substituted for "transfers part or all of such taxes" for
clarity and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "(and not
the taxes of the county government)" are omitted as unnecessary
because of the restatement. In clause (B), the words "chief executive officer" are substituted for "Governor" for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (a)(4), the text of 31:1228(f)(last sentence) is omitted
as unnecessary because of section 6701(a)(4) of the revised title.
In subsection (b), the words "If this paragraph applies with respect to any county area for any entitlement period" are omitted
as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

6710

Source (U.S. Code)

6710(a) ..................

31:1227(eXl), (4) ....................

6710(b) .........................
6710(c) .............. .....................
6710(d) ....................................

31:1227(eX2)...............................
31:1227(eX3) ................................................
31:1227(eX5) ...............................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§108(eX1)-(4); added Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L.
94-488, §6(cXl), 90 Stat. 2345.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§108(eX5); added Dec. 28, 1980, Pub. L.
96-604, §2(cX2)(D), 94 Stat. 3518.

In subsections (a) and (b), the words "Except as provided in subsection (d) of this section" are added for clarity.
In subsection (a)(1)(B), the words "beginning on or after January
1, 1977" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "In the case of the parish of Orleans, Louisiana, paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not apply" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "beginning after December 31, 1976" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "the Secretary of
the Treasury shall reduce" are substituted for "shall be reduced"
because of section 6702 of the revised title.
In subsection (c), the words "for which an amount is appropriated under section 6703(b)(1) of this title" are added for consistency
in the revised chapter.

SECTION
Revised Section

6711

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

6711(a) ..........................

31:1227(cXl) ..............................................

6711(b) ..................

31:1227(cX2) .........................................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §108(c), 86
Stat. 926; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§5(bX6), 90 Stat. 2343; Dec. 28, 1980, Pub.
L. 96-604, §2(c)(2)(C), 94 Stat. 3518.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "by the 30th day"
are substituted for "not later than 30 days" for consistency. In
clause (1), the words "total amount" are substituted for "100 percent of the aggregate amount" to eliminate unnecessary words. In
clause (3), the words "entitlement periods beginning before October
1, 1983" are substituted for "during the period beginning on the
first day of the first entitlement period to which it applies and
ending on September 30, 1983" for clarity.
SECTION

6712

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

671 (aX ) .................................

31:1227(bX6)(A) .........................................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §§108(b))6)(A),
(C), 7(B), 109(aX6), 86 Stat. 925, 926, 928.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §108(b)(6)(B),
86 Stat. 925; Dec. 28, 1980, Pub. L. 96604, §2(c)(2XA), 94 Stat. 3517.

2

31:1227(b)(6)(B) ..........................................
6712(aX2) .................................
6

712(aX3) ............

31:1227(b X6)(C )..........................................
31:1228(a 6) ...............................
31:1227(bX6XD) ....................

6712(b) .....................................

31:1227(b)(7XA ) ..........................................

6712(c) ..................
6712(d) ..................

31:1227(bX7)(B) .............................
31:1227(bX7)(C) .....................

6

712(e) ...............

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §108(bX6XD),
86 Stat 926; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§§5(b)(5), 6(bX2), 90 Stat. 2343, 2345.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §108(b((7XA),
86 Stat. 926; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94488, §6(c)(2XA), 90 Stat. 2346.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §108(b)(7)(C),
(D), 86 Stat. 926; restated Dec. 28, 1980,
Pub. L. 96-604, §2(c52)(B, 94 Stat. 3517.

.................. 31:1227(b)(7)(D ) ..........................................

In subsection (a)(1), the text of 31:1227(b)(6)(A) is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(2)(B), the words "transfers

. .

. of revenue to the

unit of general local government" are substituted for "the intergovernmental transfers of revenue to such government" in
31:1227(b)(6)(C) and "The intergovernmental transfers of revenue to
any government are the amounts of revenue received by that government" in 31:1228(a)(6) to eliminate unnecessary words and because of the restatement. The words "duties and powers" are substituted for "functions", and the words "Secretary of Commerce"
are substituted for "Bureau of the Census", for consistency in the
revised title and with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (a)(3), the words "(except a county government, an
Indian tribe, or an Alaskan village)" are substituted for "below the
level of the county government" for clarity. The words "($100 for
an entitlement period of 6 months, $150 for an entitlement period
of 9 months)" are omitted as obsolete because the source provisions
restated provide for periods of one year. The words "the Secretary
of the Treasury shall add" are substituted for "shall . . . be added
to, and shall become a part of" because of section 6702 of the revised title and to eliminate unnecessary words.

In subsection (d)(2), the words "When a county government may
not receive an additional amount" are substituted for "unless ...
that county government may not receive it" for clarity.
SECTION 6713
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

6713(a) ....................................
31:1228(a)(7)(A ), (B) .......
.................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §109(aX7), 86
Stat. 928; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§6(d1), 90 Stat. 2346.
9
6713(b) ..................31:1228(a)(1) ..............................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §10 (a(1), 86
Stat. 928; restated Dec. 28, 1980, Pub. L.
96-604, §2(d), 94 Stat. 3518.
31:1228(h) .................................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§109(h); added Dec. 28, 1980, Pub. L. 96604, §4, 94 Stat. 3520.
6713(cXl)
.................................
31:1228(a)(7XC
)
...........................................
6
3
71 (c)(2) ................ 31:1264 ......................................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§145;added May 22, 1974, Pub. L. 93-288,
§414(cXl), 88 Stat. 158.

In subsection (a), the words "Secretary of Commerce" are substituted for "Bureau of the Census or the Department of Commerce,
as the case may be" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (b), the word "information" is substituted for
"data" for consistency. The word "individuals" is substituted for
"persons" as being more precise. The citation in parenthesis is included only for information purposes.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "may not . . . consider" are substituted for "shall disregard" for clarity. In clause (A), the word "declared" is substituted for "determined" for consistency with
42:5141.
SECTION 6714
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

7

6 14(aXl) .................................
31:1241(bX1 )..............................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §121(b), (c),
(e), (g), 86 Stat. 931; restated Oct. 13,
1976, Pub. L. 94-488, §7(a), 90 Stat. 2347,
2349; Dec. 28, 1980, Pub. L. 96-604, §2(e),
94 Stat. 3518.
6714(a)(2) ................31:1241(bX2)
.............................
2
6714(aX3).................................l:l
41g).......................
6714(b
) ..................................
31:1241(c)(1) ................................................
7
6 14(c) ......................................
31:1241(bX3), (cX2Xlst, last sentences)..
6714(d) .....................................
31:124l (cX2X2d sentence) ........................
6714(e) ......................................
3 1 2 41)e)..............................

In the section, the word "payments" is substituted for "funds"
for consistency in the revised title.
In subsection (a), the word "authority" is substituted for "body"
for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
United States Code. The word "persons" is substituted for "citizens" as being more precise.
In subsections (a)(1) and (2) and (b), the words "the budget for
which is to be enacted on or after January 1, 1977" are omitted as
unnecessary.
In subsections (a)(2) and (b), the words "in any fiscal period" are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(3), the words "present views" are substituted for
"to be heard" for consistency in the section. The words "at the
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hearing before the government makes a final decision on the use of
the payment" are substituted for "prior to the final allocation of
any funds provided under this chapter pursuant to such a hearing"

for clarity.

In subsection (c), the words "a requirement . . . may be waived"
are substituted for "provisions . . . may be waived in whole or in

part" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (2)(A), the word
"ensures" is substituted for "assure" as being more precise. The
text of 31:1241(c)(2)(last sentence) is omitted as executed.
In subsection (d), the words "State government or unit of general
local government will provide adequate notice" are substituted for
"citizens of such State or local government will receive adequate
notification" because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section
6715 ....................

6715

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1243(d) ...................................................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§123(e); added Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94488, §12, 90 Stat. 2357.

The words "activities intended to influence legislation" are substituted for "lobbying or other activities intended to influence any
legislation" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
6716(a) .....................................

6716

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

2 2

31:1 4 (aXlXlst sentence) ...

......... Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §122(a), (h), 86
Stat. 932;8 restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L.
94-488, § (a), 90 Stat. 2350; 2354.
6716(b)
....................................
31:1242(a)(1)(2d,
last
sentences)
.............
67
16(c) .............................. 31:1242(aX2)
.............................
6716(d)
..................
31:1242(h) ...............................................

In subsection (b), the words before clause (1) are substituted for
"shall also apply to any such program or activity" for clarity.

In subsection (d), before clause (1), the words "agencies of the
United States Government" are substituted for "Federal agencies"
for consistency with section 101 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

6717
Source (Statutes at Large)

67 7

1 (a) ..................

31:1242(bXl) ..................................... Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §122(b)(1), (2),
(3)(A), (B)(lst, last sentences), (D), (E),
(c)(2), ()(related to proceedings), 86 Stat
932; restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94488, §8(a), 90 Stat. 2351, 2352, 2353.
...........
..... ............ 31:1242(bX)(Xlst sentence) .......................
66717(b)
7
17(c) .....................................
31:1242(bX2X2d, last sentences) ............
6717(d)1) ................................. 31:1242(bX3XA), (B)(lst sentence)...........
6717(dX2) ................
31:1242(bX3)(D), (E)........................
6717(d)(3) ................................. 31:1242b (3)(B)(last sentence) .................
67
17(e)
.....................................
31:1242(cX2), (3Xrelated to proceedings).

In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "Except as provided

in subsection (e) of this section" are substituted for "(except in the
case of a holding described in subsection (c)(1) of this section)" because of the restatement. In clause (3), the words "part of that pro-

gram or activity has been paid" are substituted for "the program
or activity in connection with which such exclusion, denial, discrimination, or violation is charged has been funded in whole or in
part" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsections (c) and (e), the word "proceeding" is substituted
for "hearing" for consistency with title 5.
In subsection (d)(1), the words "administrative law judge appointed under section 3105 of title 5" are substituted for "administrative
law judge" for consistency in the section. The words "(which shall
be consistent with subsection (c)(2) of this section)" are omitted as
unnecessary because of the source provision restated in subsection
(e). The words "is likely to prevail in showing compliance" are substituted for "has failed to comply" for consistency with subsection
(d)(3) of this section.
In subsection (d)(2)(B), the words "(consistently with subsection
(c)(2) of this section)" are omitted as unnecessary.
Subsection (d)(3) is substituted for 31:1242(b)(3)(B)(last sentence)
for clarity.
Subsection (e) is substituted for 31:1242(c)(2), (3)(related to proceedings) to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION 6718
Revised Section
8

Source (U.S. Code)

671 (a)(1) .................................
31:1242(bX3XBX2d
sentence),
(CXwords before semicolon).

Source (Statutes at Large)
Oct.
20,
1972,
Pub.
L.
92-512,
§122(bX3XBX2d
sentence),
(C),
(cX3Xrelated to suspensions and terminations), (e), (M; 86 Stat. 932; restated Oct.
13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488, §8(a), 90 Stat.
2352, 2353.

6718(a)(2) .

......................
31:1242(bX3XC)(words
after
semicolon).
..........
...............
31:1242(cX3Xrelated to suspensions
and terminations).
6718(c) ......................................
31:1242(eXlst sente nce) ............................
6718(d) .....................................
31:1242(e)(last sentence) .....................
6718(e) ......................................
31:1242(f) ....................................................
6718(b) ...

In the section, the word "proceeding" is substituted for "hearing" for consistency with title 5.
In subsection (a)(1)(A), the words "administrative law judge appointed under section 3105 of title 5" are substituted for "administrative law judge" for clarity. The words "on the basis of the evidence presented" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(1)(B), the words "(consistently with subsection
(c)(2) of this section)" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "by the 30th day" are substituted for "before
the 31st day" for consistency in the revised title and with other
titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (c)(1), before clause (A), the word "conditions" is
substituted for "circumstances" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "an order" are substituted for "the
holding" as being more precise. The words "administrative law
judge" are substituted for "Federal administrative law judge" for
consistency.

SECTION
Revised Section
6719(a) .............

....

6719(b) .....................................
6719(c)..................

6719

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1242(dXlst sentence words before
4th comma).

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §122(d), 86
Stat. 932; restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L.
94-488, §8(a), 90 Stat. 2353.

31:1242(dXlst sentence words after
4th comma, 2d sentence).
31:1242dtlast sentence)
...........

In subsections (a)(1) and (c), the words "governmental authority"
are substituted for "governmental office or agency" for consistency
in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code
and to avoid using the word "agency" in a different way than it is
used in section 101 of the revised title.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "For purposes of
this section and section 1244 of this title" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b)(1), the word "conditions" is substituted for
"terms and conditions" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the words "when the Secretary approves an
agreement . . . after the agreement is made, the Secretary may
submit the copy by the 15th day after the approval of the agreement" are substituted for "(or, in the case of an agreement. . . the
approval of such agreement by the Secretary, if later)" for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
6720

......

....................

6720

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1242(g) ...................................................

Oct- 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §122(g), 86
Stat. 932; restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L.
94-488, §8(a), 90 Stat. 2354.

The words "district court of the United States" are substituted
for "United States district court" for consistency with title 28. The
word "injunction" is substituted for "preliminary or permanent injunction", and the word "appropriate" is substituted for "necessary
or appropriate", to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
67

21(a).....................................

6721(b)
..................
672
1(c) ..................
6721(d) ..................................

6721

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1244(a)

..

.............

31:1244(d) ........
31:1244(b),
(eXwords
comma).
31:1244(c),
(e)(words
comma).

Source (Statutes at Large)

...................
................
before
last
after

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §124, 86 Stat
919; added Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§7(b), 90 Stat. 2349.

last

In subsection (a), the word "practice" is substituted for "act or
practice" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "adversely affected" are substituted for "aggrieved" for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United States Code. The
words "district court of the United States" are substituted for
"United States district court" for consistency with title 28. The
words "Before bringing an action under this section, the person
must exhaust" are substituted for "upon exhaustion" for clarity.
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In subsection (b), the words "A person adversely affected must
file an administrative complaint" are added for clarity. The words
"another agency of the United States Government or the State
agency" are substituted for "Agency" for clarity. The words "the
head of' are added for consistency.
In subsection (c)(1)(B), the word "injunction" is substituted for
"preliminary or permanent injunction" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
In subsection (d), the words "or a specially designated assistant
for or in ihe name of the United States" are omitted because of
28:515. The words "upon timely application" are omitted as unnecessary because of rule 24 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(28 App. U.S.C.).
SECTION
Revised Section

6722

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

6722(a) .....................................
31:1263(a) ....................................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §143(a), 86
Stat. 935; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
90 Stat. 2341, 2350; Dec. 28,
§§4(b), 7(c),
1980, Pub. L. 96-604, §2(cX4), 94 Stat.
3518.
6722(b) .....................................
31:1263(b) .................................
...............
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §143(b)-(d), 86
Stat. 935.
6722(c) ......................................
3 1:1263(c) ....................................................
6722(d) .....................................
31:1263(d) ......................
........................

In subsection (a), the words "State government" are substituted
for "State" for consistency in the revised chapter. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are added for clarity. The words "The clerk
of the court immediately shall send" are substituted for "shall
forthwith be transmitted" for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code.
In subsection (b), the words "as provided in section 2112 of title
28" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c), the words "Such new or modified findings of
fact shall likewise be conclusive if supported by substantial evidence contained in the record" are omitted as unnecessary because
of the restatement.
In subsection (d), the words "Supreme Court" are substituted for
"Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari or certification" to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

6723
Source (Statutes at Large)

6723(a)(1 .................
31:1243(cXl) ................................................
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §123(cX1)-(4),
(6H8), 86 Stat. 933; restated Oct. 13,
1976, Pub. L. 94-468, §9(2), 90 Stat. 2354,
2855.
.............................
31:1243(cX4)
6723(a)(2) ................................
6723(aX3) ................31:1243(c)(6)
...............................
6723(b) ...................................
l:l248(cX2).....................
6723(c)......................................
31:1243(c)(5) .......................Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §123(cX5), 86
Stat. 933;Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§9(2), 90 Stat. 2355; restated Dec. 28,
1980, Pub. L. 96 604, §2(, 94 Stat. 519.
...........................................
31:1243(cX3)
6723(d) ...................
6723(e) .................................
31:1243(cX7) ............................
6723(f ......................................
31:1245
........................................................
O ct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, 86 Stat. 919,
§125; added Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
72
§7(b), 90 Stat. 2850.
31:1243(cX8) ................................................
...................
6 3(g)

SECTION
Revised Section

6723-Continued
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1243(cX9) ................................................

Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §123(c)(9), 86
Stat. 933; Oct. 13, 1976, Pub. L. 94-488,
§9(1), 90 Stat. 2354.

In subsection (a)(1), the words "for any entitlement period beginning on or after January 1, 1977" are omitted as executed. The
words "(other than a government to which an election under paragraph (2) applies with respect to such entitlement period)" are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (a)(2) and (3), the word "year" is substituted for
"period" for consistency in the section.
In subsection (a)(3), the words "is deemed to be compliance with"
are substituted for "shall be accepted as an audit which satisfied
the requirements of" as being more precise.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "may elect to
waive application" are substituted for "shall not apply . . . if...
makes an election under this paragraph that the provisions of
paragraph (1) shall not apply" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), the word "statements" is substituted for "accounts" for consistency in the section.
In subsection (c)(2), the word "agency" is substituted for "audit
agency" to eliminate an unnecessary word. The words "(in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary)" are omitted as
unnecessary because of section 321(b) of the revised title.
In subsection (d), the words "total amount in the financial accounts" are substituted for "in the aggregate, all of the funds of
accounts in the financial activity" for clarity.
In subsection (f)(1), before clause (A), the words "shall maintain"
are substituted for "By March 31, 1977 . . . shall promulgate" to
eliminate executed words.
SECTION
Revised Section
6724(a) ..............................

................
6724(b) .. ..........
6724(c) ......................................

Source (U.S. Code)

6724
Source (Statutes at Large)

92-512,
L.
Pub.
1972,
20,
31:1224(aX2Xrelated to report) ............... Oct.
§105(aX2Xrelated to report), 86 Stat. 921;
Apr. 21, 1976, Pub. L. 94-273, §12(2), 90
Stat. 378.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §121(a), (d)-(f),
31:1241(f) ...................................................
86 Stat. 931; restated Oct. 13, 1976, Pub.
L. 94-488, §7(a), 90 Stat. 2347, 2349.
Oct. 20, 1972, Pub. L. 92-512, §141(a), 86
31:1261(a) ....................................................
Stat. 934.
31:1241(a), (d) .............................................
31:1241(e) ....................................................

In the section, the word "payment" is substituted for "funds" for
consistency in the revised chapter.
In subsection (a), the words before clause (1) are substituted for
"and shall report to Congress not later than June 1 of each year"
in 31:1224(a)(2) and "The Secretary shall include with the report required under section 1224(a)(2) of this title a report to the Congress" and 31:1261(a) for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary
words. In clause (2)(B), the words "State governments and units of

general local government receiving payments" are substituted for
"recipient jurisdictions" for clarity.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "in the form"
are substituted for "in such form and detail" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "by a unit of general local government" are added for clarity.
CHAPTER 69-PAYMENT FOR ENTITLEMENT LAND
See.
6901.
6902.
6903.
6904.
6905.
6906.

Definitions.
Authority and eligibility.
Payments.
Additional payments.
Redwood National Park and the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Authorization of appropriations.
SECTION

Revised Section
6901(1XA)-(F) ..........................

6901

Source (U.S. Code)
3

Source (Statutes at Large)

6 6

1:1 0 (aX1)-(3), (5), (b) ............................

Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, §6(aXl)-(3),
(5), (b), (c), 90 Stat. 2665; Dec. 23, 1981,
Pub. L. 97-99, §912(aX2), 95 Stat. 1387.
31:1606(aX4) ...............................................
Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, §6(aX4), 90
Stat. 2665; restated Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L.
95-469, §3(1), 92 Stat. 1321; Dec. 23, 1981,
Pub. L. 97-99, §912(aX1), 95 Stat. 1387.
1606
6
31:
(aX ) ...............................................
Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, 90 Stat. 2662,
§6(aX6); added Dec. 23, 1981, Pub. L. 9799, §912(aX3), 95 Stat. 1387.
6901(1)(G) ................................
16:715s(hXl) ...............................................
June 15, 1935, ch. 261, 49 Stat. 378,
§401(hXl); added Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L.
95-469, §l)a54), 92 Stat. 1521.
6901(2) .................. 31:1606(c) ...............................

In clause (1), before subclause (A), the text of 31:1606(b) is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement of the source provisions. In subclause (A), the word "and" is substituted for "within
each, or any combination thereof" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The words 'but not limited to" are omitted as surplus. In subclause
(D), the words "effective October 1, 1978" are omitted as executed.
The words "Secretary of the Army" are substituted for "Army" for
consistency. In subclause (E), the words "owned by the United
States" are omitted as surplus. The words "Secretary of the Army"
are substituted for "Army Corps of Engineers" because of 10:3012.
In subclause (F), the word "Government" is added for clarity. In
subclause (G), the words "In administering sections 1601 to 1607 of
title 31" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "for fiscal years
occurring after September 30, 1978" are omitted as executed. Subclause (G) is substituted for 16:715s(h)(1) because of the restatement.
In clause (2), before subclause (A), the word "general" is added
for consistency in the title. In subclause (A), the word "parish" is
omitted as unnecessary because of 1:2. The word "city" is substituted for "municipality" for consistency in the subtitle. The words
"State of' are omitted as surplus. The words "political subdivision
of a State" are substituted for "unit of government below the
State" for consistency. The words "the basis of' are omitted as surplus. The word "basis" is substituted for "principle" for consistency
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in the subtitle. The words "Secretary of Commerce" are substituted
for "Bureau of the Census", and the words "general purpose political subdivision of a State" are substituted for "unit of general government", for consistency. In subclause (B), the words "Such term
also includes" are omitted as unnecessary. Subclause (D) is added
because of section 502 of the Covenant to Establish a Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with
the United States of America.
SECTION
Revised Section
6902(a)....................

6902

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1601 ............

..........

Source (Statutes at Large)

.......................

Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, §§1, 5(a), (b),
90 Stat. 2662, 2665.
Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, 90 Stat. 2662,
§5(c); added Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L. 95-469,
§3(2), 92 Stat. 1321.
6
6902(c)
......................................
31:1 05(a).......
..............
...........
6902(d ) .....................................
3 1:1605(b)....................................................
6902(b) ............................... 31:1605(c) ....................................................

In subsection (a), the words "Effective for fiscal years beginning
on and after October 1, 1976" are omitted as executed. The words
"(as defined in section 1606 of this title)" are omitted because of
the restatement. The text of 3 1:1601(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b), the word "or" is substituted for "and/or" for
consistency. The words "except that, beginning in fiscal year 1979"
are omitted as executed. The words "of such land" are omitted as
surplus. The word "Federal" is omitted as unnecessary. The words
"and which is or was so donated . . . thereof by the State or unit of
local government" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the citation in parentheses for the Act of May
24, 1939, is included only for information purposes.
In subsection (d), the words "county or" are omitted as unnecessary because a county is a unit of general local government under
section 6901 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section
6903(aX1) .................................

6903

Source (U.S. Code)
16:715s(bX 2) ...............................................
31:1604 ........................................................

69

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 15, 1935, ch. 261, 49 Stat. 378,
§401(h)(2); added Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L.
95-469, §1(a)(4), 92 Stat. 1321.
Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, §§2, 4, 90
Stat. 2662, 2664.

03(aX2) ................
31:1602(c) .................................
6903(aX3)
.................................
31:1602(bX2Xlast sentence) ..........
69
03(aX4).........
................
31:1602(d) .............................................
6903(b)(1) ................
31:1602(a)(lst sentence) ...........................
6903(bX2)
.................................
31:1602(aXlaat sentence)..........................
69
03(c) ......................................
31:1602(bXl), (2Xlst sentence) ...............

In subsection (a)(1), before subclause (A), the word "payment" is
added for clarity. Subclause (E) is substituted for 16:715s(h)(2) because of the restatement. In clause (2), the words "Secretary of
Commerce" are substituted for "Bureau of the Census" for consistency. In clause (4), the words "the jurisdiction of" are omitted as
surplus. The word "deemed" is substituted for "treated" for consistency.

In subsections (b) and (c), the word "population" before "limitation" is omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "The amount of
• ..made for any fiscal year to a unit of local government. . . the
following amounts" are omitted as surplus. In clauses (A) and (B),
the words "the boundaries of' are omitted as surplus. In clause (A),
the words "aggregate . . of payments, if any" are omitted as surplus. The words "a payment law" are substituted for "all of the
provisions specified in section 1604 of this title" because of the restatement.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "chief executive officer" are substituted for "Governor (or his delegate)" for consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the United States Code. The words "a
payment law" are substituted for "a provision specified in section
1604 of this title" because of the restatement of 31:1604 in subsection (a).
In subsection (c)(1), the words "amount equal to" and "within the
jurisdiction of such unit of local government" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(2), the words "computed under the ...table"
are omitted as unnecessary. The words "the limitation is equal to
the population times" are substituted for "Payment shall not
exceed the amount computed by multiplying such population by"
for clarity and consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

6904
Source (Statutes at Large)

Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, §3)a)-(d), 90
6904(a) ..................31:1603(a)(lst, 3d sentences) .............
Stat. 2663.
31:1603(e) ....................................................
Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, 90 Stat. 2662,
§3(e); added Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L. 95-469,
§3(3), 92 Stat. 1322.
...............
6904(b) .....
.......................
31:1603(a)(2d sentence), (b), (d)
6904(c) ....................................
31:1603(c) .............................................
31:1603(a)(last sentence) ..........................
6904(d) .....................................

In the section, the words "land or" are omitted as being included
in "interest in land".
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "the Secretary of
the Interior makes" are added for clarity. The words "unit of general local government collecting and distributing real property
taxes (including a unit in Alaska outside the boundaries of an organized borough)" are substituted for "county" and 31:1603(a)(3d sentence) and (e) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "the jurisdiction of' are omitted as surplus. In subclause (A), the words
"for the Redwood National Park pursuant to subchapter VII of
chapter 1 of title 16" are omitted as executed because the Redwood
National Park is now part of the National Park System.
In subsection (b), the words "The Secretary shall make payments
only for the 5 fiscal years after the fiscal year in which the interest
in land is acquired" are substituted for 31:1603(b)(lst sentence) and
(d) to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "affected" and "for
addition to either such systems" are omitted as surplus. The words
"receiving a distribution" are added for clarity.

In subsection (c), the words "The amount of. . made . . .fiscal
... to any unit of local government and affected school districts"
are omitted as surplus. The words "by the Secretary" are added for
clarity. The words "made for any fiscal year to a unit of local government under subsection (a) of this section", "assessed and",
"full", and "for addition to the National Park System or National
Forest Wilderness Areas" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

6905
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

M ar.27, 1978, Pub. L. 95-250, §106, 92 Stat.
_........
16:79o(a), (b)..............................
6905(a) ....................................
171.
Dec. 23,1980, Pub. L. 96-586, §2(i), 94 Stat.
(uncodified) ................................................
6905(bXl)-(3) ..........................
3383.
16:79o(c) ...............................................
..............
.. 16:79o(d) ....................................
6905(bX4) ..............................

In subsection (a), the words "Notwithstanding any contrary provision of sections 1601 to 1607 of title 31" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The word "general" is added for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "an interest in" are added for consistency
because of the source provisions restated in the revised section. The
word "Government" is added for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the Code. The text of 16:79o(a)(last sentence) is omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b)(1)-(3), the source provisions are combined for
clarity and because of the restatement.
in subsection (b)(2), the words "portion of the total", "full", and
"land or" are omitted as surplus. The words "for addition to Redwood National Park" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (b)(4), the word "affected" is omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

6906
Source (Statutes at Large)

Oct. 20, 1976, Pub. L. 94-565, §7, 90 Stat.
6906....................31:1607 .......................................................
2665.

The words "to the Secretary of the Interior" are added for clarity. The words "Provided, That, notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter" and "in advance" are omitted as unnecessary.
CHAPTER 71-JOINT FUNDING SIMPLIFICATION
Sec.
7101.
7102.
7103.
7104.
7105.
7106.
7107.
7108.
7109.
7110.

Purposes.
Definitions.
Authority of the President and heads of executive agencies.
Processing project requests to be financed by at least 2 assistance programs.
Prescribing uniform technical and administrative provisions.
Delegation of supervision of assistance.
Joint management funds.
Limitation on authority under sections 7105-7107.
Appropriations available for joint financing.
Use of joint financing provisions for Federal-State assisted projects.
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7111.
7112.

Report to Congress.
Expiration date.
SECTION 7101

7101 ........................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section

42:4251 .......................................................

Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §2, 88 Stat.
1604.

In the chapter, the words "executive agency" are substituted for
"Federal agency" because of the definition in section 102 of the revised title. The words "assistance program" are substituted for
"Federal assistance programs" because of the definition in section
7102 of the revised title.
In the section, the words "resources available from" and "It is
the further purpose of this chapter" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION 7102
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

7102(1)

.................. 42:4261(2), (4) .............................................
Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §12, 88 Stat.
1608.
7102(2) ....................................
42:4261(1) .........................................
.
7102(3) ....................................
42:4261(6) ....................................
7102(4) ...
........ ....... 42:4261(3) ....................................................
7 102(5) .....................................
42:426 1(5) ....................................................

In clause (1), the words "applying for" are substituted for "seeking" for clarity. The words "acting separately or together" are
omitted as unnecessary. The text of 42:4261(4) is omitted as unnecessary because of section 102 of the revised title.
In clause (2), the words "of the United States Government" are
added for clarity. The words "assistance in the form of" are omitted as unnecessary.
In clause (3), the words "a county, city, political subdivision of a
county or city, or other general purpose political subdivision of a
State" are substituted for "a local unit of government including a
city, county, parish, town, township, village," for consistency in the
revised title and because of 1:2. The word "agency" is omitted because it is included in "instrumentality".
In clause (4), the words "that contribute" are substituted for "if
each of those components" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "whether of a temporary or continuing nature, are omitted
as unnecessary.
In clause (5), the words "any of the several" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico" are
omitted as being included in "territory or possession of the United
States" and as unnecessary because of 48:734.
SECTION
Revised Section

7103

Source (U.S. Code)
2

7103(a) ..................

4 :4252(a) ..............................................

..................
7103(b)
3
710 (c) ..................

42:4252(b) ...........................................
2
4 :4252(c) ............................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §3, 88 Stat.
1604.
.

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "as may be neces-

sary or appropriate" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "to
carry out section 7101 of this title" are substituted for "in accordance with its purposes" as being more precise. The word "requiring" is substituted for "that will assure that" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "to be jointly financed under this chapter"
are substituted for "funded pursuant to the provisions of this chapter" for clarity and consistency. In clause (1), the words "States and
local governments" are substituted for "non-Federal agencies" for
clarity and because of the definition in section 7102.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "under subsection
(a) of this section" are substituted for "as the President may prescribe" because of the restatement. The words "applicable" and
"take the following actions" are omitted as unnecessary. In clauses
(1), (3), and (4), the words "joint financing" are substituted for
"joint support" and "joint use of funds" for consistency in the revised chapter. In clause (1), the words "or appropriate" and "thereunder" are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (3), the words "to
identify" are substituted for "in order to determine", and the word
"modify" is substituted for "the extent to which such requirements
may be modified" and "making such modifications", to eliminate
unnecessary words. In clause (5), the words "or mechanisms" and
"for designation" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c), the words "take maximum action" are substituted for "be responsible for taking actions, to the maximum
extent permitted under applicable law" to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "to carry out section 7101 of this title" are substituted for "that will further the purpose of this chapter" and "to
promote the purposes of this chapter" as being more precise. The
words "in conducting" are substituted for "with respect to" for
clarity. The words "used jointly to finance" are substituted for
"used jointly in support of' for consistency in the revised chapter.
The words "Each Federal agency head shall also" and the words
"in order similarly" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
7104

..........

7104

Source (U.S. Code)
.......... 42:4253 . ......................

..........................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §4, 88 Stat.
1605.

In the section, before clause (1), the words "for a project to be
financed by at least 2 assistance programs" are substituted for
"under two or more Federal programs in support of any project"
for consistency in the revised chapter. The words "shall take
action" are substituted for "Actions taken by Federal agency heads
pursuant to this chapter that relate to", and the words "that will
ensure" are substituted for "shall be designed to assure", to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "so far as reasonably possible"
are omitted as surplus. In clause (4), the word "impediments" is
omitted as surplus. The word "providing" is substituted for "Federal provision of', and the words "joint assistance under the application" are substituted for "on a joint basis", to eliminate unneces-
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sary words. Clause (5) is substituted for 42:4253(5) because of the
restatement.
SECTION 7105
Revised Section

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

7105(a) ..................42:4255(a) .........................Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §6, 88 Stat.
1606.
7105(b) ............... 42:4255(b) .......................
42:4255(c) ...................................................
7 105(c) ......................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "To make participation in a project easier than would be possible" are substituted for
"In order to provide for projects" for clarity. The words "because
of' are substituted for "that would otherwise be subject to" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "prescribe" is substituted for
"adopt", and the word "about" is substituted for "with respect to",
for consistency in the revised title. In clause (2), the words "payments by the United States Government" are substituted for "Federal payments" for consistency in the revised title. In clause (3),
the words "providing assistance by" are substituted for "that assistance be extended in the form of' to eliminate unnecessary
words. The word "procurement" is added for consistency with chapter 63 of the revised title. In clause (4), the words "assistance from
the Government" are substituted for "Federal assistance" for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "To make easier" are substituted for
"In order to permit", and the words "applications for assistance"
are substituted for "applications in accordance with the purposes of
this chapter", for clarity. The words "where . . .are not" are substituted for "except when such review is" because of the restatement.
Subsection (c) is substituted for 42:4255(c) for consistency in subtitle V of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

7106
Source (Statutes at Large)

7106 ....................42:4256 ...........................Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §7, 88 Stat.
1606.

In the section, before clause (1), the words "to have another executive agency carry out or supervise" are substituted for "to other
Federal agencies powers and functions relating to the supervision
or administration" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (1),
the words "under conditions ensuring" are substituted for "only on
such conditions as may be appropriate to assure", the word "consistent" is substituted for "in full conformity", and the word "law"
is substituted for "applicable statutory provisions and policies", to
eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (2), the words "for which
the agency provides assistance" are substituted for "funded by
their agencies", for clarity because the source provisions do not
provide for funding. The words "of Federal assistance", "for other
agencies to perform", "such activities with respect to", and "under
this section" are omitted as unnecessary.
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SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

7107
Source (Statutes at Large)

Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §8, 88 Stat.
7107(a) ..................42:4257(a) ...........................................
1606.
42:4257(b) ..........................................
7107(b) ....................................
7107(c) .................. 42:4257(c) ........................................
42:4257(d) ....................................
7107(d) ....................................
7107(e).................. 42:4257(e) .........................................

In subsection (a), the words "to administer more effectively" are
substituted for "In order to provide the more effective administration" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "amounts received" are substituted for "funds drawn" for consistency. The
words "A proportional share of the amount required to pay a
grantee" are substituted for "proportionate share of amounts
needed for payment to the grantee" because of the restatement.
The words "with respect to such projects", "affected", and "from
time to time" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "made by the heads
of executive agencies" are substituted for "as may be entered into
by the Federal agencies concerned" to eliminate unnecessary
words. The words "providing assistance for the project about the
responsibilities of each agency" are substituted for "with respect to
the discharge of the responsibilities of those agencies" for clarity.
In clause (2), the word "established" is omitted as unnecessary. In
clause (3), the words "for determining", "whether amounts in the
account are in excess of the amounts required", and "applicable to"
are omitted as unnecessary. The words "excess amount" are substituted for "that excess" for clarity.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "established pursuant to this section" are omitted as unnecessary. The words
"amount from" are substituted for "moneys drawn from" for consistency. The word "include" is substituted for "as a minimum,
fully disclose" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (4), the
words "to carry out" are added for clarity. The word "effective" is
omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (d), the word "Records" is substituted for "books,
documents, papers, and records", and the words "shall be made
available . ..for inspection and audit" are substituted for "shall
have access for the purpose of audit and examination to", to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the United States Code. The word "related" is
substituted for "that are pertinent", and the words "an amount"
are substituted for the word "money", for consistency. The words
"of the United States", and "or any of their duly authorized representatives" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (e), the word "For" is substituted for "in the case
of' to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "proportional
shares" are substituted for "federal share ratios" for clarity.

SECTION
Revised Section

7108
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §5, 88 Stat.
42:4254 ........................................................
7108 ..........................................
1605.

In the section, the words "act under" are substituted for "use the
authorities described in", and the words "when necessary" are substituted for "that they are applied only as necessary", to eliminate
unnecessary words. The words "head of an executive agency acts
under those sections only" are substituted for "the authorities are
limited in use to" for clarity. The words "These authorities shall be
exercised only", "Where appropriate to further the purposes of this
chapter, and subject to the conditions prescribed in this section",
"(relating to the establishment of uniform technical or administrative requirements, delegation of powers and responsibilities, and establishment of joint management funds)", "include criteria or procedures to", and "that they are applied", are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section

7109

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

7109 ..........................................
42:4258 ........................................................
Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §9, 88 Stat.
1607.

In this section, the words "the provision of' are omitted as surplus and the word "for" is substituted for "inconnection with" for
consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

7110

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

7110 ..........................................
42:4259 ........................................................
Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §10, 88 Stat.
1607.

In this section, the words "as appropriate" are omitted as surplus. The words "to process requests or administer assistance" are
substituted for "for the processing of requests for, or the administration of, assistance to such projects" to eliminate unnecessary
words.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

7111
Source (Statutes at Large)

7111 .................... 42:4260 ...................................................
Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §11, 88 Stat.
1608.

The words "By February 3, 1984" are substituted for "at least
one year prior to the expiration of this chapter" for clarity and to
reflect the 5-year extension granted the joint funding simplification
program by the Act of December 16, 1980 (Pub. L. 96-534, 94 Stat.
3164). The word "comprehensive" is omitted as unnecessary. The
word "amendment" is substituted for "modification" for clarity.
The word "include" is substituted for "provide", and the word "op-

eration" is substituted for "functioning", for consistency in the
chapter.
SECTION
Revised Section

7112
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Dec. 5, 1974, Pub. L. 93-510, §13, 88 Stat.
42:4251(note) ..............................................
7112 ..........................................
1608; Dec. 16, 1980, Pub. L. 96-534, 94
Stat. 3164.

CHAPTER 73-ADMINISTERING BLOCK GRANTS
Sec.
7301.
7302.
7303.
7304.
7305.

Purpose.
Definitions.
Reports and public hearings on proposed uses of amounts.
Availability of records.
State auditing requirements.
SECTION

Revised Section

7301
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S.Code)

31:1243(note) ...................... Aug. 13, 1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §1741(a), 95
7301 ..........................................
Stat. 762.

In the chapter, the words "chief executive officer" are added for
consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the United
States Code.
In the section, before clause (1), the words "It is the purpose of
this chapter" are added for clarity and consistency in the revised
title and with other titles of the Code. The words "each State
which receives block grant funds under this Act shall comply with
the requirements of this chapter, to the extent that such funds
may be used at the discretion of the State, as described in subsection (b)(1)(B)" are omitted as surplus and because of the restatement of the source provisions in section 7302 of the revised title. In
clause (2), the words "urban and rural" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

7302
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

7302 ....................31:1243(note) ...................... Aug. 13, 1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §1741(b), 95
Stat. 763.

In clause (1)(A), the word "Federal" is omitted as surplus because
of section 101 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

7303
Source (Statutes at Large)

Aug. 13,1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §1742, 95 Stat.
..................
7303 ....................31:1243(note) ..................
763.

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "for each fiscal
year" and "during the fiscal year" are substituted for "for the previous fiscal year" for clarity.

In subsection (b), the words "by the State" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "by a State" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION 7304
Revised Section
7304 ....................

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1243(note) ......................

Aug. 13, 1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §1744, 95 Stat.
764.

The words "records . . . shall be made available to" are substituted for "shall have access to any books, accounts, records, correspondence, or other documents" for consistency in the revised title
and with other titles of the United States Code.
SECTION
Revised Section
7305 ..

..............

..................

7305

Source (U.S. Code)
31:1243(note) ..............................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Aug. 13, 1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §1745, 95 Stat.
764.

In subsection (a), the word "prescribes" is substituted for "established", and the word "entities" is substituted for "organizations",
for consistency in the revised title and with other titles of the
United States Code.
In subsection (b), the words "of funds" and "conducted" are omitted as surplus.

SUBTITLE VI-MISCELLANEOUS
CHAPTER

91.
93.
95.
97.

GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS ............................................................
SURETIES AND SURETY BONDS ............................................................
GOVERNMENT PENSION PLAN PROTECTION ..................................
M ISCE LLAN EO U S ........................................................................................

Sec.
9101
9301
9501
9701

CHAPTER 91-GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS
Sec.
9101.
9102.
9103.
9104.
9105.
9106.
9107.
9108.
9109.

Definitions.
Establishing and acquiring corporations.
Budgets of wholly owned Government corporations.
Congressional action on budgets of wholly owned Government corporations.
Audits.
Audit reports.
Accounts.
Obligations.
Exclusion of a wholly owned Government corporation from this chapter.
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SECTION 9101
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9101(1) ...............
.................
(n o sou rce)........
..........................
..........
9101(2) ......................
31:856............................
Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §201, 59 Stat. 600;
July 26, 1956, ch. 741, §201(a)(2), (3), 70
Stat. 667; Oct 30, 1970, Pub. L. 91-518,
§804, 84 Stat 1340; May 7, 1971, Pub. L.
92-12, §4, 85 Stat.
37; Jan. 2, 1974, Pub.
2
L. 93-236, §§ 02(g)(1), 301(f)(last sentence), 87 Stat. 992, 1005; Feb 5, 1976,
Pub L. 94-210, §612(b), 90 Stat. 108; Aug.
20, 1978, Pub. L. 95-351, §301(a), 92 Stat
513; Nov. 10, 1978, Pub. L. 95-630, §1805,
92 Stat. 3724.
9101(3) ..........
....... 31:846 .............
.. ..............................
Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 577, §101, 59 Stat. 597;
Aug. 10, 1948, ch. 832, §501(b)(less proviso), 62 Stat. 1283; June 30, 1949, ch. 285,
§13, 63 Stat. 356; May 13, 1954, ch. 201,
§6, 68 Stat. 95; July 26, 1956, ch. 741,
§201(aX1), 70 Stat. 667; June 30, 1958,
Pub. L. 85-477, §502(c), 72 Stat. 272; Oct.
4, 1961, Pub. L. 87-353, §3(u), 75 Stat.
774; May 25, 1967, Pub. L. 90-19, §4, 81
Stat.
20; Aug. 1, 1968, Pub. L. 90-448,
8
§§ 07(e), 1719(d), 82 Stat. 544, 610; Dec.
30, 1969, Pub. L_ 91-175, §501, 83 Stat.
825; Oct. 27, 1972, Pub. L. 92-578, §15, 86
Stat 1274; Sept. 2, 1974, Pub. L. 93-406,
§4002(g)(3), 88 Stat. 1005.

Clause (1) is included because a number of the provisions of the
chapter apply to mixed-ownership and wholly owned Government

corporations, and the term "Government corporation" provides a
simple phrase to refer to both of those kinds of corporations.
In clause (2)(A), "Amtrak" is substituted for "National Railroad
Passenger Corporation" to conform to section 103(1) of the Rail
Passenger Service Act (45 U.S.C. 502(1)).
In clause (2)(I), the words "when the ownership, control, and operation of the Bank are converted under section 410(a) of the Rural
Electrification Act of 1936 (7 U.S.C. 950(a))" are added because of
7:943(c) and 950(a).
In clause (3), the words "Regional Agricultural Credit Corporations" are omitted because the corporations were merged with and
liquidated by the Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation of
Washington, D.C., which was dissolved on April 16, 1949. The
words "Farmers Home Corporation" are omitted because the corporation never was activated. The words "Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation" are omitted because the corporation and the Division of Marketing and Marketing Agreements were consolidated

into the Surplus Marketing Administration, which was merged into
the Agricultural Marketing Administration, which was dissolved
on March 14, 1947. The words "Reconstruction Finance Corporation" are omitted because the corporation was abolished on June
30, 1957. The words "Defense Plant Corporation; Defense Supplies

Corporation; Metals Reserve Company; Rubber Reserve Company"
are omitted because the corporations and companies were dissolved
on July 1, 1945. The words "War Damage Corporation" are omitted
because the corporation was terminated on January 22, 1947. The
words "the RFC Mortgage Company" are omitted because the company was transferred to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
which was abolished on June 30, 1957. The words "Disaster Loan
Corporation" are omitted because the corporation was dissolved on
July 1, 1945. The words "Inland Waterways Corporation" are omit-

ted because the corporation was liquidated on July 19, 1963. The
words "Warrior River Terminal Company" are omitted because the
company was transferred to the Inland Waterways Corporation,
which was liquidated on July 13, 1963. The words "Virgin Islands
Corporation" are omitted because the corporation was dissolved on
July 1, 1966. The words "United States Spruce Production Corporation" are omitted because the corporation was dissolved on December 12, 1946. The words "Institute of Inter-American Affairs" are
omitted because the institute was transferred to the Foreign Operations Administration, which was abolished on May 9, 1955. The
words "Institute of Inter-American Transportation" are omitted because the institute was dissolved August 24, 1949. The words
"Inter-American Educational Foundation, Incorporated" are omitted because the foundation was succeeded by the Institute of InterAmerican Affairs, which was transferred to the Foreign Operations
Administration, which was abolished on May 9, 1955. The words
"Inter-American Navigation Corporation" are omitted because the
corporation was dissolved on February 25, 1947. The words "Prencinradio, Incorporated" are omitted because Prencinradio, Incorporated was dissolved May 10, 1949. The words "Cargoes, Incorporated" are omitted because Cargoes, Incorporated was dissolved April
30, 1945. The words "Export-Import Bank of the United States" are
substituted for "Export-Import Bank of Washington" because of
section 1(a) of the Act of March 13, 1968 (Pub. L. 90-267, 82 Stat.
47). The words "Petroleum Reserves Corporation" are omitted because the corporation was transferred to the Office of Economic
Warfare, which was consolidated into the Foreign Economic Administration, which was transferred to the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and changed to the War Assets Corporation. The War
Assets Corporation was dissolved as soon as practicable after
March 25, 1946. The words "Rubber Development Corporation" are
omitted because the certificate of incorporation expired on June 30,
1947. The words "U. S. Commercial Company" are omitted because
the company was liquidated after June 30, 1948. The words "Smaller War Plants Corporation" are omitted because the corporation
was abolished on June 30, 1947. The words "Defense Homes Corporation" are omitted because the corporation was liquidated on June
30, 1948. The words "Home Owners' Loan Corporation" are omitted
because the corporation was dissolved on February 3, 1954. The
words "United States Housing Corporation" are omitted because
the corporation was terminated on September 8, 1952. The words
"Panama Railroad Company" (subsequently changed to "Panama
Canal Company" by section 2(a)(2) of the Act of September 26, 1950
(ch. 1049, 64 Stat. 1038)), are omitted because of 22:ch. 51. The
words "Tennessee Valley Associated Cooperatives, Incorporated"
are omitted because the corporation was dissolved on January 18,
1950.
In clause (3)(J), the words "until the ownership, control, and operation of the Bank are converted under section 410(a) of the Rural
Electrification Act of 1936 (7 U.S.C. 950(a))" are added because of
7:943(c) and 950(a). Clause (L) is substituted for the "Federal Housing Administration" because of section 5 of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development Act (Pub. L. 89-174, 79 Stat. 669).

SECTION
Revised Section

9102

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

3

9102 ..........................................
1:869(a) ......................................................
Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §304(a), 59 Stat. 602.

The word "agency" is substituted for "officer or agency of the
Federal Government or by any Government corporation" and
''agency or instrumentality of the United States" because of section
101 of the revised title, for consistency, and because a Government
corporation is an "instrumentality of the United States Government". The word "establish" is substituted for "created, organized"
to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "on or after December
6, 1945" are omitted as executed. The words "law of the United
States" are substituted for "Act of Congress" for consistency.
SECTION

9103

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9103(a) .....................................

31:847(lst sentence) ..................................

9103(b) .....................................
9103(c) ......................................

31:847(2d-last sentences) ...........
31:848 ......................................................

Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §102, 59 Stat. 598;
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, §105, 64 Stat. 834.
.. Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §103, 59 Stat. 598.

In subsection (a), the word "President" is substituted for "Office
of Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and
Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the President. The words "in a way, and before a date, the President prescribes" are substituted for "under such rules and regulations as
the President may establish as to the date of submission, the form
and content, the classifications of data, and the manner in which
such budget program shall be prepared and presented" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the word "budget" is substituted for "budget program shall be a business-type budget, or plan
of operation" for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words.
In clause (1), the words "actual" and "completed" are omitted as
surplus. In clause (2), the words "as are necessary or desirable",
"types of', "together with", and "funds" are omitted as surplus. In
clause (3), the words "as authorized by law" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "may change" are substituted for "as
modified, amended, or revised by" to eliminate unnecessary words.
The word "budget" is substituted for "budget programs", and the
word "submit" is substituted for "transmitted", for consistency.
The word "annual" is omitted as surplus. The word "thereafter" is
added for clarity. The text of 31:848(last par.) is omitted as unnecessary.
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SECTION

9104

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9104(a) .....................................

31:849(lst sentence) ..................................

Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §104, 59 Stat. 598;
restated July 30, 1947, ch. 358, §307, 61
Stat. 584.

9104(b)

.........

.................. 31:849(2d, last sentences) .................

In subsection (a), the words "budgets for wholly owned Govern-

ment corporations" are substituted for "Budget programs" for clar-

ity and consistency. The words "legislation . . . be enacted", "as

may be", "for expenditure", "corporate funds or other", "or limiting the use thereof', "as the Congress may determine", and
"funds" are omitted as surplus.

In subsection (b), the word "existing" is omitted as surplus. In
clause (1), the word "another" is added for clarity. In clause (3), the
words "contracts or other" and "reference to" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION

9105

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

9105(a) .....................................

31:850)1st sentence lst-16th, 30th46th words, 4th-last sentences).

Source (Statutes at Large)

Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §105, 59 Stat. 599;
Aug. 30, 1964, Pub. L. 88-518, §2(a), 78
Stat. 698; Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604,
§601(a), 88 Stat. 1962.
31:857(lst sentence 1st-26th, 39th- Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §202, 59 Stat. 600;
last words, 4th-last sentences).
Aug. 30, 1964, Pub. L. 88-518, §l(a), 78
Stat. 698; Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604,
§601(c), 88 Stat. 1962.
9105(b) .....................................
31:866(aXlast proviso), (b) ................... Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §301, 59 Stat. 601.
9105(c) ....
.............. 31:850(lst sentence l7th-29th words,
2d, 3d sentences).
31:857(lst sentence 27th-38th words,
2d, 3d sentences).
9105(d) .....................................
31:850(lst sentence proviso) ...................
9105(e) ......................................
31:866(aXwords before 1st comma,
1st proviso), (d).
9 10 5 ) ......................................
3 1:866(c) ......................................................
9105(g) .....................................
31:866(aXwords between 1st comma
and 1st proviso).

In the section, the words "Comptroller General" are substituted
for "General Accounting Office" for consistency.
In subsection (a), the words "rules and . . . of the United States"

are omitted as surplus. The words "United States" are added for

consistency. The text of 31:850(4th sentence) and 857(4th sentence)
and the words "Effective July 1, 1974" are omitted as executed.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "pursuant to law" are omitted as
surplus.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "may make a contract" are substituted for "is authorized in his discretion to employ by contract" to
eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "at the place or
places" and "of the respective corporations" are omitted as surplus.
The words "A Government corporation shall" are added for clarity.
In clause (1), the words "make available . . . for audit all records"
are substituted for "The representatives of. . . shall have access to
all books, accounts, financial records, reports, files, and all other
papers" for consistency and because of the restatement. The words
"things, or" are omitted because they are included in "property".

In clause (2), the word "full" is omitted as surplus.
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Subsection (d) is substituted for 31:850(lst sentence proviso words
before 7th comma) because of the restatement.
In subsection (e), the words "The Comptroller General shall pay
the cost of an audit" are substituted for "The expenses of auditing
the financial transactions of wholly owned and mixed-ownership
Government corporations as provided in sections 850 and 857 of
this title shall be borne out of appropriations to the General Accounting Office" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "full"
and "otherwise . . .funds of any . . be used to . . of the offices"
are omitted as surplus. The words "except the cost of such audits
contracted for and undertaken prior to April 25, 1945" are omitted
as executed.
Subsection (g) is substituted for 31:866(a)(words between 1st
comma and 1st proviso) for clarity and consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

9106
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §106, 59 Stat. 599;
31:851(lst-3d sentences) ..........................
9106(a) .....................................
Aug. 30, 1964, Pub. L. 88-518, §2(b), 78
Stat. 698; Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604,
§601(b), 88 Stat. 1962.
Dec.
6, 1945, ch. 557, §203, 59 Stat. 600;
31:858(1st-3d sentences) ..........................
Aug. 30, 1964, Pub. L. 88-518, §1(b), 78
Stat. 698; Jan. 2, 1975, Pub. L. 93-604,
§601(d), 88 Stat. 1963.
31:851(last sentence) ................................
9106(b) .....................................
31:858(last sentence) ........................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "of a Government
corporation" are added for clarity. In clause (5), the words "program, expenditure, or other", "observed in the course of the audit",
and "of law" are omitted as surplus. In clause (6), the word "statement" is substituted for "report" for consistency. The words "noted
in the audit" are omitted as surplus. The word "made" is substituted for "accomplished" for consistency. In clause (7), the word
"other" is added for clarity because of the restatement. The words
"with respect thereto" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "The Comptroller General" are
added for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

9107
Source (Statutes at Large)

9

..................31:870............................ Aug. 24, 1949, ch. 506, §309, 63 Stat. 662.
107(a)
31:867(lst sentence less last proviso) ... Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 577, §302, 59 4 Stat. 601;
9107(b).....................................
July 26, 1956, ch. 741, §201(a)) ), 70 Stat.
667; Aug. 20, 1978, Pub. L. 95-351,
§301(b), 92 Stat. 514.
31:867(lst sentence last proviso) ..........
.................................
9107(cXl)
31:868(dXlst sentence related to Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 577, §303(d)(lst sentence
.................................
9107(cX2)
related to §302), 59 Stat. 602.
31:867).
9107(cX3) .................................
31:867(last sentence) .............................

In subsection (a), the words "After June 30, 1949" are omitted as
executed. The words "Government corporation" are substituted for
"corporations or agencies subject to this chapter" because of section 9101(1) of the revised title. The words "notwithstanding the
provisions of any other law", "or more . ..for banking and checking purposes", and "including amounts appropriated, from what-

ever source derived" are omitted as surplus. The words "if the cash
will be expended as provided by law" are substituted for 31:870(proviso) to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsections (b) and (c), the words "banking or checking" are
omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of the source
provisions restated in section 321(c) of the revised title. The words
"wholly owned and mixed-ownership" and "under such conditions
as he may determine" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "establishment and" and "in any
one bank" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c)(3), the words "head of each" are added for consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section
9108(a) .....................................

9108

Source (U.S. Code)
31:868(a) ......................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 557, §303(less (dXlst sentence related to §302)), 59 Stat. 601; July
26, 1956, ch. 741, §201(aX4), 70 Stat. 667;
May 7, 1971, Pub. L. 92-12, §5, 85 Stat.
37; Aug. 20, 1978, Pub. L. 95-351, §301(c),
92 Stat. 514.

9108(b ) .....................................
31:868(b) ................ .................................
9108(c) .....................................
31:868(c) ......................................................
9108(d) .....................................
31:868(d)(les 1st sentence related to
31:867).

In subsections (a) and (b), the words "on or after December 6,
1945" are omitted as executed. The words "wholly owned or mixedownership" are omitted because of section 9101(1) of the revised
title.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the word "Before" is substituted for "which are" for clarity. The words "bonds, notes, debentures,
and other similar" are omitted as surplus. The words "as have
been" are omitted as executed. In clause (1), the words "terms and"
are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b), the word "Government" is added for consistency. The words "for its own account and in its own right and interest, at any one time aggregating" and "his approval with respect to
any transaction or classes of transactions subject to the provisions
of. . . for such period of time and" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the word "agency" is substituted for "Federal
agency" because of section 101 of the revised title. The words "any
of the functions vested in him by" and "for such purpose" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (d)(2), the words "(when the ownership, control, and
operation of the Bank are converted under section 410(a) of the
Rural Electrification Act of 1936 (7 U.S.C. 950(a)))" are added because of 7:943(c) and 950(a). The words "head of each" are added
for consistency. The words "be required to" are omitted as surplus.

SECTION 9109
Revised Section
9109 ..........................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:852 ........................

...........................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Dec. 6, 1945, ch. 577, §107, 59 Stat. 599.

The word "President" is substituted for "Director of the Office of
Management and Budget" because sections 101 and 102(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970 (eff. July 1, 1970, 84 Stat. 2085) designated the Bureau of the Budget as the Office of Management and
Budget and transferred all functions of the Bureau to the President. The words "with the approval of the President" are omitted
because of the restatement. The word "considers" is substituted for
"deemed" for consistency. The words "in connection with the
budget program of such corporation" are omitted as surplus. The
words "submitted to Congress under section 1105 of this title" are
added for clarity. The words "deemed to be" are substituted for
"treated . . . as if it were" for consistency. The word "agency" is
substituted for "Government agency" and "establishment" because
of section 101 of the revised title and for consistency. The words "if
it were", "appropriations, expenditures, receipts, accounts, and
other", and "in connection with the budget program for any fiscal
year" are omitted as surplus. The words "deemed to be" are substituted for "regarded as" for consistency. The words "the Budget and
Accounting Act, 1921, and other provisions of law relating to appropriations, expenditures, receipts, accounts, and other" and "other
than this section" are omitted as surplus.
CHAPTER 93-SURETIES AND SURETY BONDS
Sec.

9301.
9302.
9303.
9304.
9305.
9306.
9307.
9308.
9309.

Definitions.
Prohibition against surety bonds for United States Government personnel.
Use of Government obligations instead of surety bonds.
Surety corporations.
Authority and revocation of authority of surety corporations.
Surety corporations acting outside area of incorporation and place of principal office.
Civil actions and judgments against surety corporations.
Civil penalty.
Priority of sureties.
SECTION 9301

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

9301 ..........................................

6:15(10th, last sentences) ........................

Source (Statutes at Large)

In clause (1), the words after the semicolon are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
Clause (2) is substituted for 6:15(last sentence) for consistency
and to eliminate unnecessary words.

SECTION
Revised Section
9302 ..........................................

9302

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:1201 ........................................................

June 6, 1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §101, 86 Stat.
201.

The words "agency (except a mixed-ownership Government corporation)" are substituted for 31:1201(c)(words before last comma)
and "agency of the Federal Government" because of section 101 of
the revised title and for consistency. The words "member of the
uniformed services or an officer or employee of the United States
Government" are substituted for "civilian employees or military
personnel" for consistency with other titles of the United States
Code. The words "in carrying out official duties" are substituted
for "in connection with the performance of their official duties" to
eliminate unnecessary words and because of the restatement. The
words "to the Federal Government" are omitted as surplus. The
words "member, officer, or employee" are substituted for "employees and personnel" because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section
93

Source (U.S. Code)

9303
Source (Statutes at Large)

3

0 (a) ..................
6:15(1st sentence) ......................................
9303(b) ...................
6:15(3d sentence) .........................
9303(c) ......................................
6:15(2d sentence) . ........ ........................
9303(d)
.....................................
6:15(4th, 5th sentences) ...........................
93
03(e)......................................
6:15(6th, 8th sentences) ...........................
9303(f) ......................................
6:15(7th, 9th, 11th sentences) .................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "If a person is required under a law of the United States to give a surety bond, the
person may give a Government obligation as security instead of a
surety bond" are substituted for "Wherever by the laws of the
United States or regulations made pursuant thereto, any person is
required to furnish any recognizance, stipulation, bond, guaranty,
or undertaking, hereinafter called 'penal bond', with surety or
sureties, such person may, in lieu of such surety or sureties, deposit
as security . . . United States Liberty bonds or other bonds or
notes of the United States" to eliminate unnecessary words and for
consistency. The words "The obligation shall be" are added because
of the restatement. Clause (3) is substituted for "together with an
agreement authorizing such official to collect or sell such bonds or
notes so deposited in case of any default in the performance of any
of the conditions or stipulations of such penal bond" to eliminate
unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "An official receiving a Government obligation under subsection (a) of this section
may deposit it with" are substituted for "The bonds or notes deposited hereunder, and such other United States bonds or notes as
may be substituted therefor from time to time as such security,
may be deposited with" for clarity and consistency and to eliminate
unnecessary words. Clause (A) is substituted for "Treasurer of the
United States" because of the source provisions restated in section
321(c) of the revised title. In clause (C), the words "duly" and "for
that purpose" are omitted as unnecessary.

Subsection (b)(2) is substituted for "which shall issue receipt
therefor, describing such bonds or notes so deposited" to eliminate
unnecessary words and for consistency.
In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "Using a Government obligation instead of a surety bond for security is the same as
using" are substituted for "The acceptance of such United States
bonds or notes in lieu of surety or sureties required by law shall
have the same force and effect as" to eliminate unnecessary words
and for consistency. In clause (1), the word "personal" is substituted for "individual" for consistency.
Subsection (d) is substituted for 6:15(4th, 5th sentences) to eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency in the revised title and
with other titles of the Code.
In subsection (e), before clause (1), the words "This section does
not" are substituted for "Nothing herein contained shall" for clarity and consistency. The words "or impair" are omitted as being
covered by "affect". Clause (1) is substituted for "the bonds or notes
deposited" for clarity and consistency. In clause (2), the words "of
said penal bond" are omitted because of the restatement. In clause
(3), the words "civil action" are substituted for "judicial proceedings" for consistency. In clause (4), the word "official" is substituted for "administrative officer" for consistency.
In subsection (f), the words "in order" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "Government obligations" are substituted for "securities" and for "bonds and notes of the United States" for consistency. The words "the Secretary may prescribe regulations limiting" are substituted for "such rules and regulations may limit" for
clarity and consistency. The words "in appropriate classes of cases"
are omitted as unnecessary. The words "the obligation is given"
are substituted for "of deposit of such bonds" for clarity and consistency. The text of 6:15(7th sentence) is omitted as executed. The
text of 6:15(9th sentence) is omitted because of section 321 of the
revised title.
SECTION 9304
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9304
..........................................
6:6 ......................
.......
...............................

Subsection (a) is substituted for 6:6(1st sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words and for clarity and consistency. Clause (3) is added
for clarity.
In subsection (b), the words "Each surety bond" are substituted
for "Such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking", the
words "official of the Government" are substituted for "head of department, court, judge, officer, board, or body executive, legislative,
or judicial", and the word "official" is substituted for "officer or
person having the approval of any bond", to eliminate unnecessary
words and for clarity and consistency.
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SECTION
Revised Section

9305

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9305(a), (b)......
.........
6:8 ................................................................
9305(c), (d)
............... 6:9 ......................................................
.
9305(e) .................. 6:11 .....................................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Before becoming a
surety under section 9304 of this title, a surety corporation must
file" are substituted for "Every company, before transacting any
business under sections 6 to 13 of this title, shall deposit" for consistency and as being more precise. In clause (1), the words
"charter or" are omitted as being included in "articles of incorporation".
Subsection (b) is substituted for 6:8(2d sentence) for clarity and
consistency and because of the restatement.
In subsection (c), the words "A surety corporation authorized
under subsection (b) of this section to provide surety bonds" are
substituted for "Every such company" for clarity. The words "as is
required by section 8 of this title" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement.
In subsection (d)(1), the word "shall" is substituted for "shall
have the power, and it shall be his duty, to" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "under sections 6 to 13 of this title" are
omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words
"conducting its business" are omitted as surplus. In clause (3), the
words "that . . . be given at any time" are omitted as surplus. The
words "from the person required to provide a surety bond" are substituted for "by any principal" for clarity.
Subsection (e) is substituted for 6:11 to eliminate unnecessary
words, for clarity and consistency, and because of the restatement.
SECTION
Revised Section
9306 ....................

9306

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

6:7 ......................................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "in a judicial district" are added for clarity. The word "outside" is substituted for
"beyond the limits" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"territory or possession of the United States" are substituted for
"Territory" for consistency in the revised title. The word "resident" is added for consistency.
In subsection (b), the words "duly . . . and authenticated" are
omitted as surplus. The words "in which a surety bond is to be
given" are added for clarity and because of the restatement. The
words "the court sits" are substituted for "where a term of such
court is or may be held", and the words "A copy of the power of
attorney may be used as evidence in a civil action" are substituted
for "which copy, or a certified copy thereof, shall be legal evidence
in all controversies", to eliminate unnecessary words and for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (c)(1), the words "a resident" are substituted for
"any such" for clarity. The words "becomes disabled" are substitut-

ed for "become insane, or otherwise incapable of acting" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "the surety corporation shall"
are substituted for "it shall be the duty of such company to" to
eliminate unnecessary words and for consistency. The words "in
his place" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (c)(2), before clause (A), the words "the district in
which the surety bond is given" are substituted for "such district",
and the words "a civil action against the corporation" are substituted for "such suit", for clarity and consistency. The words "with
like effect as upon an agent appointed by the company" are omitted as unnecessary. The words "official serving" are substituted for
"officer executing such" for consistency. Clause (2) is substituted
for "state such fact in his return" for clarity.
In subsection (c)(3), the words "decree or" are omitted as being
included in "order". The words "and binding" are omitted as being
included in "valid". The words "as if the corporation were served
in the judicial district of the court" are substituted for "on such
company as if served with process in said district" for clarity and
consistency.
SECTION 9307
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9307(a) .....................................
6:10 .............................................................
9307(b) ...................................
6:12 ......................................................

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "corporation providing a surety bond" are substituted for "company doing business" for consistency. The words "in respect thereof' are omitted
as surplus. The words "civil actions on surety bonds" are substituted for "actions or suits upon such recognizance, stipulation, bond,
or undertaking" for consistency. In clause (A), the words "the
surety bond was provided" are substituted for "such recognizance,
stipulation, bond, or undertaking was made or guaranteed" for consistency.
In subsection (a)(2), before clause (A), the words "a surety bond is
deemed to be provided" are substituted for "such recognizance,
stipulation, bond, or undertaking shall be treated as made or guaranteed" for consistency. In clause (A), the words "principal office of
the surety corporation" are substituted for "office" for clarity and
consistency. In clause (D), the words "person required to provide a
surety bond resided when the bond was provided" are substituted
for "principal in such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking resided when it was made or guaranteed" for consistency.
Subsection (b) is substituted for 6:12 to eliminate unnecessary
words and for
SECTION 9308
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9308
..........................................
6 :13 .............................................................

The section is substituted for 6:13 for clarity and consistency.
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SECTION
Revised Section

9309

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9 3 0 9 ..........................................
31:19 3 ..........................
...............................
R .S. §34 6 8 .

In the section, before clause (1), the words "person required to
provide a surety bond" are substituted for "principal in any bond"
for clarity and consistency. The words "dies having assets insufficient to pay debts" are substituted for "whenever, such principal
being deceased, his estate and effects which come to the hands of
his executor, administrator, or assignee, are insufficient for the
payment of1 his debts" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"and, in eit 'er of such cases", "on the bond", and "such surety,
his
executor, administrator, or assignee" are omitted as unnecessary.
Clause (1) is substituted for "shall have the like priority for the recovery and receipt of the moneys out of the estate and effects of
such insolvent or deceased principal as is secured to the United
States" to eliminate unnecessary words and for clarity. In clause
(2), the words "and maintain" are omitted as surplus. The words
"civil action" are substituted for "suit" for consistency. The words
"in law or equity" are omitted as surplus.
CHAPTER 95-GOVERNMENT PENSION PLAN PROTECTION
Sec.
9501.
9502.
9503.
9504.

Purpose.
Definitions.
Reports about Government pension plans.
Review and recommendations.
SECTION 9501

Revised Section
9501 ....................

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:68 ............................................................

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §120;
added Nov. 4, 1978, Pub. L. 95-595, §1, 92
Stat. 2541.

The words "United States" are substituted for "Nation" for clarity and consistency. The words "and certain other pension plans"
are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section
9502(1) .....................................
9502(2) ..................

3

9502

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

1:68c ..........................................................

Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §§123,
124; added Nov. 4, 1978, Pub. L. 95-595,
§1, 2 Stat. 2542.

31:68d.............................

In clause (1), before subclause (A), the word "Federal" is omitted
as unnecessary. In subclause (A), the words "whether or not such
plan is an employee pension benefit plan within the meaning of
section 3(2) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 [29 U.S.C. 1002(2)]" are omitted as surplus. The words "an
agency" are substituted for "Government of the United States, or
any agency or instrumentality thereof' because of section 101 of
the revised title. In subclause (B), before subclause (i), the words

"but is not limited to" are omitted as surplus. The text of
31:68c(b)(words before colon) is omitted as unnecessary because of
the restatement.
In clause (2), 31:68d(lst sentence) is omitted as executed. The
definition in 31:68d(last sentence) is made applicable to the chapter
for clarity because the defined term is used in 9503(a)(1)(B) of the
revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

9503

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

9503(a) ..................31:68a(a), (b) .......................Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §121;
added Nov. 4, 1978, Pub. L. 95-595, §1, 92
Stat. 2541.
6
9503(b) ................................
31: 8a(c) ......................................................

In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Notwithstanding
any other provision of law or any administrative determination to
the contrary . ..Federal" are omitted as unnecessary. The words
"and each plan described in section 68c(b) of this title" are omitted
as unnecessary because of the restatement. In clause (1), before
subclause (A), the words "required by such section" are omitted as
unnecessary because of the restatement. In subclause (A), the word
"information" is substituted for "information and data" because it
is inclusive and for consistency. In clause (4), the words "and shall
not supersede" are omitted as surplus. In clause (5), the words "the
Comptroller General deems" are omitted as unnecessary. The
words "under section 1023 of title 29" are omitted as unnecessary
because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "This chapter does not prevent" are
substituted for "Nothing in this chapter shall preclude" for clarity.
The words "or agencies" are omitted as unnecessary because of 1:1.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

9504
Source (Statutes at Large)

9504 ....................31:68b ......................................................
Sept. 12, 1950, ch. 946, 64 Stat. 832, §122;
added Nov. 4, 1978, Pub. L. 95-595, §1, 92
Stat. 2542.

The word "When" is substituted for "If' in both places as being
more precise. The word "deemed" is omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement. The words "the General Accounting
Office" are omitted as unnecessary because of the restatement and
because the authority to act is vested in the Comptroller General.
CHAPTER 97-MISCELLANEOUS
Sec.
9701.
9702.

Fees and charges for Government services and things of value.
Investment of trust funds.

SECTION
Revised Section
9701 ..........................................

9701
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:483a ........................................................

A ug. 31, 1951, ch. 376, §501, 65 Stat. 290.

In the section, the words "agency (except a mixed-ownership
Government corporation)" are substituted for "Federal agency (including wholly owned Government corporations as defined in the
Government Corporation Control Act of 1945 [31 U.S.C. 841 et
seq.]" because of section 101 of the revised title and for consistency.
In subsection (a), the words "each service or thing of value provided" are substituted for "any work, service, publication, report,
document, benefit, privilege, authority, use, franchise, license,
permit, certificate, registration or similar thing of value or utility
performed, furnished, provided, granted, prepared, or issued" for
consistency and to eliminate unnecessary words. The words "(including groups, associations, organizations, partnerships, corporations, or businesses)" are omitted as being included in "person"
under 1:1.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the words "may prescribe regulations establishing the charge for a service or thing of value provided by the agency" are substituted for "is authorized by regulation . . . to prescribe therefor such fee, charge, or price, if any, as
he shall determine, in case none exists, or redetermine, in case of
any existing one" for consistency, to eliminate unnecessary words,
and because of the restatement. In clause (1), the words "and equitable" are omitted as being included in "fair". In clause (2)(A), the
words "direct and indirect" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2)(B),
the words "of the service or thing" are added for clarity. In clause
(2)(D), the words "and any amount so determined or redetermined
shall be collected and paid into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts" are omitted as unnecessary because of section 3302(a) of
this title.
Subsection (c) is substituted for 31:483a(provisos) for clarity and
to eliminate unnecessary words.
SECTION
Revised Section
9702 ..........................................

9702

Source (U.S. Code)
31:547a ........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
R .S. §3659.

The section is substituted for 31:547a for clarity and consistency
in the revised title.

SECTION 2-CONFORMING PROVISIONS
SECTION 2(a)
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

5:5316 ...................................... 31:16(note) ..................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Reorg. Plan N o. 2 of 1970, eff. July 1, 1970,
§102(cXwords after last comma), 84 Stat.
2085.

SECTION 2(b)(1)

Section 2(b)(1) of the bill amends 10:1479(2), 2206, 2309(b), 4592,
and 9592 by substituting "official" for "officer" wherever "officer"
appears after "disbursing" or "certifying" for consistency with title
5 and in title 10.
SECTION 2(b)(2)
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

10:1042 ........................... 31:483b ........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 19, 1956, ch. 409, 70 Stat. 297.

The words "armed forces" are substituted for "Army, Navy, Air
Force, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard" because of 10:101(4). The
words "honorably or" are added for consistency with 10:1040.
SECTION 2(b)(3)
Revised Section
10:2361 .....................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:649c(2) ....................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Aug. 10, 1956, ch. 1041, §40(2), 70A Stat.
636; Nov. 17, 1971, Pub. L. 92-156,

§201(b), 85 Stat. 424.

The words "Unless otherwise provided in the appropriation Act
concerned" are omitted as unnecessary and for consistency. The
word "Funds" is substituted for "moneys" for consistency in title
10.
SECTION 2(b)(4)
Revised Section
10:2394 .....................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:649c(1) .......................

Source (Statutes at Large)

..... ................... Aug. 10, 1956, ch. 1041, §40(1), 70A Stat.
636; Nov. 17, 1971, Pub. L. 92-156,
§201(b), 85 Stat. 424.

The words "Unless otherwise provided in the appropriation Act
concerned" are omitted as unnecessary and for consistency. The
word "Funds" is substituted for "moneys" for consistency in title
10. The word "military" is added before "public" for clarity. The
words "including moneys appropriated to the Department of the
Navy for the procurement and construction of guided missiles" are
omitted as included in "technical military equipment".

Revised Section

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

10:2395(a) ...............................
31:529i .......................................................
.. July 13, 1955, ch. 358, §602, 69 Stat. 314.
Oct- 19, 1965, Pub. L. 89-265, 79 Stat. 989.
31:529j ........................................................
10 2395(b) ..............................

In subsection (a), the words "On and after July 13, 1955" are
omitted as executed. The words "An advance" are substituted for
"section 529 of this title shall not apply in the case of payments"
because of the restatement.
In subsection (b), the words "armed force of the United States"
are substituted for "Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard" because of 10:101(4) and to avoid confusion with the phrase
"armed force of a friendly foreign country".
In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "the Secretary of
Transportation with respect to the Coast Guard when it is not operating as a service in the Navy" are substituted for "the Secretary
of the Treasury in their respective areas of responsibility" because
of 14:3 and 49:1655(b)(1) and (2). The words "disbursing official" are
substituted for "cashiers, disbursing officers" for consistency with
other titles of the United States Code and to eliminate unnecessary
words.
SECTION
Revised Section

2(b)(5)

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at arge)

10:2636 ..................31:489a ........................................................
June 25, 1956, ch. 442, §1, 70 Stat. 336.

The words "An amount deducted from an amount due" are substituted for "Moneys arising from deductions made from" for clarity. The words "military or naval" and "account of' are omitted as
surplus. The words "a military department" are substituted for
"the Departments of the Army, Navy, or Air Force" because of
10:101(7). The Department of War was designated the Department
of the Army by section 205(a) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343,
61 Stat. 501), and by sections 1 and 53 of the Act of August 10, 1956
(ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 157, 676). The Department of the Air Force is
included because of sections 205(a) and 207(a) and (fMof the Act of
July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501, 502), and section 1 of the Act of
August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 488).
SECTION
Revised Section
10:

Source (U.S. Code)

2(b)(6)
Source (Statutes at Large)

26 6

1a(a) ..............................
31:723 ..........................................................
Sept. 28, 1951, ch. 434, §504, 65 Stat. 364;
Jly 15, 1955, ch. 368, §512, 69 Stat. 352;
Dec. 23, 1981, Pub. L. 97-99, §902, 95
Stat. 1381.
3 72
10:2661a(b) ..............................
1: 3a ........................................................
Sept. 12, 1966, Pub. L. 89-568, §612, 80
Stat. 756; Dec. 27, 1974, Pub. L. 93-552,
§607, 88 Stat. 1763.

In subsection (a), the words "to the Department of Defense" and
"military" are added for consistency and clarity with 31:723a restated in subsection (b) that expresses the intent that subsection (a)

is limited to military construction. The words "by law" are omitted
as surplus.
Subsection (b) is substituted for 31:723a for consistency with
10:2662.
SECTION

2(b)(7)
Source (Statutes at Large)

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

10:2773(a) ................................

.............................
10:2773 .....................
..................................................
31:103a

10:2773(b) ................................

31:103b ..............

..........

.................

July 3, 1926, ch. 775, 44 Stat. 888; June 6,
1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §231(bb), 86 Stat.
212.
July 31, 1953, ch. 300, 67 Stat. 296; June 6,
1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §231(fM, 86 Stat.
213.

In the section, the words "disbursing official" are substituted for
"disbursing officer" for consistency with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted
for "Treasurer of the United States" because of section 1(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 26 of 1950 (eff. July 31, 1950, 64 Stat. 1280),
restated as section 321 of the revised title contained in section 1 of
the bill. The text of 10:2773 is omitted as being superseded by
31:103a and 103b.
In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "With the approval of a Secretary of a military department when the Secretary
considers it necessary" are substituted for "When, in the opinion of
the Secretary of the Army, Navy, or Air Force, the exigencies of
the service so require . . . with the approval of the head of their
executive department" in 31:103a because of 10:101(7), to eliminate
unnecessary words, and for consistency. The title of Secretary of
War was changed to Secretary of the Army by section 205(a) of the
Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501), and by sections 1 and 53
of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 157, 676). The Secretary of the Air Force is included because of sections 205(a) and
207(a) and (f) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501, 502),
and section 1 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 488).
The words "deputy disbursing official" are substituted for "deputies" for clarity. In clause (A), the words "to make payments" are
substituted for "for the purpose of having them make disbursements" to eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (C), the words
"to be performed by such disbursing officers" are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "deputy disbursing official" are
substituted for "agent officer" for clarity and consistency.
In subsection (b)(1), the word "disabled" is substituted for "incapacity" for consistency in the title. The word "until" is substituted
for "for a period of time not to extend beyond" to eliminate unnecessary words.
In subsection (b)(2), the words "The deputy disbursing official,
and not the former disbursing official or the estate of the former
disbursing official" are substituted for "The former disbursing officer or his estate . . . but the deputy disbursing officer shall be responsible therefor" for clarity and because of the restatement. The
word "liable" is substituted for "subject to any legal liability or
penalty" to eliminate unnecessary words. The word "actions" is

substituted for "official acts and defaults". The words "in the name
or in the place of the former disbursing officer" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION 2(b)(8)
Revised Section

Source (U.S.Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

10:2776 .....................................
31:493a ........................................................
A ug. 1, 1953, ch. 305, §611, 67 Stat. 350.

The words "disbursing official" are substituted for "officer ...
on disbursing duty" for consistency with other titles of the United
States Code. The words "On and after August 1, 1953" are omitted
as executed. The words "Secretary of the Treasury" are substituted
for "Treasury of the United States" because of section 1(a) of Reorganization Plan No. 26 of 1950 (eff. July 31, 1950, 64 Stat. 1280),
restated in section 321 of the revised title contained in section 1 of
the bill. The words "from sales or other sources" are omitted as
surplus. The words "with" and "being" are added because of the
restatement. The words "of appropriations, funds, and accounts to
be ...in the settlement of their disbursing accounts" are omitted
as unnecessary.

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

10:2777(a) ................................
31:536 ..........................................................
June 5, 1920, ch. 240(lst, 2d pars. under
heading "Advances to Disbursing Officers"), 41 Stat. 975.
3 1:537 ..........................................................
31:539 ..............................
..........
June 19, 1878, ch. 312, §§1, 2, 20 Stat. 167.
31:540 .....
.........
............
10:2777(b), (c)..........................
31:95b(related to Army, Navy, Air June 4, 1954, ch. 264, §1(related to Army,
Force).
Navy, Air Force), 68 Stat. 175; June 6,
1972, Pub. L. 92-310, §231(gg), 86 Stat.
213.

In the section, the words "disbursing official" are substituted for
"disbursing officers" for consistency with other titles of the United
States Code.
In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "Secretary of a military department" are substituted for "Secretary of the Army" in
31:536 and for "Secretary of the Navy" in 31:539 because of
10:101(7). The title of Secretary of War was changed to Secretary of
the Army by section 205(a) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61
Stat. 501), and by sections 1 and 53 of the Act of August 10, 1956
(ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 157, 676). The Secretary of the Air Force is included because of sections 205(a) and 207(a) and (f) of the Act of
July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501, 502), and section 1 of the Act of
August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 488). In clause (1), the word
"General" in 31:539 is omitted as surplus. In clause (3), the words
"and 'Pay of the Navy' shall be used only for its legitimate purpose, as provided by law" are omitted as unnecessary. In clause (5),
the words "by pay and counterwarrant" in 31:537 and 540 are omitted as unnecessary.
In subsection (b), before clause (1), the word "appropriate" is
omitted as surplus. The words "deducting the amount of the charge

from" are substituted for "debiting" for clarity. In clause (2)(B), the
word "concerned" is omitted as surplus.
In subsection (c), the words "in any way" and "of the United
States" are omitted as surplus.

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
31:44(lst sentence)....................................
10:2778 .....................................
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
R.S. §283; July 31, 1894, ch. 174, §1O(3d
31:103 ..........................................................
sentence words after semicolon related to
§283), 28 Stat. 208.

In the section, before clause (1), the words "Comptroller General"
are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. In
clause (1)(A), the words "regard to" are omitted as surplus. The
words "military departments" are substituted for "Departments of
the Army, Navy, and Air Force" because of 10:101(7). The title of
Secretary of War was changed to Secretary of the Army by section
205(a) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501), and by sections 1 and 53 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A Stat.
157, 676). The Secretary of the Air Force is included because of sections 205(a) and 207(a) and (f) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61
Stat. 501, 502), and section 1 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041,
70A Stat. 488). In clause (2), the word "settled" is substituted for
"finally adjusted" for consistency in the revised title and with
other titles of the United States Code. In clause (4), the words
"deem necessary and" are omitted as surplus.

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

July 25, 1979, Pub. L. 96-38, §l00(last par.
31:628-2 .......................................................
10:2779(a) ................................
under heading "General Provisions"), 93
Stat. 100.
10:2779(b) ................31:628-3 ...........................Nov. 30, 1979, Pub. L. 96-130, §100(par.
under heading "Foreign Currency Fluctuation, Construction, Defense"), 93 Stat.
1019.

In subsection (a)(1), before clause (A), the words "during the current fiscal year or on and after July 25, 1979" are omitted as executed. The words "from an appropriation to which they were
transferred" are omitted as surplus. In clause (A), the words "of
foreign countries" are added for consistency.
In subsection (a)(2), the words "back to the Foreign Currency
Fluctuations, Defense appropriation" are substituted for "authorized by this provision" for clarity.
In subsection (b)(1), the words "the sum of", "which shall be derived", and "to appropriations and funds" are omitted as surplus.
The word "only" is added for clarity. The words "for those appropriations or funds" are omitted as surplus. The words "available
during fiscal year 1980, or thereafter" are omitted as executed. The
words "Department of Defense" are substituted for "military departments and Defense agencies" because of 10:101(5).

In subsection (b)(2), the words "or fund" are omitted as surplus.
The words "now or on and after November 30, 1979" are omitted as
executed. The words "contained within appropriations or other provisions of law", "hereby", and "applicable" are omitted as surplus.
In subsection (b)(3), the words "contracts or other . .. entered
into" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

2(b)(9)

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

10:4541 .................................. 31:666 ..........................................................

M ay 12, 1917, ch. 12(3d proviso on p. 72), 40
Stat. 72.

The title of Secretary of War was changed to Secretary of the
Army by section 205(a) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat.
501), and sections 1 and 53 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041,
70A Stat. 157, 676). The words "The Secretary of the Army may
accept" are substituted for "Section 665 of this title shall not be
construed to prohibit the Secretary of the Army from accepting" to
eliminate unnecessary words. The words "the futherance of' are
omitted as surplus. The words "armed forces" are substituted for
"military service" for consistency in title 10.
SECTION
Revised Section

2(b)(10)

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

10:4841 .....................................
31:493 ..........................................................
M ar. 2, 1907, ch. 2511(proviso on p. 1166),
34 Stat. 1166.

The title of Secretary of War was changed to Secretary of the
Army by section 205(a) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat.
501), and by sections 1 and 53 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch.
1041, 70A Stat. 157, 676). The word "When" is substituted for "as
shall from time to time be" to eliminate unnecessary words. The
words "disbursing official" are substituted for "Officers intrusted
with the disbursement" for consistency.

Revised Section
10:4842 .................................

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:44(lst sentence) ....................................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
31:95 ............................................................
R .S. §278.

The words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General
Accounting Office" for consistency. The words "audit and" are
omitted as surplus. The words "for their services as such" and "by
the affidavit of the officer or otherwise" are omitted as surplus.
The words "to account for property or make a report or return"
are added for clarity. The words "in the hands of the enemy" are
omitted as surplus.

2(b)(11)

SECTION
Revised Section
10:7231 ..................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Aug. 29, 1916, ch 417(2d proviso under
heading "Pay, Miscellaneous"), 39 Stat.
557.

31:108 ............................

The words "anywhere in the world" are substituted for "abroad
and at home", and the words "decides that an expenditure should
not be made public" are substituted for "may think it advisable not
to specify", for clarity and consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section
10:7861 ..................

2(b)(12)
Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:44(lst sentence) ..................
31:104 .......................................................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
R.S. §284; Feb. 18, 1875, ch. 80, §1(4th
complete par. on p. 317), 18 Stat. 317.

The word "naval" is substituted for "belonging to the Navy of
the United States" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"Secretary of the Navy" are substituted for "Paymaster General of
the Navy" because of section 1 of the Act of March 29, 1894 (ch. 49,
28 Stat. 47), and 10:5061. The words "the account of the paymaster"
are substituted for "him" for clarity. The words "such portion of
the", "on their books", and "of a public vessel" are omitted as surplus. The words "free of' are substituted for "fully exonerated by
such credit from all" to eliminate unnecessary words. The words
"so proved to have been captured or lost" are omitted as surplus.

Revised Section
10:7682 .................

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:44(lst sentence) ..................
31:106 ..........................................................

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. 1st
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
R.S . §285.

The words "disbursing official" are substituted for "disbursing officer" for consistency with other titles of the United States Code.
The words "Comptroller General" are substituted for "General Accounting Office" for consistency. The words "of the Navy" are
omitted because of the restatement. The words "when presented
with" are substituted for "upon" for clarity. The words "by whose
order such disbursement or disposal was made" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section
10:9541 ..................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:666 ............................

2(b)(13)
Source (Statutes at Large)
May 12, 1917, ch. 12(3d proviso on p. 72), 40
Stat. 72.

The words "Secretary of the Air Force" are substituted for "Secretary of War" because of sections 205(a) and 207(a) and (f) of the
Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501, 502), and sections 1 and
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53 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 488, 676). For
comparable provisions that apply to the Army, see the revision
note for 10:4541.
SECTION 2(b)(14)
Revised Section
10:9841 .....................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:493 ..........................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
M ar. 2, 1907, ch.
34 Stat. 1166.

2

511(proviso on p. 1166),

The words "Secretary of the Air Force" are substituted for "Secretary of War" because of sections 205(a) and 207(a) and (f) of the
Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 501, 502), and sections 1 and
53 of the Act of August 10, 1956 (ch. 1041, 70A Stat. 157, 488, 676).
For comparable provisions that apply to the Army, see the revision
note for 10:4841.

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

10:9842 .....................................

31:44(1st sentence) ....................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

June 10, 1921, ch. 18, §304(lst par. Ist
sentence), 42 Stat. 24.
31:95 ............................................................
R .S. §278.

The section is made applicable to the Air Force by section 207(a)
and (f) of the Act of July 26, 1947 (ch. 343, 61 Stat. 502). For comparable provisions that apply to the Army, see the revision note for
10:4842.
SECTION 2(c)
Revised Section
12:221 .......................................

Source (U.S. Code)
31:754(c) ......................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Sept. 24, 1917, ch. 56, §5(c), 40 Stat. 290;
Apr. 4, 1918, ch. 44, §4, 40 Stat. 504; Mar.
3, 1919, ch. 100, §3, 40 Stat. 1311; restated June 17, 1929, ch. 26, 46 Stat. 20.

Section 2(c) of the bill amends the first section of the Federal Reserve Act (12:221). The provision is added as a new paragraph,
rather than restated as part of the revised title, because the provision more appropriately belongs in the Federal Reserve Act.
SECTION 2(d)(1)
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

18 :714 ..........................................................

Section 2(d)(1) of the bill repeals 18:714, making it a crime to
the character and name "Johnny Horizon" without authority,
cause the character and use of the name were abandoned and
provisions of law related to Johnny Horizon have consequently
pired. See note for 31:488b, 488b-1, and 488b-2 in table 2A of
report.

use
bethe
exthe

SECTION
Revised Section

2(d)(2)

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

18:3059(b) ................................
31:1023(c) ....................................................
June 1, 1955, ch. 119, §1(c), 69 Stat. 82.

The words "Attorney General" are substituted for "Secretary of
the Treasury" because of section I of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1973 (eff. July 1, 1973, 87 Stat. 1091).
SECTION
Revised Section

2(d)(3)

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

2

18:3150a ...................................
31:7 5q 2......................... Oct. 27, 1951, ch, 591, 65 Stat. 658.

The words "On and after October 1951" are omitted as executed.
The words "deposited in the Treasury" are substituted for "covered" for clarity and consistency.
SECTION
Revised Section

2(d)(4)

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

7

18:4043 .....................................
31: 25s-4 ....................................................
M ay 15, 1952, ch. 289, §2, 66 Stat. 72; July
9, 1952, ch. 600, 66 Stat. 479.

SECTION 2(e)
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

22:2668(b), (c) ..........................
31:95b(related to State Department).... June 4, 1954, ch. 264, §1(related to State
Department), 68 Stat. 175; June 6, 1972,
92-310, §231(gg), 86 Stat. 213.
Pub.

Section 2(e) of the bill amends the Act of June 4, 1954, by designating the existing text of the Act as subsection (a) and by adding
new subsections (b) and (c). The provision is added as new subsections, rather than restated as part of the revised title, because the
provisions more appropriately belong in the Act of June 4, 1954.
For comparable provisions that apply to the Army, Navy, and Air
Force, see the revision note for 10:2777 in section 2(b)(8) of the bill.
SECTION

2(f)(1)

Section 2(f)(1) of the bill makes a conforming change to section
7
801(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 7801(c)) because of the restatement of section 7801(b) of the Code in section
301 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

2(f)(2)
Source (Statutes at Large)

2, 1974, Pub. L. 93-406, §1052, 88
26:7802(b) ................31:1037 ...........................Sept.
Stat. 952.

The words "the purpose of' are omitted as unnecessary. The
words "beginning after June 30, 1974" are omitted as executed.
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SECTION

Source (Statutes at Large)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
28:524(b) .................

2(g)(1)

81:698a

...........................

Oct. 10, 1949, ch. 662, §101(par. under heading "General Provision-Department of
Justice"), 63 Stat. 746.

The words "After October 10, 1949" are omitted as executed. The
words "Except as provided in subsection (a) of this section" are
added for clarity. The words "fees, storage, or other items of' are
omitted as surplus. The words "to the Department" are added for
clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
28:571(d) ..................................

2(g)(2)

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:532 ..........................................................

D ec. 5, 1924, ch. 4, §1(5th par. under heading "Marshals, District Attorneys, Clerks,
and Other Expenses of United States
Courts"), 43 Stat. 687.

The words "to be made by United States marshals . . . authorized or" are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION

2(g)(3)

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

Source (Statutes at Large)

28:572a .....................................

31:725v(bXrelated to marshals) ..............

June 26, 1934, ch. 756, §23(b)related to
marshals), 48 Stat. 1236; restated Dec. 21,
1944, ch. 631, §1, 58 Stat. 845.

The words "Except for public moneys deposited under section
2041 of this title . . . public moneys" are substituted for "All fees
and other collections other than moneys referred to in subsection
(a) of this section" for consistency and because 31:725v(a) is superseded by 28:2041 and is not part of the revised title contained in
section 1 of the bill. The word "Treasury" is substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of section 1 of Reorganization
Plan No. 26 of 1950 (eff. July 31, 1950, 64 Stat. 1280), restated as
section 321 of the revised title contained in section 1 of the bill.
The text of 31:725v(b)(last sentence) is omitted as obsolete.
SECTION
Revised Section
28:2043 ..............................

2(g)(4)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:725v(b(related to clerks) ..........

Source (Statutes at Large)
June 26, 1934, ch. 756, §23(bXrelated to
clerks), 48 Stat. 1236; restated Dec. 21,
1944, ch. 631, §1, 58 Stat. 845.

The words "Except for public moneys deposited under section
2041 of this title . . . public moneys" are substituted for "All fees
and other collections other than moneys referred to in subsection
(a) of this section" for consistency and because 31:725v(a) is superseded by 28:2041 and is not part of the revised title contained in
section 1 of the bill. The word "Treasury" is substituted for "Treasurer of the United States" because of section 1 of Reorganization
Plan No. 26 of 1950 (eff. July 31, 1950, 64 Stat. 1280), restated as

section 321 of the revised title contained in section 1 of the bill.
The text of 31:725v(b)(last sentence) is omitted as obsolete.
SECTION

2(g)(5)

Revised Section

Source (U.S. Code)

28:2516(b) ................................

28:2516(bXlst
sentence words before
"from the date").

Source (Statutes at Large)

Section 2(g)(5) of the bill restates 28:2516(b) because the provisions in 28:2516(b) on the periods for computing interest were superseded by the source provisions restated in section 1304 of the revised title.
SECTION
Revised Section
32:107(c) .................

2(h)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:698 ...........................

.......

Source (Statutes at Large)
.

.

Aug. 10, 1956, ch. 1041, §30, 70A Stat. 632.

The word "appropriations" is substituted for "funds appropriated" for consistency in the title.
SECTION
Revised Section
37:406(j) ..............

2(i(1)

Source (U.S- Code)

Sourie (Statutes at Large)

31:650a .......................................................

Aug. 1, 1953, ch. 305, §604, 67 Stat. 349.

The text of 31:650a(related to a member of an armed force) is
omitted as unnecessary because of 37:404(a)(3). The words "On and
after August 1, 1953" are omitted as executed. The words "A
member . . . is entitled to" are substituted for "personnel" for clarity and consistency in the title. The word "baggage" is added for
consistency in the title. The words "dependents, baggage, or household effects" are substituted for "such personnel" for clarity. The
word "otherwise" is omitted as surplus. The words "used to pay for
that transportation" are substituted for "charged with all expenses
in connection with such travel including" for clarity.
SECTION
Revised Section
37:1012 .................

2(i)(2)

Source (U.S. Code)
31:698a ......................................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Aug. 10, 1956, ch. 1041, §31, 70A Stat. 632.

The words "the Secretary concerned" are substituted for "officers and agents of the Finance Corps of the Army or finance officers of the Air Force, as the case may be" and "the Secretary of
the Army or the Secretary of the Air Force, as the case may be"
for consistency in the title. The words "various" and "issued" are
omitted as surplus.
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SECTION

2(j)

Source (U.S. Code)

Revised Section
38:203(b) .................................

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:700d ........................................................

Jan. 3, 1974, Pub. L. 93-245, §301, 87 Stat.
1072.

The words "in any Appropriation Act for any fiscal year", "make
a", and "by the Veterans Administration in an amount" are omitted as surplus.
SECTION
Revised Section

2(k)

Source (U.S. Code)

39:409(e) ...........................

Source (Statutes at Large)

31:724a(last sentence) ...............

July 27, 1956, ch. 748, 70 Stat. 678,
§1302(last sentence); added Aug. 12, 1970,
Pub. L. 91-375, §6(1)(3), 84 Stat. 782.

The words "Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section"
are omitted as unnecessary.
SECTION
Revised Section

2(Y)

Source (U.S. Code)

31:9101(2) ................................

31:856 ..........................................................

31:9107(cX3) ..............
31:9108(dX2) ...........................

31:867 ..................................................
31:868(d) .............................................

Source (Statutes at Large)
Aug. 13, 1981, Pub. L. 97-35, §396(hXl)-(3),
95 Stat. 440.

SECTION 2(m)

Section 2(m)(1) and (2) reflects amendments required by the codification of title 31 to be made to section 1961(b) of title 28 and to
title 31 because of sections 155, 160(11), and 302(a)(3), (c), and (d) of
the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982 (Pub. L. 97-164, 96
Stat. 47, 48, 56). Clause (3) repeals section 160(11) of that Act because section 7 of the Act of 1894 (ch. 174, 28 Stat. 206), amended
by section 160(11), is omitted from the revision of title 31 in section
1 of this bill as being superseded by section 3523 and 3526 of the
revised title.
SECTION 3-CONFORMING CROSS-REFERENCES

Section 3 of the bill makes conforming amendments to those
titles of the United States Code that have been enacted into positive law, to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 1 et seq.),
and to Rule XLIX of the Rules of the House of Representatives.
These amendments are necessary because of the restatement of the
source provisions in sections 1 and 2 of the bill.
SECTION 4-LEGISLATIVE PURPOSE AND CONSTRUCTION

Section 4 of the bill contains a statement of the legislative effect
in enacting sections 1-3, savings provisions, and provisions to assist
in interpreting and applying the provisions of law enacted by the
bill.
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SECTION 5-REPEALS

Section 5 of the bill relates to the repeal of those statutes that
are codified and reenacted by the bill, and other statutes that are
executed, superseded, obsolete, or otherwise of no present legal
effect.
Subsection (a) provides that a repeal of a law may not be construed as a legislative inference that the provision was or was not
in effect before its repeal.
Subsection (b) contains the schedule of laws to be repealed. It
also preserves rights, duties, and penalties incurred, and proceedings begun before the date of enactment of the bill.
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TABLE 1-MASTER DISPOSITION TABLE
This table shows the disposition of all laws affected by the restatement of title 31, United States Code, in section 1 of the bill.
The table is in 5 parts. Table 1A shows the disposition according to
United States Code citation. Table 1B shows the disposition according to Statutes at Large citation. Table 1C shows the disposition according to Revised Statutes citation. Table 1D shows the disposition
according to Reorganization Plan citation. Table 1E shows the disposition according to Executive Order citation. When a law is restated in section 1 of the bill, the citation to the provision of the
restatement is shown. When a law listed in the table is not restated in section 1, the table contains a reference to table 2, 3, or 4,
another section of the bill, or another section of the Code. The
table or section referred to explains the reason why the law is
omitted from the restatement in section 1. However, if the law had
been expressly repealed by prior law, that fact is shown in the last
column of this table.
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..............
..
3 .........................
1121,
1122
............................................................................
5311
.......................
1141,
1142
....................................
...................
............
..........................
1143(a .
.. ... ................
1143(b)wordsbetore lastcomma) ............
..........
..............
1143
(b)words after
lastcomma)
..............................
................
1113
.......................
1151,
1152(a), (b)
.................................................................
..
...........
.........
..
..................................
1152(c)-(f)
.............
1112
.........................
1153a -(c) _
....................................
I..............
717 .......................
1153it.....................................
I
..............
702
..............
..............................
1154
a -(c) .............................
..........
1154d (1st sentence)
.........................................
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Table Previou

1 l154(d)
(lastsentence)
.............................................................31 731 ..............................................
.......................
1154e ...........
.
........................................
.......................
....................................
31 719
70
..............................................
.............
1155
a
.................
0
.....
31
1155(b)
...........
::::::::::Z
:::::::
::::::::k
:::
..............................................
31 719
1156..........
...
......
...................................................................
2A...............
_
........................................
I1
....
1157..................
.......................
31 717,719,
720,1112..
......................
1171-1174
..... *" . ......
.......................
31 719
........................................
1175(a) .............................................................................
.......................
31 734
........................................
1175(b).
.......................
31 719 ..........................
117
5(c) ............
...........
........
.......
............
........ 31 734................................. ..............
1176.................
........................................
....................
31 720
1201
.............
........................................
........................
31 9302
1202 ............
..................
..... 31 3530........................
........................
1203,
1204
......................................... 2A ..............
1221. ...............................
...
......
...
..............
....
....................
I
1222,
1223
.....................
.......................................................
I.................
31.......
122
a 1 , (2) (related
to trustee
..............................................
6724.........................
...................
........................
1
2)(neacted
torepo
t) .......................................................
..................
31
1224 ..................
ZA..................
6703
........................................
I
..................
31......
1224 , , ( ) . ......................................................
........................
31 6707........................................
1225 ...........
........................................
2A..................
31
........................
6705........................................
........................
31.......
6707..........................
......................
1226ba
122
6 ( ) .... . ..................
...........................................
........................
31 6703
........................................
.......................
31 6707
........................................
2A..................
31.......
1227
a,
.............................................................................
..............
I
31 6700
........................................
II..... 31 6705 .........................................
..
121,(3) ._.............
2271
1
122 2 4 ..B....................
.......
................................................
.
.
..........
.............
31
6708
........................................
.......................................
...
...
... .......
1227b6 32
5).....
...................................
..............................................
................................
.
................
..........
.............
31 6709
.......................
...............
12272b2 46 ..................................................
, (7).......................................
................................
.
...............
31.......
6702.....................................
1227
12
c6 .................................
5 .................................................................................
................
.
31 6711......................................
1227d ...........................................................................................
........................
31 6701
........................................
1227 e
........................
31 670 ..............
.........................
........
a 1.
322 ..................................................................
31
........................
6703
...................................
se.....
....
e) ........
.................
.................
1228a 2
sente...
. ......
....................................................
31 6707 .. .........................
........................
1220a 3 ..................
31
6712
..
........
...........................
.......
....
..............
.........
1228a 4 . ...
.
.
31
......
671
........................................
....
.... ...- -'*..
......
.... 31 6702
1228a 5
........................................
.................
1220a 6
31 6710........................................
......................
1220a 7
3
1
6713
........................................
..................
* u....* n*
* erminatio.s..
1220b .................
... . .
.........................
31 6707
........................................
1228
c 11)..........
3
1
6707
...........................................
.
........
31 6707 ........................................
31 6707
........................................
1220d.
. ...............................
31 6709........................................
1228 ... . . . . ........................................
. .............................. 31 6709....................
.....................
31 6707
........................................
31
6707
..............................................
1228e6 .....................................
31 6709............................................
1220d . .................
.. .'..
.. . .
31 6707 .......................
31
31 6724........................................
31 674 .......................
31 6724.......................
. ..............
..
31 6714........................................
.
b.
1
124
)2))A).Z
c....
1241b)1228
........
(
. ..............
................
31 6794........................
1242b1 .........
(3
sentence)....
31 6717 ..............................................
...................
12426 3f8I2 sentence)............
31 6716
........................................
31 6717.......................
1242
b I 3 (B)( st sentence)
........................
31 6718
...........................
12426 3 (C).....;er , .....................................
31 6717...........................
1228
...... 31 671
1242t'f:Z2)..........
6 3) BI. ) e)
.............
.............
8,....
..............
.................
31 6707...............................................
122 c 2 , ( )
roceedin
'ae'o,
,.........s). 31 6718 ..............................................
31 6716 .......................
1
242
4 ................................
121
228 c ..................................
................
........
...................
....
..
31 6718.........................................
1242
d...............pocedin)................
........
31 6718
........................
1242e 3 (ltedt.. usens.ns... ter.naton............
31 6704
6719........................
1242c .......
................
......
... ......................
31 6718..................
....................
12426 ................
.................
........................
31 671
6726........................
..
........................
1243a
.......................
............................
31 671 .........................................
1243c.... ..................
31
......
..........
671 ...............................................
243d.....................
1
1244
.....
.........
. .......
31 6721...............................................
1245.d).. ............................... 6723...............................................

6704
...............................................
6703,6
672...................
...................

126 a)..............I............
126boB)... .... ...........
126
1 c)..............

6701.

...

...............

6701.................

.
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31 1262(a)
. ... ......................................................................
321 ........................................
.............
IA
......................................
1262(b)
6722
...........
......
.............
1263
...................
..
6713 .................................
....
.......
2A........
_
1264
....................................................
....
... ..........
1265
.......................
2A..........
.......
1301-1407
.....................................................
3A
..............
..
1501-1510
..........................................
.............
1521-1531
............................................................................
6902
...... ..............
.........
..2.........0
.................................................
1601
6903
.........
.................
1602.................................................
.....
...
......................
...............
6904
...........
................
1603
.......................
6903...................................
160k..
. ... ...........................
.....................................................
2A.................
6902
...........
............................
1605
6901
........................................
1606
...............................................
6906
..................................
3A................
.. ....
............................................
1607
6102......................
......................
1701..............................................................................
69
12
..............................................
1702 ...................................
6903
.......................
1703
...............................................................................
1703
.........
.........................................
..
...
....
.........................
...
6102
.......................
1704(a)c)...........................................................................
1704(d),
(e).........................................................................
6104...........
.......................
.......
1706........................................................................................
...
..
2A
2A
.......
..........
6105
..........................
...
..........

1707
..........................................
3521
...........................

41 501
72
.........................................................
.................................
........
....
...........
..............................
6301........................................

6302........................................

502
...................................................................
..................
503...............................................................
6303
....................................
2A..... ...
...
504...........................
..........
...................
..
......
...............................
6304
...........
............................
6305..........................
................

505 .................................
6306
.......................
506
................................................................................
507
....................................................
......................................
6307
.............................
........
508
...................................................
......................................
6308
...........................
509
..................................................................
.........
6501.............................
42 4201(1)
-(7),(9),
(10)
....................
6503
.................................
4201(8)
.............................................................................
6502......................................
....
4211
..........................................................................
6503
........................................
.
6307..............
...........................
4212,
4213
............................................................................
6504.......................................

............
.............
......
I
.............
......
......
.....
...
.....
............
......
.............
......
.
I
-.....
.............
.....
.............
.............
I......
.
......
.............
.............

4214
................................
4221
............................................................................................
6505 ..............................................
4222,
4223.....................................................................................

4224
...............................................................................
4225
................................
6506.................
....................
.......................................................................................
4231-4233
6507
........................................
4241
............................................................................................
6508
........................................
4242,
4243
..........................................................................
4244
................................................................................................
7101
.......................
...............................................................................
4251
7103
........................................
4252
...............................................................................
7104
.......................................
4253
........................................
7108
........................
.......................
4254
........................................
7105
.......................
4255
...............................................................................
7106..........................
.......................
4256
...............................................................................
7107........................................
4257
......................................
7109
.......................
4258
...............................................................................
7110
.......................
4259
............................................................................................
7111
.......................
4260
............................................................................................
7102
......................
4261
...............................................................................
2A.................
50 964a
...............................................................................
App.
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1872
May21..........
1874
Jan.29.
May12.
June20.

June
22.
June
23.
June
23.

Table

Section

Law

_

_
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ume Page Title
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178...................

Section

_j_

_

171 137I...............
31 511

6

_

_

_

Preousl
Repealen
_

_

Ix
...........
...........
................

45 . ...
.......
2.
.......................................................................
.
328 1(4th par.underheading"Mint at Denver,
97 .....................................
.. 2B.................
Colorado").
4(wordsbetweenlstand2dsemicolons)
..........
4 lesswords
between1st and2dsemicolons)..
1305
......................
28...........
5 words before
10th comma)
.............................
5(words
after10thcomma)
...............................
28...........
343 6 .................................................
5115............
395 ................................
....................................
..
.
...............................................
419 .............
455 1(3d par.underheading
"National
Currency')
5120............
Ipar. immediately
beforeheading"Smithsoni1310............
anInstitution").
475 1......................
..............
31 1397.........
.............
..
...............
.....
luo

2

1.....
...... II...........
........

................
I . ....................................
.....
9

1875
15 ....................................................................
Jan.14..........
28..........
2 wsndn
before
commea)...................
5122
...........
2.............
2 wordsaftercomma)
.....................
3.....................................................................
5115
...........
Feb.18
80 1(3d complete
par.on p.317).
321........................
l(4th complete
par.
on p.317) ......................... (See
§2(b)
of 28..........
bill.).
1(11th
par- on p.319)..................................

Mar.3 ............ 128 4.................................................................
..
129 1)6thpar.
3d sentence
underheading"War
1305............
Department").

3........................................

130 2(pars.
fortheofficesof the Auditors)
...............
...............................
............
28.
131 5..........................................................................
149 ...............................................................................
313728..................
.

1876
June
156 5 .................................................................
30.
..
5153
.....................
..................................
......... U
July
12.......... 179 4................................
*. ....................
July22.
PR 17 1(words
afterlastsemicolon)
..............................
289 4..................................................................
Aug15..........
..
.........................
.........
9x
1877
Feb.27.

Mar.3............
1878
Feb.28...........

69

2d complete
par. on p.249).................
3d-6th complete
pars.onp. 249)....................
7thcomplete
pun.on p. 249..........
8th complete
par.onp.249..........
9th complete
par.on p.249)..................
11th,13thcomplete
pars.
onp. 249)..............
105 provisos
in par. underheading"Bureauof
Engraving
andPrinting").

.....
.................
.. .........................
.........
0x

3522
.....................
....................
I(.........
.........

...................

..........................
.........

20 1...........................................................................
2-4.... ............
.......................

May31........... 146............ .............
*.............
June8 ............
170 ...............................................
June
14.
191 4. .....**. ........
.......................
June19........ 312 1,2 .........
.....................
bill.).
3526
.....................

3 ..................................................................
..
5131 .....................
329 1 1stsentence
onp.191)
.................................
5132..................
1 2d sentence
wordsbeforelastsemicolon
on
p.191).
5121......................
1 2 sentence
words
afterlastsemicolon
on p.
191).
1)Iast
par.lstsentence
wordsbefore
lst
5122 ...........................
semicolon
underheading"Mint at Denver,
Colorado')
I (lastpar. less lot sentence
wordsbeforelst 20 192..............
. . .. .................................
semicolon
underheading"Mint at Denver,
Colorado").
1 (proviso
immediately
beforeheading"Depart- 20 203..............
................................
.2....................
mentof Agriculture").
1)par. immediately
beforeheading"Office
of 20 205
31 1305...........................
X
the Attorney-General").
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4.).230 ......................
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(See
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.. ..................I28 .......
and Clothheading"Bureauof Proisions
ing").
480 1(2d provisounder heading"Office of the
3571...............
General").
Postmaster
Second
Assistant
.. B.................
21 7.... . . ........................
12 ..............................
.. B.................
...........................
...............
21 3 ...
wordsaftersemicolon)
34 3(last sentence
...........
... 21 59
.....
2 .................................................
........................
31 5144

............
....
......
.I................
Ix

1881
.. 2 B.................
.......
..........
21 322 .....
..
..............................
...............
33
1...........
Feb.
.........
......................
31 5122
21 374
..
Mar.1............ 9 ....................................................................
2..
..
...........................
21
457....
.............
.........................
133
2
..........................
3
...........
Mar,
1882
..24.................
..
...........................
22 97...
May
26........... 190 .....................................................................
236 ................................................
.....
..................
. 22
2B. .........
. .........................
....
22.
June
....
..............
..........
.......
by the Secretary 22 133
262 (2d par. relatedtoestimates
July1
C").
"Schedule
ofStateunderheading

July12........... 290 12.................................
..........................
5............ 389 5(1st sentence)
Aug.

....................
I...........
2B..................
.....
.....
................................2B....
.................................................
5(last sentence)
................................28.........
3302......................
7............ 433 1(2dcompletepar.on p. 312)..................
Aug.
.........................
......
par onp. 312)................
1(6th complete
1883

Jan.9 ..
3...........
Mar.

15 ...........................................
....................
..........
Ix
........
........................
.......................
22 401..............
x
........................
....
...........................
128 i(words after last semicoloninpar. immedi- 22 552..............
heading"Public Buildingsand
ately before
Grounds").
221 6161
............. 8........
B................
143 (2d provisoon p. 616)........................

1884

..
........
. .......................
2B.............
....
July5...........
217 (lastpar.).............................................
X
.........................
..................................
July7............ 334 1(2d, lastsentencesunderheading"Public
Printing").
............
31
330............
afterproviimmediately
3(provisoandsentence
"War Department").
sounderheading

1885

Feb.16......

Mar.
3...........

.......
..........
31 3331...........

23 306
123 ..............................................................................
............
335 ...............
23 350

1886

X
.......................
. ... ...........
............. .....
..
Mar.
31.......... 41 .....................................................................
U
2B..........
..................
.
..
July26.
U
..
.
..
..
..
...
..
I..
..
781 2 .................................................................
...
..
4.
Aug.
902 1(3d par. provisounderheading"Engraving
in
wordsafterlast semicolon
and
par.Prittng",
immeately beforeheading"Military
Pests", lastprovisoon p.255).

1887

Mar.
3...........

9th commaon
par.wordsbefore
362 (2dcomplete

andPrint"Engraving
heading
under
(laotjr.
in").

......IX
512...........................
515

.........................

527 ..........
underheading
lst par.wordsaftersemicolon
Survey").
"UnitedStatesGeological
31 5112,5121,
396 3................................. 635
5122.

1888
I.......................... -... .. ..... .................
25 437
Aug.13..........
4684............... ....................................
25 543
in par.immediatelybore hed:
Oct2.............
1069 (last sentence
...
..
...
...
....
of
Justice").
ing "Underthe Department
..................... ..............
1889

Mar.2............ 410 1(last par. underheading"Revenue-Cutter
Service").
and
411 1(5th provisounderheading"Engraving
Printing").
1 par. underheading 'Vaultsfor Storageat
Silyer").

. ......
.. .. . . . . .. . ........................

I

X
X
X

945
31 5114
...................
955..........
2B................
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1890
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30

Section

Ist par last sentence
underheading
"Bureau
ofProvisionsandClothing").

July1............
July11..........

United
States Code
Revised
Table
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Previously

Repealed

26 197 ..............
........................
2B..................
26 209 .............................................
........................
X

31 301........................
........................
11st par. underheading'Treasury Depart- 26 236
ment.
26 267 . .........................................
2
................................
........................
X
26 289
989......................................

July14..........

2B..................

X
2(1st sentencewords beforenext-to-last
semi- 26 289 .........................................
colon and between11th commaand last
semicolon,
last sentence).
2(1st sentencewords betweennext-to-last 26 289 .......................................
28..................
semicolon
and 11th commaandafter last
semicolon),
3-7.
Aug.30........ 1(wordsafter semicolonin par. immediately 26 374..........................
X
beforeheading"light-Houses,
Beacons,
and
Fog-Signals").
I (3dproviso
underheading
"Pay")...................
2B..........
4 ..........................................................................
3522.........
Sept.1 ..........
Sept.26.

2 ,3.......................................
..............................

=.=..........=....=.......=...
5112............
2............
.=.===.=.=........==.==....=.=..
5112,
5113
....

Sept30.

1(2d par. underheading"Re-imbursement
of
the Stateot Washington",
par. immediately
before
the heading "JudgmentsUnded
States
Courts").
2
Oct.1............
9..........................................................................

311110......................
I........................

1891
Feb.24..........

(par. under heading "Military Telegraph 26 779 ...................................
... 2B..................
LJnes").
(wordsafter astsemicolon
in stpar. under 26 807 ............................................
0
heading"BureauofProvisions
and Clothing").
1(1st par.wordsbetweenlt and2d semico- 26 928 ......
...................2B8..........
Ionsunderheading
"Auditorofthe Treasury
948
forthe PostOfficeDepartment"),
3.

Mar.2...........
Mar.3...........

1892
July6.

July
16..

Aug.5...........

Dec.13.
1893
Feb.
27..........
Mar.3...........
Nov.1...........
1894
Mar.29.
May5.
July31...........

154

196 1(par.immediatelybeforeheading
"ThirdAudi-

27 87.........
........................................
8X
27 194 .............................
28..........

tor").
1(9th par. relatedto reportofSecretary
ofthe 27 199...........................................
0X
Treasury
on rentedbuildings
on p. 199).
1(par. immediately
beforeheading"Interstate 27 362..............
............ 0x
Commerce
Commission").

27 752.........

................... 0

(2d proviso
on p. 479).......................................
........................................
2B...............
............
(See
........................
1(par. immediately
beforeheading"Militia of
.............
..........
(e 31:7
31:22 in
i........................
theDistrict
ot Columbia").
(1st par. 2d sentence
underheading"Pay
Miscellaneous").

..............................
2B..................
41..............

1-4........................................
...............................
...........
5....................................................
....................... 3531
1-...............................................

2B..........
2........=............
3, 4 lst-4 th pars,).............................................
2.....................
4(5th, last pars.)
.................................................
3541
...........

................
:::

5 1stpar.)..................................
.......................
5 lastpar.)..........................................................
(See
22:1191.)
6, 7(pars. designated"Firt", "Second",
"Third" "Fourth","Fifth" providing
forexamination of accounts,
par. repealing
88273,275).
7(par. ameding
§456) ...........................
.
28 2 . . . (See43:14.)
.............................
7(last 2 pars.)...........................................
28 207 . ... .......................................
..............
..
8(1st par. less proviso,
3d par. 1st sentence 28 207,
31 3526
...............
wordsafter semicolon,4th par., 6th par.
208
wordsafter4th comma).
8(1stpar. proviso,
2d par.,3d par. less 1st 28 207,
28..........
sentence
wordsaftersemicolon,
5th par.).
208
B(6thpar.wordsbefore
4th comma).................
28 28
3113529 ...............
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0Last sentence)........................................
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..........
......................................
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2............
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.....................
relatedto
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§305).
283.......
relatedto §269).
11)lastsentence
3522
.....................
12 lst par.)............................
...........
...................................
12 2d par.1st sentence)
3522..
......................
i
1212d par.lastsentence). ......................
3522....................
2............
12(last par) ......................................................
13)lst par.)........................................................
213.........
13(last par.).....................................................
3702.....................
..............................................
2............
.............
]4...........
3521
.....................
(e ...........
412
15.......................................................................
28........
166..............................
...
2..
.................
..
..
17........................................................................
18................................................................
19-21 ..............................
...............
22(st par.wordsbeforelst comma)
22..........
..........
............
.............
.......................
23-27 ...........................................................
on p. 236).....................................
22t (1st proviso
5154
......................
281 ......................................................................
351......................
349 25.................................................................

I

1895
.....
Feb.20
105 ........................................................
28 73. ..........
31..3522..
28 897
2........... 177 4 ...........................................................
Mar.
.....
I
7 .........................................................
28 88 . .......
31 308 ...........
187 (1st par. under heading"TreasuryDepart- 28 844
ment").

1896
Feb.
26........
Feb.
27.
May28..........

33 (1st provisoon p. 25/ ..........................
34 )pars.underheading'TrustFunds").................

June
8.

beforeheading"Treasury
252 1(par. immediately
Department').
5 ....................................................................
373 (lst par. under heading'"TreasuryDepartmet").
andPrint"Engraving
(last par.underheading

June
9_

inc')
of the Fourth
"Office
386 3d par.underheading

11.
June

General").
AssistantPostmaster
428 1(6th par.on p. 414)........................................

11 . ..

32

148

...........................
...

31:547
in
(See
4.).
table
....................
31 1302

................
31 3302
in
See31:489
table
4.).
.....................
275.....
179
268.

316...........................
283
............................
14
]4
2............

1897
Feb.19.

"Officeof Comptroller
265 1(2d par.underheading
of theTreasut').
376 .................................
Mar.
3...........
385 (3d par. fromendof Act).................................
4.
June
2 1(3d provisoon p. 18) ....................
) ........
...............
l4th pr so
1)1st par. underheadn "Renoiage Reissue,
'
of Minor
Coins
andTransportation
on p.48) .........................
(lastpar.beginning

5111............
........................... .........I.........
......

Ix

1898
..........................
Mar.
11.......... 57 ..................................
..........................
Mar.15.......... 68 3 .........................................................................
28 ..........
I......................
..........................
May21
.......... 348 .................................................
........ 28
.......................
448 32................................
June13......
................................
34........................................................................
.
5131...................
571 (7th par. 1st sentencewords before1st
July
7

2.........
....

comma under heading"Mints and Assay
Offices".
wordsafter108comma,
(7th oar. lot sentence
o sentence under headng "Mints and
AssayOffices").

1900
.
Mar.
14..........
41 ................................................................

661

31

........

2.....
........
45 ....... ........
.........................
45

...............................
46..........8
2 .......................................

3-8..............................................

.......
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States
Code
Revised
United

at Large
Statues

__

Chapter
Late
Law __

Section
_

_

be
_

Page
PagetSectineW*

___

_

Table
_

_

_

_

_

9.. ...................................
..............................
10
............................
(See12:51.).
......
...................
...
11................................................

28.........
(See12:101,
12........................................................................
177178)
13........................................................................
(see12:542.) 29.....

14.........................................................................
192 1(parim ediatelybefore
Apr.17..........
heading
"Ubrary
of

June
6...........

theNaDDepartment").
791 1(provi par onder
halting "Bach
Payand

31 637...

2B.................
.............................

1901
Mar.
2........... 800 ..............................................................................
31 877....
. .........................
2B.................
803 (3d par.onp. 910) ..................... 31 910
31 3522
.................................
Mar.3........... 631 (provisoimmediately
beforeheading
bureauu
31 1030................................................
ofOrdnance").
853 1(par.immediately
before
heading
"ForRepairs 31 1144.
(See
31:661
in
andMaintenance
ofVessels").
table4.).
I (words
afterlastcomma
underheading
"Pay 31 1154 ...
......
..............
.........
...........
ofAssistant
Custodians
andJanitors").
867..........................................................................
31 1446. ....................... 2B.......
1902
Feb.14..........

17 (4thpar."Formiscellaneous
items"
onp. 26).
(See
31:671
is
table4.).
2B..................
887 ot par.under
heading
"StateClaims")
............
2...................
985 2dproiso onp. 303)......................................
l a r)...........................................................
2B..........
June
28.
130 1 (par.immediately
befomheading
"Lite-Saving
Series', 1stpar.o p.455,proviso
under
heading
"Census
Office').
18th par.related
to supplies
forU.S.courts 322B
..................
and/udicial
officers).
13028(wrds between
6thcomma
andproviso).
32 484...........................
28..................
June30......... 1328 (proviso
in next-tlast par.)...............................
32 520................
............0X
May
27.
Jun3..

1903
Feb.14.......... 552 2........................................................................
32 826..............B.................2B.......
Mar.3........... 10068(next-to-last
par.before
heading
"Department32 1082 ....
....................
..........
...........
X
ofState").
1010 (par.under
heading
"Clothing
andSmall-Stores
32 1191..........
.............
2B..................
Fund").
1904
Feb.18..........

160 1(lastpar.under
heading
"Judgments,
Court
of
Claims").
Mar.18.
716 1(proviso
onp. 109)...........................................
33 109_...............................
19..........................0
33
28..........
12536........................................................................
Apr ..........
Apr.27.
16301(lastproviso
onp.422)....................................
33 422
....... .. ..............
..... 0
1762 1(provso^
immediately
beforeheading
"Reve- 33 460
31 321............................
nue-Cutter
Service').

1905
Feb.
3............
297 1(par.immediately
beforeheading
"Govem-33 657..................................
........
0...
ment
in theTerritories").
Mar.3........... 1402 (par.immediate beforeheading
"Boardof 33047 ....................... I........................0X
Ordnance
andFortiliti").
14031(proviso
under
heading
"Enforcement
of the
Ix
...................
............................
Chinese-Exclusion
Act"par designated
InsularandTerritorial
Aftairs".
n
1484 1(2dpar.underheading
"Coingent Expenses,
..............
......................
.
I................
Ix
UnitedStatesConsulates",
last par.last
sentenceunder
head'mg
"Public
Heathand
Marine-Honspital
Service").
4(1st par.)
.........................................................
1341,
1342,
1349-1351,
4(2d, lastpars.)
.. ......................................
1511-1519.
33 1258.............. 2B..................
2B..................
Dec21..........
3 1.........
................
.........................
34
5.
1906
Feb.27.
510 3.........................................................................
34 48
31 1341,
1342,
1349-1351, 29..........
Mar.23..........
1511-1519.
1129
..........................................................................
34 84
31 3331
.....................
Apr.24........... 1861 (":Sec3528")
........................
34 132
31 5111
.....................
Sec.3529")
.....................................................
34 132............... 2B..................
May26........... 558 .....................
- . ....
...................
...
34 202...............

33
1141...............
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Chate
__
DateDae Pulc
Law

StatLte tLarge

Section

United
States
Cade
Revised
VSPage
N

-T

Title

Section

Tabl.

id

1906
June12..

3078 (4th
par.urder
hearig
"Natinal Tniry and
Mals
forRifle
Contests").
28.........
2581
...............
..
June
19
.......... 3434 ............................................................................
31 3331.............
...
3514
1(3d
par.
words
after
sernicoree
under
heading
Jue 22.
................................
.....
... I................0x
"Contingent
Dperoe NaygDqrartnrrint"),
4.
3547 12(words
after7thcoma) ..............................
June
26.
3914 2 ................................................................
iune30.
..
4 ...........................................................
..
7,8......................................................................
28..........
9...............
.
...
...............
10.....................................................
1907
Fe.26.......... 1635 1(Wr. ureder
hearing"Treasery
Depart-

3

33 ......................
...............

Mar.
2............ 2507 (par.imen tety before
heading
"Boardof
Ordnance
and
Fortificatin").
2511 (nst pis underhearing
"Officeofthe
GriefSirI Officer").
........ (See
.112(b)
. of .......
.............
(p i onp. 1166)
.......................
...............
.............
b)
..2B.................
(prvimwordsbefore
1st semicolon
under
heading
"Incdental
Expenses").
and
Troph
(3Ma unde erig"aten
............
..
- .......
2......
...................
Mar.
4...........
2913 ,2.............................
................................
..
..............................
.............. . . .............. I x
2918 1lstprowe onp.1330).................................
l(lst
under
heading
"BackPayand
...............
.. .. ...........
..........
.......
2..................
3132..............
1(3d_
ar
under
heading
"UnitedStates 301130
Courts"),
1(pr suonp.1367)
........................................
3411367 ................I ..... ...................................
x
1908
18........... 173 ............................................................................
5112
......................
192..............................................................................
23...........
(See
31:534
in
table 4.).
198 1(lastpar.onp.295).........................................
M 26...........
1305
......................
Ma27......
290 1(2dpar. under
hearing
"Appliances
for
Distied Sokiers", par. designated
"United
States
Penitentiary,
McteilsIsland,
Washington").
206 (last par.onp. 411)..........................................
(par.beginning
onp. 415arerilng §§3646,
31 3727 ................
31331
.
.
3647).
May
30
223 ............
. . . . ................
..................................
..............
2B............
.......
..........
. ..
,. . .
228 6.................................................................
..
1909
Feb.
23........... 174 "Sec.3646". .. ...................
.......................
3331.
"Sec.3647"
.............................
28.
Mar.
3...........
252 (astpar. beginning
onp. 750).........
2B..................
255 2dpar.uderheading
"Pay,Micellanous")
269 0..........................
..............
*....................
....
.333........................
731
.:::::::::::::
Mar.
4........... 297 1(provionrp. 866) ..........................................
4. . ..........................................................
299 7,8 ......................
1346 .::::::::::
9.......................................................
2B..................
301 (proviso
under
heading
"ULbrary,
Departient of
Agriculture").
314 1..................................
..........
24....
..........................
5................................
6-8 ..............
I
...............
I........I......
Au&
5...........
6 39, 40............................................ 2B..................
1910
2B..................
28..........
Fb 4.
25 1(wrdsbefore
semicolon)
.................................
3123............
28..........
I worses
aftersemicolon)
.....................
3121............
Mar.
2............
2,3..............................
71 ...................................
June
17.......... 297 1(par.immediately
before
heading
"Office
of
8.............
te Supervising
rchi ').
June
25.......... 384 1(proviso
enediately before
heading
"Marine
hospitals",
par.immediately
before
beading
andGedetic Sarvey"
"Coast
1 2dpar.under
heading
"Immigratoe
Service'), 6.
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States Code
Revised
United

Statutes
at Large
Date

Chapter
or

I]
Section

I

tl
Vol- Page litte

Section

Law

7...... .ees

Pre*
R=
ePublic
ume

T
28..................

..............................

31 1305 . ...
... 2B............

8(words aftersemicolon)
.....................................
385 (lastpar.onp. 776,1st-3dpars. immediately
of Navigation").
heading"Bureau
before

28..........

1911
Mar.2............
190 ...............................................................
. ..
964..........
.........
195 ..............................................
......
1013.........28.
106.......
Mar. 3............
209 par. immediately
beforeheading
"Ordnance
.... .....
Department').
Mar.4 ...........
231 1(lastpar.under
heading
"Office
of Comptrol1190.........28.
lerattheTreasury').
1)lsstpar.under
heading
"United
States
Court
1234
.........
...................................
X
ofCustoms
Appeals").
239 (2dproviso,
3dproviso
lst-24th wordsunder
12671........
............................
. . 28.................
heading'Contingent,
Navy",lastpar.onp.
1279
1279).
240 (2dpar words
after4thcomma
under
heading 36 1292 ............................................... 0X
"Mints
andAssay
Offices").
242 (par.immediately
beforeheading
"Bsardof 36 1344................................2B8.......
Ordnance
and ortification").
267 .................................. 36 1354................................2B8.......
268 1.........................
36 1354 31 5102
............................
2..........................................................................
36 1354 31 5133..............................
285 1(par.immediately
before
heading
"Life-Saving36 1387................................2B8.......
Service").
I (par.immediately
beforeheading
"Govern- 36 1421.......
I ................................. 0
mentHspital fortheInsane").
1912
Aug.14.........
288....................................................
.................................
.............. 0
Aug.17.........
310 (proviso
onp.312)......................
....................
3521...
....
....... ............... 0
350 1ast par.underheading
Aug.23.........
"Officeof the
31 3521..............

Comptroller
oftheTreasury"),
last par.wordsbefore7th comma
under
heading
"Assay
Officeat SaltLakeCity,
Utah").
(last par.wordsafter7th comma
under
heading
"Assay
Officeat SaltLakeCity,
Utah").
l(2d par. wordsbefore1st comma
under
heading
"Indian
Office").
12d par.under
heading
"Department
ofJushce').
6(words before
semicolon)
...........................
6(words aftersemicolon)
....................
79 ..................
.........
..........I.............
.......... . . .........
...................................................
Aug.24.
355 1(4thpar.underheading
"Engraving
and
Printing").
7 ..
........................
........................
389 10(2dproviso)
.....................................................
391 1(proviso
immediately
before
heading
"Quartermasters
Department").
Aug.26..........
408 1(2dpar. wordsbefore
1st proviso
under
heading
"Treasuy
Department").
1)proviso
onp.596),7 ......................................
1913
Feb. 13.
Mar.2 ............
Mar.4 ............

MayI .............

5111,
5113,
5121,
5131,
5133.

2 ..................

..........................................
....................
I.,...
..........................
1.28.
B............
1513
.....................
.......................
1341
.....................
I...........
13480..... .......................
2B..................
5114
.....................
.......................
3111301.................
.................
...............
......
........ 0.
................
.............
........

28

.

X

.......................................
....... 1.................0

51 (8thpar.under
heading
"Under
theEngineer
Department").
93 st,2dproviso
onp.710)..............................
41 2)lastsentence)
........................
42 1(4thpar.under
heading
"Office
ofAuditor
for
PostOffice
Department").
4............................................
.
145 (4thcomplete
par.onp. 854)............................
1 1(par. immediately
before heading"The
Panama
Canal"),
3.
3

............................
............. I

..........
.........
..........
.........
*..........
.........
*........
.........................
................
0

.........................
.1................0x

.................................
.......... 0x
June23.......... 3 .................................................
31 1104.....................
June30..........
4 26........................................................................
...............
..............................
Dec.23..........
6 11(n)...................................................................
...............
..............................
26...............
................................................
..
...............
..............................
.................................
.......... 0x

1914
Apr.27...........

72 (1stproviso
onp.362)......................................
381 362...............................................
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TABLE 1B-STATUTES AT LARGE-Continued
Revised
Code
States
United

at Large
Statutes
Date

Cha~pter{
or
Law

June
30.
July6.

Julyt ......

Section

[Table
Vol_
um Page Title

....................
.

(last provisobeginning
on p. 363, par.immediately before heading "OrdnanceDepartment").
beforeheading"Bureau of
(par. immediately
and Repair",5th par. under
Constructiuon
heading"Increaseof the Navy').

Repealud
Previousl

Section

2B..

...................
I2B ...............
...
. ............
...........
........
2B..........

2B.................
..........
1.............
.................
.
1(l2th completepar.onp. 471).......................
in the
( ar underheading"Government
Trornes")
............................................
5(a -(c)(1)
.....................
31 1343
......................
. *
...................
lastsentences)
5(c 2)(IZst,
31 1344_........................
31 t349.....................
....................................
(2)
(2d sentence)
5 c()

...........
5(d)
.........................................................

31.1.1343.....................I.......
5(e)...................................................................
Aug.I ...........

1915
Mar.3...........

Mar.
4 ...........

6, 10...............................

beforeheading'VarDe- a8 841,
Il(par. immediately
858
1st
partnent", 5th par. words between
underheading
commaand last semicolon
"Bureauof Mines").
phrs on p. 929, provisos
1(1st parenthetical
under heading'Fueland Transportation",
wordsafter4th commainpar. designated
"Increaseof the Navy,Equipment").
in the
1(3d par. underheading'Government
Territories").
..
...................
5 .........................................

(See
31:85
in
table4.).
1343
..............

on p t078,3d
1(last proMrsobeginning
prov o p.1080).
...............
1535
1) Iproves onp.1084).............................
"Rentinthe Districtof
heading
(provisounder
Columbia").

..............
1301
4.................................................
1916
Mar.21.
June
3...........
Juret2.
July............

..............................
..............................................

2B.....
3331
...........
..........................
124(proviso)
....
.....................
........................................
"f.......
......................
on p 275)
3d par.
5155............

1(2d par.onp.277) ....... ...............
......................
5114
5.......................................................................
1343
.....................
(lastproevsoon p. 491) ...................
Aug.11
.......................
2B.......
( stpar.onp.492)..............
.......
1st provisoon p. 504).......................
(See §2(b) of
Aug.29.
12d proviso under heading"Pay, Miscellabill.).
neous')
on p.622, 1st provisoon p
1(5th proviso
635).
13(proviso)........................................
Sept
7..........
"FederalFarm
t(last sentenceunderheading
Sept8...
LoanBoard".
t(pars.underh ing "UnitedStatesEmploy..........................
I2B ..........
us' Compensation
Commission").

1917
159 400(last proviso),401.............................
Mar,3...........
163 1(1st par. under heading"TreasuryDepart-

Apr.24..........

May12..........
June12.
9............
July
24.
Sept.

3131........
ment").
...
..
...
..
.......
.....
..
I last par. underheading"FederalFarmLoan
).
Bureau
2B
.........
3 ..............
_
1, 2 ...................................................................
3 ...................................................
3110....................
4-7 .................................................
....
...............................
8 ........................
3129 .... 2B......
9 ..................................................
...............
.2]........
(3dprovisoon p. 72) .............................. (See.§2(b) of
Ob1(4th par. underheading"Miscellaneous
Department")
Treasury
jects,

hds) ............
loit par.,2dpar.lessformaot

...
.......

bill.).
2B
.........
321
............
31
1....................
3102
.................

3121.
2B.......
bonds)
.................
of
I(2d par. relatedtoform
................
....
.............
.........
3162.
1l3d,4th pars.) .......
.........
3107
I( st par).........................................................
288
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TABLE 1B-STATUTES AT LARGE-Continued
Statutes
atLarge
Date

Chapter
or,

Sectionol-

United
States
Code
Revised
Page itle

Section

Table

Priol

Law
1917

3..................................................................
40 289
31 3110
.......... ....
4...................................................
40 290.................................
2B..........
5(a)(lessform
ofcertificates
ofindebtedness
40 290
31 3104
..............
andTreasur
bills,finality).
5(a)(related
to form
ofcertificates
ofindebt- 40 290
31 3121
..............
edness
andTreasury
bills,finality).
5(b)............................................... 40 290.........
........................................
0x

5c) ............................................................
4022c
....... x
Nil.).

5(d) ............................................................
40 290 ...
...........
..................
... X

6.....................................................
.... 40 29....
................................
2........
7(1st sentence)
................... 40 291
31 3108 ......................
..
7 2d,lastsentences)
..........................................
40 291
........
........................
X
8......................................................................
40 291
31 3122
......... .. ...
9 ......................................................................
.40 292.................28 .
14 ............... ...........................
..............
.............
.............
........
11-13..................................................
......................
4
9 .. ....
................
28 .........
........................
............................................
. ......
........
14...................................................

15....................................................................
..... ................
................
16...............................................................
...........
31 3123
..............
17......................................................................
. .
.................
...............
18(a)(les form
ofnotes,
certificates
ofin- ............ 31 3103..........
.....
dobtedress
andTreasury
bills).
18(a) (relatedto form
ofnotescertificates
of............ 31 3121..........
.....
idebtedness, andTreasury
bills).
18(b
.................................................................................................. 2
18c ...............
....................
31 3103........... ....
10d (1st sentence)
..........................
31 3108
...............
18d (2dsentence)
..........................
31 3123
...............
18d (lastsentence
lessrelated
to§8)
............. . .3.29................
3129...... ......
18d)(last sentence
relatedto 8)..................
31 3122
...............
19................. .......
...................
31 3111...........
....
20 .....................
.....................................
31 3121
...............
21.................................................
.....................
.
3101.....................
22(a)-(d) (lst sentence)
....... .................31 3105
......... ......
22 d (lastsentence)
..........................
31 3108
......... ......
22)

22
22(h
22i
22(i

...
.................................
...........................
....
3129.....................

, (g)
...........................................................
....
.............
..............
2.
...................................................................
3105 ......................
(Ost-6th
sentences).......................31 3126
...............
(lastsentence) ..........................
31 331................

22..........

Oct.6

...... ......

31 3105
...........................

22a(c)(lst sentence) .......................
31 3106
......... ......
22Ac) (lastsente).............................................
31 3108
...........................
2 d.......
........................................
.
31
8......................
...
23 ..............
...........................
31 3128
......... ......
24......................................................................
...... 31 3113......................
.........
25................. .... ..................................... ...... 0
26
...............................
................. 3109 .............
.........
.3ter
............ ...............
3
11.......
79 1(1stp 27... rb...
40
.......................
tary)

~r

1918
Apr.4 .............
1 "Sec. loss2dpar forrnotbonds)
formof bonds
to
Sec.
I 1,2dpar.
2 "Sec
.. related
..........
3.... ................................. .

40.502.31 3102..................
..........
31 3121
40 503
40 504...
...........
40 504
............... .......................

4........
.............
........................
...40 504 31 3104,
(See .........

§2(c) ofbill.).
5.............................. 40 504
31 3122
......................
.
6 "Secs.
14,15...................... 40 505........
..........
6 "Se 16.................................................
40 505 31 3123..................
6 "Sec.17",
7, 8..................
.......................
28.
Apr.15
52 (1stpar.1st proviso
underheading
"Boundary 40 523..
(See31:535
in ......
Une,AlaskaandCanada,
andtheUnited
table4.).
States
and
Canada").
Apr.
18..........
57 .....................................................
..... 40 532....................................
.....
Apr.
23..........
63 ........................................................................
40 535 .................
...............
June ...........
91 ........................................................................
40 594.
.......... . . .. ..................
loly1............
113 (stproviso
under
heading"CoastandGee- 40 08..
(See31:550
in
deticSurvey").
table 4..
1(2dcomplete
par.onp.694)..........................
40 694..
(See
31:662
in
table4.).
114 (2dproviso
underheading"BureauofOu' 40 721.
................. 28.
Jlo.

14 1 .....
........... 40 844
31 3182 .............
2,....................
........ 40 844....... ...........
4.....................................................................
4
45
31 3122................
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TABLE 18-STATUTES AT LARGE-Continued
Statutes
atUrge
Date

UnitedStates
Code
Revised

Section

V Page

5 .................................................................
..
143 ch. Ill(1st par.)..................................................
h Vi....... .....

ch. XVIIl(last
par.).........................................
176 2, 7 ........... ..... ......... ..
Sept24
Now.
4............
2011(Lastpar.underheadin"PostOfficeDepartmen").
Dec2
............
1.-..........
...........................
1919
Mar.3............

99 6(1st sentence)..........................................
6(last sentence)
...................................................
100 1 "Sec.18(a)(les formof notes,
certificate
o indebtedes, andTreasry blls)".
1 "Sec. 18(a)(rdated to formof notes,
certificates
of indlebtedoess,
and Treasury
bills)".
II "S
18(b)".
"Se 18(C)"
............................
1"Sec. 1d)(lstseI te e)" ....................
1 "Sec.18(d)
(2d eeneWce)"
.
1 "Sec.18(d) (lastsentence
less
rated to
1 "Sec.18(d)(last sentence related
to§8)"

2 .. ..............................................................
.........
3 .................................................. ........................

2B................
28..................

3 2.
....................

...........

28 ..................
31..*.
1 5,11.
1-1.............*..........
31 30...............
31 13103 .....
..................
31 3121
............................

......
.......................
:
31 3103
......................
31 31080............
31 3123
......................
31 3129
......................
31 3122 ......................
......
"' i"......................
31' "3122
.(Se
§2(c) ofbill.).

4, 5 ...........
..........................................................
6 _......................................................................

.......
............................
::

31 3112
......................
6 ...................
......................................
..
2B.........
7 b ....................................
.........................
31 3110
......................
9,1 ....................................................
..
. . .............................
.......................
98 ..10...................
..................................................
11.................................................
........................

Ju 11.
9 (lst complete
par.onp.132).......................
Dec24.........
15 ........... .
.
.
................
1920
May10
...........

28.........
-8...........

176 ...
...........................................................................

17 ..........................................................................
May12
...........
182 ...............
. ...........................................
21...........
194 7(a),
(c).. ........................
...........................
31 3110
.....................
7(b) ....
......................
............................
May
29...........
214 (lst proviso
onp. 646)...............
....
I(last par.under
heading
"Offi of Centrller
of theTreasury").
28.........
(lst-4th pars.underheading
"Independent
Treasury").
7
'......
'......
"..
'...
......
.
.........*.......
June
5.......... 231(stprow o op ' ..'. ................................
(See3150i
table4.).
3 ...........

..................................

240 (1st, 2d pars.underheading
"Advances
to
Disbursing
Officers").
(3d par. under
heading
"Advances
to DisbursingOfficers").
lastpar.under
heading
"Advances
toDisersingOfficers").

."
..."......
...........
.
(See
§2(b).

3526.........

1921
Feb22..........
70 7....................................................................
Mar.
1
89 1(2d par.underheading
"Bureauof Supplies
andAccounts",
2dpar.on p. 1170).
(See
31:535
in
Mar.
2.......... 113 l(lstproiso underheading"Boundary
ine,
table4.).
Alaska
andCanada,
andtheUnited
States
andCanada").
Mar.
3.......... 124 1(words
after last semicalon
underheading
of Engravig andPrinting").i~
"Bureau
(2d
par.under
en
ses,
1303
Department
ofComerce")
2B...............
Mar.
4............ 153.............
1363
.................
....
.....
1374 31 321......................
.
161 1(lst par.underheading
"Miscoelaneous
Objects,Treasury
Department").
163 ..............................................................................

May
27...........
_
..........
31 5151
14 403(a)
.............................................
..........
403
(b)(e)
........................................................
2B ..................
June10..........
..
..
....................................
..................
is 1
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Table Peiu

701.
2(1st par.)
...................... 4
20
2(1st-St pars,)
................... 42 20
1101
. .....................
2(last par.)..................... ......
701,1101
.............
201a) ....................
...............
42 20
1105
......................
201(b), (c)
..........................
1106
......................
201d)-(f) ................... ....
1105
......................
1106
......................
201 lst-3d sentecs
..................
201 "last sentece)-(i (1st sentence)
.........
......................
1105
201(i
L t sent ce), () ..................................
1108
......................
202.....................................................................
42 21
1105......................
203........................... 42 21
......................
1107
204,205..............................................................
1104
......................
42 21
206
.......................................................................
42 21
1108
......................
207(1st
sentence) .............
...........
42
22
501........................
207(2d,
3dsenteeces)...
502
........................
............. 42 22
207(last sentence
relatedto apprpriai
s
42 22
1108
......................

207(lseeen relatedto preparation
of 42 22
1104
......................
budgets
and
appIopriatles).
208(a)(reltd toe p yes)............................
42
22
521........................
28...................
20 ()(rat to
e pe ses) .............................
42
22
522.......................
28......
208
(b)-(e) ........................................................
42
22
...........................
28..................
209 .....................................
..........................
42 22
If05
......................
210
...............
...........
42 22
.1...............
..........
211
.......................... 42 22
1105
.....................
212...........
.
........................
42 23
213
......................................................................
42 23
1104.
214-216(a) ........................................................
4
1108
.....................
216(b),
(c)..........................
1100
..........
217
.......................................................................
42 23
301,302(a)(lst sentence
words
before1st 42 23
702.............
comma).
302(a)(lst
sentence
words
after1stcomma, 42 23
703........................
I.......................
best
sentnce).

302b).............................
703.......................
3031stpar.).....................................................
42
2
703.......................
3032dpar.1st, 2d,4th lastsentences)
772.......................
3032dpar.3dsenate)
............... .....
779.......................
3033dpar.)
............................................
.......
.
772.......................
303(last par.).
........
775.......................
3041stpar.Ist ten )...............................
42
24
711,731,3301,
3323,
3324,
3521,
3522,
3526,
3529,
3531,
3541,
3702, (See
2(b) t bill.).
304(Ist par.2d,last ences)
........................
42 24
3526
......................
..........
I..........
304
(lastpar.1st-3d, 5thsentees)
.................
42 24
.......................
304(lst par.4th,lastsentences)
.....................
42
24
3702......................
28 .................
305 Sec.
236(related
todairs). ...................
42 24
3526....................
...........
........
305"Sec.236(rdated
toacmunts)".................
24
704.........
......................
306
......................................................................
42 2 4
.......................
307,
308..............................................................
42 25
3511....................2B.....
...........
309
.......................................................................
42 25
.......................
310
.......................................................................
42 25
731.......................
.....
.........
311(a), (d)
(r).
..................... 42.
311(),
.............................
42
25
.......................
711.
...............
I
312(a(Istsentence
42 25
712 .......................
.......................
comma).
312(1(1st sentemce
werds
alt Sthr
comma, 42 25
719
.......................
I.......................
lastsentence).
312(b)
.............
.....................
4
712...................
.......................
312(c)-(e) ...................................... 42
2
719
........................
312f)..................................................................
.......................
.....
.....
312(t) ........................................
. ..........
718
........................
......................
313()
-(
...........
..................
....
716........................
.......................
314 -(f.........................
716........................
........................
..
42
2
315........................... 42 26
.......................
316,317......................
2
7..
2B.......
.........
.......................
310,37.....................................
318.......................................................................
42
27
42
7
773.......................
2B.................
319a - c ........................ ......
774........................
.......................
319dl,(e)..................... ......
776........................
.......................
319 f).............................
.........
771...... .......................
319 ...........
..
........... ......
4...
..........
774 .....................
.......................
319 h
. . .
. ........................
......
775........................
.....................
319()( wos.13
before
colr)
....................
.....
.......................
319(j) ( last 3
u re.ln.)
. . ...
. ......
. .. .
776........................
..........
I............
319J)less last13wordsbere colon),(kr).............775......................
I..........
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I

i--i-----i

I

I

1.

4

319))), (mi)............................
776
.......................
.
319(n,
) ...........................................
.....
31
n , (oc).
774......................
319
319(p)
(p)............
................
..............
...........
iiii
771.

June
16.
June
30.
July12...........

23..........
Nov.

1922
2.....
Feb.
Feb.
9.
Feb17.

....................
319(q) ................
773. ..............
319(r) .............................
779
........................
. .
320
..............................................
777
........................
heading
"Office
......................
under
3129
1(last par.lastsentence
oftheSecretary").
Service")
..............
"Postal
heading
4(par. under
onp.78).....................
beginning
1(ast proviso
table4.).
under
1(last par. wordsbefore2d proviso
o Ordnance")
Bureau
"Contingent,
heading
....2........
under
after 1st proviso
1 last par.words
ofOrdnance"),
Bureau
"Contingent,
heading
3.
.................
aftersemicolon)
1317(words
1401.................................................................
..
1402
...........................................................
31...
3163...... B.................
toapintment anddutiesof Deputy
(related

.................................
31 301
inofficeof
vacancy
Secretaries,
andUnder
Treasury).
ofthe
Secretary
.....................
I2B..............
onp.
afterproviso
andsentence
(2dproviso
388).
3303
June19.
228
..
.......................................
1348
Sept 22.....427 13 7
....................................
:,:: ....
28............
3723.
17 4Dec.
28..
4..................
...................................................
..............................................
......
.......
............
1923
Jan.3 .

301.... .
ofDeputy 4211087
toapinment andduties
(related
in officeof
vacancy
Secretaries,
andUnder
Secretary
oftheTreasury).
......
ofEngraving42 1099 31 5114..... .....
'Bureau
heading
(2dpar.under
andPrinng").
on p. 42 1169
afterproviso
..................... . 2B0........
andsentence
(2dproviso
1109).
..........28
........
42 1172
Jan.24..........
heading"United42 1200.......
before
(par immediately
.......
.... ......
. ...
Survey").
tes Geeolgical
...........
... 2......
42 1226....................................
Feb.
13..........
............
.... 28. ..........
.... .......
42 1231
Acceounting
heading"General
(lastpar.under
Office").
......
............
............
26.
Feb.
2B............
...............................
Feb.28..........
1,2............ ...............................
28..........
3................................
I..................
.1...........
2B
...............
...............................
.....................
par.onp.1391)
(1stcomplete
Mar.2...........
3112 ......................
1924
Mar.17.
Apr.
4.

23..................28 .
...
31.301.. .............
64
of Deputy
toapntmnt andduties
(related
inoffice
of
vacancy
andUnderSecretarie,
oftheTreasury).
Secretary
...
...................
31 5114
69
(1stpar.onp.69)..........................................
........
.. 2.
83 ............
.....
on p.
andsentence afterproiso
(2dpreiso
83).
28..........
195................................
May28...........
(2itpar underheaing "FuelandTransportation").
..................................
349........
2............
June
..
1028
............................................................
.........................
_.-....
533
June
7............
par.n p533) ...............
complete
S(Ist
(See12(g) of
687.
District
hearing
"Marshals,
1(5th par.under
e.5 ............
bill.).
of
andOtherExpenses
Attreys Clerks,
States
Courts").
United
1925
2...
.........
.................
749
Jan.14...........
..
5,6...........................................................
763...................28 .
Jan.21...........
..
_.........................
..
".o................
764...................28 .
Jan.22...........
provise
ureterheading
(wrts
befene 1stIf
'Officeo fireSecretary).
I....................
31 3302 ........
767
par.under ianegDretn otBoee
(2d
ing
andWarrants").
28.............
beginning
onp.781andsentence
(lastproviso
after
proviso).
2B.............
965...............
I..............................
Rh.24...........

~
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1925
Mar.3............
Mar.4............ 556 1(last par. underhearing"Contingnt
Ex
pess, Deartent o1Commerce").
1926
Feb.26...........

United
States
CodeRevised
Sect

43 1253. ..
i..................
43
27] ...........
table
4.). In
43 1327b(See
31:53

Table

26..........

27 1125,1200
......................................
...... . . . ..........
28......

Mar.2............

43 1(lastproviso
andsentence
afterproviso
on p.
.............................
..-..-....-.................. 2B6.......
154).
Apr.9............. 110.....................................................
A 5...........
146 l01(proviso
onp.267).......................................
3324
...........
2............
y17 ........... 107...................................................
2............
May2 ........... 155 (1st,2dcomplete
pars.
onp.605)....................
June
22.......... 150 1............................*.......*......*.........
2
* .........................
..
3702
...........
July
3............. 75 . .........................................
........................
..
(See§2(b) at
Nil.).
1927
Jan.26..........

58 1(last
proviso
andsentence
afterproviso
onp.
1045).

4411045 1...............
I.......................
. . 12B.................

1920
M9287
.
Mar.
28

2B..
.........
.........
135....
.................
........
45 198.
266 ............
............... 45 374.
2-5
.....................
..............................
(See
31:529c529fin table
4.).
6 ..................................................
.
...
Apr
........
334...
....................................
41 . 31 3702
..........................
May29......
901 ](]),
(6), (7), (10), (11), (17).......
2....
............
l .......
967
20) .............
................
31 3129
..........................
987
21
..........
......................
987
31 3 ...............
:12
1(23),
(58),
(89),
(106)
.....................
87..........................2..
190,
9124
994
1929
Feb.
20.......... 274...................................................
249 .......................
2.....
Feb.28.
367 1(4thpar.
underheading
"CapitolBuildings
195...
(See31:609
in
and rounds").
table
4.).
Mar.2.......... 403 (last proviso
underheading
"Maintenance, 461 ................................ 26..........
Bureau
ofSupplies
andAccounts").
June17.
26 "Sec.5(a)(less form
ofcertificates
ofindebt19
31 3104.............................
ednessandTreasury
bills,andfinality)".
"Sec.5(a)(related to formofcertificates
of
20
31 3121.............................
indebtedness
andTreasury
bills,andfinal20................26
.
20....... (e §2(c 'iot I ::: ...........
1930
Apr.11.
June6.

131..........................................
..
2B.................
..'(See
...'............
.....
. .......................
407 1(4thparunderbeading"Capitol
Buildings
31:609
in
andGrounds").
table4.).
June12.
470 ............................
..................
.....
3324
.....................
.....................
2........................................
...............................
3324
.....................
I.............
June7.......... 497 522
....... .................................................
5151
.....................
....................
1931
Mar.3.
3102
......................
I.......................
1932
June
30.........
2B6.........
601"Soc.7( .)"........................
.........................
1535
.....................
64
01 "Se.
c. )".
........................
........................
1535
.....................
602(a), (b), )c) (seluted
§602)........
2............
602(c)(related§601) to
to
............
1535
.....................
1536
.....................
July21........... 520 308......
.................
.....................
..
1933
Mar.3............ 212

last
patonp.1492)
.............
............
47 1492
3112
.....................
I3.............
.... ....................................
47 1516
3728
.....................
Mar.4............ 201 1(2dproviso
under
heading
"Rivers
andHar- 47 1599
(See31:638b
in
hers").
table4.).
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1933
2......
48
2 ...
. ...................
3.........................................................................
Mar.
9 ......
.
31 5301
......... .......
51
...........
(b)(1)
(last
sentence))
25 43(less
May
12
...........
x
. .................
52... .......
.....................................
sentence)
43(b)(1)(last
315304 ..................
48 53
44......................................................................
45......................................................................
48 53....
......................
..........
.....................
113 31 5118
1.........................................................................
June
5............
2B.
..............................
48 113
2.........................................................................
2.
48 149 .. .........................
82...........................................................................
June
15..........

1934
337
..............................
.................................................................
1......
Jan.
30...... 6...
31 5117
................
4
337
2(a)
.................................................................
......
X
.............................
48 340..
3,4......................................................................
................
5118
48 340 31 5112,
......
5
.
340
31 5119......... ......
6'l st"
pr)i........................................4
......... .......
31 5117
48 340
.............
6(lst
proviso)
2.
48 341 .. ........................
7.........................................................................
....
...........
48 341 31 5116
8......................................................
......... ......
31 3123
............
U 341
before
semicolon)
9 Sec.
3699(words
.......
.........
31 5116
48 341
snrcelon).
..............
after
9 "m 3699(words
31 5302
................
48 341
10(a),(b)(1) .....................................................
......................
........ 5302
........
10(b)
(2) ..................................................
......... .......
31 5302
48 342
10(c)...................................................................
........................
........ 325
...................................................................
10(d)
5119, ............
31 5117,
.....................
48 342
11 ........................................
5304.
5301
......................
34
.
................
...............................
12......
.............
...28 .
................
48 343..
13........................................................................
......................
343
31 3102
............................................................
14(a)(1)
...
31 3122
......... ...
48 343
.............................................................
14(a)(2)
31 3103
.......... .....
48 343
.............................................................
14(a)(3)
................
343
31 3111
19...........................................
14(a)(4)
"Sec.
................
.
31 3121
48 343
"Sec.
20...........................................
14(a)(4)
.....................
48 344 31 3112
14(b)
..............................................................
......... ......
48 344
31 5117
14(c)
...................................................................
......... ......
31 5119
48 344
words
between
2dandd
I5(lst
sentence
semicolons).
................. 28.
2dand 48 344
wordsbetween
15(less
1st sentence
16,
17.
3dsemicolens),
......
31 3112
..........
par.onp. 428)........... 48 420
70 1(2dcomplete
Mar.15..........
48 57 .............. ......................
1 ....1 12 ..........................................................................
...........
3. .............
48 79
265
. 512(a).................................................................
.
31 301.......... ......
277 512(a) ......................... 48 750
may
10.
....
31 301321 ...................
48 759
512(b)
.................................................................
....
31 301..... .......
48 759
512(c) .................................................................
................
31 3713................
48 760
518(a) .................................................................
. ............................... 28 .
48 760
(b) ...............................................................
518
2 .
...............................
48 776...............
..................
28 ..............................................
May
14...........
2
X
...............................
48...............
355...
...............................................................
May
26.
....
. ......
48 120 .. .... ....................
6 ..........................................................................
June
21..........
............
.X
.........
48 120....
..........................................................................
June22..........
B.........
......
.......
.......
48
7 6 1Ju
26..........
June
42 1224
1207.......
..........................
................................
71
. .........................................................................
2B..
488...........................
122....
..........................
76
............
............
..........................
48 1225 .....
2
......................
.............
.....
.
1228............
4 1228................38
76.........................................................................
.................................................. 48

table4.).
X.................
.
48 1229
80........................................................................
2 .............
.......................
...
1229
........
48
........................................................................
11
X
I................
......
..........
48 1229
9.................................
12....................................

.........
.3B.....
.....................
1230
4 123
................
..................
13,
14
.................
48
.... ..............
15,
16...............................
................................................................
48 123
. 331
......................
..........................................
17(a)(Ws
sentence)
......
48 123
.................. ..
sentence))
...............................
17(less
(a)(last
......................
48 1230 . 331
13 .a)
(last
sentence)
........................................
48 1230......................
sentence))
............................
15, (a)(lat
1323.....................
48 23
19........................................................................
48 1230
1322
..................
last
proviso)
.......................
20(a)
( last
sentence
48 1232
1321
1........... ......
proviso))
............
20less
(a) (lastsentere last
........................
............ 48 123 .............
21.........
a.(..s...r..n.
.
..
...........................
3
.......1232
22 23(a)
.......................................
§2(g)
of............
48 123..........(See
23(b)
..........................................

bill.).
.. .....
31 1503 ...................
48 1236
24.........................................................................
28.
..............................
1236
48
..................................................................
25-27
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Repeae

1935
31 1345
...............
49 t9
Feb.2............. 4..............................
Feb.
4...........
S t........................... 49
29
31 3102
......................
.....................
......................
31 3104
49 20
..........................
2,3..........................................
4........................................................................
49 29
31 3t03, 3121
...........
...................
5........................................................................
49 2]
31 319
01....................
6 "Sec.22(a (c) (1stsentence)
..................
49 21
31 05.....................
.....................
6 "Sec.22(c (lastsentence)
.............
49
2
3 3199......................
6 "Sc.2(e),.t..............4.21...
............
28......
6"Sec. 22(d)'.....................
49 21
31 3129
......................
.....................
49 22 ..........................
22e ) ...........................................
7 "Sec.
7 .........................................................................
49
................. .
22B.................
.
49
1.................
8 ...............................................................................
.............................................................................
May
2...........
4
17
... ........
.............................
M
ay 3.......
90

May14.
110 1(2dpar.onp. 229).........................................
49 229............
..............
................. 2 .
49 324
June5 ...
176 ..............................................................................
June15.........
261 401(h) 1)................................
.............
31 6901
.........................
401h 2 .........................................
31 6903
......................
.....................
June
17.........
271..........................................................................
49 3 7
31 1345
..............
. .....................
Aug.
27.........
7 ..........................................................................
938 31 5118
......................
.....................
1936
Feb.
13.
67.........................................................
................
49 139
31 3725
.......... . ....
Mar.
18.........
149................................
. 49 1165. ..................
"."7"."...............
28.
Mar.20.........
159 .......
.
...............................
........
4
31 3724
...............
Mar.31.........
............ ........................................................
49 117
.................
2 .
Apr13 ..........
212.............................
49 1295................. 21..............
.
Ur
....
.24 245
. . .. . ........................
.49
1237
..............................
..............
28
...............
ai 5.......
300 ..................
_.......
...........................
1 57
....
.........................
....
2 .................

304..................................................
.......
..
49 1259........................................
2 ...............
May6............
331 .........................................................................
49 1262... .............. 2B...............
May 15
395 ..........................................................................
49 274 .. ...............
.............
2 ...............
396..........................................................................
49 1275 . .. ...........................
28 .
399...................................................
.......................
49 1276....... ..................
28...............
402..........................................................................
..49 1277
.................
28 .
406..........................................................................
49 1352
... .............. 28...............
May28 ......... 4 ..............................................................................
49 137
.. ...............
. . . ............2B...............
June
16.........
583 ...............................
59.3.
........................
.....49.1522
. ...............................
2B...............
584..........................................................................
49 1523
... .......
....... 28...............
586..........................................................................
49 1524
... .......
....... 2B...............
June
22 .......
68 8................................
49 164...............................
June
24..........
76 .............................................................
49 1911...............-...........
".................
283..........
June
26.........
35 ..........................................................................
49 1972... ....... . . . . . .. 28..............
837..........................................................................
49 1973 .. .......
.........
..............
28...............

1937
Jan.
23..........
5 1..........................................
................................
5
4
31 5302
.....................
....................
2........................... 50
4
31 5391.......................
Apr.27.......... 140 (par. underheading
"Clothing,
NavalRe- 50 197
.................
28.
serve").
143........................................................................
50 119 31 1308
......................
May14 .
18
(2dpar.lastproviso
onp.140)......................
5
140 31 3325
.....................
................
June
24.........
37 ..........................................................................
50 30 .........................
June
28.........
384.................................................................
59
50 322
...................
29 ............
".......
July
8............
44 9(a)
-(d)
.............................................................
5 0 491
31 3125
................
.......
...............
8e) .. ................................................
59 492.............28
9
6 a*,(h,(d),
(04.
.............................
9 "Se.
3646)5
.......................
49........
3
31321 .....................
9 "Sec.
36(e)"..................
50 494.............................28
Aug.
14 .
631..........................................................................
5 647
31 5111...............
1938
Apr.26........... 175 1(par.underheading
"Clothing,
NavalRe- 52 235
').
serve
May26
......................
295
52.47.3.319
May 26...........

2856 .......................
....................................................

3

I

....... .........
3102 .........................................

2.....................................................................
..
447
31 3191
352
.........................

1939
Apr.
3.............
36 201
.................................................
. . . . .... 53 565
31 701,
1101
.............
.....................
r 26...........
103 .............
...............................
.....................
53 624
31 308
.. . . ...................
................
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19. ) .................................................................
(See§2(d) of

5 9 . ..................................................................
bill.).
2(20)
.................................................................
....................................
:.....................
................
654 4(3)
1 W5..............
..
...............

(See31:489in
table
4.).

28..........

1 ................
13A
..........................................

NOV.
I ............

1952
Apr.14........... 284 1(d)(relatnd to§2 ofthe ActofDec.28,
58........*........................
28..........
1945).
May15...........
2.........................................................................
73.
(See
§2(d)
of 28..........
bill.).
June27.......... 477 403(a)(9) ..........................................
279................................
2B8.........
July3............. 548 1 2..................................................................
321................................
3.........................................................................
323................................
57 2(c)
.....................................................................
334........................
July5.
518 ll(last par.
under
heading
"General
Account399................................
ing
Offie").
July9.............
479.
(See
§2(d) of
bill.).
July10........... 651 101(parunderheading
"E' vigen
sesintie
558 .......
........................
Diplomatic
andCmrsuar
Service").
July15........... 758 1407
...............................................................
661 331
...................... .................
1410
...............................................................
662
31 386
.....................
1415.....................................................................
......
1953
Mar,31.......... 13 related
to§2(c) ofActofJuly3, 1952).
June16.
115 "e. 1-3"
.............................
3342
......................
"Sec.
4".
....................................................
..
...
.........................
June30.......... 172....................................................
July28........... 256 "Sec.3032dpar.1st, 2dsentences)".
.............
"Sec.
303
par.3dsentence)"
.................
779.
"Sec.
3032d
2dpar.lastsentence)"...................
772 ......
July31...........
(See§2(b) ot
bilo.).
382 181(wrds before
1st provisoin par.under
28..........
leading
"Bureau
ofthe
Budget").
1811s1
provise
in par.under
heading
"Bureau
502,
1101
.............
..................
uftheBudget").
lOillast praise inpar.under
heading
"Bureau
52
...........
.....
ofthe=
,Iet).
Aug.1...........

383 1 ....... ........
............
......
2............
2.. .................................
..............................
385 604
...............................................................
(~See
§ ()o
bill.).
605,
606,609
......................................................
28..........
28.........
611.......................................................................
(See
§2(b) ef
bill.).
621...........................................................
Aug.5............ 328 11(par. under
headin"Emergencies
in the
andCrrsujar Service")
Dilosaic
Aug.7............ 340 1314 ...........
1..08
.....................
..................
1954
Mar.17.......... 99.............................................
681 29
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Cater
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section
etn

i t

Datew~
20 6...........
; 1954
21 6 ............................................... ........... ...............
May13...........
Navy,
AirFore)...................
Jone4........... 264 l(related toAnmy,

1(relatd toStateDepartmet)
..........................
June
24.

359 101(proviso
underheading"Bureauof the
Budget").
10(,roenso
under
heading
"General
Accounting
lee").

PageTate

1r

Section
al

_

9101
.....................
(See
§2(b)
of
bil.).
(See
§2(e)
of
toll.).
I..........
.........
X

2801..............

2B..............

June
30.......... 427 ..................................
31]5111:......................
....................
4 (mipar,
underheading
"Emrgencein the
July
2.............
..................
..................
...... 2.
Diplomatic
and
Cuosuar
Service")
591,2..
...
July15.
3(a) ....................
3530......................
3 (b) ..............................................
2.......
.....
...............................
4 . ....................................
2..........
55
1,2
.....................................
5301
.....................
July22..........
5571 4 .....................................................................
=...............................
...................
..
3,4 .. ............................
301........................
2.............
Aug.16.......... 736 1 ( )....................................................
..
Aug.23.......... 840
........ .............................................
1501
......................
Aug.26.......... 935 1311(d
110......................
a......................................................
..
20.........
1311(b)
(c.
............................
..........................
1502
......................
0.............
1311(d)....
1501
.....................
.................
*
312
......................
1311(
e)
.................................
.............................
Aug.28.......... 1035
3712
.....................
.....................................
.......................
. .
. .
...............
Aug.30.......... 1037 ......
10761 ..::::::::7:..... .....
1503
...........
Aug.31..........
115
2.
.. ..................................
..............................
1955
................
I ......................
12B .................
1...........
June
326
...............
12 ......
.. ....................
......................
321
........................
11 2 ....................................
.... ..............................
3302
.....................
102 ....................................................................
(Seed§
1, ( ) ................................................................
Ofbill
2b ..........................................
3121
. ..............
3.......................................................
..
.....................
2............
3129
June
2.........................................................................
8 ............
2.... .........
2B0........_
134......................
June
28.......... 1
..........................................................................
2............
193........
..............................................
June
30.......... 256.. (c)(4) tc )( ....
)
................................
July7............. 279 101(par.
underbeadi "Emergnie
intne
......................
5114
Diplomatic
andConula =ec"
J3 11..........
...........................................
(See
02(b) 0f
Ju13........... 303
350 602..................................... tol.).
July
15........... 360 512.. ..............................................
oll.).
3527......................
(See31:1034Aug.9.
694.....................................................
.3
..............
2,~afconlt
3........
Aug.11.
3 ...........................................................................
1036
intble
800.................................................
4.).
......................
3527
31
6916871
003 1,2(a)...... ....
69 680.
2(b),
1956
Mar.29.
103. ........................................
.................................
June
7............ 376 1................................................
§2(b)
of
(See
2........
........................................
bill.).
June
19.......... 409 ......
.............................................
2B..........
(Seeg2(b) of
June
20.......... 414 101(Iast
complete
par.enp.300)...........
.....
2.......
bill.).
June25.......... 442 1..................................................
20.........
5111......................
2................................................
1o]'=9
.............
........... 535 1................................................
July
25
5116............
2.........................................
........
536 ...................................................
1552............
2.............
.................
727 1(a),b).
1551............
...............
1552............
.....
t...ntnce)..
I (last t........d)
1553......................
....
...............
I(c)
......................
1554
2................................................
1556......................
............................................
3(a)
3(b) ............................................
4................................................
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Code
RevAsed
United

atLarge
Statutes
Ch
apter
orSec
Public
Law

Date
1956

July2..
July27...........
July28...........
Aug1

.

Au
g02............
Aug.10..........1
A

Table
eume

Vot- Page Title

Section

Pre

Real

5...........................
.......
70 649
31 1552
......... ......
.....................
....
70 649
31 1555
S
...........................
7
............. ..............
70 650
.................. 2..
...........................
31 1551................
70 650
....................
* -5
80.
....................
70 650
31 1557
.......... .....
9 ....... .............................
31 9101
...............................
741 201a 1) (3.
.. ..................... 70 667
201 a 4)
......................
70 667
31 9107,
9108
................
......
.................
70 694
31 1304..........
748 1302(1st
sentence)
1302
(lastsentence)
.............................
(See§2(k) of
bil.).
769 1 ..........................................................................
70 703
.......
.............................
2B..........
70 703 .......
........................
2...................................................
0
814
...2.:
....
:...........................
70 702
31 1105......................
...............
2a
................................................................
70 782
31 111.................
.....
)
.........................
70
31
111...............
]2 ...............
2 c)
70 782
783
31151
70
783
31
514
...............
31 502
........................
. 70 887
838...................................................................
887 3 ..........................................................................
70 946
3 515 ......................
................................
....
.4 a)(31),
(33)
..................................................
70 948
041 3 ........................................................................
0A 632
(See§2(h) Of..................
130....................................................
.
... . . 70A 632. .
(See§2(i) t
tll.).

40..................................................
70A 636.........
)See
12(b) at .............
45......................................................................

70A 638

31 3727...............

1957
Apr.
20...........
85-171........................... 71 15
31 3105
..................
...
2.........................................................................
71 15..........
.........
....
28.
June5............85-48 210......................................................................
71 55
31 1515
...............
June17.......... 85-56 2202(38),
(40).................................................
71 163.................................
Aug.
28..........
85-170
1401
....................................................................
71 440
31 1515
...............
85-183 1,2 .....................................................................
71 464
31 3328
...............
3(a
... . ... .. ... . ...................................
1....
.. ....
3(b)
.........................
71 465
31 3712
...........................
4,5(a)
........................ 71 465
31 3331
.......... ......
5(b)
...............................................
. .. . 71
71 465
465 ..............
..................
20.
5(c)........................
::::::::::
31 3331...............
. . .

6........................................................................
71 465...
.. ...................
.....
2....

Feb.26...........85-336 ..............................................................................
72 27 .. ................
. . . ...........
May
27...........85-426 213......................................................................
72 143
.............. ..................
2.
June30..........85-477 502(c)........................
72 272
31 9101
................
Aug.23..........85-726 1407
....................................................................
72 808
31 1535
...............
Aug.25..........
85-759 1 "Sec.201(b),(c)"...................
72 852
31 1106
...............
1 "Sec.201(d) -(f)". ................
72 852..
................................ x
2,3 .....................................................................
72 853.....
...... .......
2..........
Aug.26..........
85-762
1........................................................................
72 859 ....................................
X
2.............
..............................
...........................
72 860
31 3726
.......... .....
3.. .....................................
.........................
72 061
..............
.................. 28.
Sept.2.
85- 57 14 11).................................................................
72 1269
..
..............
..................
85-912 ...............................................................................
72 1758
31 3101
..................... .
1959
June
25.......... 86-70 25, 26..................................................................
73 147 . ...............................2 .
June30.......... 86-74 1..........................................................................
73 156
31 3101 .... . .......
....
2,3 .....................................................................
73 157..... ...... ......
2 .............
July8 .............86-79 210
.......
........................
73 167
31 1108
..........
.....
210(b)
........
.. I ......... 73 167
31 1551........................
July13 .
8-7 S. 319a-c
................................
73 197
31 773............................
"Sec:319d) e)
..............
..................
73 197
31 774.......... ......
"Sec319(f) . .................................... 73
7...98..76
190
31 776................
".3190 ..
................... 73 190
31 771.......... ......
319 hI.
.................... 73 198
31 778.......... ......
"Sec.319(i), (j)(lesslast13 words
before 73 198
31 775
................
"Sec.319( )ast 13words
before
colon)
......
73 199
31 776..........
......
"Sec
319( .............
_.....................................
73 199
31 775........................
"Sec. 319
)......
" .
..
73 199
31 776 ..........
......
"Sec.319 "
................... . 73 200
31 774........................
"Se.
319p
..........................................
739 200
31 771
....................
"Sec.
319(q ........
.........................
73 200
31 773
............
....
"Sec.
319" ....................................
73 200
31779 ...............
Sept.9 ...........86-249 17(6)............
...............................
28
Sept.22
86-346 101(a)
........................
73 621.....
..........................
2...
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Catr
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or
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ScinVol_
Secio
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StatesCode
Revved
PaeTaebetinl
PaeTabSctonRpel

rvo
eeae

Law
1959

282b .................................................................
73 624
31 312
05..........
......
c ..
...........
....................
73 622
103.......................................................................
73
1 ..................................
126................
.................
10 ........
...............................
74 22
31 370................
105)
.......................................
74 2
31 1..
...............
2J2
.........................
.............................................
73 628
4..................
8636
"Sec.
7801(b)".........................
3 3 301
_...........
'"2.
...........

1960
June27
..........
1 .28),(29)
..............................
75 119
31 3730
........... ....
June29 ..........
8- 6
............................75 146...................
June
30.......... 101
..................................................................
7 4
.1 519.................
. ...
1961
June
27......................................
................................................
3113
......................
June
30.........1.........................................................................
146
........
.............................
2..875...................................
7.4
.........
............
3,
.........................
....... ................................
5-7
.............................................
........................
75 148....... ..
.............
8.........................................................................
75 1.
(See
12:415,
................
416.).

9,10.........................................
.......................
75 11....... .. ...............
Jly20..........1.................................
.........................................
75 416
31 1304 ...
. . . ........ ....
2.........................................................................
75
..............................
.. ..
1962
Mar.
13.....
87414 .......

.................................................
. . .................................
76 23 ....

J 11.

87-534 1.........................................................................
76 155
31 5131................
2 "Sec.3558(lst
sentence) ..............................
76 155
31 5131
.............
.......
....
2 "Sec.3558(2d,
last
sentences) ............
76 155
31 5133
.......... ......
3....................................................
76 155.................................283....
Sept5...........
87-6431..............................................
...........................
76 440
31 5112
...............
2.........................................................................
440
31 5132
......................
Oct9.............
.87-774
i........
.........................
..................................................... ........
28..
Oct18..........
7 4 304(l t par).....................................................
76 1097
31 1105
...............

1963
May29...........
88-30 ..........................................................................
77 50............ . . . . .. 2 .....
June
4...........
88-36 1....................................................
.........................
77 54................
2.............................
.....................
........
............
77 54
31 5116
.....................
July ... 8-58..............................77
76
31 301..............
Aug.20.
88-102 1.................................
........................
77 129.......
...........2.....
2................77
129
31 5131............
................
34
. . ... .. .12......................077..
....................
77
...........
Nv.2 .......
8 1 ..................................................
...................
77 3 .......................
...............

1964
June
29.....
8 -327 ...................................................
.....................
78 225 .. .............
................
Aug.14.
88426 203a),
...
......................
78 415
31 703.......... ..
...
203(c)(5th-148hwuras), (i)
............ 78 415
31 731.......... ..
....
305)39)
..................................
........................
78 427
31 301
.......... ......
Aug.
20.
88454 105(a)
(last
par.)
................... 78 551
31 3523
.......... ......
Aug.
30.
88518 1(a) ............
.............................................
78 698
31 9105
................
lb.......................... 78 698
31 9106
..........
......
2 a ....................................................................
698
31 9105
......................
2)b................................. 78 698
31 9106 .....................
.........
.....
3
................
....................
78 698
....
.
.............
2..
Aug31. 88-5 1 ..........................................................................
78 7........... .
2
31
...........
........ ..........
.. 78 767
31...........
3701
.....................
.....
231a)
.. ...................................
78 767 31 3721
.......................
......
23a a)...........78 767
31 3721
...................
........
......
....0
3 (d)
............................
_..............
78 767....... ...................
.............................-...........
3 3721
3(e.....................................................
.78.78768
768.
..
31 3721
......
.....
......
. .
4....................
..........
..
..
....
.......
................
54 . .
.....
......................
....
..............
8,9..............................
....................
.....
908..... 3721
88 580...............................
..
.......
......................
7 9 0
..........................
89-30 .............................................
Je .
. 871........
...
.....
...
...
.....
(...
Jue2Jue2
............
8 30 9...............................................7
...................
..............................................................
1721..................2.

.
23.......
.............................
79 1 2 .... ...
89 9 ...........................................................................
June24..........
..............
79 2 4.....
July23...........
9-81 .........................................................................
..... ..... .....
79 254
101(a)................................................................
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Tame
Section

V& Page Tue
umne

Section

101(b)-(d)
........................................................
79 254
31 5112
.......... .....
...........
.....
79 255
31 5103
.....................................................................
102
...........
................
31
5111
... 779 255
103(a) ...................
................
25..
............................................................
03(b).......................................
3. ....
................
79 255
..........................
104
......
31 5116..........
105,
10.......................79 255
31 31 .......... ......
79 255
..........................
107 ...................................
.....
31 31...........
9 255
7
.....................
.....
......................
10(1)-(4)
31 5113
79
255
.................
._.
108(5)
.......................
.......... .....
31 5112
........................ 79 255
108(6)
................
31 5112
...................................
109..............................
511 ......................
79 2 6
201
.......................................................................
..
79 256
........................
202
......................................................................
........
......
.......
79 2551
........................
........................................
203(a)
79 250.................................
........................
203(b)
204(a)
........................
79 256
5 ..........................
... .................
79 256.. ...
........................
204() ............
.....
31 5116...............
79 250
..................................
205 ............
.......... ......
31 5111
79 250
205(
..
)..............................................................
................
. ..............
79 256
206(b)
......................................
.....
31 5133...............
79 257
....
..........................
207 .
79 257....... ........... 8.............
207
......................................................................
.....
.....
79 2575 31 5110..........
209
....................................................................
79 257.................................
210,
301304.....................................................
g

. .0

Sept92.

9-. .

S t1 .....

9-5

1

,2..
....
............................
.....................
79 252
....
....
............ ...
31 3332
.... ......................
79 5 2
....................................................................
.
............................
79 2
. ......................
.......

1,2..........................::::::::::::::::::::::::279

709

..................

2..

....1 ..

3(
..........................................
.........................
79 79
......... ............ ...
3(bed)
.
........................................................
79 709.
..................
....
...
3(e)
....................................................
. 79 79.... .........................
4 . . ..........
................................................
79 79
... ..........
.................
.........................................
5...........................
79 790l|
791 ........
3 ................
3721.................
B......
.......
4ct
...........................................................................
79
2 b~~
...
....
2(b)
o.......
9 . . 31 (See
5c.
| .......................................................................79
79 980
791
... ......................
... ...........
5 ...........................................................................
bill.).

.....
2
Oct.
1 ..........

June21.......... 89 2

61.......................................................................7980 2

....................................... 8 .........

............
520 ......................
20...........8 4
lune22
.. 1..........
....................
June
29.
8 4 3 1 ..............
.....................................................
80 2 1
3 13
154......................
4
......................
..
...
...........................................
80 22 ........
.............................
8 .........
y Ju,
.19.. 9- 2 ...........................
.........................................................................
80
7 5...........................................................................
6 . ....................................................................
9 16

80 13
04...............
......
.
3 .........................................................................
80 2
.
......
...
........... .. ..
2........................................................................
00 221....... ..
.........
2.
u.........................................................................
80 307
31 310 .. . . . ........ ....
Ju ...........................................................................
80 300 ....... .......................
.
2.........................................................................
00 300
31 3701..........
......
S2 .........1......................................................................
0 39
31 7 ................
Ju 9.

0

ept.'12
...
...
2..
.

2,|
...........................................................................
624
....................................................................
80 329
31 ..........................
80
309
... ......................
3 ...........

. .........
5..........................................................................
80 30
0. .
.
...................
2t
0
Jup. Se
..22
. . . . . . . . . ... ................. 80
89-55 61
1
2)...................................
5 .
.31 7722.............
3Se0...........
2(b t * *....
*.......
80 75
329
5 "Sec.
22A . stsentence)
.........
..........
80 32
31 7310............
....
5 "Se . 22Ad)................................................00
15
................. .......
Nov.13.......... 9- 9 303-30 ......................
.
.... ................... 80 024
31 3 .......... ............. ..
401
.................................................................
.00 9
31.5303
........
...... .
402
.....................................................................
80 151
31 31 . . . . ...........
1967
May
ar.25
2 ............
M
........... 93.

..............................................................................
8)
4..................
.................
...........................
........ 81

June24.......... 90 2

], 2 .......................................
.............................

4

..............
.........................
3 9101
......................B.........
..

81
7
......................
............
3.........................................................................
81 50
.31 5119
5116
..........
............

4,5.................................................................
...81
...................
....... . . . ..
...
June
30..........
0 1,2.....................................................................
81 9
3101
... ...................
June2.9.......
90-2 12...
0..................
1 167
3.M.............................
.................
.................
01
4... .3).519......................
.81........
......
B.........
..
4.............................................
81 20
31 9101..........
......
Dec.16"..........
32
'.9' ........................
0)
8. 77
31 5116..............................
..
2 ................................................................
81 7 . .
31.......... ... 2.
ar. 9 .
Jane1968
2.

990-262...........
....8
165...................
0
3 57..................0
0-3 0 (f)
........................................................
81 99
31 3109 ..................... ....
3.......................................
.......................
81
59.7.......................
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1968

5301
......................
28.
10, ...................................................................
.............................. 82 50
51
..................
12...............................
82 51
31 5117................
82 271
...................
June
28..........
202-205 .........................
82 274
31 3332................
June
29..........90-365..............................................................................
0807(e), 1719(d) ................... 82 544,
31 9101
.......... .....
Aug.1............
610
......................
Oct.
12
...........
90-561
..........................................................................
82
98
31
3721
Oct16 .
9057..................2108..........8
101-107
.....................................
.......................
82 109
6501...............
.. ...
108.. .....................................
........................
82
650 ............
......... .....
105,110.......................82 1100
31 6501
..........
......
201.............................................................
82 1101
31 6501......................
202,.03.......................................
.......................
1......
...........
...
.. ...
204 ....................................
.......................... 82 1101
31 6504
...........
.. ...
30 ....................................................................
82 1102......................... .
198

31 6505
.......... .....
302,303..............................................................
82 1102
304.....................................................................
82 1102
..
...............................
....
82 1103 31 6505
.......... .....
305......................................................................
401-403 ...............................................................
82 1103
31 6506
.......... ......
501
........................................
.........................
0
(See40:531535.).
601
.....................................................................
82 1106 31 6507
.......... .....
82 1107
31 6508
.......... .....
602,603.............................................................
604 .................................................................
82 1107.................28.
82 1155 31 3105
...............
Oct17...........
90-5951.........................................................................
1155 31 3126
......................
2.........................................................................

1969
....
91- 1.........................................................................
03 7
31 3101
............
Apr.
7.............
2.........................................................................
..03 7.................28 .
.......... ......
Sept
29 . 91-74102(lst par.).......................................................
03 118 31 326
83 272
31 3105
.....................
...
Dec.
1............
91-1301.........................................................................
2 ...................................................................
83 272
..................
.
. . . ............
Dec.29..........91170 1 (stpar.).......................................................
83 469 .. ...............
83 825 31 9101.....................
Dec.
30..........
5 01......................................................................

.....

1970
84 360
31 3101.....................
.....
June
30..........
91-3011.........................................................................
. . ..............
2, 3 ..................................................
.................. 4 368 .. ..............
Ju 8.............91-311
...............................................................................
84 412 .. ...............
. . . ............
31 1304
.......... .....
23.
91-3501 c
..........................................
04 449
..........................................
4 782....
........................
2 ........
Aug.
12..........91-3756 1 ...
31 3712.........
......
04 782
6................................................................
§2(k)
Of .......
(See
04 7 23..
6.......................................................
bill.).
28 .
...............
.................
84 782
........................
6(l)(4)
.......................................
......
..
04 830
31 3105
..........
A20
...................................................................
2 .
......................
50
........
..................................................
Sept25 91419
.....
..........................
84 879
31 1343...........
Sept26. 91423
(....
...................................
4 1118 .. ..............................
.................................................................
Oct26. 91-508201
......................
4 1118 31
.. . ..............................................................
202
......
84 1118 31 5312..........
......................
.........
203
......
..........
84 1120 31 5319
...............................
203 ()
....... ......................
4 1120
cv
i........................
rt
203(b)(last se
......
54
1120 31 5312...........
20 .................................................................
.......... ......
84 1120 31 321
204
.......................................................................
.......... ......
84 1120 31 5318
sentence)..............
205(a),
(b.(st
......... .......
84 1120 31 5321
tocu penalties
.
209b (last
sentence
related
pena 84 1120 31 5322.......................
last
sentence
related
to c.mi.a!
21

.......... ......
04 1120 31 5318
..........
206 ....... .........
......
04 1128 31 5321 ..........
.........................
207
. ..............
....
0..................... .......
208 .............................. 0
.......
5322
.........
31
04
1121
21........................
209,
2.
..................
4 1121
211
.............................................................
84 1121 31 7.....................
212
...................................................
...............
...........
.2..
11 .
.............................
213 .................................
......... .......
221-223
....................... 84 1122 31 5313
........... .....
231 ..* ........................ 04 1122 31 5316
.......
84 1123 31 5317..........
........................
232
.............
31 5321
.........................
084 1123
233,234 .........-.................
....
..
31 5317.....................
235...............4 1123
31 5314...............................
084 1124
241,242..................................................
.....
....................
() .................. 04 1167 31 1112
202(a),
91-510201,
............
3 1 2....
1167.31..113.....
1
...............
(a c
203 OHO
_.......
........................
31 1112
1168
203(d)....................I..........................084
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Repeal
IPreviousl
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1970

............
84 1168 31 717 .......
..........................
(a)
-(c)
............................
204
.......................
........................
84 1168 31 702
sentence)
.......................................
204(d)
lst
......................
........................
........................................
84 1168 3 731
204(d)(las
tsentence)
.................................
204(e)
........................ 84 1168 31 719
........................
........................
................................................................
84 1168 31 702
205(a)
..................
........................
205(b)
........................ 4 1168 31 719
..................
2.
206
....................................................................
84 1168
.....
719,
720 ....
84 1168 31 717,
207
......................................................................
1112.
.
.........................
84 1169 31 0105
.. ........................
221(a) .........................
......................
......................
84 1169 31 1106
................................................................
221
(b)
.................................
231-234
....................... 84 1170 31 719
.................................
84 1171 31 734
........................
235(a)
...........
..............
84 1171 31 719
235(b) ........................
734
........................
......................
.......................................................
.........
235
(c)
...................
31
720
........................
84
1171
236
.....................................................................
Oct.
27...........
91-5131101(a)(3),
(6),
1102(n)(1)
........... 84 91 ... .............2B..........
1292,
1293
(See
31:529d-........................
1102(p)(2)-(4)
................... 84 1293..
529fin table
4.).
1102(t) .............................................................
84 1294
. .
(See
31:1034 in ........................
table4.).
Oct.30.........
91-5184 ..............................................................
84 1340 31 9101
................................
Dec.30
. 91-599 41, 42........
.....................
........................
84 1650 31 5302................................
Dec31
51607 201"Sec.lOl
. .................
84 1768 31 5111................................
84 768
.....................
...........................
202... ...........
203
.............
..........................
84 1768 31 5112...............
.... .....
204,2
205
.....................
.......................
84 1769..................
6
28 .
206.......................................................................
84 1769 31 5112"..................... ...
207,
208..............................................................
84 1769
1769 31..................
. .
20
9.......................................................................
84
5112...
=2=.............
207, 208-.............................................................
8
84
784.3
9...............
.............................
i ...................

84
91-6140401
..............
........................................................
Ja
.5.......
2]6
90
.....................................................................
84 1846
179 3 31
1 322................
5].i.::::::.2..........................
1 ........
1971
Ja. 5.
Mar.17.

91650 102. ..
................................................
84...... .................
.
92 5 1..................
.....
..................................................
85
5
31 3101
......................
2 ....................................................
85
5
................. 2. .. ..
3 .............................
..............................
0
85
5
31 3102
...
= =.............
.

May4
......................................
.............................
85 37
9101...............
...........................
......
...
.................
............
85
...............
........................
May27...........
92-19 5.........................................................................
85 74
31 10 ...............
A 13
92 1
.
85 37
31 1.3............
9 5.........
.....................
.
92-13
. ..
85 37
1 325 .............. ........................
8.......................
........
............................................
85 378
30 734"2
.........
.......
...................
Nv. 17.
92 156 201(b) . .......................................................
85 424 . 31 73 .
.......................
of .2..
bill.).
Dec.
10........ 92-178 802(b)(1) ...........................................................
85 573
.
).
Dec.115
..........
92-190
......
............
.........................
85 646 31 731
Mar15
.
1972

02250........-25.................86................

Mar.
31.

9226

2B..................
2B.....:::

..........
.........................
86 163........................................
2.........................................................................
2................8686 116...............
117
31 5152............
...

3........................................................................
86 117........... .
4........................................................................
86 117
...................
2 .
May18...........
92-302l
a)-(c)
............................................
86 148
8
31 30................
. .. ...
1()..............86 149........2.

286

149
49
"i
(See5531
"5"3
........
8 .................

5316.).
3........................................................................
86 149
.................
2B.
May19...........92-304 I(e) ....................................................................
86 159.
(See30:699 in ........................
table4.).
June6 ......... 92-310 101
............................................................
86 281
31 9382......................
.
. ....
102
.......................................................
86 281 31 3530...............
........................
103,
104
.............................................................
86 201
..................
2.
202
231
(a)
........................
86 209
3321............
.
........
231b( (0)
.....................
86 289...... ............
231
)........................
86
210
31
531..............
231b) () . . . . . .
. 8
.......
. 3541...........
............... 28
231k) ...................................
866 210
210 .....
31
231)
........................ 86 21 ........f .. i ........
8.
231
.......................................................
86 210
.......
........
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...........................
31 3541
86 210
231(q) ......................................
...............
31 3302
86 210
..... .........................
231
.....
......................
31 3331
86 211
..
.................
....
-- .
231(s)..........
..............
86 211 . .................
.........................................................
(u)
231(t),
in
31:534
(See
.................... 86 211. .
231( ...................................
table4.).
...
..........
86 211 . ..................
........................................................
231(w )-(y)
(See31:550 in
86 212. .
231(z .................................................................
table4.).
231(aa) .............................................................. 86

212. .

(See31:535 in

table4.).
(See02(b) of
bill.).
31 352.. ..............
86 213
.........................
.....
231
31 328 ................
86 213
........................
....
231(dd)
.....
......................
31 3526
6 213
....................
231
(ee)......................................
(See§2(b) of
86 213. .
231(1f)................................................................
bill.).
231(gg) .................................................. 86 213.............(See 2(b), (e)
ofbill.).

86 212. .
..............................................................
231(bb)

86 215.................. 28.
250.......................................................................

......................
31 3532
86 215
.......................................................................
260
. . ..........
86 406 . ...................
92-3361...........................................................................
.
............ . ...
31 3721
491
86 492..................28.
6 a .................................................................
92-352106(b)
July13...........
...............................
.......
31
86 50
.........................
..........................
A~g7.
....
31 32.
332
305............
90
............. 86
8....
... .92-66...1 12p.92-306
h 71
..........
...........
. 1305
86 91
...........
*.
...................
12
01
I (
Oct....9
............ ....
....................
86 919
101
......................................................................
Oct20...........
.......... ......
6702
86 919.31
102(b) . .)........................................................
0
........
............ ............
....................... 86
102b
.............................
.. ........
6 9 98.......
104..............................................................
103,1)
6703 ...................... .....
86 920
1), (2)(relatedto trustee) .........
......
..........
31 6724
toreprt) .............................86 921
.2) (related
a
2....
.................
86 921
..............
.. .........
05 b .. .....
......
31 6703................
.........
105c
.......... ......
31 6703
86 921
........................................................
15e
......
..........
6707
30
921
86
.
106a b....................................
28.
86 921................
.............................
l06c ....................................
......................
6705................
31
922
86
S1 A .
31 6707..........................
86 922
....................
7a 1 (8)
.........................
31 67085
86 922
.....................
2(07a
.............................
...........
922.3................
................................ ......
..........
6,7)
, b.1.-()................70
7 b 107
.......... ......
31 6706
......... 86 924
..........
7 8( .b
July

....... .

.....

.. ....86 924
......... .......
31 6708
. ..........
1...
008a,(b) :07c....................................
1
6789 ................
86
............................
..........
313070 ......................
925
86 924
......................
bb 12,3.......
4 ....................
31 6709 ........ ........
925
86
*
...................
..........
...............
......................
3 06702
925
5).=......
86
0.................
............................
108 bb (6),
188
...........................
867 927
30 6701................
c7...... .
008d.......................................00
3 6710.....................
.........
18.........
......
31.6713...........
928
86
.......
6707
...........................
86 928
9 a 2) '1)'..........
......................
loga
306701................
928
109a3.......................86
306707................
928
109a4.......................86
.....
670.....................
86
109 a 5...........................................................
67 .........................
86
1 9a 6 ...........................................................
......
.....................
97
86
1 9a 7...........................................................
.......... ......
31 6707
. 86 928
..................................
.(1)........
1b
316701 ...........................
86 929
....................
(2js (2..(A
67 ..........................
86
1 9.c2....... .........................
.....
.....
*.........6824...........
......
......
31 6708
....................... 86 929
19 d..
................
6709 ......................
189
.
31 677 ................
86 938
........................
f)(.
189
31 678 ................
86 938
.. .....................
0980(2)....
31 6709..............................
86 938
1
1809 1)3,*Ias sete ...................
.....
67 ......................
86
09 ...............................................................

....
31 6714 ............
931.3
...........................................
012 ................
62.
33164................
3
8 93
)...........................
021 b ............
...
..... ........ .........
31 6714
86 930
....................
....
20 ...................................
31 670424.................
86 930
. ............
121ef............................
.....
..........
.
.
........
6714
30
.......... 86 931
." ..
..(..
'21'"
0121
)....................86.931.31.6714................
0
................................
31 6706
8 93
...........................
122
a) .......
30 6717..............................
86 932
las .
122b)(0:),(2), (3)(A), (8)(1s8,
t -m), (0), (E)Y
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122(b)(3) (B)(2d sentence),
(C).........86 932
3] 6718
..............
122(c)(1) ..............................
86 932
31 6701
..............
122(c)(2), (3)(related top
Wceesngs)
.
86 932
3 6717 ..........................
122(c)3) createdd
to
ad termina- 8 932
3 6718 ..............
00evs).
122(c)
(4)
..........................................................
86 932
31 6701
.......... ....
122(d..................................
........................
86 932
31 6719
.......... ....
122(e .........................................................
86 932
31 6718
.......... .....
122) ..........................
. ..
86 932
31 6720 ..............
122(h)........................
........................
6 932
31 6716
...............
123a ) .........................................................
86 932
31 6704 ...........
.....
123(c)................................................................
86 933
31 6723
..........
.....

........................................................................................
123(d)]
123(
rn3
.............
......................
31 6715
......................
...
......................
6721
.......................................................................
124
125
..................................................
...................
6 9
6723
..........
. ...........
141()
............................. 86.6703,
6724
..... ......
141b,(8)-..........
.................................
6701
...................
..........
.....
41
.
6
.....
............................
934
31
670........................
...
14 b)(8)
........
.....
............................
. .....
. ..... 3 6701......................
............
141
..........................
9701
..........................
142.
.
.86
28...........
. ..................
142
bl ..............................
:..........
:..
....................
86 9935...................
5 .........
.................
:::
143
......................................................................
86 935
31 6722
......... .. ....
144a)(I) ...........................................................
86 935. .
(See26:6017k)..
.......
144a)(2) ..........................................................
86 935(..
See26:prec
. .........
6012.).
144(b) (1)...........................................................
86
(See26:6687.) .... ......
144(b) 2 ................................................
86936..
(See26:prec. ..........
6671.).
145
.......................................................................
6713
..................... 2B..................
145......................................................
..........................................................
Oct.25..........
92 55 ........................................................................
8 13
3 3726 ......................
............
86 .......
1164................................. .... 28.
145
2l1.....................
..
........
86 1164..................28
Oct.
27..92-578
15...........................8.........
..... ................ ...
Mar.28.
92-550. .......................................................
86 16.132........

S1.........

92- .........................................................................
. 8..6
86011324..........
2 ...
.....
...........................
B ........
.
9 -9
i ..............................................
......................
93..................................................................
87
7
...................
935 2 11..
...........................................................
87 134 .. 31.
1 . ...........B ....
23 .......................
................................
.........
5 187
......................
31 310.. . ............
7 135
........................... . 875321..
23 b(b)w r afterast
......................
...... ......... 28...

Sept
21. 93-110 13 .....................................................................
87 352
................. 2 .
201,
202....................................................
87 353 31 5315...............
203....
.........................................................
87 353
31 5321...............
203b) (words
betre lastcrma).....................87
353
31 5329..............
...
203(b)(words
afterlastcerema)
............
87 353
31 5321
............................
Oct.18..........93 127 1,2 ...............................................................
87
. .....................
28 .

87 456
456...................
53..............................................................
..................................................
87
31.......
5111..................-B.......
6.......................................................
................
................... 2...
aec.2 ..........
.
93
D3e
1974
Jan.2.

2(98
1.
(f)
....
t....)..................... 87 691
.....
......................................
...........................
87
73 ..........
................
87 82
23
731715.
. .......
.............
83

............
8.
31 6701
1
) ...............
31
.........
.......
3 7................

93-236 202(g))), 301()(lastsentence).......... 87

992
31 9101...............
100~
93 245 301.......................................................................
1072. .
(See 182(j)
o
bill.).
Mar.2 . 93-250 1::Sec.2071stsentence)...........
8
11
1
3 50................8
3151
1 Sec.207(2d
sentence...................................
8
11
31 502 .................
2.........................................................................
88
11..............
.... .
31 6713
.
n............
8
158
May22. 93-288 414......... .................................
41(c)
( . .......
............... 80 158. . ..................
2.
June3
....................................................................
80 244. .
(See
31:488
-3 .
48b6 in
table4.).
June
30....93-325 ...................... ..............
g
......................... 28....
July12-.
93-344 2.........................................
88 290.
.(See 31:1301
in
...........
29.ee11Oi
412 n.......................88
380...........
.............................
808029.........(See 31:121i
Jan.3

tale 4.).
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301.......................................................................
88 306
(see
31:1322 in
table4.).
in
(See
31:1323
8 308 . .
.....................................................................
302
table4.).
(See31:1324 in
88 309. .
.....................................................................
303
table4.).
(See31:1325 in
88 310
304 .......................................................................
table4.).
in
(See31:1326
88 310. .
.......................................................................
305
table4.).
in
31:1327
(See
.
313
.
88
306
.......................................................................
table4.).
in
31:1328
(See
.
313
.
88
307
.....................................................................
table4.).
in
31:1329
(See
88 313
308
.......................................................................
table4.).
(See31:1330 in
88 314. .
309
......................................................................
table4.)
in
(See31:1331
88 315
310......................................................................
table4.).
(See31:1332 in
88 316 . .
311......................................................................
table4.).
(See31:1351 in
88 317 . .
401......................................................................
table4.).
(See
31:1352 in
88 318. .
402 ......................................................................
table4.).
in
31:1353
(See
88 320. .
403(a)...............................................................
table4.).
in
............. (See31:1353
403(b), (c)...........................

table4.).
......... ......
31 1102
88 321
501......................................................................
2B.
..............................
88 321
502 ......................................................................
31 1552......... .......
88 321
503......................................................................
.............................. 28.
88 322
504.......................................................................
......... ......
31 1105
201(d)-(f) .................. 88 323
601"Sec.
....
31 1106 .....................
88 323
201(8)(1st-3d sentences)". .............
601"Sec.
......
.........
31 1105
601"Sec.201(g)(last sentence)-(i)(lst sen- 88 323
tence)".
.....................
31 1108
.............. 88 323
601"Sec.201(i)(last sentence)
1106.....................
88 324
602 .....................................................................

......
31 1105.........
88 324
603, 604 ..............................................................
......... .......
31 1109
88 325
.......................................................................
605
in
31 (See 31:11b
88 325
6o6.......................................................................
table4.).
311110 ......... .......
............................. 88 325
607..
......
31 717..........
.. ..............88 326
702(a "Sec.204(a-(c)
......
31 702...........
........... 80 326
702a "Se. 204(d) (stsentece)
31 731.......... ......
88 326
702(a"Se.204(d)(t etenc)"...........
....
.......................
719
3
326
88 326
"Sec.204(e). ................
702 a ...................................................
8 .........
.........................
..............
88
..............
702(b)
............. 2.
..
.
88 326
......................................................................
703
* ......-..............
.......
8
32 je
.
.
.
10. .
in table

1112..........................
801a "Secs.201,202(a), (b ........... 88 327
31 1113.......... ......
88 328
801a) "Secs. 202(cl-(f), 203(a)-(c)". .......
.......... ......
31 1112
801a "Sec.203(d)................ 88 329
28.
..................
88 329 ..............
801(b) .................................................................
......................
31 1104
88 330
802 .......................................................................
in
31:1400
(See
.
.
332
88
1001....................................................................
table4.).
.....................
31 1512
88 332
1002.....................................................................
............ . . . . .. 28.............
88 332
1003.....................................................................
in
31:1401
(See
88 333. .
.....................................................................
1011
1012...................................... 88 333.2in
31:1 i
(See
88 334.
1013
....................................................................
31; 3 in
(See
88 335.
1014
....................................................................
table4.).
31: in
(See
88 336.
1015 ....................................................................
........
See31375
...... 8 36...............
106....................................

Aug1

186..............
833
.
Se 116li
6 in ............
(S e 311 i
88 337
1017.....................................................................
1017...........4...7........80.337..ee.........
table4.).
....
B.
2.......
........
....
8....4.45...............
88.45
........................
... ................
.....
9333..2
. 19-14
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1974
......................
........................
................... 89 649, 31 1305
93-393108(i), 117(a)
Aug.22..
........................
(Se.
e
98 653
952. .
.....................................................................
Sept
2. .. 93-4061052
bill.).
4002()(3)
.................... 1.
........I...................
.........................
..............
88 1261 3 5112
..
93441 1Se. 3515(a)
Oct.
11...........
.........................
.
1261 31 5112
1 "Sec.
3515(b)
....................
2................08 1262................. 2B..................
1 "See.
3515(c)",
..........
88 1381 31 3721
................................
Oct.
18... 93-455t.................
88 1381..................2B..................
2........................................................................
2B..................
88 604..........
...............
................
ec.
5............
1 1........................................................................
..........................
..........
88 1604 31 7101
2...........................
3................................................................
88 1604 31 7103
.........................
.
4........................... .....................
1605 31 714.........................
5...........................88 1695 31 7198
..............................
99 1696 31 7105
.........................
6........................................................................
7...........................08 1606 31 7196
......................
........................
8........................................
...........................
O..
99 1606 31 7197
......................
........................
9................ ...........
9 1697 31 7109
..........................
19.....................
.............
88 1607 31 7110
..........................
11........ ................... 98 1608 31 7111
.................................
......................
........................
12........................... 88 1608 31 7102
13........................................................................
88 1608 31 7112
......................
........................
....................
..................
Dec.
22... 93-534
............................. 1731 31
9.reaed to9.4.
...........................................
9981738 1
321 .............................................
2B
..................
)(related
to95 ...........................................
99 1738 .......... ...............
. ....................
...............................
...................................
998 1738 31 3343
.......
(..b.
5
Dec'
26.. 93-51 4 ...........................
................
89
88 1739..........
...............................
2B..................
Dec.
27. ..93-552607
.................................................................
8 1763..........
(See
§2(b)
of ........................
bill.).

1975
Jan.
2.............
1........................................................................
0 1959..........
...............................
2B..................
101
........................................................
1959 31 3521
.......................
.
201
............. .............
8 1960 31 3726
......................
........................
292,203
...................
.......................
1960..........
........................
2B..................
301 .....
..........
...........
99 1961 31 3525
......................
........................
401
.
. . . . . . 88 1962 31 731
........................
........................
5 1 ...............................................................
99 1962 31 702
........................
........................
501b ................................................
.....99 1962..........
.......
...............
.. 2B..................
691(a).....................
......
.........................
88 1962 31 9105
......................
........................
601b ........................99 1962 31 9106
......................
........................
6 1 c ..............................
.........................
9 196 2
31 9105
..................
........................
601it
*
.........................
98 1963 31 9106
......................
........................
703 ......
..........................
1964...... ..................
2B..................
801 .......................... 88 1965 31 3702
...............
802
................................................................
99 1965................. 2B..................
Jan.
3... 93-618175a)(2)
"Sec.
3679(d)
..............................
2011 31 1513
...............
175a) 2 "Sec.
3679g) ..............
998 2011
31 1514
......................
,
Feb.19 .
43..............8
5........
2 ...................
.
June30
.
..........
9447 ..........................................................................
89 246.......
...............................
28
2B................
.
July..........
94-57 ..................
...........89 265
31 3332...............................
July
25.. 94-591108
...................................................................
89 3 0
31 1343...............
Aug.9 . .. 94-82204(b)"Sec.
203a),(b).
j...........
8 421
31 703........................
........................
204(b)"Sec.
203(c)(Sth-14th wends)".
89 421
31 731...........................
....
........................
x
................. 89
9 693
..................................
.........................
Now.
14..........94 13 2.........................................................
2B..................
...
- .....
693 I...........
...........................................................................
Dec.9 .
94143...................................................................
8...........
797 .......... ...............................
2B. ...........
Dec.
18. .. 94-157109
......................................................................
89 831
31 3332
...............................

I........................
Feb.1976
5............
1
9411.............
...........
....................
60
31 1108......................
Fe.5 4 1612(b)
31010
90
6
......
119
1911.....................
...............
.................................................................
0 108
...............
9101
............................
..
Mar15. 9 3 2 .......
......................
90 217......
1
3 ......................
2..................
.
3(a...........................
90
217
31
3102
.................
........................
I............
1
3103
...................
90::::
217
..............
:::::::::::::::::::::
3,b
4........................................................................
90 217
31 310.....................
...
.....
Apr.
21..........
94273 1.......................................................................
99 375..........
.............
..................
2B..................
2... ...
90 375
31 1322
......................
........................
2(17................................................................
90 375
31 331
3...............
...........
5 49.............................
90 33.......................................
..........
.............
...................
..................
......................................................
.............
90 378
31 1554
......................
......................
45
.9
.................................................................
378
31 152 ......................
...
.................
42
549
302
................
90
2.......................................................................
74 ...
..
.......
..
..
...
..
....
. 90
90 3
95 1 3 1 552.
6..
7...
24.
..
...
..
..
..
.....2B.....
..
....
......
.
June
1...........
94-3
3 11 8(b)(2)
...........................................................
99 616
..............
2B..................
June30
.........
94-3341........................................................................
9 793
..................
2.
2..........................................................................
July
8.
94-348
3(e)
.....................................................................
90 818 31 3711
......................
................
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Repeale

1976
301
........................
..............
"Sec.
7801(b)"
(13)(B)
9445 1906(b)
Oct4............
2.............
..
.........................
..............................
94488 1-3(a)
6704......................
Oct13...........
3 (b
........
.......................
............................
6722 ......................
6703......................
......................
....................
a.
4.
5b
4 ..
....................
..........................
6707......................
.....
4 ...
a (4)
(-3.......................
5a
...............
......................
.........
5b 1,2.... ..
......................
6712
.............................
5Sb 63)(4)......
. ..............
6711
.........................................
5.b...
6706.....................
I a.............................................
.....................
670H
6 b (1)..........................................
6712 .............
28..........
.. .....
........
S b (2)........................
6710
.....................
6712 .....................
"Sc1 .........
. .............
701..................
....
B
.................................
2
6713. ..............
......
Sc2 B . ..................
...................
6707
................
Sc 2(...
)
.....................
6712
S 2 121(f).......
.............
.......................
.................
".....
Se , j
...................
.. ...................
Sg...
.....................
6724
.....................
6714
I. ..................................................
7 a7a"Sc. ..
21
c."............
....
6724.....................
(ait'. ......
7 a "Sc. 121
6714, ..........
6724.....................
7a "Sec12 ............................................
6714
..............
i "Sec.
12).. . ........
.....................
6721
7 a "Sec.12..................
. .............
.....................6723
7lb "Sec124'i..................
.....................
6722
..........................
7b "Sec.
125
7c
.....................
6716
6717
.....................
.......................
122(a)
0aa "Sec.
"Sec.
122(b)))*
(21,(3)(A),
(D), (E)".
lastsentences),
(B)(lst,
.........
3116718
......................
I .......
sentence),
8(a)"Sec.122(b)(3)(B)(2d
(C)".
6701......................
......................
6717
to proBa "Se. 12(c) (2), (3)(related

8!ceedings)".
......................
6718
to suspensions
122(c)3 (related
8(a
aIt "sec.
terminafi
.1
)(..............
c 2 s)
n8()]
......................
6701
........................
4. ......
"Sec.122ccjj
IBa
6719
.....................
....................
................
.........
.......
()
...
.......
....
I0a S c I ....
6718
......................
I..............
.....................6720
.. .............
1b .S.* 122(d '0..
.....................
........................
..........
......................
. . . ............
18 "Sec..
6716
....................
........................
a "Sec...
..... ..........................................
........................
s8(b)])................................. .......
........................
6723...................
2B..................
..............................
1 .....................................
...........
............
..............................
10(.....................................
.....................
10b......................
2B..................
6715......................
........................
12
........................ 6701.....................
....................
13........................................................................
2B................
....
..
.......
........
407........................
I................
Oct15..........
.............
S0 .................................
2B.................
5302..................
Oct19...........
........................
5117......................
..
7..................................................................
I..............
6902......................
7.........................................................................
........................
6903.....................
Oct.20..........
1................................................................
..
........................
5904......................
I.............
..........
6904....................
............
6903.....................
I.......................
6902.....................
..........................
............................
4.. ()-..
...........
6902
.....................
...........
ea),B)..........
6903
........................
..................
6901......................
Sc).......................
I............
...........
.....................................
Sa) (1)(5)
6901
.....................
_
................
Sal(S)
..............
.. .................
*
...................
.....................
6906
......................
.............
Sb 0(.....c)
........................
.............................
7.................

~

1977
........
................................
..2B...............
............
May4
"OfficeatManage10(o=vs underbeading
an %Bdet").
......................
1304
31
ea
andJudgheading"Claims
101(2d par.under
ments').
.
..................
.....................
31 5142
ofEngraving
"Bureau
heading
under
31..........100(par.
Jul
andPrinting").
311302
in
(See
............................................
Sept20.
1 "Sec.302(c) ................................................
table4.).
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or
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States
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Volk
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Table

ume Page Tte

Section

1977
Oct.
4.............
95-1201,2......................................................................
09
................................
2 .................
3........................................................................
91 1090 31 3102
............................
Oct7
.....
. 95-125,sec
Sec'
117(d)(])-(3)
................91
1104 31 713
.................................
117(d)(4)
.....................
1105 3 719....................
............................
Oct.
28............
95-1471............................91 1227 31 323
.................................
.......................
4Ib ...
.. .
91 1229 31
......................
................................
4(c).............
..... ..........
91 1229 31 511............................
Nov.9.......
95-164305.................................................
91 1322
31 1105
................... ...........
Dec.
28.........
95-220 1........................................................................
. 1 615
...
.
..............
211......
2........................................................................
91 1615 31 6101.
... . . .
3........................................................................
91 1615
.................
2 .
4.............................................................
91 1615 31 6102...............
5 a)-(c)
.............................................................
91 1610 31 6103
...............
5
(e)
.............................................................
9, 616
1 6102
....................
........................
6........................................................................
91 1616 31 6104
................
7........................................................................
91 1617
.
.................
2.
.............................................................
91 1617
31 6165...............
.. ...........
9.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

617 .

..............................
................

1978
Feb3
1....................9.3...
. 9-22
.............
28..........
.............
............................................
....
....................
... 92
3
.
....................
2 .................
2...............................................................
..........
31 630
...............
3..............................................
4...........................
92
4
31 6302
....
......................
3
4........................................................................
92
4
31 630.....................
.......................
5 ..........................................................................
92
5
31 6304 ............................
6........................................................................
92
5
31 6305
..........................
........................................................................
926306
................................
.......... ................
5
9................................................................92
9
.........................................................................
92
636.7
......
..............................
101(b)
..........................................
92
6
.........
.....................
21..........
10()
.
................................................................
92
6
31
6307
.........
.......
M aa
..
7 .....
......
2.........
.....
.....
.....
.....
......
.....
.....
.....
.....
............
3.....
90574.3.4.....
......
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
.....
......
.....
......
.....
......
..........
.....
....
M0Od.......................................
2..........................
92 1 6
31 6307
...............
......
................
Mar.
27..........
0106
.....................................................................
92 171
31 6905
...............
July
21...........
95-3201........................................................................
391
..................
28.
2 "Sec.
1171e)1)-(5) ..............
92 391
31 714.......
. ............
2"Se.117(e)(6)(A).
...............
92 392
31 719
..........................
2"Se.117(e)
(6)(8)................ 92 392
31 710................
2"Sec.
I
- 92392
31714..........................
7
..................
Aug.3. 95-3331
..................
.........
92 419........................
.
2.........................................................................
92 419
.................
2 .
3
...........................
92 419
31 3102...............
Aug.
8 . 95
101-111
........................
992......
0.......... .........
318.
Ag. 20301
..........
........
..................
92 513
31 9101
................
301(b)
......................... 514
31 9107
.................................
................
-......
92
301c301(c)....
.................................................................
92 54.1910........
514
3 9108
..........................
.
Sept
8.
5303
.....................................................................
92 563
3 1324
.................................
Sept
17
10....................
5
5 )(2)
......................................
...92 703
3 105
.................................
Sept
.28
95-3 10
........................
-.. ....
.................
92 710
3331...........
=...................
.......
1 ......................
92
.
...............
95- ..........................................
Oct.
19.35...........................
.
.
105
914
3
........
1
0...............
oc ...........
1-4
.......................................
.................
.. . 92
..................
.
...................................
..................
10
31 11 ......................
.
71......................................
.............
92 1072
ff.......................28.....
4 ...................................
......................
............
072
...................

Oct.
13...........
954
901
........................
..............................................
92 1223 3 .6901..........
...........................
.2
Oct.e,41h
.......
127........
92132
3160369........
6901...............
31
.............................
401(h)
1))4):Sec.
Sec,
4
h 2] ...........
......
....
........
9922 1321
132
31 6903
.................................
33) ...................................................................
92 1322 31 6901...........................
Oct
1 25
. 95-5
............................
2
.............................
9 2 2321
6902
.................................
392799
316904
3.............................
Oct.
25...........
95
21.............................................
:::51
:.:...
. . . .................
92 1799 31.............
...........................

2,2,1
(4........................................
92 1799 3 773 ........................
......................

3 . ..........................................................
...92 1799 31 777.................................
3(........
.............................................................
.. 92 790
3 777........................
........................

4a)).
....................
92 1000 31 772
.................................
4(c)
.........................
92 1801 31 775..........................
Oct.27...........
303(a) .................................................................
92 1905. .
(See31:1322
in ........................
table4.).I

303(b),(c)
.......................................................
92 1905
.
(See
31:1
......................
table4.).I

304.......................................................................
92 1 906.
(See311
........................
table4.).
Nov ............
14(c) ..................................................................
92 2390 31 1304
.................................
Nov.2.
9 2 1
.... ...........................................
Nov.4.
95 595 Sec 120".
.................... 92 2541 3 9501 ............
..........
"Sec. 121"............................................
........
92 2541 31 9503.
. ................
I :Sec 122"
.........
............
92 2542 31 9504.........................
I
123,1242.................. 2"Secs.
542
3 9502..... ....
. ................
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1978
2.........................................................................
28..........
37
3......................
No,6............
322
(a), (b).......................................................
3713........
.........................................................
322(c)- (f)
2B
.........
Nov.8
............
1.........................................................................
5302
.....................
325
.......................
2............
2.................
..............................................
..

(See22:276c3 .........................................................................
2.).
2............
325........................
..............................
5. ....................................
......................
5302
..
......................
65
. ....................................
.........................................................................
26..........
714...................
0.......................................................................
95-630
Nov710
.
9101
......................
2............
1979
..102........................
..
Apr2........96-5 1,2 ...............................................................
3102. ...........
3......................................
................................
3105
..................
4.......................................
................................
....
....................
....................
5,6 ..........
(See
§2(b) at
"General ueJuly25...... 100( par. underheading
bill.).
........ 28.........
325
Aug.
8 . .....
602........
....................*.............
SePt
29.
101
........ .......................
** * *........
102..... *.................. .......... **'*
3102
......................
......................
....................... 3101
202 .....................
e 92(b o
mienst).
20........................................
..............................
"FoneignCurrency
underheading
Nov.130
..........96-130 100(pan.
bill).
Fluctatio,Cunstructiun,
Defense").

1900
..
......................
Feb.15.
9191 1. ....................................
31 731 ...............................
pay,and assign2(related
to appoertunont,
711
.......................
........................
........................
......................
2(l= .to direct)
732
........................
........................
..
..........................................................
3.......
751
........................
........................
752
........................
........................
4a . ..................................
...........................
753
........................
........................
754........................
........................
1tr). . ...............................
.............................
753........................
.11
.....................
103
.. ................................
............................
755.......................
.................
4 ...................................................................
753
........................
........................
4 ..1)
... ...............................................
733........................
I................
51 . .. 2 ............................
....................
731
.................
........................
5 b......................................
...............................
732........................
..............
I
735........................
I..........
.............
7
.................................
SSee52108)
a ...............................
Sen5:5102
..........
2B..................
...................
I. .....
82b c .............................
4101..........................
* -..-..
'.'............
......................
(See5:5100
..........
(See55342n
...........................
8 5
c 0 .............................................................
572
8 o .....................................................................
8Se

l(31 .

...........................

~see

................
..
711.......................
..................
I.................
16.).
60...
.....................
.....................
...........................
102
8%10....................................
...................
-.......-........
736.....................
. ....
..............................................
.......
*............
2B..................
18
......................
........................
.......
..............................................................
Apr.2.............
96-223 83
101......................................................
table4.).
........................
3524
......................
96-226 102.......................................
Apr.
3.
........................
716
......................
103 ....................................
.......................
710......................
........................
104(a..............t
I..................
........
702,703
........................
703
......................
104 ( b~
.
................
213
.................
.
.
104 (b((
.
213.................
June
6 ........
1.
..........................................
28
.................
June
28f.
1114......................
.......................
307.....................................
..........
............
1 ........................................
.......................
0|
7............
2 .......................................
.
32........................
I
3 ....................................
1114......................
Oct9............
323(b), (c) ............................
313
.................
Oct13.........
105, 106................................
1114.....................
126........................................
325.
Oct17..........2206(t) .
...................................
1104
...............................
Dec.
11
3(a)....................................
. ....
06 ) .........................................
(YSee22O. e

.........
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1980
Dec.
12.... 96-514 309(b),
(c).......................................

Vol-Page Title

94 2984

Section

Preiousl
Re

31 1114............................

96-519
.........................................................................
94 3031 31 3721
................................
Dec.
15..........
96-527
704,
706,
720(2d
par.)
............... 94 3080
.................. 3B.................
3081,
3084
96-528616
.......................................................................
94 3117 31 1114
................................
Dec.
16..........
96-534
.........................................................................
94 3164 31 7112
................................
96-536113
.....................................................................
94 3171..................
3B.................
Dec.
19..........
96-556
.........................................................................
94 3261........................................
2B.................
Dec.
23..........
96-5862(i)
.....................................................................
94 3383 31 6905
................................
Dec.
24. . 96-5952(a)
....................................
.........................
94 3465 31 3107
................................
2(b)
.....................................................................
94 3465................. 2B.................
Dec.
28.........
96-6041........................... 94 3516..................2B..................
2(a),
(b)(1)
.......................................................
94 3516 31 6703
...............
2(b)(2)
"Sec.
107(a)(1)(A)
.........................
94 3516 31 6705
................................
2(b)(2)
"Sec.
107(a)(1)(B)
.........................
94 3517 31 6707
................................
2(b)(2)
"See.
107(a)(2)"
...............................
94 3517 31 6705
................................
2(c)(1)
...............................................................
94 3517 31 6702
........................
2(c)(2)(A),
(B)
................................................
94 3517 31 6712
................................
2(c)(2)(C)
..........................
. .....................
94 3518 31 6711
........................
2(c)(2)(D)
.........................................................
94 3518 31 6710
.....................
......................
2(c)(3)
...............................................................
94 3518 31 6701
........................
2(c)(4)
...............................................................
94 3518 31 6722
................................
2(d)
.....................................................................
94 3518 31 6713
........................
2(e)
.....................................................................
94 3518 31 6714
........................
2(f)
.....................................................................
94 3519 31 6723
................................
2(g)
....................................................................
94 3519..................2B.................
2(h)
.....................................................................
94 3519 31 6704
........................
3........................................................................
94 3519.........................
......2B.................
4........................................................................
94 3520 31 6713
.......................
5........................................................................
94 3520..............
.................
2B.................

1981
Feb.
7.............
97-2..........................................................................
95 4 .........................................
2B.................
Aug.
6............
97-3112(11)
................................................................
95 154
31 1535
........................
Aug.
13..........
97-35382(a)
................................................................
95 432
31 325
.................................
382(b)(1)
..........................................................
95 432
31 5132
.................................
382(b)(2)
..........................................................
95 432................. 2B..................
396(h)(1)-(3)
..................................................
95 440..............
(See
§2(1) of ..............
bill.).
1741(a)
..............................................................
95 762
31 7301
.................................
1741(b)
..............................................................
95 763
31 7302
.................................
1742.............
.........................
95 763
31 7303
.....
.............................
1743
....................................................................
95 763................ 28.............
1744
....................................................................
95 764
31 7304
.................................
1745
....................................................................
95 764
31 7305
........................
Sept 30
97-48
.............................
95 955..... ...........................
28..................
Dec.23..........
97-99902...................
...................................................
95 1381...............
(See§2(b (6) ........................
ofthebill.).
912(a) ................................................................
95 1387 31 6901
........................
97-102 310.....................................................................
95 1461 31 1114
.................................
97-104 1........................................................................
95 1491................. 2B..................
2.........................................................................
95 1491 31 5112
........................
3,4
................
..........................
95 1492................. 28..................
97-106 105,106
.............................................................
95 1506.... ............. 3A. ..........
97-1082, 3.............
.........
..........................
95 1510...............
(See
31:1353
in ........................
table4.).
Dec.29..........
97-114 704,708,719(last par.).............. 95 1578
.................. 3A..................
1582
97-13611........................................................................
95 1707 31 1535
.................................

1982
Apr.1.............
97-162 .....................................................................
96 23
31 6307
.................................
Apr.2.............
97-164155,160(11),
302(c) ................ 96 47. ...............
(See
§2(m) of ........................
48,
bill.).
56
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Revised
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United
States
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Table

PneViously
Repealed

17 ..................................
191
...........
......................
....
.........
...........
193
..................................
233,
234
.....................
236related
toaccounts)
. ...................................
...............
236related
toclaims).
237
.............................
............................
.........
..
.......
239

3321
............................
..........
..
..........
I...............
301 .................................
........
.
2C............
...........
3526.............
.......................
.
..........
. ..........
....
.I.......
3702.........................................
.....
.........................
1102.......................
...........
...........
329 ....
............
... .....................
. - ..............
..
.............
..
..........
...........
......
..........
... ....
. ....
........
...
..............
240,241....................
......
..........
.......................
.....
2C .......................
243,244
.......................................
.................................................
301
....................
.............
................
............
...
I..........
245 .......................
..........................................
........................... .
....................
246........................................................................................
331..................................................
. 2C....
.................
.
248words
between
4thand5thsemicolons)
......................................
.............
.......
24 lesswords
between
4thand5thsemicolons)
..............................
321
...........................
I.- .....................
251(words
after"Treasury"
andbefore
"shallprescribe
formsof
321.....................
.............
.....
.........
.........
.......
...
entries").
254 ...
..
.....
. ......
...
..................
... ..
..................
.....
...
.

................
.......................
2.C..............
...
...

33...
1...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
. ...
...
..... ...... .
257
.. ...............
.......
...........
. ..
...
.....
..
..
321..
....................................................
...
261 ...............
.............................
.................
...
...........
R2
............
..........
266,267,274.......................
......................................
275,
276..................
277
......... ..................
277lst-6th
1st su ]sobdIvisinis.)
i ion. .s .....................................................
..............
2......
l"."
277)last
subdivision)
.........................................
.....................
..2(b) ot bill.............
................
...
278,-i .............................
........
.......................................
2 ......
.5...
.............
... ...
..
...
. ......................
280-285 .....................................................................
.......... ....

0).ot
......... (See2.
... .........
(Se711
.......
..
4 bill.).................)...
i...
.. .........................
..........................................
291.. ..........
292-204
2 ..........
............
......................................
.........
.........................
29,29........
.....
...........
..
..................................................................
...
..................
......
...............................
2 .....
0
205,
296
........................................................
... ................
...........
297..................................
..........................
..........................................

290
....................................................................................
20 .........
3526......................................
............
301
.................
............
....................................................................
301................
.... .......
302,
33 ...........
............
..
.....
...
304
................
..........................................................................
51 1................................................
... 2C0
305..........
.....
..........
........ ... ........ ......... ..........
...........
- - -- ... ........
..........................................
305related
todos
bur
seme
nt)
............................................................... 331
305-lesdisbursement)........................................................................
0..............
.....
......................
312 ...................................................................................
20.............
.......
]I2 ..........................................
314,
315 .......................................
318...................................
................
..........
................
............
.
2C0
...........
343(1stsentence
words
after1stcomma)
........................................
513
1...........................................
343(less1stsentence
wordsafter1st comma)
3013..................................................
..................................
-..
0 ............
......
.....
...........................
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TABLE 2-LAWS OMITTED AND REPEALED
This table shows the laws omitted because of the revision of title
31, United States Code, and repealed by the bill. The table is in 4
parts, with table 2A listing repealed laws according to United
States Code citation, table 2B listing repealed laws according to
Statutes at Large citation, table 2C listing repealed laws according
to Revised Statutes citation, and table 2D listing repealed Reorganization Plan provisions.
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of theUnited
Stateswhowereemployed
in thatofficeunderdetailsonJuly16, 1914.
146...............................
...........................
Superseded.
Provided
for drvisionsin the Department
of theTreasury
to issueandredeem
United
Statesnotes,goldcertificates,silvercertificates,and currency
certificates.
SectionI of
Resrganization
P an No.3 of 1940 (eff. June30, 1940,54 Stal 1231)abolished
divisions
of
the Departmentissuingand redeeming
certificatesbyconsolidating
thosefunctions
into a
FiscalSevice to beadministered
bya FiscalAssistant
Secretary.
148.........
............
....................................
Superseded.
Provided
thatwhenappropriations
for the Senate
or Houseof Representatives
cannot
be disbursed
bythe officersdesignated
to disbursethoseappropriations,
theTreasurer
of the
UnitedStatescoulddisburse
amountsfromthoseappropriations.
Superseded
by2:64a,64b,
75aand75a-1.
161..............................
..........................
Superseded.
Provided
for a Register
of the Treasury
in the Bureauof PublicDebtof theFiscal
Service
in the Department
of the Treasury.
Section1(a)(1) and (4) of Reorganization
Plan
No.3 of 1940(eff.June30, 1940,54 Stat. 1231 alished the officeof theRegister
by
consolidatingthe functionsof the Registerinto the Bureauof the PublicDebtto be
administered
bytheCommissioner
of the PublicDebt.
162 ....................................
...................
Superseded.
Provided
for the dutiesof the Register
of the Treasury
in connection
withthe public
debtandadditional
dutiesprescribed
by the Secretary
of theTreasury.
Section1 a) 1) and
(4) of Reorganization
PlanNo.3 of 1940(eff. June30, 1940,54 Stat.1231)abolished
the
officeof the Register
by consolidating
the functions
of the Registerinto the Bureauof the
PublicDebt to be administered
bytheCommissioner
of the PublicDebt.
173...........................
....
..........................
Superseded.
Provided
authority
to grantleavesof absence
with payfor compositors
andpressmen
in the awardsdivisionof the Bureauof Engraving
andPrinting.Superseded
by5:ch 63.
179_.............
.............................................
Superseded.
Provided
authorityto employpersonnel
in the Bureauof Engraving
andPrinting
underemergency
conditions.
Superseded
by5:3101.
181d.........................
........................
......
Unnecessary.
Provided
for the Bureauof Engrasino
andPrintingFundto be audited
in accordance
with the Accounting
andAuditingact of 1950. TheBureauof PrintingandEngraving,
as a
part of an executive
agency,
is subjectto the Accounting
andAuditingAct of 1950 because
of the definition
andapplication
of thatAct.
181e.. .. . ....................... ..................... Superseded.
Providedthat the Secretaryof the Treasurycoulddelegatecertainpoweror
authority.Superseded
bysection321of the revised
title that provided
thatthe Secretary
may
delegate
dutiesand powersto officersand employeesof the Department
of the Treasury.
196 .. .....
.....................
.. ................
Obsolete.Provided
for the Secretaryof the Treasuryto discharge
personsimprisoned
for
nonpayment
of debtsdueto the UnitedStates.
197.................
..........................................
Obsolete.
Provided
for the Secretary
of the Treasury
to discharge
persons
not provided
for in
section
3471of the Revised
Statutes.
201..................
. ...............................
Superseded.
Providedfor receiptof nationalbank notesfor debtsof the UnitedStates.
Superseded
by section5103of the revised
title.
202 ....................
......
................
Obsolete.
Provided
thatTreasury
notescouldbe usedto pay creditors
of the UnitedStates.
The
sectionis obsolete
because
of sections
5103and5117of the revised
title andbecause
there
is no longerauthority
to issueTreasury
notes.
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Section
a claimbeforethe UnitedStates
Providedthat a personprosecuting
andsuperseded.
Executed
that many
andthe persons
andto supportthe Constitution
must take the oath of allegiance
to theoath undertheAct of August
referred
as enacted
the oath.Theprovisions
administer
by section5596 of the Revised
1861 (ch. 64, 12 Stat. 326). Thatoath was repealed
Act wasto
Statutes.Thelegislativehistoryof the sectionsshowthatthe intent of the original
States
the Confederate
supporting
to excludeclaimsby persons
imposethe oathrequirement
of the
of America.SeeComp.Gen.Op. B-99400 (Feb 4, 1977). to addition,enforcement
sectionswouldrequirealienclaimantsto establishtheirpotentialjeopardyunderthe lawsof
of
theworkload
to the UnitedStatesConstitution,
allegiance
theirnativestatesfromswearing
in suits by citizensof foreign
the Court of Claims,whereloyaltyoathsare not required
and delaysrelatedto
the paperwork
countriesagainstthe UnitedStates, wouldincrease,
wouldincrease,andthe time
of the UnitedStatesGovernment
claimsto agencies
submitting
a claimto decideif theoath wastakenwouldlengthen.
in reviewing
involved
beforeApr.13,
that accrued
States
United
the
against
a
claim
of
payment
Prohibited
206.....................
..
. .. . . Obsolete.
1861, in favor of any personwho was disloyalto the UnitedStatesduringthe rebellion.
for Emergency
Office
the
with
connection
Obsolete.Providedfor settlementof claimsin
215a
......................................
Management,whichis no longerin existence.
fromthe
property
private
to
223.................. ....... ...... ............. Superseded.
or
damage
loss
for
of claims
Provdedfor settlement
by 10:ch. 163.
of the Army. Superseded
training, practice,operation,or maintenance
aircraft.
.....
.........
Army
_..
..
of
224...................................
from operation
of claimsftr damages
Providedfor settlement
Superseded,
by lO:ch.163.
Superseded
and
...
miets
the
of
.....
..........................................
266.......
and employees
of all assistants
Unnecessary.Providedfor the appointment
of the
of the authority
Unnecessarybecause
of the Treasury.
assayofficesby the Secretary
under5:3101.
to appointemployees
Secretary
.. Superseded.
formerlyimposedon the coinerand
267...................................................
Providedthat the dutiesand responsibilities
mintsandthe assayofficeat New
of thecoinage
meltershalldevolveon the superintendents
by section321 of the revisedtitle that transfersthe functionsof the
York.Superseded
of the Treasury.
superintendentsto the Secretary
...........
... ... Executed.
...............
291.....................
andequipfacilitiesrequiredfor
to construct
of the Treasury
the Secretary
Authorized
of the Bureauof the Mint.Thefacilitieshavebeencompleted
the operations
as
be construed
...Unnecessary.
in 31:ch.7, subch.IIIshall
293 ..................................................
Providedthat nothingcontained
of any publicbuildingas definedin 40:601et seq.Theconstruction
construction
authorizing
undersuch. Ill has beencompleted.
..
...........
294...........................................
fiscalyear1973to carryout31:ch.
through
of appropriations
an authorization
Provided
Executed.
7, subch. Ill.
.......
endedon Jan.4, 1975,
301-304 ............................................
on Coinage.TheCommission
for a Joint Commission
Provided
Obsolete.
Act (Pub.L 92-463, 86 Stat.770)
Committee
Advisory
undersection14 of the Federal
theuse of
wasto continue
... Superseded.
311........................................................
StatesGovernment
that the policyof the united
Declared
The
both goldandsilveras standard moneyandto establio a safesystem of bimetallism.
on goldandsilver.
system of the UnitedStatesis no longerbased
monetary
to attendinternational
312............................................... ........ Obsolete
of commissioners
by the President
for the appointment
Provided
of
by means
goldandsilvermoney
to fix therelativevaluebetween
conferenceson agreement
on
systemof the UnitedStatesis no longerbased
the metals.Themonetary
a ratio between
gold andsilver.
of
the accomplishment
313...........................................................
to preclude
werenot intended
that certainprovisions
Obsolete Provided
policyof the
is no longerthe monetary
Internationalbimetallism
bimetallism.
international
UnitedStates.
2 of the Par
bysection
............................................
valueof thegolddollar
314 ..........
the standard
Established
Superseded.
. Superseded
of the
ValueMedficationAct (Pub.L 92-268, 86 Stat 116), thatdirectehe Secretary
bysection6
repealed
was
section
That
dollar.
the
for
value
par
a new
to establish
Treasury
Act (Pub.L 94-564, 90 Stat.2661).
of theDretonWoodsAgreements
.............
315, 315a....................................
for the typesandweightsof gold coins.Thetext of
Thetext of 31:315provided
Obsolete.
of goldwas discontinued
Thecoinage
the coinageof goldquarter-eagles.
31:315a prohibited
bysection5 of theGoldReserveAct
fromcirculation
andexistinggoldcoinswerewithdrawn
of 1934 (c. 6 48 Stat. 340
piece under
the alloyof the one-cent
...........
to change
.............
317(c) ............................
Authorizethe Secretaryof the Treasury
Expired.
untilDec.31, 1977.
certainconditions
to suspend
and
pieces
and
3-cent
one
..
...
coin
.......Expired.
to
317a, 317b.................................
of the Treasury
the Secretary
Authorized
of otherminorcoinsuntilDec.31, 1946.
thecoinage
of the
Secretary
the
of
approval
the
317d.................................................
the Directorof the Mint, with
Authorized
Unnecessary.
321of the revised
and317f.Section
to carryout 31317@-317e
to makecontracts
Treasury,
to
authority
the
has
Secretary
The
all functionsof theDirectorto the Secretary.
title transfers
to carryoutdutiesandpowersof theSecretary.
makecontracts
into
dollars
silver
worn
and
uncurrent
of
.....
...........
..................
317e.....................
andobsoleteProvidedfor the formation
Superseded
and
to replaceuncorrent
of silveras securityfor silvercertificates
bars andfor the allocation
maymeltall
of the Treasury
TheSecretary
worncoinsheldas securityfor thosecertificates.
are no
5118(a) of the revisedtitle.Silvercertificates
andworncoinsundersection
uncurrent
hysilver.
backed
longer
silverdollars
of formingwornanduncurrentstandard
that the expenses
317e-1 ....................................................Superseded.
Provided
5118(a)of the
by section
of thosebars.Superseded
againsthe coinage
into barsbe charged
coins.
for meltingof obsolete
tile thatprovides
revised
.....................
..........
319......
318,
Obsolete.Providedfor the surrenderand recoinageof gold coinsreducedby abrasion.The
by
fromcirculation
goldcoinswerewithdrawn
andexistingI
coinageof glid wasdiscontinued
Act of 1934 (c . 6, 48 Stat.340).
section5 of theGoldReserve
323
...............................
3-cent
and
pieces
gold
dollar
one
3
and
of
circulation
from
for thewithdrawal
Provided
Obsolete.
of goldwas
of coins.Thecoinage
into otherdenominations
nickelpiecesandtheir recoinage
bysection5 of theGold
fromcirculation
andexistinggold coinswerewithdrawn
discontinued
Act of 1934(c1 6, 48 Stat.340).
Reserve
324d ........................................................
designfor certaincoins.
fora Bicentennial
Provided
Executed.
324e........................... Executed.Providedthat certaincoins would beara date emblematic
of the Bicentennial.
.........
324g
1.3...........................
the
coins commemorating
Executed.Providedfor the issuanceof proof or uncirculated
Bicentennial.

.....
.........
31 204,205 . .......
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Expired.
Authorized
the Secretary
of the Treasury
to mintcoinsfor issuance
duringcalendar
year
31 324i.................................................
1975 bearingthe designandcoinagedate providedin section 5112 of the revisedtitle,
326....................... . ...........................
..... Obsolete.
Provided
for the exchange
of gold coinforgold bars.
The coinage
of goldwas
discontinued
andgoldcoinswerewithdrawn
from circulation
by section5 of the GoldReserve
Actof 1934(ch. 6, 48 Stat.340).
333 ........
...............
...............................
...
Obsolete.
Prohibited
a chargefor converting
gold bullioninto coin,The coinage
of goldwas
discontinued
andexistinggoldcoinswerewithdrawn
fromcirculation
by section
5 of theGold
Reserve
Act of 1934(ch.6, 48 Stat.340).
Obsolete.
Provided
for payment
of silvercoinsfor goldcoinsin sums not less than $100.The
336...........................................................
coinage
of gold was discontinued
andexistinggoldcoinswerewithdrawn
fromcirculation
by
5 ot the GoldReserve
Act of 1934(ch.6, 48 Stat.340).
section
Superseded.
Provided
for exchange
of smalldenomination
silvercoinsfor lawfulmoney
of the
337, 338..................................................
UnitedStates.Surseded by section5118of the revisedtitle that provides
that coinsand
currencies
of the UnitedStatesmaybe exchanged
for othercoinsand currencies
that maybe
legallyacquired.
Obsolete.
Provided
for
the
transportation
of
silver
coins,
The
Secretary
339....................
of theTreasury
no longer
issues
silvercoinsfor circulation.
Theonlycoinscontaining
silverthe Secretary
maymintare
thedollarcoinsmintedundersection5112(d)of the revised
title.Thosecoinsareproofand
uncirculated
cons.
andsuperseded.
Provided
for deliveryof minorcoinsat the costof the mintsand
3 4 1 .................................................
...
... Unnecessary
for redemption
of minorcoins.Section
5111(b)of the revised
title provides
thatthe costof
distributing
coinsshall bechargedagainstthecoinage
profitfund.Section
5116of the revised
title provides
that coinsmaybe exchangedfor othercoinsandcurrency.
348 .......
....
.......
...
...
......
.....................
Obsolete.Provided
for the adjustment
of the weightof goldcoins.The coinage
of goldwas
discontinued
andexistinggoldcoinswerewithdrawn
fromcirculation
by section5 of theGold
Reserve
Act of 1934(ch 6, 48 Stat.340).
349..................................................
Superseded.
Provided
for the adjustment
of the weightof silvercoins.Superseded
by section
5112(d)of the revisedtitle that provides
for the weightof the silvercontentcoinsthe
Secretary
of theTreasury
is authorized
to mint.
Obsolete.
Provided
for the selectionanddeliveryof coinsfor the annualtrial of coinsin the
352..........................................................
presence
of the assaycommissioners.
Thepositionof assaycommissioner
was abolished
by
section
201of the Actof Mar.14, 1980 (Pub.L 96-209, 94 Stat 98).
...................................
359 ........................
Obsolete
andsuperseded.Authorized
the Secretary
of the Treasury
to pay depositors
of bullion
with coin certificatesissuedunder 31:428.The text of 31:428 is omittedfromthe
restatement
as obsolete.
Alsoprovided
for usingmoney
collected
fromdepositors
todefraythe
expensesof the mintsandassayofficesSuperseded
by section5132of therevised
title that
provides
for use of money
collected
fromdepositors.
.....
..........
...
..........
...
...
...Obsolete.
363 ........
.....
Provided
for annualmeetings
of assaycommissioners
to examine
andtest coins.The
positionof assaycommissioner
was abolished
by section201of the Act of Mar.14, 1980
(Pub.L 96-209, 94 Stat.98). Theauthority
of the President
to remove
officersis setout
in title 5.
Superseded.
Provided
for redemption
of coincertificates
with goldbars.Supersededbysection
370 ..............
.......................
5118of the revised
title that prohibitsredemption
in gold exceptas provided
in regulations
prescribed
by the Secretary
of the Treasury
with the approvalof thePresident.
Obsolete.
Provided
for the recoinage
of foreigngoldandsilvercoins.Thecoinage
373 .. ...
. . ....
...............................
of goldwas
discontinued
andexistinggoldcoinswerewithdrawn
fromcirculation
by section
5 of theGold
Reserve
Act of 1934 (ch.6, 48 Stat.340). Theonlycoinscontaining
silvertheSecretary
of
theTreasury
is authorized
to mint are dollarcoinscontaining
40 percent
silver.TheSecretary
is directedundersection5112(d)(2) of the revisedtitle to use silver transferred
from
stockpilesestablished
under 50:ch.5, subch.III to mint thosecoins.
Obsolete.
Provided
an exchange
ratefor Spanish
andMexican
coinsandfor transmission
of those
374,375.............................................
coinsfor recoinae
376a
.......................................................
Executed.Prohibitethe issuance
of commemorative
coinsunderan Act of Congress
enacted
prierto Mar.1, 1939.
376, 377-388o
Obsolete.
................................
Provided
for the coinage
and issuance
of certaincommemorative
coinsandprovided
that certaincommemorative
coinswerelegaltender. TheAct of Aug.5, 1939(ch. 42, 53
Stat. 1209),prohibitedthe coinage
andissuanceof commemorative
cois underan Act of
Congress
enacted
priorto Mar.1, 1939.Thetextof section5103of therevised
title provides
thatall coinsof the UnitedStatesarelegaltender.
393(b).................................................
Expired.Authorized
the Secretary
of the Treasury
to enter into contracts
to acquireequipment
andmaterials
for the production
of cladcoinswithoutregardto provisions
of lawgoverning
procurement
andpubliccontractsuntilJuly 23, 1970.
403.....................................................
Obsolete.Authorized
theSecretary
of the Treasury
to issueUnitedStatesnoteswhenoutstanding
silvercertificates
issuedunder31:406wereinsufficient
to meetpublicdemand.
Thetexto
31:406 is omittedfromthe restatement
assuperseded.
Superseded.
Provided
for
the
exchange
of
silver
dollars
for
silvercertificates.
Superseded
by
405.............................
section
5116 of therevisedtitle thatprovidesthatcoinsandcurrency
maybe exchanged
for
othercoinsandcurrency
thatmaybe lawfullyacquired.
406...........................
.................
Superseded.
Authorized
the Secretaryof the Treasuryto issuesilvercertificates
of certain
denominations.
Superseded
bysection5 of the SilverPurchase
Act of 1934(ch. 674,48
Stat. 1178) that requiredthe Secretaryto issuesilvercertificatesand authorized
the
Secretary
to prescribe
the denominations.
Thatsectionwasrepealed
bysection
I oftheAct of
June4, 1963(Pub.L. 88-36, 77 Stat.54).
4 0 7 .......................................
...
...........
Obsolete.
Provided
for redemption
anddestruction
of fractionalcurrency.
408b
...........................
Superseded.
Provided
that it the weightof the golddollarwas decreased
the increasein the
valueof the goldheldby the UnitedStateswas deposited
intothe Treasury
of theUnited
States,andthat if the weightof the gold dollarwas increased
the decrease
in thevalueof
the dollarwas to be compensated
by ransfersof goldbullionfromthegeneral
fundof the
Treasury.
Superseded
bysection 2 of the Par ValueModification
Act (Pub.L 92-268,86
Stat.116), that directedthe Secretary
of theTreasury
to establish
a newpar valuefor the
dollar.Thatsection
wasrepealed
bysection6 of theBretonWoods
Agreements
Act (Pub.L
94-564, 90 Stat.2661).
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31 409..........................................................
Obsolete.
Authorized
theSecretary
oftheTreasury
to maintain
parityofallforms
ofmoney
and
to strengthen
the goldreserve
by berrowint
gaidon security
atUnited
States
bonds
orby
issuing
goldnotes
tor
oneyear.Theauthority
toissuethebendswasrepealed
bysection10
oftheActofMar.18,8968(Pub.
L 90-269, 82 Stat51).
410............................
Superseded.
Seenotefor
12:145inthistable.
411.........................................................
Obsolete.
Provided
for
retirement
andcancellation
o Treasury
notes
withstandard
silver
dollars
coined
from
bullion
purchased
under
theActofJuly
14,1890(ch.708,26 Stat.289).That
authority
topurchase
silver
wasrepealed
bytheActofNov.1,1893 (ch. 8, 28 Stat.4),
Standard
silverdollars
andsilvercertificates
are
nolongerissued.
412
..........................................................
Superseded.
Provided
for
redemption
ofTreasury
notes
of1890
withsilverdollars.
Superseded
by
section
5117of therevised
titlethatprovides
thatthosenotes
shallberedeemed
from
the
general
fundoftheTreasury
andretired.
....
417 ......................................
Superseded.
Provided
that the expenses
ofengraving
andissuing
UnitedStates
notesand
Treasury
noteswouldbe paidoutofmoney
not
otherwise
appropriated,
andthatnoextra
compensation
wouldbe allowed
to anyofficer
whose
salary
wasfixed.
Theauthority
for
payment
ofexpenses
wassuperseded
bysection
5142oftherevised
titlethatprovides
for
a
revolving
fundfor
payment
ofthe expenses
ofthe BureauofEngraving
andPrinting.
The
prohibition
against
extracompensation
was
superseded
b
5:553
that
provides
that
an
employee
whose
payis fixed
by statute
maynotreceive
additional
payfor
anyother
service
unless
authorized
bylaw.
423...........................................................
Superseded.
Authorized
theSecretary
oftheTreasury
toemploy
certain
employees
andto expend
sums
for
paper-money
laundering
machines.
Theauthority
toemploy
issuperseded
by5:3101.
Theauthority
to expend
sums
is sUperseded
bysection
5142 oftherevised
titlethat provides
for
a revolving
fund
for
payment
ofthe
expenses
oftheBureauofEngraving
andPrinting.
428,429.....................................
Obsolete.
Authorized
theSecretary
oftheTreasury
to issuegoldcertificates
for
goldcoinand
bullion
received
bytheTreasury
andprovided
thatthecoinandbullion
beheldfor
payment
of
thecertificates
ondemand.
Section
5117
ofthe revised
titleprovides
thatthose
certificates
outstanding
arecarried
as a publicdebtitem.Thetold heldassecurity
for
thecertificates
wascredited
asapublicdebtreceipt
bysection
3 oftheOldSeries
Currency
Adjustment
Act
(Pub.L 87-66, 75 Stat146).
430
................................................
Superseded.
Authorized
theSecretary
at theTreasury
to make
a superintendent
orassayera
depositary
to receive
goldcin enbullion
tarcertain
purposes.
Superseded
bysection
321of
therevised
titlethatprovides
thattheSecretary
maydelegate
anydutyorpewertoanofficer
or employee
oftheDepartment
oftheTreasury.
440..........................
Obslete. Retererces
to shorttitles
no longernecessary
because
ofthe restatement.
444(less
1st sentence
wordsbetween
Obsolete
andsuperseded
Provided
definitions
of iledStates", continentall
United
States",
2dand3dsemicolons).
and"penner"
in
Geld
Reserve
sections
xl 443)
1934Sections
)ch 6,483 and
3 and
Slat.
337)been
4the
thatrepealed.
ofthe
wereused
in
Act
(31.442Act
and
4 have
Also
provided
aneqoivalency
between
dollars
andgolduntilthePresident
changed
theweight
of
thegolddollar
under
section
43 attheEmergency
Farm
Mortgage
Actof1933(31:821).
The
authority
to change
that
weight
expired
onJune30,1943. The
equivalency
wassuperseded
by
section
2 oftheParValue
Modification
Act(31:449), thatwasrepealed
bysection
6 ofthe
BretonWoods
Agreements
Act(Pub.
L 94-564, 90Stat. 2661).
445
............................................................
Unnecessary.
Section
4 ofthebill contains
ageneral
separability
provlsie.
446..........................................................
Executed.
Repealed
all actsinconsistent
withthe GoldReserve
Actof1934(ch. 6,48 Stat.
340)
449b
..........................................................
Obsolete.
Provided
thattheincrease
in thevalue
ofgoldheldbytheUnited
States
because
of
thechange
in the parvalueofthedollarunder
section
2 oftheParValueModification
Act
(Pub.L 92-268, 86 Stat116),asamended,
bedeposited
in theTreasury.
Thatsection
was
repealed
bysection
6 oftheBreton
Woods
Agreements
Act(Pub.
L 94-564, 90Sat 2661),
449c.............
. ............................
Executed.
Stated
the sense
ofthe Congress
that thePresident
takeall appropriate
action
to
expedite
realization
oftheinternational
monetary
reform
noted
attheSmithsonian
onDec.18,
1971.
TheSmithsonian
reform
hasbeen
carried
out.
451-455,
457,459,460...............
Superseded.
.
Provided
thatvarious
coinsandcurrency
werelegaltender.
Superseded
bysection
5103oftherevised
titlethatprovides
thatUniodStalesGovernment
coinsandcurrency
are
legaltender.
461
............................................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor
31:376
and377-388o inthistable.
Superseded.
Provided
for
471
............................................................
the transferofthe duties
ofthe Division
ofPublic
Moneys
to the
BureauofAccounts
oftheFiscal
Service.
Superseded
bysection
321oftherevised
titlethat
transfers the functions
ofall officers,
emp
oyees,
an agencies
oftheDepartment
ofthe
Treasury
to theSecretary
oftheTreasury.
474...........................................................
Unnecessary.
Provided
thatpublicmoney
is subject
to thedraftoftheTreasurer.
Unnecessary
because
ofsection
3327oftherevised
title.
476...........................................................
Superseded.
Provided
that the Secretary
oftheTreasury
couldtransfer
duties
andfunctions
performed
before
May29 1920, assistant
treasurers
totheTreasurer
oftheUnited
States,
mintsor assay
offices
oftheUniedStates,
or Federal
reserve
banks
acting
asdepositaries.
321oftherevised
tifle
that transfers
thefunctions
ofall officers,
Superseded
bysection
employees,
andagencies
oftheDepartment
oftheTreasury
totheSecretary.
Executed.
Provided
tor
deposit
in Federal
reserve
banks
ofmoney
andbullion
constituting
trustor
477
...........................................................
special
fundsthat wererequired
tobe keptin Treasury
officesbefore
May29, 1920.
478............................................................
Unnecessary.
Prohibited
construing31.476,
477,and479todenytherightoftheSecretary
of
theTreasury
tousemember
banksofthe Federal
Reserve
System
asdepositaries
for
public
money.
Those
sections
areexecuted.
479.............................
inTreasury
buildings
usedbysubtreasuries
Executed.
Provided
that quarters andequipment
for
the
banks
actingasfiscalagents
to Federal
reserve
b assigned
May29, 1920,
before
United
States.
Superseded.
480
............................................................
Provided
for
deputies
to actin place
ofabsent
depesitaries.
Superseded
bysection
duties
oftheTreasury
maydelegate
thattheSecretary
321oftherevised
titlethatprovides
andpowers
toofficers
andemployees
oftheDepartment
oftheTreasury.
byreceivers
in several
cities
asdirected
bythe
Superseded.
Provided
for
deposit
ofpublicmoney
482
.........................................
. ...
Secretary
oftheTreasury
andthePostmaster
General.
Superseded
bysection
3302at the
revised
bileandbytitle39.
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Superseded.
Provided
fordeposit
of publicmoney
byUnited
States
attorneys,
31 483....
.................................................
marshals,
and
title
bysection
3302oftherevised
othes. Superseded

485.........................................
...Unnecessary.
Provided
for paying
intothe Treasury
receiptsfromprivate
messages
sentover

UnitedStates Government
telegraph
lines.Unnecessary
because
section
3302oftherevised
titleprovides
fordeposit
ofallmoneys
received.

Superseded.
Provided
for the deposit
of proceeds
of salesof Armymaterial
487(lst
Superseded
sentence)
.......................
by
7201-7854,
and9501-9840.
10:2208,
2210,
4501-4840,

Obsolete.
Provided
forthesaleofusedmaterial
487(lastsentence)
.................................
frommounted
unitsoftheNational
Guard.
There
arenolonger
anymounted
unitsoftheNational
Guard.

Obsolete.
Authorized
the Office
of Scientific
Research
andDevelopment
todispose
487a............................................
of scientific
andtechnical
equipment.
TheOffice
wasended
byExecutive
Order
No.9913,
Dec.26,1947.

Superseded.
Provided
forthedeposit
of proceeds
fromthesaleof surplus
4 8.......
....
....
........
.........
....................
cuttings
of material
to

thecreditof the appropriation
outof whichthe material
waspurchased.
Superseded
by
10:2208
and2210.

Expired.
Provided
for thename
andcharacter
"Johnny
Horizon"
andforabandonment
488b,
488b-1,488b-2
ofthe
............................
rights
in thename
andcharacter
after2years
of nonuse.

Superseded.
Provided
thatcertain
491.........................................
fees,fines,andotherrevenue
bepaidintotheTreasury
and

credited
proportionately
to the United
States
andthe Districtof Columbia.
Superseded
by
section
18oftheActofJune28,1944(ch.300,58Stat.533).

492-2
..........................
Superseded.
Provided
forstatements
ofexpenditures
bydisbursing
officials
acting
underthehead

ofeach
department.
Superseded
bychapters
33ad 35 oftherevised
title.

492d.........................................................
Superseded.
Provided
for payment
to indorsees
of Armyofficers'
payaccounts.
Superseded
by

section
3332oftherevised
title.

493b................
...
...
...............
.................
Superseded.
Provided
forpayment
of enlisted
menin places
without
paymaster.

section
3326oftherevised
tidleandtitle37.

Superseded
by

494............................
Superseded.
Provided
for theappointment
andliability
of actingdeputy
disbursing
officers
for

executive
departments,
bureaus,
andoffices
intheDistrict
ofColumbia.
Supersed bysection
3321oftherevised
titleandsection
2(b) ofthebilland28:569
and571.

495a......................
....
Superseded.
Provided
foruseofpublicmoney
byofficers
ofNay, Marine
Corps,
andCoast
Guard

for current
expenditures.
Superseded
by 31:493a,
as restated
in section
2(b)

ofthebill.
499....
.......................................................
Superseded.
Provided
for accounting
for disbursements
of fundsappropriated
to the Army.
Superseded
by 10:3014.

500.......................
.......
.....
......................
Superseded,
Provided
for paymentof pressing
obligations
by disbursing
officers
of the

Quartermaster
Corps,
the rdnance
Corps,
andtheCorps
of Engineers.
Superseded
by31:536538,as restated
in section
2(b) of the bill, andsection
3526of

the revised
title.
501............................................................
Superseded.
Provided
for the settlement
of transactions
of the ArmyCorps
of Engineers.

Superseded
bysections
9 and52 oftheActofJune4, 1920(ch.227,41Stat.766,
787).
Provided
for thesettlement
oftransactions
oftheArmySignal
Corps.
Superseded
by
sections
9
and
52
of
the
Act
of
June
4,
1920
(ch.
227,
41
Stat
766,
787).
503 _....................................
....................
Superseded.
Provided
for thesettlement
of transactions
of the United
States
Military
Academy
Superseded
bysections
9 and52 oftheActofJune4, 1920(h. 227,41Sat. 766,787)
504............................................................
Superseded.
Provided
for the settlement
of transactions
of the ArmyMedical
Dteartment.
Superseded
by
sections
9 and52 oftheActofJune4,1920(ch.227,41 Stat766,787).
504a .............................................
............
Executed.
Validated
payments
made
before
May15, 1936,
to reserve
officers
promoted
while
on
active
duty.
504b.............................
...........................
Superseded.
Provided
for validation
of payments
to reserve
officers
on activedutyforrental
allowances.
Superseded
by37:403.
523.........................
.........
|..........
...
.......
Superseded.
Provided
for transfer
of deposits
of the Postal
Service.
Superseded
bytitle39.
524.............................
..............................
Superseded.
Provided
forseparate
accounts
fordeposits
ofthePostal
Service.
Superseded
bytile
39.
528(h) .....................................
....
......
Superseded.
Provided
for the Secretary
of the Treasury
to delegate
authority
Superseded
by
section
321of therevised
titlethat provides
that theSecretary
maydelegate
duties
and
powers
toofficers
andemployees
oftheDepartment
oftheTreasury.
529h..........................................................
Obsolete.
Authorized
theOffice
ofScientific
Research
andDevelopment
toenter
intocontracts
for
payments
inadvance
ofrendition
ofservices.
TheOffice
wastater
abolished.
543...........................................
_.............
. Obsolete.
Provided
forexchange
offundsforgold,silver,United
States
notes,
andnational
bank
notes.
Those
kindsofmetals
andcurrency
arenolonger
used.
546..........................................................
Superseded.
Provided
fordisbursement
ofmoney
forconstruction
ofbuildings
under
control
ofthe
Department
of
the
Treasury.
Superseded
by
40:ch.
12.
554............................................................
Superseded.
Provided
thatan account
ofthecostofmoving
a public
officebecause
of sickness
besubmitted
toCongress.
Superseded
bychapter
11ofthe revised
title.
583(17), J19) ................
.........................
Obsolete.
Provided
thattheSecretary
of Commerce
andLabor
submit
to Congress
estimates
of
compensation
forshipping
commissioners
andexpenses
of theSteamboat
Inspection
Sesece.
Reorganization
PlanNo.3 of 1946(eff.July16,1946,
60 Stat.1097)abolished
shipping
commissioners
andtheBureau
of Marine
Inspection
andNavigation
intowhich
theSteamot
Inspection
Service
hadbeen
consolidated.
583(27) ...........................
.........................
Obsolete.
Provided
forexpenses
of theUnited
States
Employees'
Compensation
Commission.
That
Commission
wasabolished
bysection
3 ofReorganization
PlanNo.2 of 1946(eff.July
16,
1946,
60
Stat.
1095).
624.........................................
................. Superseded.
Provided
thattheOfficeof Management
andBudget
annex
certainstatements
to
appropriation
estimates
forthepublicservice.
Superseded
bysection
1104
oftherevised
title
that provides
that the President
shallprescribe
the
contents
of
proposed
appropriations.
631...............................................
.............
Obsolete.
Provided
thattheSecretaries
of theArmyandNavy
requisition
money.
Requisitions
are
nowmade
bytheSecretary
oftheTreasury.
634...............
..................
.........................
Superseded.
Provided
thattheSecretary
ofthe Navy
shallcontrol
andspendappropriations
for
expenses
of the Nay andthat appropriations
of eachbureau
should
be keptseparate.
Superseded
by10:5031,
ch.507,and5132.
6341h
..........................................
................
Executed.
Provided
that31:634a
wasapplicable
toappropriations
oftheDepartment
of Defense.
Thetextof 31:634a
wasrepealed
bysection
3(b)oftheActofJuly15,1954(ch.509,
68
Stat.483).
502...........................
................................
Superseded.
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until
Executed.
Provided
thatappropriations
fortheBureau
of Yards
andDocks
wereavailable
...........
.........
ofthe
to theSecretary
andtransferred
wereabolished
L Thefunctionsatthe Bureau
ofMar.9,1966.
Order
Reorganization
of Defense
byDepartment
Navy
could
fortheNavy
material
orordnance
forordnance
appropriated
thatmoney
Provided
.. Obsolete.
_..............................
.................
638
toanother
be transferred
could
material
butthatobsolescent
purpose
notbeusedforanother
and
Property
the
Federal
and
title
Thetextof ch.17 ofthe revised
or department,
bureau
obsolete.
thissection
Actof 1949(ch. 288,63 Stat.377)makes
Services
Administrative
......
...
..Superseded.
..
.....
............
...
640....................
by10:2208.
fond".Superseded
andsmall-stores
a "Clothing
Established
proceeds.
withcertain
ftnd be credited
andsmall-stores
thatthe clothing
Provided
. . Superseded.
..........................
640a ..................
by10:2208.
Superseded
fund
small-stores
and
the
clothing
and
1940,
thatforfiscalyears1938,1939,
Provided
....Expired.
..........................
840b
to aviation
made
andsmallstores
ofclothing
ofallissues
withthevalue
wasto becharged
and
to
officers
paid
gratuity
andtheuniform
Reserve
menof theNaval
andenlisted
cadets
Reserve.
oftheNaval
cadets
aviation
by 10:2208.
642... ................................ .. .. ............ Superseded.
Superseded
Account".
Supply
the"Naval
Established
by10:2208.
Superseded
fundoftheNavy.
working
special
a permanent
Established
Superseded.
643
.................................
by10.2208.
Superseded
stockfund.
a naval
Established
644............................
Superseded.
to
be
charged
catalogue
stock
644a. ........................................ .... .... . Superseded.
standard
a Federal
thatthecostof printing
Provided
by10:2208.
Superseded
Fund".
Stock
the"Naval
10:2208.
by
fix prices.Superseded
oftheNavy
General
thatthePaymaster
Provided
645.............................. Superseded.
..
...
.. Superseded.
by 80:2208.
..
...........
.....
Superseded
646...........................
of overhead.
forthecharging
Provided
in the costof work.
charges
of directandindirect
for the inclusion
647...........................
Provided
Superseded.
by10:2208.
Superseded
by
Covered
for the SignalCorps.
to makedisbursements
authority
Provided
. .. Superseded,
..........................................
651
2(b) ofthebill.
insection
10:2777(a), asrestated
for
Act
sf
an
4b
by
section
Superseded
Point.
West
pay
at
duty
extra
Prohibited
Superseded.
.....................................
652
andforotherpurposes
defense,
forthe national
provision
effectual
furtherandmore
making
4, 1920(ch.227,41
4 of theActof June
cb. £34,39 Stat. 166),as addedby section
Stat. 761).
of Armyofficers,
expense
defray
to
used
not
be
could
thatappropriations
653...........................................................
Provided
Obsolete.
oftheSecretary
exceptbypermission
races
o horse
or horsesin horseshows
enlistedmen,
applies.
provision
the
to
which
units
cavalry
are
no
There
States.
oftheArmyin theUnited
by
of the Army.Superseded
for support
a useforfundsappropriated
. Superseded.
Provided
............................................
654....
10:4531(5) and9531(5).
for
in workfromappropriations
needed
charges
transportation
torfunding
Provided
656
.......................... Unnecessary.
in the
andareincluded
to workperformed
areincidental
charges
thework.Transportation
request.
appropriations
or material
forlabor
658............................................................
an expense
couldcharge
thatthe Chiefof Ordnance
Provided
Obsolete.
by
wasabolished
TheChiefof Ordnance
theoperation.
authorizing
anappropriation
against
of Jan.10, 1962(see10:3036(note ), and
ofDeense organization Order
Department
funds
of
working-capita
out
funded
are
operations
industrial
Defense
of
Department
10:2200.
under
established
underany
procured
couldusematerial
659...............................
that the Chiefof Ordnance
Provided
Obsolete.
Reorganization
of Defense
byDepartment
wasabolished
TheChiefofOrdnance
appropriation.
Industrial
of Defense
and Department
Orderof Jan.10, 1962(see10:3036(note)),
10:2208.
under
established
funds
outofworking-capital
arefunded
Operations
couldbe usedto defraythe
Corps
of the Ordnance
that appropriations
Provided
Obsolete
660..............................
TheChiefof
or bureaus.
departments
for otherexecutive
stores
expensesof procuring
ofJan.10,1962(see
Order
Reorganization
ofDefense
byDepartment
wasabolished
Ordnance
ofworkingout
are
funded
operations
industrial
of
Defense
Department
10:3036(note)), and
10:2208.
under
established
funds
capital
forcourts.
supplies
for
expenditures
direct
would
General
Attorney
the
that
Provided
Superseded.
663...........................
by28604.
Superseded
not
beused
could
officers
judicial
of
certain
forsalaries
thatappropriations
Provided
Superseded.
......................
663a
by5:ch.55.
Superseded
farotherpurposes.
fiscalyears1923-1928,
during
topurchase,
oftheTreasury
theSecretary
Authorized
Executed.
667
...........................
ofappropriations.
in advance
buildings
fuelforpublic
1501of therevised
bysection
Superseded
forlighthouses.
appropriations
Provided
Superseded.
685...........................

.....
31 635

title.

bysection
Superseded
fromtheNavy.
orservices
of materials
forpayment
Provided
Superseded.
686a .............................
title.
1735oftherevised
family
excess
handling
of
proceeds
the
from
received
funds
of
depsit
for
Provided
Executed.
...........................
700c
ofDefense.
oftheDepartment
thejurisdiction
under
housing
1954
before
years
fiscal
for
appropriations
under
arising
claims
for
payment
Authorized
Executed.
704..........................
and
stores
clothing,
fromsalesof materials,
of proceeds
fordisposition
Provided
720..........................Superseded.
2210.
and
10:2208
by
Superseded
hospitals.
marine
of
or
sales
andfromtheleasing
supplies
permanent
of actsthat provided
July 1, 1935,portions
Repealed,effective
Executed.
725.............................................
accounts.
appropriation
forstated
appropriations
Superseded
Office,
Trademark
and
Patent
the
of
account
the
to
credit
for
Provided
Superseded.
.....
..
..........................
725e
and1518.
by15:1511
or July1,1935,
Fund,Army"account
of the"Recreation
fortheabolition
Provided
Executed.
.. ....
...........
.............
725g
anappropriation
andauthorized
in theTreasury,
oftheaccount
of thebalance
andthedeposit
ofwar.
intheevent
by
Superseded
of theHomeLoanBankBoard,
andexpenses
forsalaries
Provided
725j.......................... Superseded.
12:1439.
fortheaccount
under34.530thatprovided
classified
formerly
provisions
Repealed
Executed.
.............................
725n
Navy".
material,
"Reserve
as
bedeposited
Navy
the
of
agents
fiscal
London
the
with
amounts
that
Provided
Obsolete
..................
.......
725o
Seeentryfor34:594
fiscalagents
London
employs
nolonger
TheNavy
receipts.
misellaneous
oftitles10and32.
in table2Aofrevision
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31 725p(less
(a) (last sentence))
................ Superseded.
Established
a "Unclaimed
Moneys
of Individuals
Whose
Whereabouts
AreUnknown"
trust fnd. Appropriation
accounts
thatwereabolished
are nowfundedundersection
1522of
therevised
title.
725q(less(a)(last sentence))
.................Superseded.
Established
a "Refundof MoneysErroneously
Received
and Covered"account
Appropriation
accounts
for refundof certainmoneys
are nowfunded undersection1522and
24 ot the revised
title.
725u..........................................................
Executed.
Repealed
the 2d provisoon p. 395 of the Act of Aug. 18, 1894 (43:863).
Superseded.Providedfor the depositof moneyin or payable
.....
...............
725v(a)...............
to a UnitedStates
courtregistry.
Supersededby ch. 129of title 28.
725x..........................................................
Executed.
Provided
that the Act of June26, 1934 ch. 756, 48 Stat. 1224),shouldnot be
construed
to amend
existingauthorizations
for appropriations.
725y. ............................................
ExecutedProvided
for the repealof actsinconsistent
with theAct of June30, 1934(ch. 756,
48 Stat. 1224).
..........................................
725z ....
.........
Obsolete.References
to short titles are no longernecessary
because
of the restatement.
Executed.
Provided
that the President
734c...........................
couldsell or leasesilveruntil6 monthsaftertheendof
WorldWarII.
741..................
...............................
Superseded.
Provided
that the Secretary
of the Treasury
couldusesurplusmoney
to purchase
or
redeem
UnitedStatesbonds.
Superseded
bysection
3110 of the revised
title.
743 . .. ..........
...............................
Obsolete.
Providedthat 2-percent
bondsof the UnitedStatesauthorized
by section8 of the
Panama
CanalAct of 102 ch. 1302, 32 Stat 484) hadthe samerightsandprivileges
as
other2-percent
bondsof theUnitedStates.
744 ...........................................................
Obsolete.
Provided
that bondsissuedunderauthority
of section8 of the Panama
CanalAct of
1902 ch. 1302,32 Stat.484) wereredeemable
10 yearsafter issueandpayable
30 years
afterissue.
745.......................................
Provided
.... Obsolete.
thatbondsissuedunderauthority
of section39 of the Payne-Adrich
Tarf Act
of 1909 (ch. 6, 36 Stat.117) werepayable
within50 yearsafterissueasthe Secretary
of
theTreasury
advised.
746............._. . . ... ........ ... ............ Superseded.
Provided
thatbondsissued
underparagraph
1 of sectionI of the FirstLibertyBond
Act (ch. 4, 40 Stat. 35) weresubjectto conditions
prescribed
by the Secretary
of the
Treasury
and wereexemptfrom taxes.Theauthorityto issuebondsundersection1 was
superseded
by sections
1 and11 of the Second
LibertyBondAct (ch. 56, 40 Stat.288,
292).
748a..................
............
.......................
Executed.
Exempted
certainbondsfromtaxes for 2-5 yearsfromJan.1, 1921.
749....
......
...
...........................
...
..... Executed.
Exempted
bondsfromsurtaxesfor 5 yearsfromJuly2, 1921.
750 .................................
.......
.........
Superseded.
Provided
that bonds,notes,andcertificates
of indebtedness
beneficially
owned
bya
nonresidentalien are exemptfrom tax. Superseded
by section3124 of the revisedtitle.
751 ........................................
.........
Obsolete.
Provided
that certainbondspayable
in 1904,1907,or 1908,couldbe exchanged
for
UnitedStatesbonds
payable
30 yearsafterthe dateof issue.
752a .........
..............................
.......Executed.
Provided
that4-percent
bondspresentedfor conversion
between
July2, 1918,andthe
endof the 8-month
conversion
periodthe Secretaryof theTreasury
prescribed
weredeemed
to
havebeenconverted
onthe lastpayment
datebefore
presentation.
755.................................
...........................
Expired.
Provided
that theSecretary
of theTreasury
couldborrowmoney
andissuecertificates
of
indebtedness.
Theauthoritywas endedby section2(b) (2) of the PublicDebtAct of 1941
(ch.
7,
55
Stat.
7).
755a ........
..................
...
..................
Executed.
Authorized
the depositin banksof proceeds
fromthe saleof bondsunderthe First
LibertyBondAct (ch. 4, 40 Stat.35).
756.............................................
..............
Expired.
Provided
that theSecretary
of theTreasury
couldborrowmoney
andissuecertificates
of
indebtedness.
Theauthoritywas endedby section2(b)(1) of the PublicDebtAct of 1941
(ch. 7, 55 Stat.7)
757 ...
...............
........................
......
Expired.
Provided
for the issuance
of certainobligations.
The authority
was endedby section
2(b)(3) of the PublicDebtAct of 1941(ch. 7, 55 Stat.7).
757c(f) .......................
.........................
... Expired.
Provided
that an originalissueof bondsundersection10 of theAct of June25, 1910
(ch. 386, 36 Stat.817), couldnotbe madeafterJuly1, 1935,
757c(g)- ......
............
.....
. .............
. Superseded.
Provided
that employees
of the UnitedStatesPostalService
performfiscalagency
761a..................................
services
ornreuest
of the Secretaryof the Treasury.
Superseded
by39:410.
Executed.
limitedthe indefinite
appropriation
for the expense
of issuingobligations
during1941,
1942,and1943.
762.....................
...
..................................
Executed.
Provided
thatthe Secretary
of theTreasury
couldadvance
money
to the United
States
PostalService
to meetexpenses
relatedto war-savings
andthrift stamps.
763..................
.....................
..........
Executed.
Provided
an
extension
for
converting
bonds
of
the
first
and
second
Liberty
loans.
764 ....................
................
.............
Executed.
Provided
for the issuance
of bondsonexchangeor transferof certainbonds,
andfor
the
use
of
proceeds
of
bonds
authorized
by
the
First
iberty
Bond
Act
(ch.
4,
40
Stat.
35).
767a ...............
....
...............
..........
Obsolete.
Provided
an authorization
for an addtional appropriation
forthe sinkingfundestablished
ordersection6 of the VictoryLibertyLeanAct (ch. 100, 40 Stat. 1311) equalto 2.5
percent
of expernditures
made,out of apprpriationsmadeor authorized
in title III of the
Cmengency
ReliefandConstruction
Act of July21 1932 (ch. 520,47 Stat.709) thathas
expired
or
been
repealed
by the Act of Au . 27, 1958 (Pub.L 85-767, 72 Stat 885).
769 .......
...
..........
..............
................
Superseded.Provided
an exemption
fromUnite StatesGovernmenttaxes on,andappropriated
moneyfor theexpense
of issuing,certainobligations.
Superseded
bysections
3124and3129
of
the
revised
title,
770 ..............
.............
.............
... Obsolete.
Provided
that bondsissuedundersection39 of the Payne-Aldrich
TariffAct of 1909
(ch. 6, 36 Stat. 117) werenot receivable
as securityfor national
bankcirculating
notes.
773 ...................
...
..........
...........
Superseded.
Provided
that employees
of the UnitedStatesPostalService
wouldperformcertain
dutiesrelatedto bonds,certificates,
or war-savings
certificatesfor the Secretary
of the
Treasury.
Superseded
by 39:410.
774 ....
......
........
..
...........
..
.................
Obsolete.References
to short titles are no longer necessary
becauseof the restatement
823 ... ...............
...........
....
..
.........
Executed.
Provided
thatfor 6 monthsafter May12 1933,the President
could
acceptsilveras
payment
of
a
debt
due
the
United
States
from
foreign
governments.
824 ..........
...........
.. ........ Executed
Provided
thatall actions,regulations,
rules,orders,andproclamations
the President
or
the Secnetary
of the Treasury
took,promulfated,
made,or issued
beforeJan.30, 1934,under
the Actof March9, 1933(ch. 1, 48 Sta. 1), or undersection
43 or 45 of theEmergency
FarmMortgage
Act of 1933 (31:821and 823) wereapproved,
ratified,andconfirm.
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4

-4

ExecutedProvided
that it was the policyof Congress
to bringGovernment
corporations
under
scrutinyandprovidefinancialcontrolof Government
corporations,
andthispolicyis carriedot
by the source
provisions
restated
as chapter91 of the revised
title.
869
(b)............................
Executed Providedtor the terminationby June30, 1948,of all wholly ownedGovernment
corporations
createdby or under the lawsof a State,Territory,or possession
of the United
States,a politicalsubdivision
of a State,Territory,or possession,or the Districtof Columbia
Executed
Prohibited
whollyownedGovernment
corporations
fromusingfundsduringfiscalyears
871
....... ...........
1952 and1953to purchase
orconstruct,
ormakeloansto purchase
or construct,
an office
buildingin Washington,
D.C.,primarilyfor useby a department,
agency,
or corporation
owned
by the UnitedStatesGovernment.
912
....
................
...
Executed
Requiredthe Secretary
of theTreasury
to transferto thegeneral
fund of theTreasury
as a publicdebtreceiptgold andsilverdollarsheldas securityfor certaincurrency
issued
beforeJan.30, 1934
Executed.
Authorized
the Federal
Reserve
Boardto requireany Federal
Reserve
Bankto paythe
913......................
. ......
.......
Secretary
of the Treasury,
to be creditedas a publicdebt receipt,amounts
equalto the
outstanding
FederalReserve
notesof series priorto 1928issuedto the Bank.
Expired.
Provided
for
exemptions
from
the
antitrust
laws,
through
June
30,
1969,
to assistin
931-937........
safeguardingthe balance
of payments
position
of the UnitedStates
Superseded
Provided
that the Secretary
of the Treasury
maydelegate
to an Assistant
Secretary
1008
authorityto signwarrants.Superseded
by section
321 of the revised
title thatprovides
that
the Secretary
maydelegate
dutiesandpowers
to officersandemployees
of the Department
of
theTreasury
Provided
that the General
Counsel
of the Departmentof the Treasuryshallhave
lOlO(relatedto books,papers,and re- Superseded.
chargeof certainhooks,papers,
andrecordsSuperseded
cords)
by section321of the revised
title
that transfers
the functions
of all officersof the Department
to theSecretary
of the Treasury
andby section301 of the revisedtitle that providesthatthe Secretary
is the head of the
Department
1015 ...
........
..........
.....
.....Superseded.
Authorized
the deputydisbursing
clerk to signchecksand imposedliabilityfor
officialmisconduct
Superseded
by section321 of the revisedtitle thattransfers
the functions
of officers,employees,
andagencies
of the Department
of the Treasury
to the Secretary
of the
Treasury
and providesthat the Secretary
may delegate
dutiesand powersto officersand
employees
of theDepartment
of theTreasury.
1019.........
.......
.........
............
.... .. Superseded.
Provided
for a Divisionof Bookkeeping
andWarrantsin the Bureau
of Government
FinancialOperations
of the FiscalService
in the Department
of the TreasurySection
1(a) (1)
and(3) of Reergaizatron PlanNo.3 of 1940(eff.June30,1940,54 Stat.1231)abolished
the Divisionof Bookkeeping
and Warrants
by consolidating
the functions
of the Divisionof
Bookkeeping
and Accountsinto the Bureauof Accountsto be administered
by the
Commissioner
of Accounts.
1020-1... ..........
Executed.
Provided
for convertingfiscalyear references
in existinglawsrelatedto the Senate
1020a ....
...
...
.....
......
...
.. ..... Executed.Providedfor convertingfiscal year references
in authorizing
appropriations
laws.
1021 ...
...
.......
...
....
......
....
. ..
. . Superseded.
Providedthat the Secretaryof the Treasurymay placecontrolof certain
appropriations
underofficersthe Secretary
determines
properor necessary
Superseded
by
section321 of the revisedtitle that provides
that the Secretary
maydelegate
dutiesand
powersto officersandemployees
of the Department
of theTreasury.
1022
......
...
.........
... ..... .. Superseded.
thatamounts
expended
for accounting
of coofnigent
expenses
andrequired
Provided
be necessary
and proper.
Superseded
by section
3528 of the revisedtitle thatprovides
that
of vouchers
andthe legalityof the proposed
certifyingofficialsare responsiblefor correctness
payment.
1025
............
. .. .. . . . . Superseded.
Providedfor expenditures
for furnitureand repairsfor the Department
of the
for procurement
of property
for the United
by 40:ch.10 that provides
Treasury.
Superseded
States
Government.
1052(k)
.
undersubchapter
II of chapter53 of
Provided
that the contents
of reportsrequired
Unnecessary
andrepresentations
in matterswithinthe jurisdictionof an
the revisedtitle are statements
unlessotherwise
agencyof the UnitedStatesfor purposes
of 18 1001 Section1001applies
provided.
1060 ...........
.......................
Superseded
by 18 6002,
Provided
immunityfor witnesses.
Superseded
II
undersubchapter
Provided
that 5ch 5, subchIland ch 7 applyto proceedings
Unnecessary
1062.
of chapter53 of the revisedtitle Theprovsionsof ch. 5, subch.It andch. 7 applyunless
otherwise
provided
of the Treasury,
of theSecretary
andresponsibilities
Provided
that existingauthorities
1156..
Executed
undercertain
General
andBudget,andthe Comptroller
Directorof theOfficeof Management
lawswereto be preserved
of
experiences
on
the
Congress
to
report
ofthe Treasury
that the Secretary
Provided
Executed
1203
sections 3531and9302of the
branchof the Governmeitunder
of theexecutive
agencies
1972
revisedtitle foreachof the 5 fiscalyearsthatbeganafterJune6,
Providedthat suretybondseffectiveon June 6, 1972, and all rights and
Unnecessary
1204....
on thosebonds,remainin effect Section5(b) of the bill containsa general
respensbltres
savings
provision.
TrustFund
FiscalAssistance
appropriationsto theSlateandLocalGovernment
ExecutedProvided
1224(b)
endingbeforeJanuay 1,1 977
tonperiods
endingbeforeOctober
In settlement periods
allocations
for certainadditional
Provided
Executed.
1225(c)
1,1980
to section108(e)of theStateandLocalFiscalAssistance
a cross-reference
TechnicalProvided
1226(c)
becauseof the restatement
Act of 1972(31 1227(e)) thatis unnecessary
Executed
Provided
for entitlement
periodsending
beforeOctober
1,190
1261(b)(1)-(7)
31,
afterDecember
to regulationsprescribed
11
applies
subch
ch
5,
that
5
Provided
Unnecessary.
1262(b) ...............
provided
of 5 ch. 5, subchII applyunlessotherwise
1972 Theprovisions
to
report
a
to
submit
Relations
on
Intergovernmental
Commission
Advisory
the
Directed
Executed.
1265
........
..........
was madeavailable.
not later than3 yearsafteran appropriation
andCongress
the President
United
of
the
the
Treasury
in
Fund
Financing
Seasonal
York
City
New
a
Established
Executed.
1501-1510
...
.....
to makeloansto New YorkCitybefore
of the Treasury
the Secretary
Statesandauthorized
duly1, 1978

31 841..................
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TABLE 2A-UNITED STATES
United
States
Code
Section

Tile

3111702.

ETplanat
ion

Unnecessary.
Provided
for collecting
andsending
information
on UnitedStates
Government
Information
Act
5 and6 oftheFederal
Program
assistance
programs
under
sections
domestic
of
becauseof therestatement
is no longernecessary
and1705).
Theprovision
(31:1704
title.
sections
5 and6 ntherevsed
of
of the Department
books,andrecords
for the transfer
of personnel,
Executed.
Provided
1706 . . . ...
.................................
of
Retrieval
System
to theOffice
Assistance
Programs
Agriculture
related
to the Federal
andBudget.
Management
committees
of Congress
notlaterthan
bereported
to certain
Executed.
Provided
thata study
507..............................................
February
3, 1980.
Cooperation
Actof 1968
the purpose
of titleIII of the Intergovernmental
Executed.
Stated
......
...............
4221.................................
oftheAct.
thatwascarried
outbytheenactment
(31:4221-4224),
Cooperation
Actof 1968(42:4201thatnothing
in the Intergovernmental
Unnecessary.
Provided
4244
.......................................................
ofCongress.
thejurisdiction
ofcommittees
beconstrued
tochange
4244)could
3, 1942,and
Order
No. 9250,October
for the rescission
of Executive
Provided
...Executed
964a....
.....
...
..................................
4
withsection
27, 1942,
tothe extent
theywereinconsistent
Regulation
No.4001.9,
October
inflation,
Control
Actof 1942,
to aidinpreventing
theEmergency
Price
ofan Acttoamend
(50app.964).
purposes
andforother
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Chapter
or
Public
Law

June20...

Statutes
at
Lage

Section

UnitedStatesCode
Section

VolumePage

Superseded.
Established
an assayoffice
by
Superseded
Montana.
at Helena,
section5131of the revisedtitle
of
offices
assay
the
for
providing
the Bureauofthe Mint.
reopeinp
the
for
Provided
Superseded.
Louisi
of the mint at NewOrleans,
by section5131of
Superseded
ara.
for the
therevisedtitle providing
mints of the Bureauof the Mist
that thesectiondid
Executed.Provided
not apply to certainunexpended
that certain
balancesandexpenses,
contractswould be fulfilled, and
of the Treasury
that the Secretary
to Congresson approwouldreport
to be re-appropriated
priations
See note for 31370 in
Superseded
table2A.

pax under
1(4th
headng Mintat
Denver,Colorado")
5(words after10th
comma).

...
22....
June

181 2021311370.

1875
Jan14..........

181 296 . .
aftercomma).
2(words
on p.319)
(lthpar.

fortheoffices
2)pars.
of theAuditors).

1876
1(wordsafterlast
July
22...............
semicolon).
1877
par.on p
complete
(3d
27.......
Feb.
249).
par on
(4th complete
p.249).

18 296 31 333.......
18 319 31 286...........

18 397

...
31 44(note)

19 215

31 407..

19 249

31 349

19 249

31 286.

par on
5th complete
p.249).
par.on
complete
(6th
p.249).
on
par.
complete
(11th
p.249).

par.on
(13th complete
p.249).

sentence)

19 1 249

3 ..............

June
8...............
.
June19 ...........
1st
par. less
1(last
sentence words
semicolon
lst
before
"Mint
underheading
at Denver,
Colorado").

1U

-

29

26 ..

-

that the Secretary
Executed,Provided
coinsof
coinsilver
of the Treasury
and fifty centsto
ten, twenty-five,
currency.
replacefractional
Seenotefor 31:333in table
Obsolete
2A.
section3561 of
Amended
Executed
(31:286),that
the Resed Statutes
was repealedby section3)0) of
the Act of July 11,1962(Pub.L
87-534, 76 Stat.156).
for 6 deputyaudi
Provided
Obsolete
of the 6 deputy
tons.The positions
by section
auditorswereabolished
S(lastpar underheading'Officeof
of the
of the Treasury")
Comptroller
Act of Mar 4, 1911(ch 237, 36
Stat.1190).
Seenotefor 31407in table
Obsolete.
2A.

1878
Feb28 ............

4.............. ........ ...... .....

Explanation

1 . 1............

20

102 31 430.........

20

192

31 359.... ... .

See note for 31:349in
Superseded
table 2A.
section3561 of
Amended
Executed.
that
(31:286),
Statutes
the Revised
by section3() Of
was repealed
11, 1962 (Pub.L
the Act of July
76 Stat 156)
87-534,
Seenotefor31,374and375
Obsolete,
in table2A.
Seenote for 31:487(lst
Superseded.
in table2A.
sentence)
section3672 of
Amended
Executed.
Statutes,that was suthe Revised
6 of the Act of
by section
perseded
une25, 1910 (31.625).Section6
by section
of thatAct wasrepealed
1(17) of theAct of May29,1928
901, 45 Stat.987).
(ch.
See note for 31:720in
Superseded,
table2A.
that thePresident
Provrded
Executed
to adopta
call a conference
commonratio betweengold and
silver.
See note for 31:405 in
Superseded.
table2A.
alllawsinconsistRepealed
Executed.
entwith this Act.
See note for 31.430in
Superseded
table2A.
See note for
andsuperseded
Obsolete
31:359 in table2A
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Date

Chapter
Ppublic

w

Section

at
Statutes
Large

volu

United
States
Cede
te

1879
Feb14 .......

Explanation

Section

31 640....................
...............
I Unneces
ary.Seenotefar 3t:640in
table

(2d par.wordsafter
tstsemicolonunder
heading
"Bureauof
Provisions
and
Clothing").
June9 ............ 1, 2.......................... . ..

3 J37,338
.......................
Superseded.Seenote for 31:337and
338in table2A.

3..... ... .. . ....................

Jt

459.........
...................
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:451-455,
457, 459, and 460 in table2A

4........................... .. .

31 337(note)
.................................
Executed.Repled all lawsin conflict

3(last sentence
words
after
semicolon).

at 407.........................................
Obsolete.Seenotefor31:407intable

with
the Act ofJune9, 1879(ch.
12, 21 Stat. 7).

June21.............

2A.

1881
Feb.I ................

Superseded.
Established
an assayoffice
at St. Louis,Missouri.Superseded
..
. .....
7..
.......
......
........... bysection5131of the revised
title
providingfor the assayofficesof
theBureau
of the Mint.
30 7 ...........................
...
.......
Superseded.
See note for 31:741in
table2A.

Mar.3
1882
May26..............

Seenotefor31.326in table
31 482
..........................
..
.......
..
. Obsolete.
2A.
Unnecessary
andsupersededSeenote
...
.......................................
3 1489
for 31:148in table2A.
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:428
and429
in table2A.
Obsolete, Providedthat unexpended
balances
of the permanent
andinfor collecting
3 34
9...........
....................
......
_ definiteappropriations
..
revenuefromcustoms
thatremained
on the booksfor 2 fiscal years
..
...
... .....
....
................................
wouldbe deposited
in the Treasury.
Thepermanent
andindefinite
appropriationshavebeenrepealed.
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:373in table
2k

June22............
July12.........

12..................

Aug.5..............

5(1st sentence)
..........

Aug.7................

1(6th complete
par.on
p. 312).

1883
Mar.3................

(2dproviso
onp.616)..

1884
July5.................

Unnecessary.
See notefor 31:485in
31485......................
...
....
...........
table2k.

(last
par.)
....................

Superseded.
See note for 31:499in
31 499....
............................
..
... table2A.

1886
Mar.31..........
1887
Mar.3.............
1889
Mar.2.

Obsolete
andsuperseded.Seenotefor
31:144 in table 2A.

at 405
..................
..........

(last
par.under
heading
"Engraving
andPrinting")
1(par.under heading
"VaultSforStorage
ofSilver")

Superseded.
See note for 31:405in
table2A.

335
(note)
......................
251955

1890
June
30............ ()st par.last
sentence
261 197
under heading
"Bureauof
Provisions
and
Clothing").
July14...............
1,4.....................
2891.

2(1st sentence
words
afterlast semicolon).
2)1st sentence
words
between
next-to-last
semicolon
and11th

comma).

2~ 2

use of the silver
Obsolete.Prohibited
of
profit fundto pay expenses
transportingstandardsilverdollars
fromthemintsor thesub-treasuries
to the Treasury.
The Secretary
no
longerhas authorityto mint and
issuestandardsilverdollars.
640....................
Unnecessary.Seenotefor 31640 in
table2A.

Executed.Provided
for thepurchase
of
silverbullionandissuanceof Treasfor the pururynotes in payment
chase.Thosenotes are redeemed
andcanceled
under section
5117of
therevised
title.
145............................................
See note for 12:145 in
Superseded.
table2A.
410............................................
Superseded.
See note for 12:145 in
table2A.
453.......................
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:451-455,
457, 459, and 460 intable2A.

TABLE 2B-STATUTES ATLARGE-Continued
Statutes
at
Large

Section
1890

26

last
6)words before
semicolon).
6)words afterlast
semicolon).

289

26 289
26 290

....
...
.._...
7 ............

under
proviso
1(3d
30..............
Aug.
"Pay").
heading
26...........
Sept
..

Superseded.
See note for 31:412 in
table2A.
section1(2d senRepealed
Executed.
tence)of theAct of Feb.28, 1878
(ch 20, 20 Stat.25).
See note for 12:122(words
Executed.
122(words
before
last
beforelast semicolon)in table 2A.
semicolon)
for
note
Superseded. See
122(words afterlast
12 122(words afterlast semicolon)
semicolon).
in table2A.
an effectivedate
ExecutedProvrded
Act.
forthis
for 31:651in
note
See
Superseded.
...
..........
...
5..........
table2A.
in table
31.323
for
note
See
Obsolete.
.....
..............
323 ......
2A.
..
....... ..
...............
I2
inconsistent
laws
Executed.Repealed
with this Act.

31 1412..

1891

heading
(par.under
24..............
Feb.
Telegraph
"Military
Lines").
1st parwords
3................
Mar.
and2d
tst
between
under
semicolons
of
"Auditor
heading
forthe
theTreasury
Office
Post
Department").

1892
July16..............

Explanation

Section

3 ...........................
.......
3.................
26 I289

3.......... ..

United
States
Code

See note for 31:651 in
Superseded.

26 1 7791 311651...............................
table2A.

3................26 948 31 26

that the auditor
Provided
Superseded
for the Post Office Department
the deputyauditor
could designate
to
for the PostOfficeDepartment
signlettersandpapers in the name
by
secSuperseded
auditor
of the
tion 3 of theDockeryAct (ch. 174,
28 Stat.205).
Seenotefor 31326 in table
Obsolete.
2A.

immediately
81(par.

See notefor 3197 in table
Obsolete.

1893

beforeheading
"tbird Auditor').

Feb.22......

onp.479)
proviso
(2d

92o8 31 44(note)

27 194 38 97.

27 479
4

Nov.8................

28

1894
Mar.29............... 49 5 ...........

28

47

28

2061

July31............... 174 5(1st par) ....

2A.

31 493b
31 ..........
3 1

6..........................
pars.)
38 72(1st-4th,
designated
7(pars.
"First" "Seord",
"Third', "Fourth",
for
"Fifth" providing
examinationof
accounts).
7(pars. repealing
275).
§§273,
par.proviso,2d
8(1st
par., 3dpar.less 1st
wordsafter
sentence
5th par).
semicolon,

2 ...........
I
8(lastpar.)
....................281 2081

....

Superseded.Seenote for 31:493bin
tuble2A.
See note for 31:311in
Superseded
table2A
laws inconsistent
Repealed
Executed.
with thisAct.
Superseded,Providedthat the Comptroller of the Treasuryshall prescribethe formsfor keepingand
rendering public accounts,except
those relating to postalrevenues
by ch.
Superseded
andexpenditures,
title.
35 oftherevised
section271of the
Amended
Executed.
RevisedStatutes.
Seenote for 31:72(1stSuperseded.
) in table 2A.
4th, 6th-last pars

sections273 and
Repealed
Executed,
Statutes.
275 of the Revised
Providedthat the SecreSuperseded.
tary of the Treasurycouldsuspend
and directthe re-examinapayment
tion of an account,and that the
of the Treasurycould
Comptroller
itemsof account
reviseandsuspend
of the auditors'deciuntilapproval
statutes.Supersedsionsconstruing
ed by the Budgetand Accounting
Act, 8921 (ch 18,42 Stat. 20).
sections191 and
ExecutedRepealed
Statutes.
270of the Revised
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Statutes
at
Large
VolimePage
1894

±

F

4

F-F---F

United
States
Code
Explanation

Section
F

Executed.
Provided
thattheAct(relat.
........................
281 208 1. ...........................

ed to theFirstComptroller
ofthe
Treasury,
the auditors,
andthe
deputyauditors)should
be con.
struedonlyas changing
designationsandadding
orchanging
duties
andpowers,
andthatall lawsnot
inconsistent
with the Act should
relate
totherelevant
auditor.
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:1019
in
10(1st,2dsentences, 28 208 31 1019
.......................................
3d sentence
words
table2A.
before
semicolon).
28 208 .....................................................
Executed.
Repled sections
313and
103d sentence
words
3675(words
aftersemicolon)
ofthe
aftersemicolon
Revised
Statutes.
related
to §§313,
3675).
10(lastsentence)
...........
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:162
in
162.. ................
1.2...........................
.................
table2A.
Executed.
Repealed
section
269ofthe
11(last
sentence
related
to§269)
Revised
Statutes.
Executed.
Repealed
sections
250and
12(2d par.last
sentence)
272oftheRevised
Statutes.
13(1stpar.)
...................84.............................................
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:84in
table2A.
16...................................
150
...........................................
Executed.
Amended
section
307ofthe
RevisedStatutes
(31:150),
that
wasrepealed
bysection
4(a) of
theActofJuly11,1947
(ch.222,
61Stat.309).
19............................
.
281210).
Executed.
Amended
section
2639of
theRevised
Statutes,
thatwasrepealedy section
2(a oftheCusoms Simplification
Act of 1953
(ch.397,67Stat.507).
20.................
Seenotefor31:87in table
28 210 31 87.............. Obsolete.
2A.
21 .................................
28
0 .......................
Executed.
Provided
thataccounts
pendingforsettlement
onOct.1, 894,
wouldberevised
bytheComptroller
of theTreasuy,andthatbalances
would
becertified
totheDivision
of
Bookkeeping
andWarrants.
22(1stpar.words
Superseded.
Seenotefor
31:1019
in
1019
..........................................
before
lst
comma).
table2P,
23..................................
88.............................................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:88
in table
2.
24 ......................
...........
Executed.
Provided
an effective
date
forsections
3-23 ofthisAct.
25..............
. .........
Executed.
Repealed
lawsinconsistent
withthisAct.
26.................
Executed.
Provided
thata jointcommission
of Congress
couldpay2
persons
designated
by,andonthe
of
of,
the
approval
loint
thecommission.chairmen
thatthePresident
Provided
Executed.
27..................................
281211[. .
..............................
of theSenate
andthe Speaker
of
theHouseof Representatives
could
fillvacancies
ontheJointCommissiontoInquire
intoandExamine
the
Status
of theLawsOrganizing
the
Executive
Departments.

1896
June8................
(lastparunder
headin
g8 Engraving
and
Pointing
).
June
11..............
1(6th
par.or p 414)

29 275 31 173
...........................................
Superseded.
Seenotefor
31:173
in
table2A.
29 414 .......................................................
Superseded.
Provided
amounts
fores-

office
atDeadtablishing
an assay
wood,
Seouth
Dakota.
Superseded
by
section
5131of the revised
title
thatprovides
forthe assay
offices
oftheBureauoftheMint.
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Date

1

Chapter
or
Public
Law

Section
Section

United
States
Code

Statutes
at
Large
Page hte
Volume

Explanation

Section

1897

Feb.
19..............

I(2dpar.under

of
heading
"Office
Comptroller
ofthe
Treasury"),

Mar.3................ 376 1.

........................

2915501 31154(note)
..................

29

624

31

....

2 ...........

29 624 3 312(note).
2, 3.................................

Superseded.
Provided
thatall matters
or accounts
of
relating
totheoffice
disbursing
officers
of the Departboards,
mentsand commissions,
of the Governandestablishments
mentin the Districtof Columbia
andexweresubject
to inspection
ofthe
amination
bytheComptroller
to
authorized
Treasury,
theAuditor
of
andagents
settletheaccounts,
or Auditor.
Superthe Comptroller
35 of therevised
sodedbychapter
title
intable
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:312
2A.
Thetext of
Obsolete
and executed.
the President
section
2 authorized
forthe purto calla conference
pos in 31:312.The text of
fromtherestate31:312 isomitted
ment
as obsolete.
Thetextof sec.
of theAct
tion3 nepled a ration
of Mar.2,1805 (ch.189,28Stat.
of
totheappointment
962),related
andis
delegates
to a conference
executed.

1898
in table
Seenotefor31:206
Mar.11..............
30 274 311206 .................. Obsolete.
57 .. ............
.....................
2A
office
Established
anassay
Superseded.
30 420
May21.............. 34 .. ............
....................
Superseded
at Seattle,
Washington.
title
5131of therevised
bysection
officesof
providing
forthe assay
theBureau
oftheMint.
in table
Expired.
Seenotefor31:756
.....
31 756......................................
June13.
448 .............
..........3D 466
2A.
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:412in
.. ...
.......
34................................
. 30 467 31 412..........................
table2A.
1900
Seenotefor 31314in
314............ ..............................Superseded.
14.............. 41 1 ....................................
Mar.
table2k
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:451-455,
455........................................
3 ...................................
457, 459,and460in table2A.
Seenotefor 31:146in
Superseded.
146.........................
table2A.
45............................
in table
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:411
.....
..................
....
411............
........................................
2A.
and429
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:428
429....................
in table2A.
Seenotefor 31:406in
Superseded.
68.. ..............
.............................
..
..
..
..........
7 ................ ..................
table2A.
the Secretary
of
Executed.
Authorized
the Treasury
to usesilverbullion
under
theActofJuly14,
purchased
1890(ch.708,26 Stat.289),to
silver
bullion
mintsubsidiary
in table
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:751
....................
751...
11..................................
2A.
in table
Seenotefor31:313
... Obsolete.
313......................
14 ................................
2A.
for
31:102
in table
Obsolete.
See
note
..................
102
6................
June
791 1(prolso in pr under
2A.
"BackPay
heading
andBounty").
1901
to
Provided
foracommission
Obsolete.
Mar.2................ 800.................... ....... 31 877 31 191
(noteprec.)
..........
of the
adjudicate
claims
of citizens
States
against
Spain.
United
in table
Seenotefor31:326
... Obsolete
...............
31 1446 31 326
Mar.
3................ 8671.....................
2A.
1902
May27...............
Ist par.under
heading
"State
Claims").

.......
...
32 235 31 207(note)

that theSecretary
Executed.
Provided
certain
claims
of theTreasury
settle
andthe
SouthCarolina,
of Virginia,
andthatbonds
of
cityof Baltimore
theStatesor city heldby the
Government
offsetthe
United
States
claimup to the amountof the
bonds
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Chapter
Date

Law
1902
June
3 .....

Statutes
at

J

__________

UnitedStatesCode

Large

Section

Puibliar

Explanation

aumePageTitle

985 (lastpar.)..............

June
28..............
1301 1(8thpar.relatedto

supplies
for US
courtsandjudicial
officers).
1302 8(wordsbetween
6th
comma
andproviso).

Section

311617

32 3 3

..................................Superoeded
Required
theSecretary
of
Agriculture
to submit
estimates
of
the number
at clerksemployed
in
the DistrictofColumbia
andpaid
from
generalappropriations,
Superseded
by thefist
paragraph
under
heading
"Detailed
Estimates
for
Executive
Officers,
Clerks,
andEmployeesbelowthe Grade
ofClerk'of
theActofAug.
11, 1916(ch.313,
39 Stat.492), thatwasrepealed
bysection
1 89)oftheActofMay
29,1928(ch.901,45Stat992),
and section
301 (53) of the
Budget
andAccounting
Procedures
Actof 1950(ch. 946,64 Stat.
842).
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:663
in
3214761 31 663.........................................
table2k

32 484 311744
.....................................
Obsolete'
Seenotefor31:744
intable
2A.
1903
Feb.14.............. 552 2 ..................................
32 8126 31 72(6thpar.).............................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:72(lst4th, 6th-last pars.)in table
2A.
Mar.3................ 100 (par.underheading
11 31 640.......................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor 31:640
in
"ClothingandSmalltable2A.
StoresFund").

1904
Mar.18.

716 1(proviso
onp 109)....

Apr13.............. 1253 6............
1905
Mar.3................ 1484j 4(2d, last pars.)...........

Superseded.
Provided
for theappoint1091 311 263(note)
.................................
meet of certainemployees
at the
Denver
mint.Superseded
bylater
appropriation
acts.
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:376
and
3311781 311376, 379,461
377-388o intable2A.

33

Executed.
Provided
anappropriation
fo
1.112581
....................................................
1905 for the celebration
of the

Dec.21..............
1906
("Sec.
3529")
..............
Apr.24..............

June
12..............
(4thpar. underheading

34 762
3 763

8

..

...............

10 ...........

31 341.............
..................
... Unnecessary
andsuperseded.
Seenote

tot31:341in table
2A.
31 429...........................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor
31:428
and429
intable2k
31 660
...........................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:660
in table
2A,

May26..............
"National
Trophyand
Medals
forRifle
Contests").
June
30..............
3 ...................

anniversary
of theSealtSte.Marie
shipcanalandpermitted
certain
building
contracts.
31 743...........................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:743
in table
2A.

34 1764
34764

Executed.
Continued
aninvestigation
of
publicprinting
duringthetermof
the59thCongress.
Superseded.
Provided
thatexpnses
of
theSupreme
Court
ofthe district
of
be paidpartlyfromrevColumbia
enues
of the Districtof Columbia
andpartly fromrevenues
of the
United
States
andthatestimates
of
expenses
besubmitted
totheCommissioners
oftheDistrict
ofColumbia. Superseded
by sections
445
and501oftheDistrict
ofColumbia
Self-Government
and overmental
Reorganizaion
Act,thatprovide
for
submission
of the budget
of the
courtsystemandfor a Federal
payment
totheDistrict
ofColumbia.
Executed.
Repealed
alllawsin conflict
withthisAct.
Executed.
Provided
for the United
States
Government
exhibition
atthe
Jamestown
Exhibition
andcertain
appropriations
fortheExhibition.
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Statutes
at
United
States
Code
Large
Section
VolumePageTitle
A

1907
2..............
Mar.

~i

-l

507 (p armmed -ly

beforeheading
"Boardof Ordnance
andFortfication").
wordsbefore
511 (proviso
under
lstsemicolon
"Incidental
heading
Expenses").
Man.
4................ 013 ...................

34 10621 311658

Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:658
in table
2A.

34 11671 31 1 652..................

Seenote for 31:652in
Superseded
table2A.

and429
Seenotefor31,428
Obsolete.
...
....
.......
..................
intable2A.

31403
Seenotefor
Obsolete.
..........
2A.

in table

in table
31:98
Seenotefor
Obsolete.
2A.

)18 1(st par. under
"BackPay
heading
andBounty").

223 ...................
351 474 May30..............

1909
Feb.
23.............. 174I "Sec.3647"

I-

i--i----+

2 . ..................... .. .. .. .

1908

Explanation

office
anassay
Established
Superseded.
atSaltLakeCity,Utah.Superseded
title
5131ofthe revised
bysection
of
the assayoffices
for
providing
oftheMint.
theBureau

3647ofthe
section
Restated
Executed.
31 1119 ..........................................
RevisedStatutes(31:119),that
2 of the
by section
wasrepealed
Actof Dec.3, 1945(ch. 515,59
Stat.592).
in
See notefor 31:500
Superseded.
500
...................
3................ 52 (last9ar. beginning
Mar.
on
table2A.
75).
p.
..
790.........
Seenotefor 31:79in
Superseded.
80..................................
table2A.
thatthe SecreProvided
Superseded.
13(note) ..........
997 .....................................
Mar.
4............
to
recommend
taryof theTreasury
howestimatedappropriCongress
or recomationscouldbereduced,
the
when
ortaxes,
newloans
mend
estiexceed
appropriations
estimated
secby
Superseded
revenues.
mated
titlethat
tion1105ofthe revised
make
that the President
provides
therecommendations.
Seenotefor
andsuperseded.
Obsolete
.....................
35 1027 31 494
31:494 in table2.
I...........
8.........................
the Secretary
Authorized
Superseded.
35 1065
114 1..................
to fix the payof
of theTreasury
of
certainemployeesthe Customs
by 5:ch.53.
Service.Superseded
2746ofthe
section
Restated
Executed.
.... 35 1065
...............
5..............
Statutes, thatwasrepealed
Revised
Act
1 of the of Mar.3,
bysection
202,47 Stat.1430).
1933(ch.
ot
theSecretary
Authorized
Executed.
361 1171 311745 ............
9th
before
6 39(words
Aug.5.............
to pay
toissuebends
theTreasury
proviso).
comma,
Canal
Panama
the
of
forexpenses
31745 in table
Seenotefor
Obsolete.
9th
between
36 117 31 745...................28
39(words
proviso).
and
comma
in table
31:756
for
note
See
Expired.
36 117 3 756....................
40............................
2A.
1910
in
Seenotefor 31:769
7690.............. .. .. Superseded.
2..................................
4.................
Feb.
table2A.
Actsinconsistent
Repealed
Executed,
3....................
................................
0............
withthisAct.
in
SeeRotefor31:1008
..
..
.......
. Superseded.
1008.......................
Mar.2................. 71 1...................................
table2A.
247ofthe
section
Repealed
Executed.
2.................................
Statutes.
Revised
in
See notetor31:1015
Superseded.
31 1015.........................
17...............
June
207 1(par.immediately
table2A
heading
before
ofthe
"Office
Supervising
Achitect)
Seenotefor 31:583(17),
........
. Obsolete.
36 773 31 583(17), (19)
25.
June
84 7 ...................................
(19) in table28
of
thatestimates
Provided
Superseded.
36 773 31 711...........................................
8(words after
be submitted
certainappropriations
semicolon).
on
year
fiscal
each
tor
toCongress
bythe
Superseded
basis.
anannual
inchapter
restated
sourceprovisions
title.
11oftherevised
35 1 644
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f

Date

Chapter
Purli
Law

Stion

f________
(lastpar.onp. 776)....
(1st-3d pars
immediately
before
heading
"Bureauof
Navigation").

Statutes
at
United
States
Code
re
Section
[Page Title
Vuliume

36 776 31 1021..........................................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:1021
in
table2A.
36 792 31 642 .........
.................................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor31:642
in
table2A.

1911
Mar.2.

Mar.3.................

Mar.4.............

Explanation

429 ....................................
Obsolete.
Seenote
for
31:428
and
429
in table2A.
..............................
770
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:770
in table
2A,
500....................
Superseded.
Seenotetar31:500
in
table2A.

(par.immediately
before
heading
"Ordnance
Department").
I (lastpar. under
heading
"Officeof
Comptroller
ofthe
Treasury").

44(note) .............
..............
Executed.
Provided
thattheposition
of

deputy
auditorwasabeished
and
thattheduties
andpowersofthe
deputy
auditors
weretransferred
to
thechief
clerkandchief
ofdivision
or,forthe deputy
auditor
forthe
PostOfficeDepartment
to theassistant
andchief
clerk.
(2dproviso,
3dproviso 36112671
311647 ...............
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor
31:647
in
1st-24thwords
table2A.
under heading
"Contingent,Navy').
(lastpar.onp. 1279)
36 1279I 31 I 642............................................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor31:642
in
(par.
immediately
beforeheading
"Board
ofOrdnance
andFortification").

table2/
36 1344 31 659...........................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:659
in table
2A.
36 1354131 349
.......................
Superseded.
See note for 31:349in

1(par. immediately
hetoreheading
"LifeSaving
Service").

table2A.

36 1387 3D 546
...................................
Superseded.
See note for 31:546in
table2A.

1912
Aug.23...............
I(last par.wordsafter
7thcommaunder
I tble 2 Seenotefor31:266
37 384I 31 266............................................
I Unnecessary.
in
heading
"Assay
Officeat SaltLake
City,
Utah").
1(2dpar under
37 1 4041 31 183.. ... ..............
Superseded.
See note for 31:83in
heading
"Department
table2A
afJustice").
9
1.....................
Superseded.
Provided
thatestimates
at
37 4151 31 111(note)
.. .....
...................
be prepared
andsubappropriations
mittedtoCongressonly
in theform
andat thetimerequired
under
law.
Superseded
bysection1104ofthe
revisedtitle that provides
that the
President
prepares
andsubmits
estimatesof apprapriations.
Aug.26...............
1(2dpar.wordsbefore
See note for 31:423 in
Superseded,
31
1423
........................
1st provisounder
table2k
heading
"Treasury
Department").

371595
1

1913
Mar.2................
(1st,
2d provisos
onp.
710).

492d
.....................
Superseded.
Seenote for 31:492d
in

table2A.
72(7th par.).............................Superseded.
Seenote for31:72)lst4th, 6th-last pars.) intable2A.
4 ..............
.................... 629
....................................
section7 of the
Executed.Amended
Act of Aug. 26, 1912 (31:629),
that was reeled hy section
301(63) of the Budet and AcAct of 1950
ceuntin
(ch.0'
946, Procedures
64 Stat.842).
Dec.23...............
11(n)..............................
Seenotefor 2:248(n)in
Superseded.
table2A
27'4.[31
26 ........................
409
........................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:409in table
2A
1914

Mar.4.................
2(last
sentence)
.............

Apr,27...............
(lastproviso
beginning
onp. 363).
(par. immediately
before
heading
"Ordnance
Department").

653
........................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:653in table
2A.

501
...........................................
Superseded.
See note for 31:501in
table2A,
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Date

1914
June
30..

S oLarge

Explanation

1915
Mar.4.
1916
3.
June

Section

Volume PageT
(par.
immediately
beforebeading
"Bureauof
and
Construction
Repair").
underbeading
(5thpar.
'Increaseat the
Navy").

July6.

July16........

UnitedStatesCode

at
Statutes

Chapter
or
Public
Law

381 405

31 1642__

30 413 31 646.

Seenote for31646 in
Unnecessary.
table2A.

30 454 31 206..

for31:206 in table
Seenote
Obsolete
2A.
ExecutedSeenotefor 31:145 in table
2A

par
1(12thcomplete
on p. 47f).

30 471 31 145.

1(last provisobeginning
on p. 1078)
J(3dnroviso on p
1080).

30 1070 31 65
30 1080 31 504.

124(provise)

745 ...

June12...........

429...........

onp.
(1st.f revise
Aug.11............

503. ......

Aug29. .

7............
Sept.
Sept.
8...............

1917
Mar3.

1(5th provisoon p.
622).
1(1st provisoon p.
635).
. ............
13(proviso)

502

1(pars. underheading
"UnitedStates
Employees'
Compensation
Commission")

583(27)

488...........
745 ...

31 745..............

...........
400(lastproviso)

31 756.............
401 ...............................

Apr.24...........

....................
l(lst parn)

1(2d par.)............. ....

35

1(last par) ..............

4 ..................

5 ..................

36

1....... .. .......

755......... ....
............
755a
.............................
.
.........
774.....
......
I.,..............

..................
................

July
9.................

Unnecessary.
Seenote for 31642 in
table2A.

.
276(note)

See note for 31:654in
Superseded.
table2A
See note for 31:504 in
Superseded
table2A.
ObsoleteSeenotefor 31:745i table
2A
Seenotefor 31:428and429
Obsolete
in table2A
See note for 31:503 in
Superseded.
table2A.
See note for 31:502 in
Superseded.
table2A.
See note for 31:488 in
Superseded.
table2A.
Seenote for31:745in table
Obsolete
2A.
Seenote tor 31:583(27)in
Obsolete.
table2A

Seenotefor 31:745in table
Obsolete.
2A.
Seenotefor 31,756in table
Expired.
2A.
Authorityto issuebends
Superseded
under this sectionwas superseded
1 and11 of theSecond
by sections
56, 40 Stat.
LibertyBondAct (ch.
292).
288,
See note for 31:746in
Superseded.
table2A.
Authorityto issue bends
Superseded.
underthis sectionwas superseded
1 and11 of theSecond
bysections
56, 40 Stat.
LibertyBondAct (ch.
292).
288,
by this secgranted
Authority
Expired.
bendsfromforeign
tion to purchase
expireduponterminagovernments
the United
on of the war between
Statesand the ImperialGerman
Government.
Authorityto issuebends
Superseded.
underthis sectionwas superseded
1 and11 of theSecond
bysections
LibertyBondAct (ch. 56, 40 Stat.
288,292)
for the convertibility
Provided
Obsolete.
of bends into other bendsissued
beforeterminationof the war betweenthe United Statesand the
Government.
ImperialGerman
Seenote for 30755 in table
Expired.
2A.
Executed.See note for31:755a in
table2A
Seenotefor 31:774in table
Obsolete.
2A.
ExecutedRequiredthe Secretaryof
the Treasuryto make changesin
the designofcoinsbeforeJuly 1,
1918.
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Chapter
Date

Statutes
at
Section

police
Law

1917
Sept24 ...

5612

1918
Apr.4 ...........

UnitedStatesCode
Explanation

Section

40128

Expired.
Authority
granted
bythissectionexpired
upon
termination
ofthe
warbetween
theUnited
States
and
the Imperial
German
Government.
4 .....................................
31 752a....
Executed.
Seenotefor 31:752a
in
table2A.
6 ................
....................
31 757..
Expired.
Seenotefor31.757
intable
2A
9....................................
31 773
Superseded.
Seenotetor 31773in
table2A.
11(1stpar.1st
Obsolete,
Limited
authority
to issue
sentence
words
bends
under
theFirstLiberty
Bond
before6thcomma).
Act (ch.4,40 Stat.35)Authority
to issuebends
undertheActhas
expired.
tl(ls par. 1st
40 2921 311764 .....................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:764
in table
sentence
wordsafter
2k.
6th comma,
last
sentence
wordsafter
semicolon).
11(1st par.
last
sentence
words
beforesemicolon).
11(lastpar.)..................

Oct.6................

Large
I Page Title
Volume

40 292

Obsolete.
Authority
to issuebonds
underActsand Resolution
mentinned
hasexpired.
40 292 31 769............................................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:769
in
table2A.
12...................................
40 293 31 44(note)
....................................
Obsolete.
Provided
fortheappointment
of an assistant
auditorforthe
periodof WorldWarI andthe
performance
of certain
duties
relatingto theauditin othercountries
at the accounts
ofthe military
establishment
during
theperiod.
13 .....................
......
.
40 295 ..... ............................................
Executed.
Provided
thatthe dateof
termination
of thewarbetween
the
UnitedStatesand the Imperial
German
Government
shallbefixed
bythePresident.
15 .................. 2881.
Expired.
Authorized
thepurchase
of
bendsuntiloneyearafterthetermination
ofthewar.
17 ....................
....
774..
...........
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31.774
in table
2A.
22(f) ...................
757c(f)
. ...
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:757c(f)
in
table2.
22(g).................
757c(g).
Superseded.
Seenote
for
31:757c(g)
in table2A,
1(1st parunder
1006(note).
Superseded.
Provided
for2 additional
heading
"Officeof
Assistant
Secretaries
oftheTreasury
theSecretary").
andforsalaries
forthose
Assistant
Section
234oftheReSecretaries.
visedStatutes,
as amended,
proSecretares.
vides
for 5 Assistant
SecretaroftheAssistant
Thesalary
iesis covered
by5:5315(23).
2 of the
Executed.
Amended
section
Second
Liberty
Bond
Act(ch. 56,
40 Stat.288), thathasexpired.
3..........
.............
40 504 31 1 52a.......................................
in
Seenote for31:752a
Executed.
table2A.
6 "Sec.14"................
4
505
765. ................................
14 of the
section
Added
Executed.
Second
Liberty
Bond
Act(ch. 56,
40 Stat.288, thatwasrepealed
of
theActof
4(a)(1)
by section
Mar.17,1971(Pub.L 92-5, 85
Stat.5).
6 "Sec.
15 ...............
401 505 .
15 of the
Added
section
Executed.
56,
Liberty
BondAct(ch.
Second
theSec40 Stat. 288)authorizing
topurchase
retaryof theTreasury
bendsuntiloneyearaftertheterthe
ofthe warbetween
mination
UnitedStatesand the Imperial
German
Government.
6 "Sec.17", 7, 8 ..
in table
601 5061
774 ..........................................
Seenotefor31:774
Obsolete,
2A.

TABLE 2B-STATUTES ATLARGE-Continued
Statutes
at
Large

Section

Date

VolumPNae
1918
Apr. 23 ..............

Code
States
United
Section

Explanation

Executed.
Authorized
the Secretary
of
5351 31111 (notepec) .........................
to meltor breakup
the Treasury
andsellas bullonnot morethan
silverdollars
standard
350,000,000
silverandcoin
andto purchase
or
thosemelted
to replace
dollars
brokenup.
the
authorized
5-8
Sections
Executed.
5-9 .................
40 1 5361
1................................
of Fedoral
andretirement
issuance
conto prevent
banknotes
reserve
resulting
tractionof the currency
1-4 o
sections
fromactionunder
the
9 continued
the Act.Section
provisions
of2 otherActsuntilthe
by
of silverrequired
net amount
section2 of the Act had been
purchased.
ObsoleteSeenotefor 31:376and
40 594 31 376,379,461..........................
June1................
377-388o intable2A
in table
Seenotefor31:638
Oholete.
40 721 31 638 ..............
under
(2dprovso
Juy.
2A.
of
heading"Bureau
Ordnance").
2 of the
section
Amended
Executed.
.... I...............................
.......................
40 &844
2.
July9. .........
BondAct(ch. 56,
Liberty
Second
40 Stat 280), that hasexpired.
Seenotefor 31:750mn
Superseded.
750....................................
3...................................
table2A
in table
for 31:774
Seenote
...........................................
Obsolete.
774
5 .....................................
2.
for Armyoffers
Provided
Obsolete.
.................................
492(note)
ch.IIl(Ist par.).............
for publicmoneyto
accountable
as agents
otherofficers
designate
andto be
disbursements,
to make
r.esonsble forfisburements made,
I.
War
World
dung
in table
Seenotefor 31:757
Expired.
757...........................................
2 ..................
Sept24_ ...
2A
774............................................
Seenotefor31:774in table
Obsolete.
7 ................................
2A.
in table
Seenotefor31:762
Executed.
762....................................
l(latpr. under
Nov.
4.............
2A
Office
heamg
"Post
63114.

Department").
1919
Mar3.91

2 ...... ........ ....................

2 .

..............

5 .................
7(a)...............................

7(c)..........................
11............ ......
Dec.
24..............
1920
May10...............

in table
...........................................
749
Seenotefor31:749
Executed.
2k
in
Seenotefor 31:750
Superseded.
...........................................
750
table2.
in table
for31:763
Seenote
Executed.
763...........................................
2A.
theestablishment
Authorized
Executed.
of
for,andtheacquisition
ofcredits
obiga tonsof, foreigngovernments
untl 18 monthsofertheterminatheUnited
tionofthewarbetween
Government
andtheGerman
States
theunexpended
Appropriated
Executed.
1313 ...............................................
.
of
of the appropriations
balance
Acts.
Bond
Liberty
certain
table
in
31:774
for
note
See
obsolete.
1314 31 774...........................................
2k
Seenotefor31:451-455,
Superseded.
370 31 451......................
457,459,and460 intable2A.

.......................
1-............

...............
may12
29...............
May

1(1stpar.1st sentence
before
words
under
semioofu
"Independent
heading
TreasurY').
1(st par.less1st
words
sentence
semicolon
before
heading
under
"Independent
Treasury"').

654[

Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
376,379,461
..........................
377-388o intable2k
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete,
376,461..................................
377-388o intable2k
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
...........................
376, 379,461
377-388. in table2A.
section3595of
Repealed
Executed.
Statutes.
theRevised

thatthe Secretary
Provided
Executed

subtreadiscontino
I........................ oftheTreasury

and
theduties
andexercise
surles
treasurers,
oftheassistant
functions
assistant
the
of
andthattheoffices
terminate.
treasurers
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Chapter
Date

Section
LawVolume

Public

par.
l(1st complete
before
1st
words
proviso
onp.655).
1(1st proviso
onp.
655).
onp.
1(lastproviso
655).
par.on
1(2d complete
p.655).
par.on
1(3dcomplete
p.655).

States
Code
United
Srtlo

at
Statutes
Large

Explanation

PaeSeCo

Superseded
andexecuted.
Seenote
for
41 655 311476 ............................................
31:476in table2A
intable
Seenotefor31:477
Executed.
477............................................
2A
in
Seenotefor31:478
Jnnecessary.
478............................................
table
26.
intable
479............................................
Seenotefor31:479
Executed.
2A.
Provided
forcasstficaion
Superseded.
in
inthesubtreasuries
ofemployees
service.
Supersedcivil
theclassified
edbytitle5.
of
that balances
Provided
Executed.
1....................................................
on June5,
Armyappropriations
to the
1920,couldbe transferred
ofadvances".
account
"Army

(lastpar.under
June5.................
411 975 1"Advances
heading
toDisbursing
Officers").
1921
7 ....................................41 1144 31 491.................................
Feb.
22...............
Mar.1................

Mar.3................

1(2dpar.17th-29th
words,
lst-32d
immediately
words
comma
before
last
under
heading
"Bureau
ofSupplies
andAccounts")
1(2dpar.less17th1st-32d
29thwords,
immediately
words
lastcomma
before
under
heading
"Bureau
ofSupplies
andAccounts").
1(2dpar.on p.1170)..
1(words
alterlast
semicolon
under
"Bureau
of
heading
Engraving
and
Printing").

41

31:491
in
Seenotefor
Superseded.
table2k
in
Seenotefor31:644
Unnecessary.
69 31 644............................................
table
2/k

41 1169 .

for
thatdeficiencies
Provided
Executed.
toa naval
yearsbe charged
prior
fund,that certain
supplyaccount
be transferred
balances
uneupendsd
to the fund,andthat necessary
bemade.
adjustments

in
Seenotefor31:645
Unnecessary.
41 1170 31 645............................................
table2A
for
31:179
in
See
note
Superseded.
............................................
41 271 31 179
table2A.

Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
...........................
41 1363 31)376, 379, 461
7
37 -388ointable2A
of
Provided
forconversion
Superseded.
42 17
intoUnited
States
foreigncurrency
andcollecforassessment
currency
by
duties.
Superseded
tionufimport
Wte
section5151of the revised
providing
fortheconversion.
2903and
Repealed
sections
Executed.
...........................
403(d)
17 . 1...............................................
Statutes.
3565
oftheRevised
25 of
thatsection
Obsolete.
Provided
403(e) ...........................
theActofAug'27 1894(ch 349
of
section
2903
28Stat.552)and
in
Statues remained
the Revised
imported
into
force
formerchandise
before
May27,
the United
States
1921.
June10...............
18 1 ..
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:1in table
....
..................
.
1...............................................
2A.
in
Seenotefor31:17(b)
Superseded.
17(b) .......................................
208(b)................
table2A.
208
(c)..........................
in
31:17(c)
Seenotefor
Unnecessary.
17(c) ........................................
table2A.
208
(d)......................
Provided
thatlawsprohibiting
Expired.
ofexecuofemployees
thetransfer
and independent
tive departments
of
unfilafter3 years
establishments
the
servicedid not applyduring
fiscalyearsendingione 36 1921,
tothetransfer
andJuno30, 1922,
of the
of theBureau
of employees
Budget.
of
Obsolete.
Provided
thattheBureau
208(e)
........................
I............................
22[
wasnottobeconstrued
theBudget
or officecreated
to be a bureau
forthepurpose
Jan.1,1916,
since
certain
compensaion,
of computing
Mar.4................

.
403(b), (c)
May27..............

TABLE 2B-STATUTES ATLARGE-Continued
Statutes
at
Large

UnitedStates
Code

1921

July
12...............

23..............
Nov.

I

421 22
210.........
................

Executed.
Provided
thatthe Bureau
of
for
the Presiprepare
the Budget
oflawsrelating
denta codification
andtransmission
to the preparation
andthat
ofa budget,
to Congress
the report,
transmit
the President
of the Presiandrecommendations
the
on orbefore
dent,to Congress
1921.
in December,
first Monday
for
anappropriation
Provided
Executed.
217.................................
421
.....
I......................
June30,
the fiscalyear ending
1922.
of
forthetransfer
Provided
Executed.
par.4th,last
304(last
421 241
I. ................................
of the
of the Auditor
the salary
sentences).
to the
Post Oftice Department
of
of Accounts
Bureau
Comptroller,
of
andthetransfer
theDepartment
andconor salaries
appropriations
expenses
and
miscellaneous
tingency
to
fromthe Officeof the Auditor
andthe
ofAccounts
the Bureau
Office.
Accounting
General
Seenotefor 31:47in
. Superseded.
................
31 47 ...............
.........................
307
table2A.
Seenotefor 31:471in
Superseded.
31 471............................................
308................................
table2k
thatforthefiscal
Provided
Executed.
................
315.......
approJune30, 1922,
yearending
afionstonthe officesof the
andthe
oftheTreasury
mptroller
to the
weretransferred
sixauditors
Office,the
GeneralAccounting
couldchange
Genera
Comptroller
of
andcompensation
the number
apcertain
andofficers,
employees
Departto theTreasury
propriations
totheOffice,
iert weretransferred
availweremade
andappropriations
andexpenses.
ableforsalaries
date
effective
an
Provided
318
................................
42 27 .....
......................
.....
...... Executed:
for
thisAct.
in table
Seenotefor31:638
Obsolete.
42
1 1 638..........................................
utter
1(last par.words
2A.
under
1stproviso
heaing"Contingent,
of
Bureau
Ordnance")
intable
Seenotefor31:635
Executed.
3 ....................................42 139 31 635..........................................
2A_
757
........................
in
table
for
31:757
See
note
Expired.
42 321 31
1402
................
2A

1922
Feb.
2................

..Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:376and
42 362 31 376,379, 461..............
377-388o intable2A.
........................................
in table
667
See
notefor31:667
Executed.
42 388 31
2A.

and
Feb.
17..............
(2dproviso
sentence after
onp.388).
proviso
4 ....................................42
28..............
Dec.
1923
Jan.3.................

and
(2dproviso
after
sentence
onp. 1109).
proviso
Jan.24...............
Feb,
13..............

Explanation

Section

VolumePage
-------------

.
...........
.1067

Executed.
Repealed
thisAct.all lawsinconsistentwith

in table
Seenotefor31:667
.............Executed.
42111091 311667 ...............
2A.
Obsolete.
Seenote for 31:376and
31 376,379,461.......................
in table2A.
377-388o
in table
See
notefor 31:206
Obsolete.
31 206..........................................
2k
in
31:120
note
for
See
Superseded.
31 120............................
table2A.

(lastpar.under
"General
heading
Office").
Accounting
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
42 1287 31 376,379,461...................
26..............
Feb.
377-388o in table20,
....................
3................
2 of
that section
Provided
Obsolete.
42 1327
28..............
Feb.
of
thisAct did notaffecttenure
of theWorldWarForeign
members
28,1923
on Feb.
DebtCommission
Seenotefor 31:656in
Unnecessary.
par.on
Mar.2................
(]st complete
table2A.
42 1391 31 656 ......................................
p.1391).
1924
Seenote for 31:376and
Obsolete.
376,379,461................
431 23
Mar.17..............
377-388o intable2A.
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Chapter
Lw
Pulce

Date
192

Statutes
at
Vection
oLage

UnitedStatesCode
K

Explanation
section

1924

Apr.4.................
May28..............
1925
Jan.14...............

(2dproviso
and
sentence
after
proviso
onp.83).
(2dpar.under
heading
"Fuel
and
Transportation")

43

8:3

43 15

667............................................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:667
in table

2A.

643................

Unnecessary.
Seenotefor31:643
in
table20

5, 6.................................43 749 3] 376,
379,
461
.......................
Obsolete.
and
- Seenotefor 31:376
37738go in table2A.
43 763 31 808........................................
Executed.
Amended
section
4 of the
ActofFeb.9, 1922(31:808),
that
wasrepealed
by section
8(a) ot
theActofSep 6, 1966(Pub.
L
89-554, 80Stat645).
Jan.22.............
(words
before
1st
43 764 31 1004(note)
........................
Superseded.
Provided
for the salaries
revisounder
of the Secretary
of theTreasury,
leading
"Office
of
theUndersecretary
of theTreasury,
theSecretary").
and Assistant
Secretaries
of the
Treasury.
Thesalary
of theSecretary is covered
by5:5312(2),
the
salary
oftheUndersecretary
is cveredby5:5314(10),
(11),
and
the
salaryoftheAssistant
Secretaries
is
covered
by5:5315(23).
(last
proviso
beginning 43 781 31 667.....................
Executed.
See
note
for
31:667
in
table
2,.
enp 781and
sentence
after
proviso).
Feb.
24............
43 965 31 376,
378,
379,
461
..................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:376
and
13.......I.............
377-388o intable2A.
Mar.3.................
-3 ................................43 1253..........................................
Executed.
Established
theNational
Sesquicentennial
Exhibition
Commission,
of exhibits,
forthedisplay
provided
and authorized
thecollection
of
items
tobeexhibited.
43 1254 31 377,
379,
461
...........................
Obsolete.
and
38Seenotefor 31:376
377- 8o intable2A.
1926
Feb.
26............
1125
...............................
44 122 31 748a
..........................................
Executed.
Seenotefor 31:748a
in
table2A.
1200
..............................
44 125 31 748
.....................
Executed.
Repaled
partsoftheRevenue
Actof1924(ch.
234,43Stat
253),and provided
that the repealed
sections
remained
in force
to
collect
taxes,
interest,
penalties,
and
forfeitures.
Mar.2..............
1 (lastproviso
and
667
........................................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:667
in table
sentence
after
2A.
proviso
onp. 154).
May17...............
44 59
376,379,461......................
and
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:376
377-388o in table2A.
May21...............
(Ist
complete
par.
4 605
Expired.
Provided
that fe the fiscal
words
before
last
yearending
June30, 1927,the
comma
onp. 605).
fundshall
andsmall-stores
clothing
of certain
forthevalue
becharged
clothing
andsmallstores.
(tst complete
par.
605131 640a
in
for
31:640a
See
note
Unnecessary.
20.
table
words
afterlast
comma
on p.605).
(2d complete
par.onp.
44 605 31 686a.. ..............
.................
in
Seenotefor31:686a
Unnecesary.
605).
table20
1927
Jan.26................
1(lastproviso
and
44 1045 31 667..........................................
Seenote
for31:667intable
Executed.
sentence
after
2A.
proviso
onp.1045).
1928
Jan.21...............

Mar.7................
May29..............

45 198 31 376,379,461
................
and
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:376
377-388o in table2A.
I(I)
.....................
45 986 31 492-2
................................
Executed.
Amended
section
193ofthe
Revised
Statutes
(31:492-2).
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Date

Chapter
Public
Law

at
Statutes
Section

Lange
Page
Volume

Code
States
United
_toSection

Explanation

1(6), (7)....................... 45 986 31 595,596.............................
Executed.
Repealed
sectionl(lastunder
par.
last semicolon
after

words
the heading"Ofice of Publication
of the
of the Rebellion")
of Records
Act of Mar. 3, 183 (31:595),
section1(8th par. onp. 199) of
the Act of July16, 189 (31:595),
section3 of the Act of May 1,
1913 (31:595),section7 of the
Act of May 29, 1920 (31:595),
3 oftheAct of June
andsection
1920(31:596).
section2 of the
Repealed
Executed.
31 592,
593
..................................
1(10),
(11)
..................
Act of July 11, 1890 (31:592),
andsection7 of the Act of Mar.2,
1895(31:593)
section6 of the
Executed.Repealed
1(17) ........................
31 625..........................
Act of June25, 1910 (31:625).
section3671 of
Repealed
Executed.
..................................
583(24)
31
1(23) ............................
(31:583).
Statutes
the Revised
section3667 of
led
Re
Executed.
...................................
583(12)
31
1(58).............................
Statutes(31:583(12)).
the Revised
thewordsafterthe
Executed.Repealed
...........................................
31 617
......
............
1(89)
9th commaof the first paragraph
underthe heading"DetailedEstiOfficersClerks
matesfor Executive
belowthe 6rade of
and Employees
Clerk"of the Act of Aug.11, 1916
(31:617).
Repealedthe requirement
Executed.
...........................
1(106)
451 994) 311618
.................under section1(par. immediately
beforetheheading"CoastandGeodeticSurvey")of the Act of Aug.
25, 1910(31:618), for submission
the amount
showing
of a statement
in
requiredforeachexpenditure
eachestimatefor supportof the
Establishment.
Light-House

1929
Feb.-20.

Seenotefor 31:638in table
Obsolete.

2A.
in
Seenotefor 31:644a
Unnecessary.
......................................
45 146
under
(lastproviso
Mar.2................
45
1249 31
31 644a
638....................................
table2A.
heading
Bureau
Maintenance
and
ofSupplies
Accounts").
section5(b) of
Amended
Executed.
20 311754(b) ...............
"Sec.5(b)..................
17..............
June
the SecondUberty Bond Act
by
31:754(b)), that wasrepealed
section5b) (1) of theActof Sept.
22, 1959 (Pub. L 86-346, 73
Stat.622).

1930
obsolete,See note for 31:315and
11...............
Apr.
131 ........................................
315ain table2A.
1541 311315a
.........................................
1932
30.
June

3

Obsolete.Directedthe Secretaryof

583(note)
..........................
.................................
501
the Steamto consolidate
Commerce

boat InspectionServiceand the
Bureauof Navigationintothe
andSteamboat
of Navigation
Bureau
the
ThatBureaubecame
inspection.
and
Inspection
Marine
of
Bureau
Naigationin 1936 andwas abelihedbysection4 of the Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1946 (eft.
1098).
July16, 1946,60 Stat.
See note for 31:767a in
Obsolete.
...............
767a
table2A.

July21................
.................
520 308
1933
in
Seenotefor 12:248(n)
Superseded.
.................
248(n)...........
table2A.
Mar9.................
1 3.......................
for 31:823in table
note
See
Executed.
823......................
2A.
May12...............
25 45..................
the last sentence
Amended
Executed.
462..........................................
5.................
ofsection43(b)(1) of the Act of
June
48 2......................
May12, 1933(31:462). Thatsenby section210
tencewas repealed
Act of 1965 (Pub.
of theCoinage
L 89-81, 79 Stat.257).
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Date

Chapter
or
Pubc
Dae

Section

Law IVolume

1933
June15...............
1934
Jan.30................

United
States
Code

Statutes
at
Lrge
| Paget

Explanation
e

Seenotefor 31:376
and
Obsolete.
48 149 31 376,379,461.. ................
377-388o intable2A.

in table
Obsll|te. Seenotefor31:440
48 337 31 440..........................................
2k
See
note
for
31:408b
in
Superseded.
48 341 31 408b
.........................................
table2A.
See
note
for
31:824
in
table
Executed.
48 343 31 824.........................................
13..................
2A.
for
Obsolete
andsuperseded.
Seenote
15(less
lst sentence
48 344 31 444.........................................
lst sentence
words
be31:444(1es
between
2d
words
in
tween2d and3dsemicolons)
and3dsemicolons).
table2A.
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor31:445in
48 344 31 445................................
16...................................
table2A.
Seenotefor31:446
intable
Executed.
48 344 31 446..........................................
17.............................
2A.
and
Seenotefor 31:376
Obsolete.
48 679 31 380,461..................................
May9 ................ 265 .......................................
377-388o in table2k
Executed.
Provided
that the amend.................................
48 768 31 192(note)
..........................
May10............... 277 518(b)
bysection518(a)of
mentmade
after
thisActaplied to payments
June6,1932.
and
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:376
..................................
48 77b 31 381,461
May14.............. 286 ....................................
2A.
377-388o in table
Obsolete.
48 807 31 382,461 .................
May26............. 355 .........................................
38Seenotefor 31:376and
377- 8o intable2A.
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
48 1200 31 383, 461...................................
June21.............. 695 ......................................
377-388o intable2A,
intable
Executed.
Seenotefor31:725
48 1224 31 725..........................................
June26..............
756 1.....................................
2A,
31:725e
in
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor
.........................................
6 .. ........ ................. 48 1228 31 725e
table2A.
8 ..................................... 48 1229 31 725g
in table2A.
Seenotefor 31:7258
....................................
Seenotefor31:7251
in table2A
11..................................
...........................................
48 1229 31 725j
15...................................
Seenotefor 31:725n
in
Executed.
48 1230 31 725n.........................................
table2k
Repealed
the 2d sentence
Executed.
48 1238 31 639............................................
16(words before
last
"Contingent,
beforethe heading
comma).
Navy"of theActof Mar3, 1893
131:6391.
afterlast
in
16(words
Obsolete.
Se notefor 31:725o
..........................................
48 1230 31 725o
comma).
table2k
17(less(a) (last
48 1230 31 725p(less(a)(last
(a)(last
Seenotefor 31:725p(less
sentence)).
sentence )
sentence)
(intable2
18(less
(a)llast
48 1231 31 725q(less(a)(last
Seenote
for31:725q(les
Superseded.
sentence)).
sentence)
).
in table2A.
(a)(last sentence))
22.................
in
Seenotetor31:725u
Executed.
48 1236 31 725u..........................................
table2A.
23(a)
.................
.....................................
48 1236 31 725v(a)
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:725v(a)
intable2A.
25..................................
48 1236 31 725x..........................................
Seenotefor 31:725x
in
Executed.
table2A,
26..................................
48 1236 31 725y
..........................................
in
Seenotefor 31:725y
Executed.
table2A.
48 1236 31 725z..........................................
intable
27...................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:725z
2A.
1935
Feb.4................ 5 6 "Sec.22(e).. ............. 49 22 31 757c(f)
in
Seenotefor31:757c(f)
Obsolete.
.....................................
table2A.
6 "Sec.22(f ".............. 49 22 31 757c(g)
....................................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:757c(g)
intable2A,
May2................ 88 ......................................
49 165 31 385,461...................................
Seenotefor 31:376
and
Obsolete.
377-388o intable2A.
May3................. 90 .........................................
and
Seenote for 31:376
Obsolete.
49 174 31 384,461..................................
377-388o intable2A
June
5...........
176........................................
and
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:376
49 324 31 386,461.............................
377-388o intable2A,
1936
Mar.18. ......... 149........................................
49 1165 31 387,461...................................
and
Seenotefor31:376
Obsolete.
377-388o in table
2A.
Mar.31............... 164.................................
49 1187 31 388,461..................
and
Obsolete.
See
note
for
31:376
8
377-38o intable2A.
Apr.13............... 212........................................
461..................................
49 1285 31 388a,
and
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:376
377-388o intable2A.
Apr.24............ 245........................................
49 1237 31 144............................................
Seenote
for
Obsolete
andsuperseded.
31:144
intable2A.
May5................. 300 .....
........
...................
461................................
49 1257 31 388b,
Seenotefor 31:376
and
Obsolete.
377-388o in table2k
304 .........................................
461.................................
49 1259 31 388c,
and
Seenote
for 31:376
Obsolete.
377-388o in table2A.
6 1.................................
....
7 ...............................
...
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or
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Date

Section

Law

Code
States
United
at
Statutes
Large
V
Section
VolumPg Title

1936
May6............

Explanation

384a,
461
.....................
Obsolete.
See
for
2A.31:376and
table
innote
377-388o
in
Seenotefor31:504b
Superseded.
..........................................
504b
table2A.
in
Seenotefor 31:504a
Executed.
.....................
504a
table2A.
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete
461..................................
388e,
7
3 7-388o intable2A.
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
...................
388f,461
7
3 7-388o in table2A.
Seenotdfor 31376 and
Obsolete.
..................................
461
388d,
377-388o intable2A.
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
388g,461.................................
in table2A.
377-388,
and
Obsolete.
................................
388h,461
38Seenotefor 31:376
377- 8o in table2A.
and
31:376
for
note
See
Obsolete.
..................................
461
388i,
377-388 0 in table2A.
and
31:376
for
note
See
Obsolete.
...............................
388j,461
8
377-38 o in table2A.
and
31:376
for
note
See
Obsolete.
...................
461
388k,
377-388o in table2A.
31:376
for
note
See
Obsolete.
3888,461................................. and
377-388o intable28.
Seenotefor 31:376and
Obsolete.
..................................
461
388n,
7
3 7-388o intable2A.

15............
May

28............
May
16.
June

24...............
June
26...............
June

1937
Apr.27.............

1 (par.underbeading
"Clothir, Naval
Reserve').

June24.

388o, 461
.................................
Obsolete.
See
for
2A.31:376and
table
innote
377-388o
and
Seenotefor 31:376
Obsolete.
..................
461
388m,
377-388o in table2A.
.
..........
37028(e)................
sections
Repealed
Executed.
735-738 ...........................
Statutes
3705 of the Revised
(31:735-738).
of
9 "Sec.3646(e). .........
3646(e)
section
Amended
Executed.
(31:528(e)),
501 4841 311528(e) .....................
Statutes
the Revised
12(c)
bysection
thatwasrepealed
of theActof Sept.2, 1960(Pub.
708).
74 Stat.
L 86-682,

28.
June
July8................

1938
Apr.26..............
1939
May25...............
Aug.5................
Aug.7................

.................. Expired.
See notefor 31:640bin table
501 1071 31 640b.............

1 (par.underbeading
"Clothing,Naval
Reserve').

52 235

1 (par.underbeading
Naval
"Clothing,
Reserve').

53 769

in table
Seenotefor31:640b
Expired.
640b
..............................
2A.
....................

Expired.
Seenotefor 31:640bin table
2A.

Executed.
Seenotefor 31:376a
in
53 1209
376a
....................
tableZ.
6 of theAct
section
Added
Executed.
"se . 6".....................529g
...............
.........
53 1263
that
of Mar.28, 1928(31:529g),
was repealedby section
1101(a)(6) of the Comprehensive
andControl
Ause Prevention
Drug
84
L 91-513,
Actof1970(Pub.
Stat.1292),

in
Seenotefor 31:761a
Executed.
1940
...................
54 59 31 761a
on p.
table28.
Mar.25............... 71 10 1st proviso
toshorttitlesare
References
Obsolete.
......................
203(note)
31
54
779 2 ...................................
ofthe
because
nolongernecessary
Oct9 ..................
restatement.
Seenotefor 31:487(last
Obsolete
2A.
54 11361 311487(last
sentence)
...
intable
sentence)
875 4....................................
Oct14...............
1941
19...............
Feb.

titlesare
to short
References
Obsolete.
of the
because
necessary
no longer
restatement.
authority
the
that
Provided
Executed.
was
....... ....................
756(note)
7
to issuecertainobligations
2 (b)...............................
ended.
301oftitle
section
Repealed
Executed.
Actof1940(ch.
IIIoftheRevenue
2(c)................
.
...
.....
...........
......
7....
...
.. ..
7 ..
419,54 Stat.526)
in
for
Seenote 31:757c(f)
Obsolete.
....................
table2A.
8 31 757c()
..........
3 "Sec.22(f)
Seenotefor 31:757c(g)
................ .. Superseded.
8 31 757c~g)
.............
in table2A.
3 "Sec.22(g)".

7 1 .............................
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Date

Chapter
Plic
Law

Statutes
at
United
States
Code
Large
VolumePage Title
Section

Section

5 ....................................
May31............
101(last
par.under
heading
"Bureau
of
thePublicDebt"),
Nov.21.............6............... .......

757c(note)
........
.......
............
Executed.
Provided
an effective
date
for
the
ActofFeb.
19,
1941
(ch.
7,55Stat.
7).
761a
.................
...................
Executed.
Seenotefor 31:761a
in
table2A.
561
(note)
...................
Executed.
Provided
effective
datefor
theActofNov.
21,1941
(31:561564)
529h
..................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:529h
in
table2A.

Dec 29

301(next-to-last
sentence
before
heading
"Independent
Agencies").
5 ........................ .. . .. .

1942
Mar.
28..........

1 .... ..................... ......

Dec.
18......

Management").
101)par.underheading
"Dureau
of the
PublicDebt").
1,2...................

Dec.
17

Explanation

551 8761 311 2b(note).

Executed.
Provided
effective
datefor
the
ActofDec.29, 1941(31:82b,
82c-82e).

Obsolete.
References
toshort
titlesare
nolonger
necessary
because
ofthe
restatement.
Apr.
28............ 301(,ar. underheading
16(note)...............
Superseded
Provided
paytortheAs"eecutive Officeof
sistant Director
of the Bureau
of
the President").
theBudget,
thatis nowcovered
by
5:5314.
July
2.................
505 ..........................
Superseded,
Seenotefor31:663a
in
56 506 31 663a
.........................................
table2A.
July
25.
101(par. 2 under
56 707 31 215a
........................................
Obsolete.
Provided
forsettlement
of
heading"OfficeTor
claims
in connection
withtheOffice
Emergency
forEmergency
ManagemenL

4 ....................................
5 ....................................
6 ...................
1943
Mar.18..............
]01(lust
par.under
heading
"Bureauof
theMint").
Apr 11 ............ 1 ..................

3 761a
..........................................
Executed.
Seenotefor 31:761a
in
table2A.
31 317a,
317b
......................
Expired.
Seenotefor 31:317a
and
317bintable24.
31 317e
..........................................
Superseded
andobsolete.
Seenotefor
31:317e in table
24.
31 317d.....................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor
31:317d
in
table2A.
31 Jl7c(note) ................................
Executed.
Authorized
an appropriation
tocarry
out
this
Act
31 317e-1
......................................
Superseded.
Seenote
for31:317e-1
in
table2k

Obsolete.
References
toshort
tiles are
no longer
necessary
because
ofthe
restatement.
4(a) ................
SD 964
...........................................
Expired.
50 app.:966
provided
thatthis
ipp.
section
expire
onJune30,1947,
or
on suchearlier
datethatCongress
prescribe
byconcurrent
resolution,
4)(b)
.................
57 63 50 964a ....................
Executed.
Seenote
for50app.:964a
in
pp
table2A.
June15............
125 1(b)............................... 57 152 31
725s~rate).................... Executed.
Provided
thatanyunobligated balance
in thetrustfund,Naval
hospitalfundbe covered
intothe
and
fundof theTreasury
surplus
thatmoney
required
tobepaidinto
thefundfromannual
approprations
remain
credited
toappropriation.
2(b) ................571 1531 311725s(note)....
Executed.
Provided
thatanyunobligated balance
in thetrustfund,naval
into
becovered
finesandforfeitures
fund
of the Treasury
thesurplus
required
tobepaid
andthatmoney
tromannual
appropriinto
thefund
martial
bycourt
ations
orforfeited
to
the
appropriation.
remain
credited
3(less tstproviso).
571153 311725s(note)
................................
Executed.
Repealed
provisions
requiring
to be
from desertion
forfeitures
credited
tothenavalhspital fund,
provided
thatmoa accrued
tothe
navalhospital
furd
andnavy
fine
July1,
fundbefore
andforfeiture
1943,
be dosited intheTreasury,
andprovided
an effective
datefor
thisAct.
June
26..............
150 2 ....................................
Executed.
Repealed
section
8 of the
571 2191 311686c
..........................................
Act ofJune22, 1936(31:686c).
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Statutes
at
Large
VolumePage

United
States
Code
Explanation

Section

1943
July1..........

223..........................
complete
par.on
Superseded.
Seenotefor
31:223in
185 (4th
table2A.
p.352).
31:224in
Seenotefor
224_....................................
Superseded
aftertast
1(wurds
table2A.
inpar.
semicolon
before
immediately
"Medical
heading
Department")
1 of
partofsection
Repealed
Executed.
189 3....................................
571 373)
1.....................
July3............
theActo Aug.24, 1912(5:208,
of
Wars
relatedto the Secretary
fornot
to settleclaims
authority
dollars.
morethanonethousand
.......
5 .....................
4 ofthe
section
Repealed
Executed.
RiverandHarborAct (33:564).
in table
31:734c
Seenotefor
Expired.
520 311734c .........................................
223 1....................................
July12.
2A.
date
an
expiration
Provided
Executed.
.......................
521. . ..........................
2....................
for
thisAct.
in
31:487a
for
Seenote
Obsolete.
...........
530 31 487a
onp.
228 (ast proviso
table2A
530).
Reeled section3493of
.............. Executed.
600 31 234
Dec23............... 377 2...............................
(31:234).
RevieStatutes
the
1944
titlesare
to
short
References
Obsolete.
581 272 31 1774(note)..
June9................. 240 1........
ofthe
because
nolongernecessary
restatement.
effecprovided
and
Amended
Executed.
58 273 ...............................
3...................
1650ofthe
section
tivedatefor
The
Code.
Revenue
1939Internal
re1939Codewassubsequently
Code
Revenue
bytheInternal
pealed
seq.)
of1954(26:1et
in
Seenotefor31:487a
Obsolete.
.......................
58 539 31 487a
l(last proviso
June28...............
table2A
before
immeurtely
at
"Office
heading
WarInformation").
the Bureauofthe
Required
Obsolete.
....................................
58 623 31 18(note)
303....................
a continuous
"dge to maintain
andcontract
appropriations
studof
defense
Innnational
authorizations
duringthe
andthe waragencies
to
WorldWarin order
Second
of
a statement
toCongress
submit
approp'iations
et these
thebalances
afterthewar.
and authorizabons
31:725v(a)
Seenotefor
Superseded.
....................................
58 844 31 725v(a)
21............... 631 ] "SecDec.
23(a)..
............
in table2A
58 922....
date
an effective
Provided
Executed
23 ..........
Dec.
716 4...............................
dateforthe Act of
and expiration
23, .944(ch. 716, 58 Stat
Dec.

921).
toshorttitlesare
References
Obsolete.
ofthe
because
5111......................
necessary
nolonger
59
47 31 774(ote) ..............................
restatement.
3483sections
Repealed
Executed.
................
59 225 31 209-214, 218-222b
May29.............. 13513..............................
.
Revised
of thethe
3488
3,
Mar.
ActofStatutes
3]:09-214),
V
8 (31:21,8-222b), chapter
1918
9,
July
Of theAct of
I "Sec. ](31:218-222), section
5" etthe Act ofMar.4, 1921
(31:218-222), and section6 of
theActofJuly3, 1943(31:222a,
222b).
are
to shorttIdles
References
Obsolete.
5....................................
591226 .
ofthe
because
necessary
no langer
restatement.
for31:487a in
Seenote
Obsolete.
....................
59 476 31 487a
proviso
I (last
July17...............
table2
before
immediately
of
"Office
heading
Inter-American
Affairs").
section3 oftheAct
Added
Executed,
......................
59 516 31 804b
9......................
July31...............
that
ofApr.13, 1934(31:804b),
21 ofthe
bysection
wasrepealed
ActofJune25, 1948(ch.645,62
Stat.862).
in
31:528(h)
for
Seenote
Superseded.
.....................................
59 594 31 528(h)
........
51511 "Sec.3646(h)".
3................
Dec.
table2A.
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Date

chapter
or
section
Public
Law

Statutes
at
Large
et FPapea
Voume

UnitedStatesCode

Section

Explanation

119...........................................
Executed.
Repealed
sections
300and
3647 of the Revised
Statutes
(31:119).
an effective
date
.................................
Executed.
Provided
3 .....................................591594 1 31 528(note)
for
theActofDec.3, 1945(ch.
515,59 Stat592).
Executed.
References
toshort
titlesare
Dec.6................
557 1...................................591 5971 311841(note) .................................
enlonger
necesary
because
ofthe
restatement.
Executed.
Seenotefor
31:841
intable
31 841
...........................................
2 .....................................
2A.
31 869(b) ......................................
Executed.
Seenotefor
31:869(b)
in
304(b)
............................
table2A.
Executed.
Repealed
theActofOct27,
after3d
Dec.28.............. 597 4(words
1943(34:984-989).
comma).
1946
Obsolete.
References
toshort
titlesare
June
26.............. 501 2...................
60 316 31 774(note)
..................................
n leger necessary
because
ofthe
restatement.
Executed.
Repealed
section
101(par.
July1.................
..........................................
101( r. immediately 60 393 31 671a
immediately
before
heading
"Ouse
befre heading
ofthe
Actof
"House
of
ofRepresentatives")
Oct.9, 1940(31:671a).
Representatives").
Seenote for31:487a
in
Obsolete.
July23...............
1l1(previso
under
60 606 31 487a
..........................................
table2A.
heading
"Office
of
Sciendic
Research
andDevelopment").
16(b)(Ist par.)............ 60 811
Executed.
Repealed
section
3(2dpar.)
Aug.2................
.........................................
ofth Act ofMarch18, 1904
(5:77).
17(a).............................
section
3 ofthe
678...........................................
Executed.
Repealed
ActofMar.15, 1898(31:678).
25..................................
.........................................
Superseded.
Seenotefor
31:495a
in
495a
table2k
Aug.7................
1(47)
............................
599...........................................
Executed.
Repealed
section
1(par.immediately
before
the
heading
"Govemment
in the
Territories")
ofthe
Act of Feb.3, 1905(31:599).
1947
2 .....................................59 594

June5................
2...................
.
2 .....................................
June14..............
July9.................
July11...............

July26...............

Aug.I .................

31:352
intable
352............................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor
2A.
See
note
for
31:349
in
Superseded.
349............................................
table2k
1014t h par.onp.
107a
..........................................
in
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:107a
282).
table2k
4(a)...............................
149-153,
725t
..........................
Repeated
sections
306-310
Executed.
oftheRevised
Statutes
(31:149153)andsection21 ofthe
Actof
(31:725t).
June26,1934
4(b) ..........................
Executed.
Amended
section
5 ofthe
3091 31 1154 . ................
.....................
that
ActofJuly1,1916(31:154),
wasrepealed
bysection6 ofthe
ActofAug28 1957(PubL 85183,71Sat. 465).
5 .................................... 61 310
3132(n
te)
...... ...............
Executed.
Provided
an effective
date
for
theActofJuly11,1947(ch.
222,61Stat.308).
338 .......................................
61 493 3 95a(not) .................................
Executed.
Provided
that the
Compolir
General
relieve
certaindisbursing
andceiifyingoficers
from
liability
thatoccurredbetween
forlosses
Sept8, 1939andJuly1, 1948
andthat theComptrliler
General
payments
made
in
allowcredits
for
good
faithduring
thatperiod.
441 ....................................
611 720 31 82a-(note).............................
Provided
that this
Actdid
Executed.
not
repeal
certain
other
Acts.

1948
June3.................
101(par.immediately
beforeheading
"International
Activities").

June
19...............

June
25

31 107a
.........................................
Obsolete.
Seenote
for31:107a
in
table2k

31 95a(note)
.................................
for
the validation
of
Executed.
Provided
forthesupport
ofthe
payments
tionalGuard
made
before
July1,
1942.
646 7...............................
31 84.........................................
Superseded.
Seenote
for31:84in
table2A
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Chapter
oate

Section

Code
States
United
at
Statutes
Lag
Title
Section

(proviso).
8321501(b)
Aug.
10............

6211283 311850(note),
866(d)(note).

1949
29913.
July
6...............

63 1 407 I 31 1712, 713, 714, 716................

July20..............

Explanation

Executed.
Providedthat auditsof the
Federal Housing Administration
begin with the fiscalyear that
began July1, 1948,an that the
exceptionappliedto auditsof the
conAdministration
Housing
Federal
tracted for beforeJuly 1, 1948

Executed.Repaled section3690 of
(31:712),secStatutes
the Revised
tion 5(words before10th comma)
ot the Act o June 20, 1874
31:713), section4 of the Act of
une 14, 1878 (31:714),section
underheading
8(par. 2d sentence
Public Printing") of the Act of
July7, 1884 (31:714),andsection
2 of the Act of July 26, 1886
(31:716).
to shorttitles are
References
Obsolete
4..................... 311 712anote)..
of the
because
no longernecessary
restatement.
See note for 31:107ain
Obsolete.
311107a.....................
heading
354 101gor. under
2k
table
"nrergencies
in the

and
Diplomatic
Service").
Consular
1950
9.................
Feb.

Seenotefor 31:82jin table
Executed.
2A.
Seenotefor 31:82kin table
Executed.
31 82k..................................
... .........
...................
14..............
2336.................
.....................
June
2&
Seenotefor 31:821in table
Executed
..........................
821
31
234 1.....................
2A.
notefor 31:82min table
See
Obsolete.
.........................................
82m
31
2. .............................
2A
note for 31:488in
See
Superseded.
31 488.........................
June
28..............
383 402(m)...............
table2A.
that unexpended
Provided
Executed.
.....................
31 181(note)
for the
4...............
Aug.
of appropriations
.
balances
558 ...........................
Bureau of Engravingand Printing
for fiscal years 1950 and 1958
on June30, 1951
lapsed
Seenotefor 31:181din
Unnecessary.
........................
181d
31
6. ............................
table2k
Seenotefor 31:181ein
Unnecessary.
......................
188e
31
table2A.
sectionl13d par.
Repealed
Executed.
.......................
3i1878
'Enav1stprovisounderheading
ing and Pinting") of the Act of
Aug.4, 1897(31:178).
proviRepealed3d paragraph
Executed.
.................
7 (b)
...............
............
.................
......
64 410 38 176
and
so under heading"Engraving
Printing" of the Act of Aug. 4,
1886(31-176).
that in the case
Provided
Unnecessary.
8(c) ................................
....................
64 410 38 181(note)
with proof other lawsinconsistent
of
visionsof this Act,theprovisions
this Actgovern
Act
this
that
Provided
Executed.
8(d) ................................
becameeffectiveoi July 1, 1951.
lOi)...............................
277, 292,
sections
Repealed
Executed.
..........
632
111-114,
109,
462 38
64 410
31 73,
181(note)
.......................
Aug.17............... 735 10(a)................
293 294,405-408, 3674,and
4055 of the RevisedStatutes
38:73, 109,111, 112, 5:378-381,
31:632,39:787),section4 of the
Act of Mar.3, 1875 31:113), and
section4 of the Act of July 12,
1876(31:114).
Obsolete.See note for 31.107ain
.......................
heading 641 6101311 07a
under
table2A.
6..........
896 101(par.
Sept.

Sept12.............

31 82j.......................

"Emergencies
in the
and
Diplomatic
Service").
Consular
946 1 .....................

to shorttitles are
References
obsolete.
of the
because
no longernecessary
restatement
are
titles
short
to
References
Obsolete,
ofthe
because
110...................
no longernecessary
64 834 31 65(note)
..................
restatement.
Seenotefor 31:65in table
Executed.
64 834 31 65.............................
2A.
111(a)-(e) ...................

641 8321 3111(note)
............
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Date Dt

Chapter
PubliC
[or

Statutes
at
Sectionitle ou eIPg

il

UnitedStatesCode
Section

301.................................
302(a)
.................

1010
16............
.

1951
Apr.24...............
Oct.22................

641 9861 311589

65
191](pr. underheading

"Emergencies
in the

Executed.
Repealed
certain
sections
ot
various
Acts.

Executed.
II note)..............
....
Provided
that theomission

302(c), (d)
...................
641 8451 311582-591 (note)

Sept.23............

Explanation

of a law from
the provisions
repealedby section301 of the
BudgetandAccounting
Procedures
Actof 1950(ch. 946, 64 Stat.
832),may not be construed
as
limitingtheapplication
ofsections
201and 216of the Budget
and
Accounting
Act,1921(ch.18,42
Stat.20).
Unnecessary.
Section
302(c)ofthis
Actprovided
that,except
when
section301ofthisActrepealed
anthority
toperform
a function
section
301did
not
affect
thejurisdictionofan agency
orofficer
ofthe
UnitedStates
Government.
Section
302(d)provided
thatlawsrot inconsistent
withthisActremain
in
effect.
Executed.
Repealed
section
3661of
the Revised
Statutes
(31:589)
and
section
2 of theActof June30,
1906(31:588).

32 31 i82n...................................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:82n
intable
2A.
...................................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:107a
in
table2A

6507a

Diplomatic
and
Consular
Service")
Oct.25...............
1(17) ...........................
65 68
31 121.....................
Executed.
Repealed
section
1 of the
1

Act of June22, 1926(31:121).
Oct.31................
1(55).................
65 793 31 641............................................
Executed.
Repealed
thewords
afterthe
lastsemicolon
underthe heading
"Provisions,
Navy,Bureau
ofProwsionsandClothing"
of theActof
Mar.2,1891
(31:641).
4 (3 ) ...........................
.. 65 709 31 487(1st sentence)
...................
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:487(1st
sentence)
intable2A.
56(g)......
..............
65 729 31 687.........................................
Executed.
Repealed
section
1(3dpar.
under
heading"United
States
Court
ofCustoms
Appeals")
of theActof
Mar.4, 1911(31:687).
Nov.I ................. 664 1307
............................
31 871...........................................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:871
in table
2k
1952
June
27..
477 403(a)(9) ...................
661 279 31 530
...........................................
Executed,
Reled section
1(proviso
under
heading
"Enforcement
of the
Chinese
Exclusive
Act')of theAct
ofMar.3, 1905 (31:530).
July3..................
3.....................
Executed.
Repealed
section
2 of the
Actof Dec.28, 1945(31:222e).
July5..................
66 323
...........................
101(lastpar.under
399 31
31 222e
52a...................................
Executed.
Amended
section181(4th
heading
"General
par. underheading
"General
AcAccounting
Office").
counting
Office")of theIndependAct 1952
Appropriation
entOffices
by
was repealed
(31:52a), that
12(c)(4) of theFederal
section
Employees
Salar Increase
Actof
1955 (ch. 18, 69 Stat.
180).
July
10................
101(par.
under
heading 661 550
1 311107a
.......... Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:107a
in
"Emergencies
in the
table2A,
Diplomatic
and
Consular
Servic"1
July15................
758 1407.............................

2k Seenote
66.1660 31I 871............................................
Executed
for31:871intable
1953
July31............... 302 101(words
beforest
67 299............................ ..
Expired.
Provided
appropriations
forthe
provisinpar, under
forthefiscal
Breauof theBudget
leading
"Bureau
of
1954.
Juno
38,
year
ending
theBudget").
Aug.1................
303 2 .....................................
67 317
..................... Executed.
2(b)f the
Repealed
section
Emergency
Powers
Continuation
Act
334).
66
Stat
(ch.
570,
305 621.................................
67 353 31 634b
. ........
................
in
Seenotefor 31:634b
Executed.
table2B.
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Date

Chapter
or
Public
Law

1953
5................
Aug.

Section

Vlm

PaeTitle

Code
States
United
Setles

Explanatioi

.......................
heading 67 368 31 107a
under
11(par.
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:107a
in
"Energencies inthe
table2A,
and
Diplomatic
Service").
Consular

1954
Mar.17...............
24.
June

at
Statutes
Largepn

..............
29 31 95a(note)
theActofJuly26,
Amended
Executed.
1947(ch.338,61Stat.493),that
isexecuted.
section101(4th
Amended
Executed.
681280 311 52a ................................
Ac"General
par.underheading
Office")oftheIndependcounting
Act 1952
Appropriation
entOffices
by
that was repealed
(31:52a),
section12(c)(4) of the Federal
Actof
Increase
Stlary
Emloyees
9955 (ch. 189, 69 Stat 180).
in
Seenotefor 31:107a
Obsolete.
69 414 39 107a
........................
2.
table
69

under
(proviso
101
"General
heading
Office").
Accounting

heading
under
191(par.
"Emergencies
in the
and
Diplomatic
Service").
Consular
9,
theActof Feb.
Repealed
Executed.
.........................................
3(b) ...............................
69 493 31 634a
July15...............
1946(31:634a).
the
of
303
section
Do=led
Executed.
.................................
143a
69 496 31 143,
I (a)................................
July22...............
andthe
(31:143),
Statutes
Revised
Act of Apr.9, 1926(31:143a).
notefor
See
superseded.
and
Obsolete
496
69
31
144
..........................
(b)
.........................
l
31:144in table2A.
and
314
sections
Repealed
Executed.
2 .....................................
................
164-166
69 49
315 of the RevisedStatutes
resolujoint
and
the
165)
(31:164,
2...................
tionof Dec.13, 1892(31:166).
82pin
Seenotefor31:82o,
Executed.
82o,
82p
.................................
Aug.23..............
2A
table
intemperury
a
Provided
Executed.
.................
757b(note)
Aug.28..............
limit.
debt
inthepublic
crease
in
31:647
for
......................
note
See
647. ...............
Unnecessary.
........................
1(18)
Aug.30..............
July2............

tablo2A.

1955
approthatcertain
Provided
under
proviso
101(last
721 311 760(note) .................... Executed.
June
1.............
during
werenot available
priations
of
"Bureau
heading
1956.
scal
year
Debt").
the
Public
the
4
of
section
Repealed
Executed.
725k
............
1....................................
June
t ................
Act of July16, 1894(39:730)
thatpartof the Actof May2,
1908(ch. 206,35 Stat.416
1
andsection
in 39:731,
codified
of the Act of June26, 1934
(31:725k),
section101(4th
Repealed
Executed.
.....................................
69 190 31 52a
28..............
June
199 12(c)(4)
.......................
Ac"General
par. underheading
Office")of the Independcounting
Act,1952
Appropriation
Offices
ent
(31:52a).
1O1(proviso
section
Repealed
Executed.
.......................................
69 191 31 166
12()(10)
.....................
"Bureauof the
heading
under
of the Actof June24,
Budget")
(31:16b).
1954
ina temporary
Provided
Executed.
..............................
69 241 39 757b(note)
30............
June
in thepublicdebt limit.
crease
in
31:107a
for
note
See
Obsolete.
..................................
heading 69 265 31 107a
under
July7............... 279 19(pr
2,k
table
"Emergencies
in the
and
Diplomatic
Service").
Consular
thatreimbursement
Provided
Executed.
................................
69 699 31 95a(note)
11.............. 993 2(b) ..........................
Aug.
bysecmade
theamendment
under
be
not
2(a)of thisActcould
tion
that
for
a lossordeficiency
made
beforeAug. 11, 1955.
occurred
1)2dpar.
section
Repealed
Executed.
3 ................................... 6916881 311105 ...
underheading"Pay, miscellaof the Act of July11,
neous")
1919(31:105).
date
an effective
Provided
Executed.
forreconandprovided
forthisAct
theprior
under
ofclaims
sideration
limit.
Seenotefor 31:107ain
Obsolete,
.................................
70 300 31 107a
table2A,

376 2 ....................................70 255...........

par.
414 101(lastcomplete
June
20...............
onp.300).
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Date
1956
June
25

Chapter
Plic
Law

Section

Statutes
at
Large
rte
VolumeTPage

United
States
Code
Section

Explaeation

Executed.
Deleted
certain
words
from
the 7thparagraph
under
the heading "Ordnance
Department"
ofthe
Actof Mar.2,195 (ch.130733
Stat.840).
July9.................
536 ............. ...................757b(nte) ...............................
Executed.
Provided
a tempary increasein the publicdebtlimit
July
25...............
704...........................................
727 4 .....
Executed.
Seenotefor31:704
in table
...............
2,
Executed.
Repealed
sectiontO](Ist
690
...........................................
7(a) ................................
proviso
underheading
"Bureau
of
Accounts")
of theActof Apr.25,
1945(31:690).
712b,
712c
...............................
Executed.
Repealed
sectiont0t(par.
.... 70(1650
7(b), (c)......
under
heading
"Payment
ofCertified
Claims")of the Actof June30,
1949(31:712c),
andsection
2 of
theActofJuly
6, 1949(31:712b).
713a
.........................................
7(e) . ..... ................
Executed.
Repealed
section
5 of the
Act of Mar.3, 0875(31:713a).
715
7(e)................
.........................................
Executed.
Reled section
3691of
theRevised
Statutes
(31:715).
7(f)...............................
701(note) ...............................
Executed.
Repealed
provisions
permittingappropriation
to remain
availablefor expenditure
formore
than
2
succeeding
fullfiscalyears.
July
28............
769 2...................
Executed.
Provided
effective
datefor
thisAct
Aug.
2.
007 4(a)(31)
....................... 549
............................................
Executed.
Reeled section
3650of
the
Revised
Statutes
(31:549).
4(a)(33)
....................... 711(7)
......................................
Executed.
Repealed
the 2d complete
par.,related
to therepayment
of
excess
of deposits
on p. 726of
section
3689of te Revised
Statutes(31:711(7)).
1957
Apr.
20.............
85-172.
71 15 30 757c(note)
................................
Executed.
Provided
the effective
date
fortheamendment
made
bysection
I of thisAct
70 163 30 99.............................................
June17...............
185-56 12202(38),
(40)
............
Executed.
Repealed
theActofJuly1,
1890(31:99),andthejoitresolu]onof Sept1, 1890(31:99).
Aug.
28...............
71 465 31 528(e)
....................
Executed,
Amended
section
3646(e)
of
18315(b).
the Revised
Statutes
(31:528e),
thatwasrepealed
bysection
12(c)
of theActofSept.2, 1960(Pub.
L 86-682, 74Stat.708).
71 465 31 133,154.................................
Executed.
Repealed
section
5 of the
Actof July1, 1916(31:154),
and
section
2 of the Actof July11,
1947(31:133).
442

...................................

1958
Feb.
26..............
85-336
..............................
721 27 31 757b(note).

Executed.
Provided
a ternrary increasein the publicdebtlimii
05426 213................................
................
72 043 3 695
Executed.
Amended
paragraph
under
theheading
"General
Provrsions"
of
section
00 oftheActofSept27,
1950(30:695),
thatwasrepealed
bysection
4(a) oftheActofSept.
20, 1966 (Pub.L 89-593,
80
Stat. 819).
Aug,25..............
85-759
12.
30 l1(note)
...................................
Expired.
Provided
for limitations
on
annual
accrued
expenditures.
Section
3 ofthisActprovided
thatthisAct
ceased
to beineffect
Apr., 0962.
31 1ll(nte) ...................
Executed.
Provided
that the Adtof
Aug.25, 10958(Pub.L 85-759,
72Stat.8521,
andtheamendments
and
201of theBudget
to section
Accounting
Act,1920(ch.
08,
42
Stat.20),made
bythatActceased
to
be
in
effect
Apr.
1,
1962
Aug.26 . ........... 85-762 3(1st sentence)
...............
Executed.
Provided
thatamendments
of
721 861 49 11705, 11706......
thisActtotheInterstate
Commerce
Actapply
to causes
ofaction
accroing
afterAug.
25,10958.
May 27..
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Code
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United

at
Statutes

Explanation

Section
VolumePageSt

3(last sentence)
...........

72

861

31 244(note)

Executed.
Provided
thatamendments
to
322 of the Transportation
section
Act of 1940(ch. 722, 54 Stat.
per955) applyto transportation
madeafter
and payments
formed
Aug.26,1958
the lastsentence
Repealed
Executed.
72 11269131719 .....................
...........................
114(11)
185-857
Sept,
2................
"At the Pacific
underthe heading
Branch"oftheActofOct.2, 1888
(31:719).
1959
andsurseded. Seenotefor
words Obsolete
86-70 125
.................................. 73 147 38 444(less1st sentence
25..............
June
bewords
31:444(less st sentence
between2d and3d
in
tween2dand 3d semicalons)
semicolons).
table2k
of
the
10
section
Amended
Executed,
.....................
448b
38
73 147
26................................
Act of 1934
Silver Purchase
(31:448b), that was reeled by
1 of the Acto June4
section
1963 (Pub.L 88-36, 77 Stat.
54).
inProvideda temporary
Executed.
June30.............. 86-74 2 ....................................
creasein the publicdebt limit.
are
titles
short
to
References
Obsolete.
3 .. .............................
........................
774(note)
73 157
857 31 757b(note)
.....................
ofthe
because
necessary
no longer
restatement.
the
of
2
section
Repealed
Executed.
73 484 40 254.........................................
17(6).
86-249
Sept9................
23,1874(40:254).
ActofJune
the
of
25
section
Added
Executed.
.....................
73 621 31 757c6346 101(a).
Sept.
22.
BondAct(31:757cLiberty
Second
bysection
1), thatwasrepealed
1969
1,272).
Dec.
Actof83
of
2(a)
Stat.
L the
91-130,
(Pub.
date
the effective
Provided
Executed.
................
621
757c(nte)
73
31
101(c)
............................
by secmade
forthe amendment
ion101(a)and(b)ofthisAct.
5(b) and
section
Repealed
Executed.
............................
(d)
31 754(b),
(1)......................
105(b)
BondAct
Hlberty
(d) oftheSecond
(d.
(31:754(b),
3d
7(2d
section
Repealed
Executed.
(2)
.....................
105(b)
Lierty
ofthe Second
sentences)
Act(31:747).
Bond
18(b) of
section
Repealed
Executed.
..........................
73 7
622
747 (b)
.......................................
22 31 753
105(b)(3) ...................
LibertyBondAct
the Second
(31:753(b)).
thefirst sentence
Repealed
Executed.
....................
(4)
105(b)
731 6221 311757c(d)
..............ofsection22(d) ofthe Second
Act(31:757c(d)).
Bond
Liberty
1960
6-564 .
30...............
June

74

290

toshorttitlesare
References
Obsolete.

31 774(note) .................................
ofthe
because
necessary
no longer

restatement.
in
a temporary
Provided
.. Executed.
74 290 38 757b(note) ..................
101
..................
creasein the publicdebt limit.

1961
titlesare
to short
References
Obsolete.
(note)........................
75 146 3 911
30..............87-661.................
June
ofthe
because
necessary
no longer
restatement.
in table
for
31:912
note
See
Executed.
912
......................
3.................. .. ..
2A,
intable
for31:913
Seenote
Executed.
...
..
........
9
13
................
4 ..................
2A.
ina temporary
Provided
Executed.
....................
757b(note) ..
creasein the publicdebt limit.
..............................
530
1)proviso
section
Repealed
.....................
Executed.
2...............
20...............
July
"Library,
2d par. underheading
of the
of Agriculture")
Department
Act of Mar.4, 1909 (31:530),
ofpar.under
8(st proviso
section
QuarterSupplies,
"Regular
heading
of theActofApr.
Corps')
master
27, 1914 31:530), section1(st
underheading
phrase
parenthetical
oftheActat
'Pay,Miscellaneous")
5
Mar.3, 1915(31:530),section
4, 1915
Mar.
of
Act
of the
1(10thpar.
(31:530), andsection
VeterStates
"United
heading
under
ans' Bureau')afthe ActofJune
7, 1924(31:530).
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Page e
Volume

States
Code
United

Sectien

Explanation

1962
Mar.13...........

Provided
a temrrary inExecuted.
757b(note)
..................
...............................

July1..................

.....
........................
...

creasein the publicdebt limit
Provided
temporary
increases
Executed.
757b(note)
.....................
inthepublic
debt
limit
various
sections
of
Executed.
Repealed
262,
264-266,
252,
254,
July11................
3.......................
.....
andtheActof
280, theRevised
Statutes
268,
269,
271,
272,
282-286.
Feb.20, 1895(ch. 105,28 Stat.
673).
5 of the
Executed.
Repealed
section
............
......................
7751 31 638a(d) ..........
Oct.9..................187-7741
Act of July 16, 1914
(31:638o(d)).
1963
temporary
increases
Executed.
Provided
50 31 757b(note)
................................
May29...............
88-30
.........................................
debtlimit.
in thepublic
3 I8
.................................
Executed.
Repled theSilverPurchase
316a-316d,
405a,
54 31 311a,
June4..
316a,
316b,
Actof1934 31:311a,
448-448e,
734a,
734b.
734a,
and734b),
405a,
448-448e,
section
4 of the Act of July6
1939(31:316c), andtheActof
July31,1946(31:316d).
intable
Executed.
Seenotefor31:291
291
............................................
1.....................................
Aug.20...............
188-102
2A
in
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor 31:293
............................................
293
3.....................................
table2k
intable
Executed.
Seenotefor31:294
294
.......................
4....................................
2A.
inProvided
a ternorary
Executed.
..............................
757b(note)
Aug.27...............
crease
in the public ebt limit.
757b(note)
................................
Executed.
Provided
a ter naryinNov.26...
crease
in the publicdet limit.
1964
inExecuted.
Provided
a temporary
757b(note)
................................
June29...........
crease
in the publicdebt limit
1....................................
an effective
date
Executed.
Provided
Aug.30...............
850(note),857(note),
for
this
Act
858(note).
7
................
Obsolete.
References
toshortdtes are
..................................
240(note)
Aug.31...............
necessary
because
ofthe
nolonger
restaterten
3.......
.....................................
......
Repealed
various
laws.
Executed.
1965
June
24.............

757b(note)...............
.................

Provided
a temrpoary
inExecuted.

crease
in the publicdebt limit
391(note)................................

References
toshort
titlesare
Obsolete.
because
ofthe
nolonger
necessary
restatement
in
Expired.
Seenote for 31:393(b)
393(b)......................................
2k
table
202.................................
Seenotefor31:294
in table
Executed.
294..........................................
2A.
203(b)............
........
.
9 of the
Executed.
Repealed
section
320.........................................
Act
ofMar.
14,1900(31:320).
2 4()..........
...............
324(nte) ..................................
Repealed
theActofSept3,
Executed.
1964(Pub.L 88-580, 78 Stat
908).
206(b)
............
..............
Provided
thattheeffect
Unnecessary.
79 256 1 311 340(nte).
3527
oftheamendment
of section
Statutes
wasto
of the Revised
coinage
metal
redesignate
theminor
ofa
creabon
fund,notto authorize
newfund.
208.................................
3550of
Executed.
Repealed
section
79 257 31 366
............................................
2108
.................
...............
Revised
Statutes(31:366).
the
21 0 ...................
........
..........................
79 257 31 462
thelastsentence
Executed.
Repealed
ofsection
43 b)(1) of theActof
May12,1933(31:62).
381-304
in
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:301-304
79 258 31 301-304
....................................
table2A.
89-175
Sept.9 ..............
..........
79 672 31 931
-937.. .......
in
Expired.
Seenotefor 31:931-937
2A.
table
Sept 15..............
189-185
11, 2..........................
section
79 789 .....................................................
Section
1 amended
Executed.
2732oftitle10,andsection2
section
490(a)oftitle14,
amended
by
bothof whichwererepealed
5 and7oftheActofAu.
sections
8
31, 1964(Pub.L 88-558,
2 years
from
Stat.768),effective
dateoftheAct.
July
23.............
89-811

103(b)
..........
...............
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Section

Statutes
at
Large

Code
States
United
Section

VolumePage
4.

Oct21................
189-283 601.........................

791 790

311241(note)_

791126

311571

1966
24...............
June
..................
June
29.............
1 ......................
July19...............

54.................
Sept.
20..............
189-593

1967
Mar.2
................ 90-3 .........................................
June
24..............
90-29 4 .................................

Explanation

date
of
aneffective
Provided
Executed.
1 and2
for sections
July1,1952,
1964,
for
ofthisAct,andAug.31,
sect
Ion3 of this Act,andthat
couldbereclaims
certain
settled
bySept.14,
if requested
considered
1966.
section
Amended 601of the
Executed.
Actof Sept.20, 1941(31:571),
by section
that was repealed
202(e)(2) of theActof July12,
1974(Pub.L 93-344,88 Stat.
304).

757b(note)

a temporary
inProvided
Executed.
crease
in the publicdebt limi.
13:14
Repealed
Executed,
628a(note) .......... Executed.
Provided
thatthisActshould
notaffect
22:2392(g).
.....................
toshorttitlesare
951(note)
References
Obsolete.
because
of the
necessary
no longer
restatement.
dateof
.....................
aneffective
951(note)
Executed.
Provided
for
thisAct.
Jan.
15,1967,
Repaledthe paragraph
695..................
Executed.
Provi'General
theheading
under
ofsection
101of theActof
sions"
andsecSept.27,1950(31.695),
tion207(b)of theActof Feb.28,
1925(ch.368,43Stat.1067),as
7 oftheActof
bysection
amended
1928(ch 856,45 Stat.
May).29,
942)

4

inProvided
a tempenary
Executed.
31 757b(note)
.............................

77

of
the Secretary
Authorized
Executed.
31 405a-](note) .................

crease in the publicdebt lin'a.

to holdnotlessthan
theTreasury
of
165 millionfine troy ounces
silverin reserveandrequiredthe
thatsilverto
to transfer
Secretary
andcriticalmaterials
the strategic
byJune24,1968.
stockpiles
the lastsentence
Repealed
Executed.
5 .....................................
of section3517of the Revised
(31:324).
..........
......
....Statutes
936................
in
Seenotefor31:931-937
Expired.
Aug.9 ............
table2A
. ....................................
1968
408......................................
section
2 of the
Repealed
Executed.
Mar.
18...............
Actof July14, 1890(31:408),
408b.................
.........
...
....
.... andsection
2 of theActof Mar.
10.................................
14,1900(31:408).
Seenotefor31:40tbin
Superseded.
11 ...............................
table2A.
1 note)
.....................
onexa limitation
Provided
Executed,
June
28...............
190-364
in fiscal
andnet lending
penditures
202.............................
year1968.
in
forthereduction
Provided
Executed,
757b(note)
..............
authority
for fiscalyear
obligational
203.........
.........
...
........
1969.
Provided
for a studyand
Executed.
.................
204 .......................... 757b(note)
obligaoncertain
report
toCongress
tional
authority.
forthesubstitution
Provided
Executed.
.................
757b(note)
205.................
amounts
of distributable
of reduced
year1969.
money
in fiscal
References
toshorttitlesare
Obsolete.
.................
4201(note)
Oct.
16................
190-577
of the
necessary
because
no longer
restatement.
42:4221
in
See
note
for
Unnecessary.
4221...............
......
....
381...............
table2A.
42:4244
in
note
for
See
Unnecessary.
...................
4244............
................................
604
table2A.
1969
inProvided
a temporary
Executed.
757b(note),757b-2...............
7.................
Apr.
91-82 .. .......... .................
debtlimif,and
in thepublic
crease
3 of the Act of
repealed
section
30, 1967
(31:757b-2).
June
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Statutes at
Large
VolumePage
Ide

United
States Code
Section

Explanation

Dec.1]! !...........
191-130 2(a)................................83 272 31 757c-1 _......................
Executed.
Repealed
section
25 of the
Second
Liberty
ondAct(31:757c1).
83 272 31 757c(note)
...............................
Executed.
Provided
the effective
date
3 .....................................
forthe amendment
made
bysection
I ofthisAct.
83 469 31 700c
..........................................
Dec.29...............
91-170 111(1stpar.).................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:700c
in
table2A.
1970
June
30...............
757b(note)
................................
Executed.
Provided
a temporary
91-30] 2 ...................
in.
crease
in the publicdebtlimit
Executed.
3 ........................
Provided
an effective
date
forthisAct
241(e)......................................
Executed.
Repealed
section
3(e) ofthe
July8..................
191-311
Military
Personnel
andCivilian
Emples
Claims Act Of
1964(31:241(e)).
Aug.12...............191-37516(n (1) ..........................
4 782 31 2(5th r .............................
Executed.
Repealed
section
7(6thpar.)
of theAct of July 31, 1894
(31:72,andsection
lO(last
proviso) of theActof Aug.24,1912
(31:72).
6(1)(4)
.......................
04 782 J1 1028
.........................................
Executed.
Repealed
the 2dparagraph
undertheheading
"Re-imbursement
of the State Washington"
of
section1 of theActof Sept30,
1890131:1028).
Sept 25.............!91-419 1,2,5 ...........................
488b,
488b-1,
488b-2
............
Expired.
Seenotefor31:488b,
488b1, 488b-2
in table2A.
3,4
................................
714
...........................................
Executed.
Added
18:714
andamended
theanalysis
of 18:ch.
33.
Oct.26...........
91-508 201..............................
lOSt(note)
. .......
.................
Obsolete.
References
to shottitlesare
nolonger
necessary
because
ofthe
restatement.
203(k)
.........................
1052(k)
...................................
Unnecessary.
See
note
for
31:1052(k)
intable2kL
211
................................
1060
.........................................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor31:1060
in
table2A.
213..............................
1062
.........................................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor31:1062
in
table2k
206
...............................
1156
.........................................
Executed.
Seenotefor 31:1156
in
table2A.
Oct.27...............
1101(a)(3)
.............
.....
529a
.........................................
Executed.
Repealed
the Actof Mar.
28,1928
(31:529a).
1101(a)(6)
...................529g
.....................
Executed.
Repealed
section
6 of the
Actof Mar.28,1928(31:529g).
1102(n)(1)
...................529a
...............
....................
Executed.
Repealed
section
1 of the
Act ofAug.7, 1939)31:529a).
Dec.
31..............
191-607202...........
...............
391(note)
..................................
Executed.
Provided
thattheAdministratorof General
Services
transfer
to
the Secretary
of the Treasury
25,500,000
6netroy ounces
of
silverheldin thenational
stockpile.
204
..................
Expired.
Provided
that halt dollars
could
beminted
untilJan.1,1971
205...............................
84
................................
Executed.
Authorized
the Secretary
of
84 1760
1769 31 317e(note)
391(note)
..................................
the Treasury
to transfer
3 million
silverdollars
totheAdministrator
of
General
Services
forsaleto the
public.
207
...........................
Amended
section
84117691 31 405a-l(note) ................... Executed.
4 of the
ActofJune24,1967(Pub.
L 9029,81Stat.77).
208
.............................
84 1769 31 316,458 .............................
Executed.
Repealed
section
3513of
theRevised
Statutes
(31:316)
and
section
1 of theActof Feb.28,
1878
(31:316,
458).
1971
Jan.5.
91-650 102...............................
84 1930 31 26. ......................................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:26in
table2A.
Mar17.
925 ..
85
5 31 757b(note)
..............................
Executed.
Provided
a temporary
indebtlimit
and
crease
in thepublic
repealed
section
2 of the Actof
Jane30, 1970(Pub.L 91-301,
84Stat.
368).
4(a) ..........................
31 1765...................................
Executed.
Repealed
section
14 ofthe
Second
Liberty
Bond
Act(31:765),
section
6312of theInternal
RevenueCode
of 1954(26:6312),
and
item6312in thetableof sections
forch.64, such.B of thatAct.
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Code
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at
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Page title
Setiloa

1971
1971
.........................
85 377 2 6 c 2 .............
............ 92-136
Unnecessary.
2:60c-2
in
Oct.11
table2A.Seenotefor
.....................
802(b)(1)
303-305
sections
Repealed
Executed.
...................................
85 573 31 971-973
192-178
Dec.10.
CamElection
Presidential
of the
FundActof1966(31:971paign
973).

1972
92-250 ..
......... 86
15...............
Mar.

ina temporary
Provided
Executed.
..............
63 31 757b(note)......
creasein the publicdebt limit
titlesare
to short
References
Obsolete
.................................
86 116 31 449(note)
92-2681...........
31...............
Mar.
ofthe
because
necessary
nolonger
restatement.
in
31:449b
for
note
See
Obsolete.
31 449b
..........................................
4 .....................
table2A.
in
for 31:449c
note
See
Executed.
..........................................
449c
31
5...............................
table24.
Reer3
of
section
Repealed
Executed.
18...............
1 2-3021() ................................
amiobn PlanNo.26 of 1950
eft. July 31, 1950,64 Stat.
280' rvdda
........
.......................
0.4(nete)
f15
date
an effective
Provided
Execute.
86! 149
3. ...........................
increases
forthisActandprohibited
who
in basicpayfor employees
authorto aposition
wereappointed
izedbythisAct.
31 1203.. .. ..........................
in
Seenotefor 31:1203
Executed.
192-310
6.................
June
table2k
31 1204....................
in
Seenotefor31:1204
Unnecessary.
104
......
..................
table2k
1031.............................
4 .................
31 14.......................
302ofthe
section
Repealed
Executed.
............................
231(b)
(31:142).
Statutes
Revised
31 144...........................................
Seenotefor
andsuperseded.
Obsolete
231(c)...........................
31:144in table2A.
31 1012..................
144............ Executed.
375and
sections
Repealed
231(d),(e)...................
Statutes
378 of the Revised
1013).
(31:1012,
......................
31 270.... ...
3501of
Repled section
Executed.
231(f) ...........................
(31:270).
Statutes
theRevised
......
31 7 .................
3600of
section
Repealed
Executed.
231(h)
...........................
(31:475)
Statutes
theRevised
31 488 ......................
in
Seenotefor31:480
Superseded.
231(i) ...........................
table2A,
31 481.......................
3614of
section
Repealed
Executed.
231(j) ...........................
(31:481)
Statutes
Revised
the
......
31 509................
Repled section3828of
Executed.
231(t) ..........................
(31:509).
Statutes
Revised
the
31 110.......................
the 2d proviso
Repealed
Executed.
231
(t) ...........
"UnitedStates
undertheheading
of the Act of Feb.26,
..........
......................
.......
.. Courts"
3 31
1896(31:110).
the 2dprovisoat
Repealed
Executed.
861 211 31 533........................
231(u).... ...........
"Silk
underheading
the paragraph
of
Investigations"theActofJune
131:533).
3, 1902
Seenotefor
an superseded.
....................... . . Obsolete
31 494
231(w)..............
intable2A.
31:494
in
31:1015
for
vote
See
Superseded.
....................
31 1015
...........................
231(x)
table2A.
in
31:546
for
note
See
Saeprseded.
...
....... 2k
......
31 546............
231(y)............................
table
not
provisions
Repealed
Unnecessary.
31 1201(note) .........................
250.................................
by
or repealed
amended
specifically
parts1,2, and3 oftitleI ofthe
ActofJune6, 1972(Pub.L 92310,86 Stat.201),that provided
for suretybondsfor Government
secbecause
Unnecessary
rsonnel.
titlerelates
302oftherevised
tion
personnel.
Government
toall
ina temporary
Provided
Executed.
86 406 31 77~oe.
July
.................
92-3361.....................................
in the publicdebtlimit
crease
of
date
effective
an
Provided
Executed.
.
..
.....
.......
.............
3
241(note)
86492
............................
92-352106(b)
106(a)
July13................
Aug.31,1964,forsection
86 492 31 241note)................
settled
ofthisActandthatcertain
ifrebe reconsidered
could
claims
byJuly12,1973.
quested
titlesare
toshort
Reerences
Obsolete.
86 919 31 1221(note)
.........................
ofthe
... ..................
because
necessary
92-512101
no longer
Oct.20................
restatement.
31:1224(b)
for
note
See
Executed.
............................. in
86 921 31 1224(b)
............................
105(b)
table2A.
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31 1225(c)
106(c)
............................
....................................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:1225(c)
in
table2A.
107(c)
. ...........
31 1226(c)
....................................
Technical.
Seenotefor31:1226(c)
in
table2A.
141(b)(1)-(5)
.............
31 1261(b)(1)-(5) ...............
Executed. See note for
31:1261(b)(1)-(7) in table2A.
31 1261(b)(6), (7)......................
141(b)
(6),(7)............
Executed.
See note for
31:1261(b)
(1)-(7) in table24.
31 t262(b)
...............................
142(b)
............................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefar 31:1262(b)
intable2A.
145
Executed.
................................
Seenotetor 31:1265
31 1265
..........................................
in
table2A
31 244(note)
......
..............
Obsolete.
.
References
toshorttiles are
Oct.25...............
92-5502 . .................
nolonger
necessary
because
ofthe
restatement.
Oct.27...............
92-590 101
..........................
86 1324 31 757b(note)................................
Executed.
Provided
a ternrary increasein the publicdebtlimit.
201
.................
86 1324
Executed.
Provided
a limitonexpenditures and net lending
during
the
fiscalyearending
June30, 1973.
301
................................
Executed.
Provided
for
a jointcongres611324 311757b(noe).
sionalcommittee
to studyand
review
budget
procedures.
302
.........................
8611325)L
Executed.
Provided
that service
bya
Senator
as a member
orchairman
of thejointcommittee
established
by section
301of thisActwould
notbetakenintoaccount
forperposes
ofparagraph
6 ofrule25of
the Standing
Rulesof the Senate.
401
..............................
References
toshort
titlesare
8611325 .................... Obsolete.
no longer
necessary
because
ofthe
restatement
402
..............................
8611325 31 1581c-1
.....................................
Executed.
Added
section
203to the
BudgetandAccounting
Procedures
Act of 1950(31:581c-1), that
was repealed
bysection
1003of
the Impoundment
Control
Act of
1974(Pub.L 93-344,88Stat.
332).
501
.............................
86 113265.
Executed.
Addeda newsentence
to
section
203(e)(2) at theFederalState Extended
Unemploment
Compensation
Actof1970(Pub.
L
91-373,
84 Stat.708),thatwas
subsequently
amended
bylaterlaws.
1973
Mar.
8.

93-9 11,
2.

Amended
the Act of July1, 1972
(Pub. L 92-334, 86 StaL402),
tht xiredonJune30, 1973,and

July1.......

Sept.
21.

repealed
section
102oftheActof
Jay 13,1972(Pub.
L 92-351,
86
Stat.474).
3 ...........................
.. .....
581c-1
........... Executed.
Amended
section
203
of the
Budget
andAccounting
Procedures
Act of 1950 31:01c- 1), as
added
bysection
402oftheFederal
Impoundment
InformationAct
(31:581c-1). Section
203wasrepealedby section1003of the
Impoundment
Control
Actof 1974
(Pub.L 93-344,88 Stat.332).
87
78........
............................... Executed.
Provided
an effective
date
forthistointresolution.
. 93-53
07 134 31 757bnote) .......
.....
Executed.
Amended
section
101ofthe
ActofOct27 1972(Pub.
L 923(b)
...........
................
599,86 Stati324).
07 135
757c(note)
.............................
Executed.
Provided
an effective
date
fortheamendment
made
bysection
3(a) ofthisAct.
93-11011.
87 352
449
....................
Executed.
Amended
section
2 of the
Par Value Modification
Act
(31:449).Thatsectionwasrepealedby section6 of theActof
Oct.
19,1976(Pub.
L 94-564,
90
StaL
2661).
2 ...............................
87 352 31 449c
...................
Executed.
Seenotefor 31:449c
in
table24.
3(a) .............................
87 352 3 442,
443..........................
Executed.
Repealed
sections
3 and4
Actof 1934
of the GoldReserve
(31:442,
443).
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Date
1973

Chapter
or
Public
Law

Statutesat

Large

Section

.olum Page

_________

1.4

United
States
Code
Section

Explanation

I- ----- 1-

Executed.
Section
3(b) of
Act
lawand
ofthis
thatprovisions
provided
relations in effectontheeffective
3(a) of thisAct
dateof section
a
to prohibit
maynotbeconstrued
holding,
personfrompurchasing,
Section
gold.
in
or dealing
selling,
an effec3(c) of thisActprovided
3(a) and(b).
section
tivedatefor
in
for 31:324d
note
See
Executed.
324d
...............
..................
table2A.
in
31:324e
for
note
See
Executed.
...................
324e. ...............
table2
in
31:324g
for
note
See
Executed.
....................
324g
table2A.
table
in
31:324i
for
note
See
Expired.
324i...........................................
2k
ina temporary
Provided
Executed.
................
757b(note)
in the publicdebtlimitand
crease
101ofthe Actof
section
repealed
86
Oct.27,1972(Pub.L 92-599,
Stat 1324).

(c)
......................
3(b),
87 352 31 1443(note) ................

193-127I .....................................
18..............
Oct.
2 ....................................
4..............................

6.....................
3................
Dec.

1974
datesfor
effective
Provided
Executed.
93-2502....................................
thisAct
Mar.2.................
amendthe
that
Provided
Executed.
88 158
11 31
.................................................
...............................
1264(note)
88
3-288 414(c)(2).
by section414(c)(1)
22.
mentmade
May
onApr.
effective
ofthisActbecame
1, 1974.
ina temporary
Provided
Executed.
757b(note)
...............................
881 285
debtlimitand
public
in the
..............
crease
30...............93-325.
June
1 of the Actof
section
repealed
87
Dec.3, 1973(Pub.L 93-173,
Stat 691).
to a
for transition
Provided
Executed.
3111020(note)
........... fiscalyearbeginning
Sept.30 of
July12...............3-344 502......................
a studyofthe
eachyearandfor
the budget
submitting
of
feasibiLity
fora fiscaltearduringtheregular
thatbeginsin
of Cengress
session
beforethat fiscalyear
theyear
begins.
in
Seenotefor31:1020a
Executed.
88 322 3111020a .....................
table2,k
584....................
item204in the
Amended
Executed.
88 326
702(b) ..................
of theLegislative
tableof contents
Act of 1970
Reorganization
(31:1154).

(b)...........................
801

tableof contents
Amended
Executed.
Actof
Reorganization
of Legislative
1970 (31:1154)

Repealesection 203of the
88
............. Executed.
31 581c332 ..................................
88 329
Procedures
..............................
andAccounting
1003
Budget
Actof1950(31:581c-1).
3(b) and
section
Amended
Executed.
88 445 31 442,443(nute).............
(c)of theActof Sept21, 1973
Aug.14.............
93-373
12.....................................
87 Stat 352),
L 93-110,
Pub.
teisexecuted.
in
Seenotefor 31:317(c)
Expired.
88
1262
table2A.
Oct11................
193-441
1 "Sec.3515(c)". .........
of
transfer
the
for
Provided
Executed.
...............
.....
.....
391(note)
80 1262 3
derived
of theamounts
10 percent
2 .................... ..
31 317(c).....
.....................
coinsminted
fromthesaleofproof
CoinofLthe
(d)
101
section
under
89-81,
(Pub.
of 1965
a
Col7T Stat 254) to Eisenhower
lelCelamendthe
that
Provided
- Executed.
to
in thisActapply
provided
ments
Oct18...............93 -455 2....................................88 1381 31 241(note) ..................
Oct.18,
after
claimsfor losses
1974.
to shorttitlesare
References
Obsolete.
88 1604 42 4251(note) ........................
of the
because
necessary
nolonger
93-518 1 ...................................
5................
Dec.
restatement
section ofthe
Renumbered
Executed.
..................
(note)
88 1738 31 561
ActofNov.21,1941(ch.489,55
to 85).
22..............93-539 1(a)(related
Dec.
6.
Stat.777)assection
in table
Seenotefor31:324i
Expired.
.........................................
324i
31
1739
88
2..
26..............93-541 4 ....................................
Dec.
Executed.
Seenote for 31:324g
in
5 ....................................88 1739 31 324g...............................
table2.
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[Public
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[_

Section

Statutes
at
Large
olumePage title

United
States
Code
Explanaton
Section

1975
Jan.2.................
604 11.

00 1959 31 I(note) ......................................
Obsolete.
References
to short
titlesare
nolongernecessary
because
ofthe
restatement
202,
203.
19
244(note)
..................................
Executed,
Provided
fortransfer
ofcertain records
and money
of the
General
Accounting
Officeto the
General
Services
Administration
by
Sept30,1975,andforareport
by
the Administrator
of Generaservicesto Congress
on thetransfer
6
months
afterthetransfer.
501(b)
............................
00119621
31151-t(note)
...............................
Expired.
Provided
thatduring
theoneyearopened
beginning
Jan.2, 1975,
the Administrator
of General
Servicescould
contract
torenta buildingin the District
of Columbia
to
the extentnecessary
to secure
spaceequalto the amount
made
available
totheComptroller
General
during
thatperiod.
703
................................
00181d
16
J........................
............. Unnecessary.
in
table2k. Seenotefor31:181d

802
................................
0 1965 3 17a,237(note)
.........................
Executed.
Provided
that the amendmentprovided
forin section
801of
thisAct became
effective
July2,
1975.
Feb.19..............
94-31....................
311757b(note)
...........................
Executed.
Provided
a temporary
increase
in the public
debtlimitand
repealed
thefirstsection
attheAct
ofJuse30,1974(Pub,
L 93-325,
88 Stat285).
June30...............
94-471
........................................
Executed.
Provided
a temporary
in09) 2461 31) 757b(note)
...............................
crease
in thepublicdebtlimitand
repealed
section
1 of the Actof
Feb.19,1975(Pub.L 94-3,89
Stat.5).
Nov.14..............
13212. ..........
..................
19 6913 31 757b(note)
..............
Executed.
Repealed
section
1 of the
ActofJune
30,1975(Pub.
L 94-47,89Stat.246).
Dec.
9................
94-143................89 797 J 1501-1510
..............
Executed.
Seenotefor31:1501-1511
intable2A
1976
Mar.15..............94-232
757b(note)
...............................
Executed.
Provided
a temporary
in1 ..................................
crease
in the publicdebt limit.
757b(note)
..............................
Executed.
Provided
a temrary in2 .........................
..........
crease
in the publicdebt limit.
Apr.
21 ...............
194-273
701(note)
.............................
Obsolete.
References
to short
titlesare
514..
...............................
nolongernecessary
because
ofthe
restatement.
5(4).........
........ 90 377 31 1203(a).................................
in
Executed.
Seenotefor31:1203
table2A
94-274 209......
.........
.
90 J95 31 701(note) .................................
Executed.
Provided
for themerger
Wt
certainappropriations
on Joy 1,
1976.
June1................
90 616 31 1020-1
....................................
in
Executed.
Seenotefor 31:1020-1
table2A,
June
30.............
118b. )..
...........
90 793 31 757b(note)
.......................
Executed.
Provided
temporary
increases
in thepublic
debtlimit.
Oct.
13..............
90 2341 31 1221(note)
......................
Obsolete.
Shorttitlesareno longer
necessary
because
of the restate2 ..................................
met.
90 2341 31 1221(note)
................................
Executed.
Provided
that, exceptas
otherwise
provided,
amendments
and
repeals
bythisActareamendments
ofthe
of,
sections
to, andrepeals
StateandLocalFiscalAssistance
86
L 92-512,
Actof1972(Pub.
Stat.919).
3(a)................
90 2341 31 1222.................................
103ofthe
section
Executed.
Repealed
StateandLocalFiscalAssistance
Act
of1972
(31:1222).
4 (a) ................
.............
90 2341 31 1223
.........................
Executed.
Repealed
section
104ofthe
Statean LocalFiscalAssistance
Act
of
1972
(31:1223).
5 (a)(4) .........................
90 2342.....
...........................
headAmended
thesection
Technical.
and
105oftheState
ingofsection
Local
Fiscal
Assistance
Actof1972
(Pub.
L
95-512,
86
Stat
920).
5(b)(3), (4).
90 2J43 31 1225(c)...............................
Executed.
Seenotefor31:1225(c)
in
table2A,
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Chapter
Date

i
Law

Section

L
IPage ITte
Voume

UnIted
States
Code
Explanation
p

Sect

5(b)(7) .....................1261(b)
...................................
Executed. See note for
31:1261(b)(1)-(7) in table24.
in
Seenotefor31:1226(c)
Technical.
...................
1226(c)
6(c) (2)(C)....................
table2A.
of
for recovery
1221(note) ...............................
Executed.Provided
6(g) ................................
madein an entitleoerpayments
Jan.
before 1,
ending
ment period
1977.

Provided that
10(a).............................
9012356
1 3111243(note)
.................... Unneessry.
notapply
31:1351(a) and(b) does
because
ta 31:c. 24. Unnecessary
of the restatementof
(2).
31:1351(d)
in
Seenotefor 31:1265
Executed.
11..................................
1265
................................
table2A.
for
dates
effective
Provided
Executed.
1265(note)
1221(note),
13..................................
bytheAct
made
amendments
section2 of the
Repealed
Executed.
449..................................
Oct.19............ (94-5646 ....................
Act
Par Value Modification
(31:449).
1977
of
the Director
Authorized
Terminated.
under
95-26 101(proviso
May4...........
94. .........
I
and
the Officeof Management
heading"Offce of
in
Budgt to lace 5 positions
and
Management
gra S S-, GS-I7,andGS-18.
Budget").
414(a)of theCivilService
Section
Actat 1978(Pub.L 95Reform
Apr.
454,92 Stat.1177),effective
bysection415(a)(3) of
11, 1979,
of
theauthority
thatAct,terminated
in GSpositions
toplace
anyagency
placed
unless
andGS-18
16,GS-17,
of
by theDirector
grades
in those
Management
ofPersonnel
theOffice
5:5108.
section
under
ina temporary
Provided
Executed.
91 1090 31 757b(note)
...............................
95-1201,2.....................
4..................
Oct.
debtlimitand
in the public
crease
1 of the Actof
section
repealed
June30, 1976(Pub.L 94-334,
90 Stat.793).
titlesare
to short
References
Obsolete.
... ..................
91 1615 31 1701(note)
95-2201.....................................
Dec.
28.
of the
because
necessary
nolonger
restatement.
in
31:1702
Seenotefor
Unnecessary.
31
1702
.......................
3 . ...............................
table2A.
in
31:1706
note
for
See
Executed.
.....................................
1706
31
7 .. ......... ....................
table2A.
of
the
Director
for
Provided
Executed.
.............................
31
1701(note)
9 .....................................
and
the Officeof Management
andreport
a study
tomake
Budget
on thefinancialintorto Congress
by Dec.27, 1978.
system
mation
1978
toshorttitlesare
References
Obsolete.
..................
41 501(note)
1 .....................................
................
Fe.3
of the
because
necessary
no longer
restatement.
in table
Seenotefor41:507
Executed.
8 .....................................
. ................... ..........
41 507
2A.
theActofSept.6,
Repealed
Executed
................
1892
42 1891,
10(a)..............................
1958 (421891,1892),effective
Feb.3,1979.
that thisActwould
Provided
Expired.
41 501(note).
10(b)........................
any
voidor voidable
notrender
or cooperagrant,
contract,
existing
or any contract,
tive agreement
enagreement
grant,orcooperative
teredinto beforeFeb.4, 1979.
shorttitlesare
to
Reference
Obsolete.
65(note).
31
92
391
..
1............................
July
21...............
195-320
ofthe
because
necessary
no longer
restatement.
of
the
1
section
Repealed
Executed.
92 419 31 757b(note)
........................
95-333 2 .....................
Aug3................
Actof Oct.4, 1977(Pub.L 95120,91Stat.1090).
titlesare
to short
References
Obsolete.
92 1072 31 324b-1.....................
95-447 1......................
.
Oct.10
ofthe
because
necessary
nolonger
restatement.
Secretary
that
the
Provided
Executed.
.....
......
..........
92 1072 31 391(note)
5...................
to
hadauthority
of the Treasury
mintandissuedollarcoinsof a
weightuntilJan.1, 1979.
certain
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Date

Chapter
lc
PLwVum
Law

1978
Oct.13..

Section

Statutes
at
Large
:Ll=Pg Pg Title

Code
United
States
Section

Explanation

Executed.
Required
theDirector
ofthe
18(oe
te)....................................
OfficeofManagement andBudget
and
to submitto the President
Congress
not laterthanJan.11
on a studyol
1980,a nepeat
decentralizaon of Federal
govenmental
functions.
are
Obsolete.
References
to
short
titles
......................................
1(note)
Oct.25................
1 .........................
.
no longernecessary
because
of the
restatement
Obolete.References
to centerhead65..........................................
2............
.......
Nov.4................
beingsare no longernecessary
cause
oftherestatement
Executed.
Repealed
sections
3469
and
194,199...................................
322(c), (e), (f)
...........
Nov.6.................
Statutes
3474 of the Revised
31:194, 199) and struckout
for
ems in thetableof sections
titleXXXVI
of theRevised
Statutes
related
to sections
3469,
3473,
and
3474.
Executed.tepesled
section
3473of
92 267
198
.........................................
322(d)
...........................
Statutes
(31:198).
theRevised
of
Terminated.
Authorized
theSecretar
Nov.
8.................
195-612 3 ....................................92 3091 .. ...................................
the Tn to place
61pesitions
GS-17,
andGS-I.
in grades 1S-i6,
Section
414(a)of theCivil
Seroice
Actof 1978(Pub.L 95Reform
Apr.
454,92 Stat1177),
effective
11,1979,
bysection
415(a)(3) of
theauthority
of
thatAct,terminated
anyagency
toplacepositions
inGSand
GS-18
unless
placed
16,CS-17,
of
in thosegrades
bytheDirector
theOffice
ofPersonnel
Management
5:5108.
under
section
Executed.
Provided
an effective
date
7 ....................
. ........... 92 3892.........................................
forthisAct.
1979
Apr,2 .................
Provided
for a temporary
96 5 11........................
93 0 31 757b~sete)................... Executed.
debtlimitfor
increase
in thepublic
the one yearperiod
endingSept
30,1979.
2 ....................................93 8 .........................................
Executed.
Repealed
sectionI of the
Actof Aug.
3, 1978(Pub.L 95333,92 Stat419).
5 ....................................93 8.. ................................... Executed.
Provided
that the Budget
report
before
Apr.16,
Committees
1981,a balanced
budget
forfiscal
year1982.
6 .......................
the President
to
Executed.
Required
31 11(no te)...................................
submit
to Cogress withthebudgyears1981
and1982
ets forfiscal
alternate
budgetprotxals
forthose
fiscalyearswhenthehedgetsubmittedwouldresultin a deficit
Sept.29..............
1 96-78 1 01................................
Provided
fora temporary
31 757b(note)
...............................
Executed.
debt
lim and
increase
in thepublic
repealed
section
1 of the Actof
Ar. 2, 1979(Pub.L 96-5,93
95-454 901

92 1223 3

203.............
............
1980
.
Feb.15.........96-191

Provided
an effective
date
Executed.
forthisAct.
31
.(te).................
..............

toshort
titlesare
Executed.
References
ofthe
no longer
necessary
because
8 c). .......................
restatement.
5 5108(c)(1) .........................
5:5108(c))1).
Executed.
Repealed
8 f) ...............................
31 46a......................
Repealed
section
13 otthe
Executed.
Federal
Employees
PayActof 1946
(31:46a).
10..................................... .......
31 52-(note) ...............
Executed.
Presdedthatthe Cereral
Accounting
OfficePersonnel
Actof
1980became
effective
on Oct.1,
1980.
Apr.3.................
196-226 1104(b)(2) ......................
Unnecessary.
Provided
thattheamend94 1315 31 43(note) ..................................
104(b)(1)
mentmadebysection
to the
of thisActdid not apply
the position
of
personoccupying
General
onApr.
Deputy
Comptroller
wasvacant
3, 1980.Theposition
onthatdate.
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Chapter
or
Public
Law

1980
one6............ 96-264 1

Stat"tesat
Section

UnitedStatesCode

Large
me Page tie

Volu

Explanation
Section

section101(a) of
Executed.Amended
theAct ofSept.29,1979(Pub.L
96-78, 93 Stat. 589), that proincreasein
vided for a temporary
thepublicdebt.
temporary
for
a
Provided
Superseded.
94 598 31 757b(fote) ...........
0.. .......................................
9...
June
28......96-2861
increasein the public debt limit
throughFeb.28, 1981. Superseded
bythe Act of Dec.19, 1980 (Pub.
L 96-556, 94 Stat. 3261), that
temporarilyincreasedthe public
debt limit by $535,100,000,000
throughSept.30, 1981.
for a temporary
............................. Superseded.Provided
94 3261 31 757b(note)
Dec.
19.............
16-556
increaseof $535,100,000,00in
the publicdebt limit throughSept.
bytheAct of
30, 0981.Superseded
Feb.7, 1981 (Pub. L 97-2, 95
increased
temporarily
that
4),
Stat.
the public debt limit by
through Sept.
$585,086,000,000
30,1981.
Providedfor the effective
Executed.
............
94 3465 31 752(note)
96-595 2(b) ......................
Dec.
24...............
madeb
date for the amendment
2(a) of theAct of Dec.2,
section
1980 (Pub. L 96-595, 94 Stat.
3465).
Short titles are no longer
94 3516 31 1221(note) ...............................Obsolete.
96-604 1 ...........................
Dec.28...............
becauseof the restatenecessary
ment.
of
formodification
Provided
Executed
...............................
31
1243(rote)
94
35819
2(g)
...............................
for enticertainauditrequirements
tlementperiodsendingbeforeOct
1, 1980.
Statesfrom all
3..................
94 3519 ...........................................................Executed.Discharged
obligations for repayment of
with the States
deposited
amounts
by the Secretaryof the Treasury
the Act of June23, 8836
under
(ch. 115, 5 Stat. 55).
5....................................94 3520 31 1221(note) ................................Executed.Providedthat amendments
madeby sections1, 2 and 4 of
the Act appliedto enttemevt periafterSept.30, 1980.
ods beginning

1981
7.
Feb.

94

439

........................
31 757b(note)

executed.Providedfor a temporary
increaseof $585,0008000,00in
the ubc debt limit throughSept
30,181.
effectivedate for
Provided
Executed.
..................................
95 432 31 369(note)
Aug.13..............
382(b)(2)
.....................
madeby the section.
amendment
for fiscalyear
that
Provided
Executed.
...........
95 763 31 1243(note)
..............................
1743
1982only,eachstatecertdytothe
that it is
agency
federal
responsible
with section1242 of the
complying
Act
Reconciliation of 1981
Omnibus
(Pub. L 97-35, 95 Stat. 763).
................................Executed.Providedfor a temporary
30.............
Sept
97-48 1
....................95 955 31 757b(note)
00000 in
increaseof $599,800
the publicdebt limit through Sept.
30,1981.
to shorttitlesare
Obsolete.References
............
95 1491 31 391(note)
Dec.
23..............
197-104
11..
of the
because
no longer necessary
restatement.
202(last
section
Executed.Repealed
3 ....................................95 1491 ...........................................................
sentence)of the Bank Holding
of 1979
Act Amendment
Company
84 Stat. 1768)
(Pub.L 91-607,
thatan amendment
Provided
Executed.
. .............
4 . ..........
95 1492 31 399(note)............
made by section 2 of the Act
becameeffective on October1,
1981.
95

4

............
31 757b(note)
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Revised
Statutes
(section)

T Tdle
TiIe

193.........................
240.........................
241.........................
246...........
254...

.

266,267................
274.........................
31.
277(lst-6th
subdivisions).

Section
S

E
Explanation

Seenotefor31:492-2 in table2A.
Superseded.
492-2
.....................
in table2A.
for31:1022
Seenote
Superseded.
1022. .............
in table2A.
for31:1025
Seenote
Superseded.
1025
........................
for31:1008 in table2A.
Seenote
Superseded.
1008
........................
and429in table2A.
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:428
.............
428,429
Superseded.
Provided
forstatements
ofreceipts
andexpenditures
andstatements
oftheTreasurer.
title.
3513oftherevised
bysection
Superseded
Seenote
for31:48intable2A
Superseded.
48............................
Obsolete.
Setouttheduties
ofthefirst-fth auditors.
Allpowers
andduties
oftheauditors
were
vested
in andimpeed
on theGeneral
Accounting
Officebysection
304of the Budget
and
Act,121 (31:44).
Accounting
Superseded.
See
note
for
31:94
in
table
2A.
94..................
.
96............................
for31:96 in table2A.
Obsolete.
Seenote
Superseded.
Seenote
for31:101
in table2A.
101
..........................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:115 in table2k
115
..........................
Superseded.
Seenote
for31:116
in table2A.
116
..........................
Superseded,
Seenote
for31:118 in table2A.
110..........................
Obsolete
andsuperseded.
Seenotefor31:144
intable2A.
144..........................
in table2k
161
..........................
Seenote
for31:161
Superseded.
50............................
Superseded.
Seenote
for31:50
in table2k
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31.1010(related
1010
.................
to books,papers,
and records)in table2k

280.........................
281.........................
282.........................
295.........................
296.........................
298.....................
304.........................
312.........................
318.........................
372(related
to
books,papers,
andrecords).
1776
.......................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:554
in table2A,
554
..........................
3471
.....................
196
..........................
Obsolete.
Seenote
for31:196
in table2A,
3472
.......................
197
..........................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:197in table2k
3475
.......................
201
..........................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:201
in table2A.
3476
.......................
202
.........................
Obsolete.
Seenote
for31:202
in table2k
3478,
3479
............
Executed
204, 205.................
andsuperseded.
Seenote
for31:204
and205intable2A.
3480
...........
206
..........................
Obsolete.
Seenote
for31:206
in table2A.
3505
.......................
318
....................
Obsolete.
Seenote
for31:318
and319in table2A.
3511(words
before
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:314
in table2k
314
..........................
]st semicolon).
3511(words
after 31. 1315
.........
I Obsolete.
Seenote
for31:315 and315ain table2A
lst
semicolon).
3512
......................
319
..........................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:318
and319intable2k
3515(c)
.................
317(c)..................
Expired.
Seenotefor31:317(c)
in table2A.
3527
.......................
336
..........................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:336
in table2A.
3529
.....................
Unnecessary
341
..........................
andsuperseded.
Seenote
for31:341
in table2A.
3535
.......................
348
.........................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:348 in table2A.
3536
.......................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:349
intable2k
349..........................
3539
.......................
352
Obsolete.
.........................
Seenotefor31:352
intable2A.
3547
.......................
363..............
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:363
intable2A
3566
.......................
373
.......................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:373
intable2A.
3567,
3568
...........
374..........................
Obsolete.
Seenotefor31:374
and375in table2A,
3570 ...........417.........................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:417
intable2A
3585
.......................
457
..........................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:451-455,
457,459,and460intable2k
3587
.......................
460
........................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:451-455, 457,459,and460intable2A
3588
.......................
Superseded.
452...............
Seenotefor31:451-455, 457,459,and460intable2A.
3589
.......................
453.........................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:451-455, 457,459,and460intable2A.
3590...................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:451-455,
457,459,and460intable2k
454...............
3593
.......................
474
..........................
Unnecessary.
Seenotefor31:474
in table2A.
3613....................
480
..............
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:480
in table2A.
482.........................
3615
......................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:482 in table2A.
3616
......................
Superseded.
Seenotefor31:483
483
...............
in table2A
3618(lst
487(1st sentence).Superseded.
Seenotefor31487(1st sentence)
in table2A.
sentence).
3610(llst
31.
487(last sentence)
.1 Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:487(2d sentence)
in table2A.
sentence).
3641
............... ...
523
..............
Superseded.
Seenote for 31:523in table2,
3642
......................
524........................
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:524 in table2A.
3651
.....................
543...............
Obsolete.
Seenote for 31:543 in table2A
3670
.....................
624.....................
Superseded.
Seenote for 31:624 in table2A,
3672
.....................
625...............
Superseded.
Provided
for a statement
of proceeds
of sales of old publicproperty.
Superseded
by

section
6 of the Act of June25, 1910,ch. 384,36 Stat. 773 (31:625), whichwasrepealed
bysectionone (17) of theAct of May29, 1928,ch.901, 45 Slat. 987.

3673
....................
631.........
..........
Obsolete.
Seenotefor 31:631in table2A.
3676
.......................
634...............
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:634in table2A.
685........
..............
3685
...................
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31:685in table2A
3692
.....................
720............
..........
Superseded.
Seenotefor 31720 in table2A.
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TABLE 2D-REORGANIZATION PLANS
ran
YerNo.

Section

Statutes
at Large
Page
Volume

Explanation

Executed.
Transferred
theCentral
Statistical
Board
andits functions
theCentral
abolished
of theBudget,
andpersnnel totheBureau
the functionsof the
and transferred
Committee,
Statistical
of theBureau.
totheDirector
Committee
of Lighthouos
of theBureau
the functions
Transferred
Superseded.
2(a)..........................
withand
tobe consolidated
oftheTreasury
to theDepartment
was
Guard
Guard.
TheCoast
ofthe
Coast
aspart
administered
6(b)
bysection
ofTransportation
to theDepartment
transferred
Act(Pub.L 89-670, 80
of Transportatior
of the Department
Stat 937).
2(b).......................................................
of Railroads
General
Abolished
the officeofthe Director
Executed.
functionsanddutiesof the
the remaining
and transferred
and
functions
Those
of theTreasury.
to theSecretary
Director
out.
been
carried
duties
have
and
obligaproperty,
functions,
allremaining
Transferred
Executed.
2(c) ........................................
of the
to theDepartment
Corporation
tionsof theWarFinance
theCorporation.
andabolished
Treasury
transand
Administration
Federal
Alcohol
the
Abolished
Executed.
.......
2.................................
to be
of the Treasury,
to the Secretary
ferredits functions
Department
Revenue.
of Internal
theBureau
cardedoutthrough
the
Order221of July1, 1972,established
of the Treasury
to it
andtransferred
andFirearms
Tobacco,
Bureauof Alcohol,
Revenue
Service.
functions
oftheInternal
thealcohol
of Contract
of the Director
thefunctions
Transferred
Superseded.
201..........................................................
to the
Settlement
andof the Officeof Contract
Settlement
102(b)ofthe
bysection
Superseded
SecretaoftheTreasury.
Actof June30, 1949(ch.2B8,63Stat.680),thattransferred
Services.
ofGeneral
totheAdministrator
thosefunctions
of functions
thetransfer
that,notwithstanding
Provided
Superseded.
.........................
1(c)
in certain
of theTressury,
tothe Secretary
Guard
of theCoast
as partof the Nay.
Guardoperates
the Coast
situations
of
6(b)(1) and(2) of theDepartment
bysection
Superseded
that,
Act (49:1655(b)(), (2))that provides
Transportation
Guard
intheNavy,theCoast
asaservice
except
whenoprating
ofTranspertation.
is partoftheDepartment
officeof Assistant
a newandadditional
Established
Superseded.
2(b)..................................................
.. .
30](f) of therevised
bysection
Superseded
Counsel.
General
Counsels
of the
General
for the Assistant
titlethat provides
oftheTreasury.
Department
personnel,
property,
of records,
forthe transfer
Provided
Executed.
103
.......................................................
to the
of the Budget
the Bureau
fundsfrom
andunexpended
on
wasmade
andBudget.Thetransfer
Officeof Management
July1,1970.
2, 3..........................................................
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TABLE 3-LAWS OMITTED BUT NOT REPEALED
This table shows the laws omitted because of the revision of title
31, United States Code, as not being permanent and general. The
table is in 2 parts, with table 3A listing omitted laws according to
United States Code citation, and table 3B listing omitted laws according to Statutes at Large citation.
CODE
TABLE 3A-UNITED STATES
Title

United
States
Code
Section

Explanation

Recurrent
provision.
Provides
maximum
amount
available
duringa fiscalyearto buycertain
.........................
31 638c
It isomitted
fromthisbill
basis.
Provision
is enacted
on a year-to-year
motor
vehicles.
passenger
tte.
lawsareincluded
intherevised
naseoly
permanent
motor
used
to
hire
passenger
for
construction
to
be
Permits
appropriations
Recurrent
provision.
63f..........................
only
It is omitted
fromthishill because
ona year-to-year
basis.
Provision
is enacted
vehicles.
title.
in therevised
permanent
lawsareincluded
of war
ofprisoners
to be usedforexpenses
available
appropriations
provision.
Permits
Recurrent
.....................................................
649a
onayearProvision
isenacted
Presidential
proclamation.
in custody
under
andotherindividuals
in the
lawsareincluded
onlypermanent
to-yearbasis.It is omittedfromthisbill because
revised
title.
,aid fromappropriturs.
requirement
foremployees
Provides
citizenship
Recurrent
provision.
699................................................
ory permanent
fromthisbillbecause
basis.
It isomitted
is enacted
or a year-to-year
Provision
title.
lawsareincluded
in therevised
ofthe
anyone
notacitizen
onpaying
or employing
thatprohibition
Recurrent
provision.
Provides
700........................................................
Provision
isenacted
ona year-toofDefense.
tothe Department
United
States doesnotaapply
in therevised
onlypermanent
lawsareincluded
fromthisbillbecause
yearbasis.It is omitted
title.
and
real property,
services,
of Defense
to accept
Permits
the Secretary
Recurrent
provision.
700a
......................................................
Provision
isenacted
arrangements.
agreements
oroccupational
under
mutual
defense
commodities
lawsareincluded
in
onlypermanent
basis.
It isomittedfromthisbillbecause
onayear-to-year
therevised
title.
by23:210
when
ofaccess
roadauthorized
advances
for construction
provision.
Permits
Recurrent
700b..................................................
ona
Provision
is enacted
of Defense.
to national
defense
bytheSecretary
certified
asimportant
inthe
lawsareincluded
onlypermanent
It is omitted
fromthishill because
year-to-year
basis.
revised
title.
accounts
that
appropriations
for specified
for annual
Provides
authorization
Limitedinterest,
725a ...........................
bypermanent
appropriations.
previously
hadbeen
funded
to
claims
certified
for payment
ofcertain
forappropriations
Provides
authorization
Limited
interest.
725b
.......................................................
bypermanent
appropriations.
hadbeen
funded
Congress
thatpreviously
that
for specified
accounts
for annual
appropriations
Provides
authorization
Limitedinterest.
725c
.......................................................
appropriations.
hadbeen
funded
bypermanent
previously
accounts
that
for specified
for annual
appropriations
Provides
authorization
Limited
interest.
725d.............................
appropriations.
funded
bypermanent
previously
hadbeen
claims
certified
to
forpayment
ofcertain
forappropriations
interest
Provides
authorization
725f.........................
Limited
appropriations.
been
funded
bypermanent
thathadpreviously
Congress
for the Districtof Columbia.
for annualdefiniteappropriations
Provide
7251,725m
....................
Limitedinterest.
doesnot
Collection
Actof 1966(31:951-953)
Claims
Provides
thattheFederal
953..........................
Limited
interest.
law.
claims
under
another
compromise,
orsettle
tolitigate,
affectauthority
toNew
guarantees
ofloans
maymake
oftheTreasury
....................
..
interest
Provides
thattheSecretary
1521-1531
Limited
June
30,1982.
YorkCitythrough

TABLE 3B-STATUTES ATLARGE
Date

Chapter
Poblic
Law

Section

United
States
Code
Statutes
at
Large
Section
VolumPagelitle

Explanation

1934
June
26..................
2 .......... ... ..........................

in
interest.
Seenote
for31:725a
Limited
31 725a
........................
table3A.
for31:725b
in
Seenote
.............................
United interest.
31 725b
table3A.
4 ......... . ................ ..... . . .
for31:725c
in
Limited
interest.
Seenote
..............................
31 725c
table3.
5 . . . ................ ............. .
31 725d
..............................
in
interest.
Seenote
for31:725d
Limited
table3
7 ...................... ..... ............
31 725f
...............................
in
Limited
interest.
Seenotefor31:725f
table30.
13, 14................................
Seenotefor 31:7251,
Limited
interest.
31 7251,
725m
...................
725m
in table3A.
3 ........................... . . ........

1966
July19...................
in
Limited
interest.
Seenotefor31:953
.
89-508
14....................
309 31 953 .. ..........

table3X.

TABLE 3B-STATUTES ATLARGE-Continued
Dat
1978

5 .....
Oct.

Statutes
at
Large

United
States Code

IPage Title
Volume
r

1i

Section

Explanation

rt-ri

101-111
.............................
1521-1531.

Limited
interest.
Seenotefor 31:15211531
in table3A
105
.....................................
638f
...................
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31:638f
in table3A.
106 .........................
..
700b.. ...............
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31700b
intable3A.
....I...
195-415 1..........
1531(onote)
Limited
interest,
Authorizes
appropriations
to theSecretary
of the Treasury
fto
guarantees
of loans
toNewYorkCity
under
theNew
YorkCityLoan
Guarantee Act of 1978(31:1521-1531)

Aug.
8............
Sept.
18...

I

Chapter
or
Public
Law

1979
96-74 1602.
Sept
29..........

931 5741 311 699b
..

Recurrent
provision.
Seenote
for31.699b
intable3A

1980
...................................
96-436 105
Oct.13............
638f...
..................
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31:638t
intable3X
106
....................................
.......................
700b
Recurrent
provision.
Seenote
for31.700b
intable3X
700
................
..............
704
......................
....
Recurrent
provision.
Dec.15...................
196-527
Seenotefor 31:700
intable3A.
706 .............................
..
....
649a
.............................
Recurrent
provision.
Seenote
for31:649a
intable34.
Recurrent
provision.
Seenote
for31:700a
700a
..............................
720(2dpar.) ...............
intable3A.
Seenotefor31-638c
Recurrent
provision.
113
.................................
638c
..............................
Dec.16................
intable3A.
1981
105
....................................
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31:638t
Dec.
23............
638f
...............................
intable3A
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31:700b
106
700b ...............
..................................
in table3A.
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31:700
704....................................
700
.............................
in table3A
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31:649a
649a.....................
706
..................................
intable3A.
Recurrent
provision.
Seenotefor31:700a
719(lastpar.).................
700a.............................
in table3A.
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TABLE 4-LAWS TRANSFERRED
This table shows the laws included in title 31, United States
Code, that are recommended for transfer to other titles of the Code.
Transferred
to-

United
States
Code
Title

Section

Title SeUtn

66
2
3
7
1032a
......
....................................
.....................................................................
82h..............................................................................
....
.....................................................
31
1 11b
]

1901
224 19-1
*................................................
.................................
. .
........
331
1 22i
........................
.. . .*........................
. .. .........................
. .. . ....................
2285
.. . . ................

2
190m
31 230
..............................................................................
3 16 5802
31 488a
.............................................................................
580o
16
31 4t8b-3 ............................................................................
16 580
o]
31 488b4............................................................................
16 5803
............................................................................
31 488b-5
16 58074
6............................................................................
31 488b2076
.............
19
....................
..............
.........................
.................................
................
................
.............
31 529 ....
...................

.............
19
2077
..........................
................................................................. ...............................................
31 529c
2078
...... 19
..............
........
........
........................................................
31 529d.......... .....
31 529e
................................................
..................................... ............................................
...............
19
2079
31 529f
.............................................................................
...........
...........................................
19
2080
31 531
..............................................................................
.....
.. .......................................
15
196
31 534.. ...........................................................................
........................
16
556d
22
268b
*...............
*.............................
...............
................................................................
........
.........
...
-* - -.......
31 535...........

31 547
.................................
........................................................

.

.................................

22

2668a

877
........
...... 33
..............
..................
...........
................
....
...
. ....
...
*.......
...
.............
31 550.............................................
26 986(note)
..............................................................
555..................
..............
..
.................
31 638b
33
5761
.................
.. .....
...
..... ...
........
...... . .. .. ..............
31
.............
. ........

33
87
...................
.. ...........................................................................
31 661

16
754a
............
*.........
* * ...................................................
......................
31 662.........................................................
la

.................
................................... 41
3
........................
31 66 ..............................
2 68-2,
95a
..............................................................
.. .. ......................................
31 671.............
..........
40 166a-I
. . ...........................................
31 689
62...............................................
.....................
147a
............................
43
...
.....
......
.....
.. .. ... . . . .......
...................................
31 692
........
..........................
43
1471
.....
........
.........................
......
..............
.....
...............
...
'*......
.....
..........
31 693..............
*.
.............

31 699

...................................................
42 2459a
...................................................................
*...

*
2
30
...............
...................................
............
............
...........
31 722....
........
............
............
.. *............
*.........
.................
24
21b
.......................................................
31
725h
......................................................................
5a85
2
385a
... 25
4
725s1.........................................................................................
31
.....................
.
...
699....................................
3
1
25
385
...................................................
31 725s2.........................................................................
.....................
31 725s-3
............................................................................

967
.. 21
.................................................................
..
........
31 1035 .....................................................
968
221
1
..
. .............
...................................................
...
................................................................
36 ..............................................
.....................................
.....
..................
969
1030
331
31
1 72
106
3......
...........................
........................................................................
25....3.8252

.........
..
2
621
............................................................
..........................................
31 1302
............
....................................
9673
. ..........
. . . . .............
.....
.....
.....
.....
31 1034....
........... 2
2
622
........
..........
1302
..................... ............................
331
1
31
31
31

631
...................................................
............................................................................
.............................
13
22..........................
........ . 22
632
.... ..............
.....
.........
.. ....... .
1323
633
.. ............
.....................................
................................. . 2
1303
2
634
1324............................................................................
635
.................................... ..... 2
1325
.............................................................................

31 1326..............
......................................
.................
...........................
...
.......
.................
........
...
...
.....
......
..........
.
2
636
31 1327....................................................
.............................
................................
.....................................
.....
....
..... 2
637
31 1328...........................................
.....................
..................
....
.......
....................................
........................................
.
2
638

639
2
............................................................
31 1329
...................................................
2
64
..............................................
............
.............................................................................
31 1330

31 1331.................................................................................
.......
..........
....................................................
.
2
641

642
.................................................................
2
...
..............
31 1332
.............................................................................

31 1351.................................................................
......................
............
....
............
..................
.................
.....
...............
2
651
31 1352...............................................
..................................
.....
...
.............
...
....................
........................................
.
2
652
...............
2
653
......................
....
.............................................
31
1353
.....................................................................
31 1351
.2)
651
2
681
................................
....................................................
31
1400
.......................................................................

31 1401.......................................................
..............
.........
........
...
....................
................................................
.
2!
682

31
31
31
31
31
31

1400......
..........................
...........
..........
2
68
.................................................
2
68
2...........
14032
... .............................................
.....................
...
2
682
...............................................
1404
.............................................................................
685
2
.......................................
1404
1405
. ..........
.............................................................
2
686
1406
.........................................................................
..............
-......
.......................
...................................
2
687
31 1407
.............................................................................
......................................
2
688

0

